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..MILJTARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-develor.)ed curriculum materials in this course

package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military CUrriculum Project for dissem=
ination bq the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
ceveloped by the military more accessible bo vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

-The courst materials 1#61eM aoguired, evaluated by project
staff and piactitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which.were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either canitted or appro-

val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to.support
v6cational instruction and curriculum development.

Vi'ti,Y1-.7.`:,



The National -Center
Mission Statement
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The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the .ability of diver's agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob-
lems relating tb individual career planning,
preparation, and Rrogression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
acid outcomes

installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting lea4rship development and
.training programs .

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
, Program Information Office

The National Center for Research In Vicational
Education

The Ohio Spite University
1960 KinnY Rood, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephon: '014/486-3655 or Toll Free 8030/

,5 848-48115 within the continental U.S.
/*opt Ohio)

;

Militaty Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field
Services Division

The Nationll Center for Research
in Vocational Education

.4411Fr4,2,,

111111.-
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,
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Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is . . .

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,,,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

. Access to military cOrriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to votational and tech-
nical education are selected fordissemination..'

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the prpject

_activtties.

Projact Staff:

Wesley E. Buake, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

. Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
'11 Project Director

What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred Iwenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
insti-uctional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course miterials include programmed
. instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor

guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocationkl subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Cond itioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteorology &
Navigation s

Photography
Public Service

4

The number of courseland the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
11 Is with application to vocational and
te nical education are identified and selected
fo dissem inat ion .

v

1

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?
Lt..... I. A va .. . . .4i

,

IA
sl; ; ,

CoAtact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

.EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, I L 62777
217/782-0759

4

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph.F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Direct();
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08825
609/29211562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98604
2061753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State. mS 39762
601/325-2510

WEVERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1778 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96622

.908/948-7834

r3



DRUG AND'ALCOHOL ABUSE'

L3AtR73430A

Classroom Coiirse 17-1d

Dmoloisedby:
United States Air Force

Deveopmmt end
Deice;

A

May 30, 1478

Onetipetliomd Adis:
Public ServiCe

Tweet Audiences:
Grade 12-Adult

Pdnt Pepe: 1761
MiclayfiChe: 30

Curriculum Coordination
Centers

Contents:

Section I. Introduction

to Social Action

4,

Section II: Basic Skills
,

and Knowledge
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MateriaXs are recommended but not provided.
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'THE NATIONAL CENTER 9 c.i...bus. Ole 432'
1900 Kerny Road 4,

FOR RESEARCH IN YOCATIONAL EDUCATION The Ottiq Mete University
(014) 411111-32115
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Cdunis 4puon:

The course is designed to provide instruction in the areas of drug and alcohol abus.e,
rehabilitatlon and education. The course consists of 2 sections covering 292 hours of
instruction. In microfiche copy, Section 1 of this course is contained in Section T of
the course "Equal Opportunity and Treatment" (17-9).

Section I. - Introduction to Social Actions contains 4 lessons requiring 66 ours
of instruction.
Personal Growth and Professional Development (20 hour
Personality-Theory (12 houN)
Psychology of Prejudice (6 hours)
Cross-Cultural Differences and Difficulties (28 hours)

Section II.- Basic Skills and,Knowledge contains 5 lesson Units covering 226 hours of
instruction.

.

Basic Drug and 'Alcohol Skills and Knowledge (31 hours)
Counseling Techniques (69 hours)
Program Management and Application (39 hours)
Principles andftechniques of Drug/Alcohol Education (42 hours)
Group Facilitation Techniques (45 hours)

The course contains both teacher and illudent'materials. Printed instructor materials
include lesson plans detailing objectived, aides and teaching rputlin, and group
exercises. Student guides contain textural materials and some review exercises.
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DEPARTIGNT OF Taz LU roacE
HEADQUARTERS 32,0 TECHITCAL mama VIM (RIV)
(13AF Wohnical Training School)
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236

. DRUG AND AXACOHOL ABUSE CONTROL

COURSE DISIGN/DESCRIPTION: The instruptional design for this course is
group/Lock Step. lt irovides training IA personal growth and professionel
'development; structures, duties, and responsibilities; personality theory;
administrative duties; psychology of prejudices, cross cultural differences
and difficulties; National institute of Drug Abuse principles and tech-

niques of drug/alcohol education, mental health teimin9logy; drug/alcohol
&buss policies; pharmacology; history and drug/alcdhol abuse, drug/alcohol
abus, policies;etiology and progressive oharactoristics of alcoholism; .

general coTiseling techniques; values clarification techniques, vieble
alternatives; program'management; guided diicuslion techniques; super.,
visor alcdhol confrontation model; drug rehabilitation models; and alcohol
rehabilitation models.

I

BCCE: Section I of this Course is contained in Section I'of the

Equal Opportunity and Treatment Cturse.

diacrepancy of/page numbers,(Section I ends on. page 483
and Section II begins on page 587) is due to the rsmoiral of
copyrighted.material.

C!"



1.

SECTION II

Section I of the Drug and Alcohol Abuse Course

in contained in Section I of Elual Opportunity

and Treatment Course..

. The discrepancy 6f mge numbers (Section I ends
on page 483 and Section 4I.begins on page 587)
is due to the rempval of copyrighted materials.
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[Drug .and Alcohol Abuse Control
C:g TV Ter

Basic Skills and Knowledge.
ON TIME

. Drug Pharmacology

a. Identify drugs most commonly abused and the physical and psy-
chological effetts of each on humans.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials

SW B-II-1-144 Drug Pharmacology

Audio-Visual Aid
35.11 Slides, Drug Pharmecology

Training Methods
Lecture
Group Process

Instructional Guidance
-Define significant drug terms to be used throughout the course units on
pharmacology. .Identify the major drug classifications ind the most
common.drugs or drug'groups in each class. Explain the basic concept*
and principle. of pharmacology which relate to drug effects op the body.
Describe the processes involved In the introduction, distribution, and
elimination of drugs.in the body. Emphasize how each process impacts on
drug effect. Cover each major drug classification, stressing the physio-
logical actions on the body, tile major symptoms of use.and main dangers
associated with use. Use small groups to answer student questions,
elaborate on specific items, and clarify vague areas.

DONATORS MIDDAY.'
VI N APPROVAL OF L SSON PLAN (PART II)

DONATO AN OATS

.
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PART II TFACTINC (1.71nr

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

Pfiarmacology is a science havi'ng to do

.
with the effects of chemicals on liv-

it* things. It is not an exact science;

thui, it is plagued,with variables and

inconsistencies the same as,any science

dealing with people.

NOTIVATFON

An understanding of pharmacology is

important. Drugs react within.toW
yiduals, producing effects, and Andi-

.
viduals interact with lieciety. Society, .

sooner. or later, expiriences.the brunt

of the drugs' effects on individuals.

, A knowledge of pharmacology_alone does

not provide a solution for solving the

-drug abuse.problem; however, an under- 4

standing of drugs does help in dealing

with the problless.' You will need to

understand pharmacology to do the "

following joi, tasks:

LPBATI-1
Prug Pharmacology

1. Prevent Drug/Alcohol Abuse
through *Westing your base about the

effects drug, can have on them.
1

2. Perform crisis intervention

and telephone counseling.

3. Assist in the identification

and classification of drug/alcohol

abusers thtough conductinrSocifal

Evaluations and Intake-tmterviews.

4, Advise commanders/supervisors

on drug/alcohol abuse: y,

.ovERVIEW

1. Cover the lesson objectives with

the class.

4.
1 7
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1.

9;()
2. -.DeVolop the'lesson chronology.

A. Pharmacologic terms and

classiqcations.

b. Phermacologic concepts and

c. The specific drug pharma-
cology for the seven classesTpes
of drugs.

.d. The variablles involved in
drug integrity'and the types of

adulterante used in street drugs.

B6DY.(7.HOurs 45 Minutes)

VtESENTATION

3a. CRITERION-QBJECTIVE:. Identify

drugs most commonly abused and the

physical and psychological effects

of each on humans.

f4*

1. Meaning of'importanokdrug iAirms

an4 the major classifications of drugic'

as outlined in 41r Force Regulation .

(ATP) 30-2.

a: Define the following pharma...!

golOgic terms. (5)

(1) Drug: Any substance

which, due to its chemical or
physical makeu, changes the stru ture

4 or functift ofliving.things.
I .1

4 '

(2) Dose: The amount' go -

contration of drug taken into t
1

(3) Therapeutic dose: A plr-

ticular dbse taken to produce.

deifted effect; e.g.,the doors
phiis required to relieve pail.

(4) Potency: ,The am unt of

,drug needed to preduce a part cUlar .

response.

(a). The more p tent a

drug, the smaller. thi dose n

Ii

4.
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(b) Very potent drugs

are usually more dangerous.

(5) Efficacy: The effec-
v
.tivenesa of afdrug in producing a

particular type of response.

(6) Acute effects: The

immediate res onses occuring with

shortterm d g use; e.g., decreased

resptratien with narcotics.

(7) Chronic effectst The

delayed responses occurring with

long-term drug use; e.g., alcholic

cirrhosis of the liver.

(8) Primary effects: The

desired, therapeutic ffects wanted

from a drug.

(9) Secondary effects: The

.side effects or ad4erse reactions

occurring with a drug.

(10) Dependence: A common

-itype of effect occurring from the

us, of those drugs subject to abuse.

Tide includes both psychological/

phxsical dependence, as well as

onIoranci and withdrawal. 'It results

from a combination of dose, frequency

dbrition Of drug use, and personal

iakeup of the individual. (10:721-

713)

(11) Psychological dependence

(habitation): Can occur with almost

ady drug. This invelves a mental

drive for seeking satisfaction or

pleasure from a drug.. This drive"
encourages continued drug use, re-

sulting in tolerance and physical

dependence. Certain drugs can cause.

psychological dependence without pro-

,
ducing tolerance and physical-depen-

dence; e.g., hallUcinogens and mari-

juana. ,

'(12) Tolerance: The need for

higher doiss in order to produce a

given effect.

3
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(a) It is thought tO

ihvolve a change in body chemistryV

(adaptation) of the individual.

)4, (b) 1Cross-tolerance"

refers to tolerance existing between

different drugs, with a particular

class; e.g., between alcohol and

barbitutates.

(c) Tolerance.results

from continued use of certain drugs;

e.g., alcohol, barbiturates, narcod.

tics; and is tha basis for physical

dependence.
(13) Physical dependence

(addiction): Occurs through a physi-

cal adaptation process, prodticed by

continued, presence of a drug in the

1)ody.

(a) The mental drive

encourtges continued drug use.

(b) Tolerance provides

- _amens for increasinf dose level in

the-body, thus stimulating adaptation.

09

(14), Withdrawal: A pattern of

symptoms or signs showing increased

actioity of the cential nervous system

(CMS).

(a) Phystcal dependence

is determined by the occurance of with-

draftl when drug use is stopped.

(b) The severity dependl

on the.degree of tolerance present

before drug visa was stopped.

4.

dB

(c) /t reftisents the

body's attempeto readlust its chem-

iptry back to normal.

(15), Antagnoismt. An inter-

_action.of ono drug counteracting or

neutralising thketfects of'inóther;

ege', 2 + 2 + Oa 11arcotic antagnoists

(NarcanR) neutralise the effects of

al1;types of narcotics:- e.g., heroin,morphine.

4
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(16) Summation: The combined
effects.of two or more drugs equate
the sum total of their individual effects;
e.g., 2 + 2 4. The combinad use of

two, or more different barbiturates
results ti summation of.effects.

(17) Synergism. Drugs inter-
acting to produce an effect greeter than
the sum total of the drugs can produce
alone; e.g., 2 + 2 10. Alcohol to-
gether with barbiturate., produces
this kind of effect.

33. Dascrtbe how drugs are:classi-
fied.

(1) Drugs are classified in
; ways that are mdiningful to the person
doing,the el.assifying.

effects.

corbgy.
, 10

,

structure.

(a) Physicians - physical

( ) Pharmacists - pharma.,

(c)- Chemists chemical
4 * '

Va.

,(d) Liwyer - legal .
4

classification.

(5).
toral actions.

Psychologist'- behav-

RI User - sling names.

(2) AFR 30-2 describes six
major drug- Clasalifieations.

(a) Sedative-hypnOtic
barbiturates; Alcohol.

(b) Depressants - toluene
acetone, naphta, aliphatic' acetates.
hexane,.cyclohesavs, and other inhal-
ation

(cf. Stimulant cocaine,
amphetamines.

.ft
,21
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(d) Hallucinogens - lysergic

acid diethylamide
(trn), mescaline.

,t

N (a) Narcotic -.morphine,
heroin.

(f) Relaxant/euphoriant

mar*uana, hashish.

EVALUATION

1. In your own words, what is a drug?

2. What is synergism?

3.

of
an

Give the najor AF classifications

drugs as outlined in APR 30-2 and

example of each.-

Easic concepts and three general

, principles in-pharmacology and how

they relate to arug effects.

a. Discuss the four Usic ',harm-

cologic concepts. (4:135-144)

(1) Nature of drug action.

411

thamselves

4taftor
body., .

(a) Drugs in and of

have no action.

(b) Actions are producid'

a drug is taken into the

(e) Drugs act on exist-

ing structural and functions to pro-

duce effects.

(d) Drugs create nothing

-that does not,alreidy exists.

effects.

6

(2) Characteristics of drug

(a) No drug- produce

e'sinsle effect.

4
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(b) ,Any drug can pro-

duce a wide range of effects.

(c) Whether an effect

is good or bad depends on how the

drug is used and what effect.is.
desired. '

(3) Properties of dose.

(a) Dose is the main

determinant of a drug's effect.!

(b) For ar6, drug, there

is a dose high enough that toxicity

results.

(c) Likewise, for any

e.:."
. drug, there exists a doAe.small enough

that no effect is seon

:ri#y...-..

.-...;;St (d) Thei0ore, there is

-Atio
no such thing as a H slite" or A "dan-

gerous" drug.'. _

(e). A drug's effect
depends on how it is used, and pri-

marily on the dose used. \1'

(4) Variation between living

things.

(a) Response to a giVen

.dose will vary between species, as
well as within species.

(b) .Some main factors
Involved in this variation include:

1 *mg absorption,
distKibution, metsigolism, and exertiOn'

(pharmacodynamics).
-

-.2 Age.,

3 Ihrx.

.4 State of health.

5 Mattel, psycho-

logical makeup (ma).

7
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.6 Environmental

surrouniings (setting).

.W0

(c) Response variation

curve (slide).
cl?

I Curve A shows a

high degree of variation.

2 Curve Lexhibits

only slight variation.

3 Rarely does a

drug produce only a slight variation.

b. Discuss the three general

pharmacologic prinCiples. (44 135-144)

(1) Dose-time-response rela-
.

tioni.

(a) All drug effects are

dose-time dependent.

(b) For each different

effect produced.by a drug, the response

,w111 var with the dose and time course

involved.

) Dose-response curve

(slide).4

1 Responses, are

graded'
f - r.iponsas vary as ehe dose

changes.

aN.

596

2 Drug A is more

potent.
A

3 Drug B has greater

efficacy.

(d) Time-response curve

(slide).

1 Interval Ap-E repre-

vents the till; drug is present in the

'body.

, 2 Interval B-D repre-

sents the duration of therapeutic

'effects.

. 8 -
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3 Point C is the

time of maximal effect.

4 Rising part of

the curve results from absorption and
dis ribution.-

5 Falling part of

the curve results from redistribution,
metabolism, and excretion.

6 Mul;iple drug
adminnitracions can cause drug accumu-
lation, reiulting in toxicity.

-

(2) Dose-percent
1
response

relations.

(a) Demonstrates the
variation of responses between living
things.

(b) Dose-pereent response

curve (slide).

1 Sensitive indivi-
duals-respond to effects of lower doses.

2 Risistant indivi-
duals respond to effects 9t higher
doses.

(3) Pharmacodynamics.

(a) Drug enters the body

and is absorved into 'the blood,;/,-

(b) Drug in the blood is

distrubuted all over the,body.

(c) Absorption and dis-
tribution cause drug to accumilikate at
its site of action, producing aa,effect.

(d)' Redistribution,
metobblism, and excretion tend to
remove 4rug from its site .of action

thus r4educins itl-effect.

EVALUATIOR

1. In yourlown 'solidi, what are four

basic pharoacoiogic concepts? '.

9 25
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2. What are the three seneral pharma-
cologic principles?

3. How drugs are administered to and

elimtnated from the body and how this

eW
relates to the drug effects:

..120.

a. Discuss dRg administration.

(1) Noutelit adAnistration
influences the onset of drug action.

(2) There are.three main

routes of administration of drugs:

-.(a) Oral route.
1.

1 Absorption'occurs

in the tomach and-Intestines.,

-2. Provitdes the

.
slowest, most inconsistent.onset of

actiom-

(b) Inhalation route.,

(1) Absorption

occurs in the lungs.

2 Provides an

intermediate rate of onset.

(c) Injection route.

1, Provides the

fastest onset of action.

2 Intravenous (IV)
("mainlining") is The most rapid in-

jection method.

3 Intramuscular

(IM) is an intermediate method.

4 Subcutaneous
(SC)-("skin-poppini") is the

'sloirist method.

10

!.
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b. Distuss

(1) Eltug e1iminatinn tmfln-!

_mice. the duration of drug .action.

(2) There are two primary

routes of limination.

(a) LiVer (drugs are
metabolize& in the liver by enzymes).

(b). Kidney (acts as a

strainer; filters drUg out of blood

and excretes it in the urine).

EVALUATION

1. What are the three main routes of

adminittration?

2. What are theotwo primary routes

of elimination?
4

Ii. Narcotics: Identify Primary

pharmaeologic action, the-major
symptoms of, the three stages of use,

the withdrawal symptoms, and the

main dangers of narcotic use. (6:57-

65).

a. Describe .the most common repro-

% sentative narcotics.

(1 Opium poppy derivatives:

(a) Hbrphine

(b) Codeine

(2) Semi-synthetic opiate

derivatives:

11

(a) Heroin

(b) ,Dilaudid

(3) Complete synthetics:

TRANSIiICIC
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(a) DeheroiP

(b) DarvonR

(c) Hethadone

b. Describe the medical uses of

narcotics. "

(1) Analgesic

(2), Antitussive

(3) Antispasmodic

c. Explain that the primary pharm-
acologic action-of narcotics is CNS

depression.

d. .Discuss the major syMptoms of'

the three stages of narcotic use.

(1) Initial/average dose

stage.

and naecosis.

.#b

concentrati,

pain.

(a) Drowsiness, sedation,

(b) Mantal clouding.

(a) Lethargy

'(b) Apathy

(c) /nability to

,(c) Euphoria

(d) Unrssponsiveness to

(e) Suppression of cough

reflex.
(f) Pupillary constric-.

tion;

(g) Constipation

(h)

. a 2

.
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is-

(i)% nepressea respiration.

(2) Acute toxicity stage.

(a) Pupillary constric-
tion/dilation.

sure.

0.

-

<-..

4

(b) Respiratory depression.

(c) ,Decreased bloods pros-

'

(d) Unconecioupnees/coma. , r

4
(3) Chronic use stage.

.wiswasoMow SI

:A117.40.

'
141%.4

4,111.

1.

(a) Dependence.
4

1 High psychological.'

2 High physical.

(b) Tolerance.

(c)

1 Anxiety/irrita--

2 Watery nose/
runny eyes'Iflu-liE6).

3 Nausea/vomiting.

4 NUsele/abdominal

cramping.

5 Cold, clammy

skin (gooie-flesh):

IL Tremors.

e. Discuss the main dangers of '

narcotic gst.

(1) Accidental overdose (0D)..

(a). High dependence liability.

(3) Infections.

13
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Venereal disease (VD).

(b) Hepatitis.

(c) Bacterial endocarditi94/

(4) Social deterioration.

(a) Apaihy/emotivation.

(b)

r. Describe the tell-tale signs/

paraphernap.s of narcotic use.

with scars.

spoons...

syrup.'

EVALUATION.

(1) Needle marks (tracks)

(2) Glassine envelopes.

(3) Burned bottle caps or

(4) Blood stains on clothing.

(5) Hypodermic syringe.

(6) Empty bottle, of cough

(7) Pinpoint pupils.

f. What are some common represent'.

tive narcotics? '43"

2. What'ere the major ymptoms of

the Acute toxicity stage?

. 3. What are the main dangers aisociated

with us of narain drugs?

4t, '1

r 4,4% s'tp

4.10411'

5. Sidative-hypnoties: Primary plum-

mocologie action, the major symptoms

of the thrie *tapir of wee, the with-,

.drawal*symptoms and the main dangeri

of sedative4ypnotic use. (7r 108-117)

(a) Describe.that lost common

.representative siditive-hypnotics.

14

TRANSITION
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(1) Barbiturates:

(a).' NembutalR

- (b) seconalR.

(c) Amytalft.

(d) TuinalR.

(2) Nonbarbiturats:
I.

(a) Chloral hydrate.

(b) Paraldehydt:

(c) QuaaludeR.

(d) LibriumR.,

(a) ValiumR.
6

(f) Meprobamate.

b. Describe the medical uses of

sedative-hypnotics.

(1) Apti-'anxiety.

, (2) yflypnosis.

(3) Anticonvulsant activity.

(4) Muscle relaxation.

(5) Pre-anesthesia.

c. Explain that the primary phar- .

macologic action of sodative..hypnotics

is CNS depressiimIC.

d. Discuss the major symptoms of

the three stages of sedative-hypnotic

.use. 7)

(1) Initial/average dos. stage.

*(a) DrolAsiness, sedatiion,

and hypnosis.

15

(b) Lethargy.Ae

4
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(c) Euphoria.

(d) Loss_of inhibitions.

(e) Mkiscle incoordination.

(f) Impaired.judgoment:

(g) Depressed respiration. ,

(2) Acute toxicitY stage.

(a) Drowsiness.

(b) Unconsiciousnese.

(c) Respiratory deOression.

(d) Decreased blood presl'

(e) Coma.

(3) Chronic use stage.

6 (a) Dmpendenct.

inslgina.

cramping.
*

10.

1 Righ psycholog-

2 High physical.

(b) Telerance.

(c) WIthdriwal.

.1 Irritability/ 4 4,

2 Nausea/vomiting.

3 Voste weakness

rot

4 Deliriutapsycho-

.

5 Tramors4 el

6 Convulsion,

.

C.

3 2

V
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e. Dascuss the main dangers/of
sedativi-hypnotic.us.

(1) Accidental OD.

(2) High dependenc0.iability.

(3) Social deterioration.

EVALUATION

(a) Apanylmiotivaiion.

(b) Crime.

,I. What are soma common representative
sedative-hypotiCOI

2. What ari the major effects of
chronic.use of sedative-hypnotic:0

6. Inhalants: Primary pharmacologic
action, the major symptoms of tha
three stages os use, the withdrawal
sumptoma, and tha main dangers of
inhalant use. (5049-233)

a bescribe thi most conmon
reprisentative inhallants.

(1) .Bansone.

(2) Halogenated hydrocarbons.

(3) Gasoline.

(4) Paint thinner.

(5) Airplane glue.

(6) Anesthetic lasea.''

,b. Explain that the primary phai-
macologic action of inhalants is CNS
deprrsion.

'c. Discuss the imajor symptoms of
the three stages of lnhalaat use.

17

(1) ultialfaverage doe stage.

33
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(a) Drowsiness,

...h .n.r. Ao#

(b) Euphoria.

(c) Uncoodinatiori.

(d) Loss of inhibitions.

(e) NaUSea/vomiting..

(f) Irritation to eyes,

. nose,:and throat.

(2) Acute toxicity stage.

(a) Ringing in the ears.

(b) Rlackout.(spoay-

type amnesia).

(c) DisinhibitiOn ezcite-
.

ment, followed by depression.

(d) Delusion/visual

hallucinations.
(s) Cryogenic/allergic

constriction of air ways.

(f) Sudden deatii.

(3) Chronic us* stage.

*(a) Moderate psycholog-

ical dependence. .

(b) tittle physical

dependence.

Insomnia.

(c) Tolerance.

(d) Organ damage.

(e) Withdrawal.

1 Irritability/

2 Tremors.
..

3 Rallucinatiols.

4 Delirium tremens

4 f
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d. Discuss the main dangers of
inhalant use.

(1) Lose of coordination
repulting in physical injury.'

1 (2) prgae.004lie.

(a) Bone morrow.

(b).- Liver.

(c) Kidney.

(d) Brain.

(3) Cryogenic/allergic reac-
tions.

SUdden death phenomenon.

EVALUAT/ON,

1. What is the primary pharmacologic
,action of inhalants?

2. What are the main dangers associ-
,

ated with inhalant.usi?
1

*

TRANSITION
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7. .timulants: The primary pharmaco
logic action, the %major symptoms orthe
three stages of use, the withdrawal
sumptoma, and the Mill dangers of st4m-
ulant use. (8:8697)

a. Describe the most common-repre-
sentative stimulants.

.(1) Cocaine.

(2), Asvhetasines..

(a) Benzedrine R.

(b) Drfedrthe

.(c) Nethaniphetamine,

19

66 7
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(3) Ritalin
R

.

(4) Caffeine.

b. Destrtbe the Medical. uses of
tatmelants.

(1) Anorexiant.

.(2) Hiperkinetic behavipr in
children.

(3) NarcolApsy.

(4) Minimal brain dysfunction.

(5) Antideptessant.

c. Wlain that the primary phar-
mscologic action of stimulants is
CNS stimulation.

d. Discuss the major symptoms of
the three itages of stimulant use.

(1) Initial/average dose stage.

(1) Increased activity/
anxiety.

(b) Euphoria.

(c) Decreaied fatigue.

(d) Headache.

(e) Dilated pupils.

Tremors.

\(g) Heartbeat disturbances.

(h) Increased blood pres-
SUrV.

\

(& Increased sexual driVe.
A

S.

6OS
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(1) "Iucreased respiration.

2. Acute toxicity stage.

(a) )1.ncreased anxiety
awessivene i/mania.

(b) Zeiusions/paranoia/
hajiticiriations.

(s) Severe heartbeat
disturbances.

(d) Increased blood pres-
,wre.

(e), Tremors/convulsions.

Ott Respiratory failyre.

3. .Chronic use stage.

(a) High psychologICal
dependence.

ence.

able).

(b) low physical depenc17,

c

(c) Tolerance.

(d) Psychotic behavior,

'(e) Suicidal tendencies.

(f) Lapses of alertness.

(g) Withdrawal (question-

j. 'Post-compensaory,
mental deprelin.

2. Lethargy/somnol-
y

3 .Abdominal cramp-

ence.

ing.

21

,
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4 Suicidal tenden-.

Cit!b.

e. Discuss the main dangers of
stimulant Use:

(1) Bizarre changes in behavior.

(a) Paranoia/delusions.

(b) Aggreisiveness/manie.'

Grandiose feelings of
power.

(d) Marked impairment of
judgment.

.140%A

W Suicidal tendencies.

(2) ,Infectlons.

(a) VD.

(b). Nepatitii.

(c) .Bacierial endocarditis.

(3) Talc abscesses (Ritalin
R
).

(4) Gastrointestinal (CI).
tract ulcers (caffeine).

(5) Nasal septum perforation
(cocaide).,

EVALUATION

1. What ar. some common repre-
sentative stimulants?

Zi What are ihe medical uses of
stimplant-drugs?

3. What are thi, main dangert
associitd 'ith stimulant use?

22
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(b) Mushrooms - silocy-

bin, psilocin.
-4. C

..:
. 14. - Lag:001$11 g 41;r,±-...-.Av1r1!

TRANSITION

8. Hallucinogens: The primary pharms-.
cologic action, the major symptoms of
the three stages of use, the Mithdramal
symptoms, and the main dangers of hal-
lucinogen use.

a. DeScribethe most common repre,-
sentative hallucinogens,

line.

(1) Natural sourges.

(a) Peyote Cactus - mesca-

.#

Cc) Toad skin - bufotenin.

(2) Synthetic sources.

(a) Indole class - LSD,
-DMT, DET,

MDA.

cylidine.

b. Describe the "proposed" medical
uses of hallucinogens.

(b) Catechol class -

(c) MiscellApeous - phen-

,

.(1) Psychiatric disorders.

(2) Alcoholism.

(3) "Death therapy."

V

J
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t. Explain thatlbe primary pharm-

acologic action of hillucinogens

is an induced Change in CNS

perceptions.

d. Discuss the major symptoms of.

the three stages of hallucinogen

use.

(1) Initial/average dose

stage.

(a) Altered perceptidns.(Synlhesia).

(b)

behavior.

4fulti-potential

'(c) Sense of timalessneps.

(t) Ralincinations.

(s)

symptoms.

Paradoxical/ambivalent

(f) Revelations.

(g) Sympathetic predbui-

.nance.
.

(2) Acute toxicity stage.
,

(a) PanIc/fear reactioni.

(h) Convulsions.

(c) txtreme increases in

body tpmperature.

(3) Chronic use stage.

(a) 'Low psychological

dependence.

(b)- NO physical depend-

:ence.

24
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(c) Rapid tolerance
develops in a cyclic manner.

(d) Flaahbacks.

(a) No physical signe of
withdrawal noted.

e, Discuss the main dangers of
hallucinogen use.

(1) Inability to distinguish
. reality hoe fantasy.

(2) Panic/fear reactions.

(3)
tions.

Depressive/paranoid reac-

(4) Psychotic reactions.

(5) Flashbacks.

(6) Social deterioration.

EVALUATION.

1. What-are some common repre-
-sentatives of the'hallucinogens?

2. What is the primary Oharmaco-
logic action of the hallucinogens?

3. What ate the main .dangeN
assgciated with hallucinogen use?

9. Rolaxant/euphdriants: The
primary pharmacologic,action,
themajor symOtoia of the three.

,stagek of use, the Withdrawal
symptom., and_the.main dangers
of relaxant/eUphoriant use.
(1:143.-151) .

.c.

TRANSI N
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a. .Describe the most common repre-

sentative relaxants/euphoriants.

(1) Marijuana.

(2) Hashish.

(3) Tetrahydrocaanabinol.

(a) Six percent content

in Indian. hemp.

(b) Ten percent in South-

east Asian "pot."

(c) Tuenty percent plus

in hashis.

.b. Describe the "proposed" medical

uses of relaxants/euphoriants.

(1) Glaucoma.

(2) Insomina.

(3) Headache.

(4) Terminal diseases.

c. Explain that the primary phar-

macologic action of relaxants/euphoriants

involves an induced change in CNS pre-

captions.

d. Discuss Cite major symptoms of

the three stages of relaxant/euphori-

ant use.

e

(1) Initial/average dose stage.

(a) DAsinhibition.

(b) Time distortions.

(c) Synthesia.

-
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memory.

() Euphoria.

'(f) Reddening of the eyes.

(2) Acute toxicicy ,4tage.

(s) Nausea/vomaing.

(b) Impaired judgment/
coordination. c10,

(e) Strong (sometimes
unpleasant) bodily pwiccptions.

(3)

(d) Halfucinations (pseudo)

( e)
.

Panic states (rare).

Chronic use stage.

(a) Moderate psychological
dependence..

(b) No physical dependence.

(c) POssible reverse toler-
.

ance in humans.

(1) No physical signs of
withdrawal noted.

e. Discuss the main dangers of'
relaxant/euphoriant use.

(1) Chronic psycholOgical
dependence.

%:-r

. (2) Possible soCial deterior-
,ation.

Ty.,.ft

(3) Accidents resulting from

-
altered perceptiobs.

;Iy..4
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(4) Psychotic re-lotions (rar(').

(5) Criminal
iriprisonment.

prosecution -

(6) unkaown long-term use
effczts.

(a) Brain degeneration.

(b) Male impotence.

(c) Loss of,immunologic
protection gainst infections/

cancer.

(d) Chlomosomal damage/
.birt;i defects.

f. Describe the tell-tale signs/
paraphernalia of relaxant/euphor-

iant use.

(1) Odor of burning rope.

(2) Cigaritte papers.

(3) Roach clamp.

(4) Specialized pipes.

EVALUATION

1. What are some common repre-

sentative relixants/euphoriants?

2. What is the primary pharMaco-
logic action of relaxants/euphor-
tante_

3. What are the main dangers /also-
% ciated with use of the relaxant's/

euphoriants?

4. What are the tell-tale .signal
parapheruplia asSociated with
relaxants/euphoriants?

28
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10. NICOTINE (Tobacco): Primary phar-
macologic action, the major symptoms of

the three stages of use, the Withdrawal

symptoms, and the main dangers of nico-

tine (tobacco) use. (2:63-75)

a. Explain that nicotine is used
in the form of tabacco products.

b. Describe the different forms
of tabacco use.

(1) Cigaretts.

(2) Cigars.

(3) Pipes.

(4) Snuff.

c. Describe the different agents

associated ith tobacco smoking.

(1) Nocotine. Lethal dost

for a human is,about 60 Tip.

It
(2) Tars (carcinogens).

(3) Carbon monoxide.

d. Explain that the primary
Pharmacologic actioh of.,nicotine is

low dose, timulation/high dose, de-

pression of the CNS.

e. Discuss the major symptoms of
the three stages of niootine use.

(1) Initial/average dose stage.

(a) Increased alertness.

(b) Relaxation. &I

(c) Increased heart rate/

blood preasure.

(d) Pupil dilation.

(0) Anorexia.

(2) Acuit toxicity stage.

29
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(aT Tremors..

(b) Convulsions,

(c) respiratory.paralysim.

(3) Chroric use stage.

(a) High psy0tologicai

dependence.

(b) questionable physical

dependence.

(c) Tolerance.

(d) Withdrawal.

1 Increased irrita-

bility/anxiety.

concentrate.

2 Headache.

3 Inability to

4 Drowsiness.

5 Tremors.

6 Increased hunger.

7 Muscle cramOing.

f. Discuss the main dangers of

tobacco smoking.

(1) Bespiratory effects.

(a) Shortness of breath.

(b) Increased respiratory

infections.

meas.

30

(c) Bronchitis

(d)' Emphysema

.(2) 4-Sordiovascular effects»

(a) Heart beat disturb-

4

1 6
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sure.

(b) Increased blood pros-

,(3) Cancer

(a) ?fouth

(b) Larynx".(throat)

(c) Lunis

EVALUATION

1. What is the prtaay pharmacologic

action of tobacco

2. What are the different agents
associated with tobacco smokipg?

4

34 What are tho main dangers asso-
ciated with tobseco smoking?

11. Three primary means by which thi

integrity of a drug can be altered and

fiVe types of agents commonly used as

adulterants In stree drugs. (9091498)

a. Define "drug integrity.

b. Discuss the three variables
involved with drug integrity.:

(1) Drug dose/strength
Refers to tha amount or perpint of

the principle drug preelpt.

(2) Drug comiosition.

(a) Refers to the make-

up of a principle .drug or drug ,combi-

'nation.

.(b) Drugs are often mis-

represented as being soisthing they

are.not. ,

31
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(3) Drug purity.

(a) Refers to the degree

to which a drug is free of impurities

or contaminants.

(h) Impurities or con-

taminants can couse adverse effects.

c. Describe the main types of

agents commonly used as adulterants.

(1) Sugars; .g., lactose,

inositol, mannitol.

(a) Inert agents.

(b) Used ea fillers.'

(2) CNS stimulants; e.g.,.

Aeffoine, strychnine, ephedrine,

phonylephrine, phenylpropanolamine.

(a) Active agents.

(b) Used together with

o r in place of amphetamines.

(3) Local anesthetics; e.g.,

procaine, benzocaino, tetracaint,

lidocaine.

(a) Active agents.

(b) Used together with

or in place of cocaine.

include:

reactions.

(c) Adverse effects

1 CNS stimulation.

2 Convulsions.

3 Hypersensitivity

(4) Belladonna alkaloids;

atropine, scopolamine.

32

. (a) , Active hallucinogens.
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(b) Used together with

62/
other hallucinogens,

(c) Adverse effects

include:

1 Palpitations.

2 Drug mouth.

3 Blurred vision.

4 Constipation.

5 Urinary reten-
tion. 6

, 6 Hyperthermia.

(5) Antihistaeinesve.g.,
Bendryl, sethapyrilone.

(a) Active CNS depressants.

(b) Used together with or
tm place of sedative-hypnotics.

(c) Adverse effects
include:

tion.

1 Palpitations.

2 Dry mouth.

3 Blurred vision.

4 Constipetion.

5 Urinary rotten-

6 Drowsiness.

7 Respiratory
iispression.

(6) Quinine.

33
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(a) Active agent.

(b) Used as a filler.
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(b) Adverse effects

include:

I "Cinchonism"

(tinnitus, visual distrubances,

impaired hearing, headache, dizzi-

ness, diarrhea, and nausea/vomiting).

2---,Hypersensitivity

reactions.

3 Tissue irritation.

4 Hypotension.

5 Cardiac depres-

sion/arrest.

(7) 4a1icylates; e.g., Aspirin,

salicylic acid.

include:

(a) Active agents.

(b) Used as fillers.

(c) Adverse affects

1 "Salicylism"
(tinnitus, impaira hearing), dizziness,

nausea/vomiting, diarrhea, hallucina-
tions, and acidbase imbelance)..

reactions.
2 Hypersitivity

3 Local irritation.

(8) Phencyclindin) (PCP).

(a) 'Active hallucinogen.

(b)1 Ueed alone or together
with LSD, in place of THC, mescaline,
,Tsilocybin, and other exotic psychomi-
matits.

fie.
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(c) Adverse effects .

include:

I Unpleasant/
frightening hallucinations.

reactions.

2 Bizarre behavior.

3 Panic/fear

4 Convulaidns

APPLICATION (Select at least three of
five secericos. Time 2.5 hours.)

1. Explain that drug abuse *terns
in the .public at large vary gisatly
among ethnic and social groupcl. /t
is'iliportant to understand these
differentiations if successful rehabilLi
itation is to be a isalistic goal.
instruct students to review their
course information on the subject of
human behavior (psychology, group
facilitation, mental health cross-
cultural.differencos, etc), and dis-
cuss drug pharmacology as it pertains
to ethnic and social groups.

2. Discuss and define the pattern of
drug abuse among the following groups
representyi through out the Air Force
rehabilitation program.

a. Youth, ages 16 through 21.

b. White middle-class, male and
female.

C. Italian-American

d. Irish-AmeriCan

a: Black American, middle-
class and lower middle-class.

f. Spaelab.Americiti, to
incluce: Chicano, Cuban, and
Puerto Rican.

35

g. Asion-Anarican.
.4'
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3. Discuss the following factors
when defining the pattern Of common

use.

a. Classificasion of drug most
commonly abused and the possible under

lying social factors involved relative

to selection of drug substance.

b. tasit truths about drugs and

their effects n the group or culture

as a whole. .

c. Commonly-used methods of
administration of the drug substance.

d. General physiological actions
and symptoms of abuse.

e. R.gion4. patteimil of drug

abuse, with ications for mili-

tary personnel as members of ethnic

and social gro ps assigned in the

regions identified.

4. &towing yourself as you do, if you
idere going to be a drug abuser, what

drug would you use? How could we help

you with your drug problem? Do not

ask students to divulge their past use
of drugs..

5. Ravettwo students volunteer, one

to act a drug useri and the other

; to be t diug-symptom recognizer.
Explain ithat this is not a time to
play "stump the band." Rave the symptom
recogniser leave the room, and tell the

\user liis/har role. Then, have the user

Ileave the room and tall the recognizer
ills/her role. Put two chairs in the
middle of .the room, where other students

can observe. Let val.-playing begin
(Attachment 1). Remember to focus on

symptoms recodnitiOn, rather than

counseling techniques.

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY .

NI have discussed the follOwings

34
1
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a. The meaning of seventeen
important drug terms and six major
classifications of drugs as outlined LY-
in APR 30-2.

b.. The four basic concepts and
three general principles in pharmacology
and how they relate to drug effeéts.

c. Row drugs art administered to
and liminated fron the body and how
this reiates Ito the drug effects..

d. The primary/Oarmacolcmic
action, the major s ptoms of the
three states of us the withdrawal
symptoms, and the
use of narcotics,
inhalants itimul

in dangers'of tha
dative-hypnotic.,
ts, hullucinogens,'

relaxants/euphoriants, and nteotime.

0. The three primary,means
through which'the integrity of a
drug can be altered and five types
of agents commonly-used as adulterants
in street drug..

RENOTIVAT/ON

An understanding of tha pharescologic
basis for drug action and the specific
facts concerning each of the major drug
classifications will prove to be
invaluable to you as drug/alcohol du-
cators and cciOnselors. This knavld4ge
will enable you to better interpert
drug information and aid you in commu-
nicating with your clients, as well
as medical personnel.

CLOSURE

Thank you for you attention.
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DRUG MARMACOLOGY

OBJECTIVES
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15 June 1978

Identify drugs Most commonly abused and the physical and psychological

effects of each on humans.

INTRODUCTION

Pharmacology is a seience having to do with the effects of chemicals on

living things. It's not an exact science, thus it's plagued with variables

-and inconsistencies the same as any science dealing with people:I After all

drugs react within individuals, producing effects, and individuals interact

within society. Society sooner or later experiences the brunt of the drug

effects on khe individuals. This point illustrates the importance of pharma-

cology as it relates to people and drug abuse. A knowledge of pharmacology

does not provide a solution for solving the drug abuse problem,.however, an

understanding of drugs does help in dealing with he problems encountered.

The distinction between drug.use and drug abuse can be based on many

different types of criteria. Legality is often a primary determinant for

differentiating use/abuse. The legal circumstances surrounding the use 9f

a drug involves whether or not the drug is approved by-the Federal Drug
Administration (FDA) for general marketing, distribution, selling, or

investigational use, as well as the manner in which a drug is obtained --

by a physician's prescription or on the "street": The legality Of a drug

also has a major impact on itAsocial acceptability. Another determinant

to be considered in assessing the yat/abuse of a drug is whether br not

it's beihg used for a valid therapeutic purpose. Merely because a drug s

lager does not necessarily swain its use isrtherapeutically acceptable. 4,

.

All drugs have the potential for producing hatmful, as well as beneficial

effects. Sound drug therepy to usually initiated only-afternthe potential

.?risks of the drug have been weighed against its possible benefit. This
,
:isk-to-benefit ratio applies to all drugs andt.is useful in assessing the..

4 therapeutic purpose for a drug's use. Seven classes/types of drugs will

b. presented here. Some of these drugs (Lysergic Acid Diethylamide (LSD),

1,11tierin-i marijuana, etc.) are illegal, have no accepted therapeutic use in

this country, and are allowed for use in research only, upowspecial per-

mission from the FDA. Certatt drugs (morphine, barbiturates, amphetamines,
etc) are approved for marketing or selling under various legal restrictions,

and have accepted therapeutic use in this country. v-Cother drugs (caffeine,

nicotine, alcohol, etc.) are approved for general use, arp sold over the

cónterwith few, if any, legal restrictions, and have questionable there-

pem c use in this country& Just as there are different legal implications

ass() Fed with use of theii drugs, there aresalso varied instances where

their is of.tharapeutic value. tn addition to studying the pharmacology

ef thfisi/drugsi.be aware of the conditions under which they are considered

.to be uped/ahused.

'iperssdes SW. 3ALR73430B/IOLR7361B/30ZR7364B-II-4-8, 6 August 1976; .SW P-I1-

4.16, August 1977.
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DRUG. This can be any substance. which, due to its chemical or physical .

make-up, changes the structure or fun.ction of living things.

DOSE. This is the amount or concentration of drug taken into the body.

.
THERAPEUTIC DOSE/ This is a particular dose-that is taken to produce

a deiired effect. For example, it may be the dose of morphine required to

-

relieve pain or the dose of barbiturate needed to produce sleep.

POTENCY. This refers only to the amount of drug (dose) needed to

. .

..44104

produce a particular response. The more potent a drug is, the smaller the

dose needed. As a rule, very potent drugs are usually more dangerous

because of the increased risk of overdose. Potency and efficacy (effective-

..

ness) are not the same.

EFFICACY. This is the maximal effsictiveness a drug is capable of pro-
.

ducing for a particular type of response. The most efficacious drug is not

necessarily the most potent.
004

Drug Effect. This-is the action or respohse resulEihg from a particular

dose of drill; acting on the body. There are various teYms used to describe

the different types of effects.

ACUTE. Acute effects are immetliate responses occurring with short

term use of a drug, e.g.oslecreased
depression) with

narcotics.
,

CHRONIC. Chronic effects are delaye4 responses occurring with long

term drug use, e.g. alcoholic cirrhosis of the liver.

PRIMARY. Otimary effects are the desired, therapeutic effects, wanted

irom a drug.

SECONDARY. Secondary effects are side effects or adverse reivItions

Occurring with a drug.

lea
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DEPENDENCE. This Is a common type of effect resulting from the use

of those drugs subject to abuse. This term includes both psychological

(mental) and physical dependence,as well as the closely associated tolerance

anewithdrawal. Dependence results from a comOination of the dose, frequency

and duration of drug use, and personal make-,,p of the individual.

individual.

PSYCHOLOGICAL. Psychological dependence (habituation) can occur with

almost any drUg. This involves a mental drive for seeking satisfaction or

pleasure from a drug. This drive encourages continued drug use, resulting

in the development of. tolerance and physical dependence. Certain drugs can

cause psychological dependence without producing toleranée and physical

dependence, e.g. marijuana.

TOLERANCE. This refers to the need for higher doses of drug in order

to produce a given effect. AWthough the basis of tolerance is unknown,'

it is thOught to involve a change in body chemistry (adaptation) of the

individual. "Cross tolerance pefers to the tolerance existing between

different drugs within a particularclass, e.g. tolerance between bhrbiturates,

alcohol and other sedativehypnotics. With "crosi tolerance" the effects

of one drug can be.substituted for those of another. Tolerance results
1.

from the continued use of certain drugs, e.g. alcohol, barbiturates,

narcotics, and is the basis for the development of physical dependence.

-4.11t;

..;1141W
PHYSICAL. Physical dependence (addiction) occtirs through a physical

adaptive process produced by the continued presence of a drug in the body.

. .

Psychological dependence provides the mental drive, while tolerance furnishes

a means for higher increases in dose level in the body, thus stimulating

adaptatlon.

S.
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UITIMPAWAto The presence of nhysicsl dependence to a drug is deter-

mined by the occurence of withdrawal when us '? of the drug Is stopped.

The severity of withdrawal is determine(i by the degree of tolernnce

present before use of the drug was stormed. '41thdrawal represents a

body's attempt to readjust its chemistry back to normal.

Interactions.

effect

Men two or more dru:-.s are used.at the same time, the

prodUced will be different from that produced by either drug used

alone. Antagonism, summatiompand synergism are kinds of interactions

seen with combined drug use.

ANTACONIV. This involves an interaction between drugs such that the

effects of One drug memoisto ebunteract or neutralize the effects of an-
.

other. Narcotic antagonists, such as MarcanR, will 'neutralize the effects

of all types of opiate narcotics, e.g., heroin and 'morphine.

'SlnlYATION. Summation exists when the combined effects of two or.more

drugs equal the sum total of their individual effects. The use of V", or

more different barbiturates, results in this kind of interaction.

SYNERGISM. This is the ability of drugs,to interact and produce an

effect greater than either lrug can produce individually. The combined

use of alcohol and barbituratesexhibits this kind of interaction.

\
Classification

".

Is

Drugs can be clissified-in many different ways depending on what the

drug meame to the individual doing the clIkssifying. Take the barbiturates .

as an example. Physicians consider the physical effects of the barbiturates,

thus classifying them as sedative-hypnotics. Pharmacists think in terms

1

of their pharmacology, describe them as nonspecific C!1S depressants and

relate to them as individual agents, e.g., pentobarbital and secobarbital.

4 5 9
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Chemist. are interested in their chemical stLucture and place them in

the category of barlaturic acid derivatives. in the lege sense, lawyers

consider them as schedule III controlled drugs. Psychologists are con- ,

cerned with their behavioral actions, thus classifying tflem as depressants.

At the level of the barbiturate user, slang 4rms are often ipplied such

as downern or sleepers.

AFR 30-2._ This regulAtion places drugs of abuse into six major classi-
ications (Figure 4-2). These classes, together with examples, include:

1. Sedative-hypncttics - e.g. baeliturntes, alcohol.

2. nepressants- e.g., toluene, acetone, naphtha, aliphatic acetate.
hexane and cylohexane.

3. Stimulants - e.g., cocaine, amphetamines.

4. Hallucinogens - e.g., LSD, mescaline.

5. Narcotics - e. g., morphine, heroin.

6. Relaxants/Euphoriants - _marijuana, hashish.

FYERCISr T
Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided in the
Appendix.

1. What is meant by.a therapeutic dose?

' What is the difference between ency and efficacy?

3. Pow are psychological and physical dependence, tolerance and wfthdrawal
,

associated with,each"other?,

4. What are the six major drug classific3tions as defined by ArR 30-2?

60
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AFR 30-2 (C1) n July 1977

Dangerous Drugs. Drugs moat commonly being abused:

Chendical or

Names V^acle Nonni

Dangerous Drugs
Barbiturate* Phenobarbital

Nembutal
Seconal
Amytal

Meihaqualone Soper*
Mandrel
Quaalude
Benzedrine
Dexedrine
Deinieyn
Methamphetarnine
Methedrine

DM1'

Amphetamine*

'LSD

STY

Mescalin

Psilocybin

Narcotics
Cocaine

Codeine

Heroin

Methadone

Morphine
eV

Lysergic
acid
diaethylimide
4-!Methyl-2 demethoxy-
amphetamine
3, 4, 5 trimeth
oxyphenethylsmine
3 (2-dirnethylamine)
ethylindol-4 oldlitydro-
gen phosphate (derived
from mushroom+)

Methyloster of benzoy-
lecgonine
Methylmorphine

Diacctyl
Morphine
Dolophine
Amidone
Morphine sulphate

Marijuana
Hashish Cannabis sative (in

concentrated form)

Marijuana Cannabis

Substance of inhalation
Organic solvents, air-
plane glues,. and &tiro-

leo! products

6

toluene, acetone, naph-
tha, aliphatie acetates,
hexane and cyclobeitane

ClassIfwatuos

Sedative-hypnotic

Sedative- hypnotic

Stimulant

Hallucinogen

Hallucinogen

Euphoriank in large
doses a hallucinogen
Hiallucinogen

Hallucinogen

. Stimulant

Narcotic

Narcotic

Narcotic

Narcotic

-Relixank ouphiir-
lank in large does.
hallucinogen
(am abOve)

Depressant

Haw Taken

Swallowed or in-
jected

Swallowed or in-
jected

Swallowed.or in-
jected

Injicted

Swallowed

Swallowed

SwalloWed

Swallowed '

'Sniffed, injected, or
swallowed
Swallowed

Sniffed 9r injected

Swallowed or
jetted
Swaljowed or in-
jected

Smoked

Smoked
Swallowed

Inhaled

*Figure 4-2. Guide to Dangerous Drugs, Narcotic. and Marijuana.

4.

4

4IP
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(33
fCffect Nought

Anxiety reduction; eu-
phoria

Anxiety reduction; au- -

phoria

Alertness, activeness

thoor-
tion of Maw:
Insightfid experienten.
distortien o Senile.

Euphorki4cit4rtion
eerstii,

Exhilatatinn; ctistor-
tion of eentss
Exhilaration; distOr, .

tion of sins*.

Excitation

Euphoria; prevent
withdrawal discomfort
Euphoria; prevent
withdrawal discomfort
Prevent withdrawal
discomfort
Euphoria; prevent
withdrawal discomfort

Relaxation; increased
euphoria; sociability

(am above)

Euphoria

.1
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PHARMACOLOGIC CON.CEPTS AND PRINCIPLES

Concepts

There are four basic concepts in pharmacology, which provide the basis

for principles..applied to drugs and their effects. These concepts involve

the nature of drug action, the ehAracteristics of drug'effects, the proper-
.

ties of dose and the variation between living things.

ACTION. Drugs are inert, chemical substances that in and of themselves

hive no action. Drug effects are produced only after drugs are taken into

the body. In the body, drugs act on existing structures and functions to

produce effects. Drugs create nothing in the individual that does not

potentially aeleast, already exist. For example, alcohol does not create

an aggressive person, it merely acts on control tiystems tn.the boai to

^

release normally existing inhibitions, thus producing aggressive behavioral

ffects.

EFFECT. No drug Produces only a single effect. Any drug can produce a wide

range of effects both good and bad. Whether an effect is good or bad

depends on the conditions under which the drug is used and on the particular

effect wanted from the drug. The opiate narcotics, for example, cause not

only euphoria, but also constipation. Opiates are abused4or their primary

(desired) effect of euphoria and the constipation that develops becomes an

4
unpleasant secondary (side) effect. Medically, a primary effect of opiates

constipation., can be used to treat diarrhea, while the altered state of

Consciousness (euphoria) becomes a troublesome secondary effect. The

slconaary effect(s) can be different from the primary effect, as in the

above example, oe the secondary effect can be an extension (an increased .

intensity) of the primary. For example, with the barbiturate's, the primary

62
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efteCy, wanted might be sedation, but under cettain ciLcumsiancc!;, !ilde

effects can result, such as hypnosis (sleep).

DOSE. Dose is the main determinant of a drug's effect. For any drug,

there is a dose high enough such that toxicity iesults. For example, NaCI

(cable salt) in large doses can produce such adverse effects as increased

blood presfiure (hypertension) or water accumulation in tissues (edema).

Likewise for any dritg, there exists a dose small enough that no effect is

seen. For example; the potent poison strychnine, used in extremely low
I.

doses produces no effect. Therefore; it can be said that there is no such

thing as a "safe" or "dangerous" drug. The drug effect depends on how'it's used

and primarily on the dose used.

VARIATION. Response to a given dose of drug will vary between species

e.g. man and dog, as well as within species, i.e. man and other humans.

The basis for this variation between living things is not well understood.

Some .of the main factors involved in this variation, and which influence

the drug effect includes:

1. Drug absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (pharmaco-

dynamics).

2.. Age.

3. Sex.

4. Genetics.

5. State of health.

6. Mental, psychological make-up.(set).

7. Environmental surroundings (setting).

The figures below illUstrate the variation of response to different'

doses of a drug within a population. Hypothetical curve A shows a high

8
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degree of variation in response to drug A, whereas curve B exhibits only

,slight variation in response to drug B. Rarely does a drug produce only a

slight variation in response wittlia a population.
200

200

Number
Responding

0

A

Lew
DOSE

High

Number
Responding

0

Low High
DOSE

Principles

The concepts mentioned before are closely associated with three general

principles involved in drug actions. These Principles include dose-time-

respoeserelations, dose-percent response relations and pharmacodynamics

, (drug absorption, distribution, metabolism
)

and excretion).

DOSE-TIME-RESPONSE. All drug effects are dose-time depOndent. Since no

,

,4VMO drug has dilly a single effect, for each different effect produced by a drug,

the response will vary with respect to the dose and the time course involved.

4001#.

DOSE-RESPONSE. To produce an effect, the drug must be present at its

site of action in a sufficient concentration (dose). The figure below is a

typical dose-response curve, with a range of effects similar to that produced

by the barbiturates. The.responses are "graded". That is, the response

varies as the dose. changes.

Respiratory.Arrest

Coma

9

Anesthesia

Sleep

Sedation

Drowsiness

0
Log

19D4SE
'Nigh

Toxic Effect

Therapeutic
Effect

No Effect
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A and B iepresent hypothetical curves tor two barbiluuale thugs. The Ligute

shows that drug A is more potegt than B, since a lower dose is needed to

produce an effect, I.e. sleep. Drug B, however, has greater efficacy than

A, because its maximal response is higher.

TIME-RESPONSE. The time course involved in getting a drug to and elimi-

nating it from its site of action also determines the type and intensity of

response. The figure below is a typical time-response curve following a single

dose ofwa drug.

T.'
Toxic Effect 1

86
........,

cw I

cn
1

4-4 Therapeutic Effectl
o

I

1 ...../

gNo Effect

Dos A B D E
Administere Time -----P

The time period between A and E represents the interval during which the drug

Ems* woo*

Is present in the body. The interval between B and D represents the duration

of therapeutic effect, with point C indicating the time of maximal effect.

The rising part of the curve-(A-C) results from absorption and distribution

processes, while the falling part,(C-E) is due to redistribution, metabolism

and excretion processes. With multiple drug administrations, giVing doses

within too short a period of time, i.e. between interval A-E, causes drug

accumulation in the body, resulting in toxicity.

DOSE-PERCENT RESPONSE. This demonstrates the variation of

responses between living things. The figure below shows the percent of indi-

viduals in'a poulation that respond to a particular drug effect, i.e. sleep/

death, and the dose of drug that is needed to produce that effect. Both sleep

and death curves show that some individuals are sensitive to the drug and re-

spond to its effect at 1ow doses. Others are more resistant and respond at

higher doses.

10
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PHARMACODYNAMICS. The previous principles rely on the processes of drug

absorption, distribution, metabolismopd excretion (pharmacodynamics). A

drug enters the body by some route of administration and is absorbed into the

bloodstream. Once in the blood, the drug is distributed to various parts of
I JO

the body. The absorption and distribution processes cause the drug to accumu-

late at its site of action, thus producing an effect. At the same time these

processes are.occurring, drug is being redistributed from its site of action

to the liver and kidneys. These organs are involved in metabolizing (breaking

down) and excreting-(removing from the body) the drug. Redistribution, meta-
AP.

bolism and excretion tend to lower the level of drug at its site of action,

thus reducing its effect. Absorption and distribution, therefore, tend to pro-
/

mote dTug action, whereas redistribution, metabolism and excretion provide a .

means for stopping drug acion.

Exercise .2

Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided in the

Appendix.

1. What is the main point made in each of the four basic pharmacological

concepts?

2. What Are the three general, pharmacological principles governing drug
40A'!

action?

q.OW
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3. What is a "graded" responsu?

4. What processes are involved in pharmacodynamics?

DRUG ADMINISTRATION. AND ELIMINATION

Administration

639

Before a drug can be taken up into the blood And carried to its site of

action to produce an effect, it must first enter the body. The route of

administration influences the onset (beginning) of drug action. There are

three Main routes of administration important to all drugs. They are the

oral, inhalation, and injection routes.

ORAL. With oral administration, absorption occurs in the stomach and

intestines. This route provides the slowest and most inconsistent onset of

action.

INHALATION. Here the drug is inhaled and absorbed through the lungs.

Antintermediate rate of onset results from this route.

INJECTION. This route provides the fastest onset of drug action. There

are three methods of injection, each varying in their rate of onset.

Intravenous (I.V.). I.V. ("mainlining") puts the drug directly into the

blood, resulting in the most rapid onset of action.

Intramuscular (I.M.). I.M. provides an intermediate onset because the

good blood supply to mul;cle causes faster absorption.

Subcutaneous (S.C.). S.C. ("skin popping") provides the slswept onset

, for an injection method because 'the poor blOod supply to the skin results in

slower absorption.

Elimination

Metabolism-and excretion proCesses are involved in removing drug illom

its site ofligtion, thuW stopping the drug-effect. There are ti.TID primary

87
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routes of elimination. Elimination can occur by either redistribution of

a drug from itlipsite of action to th liver to etaholism or to the kidney

for exctetion. F.
LIVER. The liver contains many different'enzyMes, which metabolize

drugs, thus deactivating them.

KIDNEY. The kidney acts as a strainer, and"filtOrs drugs out of the

blood and execrate them in the urine.

Exercise 3

Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided in the

Appendix.
I.

1. What are the main routes of drug administratAion?

v

2. What are the two primary routes of drug elimination?

3. What does "mainlinine refer to?

1.3 e8
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NADCoTiC PllAP"'ACOLony

Ceneral Information

There are numerous narcotic opiates available. Although they may

-differ.tm structure, potency,route'of administration, efficacy, and

oneset and duration of action, their range Of potential effects is

; similar..

SOUPCES-REPRFSPNTATI,TES. the narcotics are obtained fiom three

sources:

1. Opium poppy derivativesot.g., codeine morphine.

'2.. Semi-synthspit opium derivativesi e.g., heroin, diluadid.

3. Complete synthetica; e.g., Demerol , methadone, Darvon .

SLANG TERMS. There are numerous slang ("skreer") expressions used

to.denote the various narcotic bpiates. Examples include:'

1. Heroin; "Snow," "Harry," "horse," "dope," "skag," "H",

"junk."

2.- trphine: "Dreamer;"':"monkey4" "is9 rm."!

3. ,Codeine; "School boy."

4. Dilaudid: "Lords,"
e

S. Methadorie:. "Dollies," "dolls."

6. Demerolk: "Diane."

ROUTES'OF ADMINISTRATION. The narcotic epiates can be used by

almost any cbmmon route, including:

1. :Oral.

2. Inhalation.

3. injection; e.g.; intravenous (IV), intramuscular (IM), subcuta

(SC).

PHARAPHENALIA.' fell-tale signs of arcotic use include:

1. Needle marks ("trachs"),.with sears. 5. Cold/clammy skin
(Noose flesh").

2. Glassine envelopes.

- 3. Purned bottle caps or spoons. 6. Tremoirs:

14

4. Blood stains on clothing.

4t

4
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.irnICAL USES. The narcotics are very useful

high abuse potential and high dependence-formln-
therapeutic applications invOlvc:

1. Relief of pain (analgesia).

2. Cough suppression (antitussive).

medically, despite their
liability. Their primary

3. Constipation or anti-diarrheal'acttori of narcotics on the hodv

is a drug-Induced depression of central nervous system (CNS) functions.

Primary,ActiOns. The primary action ornarcotics on the body

induced depressiori of central nervous system (CrS) functions.

is 0 drug-

Stages of Use and Their Symptoms.

The narcotic drugs have a potential-4,2r producing a wide range of

effects. The type of symptoms seen with narcotic use will depend on

factors such as the dose, time course, anA biologic variation. The

symptoms of narcotic use can be divided into three stages.

TITIAL/AVETZAGr Doklr: The symptoms noted at this stage are produced

following short-term use of ttierapeutic doses. The major symptoms of this

stage includv.

1. Progressive, dose-related CNS depression, leading

se4ation, and n. rcosis.

Z. Mental louding; resulting in lethargy, apathy, and an inability

to concentrate..

3. Subjective,. -altered state of consciousness, termed euphoria.

("high").

to drowsiness,

A. .Unresponsiveness to paim (analgesia).

.5. ,Supression of the cough reflex (antitussive).

6.í Pupillary constriction*(mionis).

7\ Constipation (antispasmodic).

Ali .Vomiting (enesis).

nepressed reapitation.

.10. Excessive sweating. f
ACUTE TOXIC/TY.. The symptoms seen at this stage result fiom short-term

(singte dose) usi of toxic doses. This stage represents the major overdose

(T) symptoms, including:

1. PuTlary donstriction
oxygen). ..-

4

(or dilation, if there is,.a lack of

,
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2. Respiratory:depression (can lead to arrest).

3. Decreased blood Pressure (canproduce shock).

4. Unconsciousness (can progress to coma and death).

5. Pulmonary edema (fluid accumulating in the lungs).

Spedific antidotes; e.g., NallineR, NarcanR, are used as

antagonists, to treat narcotic ODs.

CHRONIC USE. The aymptoma produced at this stage result from

long-term use of progressively higher doses of drugs. The major

symptoms include:

Dependence. High liability for both psychological

and physical 'dependence.

6L/3

Tolerance. A high degree of tolerance develops to all narcotic

effects, except miosis, constipation, and sweating.

Withdrawal. A characteiistic withdrawal syndrome is associated

with disoontinuing chronic narcotic use.

Withdrawal Symptoms.

The withdrawal symptoms are indicative of increase4 CNS activity, and. J
include:

1. Incileased anxiety and irritability.

2. Watery eyes, runny nose (Flu-like symptoms). dlif

elt 3. Nausea/vomiting/diarrhea.

4. Musale/abdominal cramping,

5. Cold/clammy skin ("goose flesh")

6. Tremors

Although narcotic withdrawal is uncomfortable goingrold turkey" is

seldom, if ever, fatal and does not require medical tteat nt.

Mhin Dangers

There are several hazards associated with narcotic use.

ACCIDENTAL OD. Since the integrity (quality/quantity) of "street"

drugs in unpredictable, the pftentihl of getting too much drug per dose

is great. In addition, interactions with other CNS depressants used

'simultaneously can result in additive/synergistic effects.

14
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DEPENDENCE. There'is high dependence liability associated with, all

narcotic drugs.

INFECTIONS. The use of non-sterile items in injecting drugs can

result in serious infections, such as VD, malaria, hepatitis, tetanus and

bacterial endocarditis.

SOCIAL DbtERIORATION. Narcotic use can lead to amotivation and apathy

on the part of the user. In addition, the high cost of supporting a
narcotic "habit" can-lbrce the user to commit criminal acts.

Ekercise 4

Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided in the

Appendix.

1. What is the primary pharmacologic action of the narcotics?

2. What factors determine the types of symptoms produced by narcotics?

3. 'How are narcötiC ODs treated?

SEDATIVE-HYPNOTIC. PHARMACOLOGY

General Information

4

'There ire numerous sedative-hypnotic drugs avaiigble. They are second

only to alcohol,,as the most commonly-used CNS depressant class. This class Of

1.
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drugs is divided into tllo groupa,.hnsed on similarity of chemical struclures;

the barbiturate awl the non-barhitorate se(!attve-hypnotics.

REPRESENTATIVES. The sedative-hypnotic class includes:

1. Barbiturates.

a. Pentobarbital (NembutalR,

b. Sec6barbital (SeconalR, "Reds").

c. (AmytalR, "Blues").

d. TuinalR, ("Rainbows," "Tooies").

2. Non-barbiturates.

a. Chloral hydrate ("Mickey Finn'," "Joy Juice").

b. Paraldehyde.

I.

c Methaqualone (QuaaludeR, "Sopors").

Librium
R

-

,

e. Valium
R

.

f. Meprobamate (MiltownR).

SLANG TERMS. Other "street" expressions used to denote agents

of the sedative-hypnotic class include: "downers," "candy," "goof

balls," and "peanuts."

ROUTES OF ADMINISTRATION. Use of sedative=hypnotic drugs in-

volves the oral route and all other methods of the injection route.

MEDICAL USES. The sedative-hypnotic drugs have a variety of

therapeutic uses:

18

1. Relief of anxiety (sedation)..

2. Induce sleep (hypnosis).

3. Control seizures (anti-convutsant).

4. Muscle relaxation.

5. Pre-anesthesia.

7'3
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PRIMARY ACTION.. -The nrimary action of the sedative-hypnotic

agents is depression of Clk; functions.

Stages of Use and Their Symptoms

The sedative-hypnotic drugs have a potential for producing a
wide range of effects. As with any other drug, the effects pro-
duded by sedative-hypnotics will depend on factors, such as the

dose, time course, and biologic variation. The symptoms of sedative-

hypnotics use can be divided fApto three stagcs.

INITIAL/AVERAGE DOSE. The symptoms noted at this stage are
thotv produced following short-term Ilse of therapeutic doses. The

majoI symptoms of this stage include:

. 1. Progressive,-dose-related CNS 'depression, leading to

drowsiness, sedation, and hypnosis.

2. Lethargy.

3. Euphoria.

4. Loss of inhibitions.

5. Muscle incoordination.

6. Impaired judgment.

7. Depressed respiration.

The effects at this stage are very similar to the behaxvioral

performance effects seen wIth the short-term use of alcohol.

ACUTE TOXICITY. Short-term use of Sxcessive (toxic) doses of

- sedative-hypnotics'results in the types of symptoms seen at this

stage. Tbe major symptoms here include:

1. Irowsiness (can progress to unconsciousness, cama).

2. Respirawy depression (can lead to arrest).

1. Deereased blood pressure (can result in shock).

There is.no specific antidote for treating sedative-hypnotic
toxicity. SupportiVe.means are used to aid reqpiration and main-.
tain blood pressure and kidney functioning. CNS stimulants

(analeptics) are not used to treat depressant OD.

19
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CHRONIC USE. The symptoms prednced at this stage result from tedt-term

use of progressively higher doses of drug. The major symptoms include:

Dependence. There is n high liability of both psychological and

physical dependence.

Tolerance. Compared to the narcotics, only a moderate degrve of

tolerance develops to the sedative-hypnotic symptoms and no tolerance

develops to ths lethal symptoms. Cross-tolerance exists within the,

sedative-hypnotic class and to alcohol.

Withdrawal. There is a characteristic withdrawal syndrome associated

with discountinuing chronic sedative-hypnotic use.

Withdrawal Symptoms.

The withdrawal symptoms of sedative-hypnotics are indicative of

increased CNS activity, like those of narcotic withdrawal. However, unlike

the narcotics withdrawal from sedative-hypnotic drugs is more dangerous

and, without medical treatment, it can he fatal. The symptoms include:

1. Increased irritability/innom1
ia.

.

2. Nausea/vomiting.

3. Muscle weaknessrcramping.

4. Delirium/psychosis.

5. Tremors.

614 Convulsions.

Hain Dangers.
411

There are several hazards associated with sedative-hypnotic use.

ACCIDENTAL OD. The unpredictable integrity of "street" drugs, the

lack of tolerance development be lethal effects, snd the additive/syner-

gistic4 interactions with other CNS depressants, all add up to increasing

the risk of OD with sedative-hypnotic-dfilgs.

MTENDENCE. There is a high dependence-forming liability associated

with all sedative-hypnotic drugh.

SOCIAL DETERIORATION. Sedative-hypnotic usecan lead to a lack of

apathy and motivation on the.part of the user. In addition, criminal acts

might he committed in association with sedative-hypnotic use.
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PREFRRED AGENTS. Those sedative-hypnotic drugs; e.g.,

Nembutal , SeconaiR, Valium R , AmytalR, exhibiting a faster onset

and shorter duration oi action, are oiten pteferred over those

agents; e.g., phenobarbital, LibriumR, possessing a slower onset

and longer duration of action. A good reason for this preference
might be the greater intensitysof effect ("high") produced by the
shorter acting agents.

. USE/ABUSE ASPECTS. Circumstances surrounding sedative-
hypnotie use/abuse differ infocertain aspects, compared to other
drugs; e.g., heroin, halluciaogens, inholants, stimulants, etc.
In most cases, the sedative-hypnotic agent obtained on the "street"
is a proprietary item, produced and marketed through legal channels.
Since the drug is not manufactured in a clandestine laboratory and
not adulteratid ("cnt"), its integrity is greater. Finally,
physicians very often contribute to the use/tuse of sedative-
hypnotics by over-prescribing them for ill-dgilined therapeutic
purpoaes. In many instances, the sedative-hypnotic used/abtised
was originally obtained legally.

Exercise 5

Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided
in the Appendix. .

1. How doeaAsedative-hypnotic tolerance difPer from narcotic
tolerance?

2. Compare the contrast the withdrawal syndrome associated with
narcotic and sedative-hypnotic agents? .

3. What is the treatment for sedative-hypnotit OD?

INHALANT PHARMACOLOGY

General Information

The inhalants (deliriants) represent a heterogeneous class of
synthetic chemicals. Inhalant abuse is popular among young, achool-
age children and.inhalants are easily accessible. Many household
products; e.g., furniture polish, aerosol sprays, lightef 'fluid,
etc., are slibject to inhalant abuse.

A4t,
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REPRESENTATIVES. Chemically, the inhalants are organic hydro-

carbons or organic halogenated hydrocarbons. Some common repre-
.

sentatives, of the Uroup include:'

Commercial Solvents; e.g., benzene, acetone:carbon tetra-

chloride, naphtha, etc., founein gasoline, paint thinner, airplane

glue, and cleaning fluids.

. Aerosol Propellants; e.g., halogenated hydrocarbons, found

in hair sprays, PAMR, deodorants, insecticides, etc.

Anesthetic Cases; e.g., ether, chloroform, nitrous oxide,.

etc.

ROUTES OF ADMINISTRATION. These agents are inhaled (via mouth

or nose) as vapor (fumes) or as an aerosol spray.

MEDICAL USES. Aside from some anesthetic gases and the use

of halogenated hydrocarbons as aerosol propellants in certain medi-

cations, the inhalants have no valid therapeutic purpose.

PRIMARY ACTION. The primary action of the hydrocarbon inhalants

is depression of CNS functions.

Stages of Use and Their Cymptoms

The inhalants are CNS depressants, much like the narcotics,

sedative-hypnotica, and alcohol. In addiiion to producing-symptoms

similar in nature to these other types of drugs, the inhalants,have

the potential for producing their own unique symptoms.

INITIAL/AVERAGE DOSE. The symptoms noted at this stage result

from short-term use of less than toxic doses. The major symptoms

here include:

\

1. Drowsiness.

2. Euphoria.

3. Incoordination.

4. Loss of inhibitions.

5. Nausea/vomiting.

6. Irritation of eyes, nose, and throat.

ACUTE TOXICITY. Short-term (single dose) use of excessive

(toxic) dosescan result in the following major types of symptoms

at this stage:

2.2 7
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1. Ringing in the ears.

2. Blackout (spotty-type amnesia).

3. Disinhibition excitement, followed by varying degrees of depression.

4. Delusions/visual hallucinations.

5. ,Cryogenic/allergic reactions, constricting air ways.

6. Sudden\leath from cardiac arrest.

There is no specific antidote for treating inhalant toxicity.

Onlyesupportive means are used, to maintain respiration, blood pressure

and other vital functions.

CHRONIC USE. The major symptoms observed at this stage result from

long-term use of inhalants.

Dependence. There is a moderate degree of psychological dependence

associated with inhalant use; however, thercis little, if any physical

dependence formed.

Tolerance. It takes a long period (weeks/months) of continued use

before appreciable amount of tolerance is developed to inhalants.

Organ Damage. Seveie and often irreversible damage to bone marrow,
liver, kidney, and brain can result form inhalant abuse. Even initial,

short-term, heavy exposure to certain inhalants can cause significant

organ damage.

Withdrawal. Withdrawal is also a problem associated with chronic use

of inhalants.

Withdrawal Symptoms

The wtthdrawal syndrome associated with the discontinued chronic use

of inhalants is similar to that of the sedative-hypnotics and alcohol is

some respects. Like these drugs, the symptoms of inhalant withdrawal is

indicative of increased CNS excitability. These eymptoms include:

1. Increased irritability/insomnia.

,TremOrs.

3. Hallucinations.

4. Delirium Tremors (DTS). 11.

MAIN DANGERS. There are several hazards associated with inhalant use.

These hasards'include:

23 78
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PHYSICAL IHJ146r: resulting from loss of coordination.

ORCAN PAMACE: bone marrow, liver, kidney, ane brain.

CRYOCENIC/ALLFRCIC PFACTIOMS: causing obstruct-ion of air passages

and difficulty in breathing; e.g., rreonR.

SUIVEN nEm PHENOWMON. associatr with cardiac arrest, produced

by halogenated hydrocarbons; e.g., PA`1

Nitrate Abuse

Amyl nitrite is a vasodilator drug, wiled to treat a particular heart

disease, knoWn as anginal pectoris. The slang term, "snappers, refers

to the fact that the amyl nitrite Ls contatned in small, glass ampules.

which must be cracked or snapped open for use. Nhen the ampule if opened.

pungent amyl nitrite vapors are released and inhaled. The drug has a rapid

onset (less than one minute) and a ihort duration of action (about fifteen

minutes). The major symptoms produced include:

1. Dizziness/fainting.

2. Flushing of the elan.

3. Headache

4. Increased heart rate/de'ereased blood pressure.

Physicaljnjury, resulting from fainting, appears, to-be the main hazard

in its use/abuse. Claims have\been made as to its ability to heighten the

sexual experience and produce an effect resembling orgasm. These claims,

no doubt, foster its abuse. It is very diffeien,t, pharmacologrcally, frOm the

the other inhalants, and is mentioned here only becaSse of its abuse poten-

tial as an inhalant..

Exercise 6

Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided in the

Appendix.

1. The initial/average dose stage inhalant symptoms closely resemble what

type of drugs?

2. Explain the dependence liability of the inhalantlp

3. What are thellain dangers associated wtith inhalant abuse?

24
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STIMULANT PHARMACOLOGY

General Information

There are numerous stimulant drugs available. They range from

the legally restricted, prescription agents; e.g., cocaine, ampheta-

mines, etc., to the nonrestricted caffeine and over-the-counter

(OTC)-decongestants; e.g., BenzedrexR, Neo-SynephrineR, etc.

REPRESENTATIVES. The stimulant class includes drugs, such as:

1. Cocaine ("coke," "snow," "girl," "dynamite").

2. Amphetamines ("co-pilots," 7beans," "jolly babies"), 4, 1
amphetamine (RenzedrineR, "bennies"); d amphetamine (Dexedrineltp"dexys°);

and methvlamphetamine (methadrineR,."Speed", "Crystal","Doe").

3. RitaIin R
4. Pemoline
S. Caffeine.

In addition, there are numeious amphetamine-barbiturate coabin-
ations; e.g., DesbutalR, Dexamyl , and amphetamine derivatives;
e.g., PreludinA, TenuateR; used in treating obesity.

SLANGJERMS. Other "street" expressions used in reference to
stimulant.class drugs include "uppers" and "pep pills." "Speed-

ball" and "stardust" refer to cocaine-heroin combinations. IP

ROUTES OF ADMINISTRATION. All of the three main routes; e.g.,
oral, ilhalation, and injeation, are used with the gtimulant drugs..

/

MEDICAL USES. The stimulants have a variety of therapeutic
uses. 1 ,

1. Appetite suppression (anorexiant).

2. Decrease hyperkinetic behavior in children.

3. Narcolepsy.

A. Mood elevator (antidepressant).

4

PRIMARY ACTION. The primary action of the stimulants is stimulatiop
of CNS activiktv.,

25
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Symptomatic treatment and support of v4a1 functions in carried out.

Anti-psychotic tranquilizers, e.g., Thorasbinifc effectively treat the

psychotic reactions, whereas sedative-hypnotic durgs; s.,gA, Valiumg,

NembutalR, are used to manage convulsion.

CHRANIC USE. The major symptoms resulting from long-term stimulant

use include: dt

o
Dependence. There exists a high P tential for physicological and a

loy potentioal for phystcal dependence, iiith the stimulant drugs. No

physical dependence develops to cocaine.

Tolerance. A fairly high degree of tolerence develops rapidlyto, the

effects of most stimulants; especially with the IV use of methamphetaeine.

No tolerance develops to cocaine.

,,,,
Psychosis. A psychotic-like behavior, Ilmicing the paranoid schiz-

,-, ophrenic state, can Occur with either acute ot chronic use of certain

't*Ji

. ' ..

-stimulants and is usually reversible upon discontinuance of the drug.

.

Suicidal Tendencies. This is caused by mental' depression, which can

,...,......-....., occur during both chronic use and withdrawal.

... :...
Lapses-of altertness. Sudden, brief lapses of alertness, called

"..A.
"fatigue breakthrough," can occur periodically, despite continued use of

11V.7,4 a Atimulant.

...:...;.,,,,,4

.....4.4 Withdrawal. The presence of a withdrawal syndrome following discon-

4. tinuance of chronic stimulant use is controversial.

:

711

Withdrawal Symptoms.

There is no withdrawal associated with cocaine; however, there are

characteristic syMptoms present following the cessation of most stimulants.

These symptoms can be interpreted as withdrawal, and they include:

1. Post-compensatory, mental.depression.'

2. Lethargy/somnolence.

3. gdominal ccamping.

4. Increased ), unser (hyperpagia).

Manx,of these sylptoms are indicative of CNS depresSion,./

MAIN DANCERS.

26
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There are several hazards associated with th,ise of stimulant drugs.
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Stages of Use and Their ,Symptoms

The stimulant drugs have the potential for

range of symptoms. As with the

of symptom produced will depend
course, and biologic variation.

1

producing a wide
other drugs, the-type and degree

on such factors as dose, time

INITIAL/AVERAGE DOSE. The symptoms produced at this stage

result from short-term uae of therapeutic doses. Th major symptoms

here include:

the

1. Increased activity/anxiety.

2. Euphoria.

3. Decreased fatigue; increased-phfsical performance.

4. Headache.

5. Dilated pupils (mydriasis).

6. Tremors.

7. Heartbeat distrubances.

8. Increased blood pressure.

9. Increased respiration rate.

10. Appetite suppression. -

ACUTE TOXICITY. Short-term use'of toxic doses can rehult

following major syuptons at this statist: .

1. Increased anxiety/aggressiveneds/manii.

in

2. Psychotic-like behavior,.characterizad by delusions, para-

noia, and hallucinations (primarily auditory in nature).

1. 'SeVere heartbeat distmfbances.

4. Extiene increases in blood pressure can relult.in bursting of
blood vessels in the brain, eye).

5. Tremors, progressing to convUlsions.

6. Post convulsive depression with possible respiratory failure.

,

There is no specific antidote for treating stimulant toxicity.

27
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BIZARRE "AMES IN BEHAVIOR.- These changea are characterised bx:

1. Aggressiveness/mania.

2. Delusiens/paranoia/hallucinations.

3. Crandldbse feelings of power.-

Harked.iMpairment of judgement.

5. Suicidal tendencies.

BEING "HONG UP. The asiociated psychotic reaction his beendiscussed

prviously...In addition, there can exist anlirrational pattern of lie-

havior,,termed "being,hung-up.",. In this ciae, an individual will.conein-,

ually-repeat a.,,tasL, such as kmening.,and closingta door,:for, hours on end.:

INFECTION. The use Of ndi-sterile material/device's for injeeting

stimulant drugs carxresult Pm,infections such; as yD,-malaria, hepattis,

tetanus, and bacterial endocarditis.
t

, -4

ARIDOVASCULAP DISTURBANCES. These would include heart beat abnormal-

4t1es and-increasee in blood presdure.
. . ,.

,.. -1.,
:POST4COMPENSATORY, Mental depressOn:, This Tesulti following dls-

continuation of chronic atimulant use'llud can foiter'suicidal tandencie
'

-' -TALC ABSCESSES. This results. when st/M4lant preparationsnot intended

use,, are injected'a*Lcause damage to.the blood vessels. Thig is

eomMen tablet'preperatidAs,
.

.GI TRACTACERS. This.can be.caused by the ust' of caffeine, which

irritates'thesGI trect-Ainiag.

--NASAL SEPTIN PERFORATION. Inhalati use ("snortpign of*cocaiiie can_

cause this type of damage to the/air-pa ges,of the nose

. ."- N. .

f

. . 1 7

%.
. °Exercise 7 : ,

.

4 Ai
,

Complete the following 'exercise. The dorrect,ineniers are pr&vided4a ihe

Appendix. - * . >,
.
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,

1. ,...WhIlt types of:druga, can-be used to treat.the symptchfs'of-ltiMulant
_.

.
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2. How does stimulant withdrawal ieler form narcotic or sedative-

hypnotic withdrawal?

3. Destribe the psychotic reaction associated with stimulant use.

HALLUCINOGEN PHARMACOLOGY

General Information

A variety of hallucinogenic (psychotomimetic, phantasticant)
drugs have been developed and experimented with over the years,-
iince Dr Albert Hofmann fir,st reported his experience %dth lysergic
acid diethylamide+(LSD) in'the early 1940s. All hallucinttgens,

whether derived from natural dr synthetidsources, have-the potential
for-prgducing a similar range of symptoms. Differences:Among the
hallucinogens mainly home to do with potency, time course of action,
and the lncjdence and degree of particular types of symptoms.

,

REPRESENTATIVES. Some common representative hallucinogens are
,1

ft esented here, along with.thetr slang expressions.

71127
1,Sw

. -.47;S"..;;;.

1. Natural sourte:
,

,

a. Peyote cactus melcaline ("button,","moion," "big chief"):
,

\

Th. Mushroqp - psilocybil, psilocin..
1 i

c. Toadskin bufotenin..

!"
2. .SynthetiC.source:

a. Caiechill Class are 411 amphetepine derivatives (dimethoxy

methamphetamine (D0H6 "Serenity-Traiquility-Peace," StP); iethydioxy
'amphetamine ("Mellow.Drug'of America",%1MDA, "love dug"al pars-
msthoxy amphetamine (PMA). e

b. indo1e Cies*:

.(1) °Lysergic acid "diethylamide -(LSD, "acid," "e401.9"
11 sugar"). #

(2), Dimethyltry ptamine OM, "45-minute pSychosts").

'Diethyltryptamine (DAT). 4

c. Miscellaneous class: PhenCyclidine.(PCP, Sernylang,b
"peace pi/1"). e

4;
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ROUTES Ok ADMINISTRATION.' All three main routes can be used

for the administiation of hallucinogens.

(057
MEDICAL USES. Since,most of the hallucinogens Are not approved

for use by the FDA, only "proposed" therapeutic uses can be con-

sidered, as determined by investigational research. Thdse uses apply

mainly to LSD.
A

1. "Death therapy" for terim1n4. disease patients.

2. Treatment of aleoholism.
4

. ,
3. Pielehiatric disorders. ;

Phencyclidine is commercially,marketpd as.an animal tranquilizer,

but has a paradoxical; reveree effect on,humana. In addition,

mescaline (peyote) is 'aPproved tor use in religious cerenonies by

ths Native American Chttrch.

PRIMARY ACTION.. The primsry action of the hallucinogens is

to induce Changes in CNS perceptions.
,

Stages of Use and Their Symptoma

The symptoms of the hallucinogens are primarily psychologiCal

. in nature, as compared io the predominately physiological symptoms

produced by the other types of druis discusses so,far. Iri dealing

with psychological, supjective.responses, the iat and setting

'factorp.play an iRportant role in deterMining the t/pe and degree

If symptoms produced. Dose, time course, and biologic variation

. are also important determifients as.to the aymptom,prodused,'

INITIAL/AVERAGE DOSE. The symptoms noted at this stage are

produced following short-term use of therapeutic doses. The major

symptoms of thii silage include:

1. Altered peiceptions(synethesia); e.4..; hearing colors, seeing

soundi., . '
2. Multi-potential behAtvior; e.g., emotional swings back and

, 7

* forth between panic and tranquility.
.

1 o ,

; e.g., ho disttaction between'
o pass by rapidly.

4. Increased sensitivity to etqw 1.-

54 ASIfuciatitions, piimatily pee o in

6% Paradoxical/ambivafent sylitpfoms
. - ,

- feelings.; e.g.', feeling happy and,sad- at .the. .

.44q64i;

vormegort

I et

3: Relative ,sense Of tiseleasness

,Pasi;presenqand.future. Time seems

-,r

nature. ."

ul0faneous, Conflicting

ssie.tims.

4
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`
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7. Revelations - gaining deep personal insight, intensified

creativity, and Vain's of religious/mystical associations.

8. Sympathetic-nervous system predominance. This is,the

primary physiological action-noted. It is characterized by

increases in heart rate, temperature, hlood pressure., and blood

sugar; also mydriasis.

ACUTE TOXICITY. The symptoms seen at this stage result from

adverse reactions,to short-term (single dose) use of hallucinogens:

The major symptoms here include: , do

ilk

1. Panic/fea eactions.

2. Conyulsi<s.

3. Extrede increases in body temperature (hyperthermia). A

particular.case involv4ng an LSD OD resulted in temperatures as

high as 106.7°F.
4

Aa wlth many other drugs, there is no specific antiaote for

treati-hg hallucinogen toxicity. Symptomatic treatAnt is undertaken

to support vi 1 functions. "Talking-down" an individual from a

"bad trip" has roved to be very effective. .Here, the individual

is tallted to in calm, reassuring manner in order to ieliive the

fears and anxiet the.individual is experiencing. At the same aim:,

sensory timuli; ., light, sqund; touch, etc:, are kept o a

minimuirm The use f sedative-hypnotic"drugs; e.g. ValiumR, SeconalR,'
.8 i

can aid in'sedation and the management of convulsions. Anti7

psychotic tranquiliz rs; e.g., ThoraZinek,'used to be popular anti-

dotee for treating "b d trfps";.however,.thia modeof treatment was
found to result in sev re aecreases in' blood piessure, was psychol-

ogically_disruptive, an was aasociated with a higher incidence of

flashbacks.

dHRONIC USE. The sym toms seenat this stage result from long-

-term use. orhallucifiogens.
,

.'1. -Dependenc3. There i A law psychological dependence lia-

bilitx associated with the ,hal ucinokens. 'No physicardependehce)
has been noted. - A!

.

2. Tolerance. Xolerance de elops rapidly, to afiigh degree,
in a eyelid mAnner., Toleianee bui ds w elfrequent/daily use; and'

lthan le .rapidly lost, after the dru is aiecontinuedl
. .a

:. .

3. haihbaCks. These'Are Mini- ips, Which.pccur without
-..

Yarnidk, and 'are"transient'in haturt, 1 &Uhl( only a few minutes.

31
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Complete the following exercise. Th9 correct atiswers are provided in

ilar..4ett the Appendix. (
,

4.---'-'7
....,;., , 1. What ia the primary nature of haltucinogenic -symptoms?

. ,

-?..2-14-4..
-

2. What measures arertaken to treat-an pldividual experiencing a .,

..

They are usually harmless, hut can.be disruptive/frightening. They

can,occur up to eighteen months after.the last dose, and are often

trigger by physical/psychologicsl stress situations.

4. Withdrawal.. No charactetistic withdrawnl syndrome has been

associated with the discontinuance of chronic hallucinogen Use.

MAIN DANCERS

The haiardp associated with hallucinogens are include?

1. Inability to distingui. h reality from fantasy.

2. Panic/fear reactions can lead to suicidal acts.

3.
Depressive/paranoid reactions can also lead to suicide.

4. Psychotic rcactions.

5, Flashbacks.

6. Social Deterioration.

7. Hallucinations (Psetido type)".

TYPES OF HALLUCINATIONS. Generally speaktng there are two:types,of

hallucinations to be considered, true- and pseudo-hallucinations.. True-

hallucinations involve visualizing something; Oinking that it actually

exists, but, in reality, it does not. This tyl& is characteristic of

alcohol withdrawal hallucinations. Pseddo-hallucinations involve vie-

ualizing, what exists, but doing so in manner which diatorts/misintererets

What is seen. The individual, howeyer,- does not accept it sis being real .

and is aware that it is a drug-induced phenomenon. This type is character-
.

istic of the haltucinatiogs produced by the hallucinogen class.

rxercise 8.

A

r "A.

. .,-.%1:4^-ii` .
.

, ;

.,..., .10, Whet type o hallticinatIons are primarily experieneed with the .

'1/4

halXucinogens?- .

.

"..4..4-. . ,

. ,

....
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RELAXANT/FUTT0PIANT PHARMACOLOGY

"6"666.66.6"....

General Information

The relaxant/euphoriants refer to a type of drug derived from the
hemp plant, cannabis sativa. The active ingredient in this plant is
thought to be /N9 tetrahydrocannabinol ( 4N9 THC). The potency of
ehese agents is related to their A 9 THC content, and the Ani 9 THC con- ,
tent varies within a particular portion of the plant; e.g--leaves, stems,
flower, the planc strain, and the growth conditions in which the plant is

. cultivated.

-ern,

REPRESENTATIVES. The common reOresentatives*ithin this class include:

1. Marijuana ("loco weed," "Mary Jane," "Texilp tea," "grass,h
"Acapulco gold") is probably the most common. .

I42. Hashish ("hash"). 4f,

3. A 9 TUC:

AP
a. Up to 6% content in Indian hemp.

' b. Ten percent content in Southeast Asiai: "pot".

c. TWenty percent plus in hashish.

ROUTES OY ADMI1ISTRATION.1 These agents are used orally; as well as
inhaled through'smoking. .Agents are several times more potent when used
orally. 49 THC can be used by injectio

'MEDICAL USES. The relaxant/euphoriant d gs, like the hallucinogens,
are not approved for general use by the FDA. Experimental use to Oese
agents. in research has.indiceted selftral possible therapeutic usesi k

\ Air a
" 1. Glaucoma:

2.. Insomnia.

3. Severe headaches.

4.. Block vemiting'(antiemptic) in-cancer Oemotherapy.

5.- Asthma.

i
PARAPHERNALIA /he tell-tale signs of relaxant/euphoriant use

include: :--
) ,

I. Oddeog burning 'rope. :
..

i

-2. Cilarettelapers., .

..%oath Clip. v , 1
'. Niecialised,Pipo. .

4 ' fs . 6

, M.
. 4 w

4 ft4
* I r
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Primary Action. The primary action of the relaxants/euphoriants

is tb induce changes in CNS.perceptirst,

Stages of Use and Their Symptoms

/

The type and degree 'ot aymptone is similar between the

relaxants/euphoriants and are dependent on factors such as d

(the 6 9 THC content), time course, and biologic variation.

many of the responses are psychological/subjAtive in

and setting factors are Also important determinints.
9

different
ose

Since ,

nature, set

INITIAL/AVERAGE DOSE. The symptone seen at this stage result

from short7term use of therapeUtic doses. The major.symptonm here

include:

1. Disinhibltion.
w.

2. Time/space diatortions; e.g.,,time periods\seem longer and

._spaces appear smakler than they are.

3: .Synetkesia.

4. Impaired short-term,(immediate) memory.

5. EuOloria.

6. Reddening of the eyes, due to smoke irritation (conjunctival

injection).
7. Increased hunger; especially a craving for sweets.

ACUTE TOXICITY. The,shiiit-term (single dose) use of excessive

(toxic) doses results in'the followfAg major symptone at this stage:

1. Nausea/vomiting.

2.

3.

4 ,

tf

;paired judgment/c6oidination.

Stron4/unpleasant bodily perceptiodh.

Hallucinitions (pseudo).

5. Panip etates (ihre).

Thermip,no ApecIfic antidote-for treating,relaxant/euphorient

tbxicity. f(Plic reactions,are dose ( A 9 THC content),related and

highly&individualited. Some Users will regularly experience adversp

reactionsi while others never do. Theee agents have demoneirated-1.

klow degree Or-toxiciiy-in Many,inimal'speciés. In rats, the lethal

.t
Er

441.
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dose of harijuana is roughly 1000 times greater than that of alcohol.

CHRONIC vsr. The lonv,-term wle of relaxnnt!eflphorinnt sgentn rren

result in the fol&owing major symptomq,

1. Dependence. There is syloderate degree of psychological depend-

ence but'aeparently no physical dependence associated with these agents.

2. Tolerance. It has been suggested that a reverse tolerance

44004 develop to the effects of relaxantfeuphortant drugs. Uhether this reverse
fif,e,4,441 tolerance results from an actual adantation process or merely a learneo

behavior to a subjective response is presently unknown.

4401 3. Withdrawal. There is no withdrawal syndrome associated with the

relaxant/euphoriant agents.

. 4

-711kittt*:$1)..
.4

A

!lain Dangers

The hazards associated with use of relaxani/euphorinnt drugs are

numerous and, in ninny cases, the claims are questionable or ill-defined

DEPENDENCE. Chronic psychological dependence can occur, although
physical dependence and withdrawal synr!rome have not been establisheA.

SOCIAL DETEMPATION. Amotivation, apathy,, personal neglect, as well

as other signs of social deterioration, have been claimed to result from

the use of relaxant/euphoriant drugs.

ACCIDENTS. Physical injury due to accidents'caused brthe effects of
altered time/space perceptions can occur. For example, when, driving an

automobile under the influenee of a relaxant/euphoriant drug, speeds seen

faster and,spaces seem smaller than they actually4are. Ah individual thus

tends to over compensate for these altered perceptions, resulting in

slower speeds and difficulty.in maneuvering the vehical.

iSYCHOSIS. Psychotic reactions tend to he rare and individualized,
suggesting that set, setting, and underlying mental disorders may play an

Important tole in the development.of thisqtype of reaction.

LEGALITY. The use,'possession, or sale of these agents is illegal.
Criminal prosecution can result in a severe fine and/or imprisonment.

HERBICIDE rommunc. Marijuana obtained from'ceq0n sources, (primarilyis
Mexico), is sprayed with a herbicide (weed killer) -*araquate., Paraquate
is highly toxic, such thai 40 gfion er inhalation of one-teneh of an ounce
can cause severe organ magWa (1 de'ath. Other effects included damage to

lung tissue, difficulk athfng, vomiting, mouth ulcers, and sever head-
, 0

aches. A

ITNICNOT:TI ErmrTs. The 14eng-tersReffects of these agents are unknown.

Numerous claims have beeitmade as to ihe occulktnce of chronic, &Averse

effects; !lit, there remains much contradictory marerinlzin the literature.
These clalms include effect such as:

4, 15 .04
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1. Cerebal.atrophy (brain degeneration).

2. Male impotence and terility.

3. Loss of imnunologic protection against infections and cancers

4. Chromosomal damage and birth defects.

5. Cancer.

Exercise 9

Complete tho following exercise. The correct answers are pray dad in

the Apendix.

1. What is being refeired to when speaking of the dose of a relaxant/

euphoriant?

2. The relaxant/euphoriant withdrawal syndrome is characterized by what

type of symptoms?

3. What are.the main dangers of relaxant/euphoriant use?

NICOTINE PRARAMACOLOGY

General Inforiation

Nicotine is primarily used in the form'of tobacc% products. Form of

tobacco use include:

1: Cigarette.

2. Cigars:

3. Pipes.

4, Snuff.

5. Chewing.

The rangeliffsymptoms Produced by nitcotin is similar among these

'different forma of tobacco use.

AGENTS,- Hundreds of different agents have bepn found to.be Associated

with tobagCO products. For praCtical purposes here, these agents cin be

condensed.into-three types:

36
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I. NIcotine. This agent is present In all forma of tobacco and In

all methods of tobacco use.

2. Carbon monoxide. This is a common agent resulting from the combus-

tion (burning) of organic materials, like tobacco. This agent produces

harmful effects by removing oxygen from the bldod, thereby decreasing the

oxygen supply to various parts of the bop.

3. Tars. lihis term includes the vast majority of agents present in

tobacco. A tommon property, of primary significance, existing within

this group of agents is their cancer-producing (carcinogenic) potential.

The irritant action of tobacco is also attributed to this group. t ,

4. Hydrogen Cyanide gas. Resulting from the combustion of tobacco.

ROUTES OF ADMINISTRATION. Tobacco products, and the agents associated

with theti, are used orally, as well os inhaled through smoking and sniffing.

Inhalation is a very effective means of getting the tobacco agents into the

body.

MEDICAL USE. Although, historically, tobacco was used for a variety

of medicalopurposes; eg., toothache, labor pains. Today, there is no

accepted therapeutic value attached to tobacco and its associated agents.

Nicotine is useful as a laboratory "tool" in research and in the past,

has been widely used as an insecticide.

PRIMARY ACTION. The primary action of nicotine is CNS stimulation if

low doses and CNS depression at higher doses. CNS stimulation is the

predominate action noted from nicotine used in the form of tobacco.

Stages of Use and Their Symptoms

Since nicotine is used primarily in the form of tobacco by a large

portion of the population, it is necessary to distinguish between nicotine

symptoms and those produced by other tobacco associated agents. Nicotine

symptoms will be covered here, unless otherwise specified.

-INITIAL/AVERAGE DOSE. The symptoms noted at this stage result from

short/term use of relatively low doses. The major symptoms here include:

1. Increased alertness.

4
2. Relaxation.

3. Increased heart rate/blood pressure.

4. Dilated pupils.

5. Anorexia.

The nicotine symptoms at this stage closely resemble those produced by
the stimulant drugs. .

37
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ACUTE TOXICITY. Short-term exi)osure to excessive doses results in the

following major symptoms at this stage: These effects can result from

exposure to nicotine insecticides or oral Ingestion of tobaccoLespecially

by children.

1. Tremors.

2. Convulsions.

3. Respiratory paralysis.

Aside from symptomatic treatment, there is no specific antidote for

treating nicotine toxicity.

CHRONIC USE. The long-term use of nicotine can result in the following

major symptoms:

- 1. Dependence. There is a high degree of psychological dependence

associated with the use of nicotine. The-potential for physical dependence

is questionable.

2. Tolerance. A moderate degree of tolerance may develop to the

symptoms of nicotine

3. Withdrawal. A characteristic pattern of withdrawal symptoms has

been associated with the discontinuance of chronic nicotine use. These

symptoms include:

a. Increased irritability/anxiety.

b. ,Headache.

c. Inability to concentrate.

d. Drowsiness.

e. Tremor*.

'1,#A001 f. Increased hunger.
e

; <

g. Muscle cramping.

Main Dangers

. The main dangers of nicotine -use are closely interrelatea 'with the

hazards of tobacco use; in particular tobacco smoking. The different

agents associated with tobacco are all involved to varying degrees in

producing these hazards. .

RESPIRATION. The respiratory symptoms of tobacco smoking are due in

part to all,four types of assoicated agents. These symptoms include:

38
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a. Shortness of breath

b. Increased respiratory infections.

c. Bronchitis.

d. Emphysema.

, CARDIOVASCULAR PROBLEMS. The effects ontthe heart and blood vessels

result largely from nicotine. The.symptoms include:
5.

a. Heartbeat disturbances.

b.. Increased blood pressure.

c. Ischemic heart disease.

CANCER. An increased incident of cancer in cigarette smo,ers has

been established. How smoking causes cancer is, however, unknown. The

"tars" associated with tobacco have been shown, experimentally, to be
carcinogenic. The kinds of cancer associated with smoking include:

a. Lung.

b. Larynx. (throat)

c : Mouth

TOXICItY. Nicotine, itself, is one of the most toxic substanCes

known tc:v man. The estimated lethal dose for man is about 60'mg. An

average cigarette contains 20-30 mg; whereas, an average cigar contains

roughly 120 mg of nitotine. The am9unt of nicotine that actually enters
the body, however, is only almall percentage of the total contained in
the cigarette or cigar. This percentage is variable and depends on such
factors as:

1, Whether the tobacco is mmoked a(inhaled) or chewed (orally).
6

2. The amount actually,inhaled or swallowed.

..m
. 3. the'type of tobacco.

4.-..,:.....s
,

4. "lhe-sixe (length) of'the cigarette or cigar.

-*TA'. .
,

'.:,..., 5. The presence or absence of a filter.

,.T.4
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Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are erovided in

rthe Appendix.

1. The initiitAverage doss stage symptoms of nicotine closely resemble

those of what clans of drugs?

2. What types of *gents are associated with the main dangers of

tobacco use?

3. Nicotine is largely.responsihle for what main danger of tobacco use?

40' ,
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STREET DRUG INTEGRITY AND COMMON ADULTERANT

The old saying, "you get what you pai for," does not always hold

true, especially in regards to the "black market" or "street" drugs.

These drugs, which a ctured to illicit, clandestine laboratories
and/or procurred through illeg 1 channels, cip vary considerably,in

their integrity. Adulterating or "cutting" elkinciple drug with

other types of agents can result in unexpected dverse ,effects far the

user and profits for the pusher.
0

Integrity

Dryg integrity is what the user expe he drug to be, based,

on what the drug is represented as be The integrity of a drug

product involves both its'quantity (dos or strehgth) and quality

(composition and degree of purity). Variation In any or all of the

these three drug variables (dose/strenath, com_position,'and plalty)

affect a drug's integrity.

DRUG DOSE/STRENGTH. This refefa to the amount or ftecent of a

drug presenbin a'given un3I' ("hit," "bag," or dosage form%

(capsule, tablet)... Adulterating or'"cutting" a given amoun of a

principle.drukt with another'agenb(s) will resultOn a-lesse amount

of.:the principle drug in a given unit,. 'For example, if you we to
divide,12mg.'of 100% heroin into4 'meNunits'("hits"), you wois d . .

contain-Aonly half iss_much heroinZ,Z Analysis for determinating:And the

'lluatiOxy .(amount) of dtug patesent4tre often maredifficult and

lved than that required to determine the quality (kind) of a drug.

us, in many instances you know what you have got,.but you do not

know how much. 'For example, street dospgmrof 1.6 may vary from0.02

mg. to 0.6 mg; the'dose yolbcould mrean Ole difference-between a ricrod"
% l

or 4 "bpi: trip.
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DRUG COMPOSITION. This refers to the make-up of a principle
drug or drug 'tombtnation. Street drugs are often misrepresented and

In one recent study, laboratory analysts of street drug
.samples indicated that 51% of the /Samples did not contain anye
apf the drug they were alleged to 'Contain, while 41% did contain
the principle drug they were supposed to contain. In addition,

4% contained not only the alleged principle drug, but also some
other agent(s) (adulterants). No definite answer could be
obtatned for the remaining 4X-o1 the ,samples tested.

s" The greatest de ree of misrepresentateion (or deception), pertaining
to drug composition were found to occur with drugs alleged as

,

Geing either PIC, amphetamines, methamphetamine, mesaline,
psilocybin, heroin, babtiturates, or methaqualone. Generally speaking,

drugs alleged to he THC turned out td be phencyclidine.(PCP) in 997.
of the cases. Drugs claiming to be el4her mescaline of.psilocybin
were usually LSD and/or PCP. Alleged amphetamines usually,turned to be
some other type of CNS stimulant (e.g:, caffeine, ephedrine, phenylep-

hrine). Alleged barbihtrates adn methanqualone were .usUally soke other
type of CNS depressant (E.g., antihistamines, LibriumR, ValiumR). In

contrast, marijuana, hashish, LSD, and cocaine-Were most often correct,ly
represented..

DRUG PURITY. This refers to thedegree to which a drug is free of
imOurities or contaminants. Often during the mantaacturing process, the
drug prquct will become vntaminated With chemical impurities. .If these
impurities are not removed they themselves can cause adverse effects td
the drug user. For example, acetic acid is used in the chemical reactidn
converting morphine to heroin:\ If the residual acetic acid or its by-
products are not washed or filt444 out of the heroin, they cah produce
considerable pain and irritatioh--whe1 the heroin is injected.'

:Adulterants
.- )

Agents present.in addition to or in place of the principle drug in/
question, are considered inert (inactive), or active. Active agentsi'
are capable of producing effects of their owh. In many instances, the'
adverse effeCts experienced by the drug user are attributable to thi
adulteratAng agent and not the principle drug. Thus,,in assessing
adverse drug reactions, one must consider the possibility of an Adul-
terant as the oausative agent. Almost any type cif substance can be
considered as an adulterant; the following examples are the mAin common
types:

42
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any type pf substance can be ctInsidered am an adulterant; thelfollowing'

examples are the.main common types.
4./

MARS (e.g. lactOse, inositol, mannitol). These agents are

usually inert. They are often used as fillers to "cuO other drugs ;

in order to increase the bulk amount, yet deerease the,actual /

. t

amount of principl drug per,unit,-. e
.

. **) Sr.
\ ,**\-

.
.

CNS S1IMU1ANTS (e.g. caffeino, -strychnine, ephedrine$ phenylephrlitiki*

propanolamine)., These agents are active CNS stipulants, which are
often used in addition to or cbmbinpd, in place of amphetamines. ,

Stimulant effects on the cardiovascular system, ae well as the CNS .

can result in restlessness, diziiness, insomnia and increased
hehrt rate and bldod pressure. Withdrawal,from lonw-term use of these

agents can produ.ce mental depression and somnolence. In additibn,

'strychnine is a potent convulsion producing agent.

( LOCAL ANESTHETICS (e.g. benzocaine, procaine, lidocaine, tetracaine).
These agents are active and are"often used together with or in
place of coaine. In sufficient doses, they produce CNS stimulant
effects and in high doses pley can produce conyulsions andlcardisc
arrest. Benzocaine differa from other local-anesthetics in that
it is insoluble, (will not dissolve in solution). Thus, if' it is

injected I.V., it cam,cause an obstruction of blood vessels (embolus), y
resulting in organ damage. These agents, bensocaine in
particular, are also known to cause hypersensitivity (allergic),,
reactions.

BELLA DONNA ALKALOIDS (e.g. atropine, scopolamine). In

sufficient doses, these agenis re active hallucinogens and are
oftev combined with other hallu nogenic drugs, such as LSD vend
PCP.) Hallucinations produced by hese agents tend to be quite
vivid and oftdn frightening. Adulterating hallucinogens with
alkaloids of this type can complicate the clinical Octure surrounding
hallucinogen intoxication (OD). These agents can potentiate both
the hyperthermic effe ts y hallucinogens, as well as the hyRotensive
effects of the anti-p gotic tranquilizers (e.g. Thorazine), often
used to treat hallucino en ODs. This potenV.ation can result in
extreme elevatione-in body temperature and severe decreases in
blood pressure (shock). In addition, several rather unpleasant effects,
such as palpitatione, dry mouth, increased body temperpture,-blufted
vision,,constipetion, and urinary retention, are also/produced.

ANTI-NISTAINES (e.g. Benadryl, methaPyrilene). These agents
are active CN§ depressants and are ,often combined together with other
sedative-hypnotics or used in place of sedative-hypnotics, such as
barbiturates and methaqualone. These agents can,interact syner- ,

gisticalMOlkith Other sedati hypnotics, (including alcohol), to,

9 8
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produce drowsiness, sedatiOn, sleep and, in high doses, respiratory
depression and coml. In addition to theme CNS depressant effects,
anti-histamines'can'produce the eano unpleesant effects as the
belladonna alkaloids, Buell-so dry mouth, blurred vision, palpitations,
constipation and urinary retention.

*

.QUININE. -This agent is often used as a filler io "cut" different
drugs, such ae heroin. It has a bitter'taste and physical appearance
much like that of heroin. Quinine contributes to the heroin "rush"
,while.its bitter taste makes it iipossible to judge the concentra-
tion of heroin contained in the mixture. ,Although.it is conmonly
thought to be inert, quinine produces a characteristic pattern of
toxic symptoms, manifested by ringing of the ears (tinnitus),
impairea hearing; visUal disturbances, dizziness, headache, nausea..-
vomitingland diarrhea.- collectively termed "cinchonism". In addiflon
tothese relatively unpleasant, side effects,,luinine can be extremely
irritating to body tissues when it is adisinistered. In high
doses, it can cause carlhac depression/arrest and seVere decreases
in bload preseure, especially when injected I.V. Hypersensitivity

. (allergic), reactions, inclqing anaphylactic shock, are known to
- accuein certain individuals exposed to quinine. This hypersensitivity-
(anaphylactoid), reaction to quinine is thought to be responglble for

,many of the sudden death occurroncep in heroin users. The sudden
death occurrente, follqwing administration of Aeroin, (termed
Syndrome I), which has been attributed to heroin OD in.the Petit, may'
actdally reeult fram an allergic reaction. -

SALICYLATES (e.g. aspirin, salicylic acid). *Like quinine, these
active agents.are commonly used as fillers to "cut" various kinds of
drugs and are mistakenly thought lo.be inert: Saligylates produce
a characteristic pattern of toxic effects, manifested by finnitus,
impaired hearing, nausea/vomiting, diarrhea, hallucination and
severe acid-bise upset, which can result in death..- These toxic
effects are collectively termed "salicylism"-. Allergic reactions,
including anaphylactic shock, can also result from the use of

salicylates in sensitive individuals. In addition, the cidic
-nature of the salicylates can cause considerable local irritation
when they.are injected.

1

PHENCYCLIDINE (PCP). This is a hallucinogenic agent often
used alone or together with. LSD in place of THC, mescaline,
psilocybinfand other of the psychotonimetics1 Although
the drug if marketed is an animal ranquilirer (SernylanA), its
effects on humans are paradoxical. These effects are manifested
by schisophrenic-liko symptomil,Aniiety, delusions, hallucinations,
and in high doses it can produce convulsions. Hiezare behaviof
and panit/fear reactions aro-commonly noted. .In one study, only
three out of fifty-five patients given PCP emperienced any
euphoria or other pleasant effects. Compared to the hallucinogenic

\(
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effects of LSD or mescaline, the effects of PCP tend.to be

unpleasant and frightening.

' MISCELLANEOUS AGFATS (e.g. corn etarch,-reserpine, acetaminophen,

vitamina, baking soda),. As mentioned befors,.almest any substance

can be used as-an adulterant to either mimil;_:; facilitate the .

effects'of a principie drug oeto act mere a filler. Many

adulterating agents are'erfpneoualy thought to be inert, yet

produce significant effects of their own.

The treatment of OD or adverse reactions can be complicated

by the presence of an adulterant. The extraneous agent may ba the

;Ingle cause of the adverse effect orJt may be contributing to
the overall toxicity of the principle drug. In either case,

antidotal therapy is hampered by the lack of characteristic

symptnias and not knowing iihtit drug is causing the symptoms.
For example, treating an apparent heroin .0D vith a narcotic .)
antagonist (e.g. NarcanR)kwiotild be inapproPriate, if the primary

symptoms were due to the q inine adulterant.causing an allergic.

reaction.

Exercise li

Cohiplete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided

in the appendi)E.

1. What is meant by the'integrity, of a drug?

2. What are adulterants?

3. -What is meant by "cutting" a'drug?

A. Local anesthetics are most commonly used as adultesents

in associating with what principle durg? /

5. Anti-histamines have effects similar to wtat drug(q)?

6. What is "salicylidm"? .

45
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:ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Exercise 1
7

1, Therapeutic dose refers to the amount of drug needed to produce a

desired (primsty) effects.

2. Potency refers to the amount (dose) of drug r4e ed to produce a

particular effect, whereas efficany is the miximal effectiveness 4 drug

is capable of producing.

3. Psychological dependence provides the m41 drive-for continued

drug use. Tolerance provides a means of increasing the dose level of
a drug in the bOdy needed o produce an effect, thus stimulating adap-

tation. Physical dependence results froasthe-Rhysical a4aptation
stimulated by tolerance. The!occurance of witlidrewal indicates'the

presence orphysical dependence. once drug use is-stopped..

4. a. Sedative-hypnotice. *

b. Stimulants..

C. Hallucinogens.

d. ,N#rcotics. .

e. Relaxants/Euphoriants.

Exercise 2

1. a. Drugs act on existing structures and functions tp produce'effects. ,

11:11 .._

. Drugs create nothing in the individual that does not alteady exist.
1

b.- Aio,drug producel only a,single effect. Whether on effect is
good or bad depends on the conditions under which the drug is used and on

'151141t4 .

the particular effect wamited from the drug.

...---,----

:
\

c. Dose is the main determinant of drug's effect. The drug effect
depends mehow it's use4 and priimarily on the dose used.

,

d, Response to a drug varie, within a population due to variation
between living things. /

2. a. Dose-time-response 'relations.

b. ,Dose-percent-response relations./

c. Pharmacodynamics.

102
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J3. A .response,that varies as the dose changes. :

4. Absorption, distribution, mstaliolism and.oxcretion.

a.

b.

C.

a

b.

Oral.\

Inhalation.

InjectiOn.

liver.

Kidney.

Exercise 3

c

I

3. Intravenous'(.V.) injection route of administration.

kJ

0

Co 767.(
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

APPENDLX

Exercise 4'

1. CNS &presion.

2. Dose, time course, and biologic variation.

2. Specific narcotic antagonists; e.g., NallineR, NarcanR.

Exercise 5-

1. Sedative-hypnotic tolerance does not develop to the lethal
symptoms.

2. Both withdrawal syndromes exhibit ymptoms indicative of in-
creased CNS excitability. Sedati44-hypnotic withdrawal is much
more.dankerous and meaical treatment is often regared.

3. Symptomatic treatment to maintain vital functions.

Exercise 6
I

1. -Sedative-hypnoticA.

2. Moderate degree of psychological dependence; little, if any,
physical dependence.

3. a. Physical injury.
b. Organ damage.
c.' Cryogenic/allergic reactions.
d. Sudden death.

Exercise 7

1. Anti-psychotic tranquilizers and sedative.-hypnotics.

2. The symptome of stimulant withdrawal are indicative of decreased
CMS alivity; vhfireas, narcotic or sedative-hypnotic withdrawal
symptoms aro indicative of increased CNS excitability.

3. It mimics the paranoid chizophrenic state, it can occur during
acute or chronic stim anX use, and it is usually reversible
upon di0Ontinuation of the drug.

49,
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Exercise 8

1. induced.changes in CNS perceptions.

2. "Talking-down," limiting4Sbnsory stimuli, and use of sedative-

hypnotics.

3. Pseudo-hallucinations.

11,

1. The jj 9 THC content.

. %

Exercise 9

2. No characteristic withdrawal syhdrome has been'established for

the relaxant/euphoriant drugs.

3. a. Chronic psychological

b. Social deterioration.

Physical injury.

d. Psychotic reactions.

4 b. Criminal p-osecution.

f. Unknown, long-term Tffects.

v.

1. Stimulant drugs.

2. a. Nicotine.

b.- Carbon monoxide.

c. Tars.

ft

Exercise 10

ts

3. Heartbeat distur8ances and increased blood pressure.

1. a. Dose/strength.

b. Composition.

C. Purity.

a

10

Exercise 11

105
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2. Any agent(e), inert or active, which are used together with or

in place of the principle or alleged drug.

3. Adding a filler agent (inert or active) to a principle drug
in oider to iacrease the bulk amount.

k 4

0
.4. Cocaine.

5. CNS depressant effects similar to the sedativevhypnotics
unpleasant side /effects similar to the belladonna alkaloids.

_6. A term applied collectively to the characteristic pattern of
toxic effects produced by the saltcylate drugs.

r*"
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PharmacOlogic Action:

Pharmacology Review

SW -

CNS 'Depression CNS Stimulation Change in CNS Perceptions

Dru ass

Narcoti iate

Sedative-Hypnotic
Inhalant .

Stimulant
Hallucinggen
Relaxant/Euphoriant

_4Nicotine

t'Af44

Narcotic Opiate
Sedatilie-Hypnotic

Inhalant.#4:x
Stimulant
Hallucinogen
Relaxant/Euphoriant
Nicotine fOWAMP

-

Dependence Cycle:

401/244

women
,Ar'st

0.1

b

Stage of Usi: Initial/Average Dose ' Acute Toxicity ,Chronic USe
. .

Characteristics
Single dose use )X X
Short-term use X
Long-term use. , X
TheraPeutic dosits X X

,

Low doles, X
Excessivn doses *0 X
Toxic doses X

I .

Overdose X
Progreseiveli higher doses . X

X
X

X

1"

Psychological Tolerance physical Withdrawal

Dependence .Phenomenon ' Dependence S)4dkome

X

S.

a

Withdrawal Symptoms indicaive of:

//
Deeressaat Drugs

Narcotic Opiates
Sedative-Hypnotice

.1

Depression: Stimulation

0 7

X

Atch
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Withdrawal ,Symptoms indicative of: Depresf_si_Lm ' St imn la t ton

Depressant Drugs

'Inhalants
Stimulant Drugs .

Nicotlne

Suggestions:
,

. )
Know at least 3 r#presentat
Be able to distinguiSh the.
Know whether symptoms are e

IPS

1-2 7

-

ive examplbs from each drug -class.
symptoms occuring at Aifferent stages of use.
ither dpressacht or stimulatory' in nature.

So

MO.
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DRUG PHARMACOLOGY QUIZ

;
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,

LP B9-II-1 (1)
1 August 1978

Rank Name Group

Last First . Mt

Circle Correct Answer

?.

7!7".
. ,

. 4

# .

term habituation refers to:

Tolerance

3a. 1. The

ao

1,--0 .1% -
-13: Psychological dependence

.1 .

c. Physical dependence

41,?.t.

''40Arc
d. Cross-tolerance ".

.T1 it

10j0WIll
.)-

4

2.A drug's effect depends primarily on its:

a: Variation

b. Tolerance

c. Dose

d.' Dependence

3- A rqute of elimination is best exemplified by:

a. Skin popping

b. Injection

c. I.M.

d, Liver

4. Narcotics are best described as Central Nervous System:

a. Stimulants

6/. Depressants

N. N.

Supetsedes Q 20 March 1978

oesigned for ATC Course Use
No Not Use on the Job.
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c. Hallucinogens

d. Psychotomithetics
)

5. Acute toxicity involving a sedativei-hypnotic drug is likely to involve:

a. Increased respiration

b. Consciousness

c. Addiction.

d. Decreased blood pressure

6. The primary pharmacologic action of the hints best resembles, which

type of drug(s)?

'a. Nicotine

b. .Sedative-hypnotics

c. Hallucinogens

d. Hashish

i. Which one of the following is true with respect Co the initial/average

dose stage of the stimulant drugs?

a. Anticonvolusant

b. Increase appetite

c. Sedation

d. Heartbeat disturbances

8. Chronic use of tetrahydrocannbinol may result in:

a. Physiological Dependence

, b. Reverse tolerance

c. Motivation

d. Addiction

110
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9. What action doem LSD have in common with the harbiturates,, narcotics and
alcohol?

a. Addiction

,b. CZes-tolerance

c. CMS depression

Tolerance

10. Nicotine has dim potential for producing:

a. Psychological dependence

b. Tolerance

c. Withdrawal symptoms

d. All of the above

11. Caffeine, Strychnine, ephedrine ire commonly used together wifh or in
place of which kind of drug?

a. Heroin

b. Sarbiturates

c. Marijuana

d. Amphetailnes

a

llj
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' Drugand Alcohol Abuse! Control 41,_
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. Mental Health Terminology

a. Identify terminology used to describe
that occur during personality development.

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Materials

.

mental illness andAisorders
/

AND GUIDANCT,,

,

\

.

.

.

. ,

-.

in our society. Identify

examplds. Discuss personality
use. Cover the major symptoms

clients who exhibit thea.
,

,

.

.

1

A
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s

-
s

.

.

i

.

.

.

,

. e

SW B-II-2-4, Mental Health

Audio-yisual Aids .

Terminology

Terminology-

.

.

,

35mm Slides, Mental Health

Training Methods
Lecture
Group Discussion

Instructional Guidance
Explain criteria used to define mental illness
the categories of mental illness and give
labels and-the inappropriateness of their
of pathology, and stress the referral of

N

-
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,
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A
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ATTENTION -

MENTAL HEALTH TERMINOLOGY

PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRQDUCTIQN (2 Minutes)

Mental disorders are a serious pro-

. blem. Current stattaeics indicate:

Qne in twenty people today
spend time in mentaf hospitals.

b:--Ten percent otlifpopula-
tion has problems in li414 which
interfere wIth daily efOlciency.

,Eive percent'ars hospitalized.
c. About one-half of the hos-

piial beds in the U.S. are.occupied
by persons suffering from mental dis-

orders.

OVERVIEW
,

is Read Ihe lesson obOttives to
tHe class.

2. Develop the lesson chronology,
4

a. Define mental illness.
b. Define and give examples of

major mental illness categories.
c. Problems with labels.
d. Identify major symptoms

pathology.

st.

MOTIVATION

Statistically, there is an excellent
chance you willpse this information
with your famil or friends. Surely,

it will help you.understand official
communication in'this area on'the job.

PRESENTATION

.e

BODY (I Hoof 55 Minutes)

3a CRITERION OBJECUVE: Identify
The,four different criteria used to

2

113
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°define mental illness.

1. 'Explain the statistical occur-
refice approach. How_ofkil and to
what degree does the behavior occur
ia the general population? This is
the "Normal': versum "Abnormal"
approact.

2. Explain societal standards as
criteria for definition. To whlip

degree As the behavior coedemneorby
society at l'arge? The.more condemned
a behavior, the more /Amoral, the .

behavior is considered to 1W-.

3. Explain the use of rs seek-
ing treatment or the num s referred
for treatment as criteria for defini-
tion. If many people need treatment
for a set of behaviors, it ia con- -

sidered to b0La "prOblem" rather than
a "disease" or "illness."

4,_ Discuss degree of impairment as
a criteriOn for definition. To what
degree does the behavior interfere
with the individual's ability to
function; i.e., have a family, hold
a job,stay alive, etc.

5:- State the criteria for a normal
personality IAW Maslow and Mittelmann.
The normal/peaithy person should have
the following: Adequate feelings of
security; reasonable degree of; self-
evaluatron (insight);'realistic life
goals; effective cOntaet with reality;
integration and consistency of person-
ality; ability to learn from experi-
ence; adequate spontaniety;-appropriate
emotignality;'ability to satisfy the
requirements of the group, coupled with
some d@gree of emancipation from the
group (ability to get along coupled with
independence); and adequate but unexag-
gerqted frodtly desires, with the ability
to gratify them in an appropriate fash-
ion. be:normaI, a person may not be

-s
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ideal in all of these areas, but to
be normal the person should be some-
what uccessful in most oC these areas.
If the perion I. deficient in too many,
or very deficient in one.or two of
these areas, the person is usually
considered to be abnormal.

AtPLICATION/EVALUATION

What is .the difference between the
statistical occurrence approach and
the number se&king treatment method
of defining mental illness?

ElliAT ION

.
SI

3b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the six major categories of mental
illness and discription of each.

1. Deecribe organic brain syndrome
disorders caused by associated with
impairment of brain tissue function.

a. Symptoms include:
(1) Impairment of orienta-

tion. ('rime/date, person, placl.)
(2) Impairment of memory:
.(3)- Impairment of all intel-

lectual functions such as comprehen-
sion, calculation, knowledge-, learning,

etc. (4). Impairment of judgement.
(5). Instability and-shallow-

ness of affect. (e.g. quickly change
from smiling to tears.)

b. Distinguish beteeen acute

and chronic,
(1) Acute - temporary and

reversible. 4

(2) Chronic -.permanent and
' persiatent.

c. Examples of Organic Brain
Syndrome:

(1) Delirium Trues -
4

rik
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A variety of acute brain syndrome
characterized by delirium coarse
tremmrs, and frightening visual
hallucinations

(2) Aleohol Paranoid State
a paranoid.state which develops in
chronic alcoholics, generally male,
and is characterized by excessive
jealousy and delusions of infidelity

by tM1 spouse.
(3) Korsakov's PsychosiS`-

.

A variety oY chronic brain syndrome
associated with long standing alco-
hol abuse and characterized by mem-
ory impairment, disorientation, veri-
phral neuropathy, and particularly
by filling in of memory gaps-with
false add oiten irrelevantdetails.

2. Describe Ttychosis -.parsons are
described as psychotic when their mental
functioning is Sufficiently impaired
to interfere 088 with their cape-
city to meet e or inary demands or
life.

*4

Syinyotgme intlude:

1.) Delusions - false beliefs.
,

2) Hallwinations.
(3) Alterations of moo4.
(4) Weak contact with reality.

b. Distinguish betwetn.Organic
aml,FUnctionall

(1) 'Organic --psythosis .

associtted vith'oreanic brain pathOlogY.
r(g) Functional T psychohis

precipitatdd primarily by psychological
stress,, having no demonstratible organ4c
basin of etiology

, .4
C. ExaMples of psychosis:.

(1) Schizophrenia - A group
of pdychoticoreactions in which there
art fUndamtntal disturbances in reality
relationships and in emotional and 1 6

"ON

a.
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intellectual processes. These re-
actions are 'primarily thought dis-
orders.

(2) Affective Disorders -
These behavior patterns re charac-
terized by a single diso der of mood,
either extFeme depressio or e1at1on4
that dominates the mental life of the
person and is responsible for what-
ever, loss of contact the person has
w1t4,hi8/her environment.

(3) Paranoid states - these
are psychotlikdisorders in which a
delusion, generally'persecutory or
grandoise, is the essential abnorm-
ality. OtOturbancea in mood, behavior
and thinking ckncluding hallucinations)
are derived fibm this deluslon.

, . .

3. Describe neurosis - manifest
neither gross distortion dr Mis,
interpretetion of external reality, '.

norN gross perm:minty dVorganization.
Neurotics are lieople who have failed
to develop mature emotIpnal, inter-
personal, and motivational patterns.

's

A, Symptoms include:
. ,(1) Inadequacy and low stress.
05 Anxiety, fearfulness and

unreasbnable doubts.
(3) Egocentriclty. (preoccupied

with self) ind'distrubed inferpersonal
relatipnships.

(4) Persistent behavior patterns
which do nob lead to any'sense of
personal Satisfaction.

(5) Lack of insight and rigidit
(4) .Disatisfaction and unhapp-

iness and loneliness, pessimism (rafely
. expefiencei inner joY.)

(7)- PsychologiCal and physio=
logical ills and complaints.

b. Examples are:

,(I) Anxiety neurosis - Anxiety
neurosis is characterized.bv anxious

6
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over-concern extending to panic and
frequently associated with Physical-
ilness.

:4.111L

(2) Phobic neurosis - char-
acterized by intense fear ott'an
object or situation which the 'person

commit:it:sly recognizes as no real
danger to him/her.

(3) Obsese4e-compulsivt -

characterized by thejwsisitent in-
trusion of irrational thoughts and
impulses that the perion is unable
to stop

(4) Depressive neurosis
manifested by an exeessive reacti
of depression due to an internal clop-
filet or to-an identifiable event
such as theloss of a love object or
cherished possession.

4 Describe personality disorder -

This Aroup of disorders is character-.
ized by deeply ingrained maladaptive
-patterns of behavior that are percept-
ibly, different in quality from psychotic
andrAetirotic symptoms. GeneraUY
'ise.are life long patterns, often

ognizable_by the time of adoles
nce or earlier. ,

a. Examples are:
;, (1) Paranoid personality -

chotti$izid4y hypersepsitivity,'
rigidity, unwarranted suspicion, jeal-,
ousy, envy, excessive self importance,
and a tendency to blame others and
acribe evil motives to themil

(2) SchiZold'Oisonality
manifested by shynets, over-sensitiyity
secluSiveness, avoidance of close or
competitive relatIonships, and often
ego-centricity.

(3) Explosive personality -
characterized by grogi outbursts)of
rage or verbal or physical aggrobs-
ivenesi. These outbursts are strikingly
different from the person'sNusual
behaviOr, And -he/she may be registful
and repentant for them.

7
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(4)
PI

Obsessive compulsive per-
sonality r characterized by excessive
concern with conformity and adherence
to standards of conscience. Conse-
quently, individuals in this group
may be rigid, over-inhibited, over-
conscientious, over-dutiful, and un-
able to relax easily.

J

(5) Antisocial personaltty -
chatacterized by basicIlly unsocializee
behavior patterns which bring the per-
son repeatedly into conflict wit1),
society.

(61 Passive-aggressive per-
sonality - characterized by both
passivity and aggressiveness. The
aggressiveness may be expressed pass-
ively by obstructionism, pouting,
_procrastination, intentional ineffi-
ciency, or stubborness.

(7? Inadequate_lpersonality -
characterized by ineffeetual resOnses
to emotional, social, intelle.2tual
and physical demands. While the person
seems neither physically nor mentally
deficient, he/she does manifest in-
adaptability,.ineptness, poor judg- .

ment, social instsbilityc and lack of
physical and eintional stamina.

Hysterical 'Personality -
These behavior patterns are character-.
ized by excitability, emotional
instability, over-reactivity, and .

self-aramatizatión. This self-dramati--
zation. is always attention-seeking
and often seductive, whether or not
the person is aware of its purpose.
These personalities are also immature,
self-centered, often vain, and usually
dependent on others.

5. Describs transient-situational
disorder - acute symptom response to
an overwhelming situation in basically
stable personalitY.

11 9
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a. Symptoms are;
(1) Can show any type of

symptoms.
(2) Symptoms subside when

the stress diminishes

b. Ekathples are:

(1) Gross stress reaction
reactions to combat or to civilian
catastrophes

(a) Shell shock -
cau ed by general combat situatiOns
wits its physical fatigue, the ever
pre ent threat of death or mutilation,
and severe psychological shocks. Symp-
toms include: Dejection, weariness,
hypersensittvity, sleep disturbances,
and tremors.

(b) Civilian catastrophes -
, usually have three stages:

4 1 Shock stage - th
victim is stunned, dized and apathetic.

2 Suggestible stage -
the individual tendito be passive,
suggestible, and willing to take di-
rections from rescue workers or others
less affected.

Recovery stage -
individual gradually.regains his/her
psychological equilibrium, often xith
the help of mild supportive piicho-
therapy at a tospit41 or other aid
center.

(2) Adjustment reactions -
may be manifested as reactions to
infancy, adolescence, adult situations,
or reactions of later life.

6. psychophystologic disorders -
characterized by physical symptoas
that are caused by emotional factors
And involve a single organ system,

120
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usually under autonomic nerVlbus
aystem innervation.

a. Characteristics of Clanges -
(1) Changes involved are

those that otftally accompany certain
lemotional states, but in these dis-.
orders the changes are,more intense
and sustained.

(2) fhdividual may not be
consciously aware of his/her emotional
state.

b. Ex6mples are:
(1) Psycholitiysiologic mus-

culosketal - applies to musculosketal
disorders such as backache, Muscle
cramps ana pain in muscles, and ten-

- sion headaches in which emotional
' factors play a causative role.

(2) Psychophysiologic cardio-
vascular - applies to cardiovascular
disorders suctras severe rapid heart-
beat, hyperteision, vasuclar spasms,
and migraine in which emotional fac-
tors play a causative role.

,(3) Psychoph siologic gast-
rointestinal. - app,kles io specific
typea of gastronintestinal disorders
such as peptic ulcer, chronic gas-
tritis, ulcerative of mucous coli-
tis, constipation, hyperactiviy,
pylorospasm, "heartburn" and."irr-
itable colon" in which emotional
factors plaY a causative role.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What are three types of organic
braim'syndrome that may be associated
with alcoholism?

2. What'is the difference between
a psychosis and a neurosis?

3. What is a personality di5order?
It

10
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4. Name two exapples of transient
stress disorders.

PRESENTATION

3c. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify,
the four major ppoblems with using
labels when describing a person's
personality.

1. Explain that labels are used as
entities. Labels are used to describe
types of behavior not the iihole person
since people are more than just one
type pf behavior, people are Wore than
a label may imply.

2. Exilain that labels are imprecise.
Undifferentiated sChizophrenia refers
to a group of schizophreniaedisorders
which cannot be classified as a specific
type of schizophrenia - The people in
this category may haVer very little
in common. Labels cause miscommuni-
cation because they are imprecibe.

3. Explain that labels are difficulti.mw
to change. Once you are labelledliydr
are often discriminated against. 1

4. Explain that people react to
labels rather than the person. Since
people are more than the labels imply,
this can be a big mistaXe.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What is one of the problems
associated with labeling?

2. Now have"you seen problems in this
area at yourL home base?

PRESENTATION

t
3d. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the ten major symptoms of pathology.

I.

, . ti. . 41.4.;',",. '1
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These symptoms may indicate serious
mental health problems, but also may
indicate physical health or other
problems.

lk spacing, etc.).

1. Explain inability to sleep -
early-morning awakening./

2. Explain weight loss (food doesn't
taste good; not hungry).

3. Explain complaint of over-sleep
(12 or more hours a day).

4. ( Explain,deterioration of appear-
e.and cleanliness (marked).

5. Explain hyperactivity (compulsive

4e

6. Explain inappropriate affect;.:i.e.,
-"gallows" laughter.

7.* Explain blunted affect.

8. Explain hallucinations (auditory
and/or. visual).

9. Explain suicide'or suicide-like
statements.

10,i Explain uncontrollable weeping
orrage.

.11. Generally speaking; when these
are seen byssocial actiods personnel,
the client should be referred to the
rientat health clinic or.a phySician
for an .evaluation.

CONCLUSION (3 Minutes)

'SUMMARY

1. Four ways of defining mental
illness.

12
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2. Dtfinition of the major mental
illnesir categories.

3. Four major problems with using
labels.

4. Ten major symptoms of pathology.

REMOTIVATION

This gives you most of the information
which wOuld be presented in an ibnormal
psychislogy class without the 'busy

work." During your tenure in Sooial
Actions, you may encounter some' people
with severe problems Be watchful
and refer them to professionals.

ASSIGNMENT

It)
Give Complementary Technical Training
assignment, when appropriate.

5
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I

OBJECTIVE

Basic Skills and Knowledge.
MENTAL HEALTH TERMINOLOGY

IdentifY terminology used to describe mental illness and disorders that
ocCur during personality development.

IN1RODUCTION

Upon completion of this unit of instruction, you will be able to
identify four different criteria used to define mental.illness, six major
categories of mental illness and a descripttut of each, four major problems
with using labels when describing a person's personality, and 10 major symp-
tome of pathology. (mental illness). You will also be given,an opportunity to
identify ego Wense 'mechanisms used by all of us to protect our self image
and reduce or prevent anxiety.

INFORMATION

STATISTICAL OCCURRENCE APPROACH

The statistical occurrence appxoach is the graphic. or Mathematical
approach to the question of what is normal or abnormel behavior. "Normal"
people are consAdered to be those whose behavior Ialls within one,or two
standard deviations ofsthe average behaviOr. Approximftely 90 to 95
percent of the people in'A society are considered to be "normal," because
these persons exhibit behavior which is close to the norm (close to the
average behavior). The question used to define mental illness in this
approach is, "How often' and to what degree does a behavior occur in the
general population?" A person's behavior is then compared to the average
or "normal" behavior, and if that behavior differs too greatly from the
norm," then it is-considered to be abnormal behavior.( Statistical methods
are used to measure intelligence but the statistical method encounters much
difficulty when trying to measure such complex characteristics of the total
personality.

SOCIETAL STANDARDS

From this view point,'the behavior and attitudes of an individual are
considered as either normal, or abnormal according to the social milieu (en-
vironment) in which the person lives. The more a behavior is condemned in a
society, the sore abnormal the behavior is considered to be. This definition
is concerned with the taboos or things people ahould not do in order to be
socially acceptAble. Throughout our history, people that have accomplished

Writ% SW 3ALR7343015/30L11.73618/30M714411-34, 1 January 1978 & HO B-II-375,
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tasks that are out of the ordinary or that have demonstrated behav or
not prdviously shown, have been looked upon as "different" or mentally
ill. Writers, inventors, artists, and certain innovators were considered
abnormal. Gallileo, di Vinci, Columbus, Jesus, Poe, Shakeapeare, and
Freud are just a few examples. The ctilture/society in which a person
lives can be very intolerant of behaviors which depart from the norm.
Some societies are more strict about what,Is considered normal than others.
Reasonable latitude may be allowed fOr individual expression, but in Most
societies, radical digressions which create turmoil in the person and .in
people around that person ate usually considered to be signs of abnormal
personality. Our tolerance of differing behaviors ifi American society is
broadening. First, in a world society in which different cultures which
used to be isolated from each other, now intermingling is a common occur-
rence. As a result, we are coming to realize that customs and attitudes
felt to be nOrmal in one culture may be called abnormal in another. Be-
cause of the mingling of cultures, broader ranges of behaviors are now
accepted. Second, as our culture becomes more pluralistic (allowing a
broader range of beliefs and behaviors) what was unacceptable social
behavior a generation ago, may now be accepted as normal in today's
society. Although our society does accept a larger span of behavior
than it did a century ago, there are still types 'of behavior which are
considered abnormal. People who exhibit behavior which is too radical
and disturbing to the people around them are likely to be locked up.

NUMBER SEEKING OR REFERRED TO TREATMENT

Another way of defining mental illness is the number seeking treatment
or referred for treatment. If a large number of people sought'treatment
for a condition, we would tend to call the condition something other than
mental illness. For instance, people who are encopntering difficulty with
their marriage relationship are said to.have "marital problems" rather than
to be mentally ill. This is because such a large portion 'Pof our culture ,

has difficulty in the marital relationship. On the other' hand, if only a
few people seek treatment for a condition, then we tend to call it mental
illness. A person who exposes his/her gentials is said to be mentally ill
unless he/she does it in mass or as part of a fad. In the latter case,
exposing one's self is called "flashing."

DEGREE OF IMPAIRMENT

Thelinal way we define mental illness is in terms of the degree of
impairment.. The degree of impairment is the degree to which a behavior
or personality problem interferes with the person!s ability to function
in his/her life. For example, the person who is unable to hold.a job,
maintain friendships, a family, or even remain alive As usually considered
to be mentally ill.' People who cannot'cope with life's day-to-day problems'
must be given special care or hospitalization, and are therefore considered
abnormal.

:*\
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CRITERIA FOR A NORMAL PERSONALITY*

7 OD

Although we have discussed methods If .defining mental illness and
abnormal behavior, it is good to contrast these criteria with the criteria
for a normal personality. A.H. Maslow and B. Mittelmann present a de-
scription of a healthy and normally functioning person in, Principles of
Abnormal Psychology, New York, Harper, 1951, pp. 14-15. A list of criteria
which summarizes their description include the following: adequate feelings
of security; reasonable degree of self-evaluation (insight); realistic life
goals, effective contact with reality; integration and consisiency of per-
sonality; ability to learn from experience; adequate spontaneity; appropriate
emotionality; ibility to satisfy the requirement* of the group, coupled with
some degree of emancipation from the group (ability to get along coupled
with independence); and adequate but unexaggerated bodily desires, with the
ability to gratify them in an appropriate fashion. To be normal, a person
may not he ideal in all of theme areas, but to be normal the person should
be somewhat successful in most of these areas. If the person is deficient
in too many, or very deficient in one or two of these are/ill, the person is
usually considered xo be abnormal.

TRANSIENT SITUATIONAL DISTURBANCE

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, second edition, of the American
Psychiatric Association (DSM-II) points out that, this major category is
reserved for transient disorders (including those of psychotic, proportions)
that occur in individuals who have no apparent underlying mental disorders.
This, disorder represents reaction to overwhelming environmental stress.

1
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*Stress is a clOirs4of stimuWwhich threatens the individual in aome

manner and produces disturbances in behavior. The stress is not the dis-

turbance itself but the strain and pressure leading to the behavioral dis-
turbance. Behavioral disturbances may be caused by organic conditions or
be the result.of psychological.stress!

ORGANIC STRESS

I. Illness & injury
2. Childbirth
3. Abortion
4. Sterilization (vasectomy/hysterectomy/tubiligation)
5. Pregnancy %

6.N Menopause (fema1e/male)

4-%

PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS

The psychological stresses that impact upon a person are defined by

that person (One man's pleasure is anothers poison). The crisis that
results from stress measure upon the values, beliefs, perceptions, and
prior experiences of the individual.

Due in large measure to research conducted within the past ten
years by bre. Holmes and Rabe. They have discovered that many events,
within a person's life are determined by Oe.amount of stress under
which he is functioning, including sueh diverse events as major medical
problems, suseptability to colds and flu, and serious traffic accidents.
This is perhaps more easily understood when one considers that 70% of all
medical and surgical treatments are administered to only 30% of the pop-

,

ulation.

Each of us are subjected to stress daily. What scientific investi-
gation has determined is how much different life events contribute to the
amount of stress we are influenced by. The following list, developed by
Holmes and Rshe, provides the life events and the value for each in terms
of stress:

ANtigipi

Life Event. Mean Value

r.

--44tin

eire.fefil

+V'

Death of spouse 100

Divorce 73

Marital_separation 65

Jail term 63

Death of close family member 63

Personal injury or illness 53

Marriage 50

Fired at work 47

Marital reconciliation 1 9 45

Retirement 45

Change in health of family member 44

Pregnancy 40

Sexual difficulties 39

Gain of new family member (birth, adoption, olditer moving) 39

Business readjustment (merger, reorganization, bankruptcy) 39

ela
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Change in financial state (better or worse than usual).
Death of close friend
Change to different line of work
Change in number of arguments with apouse (more,or less)
Mortgage,over $10,000 (buying home or busiiness),
Foreclosure of mortgage or loan
Change in responsibilitieS at work (promotion, demotion, or lateral

transfer) 29
Son or daughter leaving home 29
Troublo.with in-jaws 29
Outstanding personal achievement 28
Wife begins or stops work 26
Begin or end school 26

,

37

36

35
31
30

Change in living conditions

Revision of personal habits
Trouble with boss

(e.g,., building a new home, remodeling,
deterioration) 25
(dress, manners, associations) 24

23
20
20
.20

19
19

elubs, dancing, movies, visiting) 18
(e.g., putchasing a car, tv, or

Change.in work hours or. conditions
Change in residence
Change in schools
Change in recreation
Change in church activitieS
Change in social activities (e.g.,
Mortgage or loan less than $10,000

freezer)
Change in sleeping habits (a lot more or a lot less)
Change in number of family get-togethers
Change in eating habits (more/less, type, surrodndings)
Vacation
0

Christmas
Minor violations of the law (e.g., traffic tickets, etc)

f

17

16

15
11

12

11

The rePorting period is 24 months,, that is, the number of times 'these
event, have occurred to theverson within the last 24 months. These ere.
added together for the composite lecore., Holmes,. Rahe, and their colleagues
have discovered that should one accumulate 150 points'on the scale within

. , ic
a period of two years, there is a 33% probability that one will contact '-:,

. ,

an illness or uffer an accident. When 300 -points. are accumdlated, the 1 ..t.

probability soars to.66%.- At 450 points the probability is almost certain,
'ilv.the 90% yange.

.
4

11

What is apparent from the above data is thatfeven "good" events can
produCe stress for the individual. Also, even "normal" people, as con-
trasted to "neurotic" persons are susceptible to the effects of stress.and
associated psychosomatic illness (illnesses caused by the inability of the

-sdnd and body to deal with-stress).

r A 5 1 3
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1. Disasters (natural/man made)
2. War (fhel, shock/battle fatigue/POW)

catastrophes usually have three states: Shock ptage the

victim is stunned, dazed and apathetic. Suggestible or.recoil stage --
the individual tends to be passive, suggeStible, and willing to take di-
rections from rescue workers or other less affec d personnel. Recovery
stage -- individual gradually regains his/her psy gical equilibrium,
often with help of mild suppoitive psychotherapy at a hospital or other
aid tenter.

( 763

Identifying Behaviors

An'individual suffering from a Transient Situational Disturbance may
.display any of several psychological behaviors, however,'the following are
the most commonly seen.

a. Anxiety with a clear,.ilidenctfiable cause.

b. Confusion -- a sen Ai bewil4prment and an inability to recognize
, -

alto ive coukses of action. ,,.c. A loss of self-esteem -- person feels unworthy or guilt ridden,
particularly when they have survived and
a loved one has not.

.d. Specificlears -- person is afraid to repeat behaviors that preceded
the disaster. ,

e. Apathy -- person feels worn out, tired, fatigued without working.
f. Sleep disturbance -- person suffers from nightmares. Sleep loss/or

the need for excessive sleep. /
g. Appetite disturbance -- person may'cease eating or begin overeating.

PERSONALITY pISORDERS

The DSM-II defines this group of disorders as ingrained maladaptive )
patterns-of behavior that'are different in quality from psychotic and,
neurotic symptoms. generally, these are life-long patterns, often recogniz-
able by, the time of adolescence-or earlier.

V

The key phrase is "deeply' ingrained maladaptive patterns of behavior."
In attempting Co meet his/her needs, the person has learned to utilize
these behaviors to secure the necessary components from the environment to
4atisfy the need.statel Howver, certain behavior included iq the response
may be faulty thus bringing the person into conflict with other people. '

'Also some of the information the person has about themselves may be false
(parental programming'in T-A) Which leads the person to view the world in
a distorted manner.

1
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It I. important fot,the counselor to realize that these disorders do

not' have internal causes. Rather, the conflict is"between the person's
behavioe and the environment at large.

With the exception of the transient situational disturbances, the
personality disorders are the most frequently encountered type of be- '

havioral disturbance encountered in the military and civilian,setting.

Idtntifying Behaviors

Unlike neurosis where anxiety seems to be the underlyi4 cause,
personality disorders seem to be more the result of faulty learning when
the individual was a child.

The following are behavioral descriptions;of the various types,of
personality disorders. Notice that they parallel other types of disordera
but personality disorders are generally less severe. Thp has led a number.
of people to speculate that personality disorders are the beginning of more
severe forms of abnormal behavior, serving as the fundamental building blocks
for the neurosis and psychosis.

Paranoid Personality

This person is characterized by hypersensitivity, rigidity, unwarranted
suspicion, jealousy, envy, excessive self-importance (self-agrandizement)
and a tendency to blame others and ascribe evil motives to them.' These
characteristics often interfere with the person's ability to maintain
satisfactory interpersonal relations. There is no loss of reality contact.
Rather, the person mistrusts the motives of others and has trouble in forming
interpersonal relationships thai include trust, warmth, and mutual regard.
Alcohol abuse will frequently reveal a paranoid personality disorder.

Cyclothymic Personality

This person is characterized by recurring and alternating periods of
depression and elation. Periods of depression may be Marked by worry,
pessimism, low energy, and a sense of futility. Petiods of elation may
be marked by ambition, warmth, enthusiadm, optimism, and high 'energy.
These mood variations are not readily attributable to external events,
Although an outside event can usually be found which has had an influence
on the person. This disorder should not be confused with the normal mood
swings found in the vast majority of well adjusted individuals.

Schizoid Personality

This person is characterized by extreme shyness, over-sensitivity in
interpersonal relationships; seclusiveness, avoidance of close or com-
petitive relationships. Frequently, these individuals spend a good deal
of tlime in fantasy and daydreaming in an effort to escape the uncomfortable
feelings they have in ordinary social relationships. At times they react
to disturbing Sxperiences with apparent detachment. They have difficulty

. in committing.threlves to projects or groups.

7
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Explosive Personality

Thi"Jsperson is characterized by gross outbdrsts of rage or of verbal

or physical aggressiveness. These outbursts are strikingly different from

the person'ausual behavior, and later he/she may be repentant for the out
bursts. 'These "persons are excitable, aggreesive and over-responsive to
environmental pressures. It is the intensity of the outbursts and the
individual's inability to control them which sets the person apart. Thilis

type of person does not show this type of behavior exclusively when drink-

ing, but also during long periods of sobriety. Guilt and contrition usaully
follow an outburst, and the person is truly peiplexed by his/her behavior.

Obsessive Compulsive Personality

This person's behavioral pattern is characterized by excessive concern
with conformity to laws and adherence to Standards of conscience. Individ-

uals in this group may be rigid, over-inhibited, over-conscientious, over-
dutiful, and unable td relax easilyi This type of personality structure .

is frequently found in the military setting where ie ie"frequently seen As

highly adaptive. Individuals. with this personality often haye difficulties

in those circumatances.which require adapting to"nonetructured settings.c
Quick or sudden changes in routine often results in the indiVidual feeling

a loss of equilibrium and an inability to cope with the demands of the

situation.

c

Hysterical Personality 1+

,

These Persons are characterized by exeltability, emotional insEability,

and self-dramatization. This self-drsmatization is always attention-seeking
and often seductive, whether or not the person id aware of its purpose. These

personality types are immature, self-cêntered, often vain,.and usually de-
pendent on others. 16 talking wIth these individuals, the cdunbelor eften
gets the impraesion that they are on stage, dramatizing their. plight in- life

for the miicimum effect on ehe audiepce. They portray themaelves aa the

"victim" while awaiting the "rescurer".

Antisocial Perionality

Thie.term describes individuals who are basically unsocialized and whose
behavior pattern brings them repeatedly into conflict with eociety. They :

are incapable of significant loyalty to individual's, groups,.or social'valbes.

They are grossly selfish, callous, irreSponsible, impulsive, ancl unable to
feel guilt or to learn from experience And punishment. Frustration tolefance

is low and they tend to blame others for their behavior. They attemPE io
"con" peopplk and are unconcerned and unfesling about theAmin,.they bring others.
Freud explained this disorder as arising from a weak super ego (conscience)
,which allow!: the person to seek gratification of ID tmpulsee with little or no
regard for the welfare of others.

8 133
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Passive-Aggyessiver Personality

This person is characterized by both passivity and aggressiveness.
The aggressiveness may be expressed passively, for example by pouting
or sulking, Orocrastinating, intentional inefficiency, or stubborness.
These behaviors reflect hostility which the individual feels he/she
dare not express openly. Often the behavior is one exPression of the
patient's resentment at failing to find gratification in a relationship
with an individual or with institutions.

Paisive Dependent Personality

The person with this personality.disorder has whigh need for approval
'frrdi others, and appears to be docile, helpless, and searching for support.
At times their manner is one of passive acceptance along with a total lack
of assertion. There is a strong sense of ifferiority and a fear of being
abandoned by others. These people lack coping mechanisms to function on

'their own, but may,do well when attached to someone or something stronger
than themselves. If abandoned by depth or divorce of the stronger partner,
they fal' back to almost infantile levels of functioning.

NEUROSIS

The chief characteristic of neurosis is anxiety. Anxiety is an
emotional state similar both physiologically and psychologically to fear,
but the anxiety is brought about by ehe way the person perceives the world
around him/her. The anxiety .may be felt,and expressed directly, or it may
be Controlled unconsciously by,converaion, displacement and various other
-defense mechanisms.

Unlike the psychosis, the neurosis manifest neither extreme distortion
OT misinterpretation of reality, nor eXtreme personality disorganization.
The person is aware that their'idental functioning is disturbed,.and.as a
result, tills group is very pronerto seek out help in coping with the patterns
of anxiety. Unlike the personality disorders which arise primarily as a
function of faulty learning patterns, the neurosis stem froskinjunctioni
given the person during childhood.

rdentifying Behaviors
_Aes

The following are behavioral descriptions of the five most common types
of neurosis which you are likely to encounter.

Anxiety Neurosis

."
'.Fres-lloatin&anxietrY -- person is extremely anxious about everything
Inability-to concentrate
Difficulty in making decisions
Extreme sensitivity
Discouragement

9
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Sleep disturbances

. Excesuive sweating
Sustained muscle tension
Somatic (body/physical) concerns

Phobic Neurosis

A phobia is a consistent fear of some object Or situation that presents
no real danger to thS person or in Which ,t0e danger is exaggerated out of

proportion to its actual seriousness. TOe'following list of the common
phobias and their objeAS will give some hint of the variety of'situations
and objects around which phobias may be centered.

Acrophobia -7 high places
Agoraphobia -- open places
Algophobia -- pain
Astraphobia -- storms, thunder, and lightening
Claustrophobia -- closed places
Hematophobia -- blood
Mysophobia contamination or germs
Monophobia --,being alone
Nyctophobia -- darkness
Ocholophobia -- crowds
Pathophobia -- disease
Phyrophobia -- fire
Syhilophobia -- syphilis
Zoophobia -- animals or some parricular animal

Obsessive Compulsive Neurosis

The primexY characteristic is.persistent unwanted thoughts, urges, or
actions that the PeiiOn 'cannot it'ovand which he/she knoWs-are irrational.
The person feels compelled to carry through with these behaviors, thus the
compulsive 'element. Anxiety and distress are,present either if the person
is-prevented from completing the compulsive ritual or if they are concerned
about.being unable to control it. "

'Depressive Neurosis

The most-frequently seen behaviors in neurotic depression are: ... .
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HypochOndrical Neurosis )

The behavioral picture in the hypochondrical neurosis is composed.of:

Multiplicity of complainti about physical illness
Morbid preoccupation with digestive and excrtory function.
Indiscriminate use of a wide range of medications
Excessive reading of medically ocrented books and journals

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC DISORDERS

According to the DSM-II, thii group of disdrders is charactertzed by'
ph,sical symptoms that are caused by emotionhl factors and involve a single
organ-system, (stomach, heart, etc.). Changes'in the organ involved are
those that normally accompany certain emotional states, but in these dis:-
orders the changes are more intense and sustained. The individual may not be
consciously aware of his/her emotions and the impact that they:are having on
his/her body.

Unlike the hypochondrical neurosis, thede disorders produce a real
physical illness in the person with the emotions being the c4pse. These
disorders should be diagnosed and treated only by competent medicalt
Rarsonnel. The following are a list of the more common types of psy-
-chophysiological disorders.

.eks.

Skin disorder -- skin rashes, etc.
Musculoskeletal disorder -- backache, tension headaches, etc.
'Respiratory disorder -- bronchial asthma, hyperventilation, etc.
Cardiovascular disorder -- hypertension, tachycardia, ett.
Gastrointestinal disorder -- peptic ulcer, chropit-Tgastritis, etc.

PSYCHOSIS'
4'

According to the DSM-II, "Patients are descrAed as psychotic when
theit mental functioning -is sufficiently impaired to interfere grossly.
with their capacity to meet eh. ,ordinary demands of life. The impelr=
went may res0t from a serious distortion 'In their capacity to maintain %
contact With reality. Hallucinationt add delusions, for example, may
distort their perceptions. Alterations of mood may be so profound that
the patient's capacity io respond appropriately is grossly impaired.
deficite in perception, language and memory may be so severe that patient's
capacity for mental grasp of his situation is effectively lost."

In the following section we will Aiscuss the functional psychosis,
those which seem to arise from peychological rather than organic causes.
the major simptoms seen in the psychotic patient are: Disorientation,

delusions.; h llucinations, emotional disturbances, disturbances of verbal
counicatioii, and disturbances of non verbal communication.

4010
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Disorientation -- the person 4ho is disoriented does not know
who he is, where he/she is; or what time of the day, week, month,
or year it is.

Delusions -- the person who is uffering from delusions holds
beliefs which are contrary'to witty even in the face of Slear
evidence to the contrary. The Iffst typically cited is ttie belief
that one is Christ.

Hallucinations -- are the perception of objects and events without
external stimulus.. Hallucinations are usually classified in terms
,of the senses that are iinvolved. While visual (seeing) and auditory
(hearing) hallucinations )i.e the most common.in psychotic persons,
sometimes hallucinations involving taste, smell, touch, and body
sensations are reported by the patient.

*Emotional disturbances -- Some emotionalAisturbances are'extremely
impulsive, others seem to have a complete lack of emotional respon-
siveness, and others manifest responses whiCh are totally inappro-
priate to the situation.

Disturbances of verbal communication -- some of the most striking-
symptoms of psyChosis are seen in the language of the person. At

times the verbal commuhication resembles a "word salad" with words
being strung together without any apparent rhyme or reason. Often
the person will invent new words, neologisms, which have meaning
only to him/her.

Disturbances of nonverbal communication often the perscip will
sit silently for hours, or engage in strange posturing and gestures
which are understood only by the person displaying the behavior.

The Schizophrenic ReactIons

The schizophrenic reactions are.the most common of all the psychosid,
constituting approxima4ely 74%. Emotio ly these persons are.spathetic
or indifferent, or they overreact to st li. Their thinking is likely
to be bizarre and often regres8i4e. Del. sions and hallucinations of all
types are common. Speech.may show.disti tive changes in the form of
rambling, or there may be gross dhanges s ch as neologisms, echolalia
(repeatingyerbatium-What hothers -say), or incoherence. An.example of*the
unlogical thinking process of the schizophrenic is illustrated by the person
who thought that he was Switzerland. Following the rules of notmal logic
it seems incredibld that a human being could entertain such a thoughE.
However, the patient's thinking followed.the line of "Switzerland loves `

freedom, J love freedom. Therefore, I am Switzerland." Some of the
schizophrenic reactions are: simple, hebephreffic, paranoid, and catatonic.

13"t.
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Simple -- characterized by a slow and gradual reduction of
external attachments and interests (withdrawal) and by 1A--
difference leading to impoverishment of interpersonal relations,
mental deterioration, and a lower level of functioning. The
simple schizophrenic gives the impression of being dull mentally
They frequently drift into a life of vagrancy, delinquency, and
a dull shiftless lifestyle.

).

Hebephrenic characterized by disorganized thinking, shalldw
and inapprOpriate emotions, (unpredictable giggling, silly and
regressive behavior and mannerisms) and frequent-physical com-
plaints. Delusions and hallucinations, if present, are brief
and not well organized. These patients show a rapid detoriation
of thinking ability and the fragmentation of their thinking and
emotional life is marked.

Paranoid -- this type of schizophrenia is characterized by the,
, presence of persecutory or grandiose delusions, often associated

with hallucinations. It is one of the most commonly seen forms
of mental illness. Excessive religiosity is sometimes seen. The
person's at tude is frequently hostile and aggressive, and the

40behavior t a to be consistent with the delusions, i.e., if the
person believes that he/she is Christ, he/she wilI act the part
out. In general the disorder is not as extreme as the hebephrenic
and catatonic types, perhaps because the person uses the mechanism
of projection, which ascribes to others characteristics they cannot
accept in themselves.

Catatonic -- the most common symptom is a generalized inhibition
of physical movement, although in some cases there is excessive
movement, grimacing, overtalkativeness, and unpredictable emotional
outbursts: The most classic catatonic symptoms are related to the
,stupor, anil include a combination of silence, rigidity, and the.

. peculiar quality of waxy flexibility of the body. The arm or leg
of the p'atient can be placed in any position, and the limb remains
in that position, sometimes for minutes or even hours. The person
may sit or stand in one position; refusing to4palk to anyone and
seeming not to pay attention to anything thatls said. Sometimes
there is a rigidity of the.muscles. Occasionally there'may be
strange gesturing, posturizing, stereotyped movements.

There are a number of other types of psychosis, such as manic-depressive,
paranoid states, and psychotic depression. However, the conditions are
relatively rare and the interested student is referred to any good, current
textbook of abnormal psychology for complete descriptions of these disorders.
The probability of encountaft an individual in your job with one of these ,

latter typeft,of disturbance is remote. However, should %his occur Y5u will
be able to recognize chem.fiom the behavioral descriptions given under the
opening of this sectibn.

.13
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ORGANIC BRAIN SYNDROMES (OBS)

The DSM-I1 defines a number of psychiatric conditions relating to
alcoholism under the heading of "Psychosis associited with organic brain
syndromes." These, and other OBS conditions involve destruction of brain
tissue due to a number of factors, i.e., age, poisons, and diseases. Since
they have special applicability to the drug and alcohol counselor, these
alcohol related conditions will be discussed below.

Alcoholic Psychosis

Deliriem Tremens. This is a variety of acute (sudden and reversible)
brain syndrome characterized by delirium, coarse tremors, (uncontrolled
shaking of limbs5, and frightening visual hallucinations usually becoming
more.intense in the dark. The coddition develops after prolonged periods
of heavy drinking, and is likely to appear in patients who have a history
of years of alcoholism and who are suddenly withdrawn from alcohol. The
first signs of the onset include a lack of appetite, increasing restlessness,
irritability, and fitful sleep with disturbing dreams. These symptoms are
accompanied by mounting fear and apprehension. In the excited phase of
delirium trbmens, the psychological symptoms include confusion and clouded
consciousness. Disorientation for time and place is common, although the
pet-Ion will remember who they are. The hallucinations are visual and tac-
MA, with the patient seeing his/her room alive with vermin, insects, and
rodents.

Even with proper medical attention and in a hospital envivonment, the
alcoholic may die from delirium tremens. Some May be so frightened by
their hallucinations that they attempt suicide. The delirium typically
lasts from three to six days and is generally followed by a deep sleep.
When the person awakes, they have few symptoms,. but may be badly scared
and not resume drinking for a period of weeks. However, without therapy,
the alcoholic most often will resume drinking again.

Korsakov's Psychosis. This syndrome,'first described in 1887 by
Sergei Korsakoff, is characterized by disorientation, memory impairment,
and faulty memory. The symdrome, while associated with alcoholism, is a
vitamin deficiency secondary to alcoholism and is found in other conditions
as well. It ia frequently detected,in alcoholics when what appeared to be
an attack of delirium tremens fails to clear. Instead of recovering within
a few days, the person 'remains confused and disoriented. The alcoholic fails
to recognize friends or relatives, and a serious memory loss is apparent.
Superficial conversation with the alcoholic may reveal a reasonably clear
consciousness. It is only when the patient is carefully questioned that the
true extent of the imairment is recognized. As long as the individual liMits
`their conversation arthe imnediate surroundings and circumstances, they appear
to function in a normal manner. BUt as sooh.as recall is necessary, the
patient relprts to filling-in gaps in his memory with what appears to be
erroneous info. The prognosis for Korsekoff's syndrome is poor,,since the
removal of the toxic condition ordinarily does not bring about complete re-
covery.

42,
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Alcohol Paranoid State

-

This is a paranoid state that develops in chronic alcoholics, generally
male, and is characterized by excessive jealousy and delusiOns of infidelity
by the spouse. Patients may react quite violently towards others, and many
police blotter incidents are involved with this type of individual. The
alcoholic may well be aware of social distancing on the part of his/her
spouse, due in large measure to his/her drinking behavior. The alcoholic
uses the mechanism of projection, placing the blame and responsibility on
the spouse rather than admit to their drinking problem.

ASSUMPTION TRAT LABELS ARE COMPLETE ENTITIES

One of the problems with using labels is that labels are often taken
to be complete entities, even when the label is not intended to be an
entity or whole complete thing. Labels are not people; labels referring
to people are complete in themselves. Labele are used to describe class-
ifications of behavior. A person is much more than a type of behavior.
For example, "obsessive compulsive" is not a disease that a person catches;
rather, it is a description of a behavior pattern that the person may show
at certain times and under certain conditions. This behavioral description
may be more accurate for one person than another person. If you assume that
everyone who is classified "obsessive compulsive" is just alike; you may be
in for a big surprise, because most people who tend to be "obsessive compulsive"
are not exactly alike; in fact thfv may be quite different in some aspects of
their behavior. The danger in using labels as complete entities is in the
assumption. he assumption that because a person has some of ehe character-
istics of a label, that person has all the characteristics of the label. If

you assume that all alcoholics are'just like the one alcoholic you know, you
could make a lot of mistakes about alcoholics. Alcoholics can be very dif-
ferent. Alcoholics are more than the label; they are individual people who
have some kind of a problem with drinking alcohol.

LABELS ARE IMPRECISE

Labels do not give a complete picture of behavior. They create a
distortion in communication, and they can create distance between clients
and counselors, Their importance lies in the fact that they show adjust-
ment reactions to life. Psychiatric labels are often taken to describe
people, when all they begin to do adequately is deecribe behavjors.
Labels often do not describe behavior very well either. For example, many
people in mental hospital beds are labeled as "undifferentiated schlzophrenic.".
But when we look at this diagnosid closely, we may find that most people with,
this classification-are from the lower socio-economic classes. The question
arises, "fa the label correct, or is, the label a function of the diagnoser
and his/her social class?"

4
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LABELS ARE DIFFICULT TO CHANGE

"Once a criminal, always a criminal" is an olAliche that is
appropriate for labels. Labels make reintegration back into a society
very difficplt, if not impossible. It isias if people who are given a
psychiatra label have a blot or mark plaked on their foreheads for life.
The label is not only visible to others, but more harmfully, stays in the
mind of the person fot the remainder of hie/her life. Unfortunately,
there is no legal I/Irene (such ad a name change) for having the psychiatric
labels removed. Otara person is categorized, observers tend to look for
the behavior which the label describes. Looking for the behavior leads to
seeing the behavior more frequently when it occurs, and even seeing the
behavior when it is not present.. It then becomes difficult for the labeled
person to prove he/she is other than what.the label indicates. Do you know
what discrimination is? People with labels do because they have been treated
differently because of their label. They have been stereotyped and itris
very difficult to change their label.

PEOPLE REACT TO THE LABEL RATHER THAN THE PERSON

People often react to the label rather than the'individual. Labels
tend to encouraie depersonalization of clients. For example, have you .

ever heard someone say, "How many alkies do you have?" or "How many
druggies?" In the forword of the Diagnostic and Statistical hUnual of
Wntal Disorders, information is given concerning labels and.their
selection 'of terms to classify mental illnels. Their intent was to
choose terms which they thought would facilitate maximum communication
within the meaical and social professions, and reduce confusion and am--
biguity. The committee stated, however, that rationalists may be-prone
to believe-the old saying that, "A rose by any other name would smell as
sweet," but psychiatrists and psychologlsts know that irratianal factors
belie its validity, and that labels, by themselves, condition our per-
ceptions of realify.

DIFINITIPN OF PATHOLOGY

4

Webster's Dictionary defines pathology as, "the study of the essentill
nature of diseases ariAhespecially the structural and functional changes pro-
duced hy fhe diseases." In this sense, pathology is related to mental disease.

,
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MAJOR SYMPTOMS OF, PATHOLOGY

Insomnia

Inability to sleep and/or early morning awakenings usually are related
to some worry or anxiety. If consistent, or if it interfeires with normal
life functioning, this may be a symptom of mental illness. A person
suffering from insomnia should be referred to the mental health clinic for
evalution. In your referral consult, ensure you'indicate the circumstances
surrounding the insomnia. Be sure to include the fact that the person has
been a drug or alcohol abuser if that is the.case. The physician may pre-
scribe drugs to assist sleeping, and it is helpful for the.doctbr to be
aware of a history of drug or alcohol abuse.

Weight Loss

Unexplained.weight loss may be a symptom of physical'illness as well
as psychological problems. If the weight loss is unexplained and extreme,
and particularly if food.does not taste good to the person and he/she is
not hungry, the client should be referred for an evaluation.

Overakeep

If the client complains ok oversleep (12 or more'hours a day) chances
are that some physical or psychological problem is present. It.is best to
get the mental heakth and/or physician to check this problem out.

Physical Deterioration

If your client shows a marked physical deteiioration of physical appear-
ance.and cleanliness you may ask the client the meaning of the change in
appearance. If the answer is unsatisfactory, or if there is a marked physical
(body) deterioration, it is best to refer the client for an examdnation.

HyperacSivity

Hypephctivity such as compulsive pacing, fidgeting, shaking, inability
to relax or sit still may be an indication of being "high" on amphetaminee,
withdrawing from sedative hypnotics or alcohol, or a symptom of great anxiety.
If a person is very hyperacrive you should refer the person for an evaluation.

, A urinalysis could verify the abuse4of a drug.l Diagnosis ot lithdrawal could
save.the person's life. And anxiety-related hYPerictivity could indicate
evere psychological problems. Other causes of hyperactivity could be present,
and so you want to have the medics check this symptom out.

tia
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Inappropriate Affect

If your client often shows inappropriate affect (the wrong emotion
for what he/she is saying or experiencing), chances are that something
serious is wrong. If the person is laughing when he/she should be crying
in extreme wayb, you best refer the client for a psychiatric evaluation.
Be sure to include the situations in which the inappropriate affect occurred
in your consult.

;Blunted Affect

Blunted affect means having no emotions, especially when emotions should
be expressed. A constant dead-pan face when it would be appropriate to show
emotions may be an,indicator that these persons are keeping themselves from
feeling emotions because the emotions are too painful. If the affect is
severely blunted, it is best to refer your client for an evaluation.

Hallucinations

When your clients see Oings or hear voices that are not there, they
are likely to be experiencing an hallucination. The hallutination may be
the result of taking a drug or withdrawal from a drug. Or an hallucination
may be the result of psychological problems. It is best to escort or con-
sult a medic when a person is currently having hallucinations. If the
person has experienced hallucinations, have the person evaluated by mental tp.
health.

Suicide

--Thoughts of suicide, suicide-like statements, andz suicide attempts
should be referred to the mental health,clinic. Sulcide statements in-
clude plans for committing suicide, and statements like, "I gave ,her my
car because I won't be needing it any more."

Uncontrollable Weeping or Rage

If your client is unable to control his/her emotiohal expression
after a xeasonable.time, chances are that you should refer the client to
mental health for an evaluation. Uncontrolled weeping or rage is$often
a symptom of mental illness.
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EXERCISES

1. Explain the criteria of statistical standards to define mental illness.

2. What is an example of using societal standards to define mental illness?

3. If large numbers of persons seek treatment for a condition, is tpe con-
dition classified as mental illness? Which principle of defining meAtal

illness does this illustrate?

4. If a person is unable to function normally as a parent, a spouse, a
worker, and a member of the community, and this person is said to be
mentally ill, which criteria for defining mental illness is being applied?

5. What is the difference between the statistical occurrence approach and
the number seeking or referred to treatment method of defining mental illness?

lko

6. Do psychiatric labels describe people well? Why?

7. How can a label shape your perception of a labeled person?

114 19



. 8. What is meant by the statement, "Labels are often taken as ept,lti

How are labels imprecise?

10. What should you do ityou notice one or more of the symptoms o
pathology?

11. Ok7y_ of the symptoms by themselves indicate mental illness for sure?

T"'Im.'

)4N:ehlrh

12. What is blunted affect?

13. What y extreme hyperactivity be a sign of?

7

S UMMARY

The areas covered in the study guide and workbook will enable you to
understand the criteria for defining msptal illness, the problems with
labeling, the major categories of mentil illness, and symptoms of pathology.
You need to remember these concepts to understand pharmacology, crisis in-
tervention techniques, and understand when-to refer clients to the mental
health clinic for evaluation.

20
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EGO DEFENSE MECHANISMS

7/S

You will better understand client behavior if you can identify ago

defense mechanisms. This study guide will provide information about

nine defnse mechanisms that people use. When you complete this study

guide, you will know that everyone uses ego defense mechanisms tosome
degree. Some people use ego defense mechanisms continually in an ex-

aggerated and rigid manner. This exaggerated and rigid style makes it
harder for.these people to satisfy their needs and keeps them from being

happy.

You'll be given-data in a series of rectangular banes that are

divided into two sections. We will refer to the whole rectangular

box as a frame.

L
You will respond to the data in the left side of the frame by writing your

answer in the blanks in the statement. A word is needed in ea0,12.11ank (

to complete the statement.

A. Ego defense mechanisms are mental devices used
unconsciously by all of us when our self image is
threatened by our own feelings.

An unconscious mental device useeto protect our
self image is known as an

El. (data related to the frame above will
be printed here.)

EXAMPLE

1 1 621

1

ego defense mechanism
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2. Normal individuals use ego defense mocha -
nisme to creen out minor unpleasantness
without distorting reality. In such a case,

the copt.of maintaining one'. self-esteem is

not great.

One way to determine the cost of the ego
defense mechanisms is to consider how much

is distorted.

7/9

MASON

Ego defense mechanisms help us control those

feelings and thoughts that get in the way of our
getting along well with our friends and loved

ones. This is a healthy and adaptive use of
defense mechanisms. If the defenses are used
so excessively they make us rigid and unnatural
with our 'Aland.; and keep us from developing
satisfying relationships. In suCh a case; our

self-esteem might be maintained at the price of

reality

4. Thus; 'can be a help or

a hinderance iriViang satisfying relatioa-
ships; depending on how we,use them.

Im

Aatisfyinic
relatiodibtPs

5. Remember that ego defense mechAnisms are
unconscious in nature. That means that they

are used without the user's awareness unless
someone makes the user aware of what be/abe is

doing.

Until someone tells him/her; the person using an

ego defense mechanism is unaware that be/she is

using it.

TRUE FALSE

221 defense
immehenisme

6. Most people use ego defense mechanisms
to screen outwunpleasant thoughts and to

Aosintain ielf.esteem as it is. In fact;

ego defense dechanisms are used by

TRUE
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7. Some people can keep aelf-estcem together

only by relying xcessively on ego defense'

mechanisms. In such cases, the ego defense

meghanieme may save the inoivioual from actual

psychosis, or may serve to keep the psychosis

from being worse than it already is. Ego

defense mechanisms are thus used by healthy

and by mentally ill individuals. They always

provide some service to the individual, but

it may be at great cost.

The mental devices used by normals to maintain

their contentment and self-esteem ski. the same

ones used' by the mentally ill to keep thear

selves from getting even sickera They are

called
V

everyone
(normals)

8. To summarise: Ego defense mechanisms

are mental devices used unconsciously by

all of us when our self-concept or self

esteem is threatened by our own emotions

or by our interactions with others.

na defense
mechanisms

9. The first ego defense mechanism that

we shall study is called idntification.

Identification is the unconscious defense

mechanism by which a person patterns himr

self after someone else.

4hen an individual patterns himself un-

consciously tter someone else, he.is

using.the ego defense mechanism of

no response

MASSUAlla ,

10. Hopefully, a child identifies with-

healthy, loving parents. In some cases,

however, children identify with maladjusted

parents, or even with people that they are

afraid of. In either cast, identification

is a primitive method of.relating and of

avoiding loneliness.

For better or for worie, the process of

patterning omeself after another is

called

s

identification

23
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U. A healthy Child with good, loving peremte'cam
ideetify with his/her parents amd thus "keep his/her
parents with him/her" when he/she is sway at school
by the simple process oflosing them.

A child Mho identifies with paremts and acts like
them evem/when he/she is soy from hisiher parents
is also eseidimg

.

-

identification

b
i

.

12. Patterning onesell after.another is a part
of forming one s identity. In the process of
solidifying stable personality, we all identify
with bits and pieces of many people. There are
some people, however, who Adentify to such a
degree that they cannot distinguish between
themselves and the otheriperson. In these cases,
it.seems thatavoiding loneliness is more imr

.

portant than forming an identity.
. ,

,,

is an ego defense mechanism
,

loneliness

.

.
used by the healthy as well as by the mentally
ill.

13. Consider this example: A young girl
patterns herself after her mother, who is a
good wife and a loving parent. This girl
will probably grow up with a healthy self-
image of herself as a w011 adjusted woman.
She is using the ego defense mechanism of

.

I

.

i

14. Consider another example: A young girl
who is terribly afraid of being rejected
identifies with her mother so closely that
she feels that she actually is her mother.
This identification is at great cost to the

,

girl because it distorts

..

identification
-.._

44
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15. Remember, identification, like all of
the'other defense mechanisms, is an town-
sciOuli, process. Thus, it differs from
ordinary imitation which is done voluntarily
and consciously.

Identification is an proCees.

iv

reality

.

.

,
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16. Regression is another frequently.used
ego defense mechanism. Regression is the
ago defense mechaniss by which a person
returns to patterns of thinking and be-
having that be/she used in childhood. Regres-
sion is used at times to increase the fun
and enjoyment of our lives. It plays a
large part in recreation and jokes. It is
also used to solve present day adult prob-
lems by means that were more appropriate
for a child.

The process.of returning to less mature
A

leveli of development is called

unconscious

17. Regression is used to cope with current
problems by means of thinking and behaving
that were used atfs time wken life was more
comforting and less threatening. It is an
attempt to use tried and true ways of be-
having and thinking that once -worked.

An adult that attempts to cope with current
stresses by whining and tamping bis/hir teet,
is usint .

.regression

18. All of ,us may have a "temper tantrum"
at some point or another. this use of
"childish behavior" is called regression.

When the mechanism of regression is used
occasionally at a time of particular stress
to relieve tension, we,need not concern
oureelvs too muchA

TRUE FAISE

regression

19. When a grown man or woman constantly
indulges in childish, inappropriate be-
havior, the mechenism of regression is
being utilized in an tbnOrmil way.

The ultimate form of regression is ex-
amplified in the very mentally ill
patient who curIs.up in the fetal-position.

The attempt to solvi one's p0010eme by
returhibg to a less mature levil of
deVelopment is known as

25'
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20. Adults are aware of'how reality can
sometimes prevent us from getting whet we
very much desire, whereas, children cannot
see why they cannot have what they want.
Pometimas 'adults return to tba kind of
unrealistic thinking typical of,s4pdhood,
and feel that their fantasies are reality. ,

This use of pit-Earns of thinking typical
of an earlier period is also an example
of regression.

Using patterns of thinking or behaving
typical of earlier periods of life is
called

regressio.066

.21." The two ego defense mechanisms that
v i have considere&up to this point.are
called. and

regression

.22. Identification is the process of
Ipatterniniyourself alter smoiher, and
:regression ilk the return to arlier
'patterns of thinking ,or behaying. Sods,
I are examPles of

identificetion
rearessian,

tia

23. A way of saying that ego defense-
mechanisms operate without our awareness
,is to say that they are

Igo defense
mechanisms

24. Ego defense mechanisms are used by
normal people and by the mentally ill to.
ivoid thinking of painful things. -If they* .

are not used at the expense of giving up
reality or of giving up satipfyitig relatiow-
ships, they are very helpful to us.

Another ego defense mechanism that we, will .
consider is called repression. By means'Of
the ego defense mechanism of repression, we
are able to banish unacceptable ideas,
thoughts, or impulsei from consciousness.

The defense mechanism by which an individual
excludes painful thoughts or desires from his
consciousness without Wank/mare of doint
so is called

unconscious
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25. Repression is the keystone of all the

ego defense mechanisms, and is frequently used

by all nor:al people.. Difficulties begin

when repression fails and is no longer able

to keep unwanted thoughts out of our aware-

ness. At such a time, other defenses are

called in to bolster the failing defense

mechanism of repression. At this point,

symptOms of mental illness may well begin,

as other defense mechanisms are used at

greater cost to the individual.

The ego defense mechanism that makes up the

first line of defense is called

epression

)14

11.

26. Wben repression fails to exclude painful

thoughts from our awareness, we begin using

more defense mechanisms.- Often this causes

difficulty because other defense 'mechanisms

are used at a -to

the individual.

repression

27:. Norma people use repression so they

will not think about distutbing feats of

life. AAA, long as it is not used too often,

it makes our life smoother and-lose stress-,

In neurotics and psychotics, repression

is not enough to keep the unwanted thoughts

out of awareness.. In an attempt to bolster

repressiomi.an individual may give up the

,ability to determine what is real, or may

'ilie lip satisfying relationshipd.

Both normal.people end'people with mental

illness ulWrepressiOno'but for people
with mental illiess,it is not enough to do'

the prick, and othedefenses are called in.

\TRUE jrALSE

greater, cost

\ .

4

28. Hero is an.example of%the normal use of

repression. A yodhig mad's father dies and

all the young men can think of are the good

times he and his father had'together. Re

simply does'not think of all the fights that

he and his father had.

In his attemptipo become unaware of the

painfulsomorOok of fighting with his departed

fa6mr, the yoilag !an in this example is using
'the ego'defense meghanien of'

tPi

v

.:;4111Z

TRUE

27
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29. Here is another example of repression.
A sOldier sees his best buddy killed in combat,

and he develops an amnesia for the entire in-
cident. In his attempt to keep out of his

awareness the painful memory, he uses the

defense mechanism of, .

yepression

.

,

30. Repression, you will recall, is not
something that goes on voluntarily. As *
matter of fact, it gobs on entirely without

N the awareness of the individual, and is
1 therefore .

,

rIpreesion

'--.- .

31. A memory that has been erased from the
conscious mind by means of repression is not
entirely unavailable. Sometimes, the individual

can "dredge up" the experience with the help .

of psychotherapy or hypnosis. Nevertheless,
wi"thout soma drastic change in the situation,
a memory that has been repressed is out of a

person's .

.

unconscious

1

41101

32. The basic ego defense meChanism upon
which we generally rely is called .

isdareness or
.conscious mind

t

33. Another defense mechanism is called

denial. Denial is a more primitive ego

Or

.

.

repression

defense mechanism Chan repression. By

repression, an individ s -ly forgets

some painful memory. ... 4 the use of

denial, loodeb0 flatly .
Sr .thit ease clear

.i,

.

.

,

.

.

A

1

part of the real world still

.-,

For example, a young womin has diff ulty .

accepting the fact thar her baby bo has

just died of pneumonia. Instead of mourn-
ing, she refuses to admit that he is dead.

ftn fact, she oontinuei to buy baby food
and little clothing, and pretends the
baby is asleep in the other room. In her

attempt to deny the painful reality of her
son's death, she uses the ego defense
mechanism of denial. This kind of

- denial often occurs to some degree at
times of loss.

,

The ego defense mechanisms byrwhich a
person refuses.to acknowledge aipainful ,

reality is called .

r
,

. ,

28
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34. Hero is another example. An old man

claims that he is still able to do everything

that he could do when he was much younger.
By refusing to acknowledge the loss of some

of his abilities, he is using 4

denial

35. Whenever denial is used, the real world
is dostorted to some degree. Normml people .

USO denial from time tq time, but do not

Aarkedly distort reality. People with mental
illness use denial more extensively, and dis-
tort reality to a considerable extent.

Example: A young man is considerably shaken
by the death of his young wife. For days, he
keeps muttering "it can't be, she isn't dead,
I know she isn't dead."1 However, at the
funeral he breaks down and cries at her loss.
H. is a normal person using the defense
mechanism of

denial

36. Here is another example: A =other is
unable to ,eccept the fact that her sop is
mentally deficient. Despite evidence from
her doctors and from numerous teachers and
principals, she continues to enroll the
Child in school after school. Here we can

see that in her use of the defense mechanism

of denial, she has distorted

denial

37. Another ego defense mechanism is called
pcjection. ,By projection, we blame someone

.

else for our own thoughts, feelings, or
deficiencies. .

"Pot calling the kettle black" is a.good way
to describe the ego defense mechanism of

38. Here is an example of projection: A
married man has been having intense urges to
have en affair with another women, but he
feels that even such an idea is sinful.
Nevertheless, he continues to, have such
thoughts until the time that he suddenly
begins to suipeci.that his wife is unfaith-
ful. By attribuf/RN his own feelings to his
wife, he tscepdi the feeling of guilt. In

his attempt to attribute his own feelings to
his wife, he uses the defense mechanism of

29

projection,
elri719.
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39.c In the example above, the man was unable
to keep his "sinful thought's' out of his mind.
Another way to say this is to say that there
was a failure of the defense mechanism of

'7,)2
projection

40. Here is another example: A young men is
furiously angry with his own father and wants
very badly to kill him. This thOught troubles
him, but he cannot banish it from his mind.
Then one day, he suddenly'begins to fear that
his father wan'ts to kill himl In this example,
the young man attributed his own unacceptable
feelings to omeone else, namelY his father.
By doing so he used the mechanism of

repression

41. In the ebove example we again se. that
projection,occure when repression fails. If

the young man had been able to simplY forget
About his anger toward his father he would
have been_such better off. Instead, repres-
sion was hot enough and he had to call fn
projection, more primitive defense. The
trouble with this is that ha noivruns around
in fear of his oft life. He has kept the
painful thought of his anger toward his
father out of his mind at great cost.

projectign

42. Projection is also used by normal people.
All of us have had the experience of covering
sone mistake we have made by saying "Its.not
my fault,.its your fault" to our partner.. For
example, in a softball game, the first bear.
men may claim that he missed a perfectly good
play because the ball was thrown too wide.
If this doei not occur too ceten, it is a

exampleld projection.

r,

no response
renuirfd

43. Projection is of particular importance
to those who work with the mental]. 1

because it is the basic =chants used by
who

persecuted by others.

In the example above, the young man was
feelinc persecuted by his father, but in
fact, it was the young man who was the
angry one. The defense mechaniese by whi6
a person blames someone else for hionser own
thoughts or fee;ings is called

30

normal
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44. Now let us turn to another egi) defense"
.

mechanism used by-normals and by n urotics.

It is called reaction formation. his ego .

projection
.

-

c%

.

defense imechaniim is used when rep ssion

, is failing. When repression is unable to
kep some painful thought or feeling from
consciousness, a person may develop a
strong convictioncnkpaite to his/her original
unacceptable-attitude. Thls is called

reaction formatio6.

m.

45. Thus, a man .6ay be very troubled by his
intense interest in pornography. Repression
-alone is not sufficient to keep ihese thoughts

out of his mind. Therefore, he reinforces
his repression by becoming an ultra-
conservative who crusades elLainetApornogsapby..

.
. .

In this example, a man devieloped sn titude

opposite to his unwanted impulses iWan

reaction
---giiiiiiion

.

.

-.

-

. .

...-

attempt to keep them in check. He'ueed the ,

ego defense mechanisms of -

46. Reaction formation is typically used
reaction

,

when the individual is unable tp keep out of
bls/her systemise sone desire cheOpociety would
find unacceptable. Repressioh is-not

.

sufficient to keep the desire uncimacious.
In effect, the person using reaction formation

formation
.

.

.

.

-.

4/

says ',Why, I don't want to do that; its the
last thing in my mind. As a matter of fact, ,,...

I'passionstely believe in the exact opposite!"

.;xample: An angry young man'feara showing
.his angry feelings as he expects they woulli.

bring social disapproval, but he is unable
to "forget" about them. Insteed, he develops
en attitude of being extraordinarily nice to
everyone he sees. This is an example-a-

. ,

.
,4

IP
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47. The young man in the example above is not

very likely to "fool" anyone that knows him

very well, as the "niceness" is likely tb be
.

stiff, constant, and very much like "front.r

In addition, the young men is probably not

abre to relaxesand attempts constantly to .

be "pies" as opposed to being assertive's' he

must be in his daily life. He As too rigide,

reaction
formation

.

.

.

.

f .

. ,

.. '

fr,

too inflexible in his attempt to be nice,

otagdtehethanways angry, ee he really feels ,

.,.,

. ,

Remember, ince reaction foriation is an',ego

defense mechanism, the young sin's attoilipt
,.,

to be nice rather than angry goes on outgof
his awareness and is .

.
-

48. DidappAintmenrs are encountered by everyone
when expeCtations are not realised, and people

learn to keep their expectations and anticipa--

dons within reasonable limits. In extreme

,cases of continued stress, frustration" and

disappointments, many people lose hope and

withdrew. Such individuals protect themr

.

unconscious----------,-

.

.

,

selves from the bitter hurt of continued
frustration by withdrawing and becoming
passive receivers of whatever life brings.*

..

Long-term disappointment sod fruotratiOn,
alight cause same individuals to enpitoy mental

mechanisms to avoid continued hurt'ind stress.

Cte technique that .coyld be used to escape
disappointment would be to .

49. Many people lose hops when suffering from

alcoholism or faced with chronic unemployment

or imprisonment. People in these painful
situations frequently adapt themselves.to a
restricted way of life and withdrew from
emotional involvement with other people.

Alcoholics are examples of people who fro-
quently from social contact

withdraw

.

.

and &motional involvement with people.
. . .

t .

*James C. Coleman,-1.1tnotai fan

Edit4on, 1972, Scott, Foreman end opny
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O. Many tines friends and associates of

f

an alco olic feel rebuffed and slighted when

the al holic withdraws. In defense of their
own hu t feelings, these friends "counter-
attack', and the counterattack may be the
cessation of social interaction with the al-
coholic. The withdrawal and the counterattack
creates a cycle that often leaves the alcoholic
completely isolated from others.

When elcoholics friends often
misunderstand and feel rebuffed and slighted.

witAdiraw

51. The next ego defense mechanism we will
consider is that of displacement. Displace-
ment is a very common defense mechanism by
which a person discharges the pent-up
emotions be/she has about 004 person to
different, less threatening person.-

The most common example is of the man who is
furious at his boss, but never shows it.
Instead, he comes home at night and yells at
his wife.

de is thus discharging his pent-up emotions
to a different person, a neutral ono who is
less threatening. He is using the defense
mechanism of Ito

withdraw

32. Vilen a man uses displacement, he does
nc t. hide his desire, or block his impulse
out of consciousness, or even modify the
ucsire very much. He just changes its
direction and.lets go of his ermtions at
soneone who ha thinks is safer. Of course,
this is not conscious, and goes on outside
of his

=m

des lacement

33
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53. Displacement is used by people with

phobias. Let us consider a man who hatos and

fears his father. In addition, he hits some
very warm feelings toward his father and does

not-want to lose hie love. Therefore, he
shifts his emotions to something less threaten-
ing, but does not change them in any other
way. He becomes a man who hates and fears

reze. This helps him get along with his
ther.

In shifting his emotions from his father to

awareness

.

the safer alternative ofdoe, he uses the
defense mechanism of .

54. There is a special form of displacement

dfluiluement

.

,

Chat is vary important to people who work with
the mentally ill. This is a subcategory of dis-
placement known as "turning, against the self".

Here, just as in the usual }And of displacement,

. the individual shifts his/ber emotions from their

original object to a safer one. Hmiever, in
tImminl_losimst the self, be/she shifts from the
original person to hiarelf/berself.

For example: A young woman is angry at her
elder brother, but is afraid of him and also
does not want her brother to turn away from
her. Instead of istaying angry at her brother,
she shifts her anger and becomes aagry at herself.
She becomes just as furious with herself as she
had been with her brother.

Turning against the self is a variety of the
defense mechanism of .

55. The danger of "turning against the s lf"

is a big one--the danger of-sulcide. Of n. displacement

it appea r. that people who attempt suici
were originqlly angry at someone else, and

then switched fad becalm angry at themselves.

If yom try to talk such peweekeet of being

alsirl with 11411mlintesselt sad toll ,hin/has

that be/she is really miry at annesse else,

Ito/she will art hmstrAwbat you aro talking abaft.

This is bases,. the ego defames manhattans

GM withest ems awaresess. The odic& erase-.
times to himself/Myself gess ola

,

.
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56. Another common defense mechneism is. s

that of rationalization. By rationalisation

an indivilua justifles his/her actions sad gives

socielly acceptable reasons for it in order

to peraerve his/bar self-esteem.

Rationalization is way of finding an accept-4

able and logical reason for something unaccept7

Able that you want to do.

For example: A woman buys an expensive dress,

sand tries to excuse this by saying that she,

bought it to keep up appearances and help her '

husband's profession.

Thus the defense mechanisms whereby one

finds a logical, socially acceptable reason

for.doing the things one wants to do is

called
4

unconsciously

57. Clearly rationalization is rather

common, and people use it all the t The

other defense mechanisms are used fr quently

by normal people too. The big question is

always the cost that the individual pays to

keep hieiber self-esteem 'ad clear his/her sled

of peiaful thoughts. La the enemple above, the

worm paid the cost of not hmowiaglier true

motives. This lack of oelf-vodorotoodiag sight

make it difficult for her to cut dem her speed-

lag. but is mot all that serious.

Ego defensa mechanisms are used by normal

people.

TRUE FALSE

rationalization .

58. An interesting and effective ego defense

mechanism is sublimation. When an individual

uses sublimatioebe finds a vaguely similar.

but iarmaTraWaptible way of satisfying his/hor

desires.

For exeaple: A man with sadistic traits that

ha tries to oontrol may be able tai find great

contentment as butcher, or perhaps surgeon.

Finding a way of doing what you waneto do.by

Changing it just enough to satisfy society /a

called .

TRUE

35
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59. Needless to say, sublimation, like all
ego defense xechanisms, is carried on
unconsciously.

A young girl who enjoys being the center of
atteation may be too shy to attempt to be-
come an actress. Instead, she may become
a school teacher, and still be the center
of attention. This is.also an example of
the
of sublimation.

sublimation

ft

460. Ego defense uechanisms, as you will-
recall, are mental devices used uncon ious-
ly by all of us when our self-esteem

s'
personality organization is threatened.
our own emotions or by our intereciOalWi,
others. They keep-us unawar of itainftil
reality and of unacceptable feelings and
thoughts within us. Thei are a great help
to us at times, but in some situations can
operate only at great Cost tethe individual.
When they operate at the cost of clear per-
ception of reality or of satisfying relationr.
ships, then the individual may well be suffer-
ing from

no defense
mechanism

61. The egp.diefense mechanism that we use. i
4-i

in order to pattern ourselves after other me9s010. ,

people is called A illness
r

.

62. Some people react to stress by returning
tb earlier patterns of thinking ai behavior.
In doing so, they use the defense lechanism
pf

identification

63. Ego defense. mechanisms operate without
our awareness and are unconscious. the .

basic ego defense mechanism that keeps pain.-
ful or unacceptable memories, desiree, or
ideas fromAur awareness Weaned.

yegression

.
64. A.youag student speaks to the Dean and
is told,ehat:he has definiiitly flunked out of
the school'. Nevertheless, he returns io'his
room and continues to study for an exam as it
.he had not been .dropped. He is using the
defense uschsnimmoof'

repression

36
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65. Itopresion allows UR to not thihk of

.

-

denialpainful memories, but denial CAMINO Us td
distort reality and re11W-ro believe what
is clearly true; .

.
.

How about this example: young man'is quite
concerned because he notices that he has some
homosexual impulses. Then, he develops the
ides that his roommate is homosexiial and is
trying to seduce him. H. is using the defense

.mechanism of .

.

q
,

,

.

.

.

V

66. People vho use denial extensively do not
projectioncorrectly perceive the real world around them.

People who use projection, excessively blame
others for their own thoughts and feeling,,
and thus-distort the real world, too. Thus,

both of these ego defense mechanisms when
used excessively, are used at the cost of
determining

-

;
67. People who develop the opposite4ttitude
to their real feelings in en attempt to hide
and control their real ftelius are using

.

reality

68. A young woman was terribly afraid that her
boyfriend would atteMpt to seduce her and
gradually became afraid of all men. She then
developed a great fear of hories, but was no'
longer so concerned about men. She used the
defense mechanism of . - ..

.

.

c

reaction
formation

.

.. .

.

69. An alcoholic, who avoids contact with family'
and friends, feels that Wolle must .

,
.

.

diselarent
to avoid the emotional pain and bitt-e7 ruTiirstron

brought on by prolonged abuse of alcohol.
,

70, Someope-vho tries to convince hinself/herself
by means of a losical., socially acceptable eaplap.
notice, that bls/bor incestuous mewl desires 4

were all eboveboord is ming if

withdraw

.

,

,

he/she does it unconsciously.

16 2
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71. Ego defense mechanisms are mental devices
used without our awareness by all of us in an
ttempt to maintain our self-esteem and de-
crealse our *misty when we are troUbled by
reality or by our own thoughts or feelings.
When used excessively, they can be used at
great coat to the individual, and may result
in mental illness.

ratidnalization.

AND

If you would like more information about defense mechanisms, or if
_you are confused about any area covered in this\atudy guide, contact your
group facilitator. Your facilitator will arrange to have your questions
answered to your satisfaction.

(
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ACUTE. Raving a midden onset,'sharp rise, and abort course (disease).

AFFECT. A person's emotional feeling tone. "rnect" and "emotion" are
commonly used interchangeably._ r

ANXIETY. Apprehension, tension, Or uneasIness that stems from the antici-
pation of danger, the source of which is largely unknown or,unrecognized.

CEREBRAL. Of or relating to the bra-in or intellect.

CHRONIC. Marked by long duration or-frequent recurrence.

DELUSION. A false belief Qut of' keeping'with ttte individual's level of
knowledge and culturdl group. The belief results from unconscious needs
and is maintalqed against logi'cal argument and despite cOntradictory
evidence. 0 e

DISORIENTATION. Loss of awareness ef the position of the -aelf,in relition

to space, time, or other persons confusion.

EGO. In psychoanalytic theory, one of the three major divisions'in the
model of psychic apparatus, the other being the id and superego.. The ego -

represents the sm of certain mental-mechanisms, such as 'perception and
memory, and specific defense mechanistns. The ego serves to Medlite be- .

tween the demands of primitive inatinctual Arives (the id); of internalized,- ,
parental and social prohibitions (the superego), and of reality. The com-

promises between these forces achieved by the ego,tefid to resolve intra-
psychic conflict and serve an adaptive and execUtory function. Faychiatric

L unsafe of the Cerm should not be confused with common usage, which copnotes
,7 "self-love" or "selfishness." 40,

422= 4114

ENURESIS. Bed wetting. 4

140,0 HALLUCINATIONS, A, false sensory perception in the.absence of an actual

external stimulus. May be induced by emotional and'Other factors such as
. drugs, alcotk, and 'stress. May occur in any of the senses. .

HYPERACTIVITY. Excessively or pathologically active.

INTERGRATION. The useful organization and incorporation of both new and
old data, experience, and emotional capacities into the personality. Also.,

'it refers to the organization and amalgamation of.functions at variods levels
of,psychosexual development.

LIABILITY. Readily or continually unlergoing chemibal, physical, or bio-

logical change or breakdown.

. t

39
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MALADAPTIVE. Marked by poor or inadequate ada'ption.to the life situation.

MILIEU, Environment, setting.

NEUROSIS (PSYCHONEUROSIS). An emotional maladaptpn characterized chiefly
. by anxiety arising from some unresolved unconcious conflicts. This anxiety
is either felt directlx or controlled by various psychological Mechanisms
to.produce other, subliktively distressing symptoms. The neuroses are
usually considered less severe than the psychoses (although not always less
disabling) because they manifest neither gross personality disorganization
nor gross distortion or misinterpretation of external reality. The neuroses
are classified according to the predomluating symptoms.

ORGANIC. Relating td, or arising in a bodily organ affecting the structure
of the organism.

PARANOID. An adjective applied to individuals who are over suspicious, ,

*some of whom may also harbor grandiose or perseCutory delusions, or ideas
,of' reference. 4

PATHOLOGY. The study of the essential nature of diseases and especially of
the stiuctural and functional changes produced by them.

psYclioyic: Relating to or marked by psychosis'.

REGRESSIVE BEHAVIOR. The partial or symbolic return tb more infantile
patterns of reacting. Manifested in a wide variety of cireumstances such

otUf
as normal sleep, severe physical illness, and in many psychiatric.disorders.

1
REPEESSION. A defense mechanism,.operating uncontkiously,.that banishes un
acceptable AdeaS, affects, or impulses, from cionsclousness or that keepa out
of consciousness-ilhat.has never bee16-COnscious. Although'not subject to
voluntary recall, the Tepressed material may-emerge in disguised form,
sometimes used as a generic term for all defense mechanisms. 4Rften confused
with the conscious mechaniim of suppression.

SENILE. Exhibiting a loss of ental faculties associated with old age':

SYMpTOMATIC. Having the char cteristics-of a Particular diseasebqt arising
frOm another cause.:`71..0

.\
xs..

co.

SYNDROME. A configuration of symptoms thai occur together and that Aastftute
a recognizable condition. (

1.0

SYSTEMIC. Relating to, or common to a system.

TOXIC DELIRIA. Severe disturbances in cerebral functions resulting from
toxinNe

TOXINS. A poisonoto substance.

Ti
.40
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PLAN_ OP INSTRUCTIONAIESSON PLAN PART I
HMV OF INSTRUCTOR 1

1

COURSE TiTLII

Drug ana Alco&l. Abuse Control -

111OCOUR-UMOIN

II

UNLOCK /Mt ,

Basic Skills and Knowled:es
i. i :I ' it TIME

.. National Institute of Drug Abuse

a. Using pre-recorded counseling situations
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COURSE DESCRIPTION

Purpose

To train counselots in the listening and responding skills that are basic to any helping

relationship.

Goals

After completing the course, participants Will be able tO----

demonstrate their listening skills by identifying to what extent client problem
statements express affect;

A

correctly discriminate between facilitative and non-facilitative counselor re-
sponses to a client problem statement;

make spontaneous counselor responses that are minimally empathic, facilitative,
concrete, and appropriate when presented with a client problem statement;

identify their own feelings and attitudes that may haider their role as a helper
when confronted with client problem statements or feedback;

utilize appropriately a twelve step problem-solving process.

Audience

All persons who are currently engaged or about to become engaged in a counseling

CLn!ent

The course covers three major subject areas: (1) Empathy, which focuses on listening
and responding skills that demonstrate empathic understanding; (2) Values_and Atti-
tudes, which focuses on developing skills that enable the counselors to help the client
explore the values and attitudes represented in his concern, and the corresponding
thought processes and behavior; and (3) Probfrm Solving, which includes problem
definition, exploration of alternatives,, planning for chahge, and preparing to act on

plans.

(Continued on inside back cover)
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.USING THIS MANUAL

The Training Manual for Counseling Skills is organized into two major chapter's and appen-
dices. The first chapter contains an introduction to the course and describes its purpose; it
presents the course goals and objectives, alternate course scheduling, and a summarY evalu-
ation report. The second chapter is the workboOk that Will.be used during training.

11111111 The course materials are bound in a looseleaf notebook -so that you can add yoar own
notes in the appropriate sections7 and keep the manual updated with any revisions issued

..., by the National Drug Abuse Center (NDAC). 0

,tWec.4

;100Plike4.M

r:empril

The pages in Chapter One are numbered consecutively; the pages in the workbook in Chap-
ter Two are numbered according to their location in a particular unit and Module: for
example, bage 3 of Module 5 in Unit 11 is numbered 11-5-3. Pages that introduce units
belong to no moclule,and are indicated with a 0 (e.g., It-1 or 11-0-1, etc.).*

N.

PROBLEMS WITH PRONOUNS AND POLEMICS

Throughout this menus' we have hod to face the problem that the content refers equally to both mon end women end
that Mde do not have a universally accepted single word In the English langusge to use when referring to a member of
either tex. We have therefore feller, back on the universal use of male pronouns to Indlcete Person of either sex and
hope that the readers will understand our intentions.

1 76
1
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CHAPTER ONE

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Most persons would agree that it is the counselor in the drug treatment and rehabilitation
program who is the backbone of service delivery. The extent to which a counselor is effec-
tive in this role, both in the eyes of his clients and of his program, is dependent upon many
factors. One major factor is the quality of the counselor's helping skills. It is toward this
end that Counselor Truining: Short-term (lent Systems htis been developed: to train
counselors in basic listening and responding skills in the areas of empathy, values and atti-
tudes, and problem solving.

It is not the purpose of the course to teach counseling theory. Most counselors, whether
professional (degreed) or paraprofessional, can state .the principles of .effective helping
relationships, empathy, and so on. Few can actually demonstrate effective responses that
reflect these principles. Therefore, this is a "how-to-do-it" course.

Whether the training is used as a vehicle to meet the new credeniialing requirements for
drug abuse counselors, or as ongoing inservice work, or as an introductory or refresher
course, the intent is to significantly improve the quality of drug treatment services by en-
abling counselors to establish and maintain more effective helping relationships with their
cl ients.

INTENDED AUDIENCE

The course is intended for all persons who are currently engaged or are about* be en:
gaged in counseling roles and who need to develop the skills specified in the course goals:
and objectives. There are no minimum skill or experience requirements.,

Participants may work in progrems directly related to substance abuse or in agenciv whine
clients-have drug or drug-related pro6lems. Examples of the types of settings frOin which
participants have been drawn include hot lines, crisis centers, mental health centers, out-
reaer-programs,-free clinics, methadone programs, therapeutic communities, inpatient and
outpatient treatment systems, youth -centers, runaway houses, criminal justice programs,
troubled employee programs, schools, and lay counseling programs.

4
COURSE GOALS

The overall goal of the.CESTCS course is to provide participants With additional skill*
the areas of empathy, values and attitudes exploration, and problem solving so that they
can establish and maintain more effective helping relationships with their clients.

4,14
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A second goal is to provide a leaf ning experience tor participants that increases their

730
appreciation for the responsibilities, the iikfluence and the limitations of the coun
selor in the helping relationship;

understanding of the dynamics of the helping relationship;

appreciation of the need for self-awareness on the part of the counselor;

understanding of the client's affective, cognitivb, and behavioral processes;

appreciation for the necessity to respond to the client kis a whole perso n, witfi drug
abuse or drug-related problems being symptomatic or incidental to other concerns.

MAJOR SUBJECT AREAS

Rather than approach counseling from the perspective of a single school of thbught (for
example, gestalt, transactional analysis, behaviorist) the course is designed with generic
conceptual areas that define skills basic to any helping relationship. These are reflected in

4-. .three major subject areas:
-...\

.i....,..r,.4,,r_::
./..i.v.-: .
4V;-'.11,i4i0

1.. Empathy. This component provides- the foundation for building trust with the
-,......-4';F client and helping the client eXplOre the feelings (affective prctesses) attached to his

..4'.....1. cOncern. The focus is on listening and responding skills that demonstrate empathic

, . understanding. It also includes exploration of the counselor's affective processes that
may influence the helping relationship.

s!

2. Values and Attitudes. This component provides the, link between empathy and
problem solving/The focus is on building skills that enable,the counselor to help
the client explore the values and attitudes represented in his concern, and the
corresponding thought processes and behavior. Beyond hearing and responding
to .this deeper level of meaning, this component also explores the effect of the
counselor's personal values and attitudes on the helping relationship.

3. Problem Solving. Having identified and clarified the client's feelings and values,
the counselor and client can focus on rational decision making and changes in his
behavior. The problem-solving component includes problem definition, exp#qration
of alternatives, making plans for change, and preparing to act on plans for Oa ge.

6
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ok; 'I-RAINING OBJECTIVES- ...
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-43 y the end of the counseling 'skills sessibn', trainees will be able to-

,

demonstrate their counseling skillsin making at least 90 percent,. of their written
rei9onse minimally empathic, facilitative end appropriate when presented' with a

client problem. statement, as judged by objective, experienced raters;

"correctly 'discriminate between -a Level One resp-onse and a Level Two or Three -

retponse when presented' witt; tape ,recorded :stimulus .material fotir- otieof five
times;" ;

"a

. make spontaneous responses at LeVels Two or Three, 80 pekent,of. the time, as

tidged by a tiainer, when presented with tape recorded`stiulus material, and Our
,

ing a brief .,client/cotinselor intercbange;*
.

.

demonstrate their _listening skills by correctly discriminating between a -L4èl One, .

Level Two, or Level Three client statement, "acCsording to l'Ownipg-of-Feel g Scale"
lattacheca, when present4 with tapefecOrded stimulus material;

.

identify and correctly label Styi r own, feelings and attitudevelicited by the gape
recor s mulus materjal; . 4 4

.,
.,. ,:'

,for responses to tape recorded stimulus material and to a brief clienticoun-.,
sel r in change that acknowledges counselor feelings and attitudes. and maintairis ,

fctcus on the client by appropriately using at -feast twO of the fair roadbloCk mciv§rs --..,listed in the Trynnini Manual for.Counselirrg-Skilhi : 'A .. . t
,

.
- . - I , .., ., .utNeappropriately ,at lea 9 of tffe 12 problerniCilying steps :toutlined in the

-Training Manual for, Counseling ..kii/0 Mien Placed in a brief client/counselor inter-
change. (Apptopriatentiss-of the stepechosen will be judgedby the.trainer, utilizing

: 'client feedback, pefiblem content, :and the problem:solvingchecklisti .

,, 4 . .

. 114P. .
0 .., 4t1

S. I
tric,.\.4

,

:)1,

.;

A

."

. ..
v . For each of the scales provided On the following pages "RaiOdndinglo f eitiings;" "Specific Labeling of Feelings rid

Soutces,;" "Iilesponstin§ to Feelings in conflict" "Responding to Values." .,,'..N -
'
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OWNING-OF-FEELINGS SCALE

LEVEL ONE: The speaker does not own his own feelings by.--"

lien yulg his feelings or aur,iding discussion of thern,

detaching himself from his feelings, and describipg them as though they are

ileA not part of himself but come from-outside himself, or are forced on him by
.--Ortc j'ki other people or situations; ..,

, . .... .
;

minimizing feelings or talking about them in an abstract or superficial manner.
.s .

4

4

41..-;-,*1 LEVEL TWO; The speaker attempts to own his feelings by

,0

1

describing his feelings in a vaguemanner;or distancing them by using past or
future terms;

acknowledging his feelingsbut discussing them in an intellectual or
philosOphical manner;

si stating hi feelings withoyrclearly.linking ihem to a source.

LEVIFL THREE: The speaker owns and takes responsibility for his own feeliniss
by .

iderktifying his, immediate (here.and now) fAelings clearly and rnuine.ty;

I expressing-the intensity of his feelings;

specifying.the,gource of his feelings.

o

e

l So
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RESPONDING-TO-FEELINGS SCALE

LEVEL ONE: The listener does not facilitate the speaker by

denying spacers feelings,:putting them down, ridiculing, judging, or
offering quick solutions;

.
responding only to the Picts, the situation, or the storyline;

ignoring the speaker's feelings,

LEVEL TWO: The littener facilitates the speaker. by

s)* reflecting the stated feelings of the speaker, using the same or similar
wOrds;

maintaining nonverbal behavior that is attentive to the speaker;

'
accirting the speaker's feelings by being nonjudgmental.

LEVEL THREE: The listener faciAitetes ,the.speakel by-

respondin.g to stated feelings 'and to undercurrent feelings ,that the
speaker has implied but has not cleaHy stated;

acknowledging the intensity of thi speaker's feelings with appropriate
nonverbal behavipr;

responding to nonverbal cues from the speaker.

.
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SPEC.IF ICIABELING-OF-FEELINGS-AND-SOURCES.SCALE

LEVEL ONE: The listener does not facilitate the speaker by--

responding to the speaker's stated feelings but ignonnp, the Inurce.s of those
feelings;

;ftmoving speaker away from his immediate concerns irreleunni,
imperso .'s 1, OT abstract issues;

responding to speaker's stated feelings and sources in language that is
TS SpeCifie than the language that the speaker used.

LEVEL TWO: The listener facilitates the speaker by

responding-to;the speaker's stated feelings but matching it to an incorrect
r u pp roprta e source;

reflecting the stated feelings and sources of the speaker using the same or
similar words;

-rehtering on the speaker's immediate conce

LEVEL THREE: The listener facilitate% the speaker by-

responding to the speaker's feelings and sources in language that is more
specific than the language that the speaker used;

f ikusing on those feelings and sources that are most important to the
speaker's immediate concerns;

,
responding to stated,feelings, to Undercurrent feelings, 'ihd to the sourtes
of those' feelings.

ler
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HESPONDING TO-FEELINGS-INCONFLICT SCALE

LEVEL ONE: The listener does not-facilitate the speaker by--

acknowledging the speaker's.feelings in conflict but judging one feeling to be
more right or .wrong than the other, taking sides, or giving advice;

respondingqo onlv one of the speaker'S feelings in Conflict;

4 recognizing the speaker's conflict but rewonXing only to his xillidtionar
conflict or generalizing to examples outside the speaker's personal world.

LEVEL TWO: The listener facilitates the speaker by

responding to the speaker's feolings in conflict but not to the source(s) of
those feelings;

reflecting the speaker's feelings and source(s) in conflict, using the sane
or similar words; A -

4

responding to the speaker's feelings in conflict and their source(s) by using
examples the speaker has described.

LEVEL THREE: The listener facilitates the speaker by27.

a

'

4

responding to the speaker's stated 'feelings in conflict and to the source(s)
of those feelings using language that is more sperifie thin-the language used

- by the speaker;

reiponcring to the impdel of the speaker'svonflict;

responding to undercurrent feelings and solire0(4) that the
but does not clearly state.

Niger
,

'
'

11X.\ .
.

.

peaker implies

A

;
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RESPONDING-TOVALUES SCALE

LEVE4_ ONE: The listener does not facilitate the speaker by--

judging, agreeing with, disagreeing with, or moralizing about the speaker's
values;

ignoring the.speaker's values;

responding to the speaker's values using If'13 specific terms than the speaker
uses or generalizing to examples outside'of the speaker's world.

LEV'EL TWO: The listener facilittes the speaker b1/4j9

reflecting the Stated values of the speaker by using the same or similar
words;

responding to the speaker's values b'ut nat to the feelings assotiated with
them;

using examples that are nieaningful to the speaker.

LEVEL THREE: The listener facilitates thalpeake; by

-

responding pore specifically to-the speaker's values;

responding to thy speaker's stated values and checking out other unlercurrent
values that may be present but not clearly Stated;

respondMg to the feelings associated with the speaker's yafues.

t
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THAINLH (111ALIFICATIQNS

I i is assumed that trainers in this counselor training program are committed to safeguarding
and perpetuating training that contributes to the strengthening of high quality care deliv-
ery systems.

The small-group work must be conducted by a trainer or training team with a trainer-
trainee ratio of one to six. The total training group size may range from six to thirty, with
eighteen or twenty.f our as the optimal large-group size: Every member of the training team
should have

sugcessfully completed the Counselor Training: Short term Client System% Course;

received training for trainers specific to this counseling skills training model;

previous suecessful experiences in counseling situations similar to those that wal be
faced by the trainee population (optimally, in similar work settings);

strong small group process and training skills;

the-necessary resources for back-up -supervision, or access to third party resources
for supervision and/or referral when needed.

Being thus qualified, the trainer will have, firsthand knowledge of tpe training goals, struc-
ture, and developmental learning stages of the course, and will alsa be able to anticipate
and deal with the impact..of the training experience on the trainee.

The trainer is expected to have mastery of the content, concepts, and implementation of
the skills presented in this manual. TWosuccessful trainer (as well as counselor) functions
within a conceptual frameworkone 71.W.thich accounts ior developmental learning as wll as

A intra- and interpersonal dynamics. IT is assumed, therefore, that the trainer's conceptual
framework is in harmony with the theory and objectives underlying this training model.

Having had some successful experiences in helping relationships sim ilar to those in which'
the trainees, are involved in their work settings, the trainer will have personalized knowl.
edge, that he mey share with his trainees at appropriate times. It will blso enable him to
relate 'more effectively to the problems and successes in helpimg relatkfnships that the,
trainees present. 4

..
H/vihg- a strong grasp of small-group process, theory and skills will enable the trainer to,

... create an enviroriment ihat facilitates learning; manage the group climate,,tasks, and prok
.cess; and maintain a purposeful direciion and methodology. Such ability. AVesierilial, since
tile trainaLhas relationships With each member' of the group as well as with the group as a
whole. .

. r ('
. ..

. Acceti to resources ii particulariy essential for beginni4 trainers, but importantwo all
'irainersAegardless of experience. At one, time or anothe;-, we all need someone tp turn to

, for helpsin processing Olg experiences.
... ,
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' Furthermole, the trainer must be functioning at a high level of facilitative effectiveness.
Research by Carkhuff (1969), Aspy (1972), Leiberman, Yalom, et al. (1973), and others
has indicated that trainees gain more from trainers whose functioning is high. Conversely,
the functioning levels of trainees tend to deteriorate or show no increase beyond an,entry
level with trainers whose functioning is low. The implication is that trainers who cannot
perform adequately in human interactions cannot teach others to perform adequately. ln
behavioral terms, this means that the trainer as a teacher must be able to model the skills
he is teaching.

The effective trainer demonstrates competence, confidence, enthusiasm, spontaneity,
flexibility, innovativeness, creativity, an ability to seek help when needed, receptivity to
feedback and input from his -trainees, and a willingness to- learn from what he teaches.
Even though the_ training model is systematie and structured, it is not a completely self-
instructional programmed' learning model. It is the trainer as a high level functioning hu-
man being who makes it work.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The course is basically experiential and occurs primarily in small groups. Each major con-
cept that is introduced is described in a brief mini-lecture diseussion and has explanations
with written practice examples in the Training Manual for Counseling Skills. Participants
learn to recognize and differentiate faCilitative and nonfacilitative counselor responses
througheexscises using a prerecorded stimulus tape and structured rating scales. Partici-
pants then Write their own responses to prerecorded client statements. Finally, participanq
integrate and practice counseling skills in paired interactions with one another. This pro-
cess is called Interpersonal Process Recall and allows each individual to (1) experienoe the4
impact of the helping tools he has learned, (2) incorporate his own.style into his. responses
using new skills, and (3) receive specific feedback about his strengths and weaknesses asa
helper. The interactions are either audio- or videotaped for the purpose of The recall. The
activities are described in mere detail in the section that follows.

COURSE MATERIALS.

Trainer's Manual:

Training Manual for
Counseling Skink ipti,

Audiotape:'_ : A

Evaluation Insiruments:

1.

course background information and guidelines
for course delivery,

explenations and eXercises fdr each'skill area
being learned

*recorded client statements and counselbr
responses for use in skill-building exercises

9P

pre- 'and posttats and guidelines for test .

administration' and_scoring

igiot,!!
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EVALUATION

75 9'

The rnungelur Training. Shurt-ler Client Syx1ems course has been delivered through
the National Institute on Drug Abuse (N IDA) supported National Training System since
January 1973. Since that time, extensiye evaluation of the course has included objective
testing of participant learning and skill acquisition through pre- and posttest procedures;
random sampling of persons in programs where the course has been delivered; evaluation
of participant satisfaction with the course; and a doctoral dissertation- comparing the
training results within a population of university peer counselors and federal employees
having counseling responsibilities with counseling center staff.

Over time, the evaluation procedures used have changed from the originally cumbersome
and t omplex system of rating participant responses in &tape recorded simulated counseling
interaction to the rating, of participant responses to written client statements. (No signifi-
cant differences were found between the two methods.) In all cases, when the conditions
of training were consistent with the requirements outlined in this manual (trainer qualifica-
tions, course structure, etc.) significant changes in the trainee skills were documented. Rat-
ings based 6n the participants' overall satisfaction with the course have been recorded con-
sistently at between 4 and 5 (on a scale where "1" is low and "5" is high).

The response to the cp&se in the field has also been positive. UCLA and Michigan State
University have offered this course for credit. Some states are using the course to meet
tredentialing requirements. Many treatment programs have adopted the course for training
their paid and volunteer Itaff. Over 20,000 copies of the course materials have been
tributed since it was made available to the public.

There are not many significant differences in the characteristics of the various training
populations: 50 percent of the trainees have been male, 50 percent female; approximately
60 percent of the trainees have_hadrat least a B.A. degree, 40 percent have had some col-
lege, a high school diploma or less. The average participant has had about one year of
counseling experience. Participants have been drawn from almost all the states and have
represented countries all over the world.
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COMMENTS ON SCHEDULING

The schedule should be regarded as a guideline, for rime planning,
rather than a rigid timetable. The amount of time risquired for .

individual smlI groups to complete a given module will vary.
More time mat/ be spent on one, less time on another. However,
the trainer must continually be aware of the amount,of material
to be covered in relation to the amount of time available,

lf, due to limitations in time, staff, facilities, etc., a schedule
other than the three mentioned must be 'chosen, the following
guidelines are suggested:

Sessions should not be less than 3 hours.

There should not be fewer than 2 sessions pew/trek
(either 2 half days per week, or 1 full day per week).

the sequence of events must be maintained.

If the tojal time available for training does not allow for the
presentation of all modules in their entirety, the following
information should be considered:

The time designated for IPR Practice is the most important
part of the training. It provides the trainees with the oppor-
tunity to integrate and actually practice the previously
discussed skills, explore their uses and receive feedback
on their performance at a listener/helper. Therefore, it is
important that these modules not be drastically shortened
or omitted.

The problem-solving section of the counseling skills
training is that which is least in need of a trainer's
management. Therefore, the amouht of time actually
spent on this module can be less than what is scheduled.
If the process itself is clearly presented, trainees Can
continue its practice on their own.

TIME

COURSE SCHEDULE

ACTIVITY GROUP SIZE

3 hours UNIT I: COURSE INTRODUCTION
AND OVERVIEW

(I hour) Module 1!

0

Large Group Introduction
and Pretesting

Large

(45 minutes) Module 2: Ice Breakers Large
(15 minutes) Module 3: Introduction to the Helping Large

Relationship
(1 hour) Module 4: Small Group Introduction

and Norm Setting
Small

18 hours UNiT II: EMpATHY

(30 minutes) Module 5: Qefinitions Small
(11/2 hours) Module 6: Owning of Feelings Small
(2 hOurs) Module 7: Responding tO Feelings Small
(11/2 hours) Module 8: Specific Labeling of Small

Feelings and Sources
(11/2 hours) Module 9: Responding to Feelings

in Conflict
Small

(2% hours) Mtdule 10: Owning of Listener Feelings Small
(81/2 hours) Module 11: IPR: Interpersonal ProceSi Small

Recall

6 hours UNIT III: ATTITUDES AND VALUES.

(1 hour) Module 12: Attitudes Small
(2 hours) Module 13: Values Small
(3 hours) Module 14: Interpersonal Process

Recall (Part II)
Small,

6 hours UNIT IV: PROBLEM SOLVING

(5 hours) Module 15: Problem Solving Small
(1 hour) Posttest Large

33 HOURS TOTAL TIME REQUIRED

1 1
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FIVE DAY SCHEtlifl IF

Mayninl 11:30 1200

Disy 1 Course Inuoduction end
Ovary few end Protesting

Defions

(Modules 1 b)

Afternoon 1 00 4 30

Owning nt Fording,

Responding in Footings

(Modules It 7)

DeY 2 Specific Labeling of
'Footings

Responding to Feelings
in Conflict

Nodules 41

Owning of Listenel
F 'Wings

Interpersonal Puioess
Ricoh

(Modules 10 II)

Day 3 Interpersonel Procou
Roca II

IModuN 11)

Dey 4 Attitudes

Responding to Vs hors

1Modutes I? 13)

Dry 5 Problem Solving

IMMuto Is)

_

Inter poisoned Process
Rocall

iModulo I 1)

Intorpoisonal PMCts
Rectal

!Module 14) -

Ploidorn &luny

Posttest

Nodule 15/

IN SEIWICE TRAINING SCHEDULE

TOti abOve schedule may bo laiten l 31.. how blocks of limo and
corsductsid in 10 In service training sewons ors a petiod of 5
weelu with 2 sesimns por work.

1W0 WEEKEND SCHEDULE

F list Wekend

Morning 11.00 12 00 Ahensoon 130 4.30 Evening 7:00 10 00

Introductinn

Frldoy
Over ow"

Pietist

Small Group

_ ^ --
Resposufing to

_

Rnponding to
Intioduction ond Feelings Feelings in
Definitions . Conflict.Saturday
Owning of Fwelings SPeCifit Labeling of

Feelings sod Sources
Owning ot L inane,
Feelings

Empathy Pt act ita Empathy Practice Empathy Prect,iceSundoy
IPR len IPR

&coed Waokend

1-----Saturday

g

.

Reviow Empathy
Skills

Responding to Values
and Attitudes

# Responding to
Values I:hectic*

,1

Respomhng to
Values Pt octice

1111

.
.

isn't toy Prohlom Sotying

-1

NO lern Solving .
.a

. .
Posttest

.
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CHAPTER TWO

WORKBOOK FOR COUNSELING SKILLS

INTRODUCTION

As you use this manual, you will be learning a set of skills and tools that will aid in devel-
oping the helping relationship. You may be refamiliarizing yourself with skills that you
already possess, but we ask that you try out this set of skills, as instructed, so that you can
practice and receive feedback Or) your knowledge and use of this model.

As the pace, of life around us accelerates, we tend to become increasingly lost in facts and
ideas;. the level of feelings is often ignored. Our terms of interaction are "I agree" or "I
disagree." understand," however, is a statement rarely heard. This attempt to under-
stand another person seems to require something very basic: that is,'a desire to understand
and an expression of that desire. We are assuming that you, as a person, do care. The pro-
gram i n which you are about to engage is designed to facilitate your effectiveness as a
helper, to translate your concern into constructive action.

23
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COURSE INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

INTRODUCTION

C.Unit .1 isc-siiito acquaint you with each other arid with the tr aining environment, and
to introduce the course cdntent art methodology; it also includes registration and pre
testing. There are four modules in thqunit:

Module I: Large GrouiVntroduction and Pretesting

Module 2: Ice-Breakers

Module 3: Introduction to the Helping Relationship

Module 4: Small Group.I ntroduction and Norm Setting

Unit I will require about 3 hours p complete.

MODULE 1

LARGE GROUP INTRODUCTION AND PRETESTING

;#44

The pur6ose.of this modUle is to orient you to the training environment (e.g. places to eat,
park, get messages, etc.) and to complete registration and prelest prqcedures.

The pyrpose of the pretist (and posttesa is 'to provide th4 trainers with feedback on their
abiliky to imptirt skikithe tests are' not meant to be used as qvaluations of ttrainees.
Tesrscóres are given only to those participants, requesting then' own,scogres; ttie, are not

,given fib supervisors.

The following space may be tsed. to record any necessary informatio4),

4
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MODULE2

ICE BREAKERS

766

The activities that will be conducted by the trainer during this module will help you be-
come acquainted with the other participants iri the training program, and will serve to
identify them as possible future resources.

In this module, all that s necessary is to follow the trainer's instructions.
.\ \
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MODULE 3

INTRODUCTION TO THE HE4P1NG RELATIONSHIP

767

The purpose of this module is to,acquilint you with the schedule for the course, the ccr-
tent areas to be addressed, and the process by which the skills will be learned. A small
amount of theory pertaining to the helping relationship and its relevance to a concept of
the whole person will be presented. The small groups will also be formed at this time.

Interne) Processes

At fecsIve
(feelings
emotions)

I

Behavioral Processes

(acting out)

Symbolic Processes

Cognitive
(thinking,

valuing)

X I.
Physiological/

Chemicai Processes
(symptoms, body

7 processes, genetics)

Environmental Influences (culture, rural/urban settings,
_ family, etc.)

Figure 1

The helping relationlhip consists of a speaker (the person presenting the problem) and a
listener (the person iCting as helper). The ultimate goal of the helper is to enable the
speaker to reach his own decision concerning a ,0ourse of action that will solve the prob-
lem. The entire helping process has three stages. The first involves empathic listening and
communication elp the speaker get in touch with his feelings.

Secondly, the listener helps the speaker integrate his feelings .about the problem with his
thinking about it: he helps the speaker to consider it with his own values and attitudes.

194
1-3-1
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Thirdly, the listener 'helps The speaker integrate his feelings and values into a problem
solving.process he helps the sPeaker decide ivhal to do about the problem and explores
with him /mu, to go about doing it. Although the stages are not mutually exclusive, (two or
more of the stages may occur at the same time in the interaction) their division into steps
may help clarify some of the complex events you will participate in as a helper. A com-
plete helping relationship would consist Of this entire process, but a speaker may need help
from a listener only for parts of the process. Rememlirr, a person needs-to learn to solve
his own problems.

Graphically, the helping relationship looks like this:

I.

Problem Solving

Exploration of Values

Empathy 4

Figure 2

. -'
EMPATHY

" Being asked to help someone with a serious problem can often. be overwhelming. The
helper should start by listening and responding tszi feelings: This is empathy, and the
emphasis is on feelings.

-11r9111111

,

Feelings are often distrusted and Usually relegated to the shadowy parts of ourselves. We
learn that we should not feel, anger, that we stiot4ld learn to strive for emotiOnal control,
and that those who lose that control are weak. Yet, we know that feelings are real. We
know that they are part iof our pfiysical existence and that they cannot Oe wished away.
We know also that feelings, however mUch they are ignored and distrusted and trampled
upon, will certainly affect our behavior.

A person with a problem has feelings, many of which are hidden away. The helper'sjob is
to enable that persoh to discover .,and understand these feelings. To rectify a problem a
person must first understand his own feelings about it. Then and only then does it make
sense to decide On a course of action designed to solve the problem.

Empathy, the listener's underttanding response to the feelings of the speaker, is important
because it alloOrs the speaker. to feel lafe and:accepted, not judged or condemned because
of 'his feelings. When you as helper respond to a speaker eMpathically, that person will feel
comfOrtable, and will be motivated to continue talking to you and to further explore his
own feelings with you. As you faciljtate both'your own and the speaker's understanding Of

".
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his feelings, you build trust and help the speaker better comprehend his oroble . You will
be learning to listen, to understand, and to communicate.

It is not enough to listen unless you understand whet you've heard.

It is of little use to understand unless you communicate that understanding.

The communication is usefulonly if the information can be applied by the other
person to his decision-making process.

VALUES

After you' have begun to help a speaker clarify his feelings -about a problem, you will also
want to explore the speaker's thoughts about his problem. You will again be listening, un-
derstanding, and communicating, but your focus will be on the aspects of the problem the
speaker sees as positive (rewarding) and those he sees as negative (punishing). The speaker's
values will also play a part in his decision-making process.

PROBLEM SOLVING

Once you have helped 'the speaker clarify his feelings and values ahd attitudes, he is ready
to explore alternatives and solutions to his problem. You can assist this process by under-
standing that decision Making can be effectively accomplished according tb a set of guide-
lines that also incorporates empathic communication. You Will learn to help the speaker
clarify his problem, explore alternatives, plan strategies for change, and test alternatives.

SUMMARY

Feelings are the common ground, values are thehasis for patterns of behavior, and problem
solving offers a process for resolution. The key to the entire helping relationship is to re-
member that you are trying to facilitate the speaker's understanding of his problem and
himself so that in e future he will be able to apply to new situations what he has learned
from this experieh
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In the training pages ahead, our cast of characters (speakers, listeners, givers a d reCeivers
of feedback) will look like this.

1

.and like this

1 9 y
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MODULE 4

SMALL GROUP IN RODUCTION AND NORM SETTING

ADDITIONAL SKILLS

The course offers additional counselin skills; it is not a dogma or catechism of ailinseling
' skills. /

The skills you already possess w I still be effective,when appropriately used. The
CT:STCS course offers more ski Isadditional tools to draw upon; it does not
necessarily replace other technidu , tools, etc.

The most effective way for you t learn new tools is to set aside your old ones.
Attempting to integrate nbw skill before they are completely understood and
practiced often leads to confusion nd frustration, and slows the learning process.
Once the, new skills are thoroughly ac uired, integration can occur.

4' SKILL BUILDING

The course is designed to build co-Unseling skil ; it is not personal therapy for participants.

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

The Course for the most part is experiential.

.The training program is built on the premise' at counselors will not learn to make
more helpful, effective responses by simply k owing what shOuld be done; they
must also be able to do it. This practice will al give you a chance to experience
your impact on others, and others' impact on you.

Training aids include taped discrimination exercises, nd videotapes for use during
feedback (Interpersonal Process Recie.
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SYSTEM OF LEARNING.

The course is structured, systematic and sequenced, It follows a critic.al path that creates.a
, curnalatiue acquisilion of skills in succi.ssive approximation to the tasks required in the real

work environment.

The sequence of concepts presented in training is as follows:

Listening

Understanding

Awareness of the bilateral natureof the counseling relationship

Problem solving

Each step must be completed before moving to the next; each skill is built upon the
skill preceding it.

. 41

6

The cumulative acquisition of skills allows time for evaluation of skill acquisition So
that prerequisite skills can be identified and strengthened if necessary. Small steps
are incorporated not only in the-sequencing of concepts and skills/ but also in the
tasks required of the learner (successive approximation).

' 1-4-2
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7 73
FEEDBACK IN THE SMALL GROUPS

Feedback is a way of helping another person or ourselves consider changing some aspect of
behavior. It is a communication to a person that gives him information about his behavior
and its effect dn others. Feedback lets someone know`Whether or not his behavior is having
the effect he intended; it tells him whether he is on target or not as he strives to achieve his
goals. Good feedback can either confirm behavior by encouraging repetition, or correct it
by encouraging a change in behavior to fit the situation.

, Feedback is a message we get from others. it can be verbal or nonverbal, but it is always a
signala smile, a clenched fist, a facial expression, a body posture, a mutter, a specific
wordthat tells us how we have affected others.

Feedback between you and your felrow group members in this training will be your most
valuable learning ,toot. You need each other to learn. You are both trainee and trainernot
only receiving feedback from other group members about your behavior and skills, but also

vs; giving it to them when it's appropriate. You are each-other's resource people. Try to give
feedback as often as appropriate and feel free to ask for feedback yourself.

-tc,ttitk#

",

,

A N
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Feedback can'be helpful or destructive, useful or useless, depending upon how and when it
is given. You will be more effective as a resource person if you learn and follow some gen-
eral rules for giving helpful feedback. Remember that constructive feedback doesn't refer
only to positive aspects of 's person's behavior or to what we liked-about something some-
one did. Good feedback covers both positive and negative qualities, things we liked and dis-
liked, behavior a pers'on may went to keep and behavior he may want to consider changing.

143
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GUItiELINES FOR FEEDBACK IN THE SMALL GROUPS

1. Give feedback that is intended to help the receiver; do not "dump" or "unload" on someone just
to have something to say.

WHAT NOT TO DO

You know, my
father used to frown
like that and I just
hate it! I always
feel like I'm doing
something wrong.

WHAT TO DO

I didn't even
realize I was
frowning. Let
me see if I can
tell you why.

You tend to
frown a lot when
I'm sperici4. I'm
not sure if it's
because you disagree
with me or because
you're not following,
what I'm saying.

2. Give feedback that describes what the person is doing; do not evaluate him as a person.

You .stupid,
inconsiderate,
chauvinist pig!

WHAT NOT TO DO.

Giver

Receiver

1-4-4

WHAT TO bo

You've cut me off
several times in the
middle of a sentence,
and taken over the.
discussion.

I didn't realize
thai I was doing
that!..,

2 0 i
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3. Give feedback that is specific with clear and recent examples; do not be vague or general.

WHAT NOT TOPo

Yeah, your
reactions have/
been pretty good.

Giver

What

reactions?
When?
What's go4
about them?

Receiver

WHAT TO DO

I especially liked
the way you picked up
on the anger tn that
person's voice just now.

Ile must have

heard some anger
too. I think I did
the right thing.

4. Give feedback. that is well-timed, as soon after the behavior as possible; do not give feedback if
the receiver doesn't seem ready to hear it.

WHAT NOT TO DO

I can see that
youl.e crying and
in pain, but
why don't you
explain why
iyou did that again.

. Roosiver

4
1-45 204,r)
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WHAT TO DO

Wait until the
receiver can hear
or accept the
feedback.
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5. Give feedback in appropnalt. tioses. Do not' give more than the receiver can process at one time.

WHAT NOT TO DO

I think you need
to talk more loudly,
look directly at the
person, stop smoking
to much, use complete
sentences, be more
sure of yourself
and .not be so nervous.

Giver

Receiver

WHAT TO DO

Vtiii have a tendency
to riot look directly
at rue uhen you're
talking to me. I feel
uneornfAtable alwut
that.

6. Give feedback that is directed toward behavior that.the receiver can reasonably be expected to
do soinething about.

WHAT NOT TO DO

Your soft voice
irritates m'e, I
wish you didn't
have it.

Receiver

WHAT TO DO

You speak very
softly and it is hard to
hear you. Could you
talk a little louder?

I can understand
that and I can
try to work on it.

03
1-4-42
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7. Give feedback that can be checked with the receirer to ensure clear communication.

WHAT NOT TO DO

Your juxtaposition
porndoxical.roncepts

has me at tgxel and
nines.

Giver

Receivw

WHAT TO DO

,, e I,

You tend to jump
arbund from one.ided
to anodic.. and I'm

..hattin4 trouble folloOrig
you. Could you
paraphrase that for'
me so-J know that
you understand'A

8. Give feedback describingithe effect that the receiver's behavior has on you. Avoid asking "wh

.11

WHAT NOT TO DO

V.

Giver

Gee, I don't
know. It's just
something I do.

You're always
twiddling your
thumbs. Why.,in the
world do youir.f.eP
doihg that?

Receiver

S.

WHAT TO DO

twiddling your
thumbs and I get
distracted a lot
by it.

Oh. I guess I do
that out of
neri)ousness.
try to be More
aware of it.

1-4-7 204
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9. Give feedt)ack -dire.ol% and with real feeling.

WHAT NOT TO DO .

Oh, I guess the
exercise went Pretty
well.

Giver

Receiver

"

WHAT TO DO

0

That really
makes me feel
good. I wao worried
that I was confusing
everyone.

77

I really appreciated
the way you gave
clear idstruetions for
the exet-cise.

10. Give feedback that can be checked with the group for accuracy and validity.

C.

This one is hard to draw. It means that you
gather as -many opinions as possible to help
determine if the feedback`is appropriate and
useful.

1-4-8
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UNIT II

EMPATHY
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77

Unit II is designed to improve your ability to (1) listen and hear the message being com-
municated by a speaker (client); (2) understand that message.in terms of both the stated
and the implied feelings and the sources of ttiose feelings; and (3) respond to the stated
and implied feelings.

The unit also includes a module in which you will examine your own feelings when inter-
'acting with a client and explore how those feelings can both impede and facilitate the help-
ing protets.

Empathy *ills will be imparted through a series of structured exercises and practiced in-
speaker/listener role plays.

There are seven mbdules in Unit I I:

Module 5:

AI Module 6:

Module 7:

Module 8:

Module 9:

Module 10:

Module 11:

Definitions

Owning of Feelings

Responding to Feelings

Specific Labeling of Feelings am) Sources

Responding to Feelings in Conflict-

Owning of Listener Feelings

Interpersonal Process Recall

This unit will require about 1.8 hours to complete.

. 206
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MODULE 5

DEFINITIONS

In this first section of the training program we will focus on one way people respond to the
world they live .in, namely with feehngs or affect. Both words mean the same thing. In
order to look at feelings, it is important that we define some of the concepts people often
coqfuse with feelings, such as "situations," "symptoms," and "sources.," Throughout this
manual., terms will be defined as they are intended for use within this trainipg model.

P

Definition 1

:

Situations are the events, settings, times, places, and people
. that make up an experience or story.

My friend just gave me a gift. It's all
evnapped up with a big bow on top.

This morninf
I woke up and
my bird was
deo&

"'
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Definition 2 .

,

I,
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7e1
Sympiorns are the physiological responses (i.e., thinip
your body does) or behaviors-that are your nonverbal

Vreactions to a situation.

You smile.

Your stomach
has butterflies.

Your mouth hangs open.

208

You cry.

e

Your heart big s
hard,
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Can yott think of some more? ( You dOn't have to draw them.) Share the list with your
group andlexplyid your own list from input made by other group members:

a.

4,Definition 3
owf

Feelings. are the eMotions that are. experienced by us in
a givei situation, and that we describe ith word labels.

Thus labeled, we have a feeling, and we can react to that feeling,
understand it, examine it, and try to change it if we-wish.

flituatkm:
You've just been
given present.

1

SYmPirni
At mkes you smile.

Feel*:
It rrAes you feel happy.
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.A few more feeling labels are. angry, sad, disappointed, excited.:Can you think of others?

°Take time in your group to have each person make a list of "feeling" words. Put a plus (+)
beside each 'positive feeling Word and a minus ( ) bes i de each negative word. Then share
your list with your group. Make your list of "feeling" ords (labels) here:

7(a.

a

'94

11-5-4
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I19w that wi know about feelings, we can consider where they come from.

Definition 4 Sources are the concerns, situations, or persons that have
stimulated the feeling.

Oue feelings are a response or reaction to something in our experiAce. We don't just sud-
denly and for no reason have a feeling walking down the street; feelings hpve sources. It is
just as important to recognize what those sources are as it is to know that we" have feelings.

If you think you see a -similarity between "sources" and "situations," you are right. Our
feelings can be caused by (H. eVentr, Places, people, or other things outside ourselves, or
(2) by something inside ourselves, such as physical discomfort or pleasure, fantasies, or
eVen another feeling! Have you ever felt selfish and'then felt guilty about feeling that way?

Let's look again at our happy friend and examine the source of her feelings.

Situation:
She has just been
given a gift.

SYrnptom:
She smiles,

'She feels happy.

Source:
Someone gave her
a present,

I

, The following Solf-Eximination Example (S.E.E.) may be used to check your understand- s

ing of the terms just defined (The answs that You give and the answeriprovided ir this'
manual should be thought of is "appropriate" rather than "correct")

5.
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I was walking !lime last
night and I decided to take
a short cut through the

alley. I t was dark and
cloudy, so I was walking
pretty fast, when all of a
ludden thu guy popped-oil
in front of me. Man, did I
ever. jump! My heart was
bOating away and I started
to sweakThen he,said in a
really mian voice, "Hold
it right there! Hand me
your wallet, or IV blow

your biains out!" I was
really terrified.

S.

,
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S.E.E. 1 ANSWERS

Situation:

SymPtoms:

Feelings:

Source:

The Bourre oimy feelinfs Was?

nighttime, alley, robbery, etc.

jumping, heart thumping, sweating, etc.

terrified, scared, frightened, etc.

being robbed, geiting shot, fantasizing about being killed, etc.

1,
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S.E.E. 2

Hy girlfriend and I had a
fight last mght about her
teeing ether guys. I UM

trying to understand but
my stomach was just tied
in knots. There were a
couple of fifties I thought
I was goalia throw up. It
felt like I whs gettin,g pulled
ut IWO direction. at once.
Part of me was really hurt
by the thought of losing .her
and part of me was cbnfu.sed
about what to do.

IVA

.
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S.E.E. 2 ANSWERS

Situation.
Symptoms:

Feelings:.

Sour's:

my girlfriend,told me the wants to date other guys

stomach in knoti, nauseous, being pulled two directions

hurt, cOnftised, angry, rejected, worried, etc:

the idea of losing my girlfirend, wanting to understand
and do the right thing

9.

I.
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MODULE 6

OWN-ING OF FEELINGS

The first step in the helping relationship is to help the speaker clarify and explore how he
feels about his problem. We haje already discpssed how feelings are interwoven with our
total experiencefeelings affect behavior and are, in, turn, affected by the situatidns in
which We. find ourselves. If a person comes to you for help, it is probably because he is
having problem and is experiencing some generally bad feelings about it. Helping him

- understand his feelings and how they are connected to his problem will eventually give him
the freedom to make decisions that will make him feel better, In order to accomplish this
first step, the helper must "tune in" enough to the speaker's communication to be

sable to sort out the meaning from the story, the feelings fro)", the facts. The helper met
learn to be's true listener.

There's another important reason for learning to listen for the speaker's expression of
feelings. The listener can't begin to help a speaker understand, sort out, and deal with his
feelings if the speaker doesn't know he's experiencing feelings, or even denies having feel-
ings at all. Your first real task as a listener may be.to help the speaker to recognize and
then- accept his feelings. On the other hand, if the speaker is already aware .of his feelings
and 'what is causing them, you won't have to srPend lots of time helping him get in touch
with what's going on. You can begin helping him clarify, explore, and understand. his
feelings.

Your first job as a listener during the empathy phase of the helping relationship is to listen
carefully to the feelings that the speaker is expressing, in order to determine how well he is
owning them. Pwning feelings is the extent to which the speaker

recognizes aqd expresses verbally (UM word labels for) his immediate teeliilgs;

describes where his feelings come from;

accepts ownership and responsibility for his feelings.
Y

In order to assess' bow much a speaker rs owning feelings; it is essential to have a clear,idea
of what it sounds like When somlione is or is not owning feelings. Also, it's important to
practice listening to the expression of feelings without ihinking about solutions or advice
or what to say next.

We think it will help to learn these skills through a training aid called a "wale." Atter
reading the following *scale and listening carefully to some taped examples'of a speaker:s
statements, you should be able to determine which speaker will need the most help In
getting In touch with his feelings.

4
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OWNINO-OrFEELINGS SdALE*

LEVEL ONE: The speaker doss not ovin his own feelings by.

denying his feelings or (molding discussion of them;

detaching himself from his feelings, and describing them as though they are
not part of himself but come from outside himself, or are forced on him by
other people or situations;

1
minimizing feelings or talking about them in an abstract or superficial manner.

LEVEL TWO: The speaker attempts to own his feelings by

describing his feelings in a vaguemanner, or distancing them by using past'or
future terms;

acknowledging his feelings but discussing them in an intellectual or
philosophical manner;

stating his feelings without clearly linking them to a source.

LEVEL THR . The speaker owns and takes responsibility for his own feelings
by

identifying his immediate (here and now) feelingl clearly and genuinely;

expressing the in)efisity of his feelings;

specifying the source of his feelings.

Briefly,

Level 1 is "oin there in the ozone."

Level 2 is a "head trip."

Level 3 is "gut level."

%.1

Mow that you have studied the kale of feelings,
'try another self-examination;axample to check -

Nviur understanding Of this section.

217
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S.E.E.3

For each of these statements, check the appropriale level of owning of feelings...

Statementl

Statement2

My girlfriend and, I broke lip last week. We'd
been going together for almost two years,and
then Me met some other guy. I think she was
looking for kicks or something. I really don't
care though. I'm not going to let it bother me.

I'm really depressed about my girlfriend's
breaking up with me last week. It hurt me a lot.
She dr-opped me for another guy. I'm redly angry
at her for deserting me that way. It makes Me
feel ltke I'm inade uate. 7

Check one:

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Statement3

I was bummed last week over my girlfriend. fl/e;c1
heels pretty dose for over Iwo years, then she siarts
seeing someone else. But I suppose that breaking up,
even though it hurt at the time, is batter than staying
with someone you'll always be fighting with.

Check one:

Levell

Level2

'Levei3

11-8-3 218
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S.E.E. 3 ANSWERS

' 1. This is a Level One. the speaker denies having any feelings about his break-up, for
example, "I really don't care though:" He even detaches feelings further by saying,
"I'm nor going to let it bother me," as though his feelings were a salesman he could
close the door on.

2. This is a Level Three. The Ispeaker clearly identifies his here and now feelings; for
example, he uses the fee 'rig labels'hurt," "depressed," "angry," and "inadequate."
He also specifies the so rce of his feelings, "my girlfriend's breaking up with me"
and "deserting me that way."

3. This is a Level TWo. The speaker destribes his feelings vaguely ("bummed"), dis-
tances his feelings by saying "was bumMed" and "it hurt at the time," and then in-
tellectualizes his feelings by saying, "breaking up is better than staying with someone
you'll always be fighting with."

Taped Exercise

Now, let's practice applying the Owning-of-Feelings Scale using the tape recorder.
There's one slight difference. Instead of reading the examples, you will listen to
them. You tan clerive a lot of information about the level at which a person is own-
ing his feelings from listening to his voice. Is the voice happy, sad, loud, soft, halting,
angry? Actually, an- apology is in order, because when you're listening to a tape re-
corder, you can't look at the person who's talking, and consequently you miss a lot
of nonverbal cues (facial expressions, gestures, body postures).

As you listen to the speaker, it will help you assess the owning-of-feelings level if
you ask yourself some basic questions about what you have heard. Here is a check-

1111111 s list to use as a guide in your rating: .

What specific feelings did the speaker label?

Are his feelings something thathe sees as part of.him, or are they "out

104 there in the ozone"?.

Did the speakbr deny feelings, or avoid talking about them?

Is the speaker minimizing feelings by saying "sort of" or "a little"?

Is the speaker owning his immediate feelings or is he putting them as far
... away as possible by talking about them in the past tense?

What intensity do you hear in the speaker's tone of voice?

Does the speaker relate hit feelings to a source or are they free-floating?

Does the speaker intellectualize or philosophize ibout his feelings?

If the speakeris owning his feelings, are there any other feelings you can
detect that aren't being specifically talked about?

41,111

411.1111111'
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MODULE 7

RESPONDING TO FEELINGS

Now that you've learned and practiced the skill of listening to and understanding what a
speaker is saying about his feelings, the next task is to learn how to respond to a speaker's
feelings. Remember what was said earlier: 1111 is of little use to understand unless von
communicate that understanding.

The first skill to master is discrimination between's listener statement that responds.to the
sneaker's feelings and (1) a listener statement that responds to situational information br
facts, (2) a listener statement-that is judgmental, and (3) a listener statement that suggests
a solution to the speaker's problem.

Definition 5 A situational response is any response that responds only
to the facts or story of the speaker's situation and ignores
the feelings that the speaker is expressing.

My parents have been fighting
and it really hurts me to watch it.

It sounds like
your parents
fight a lot.

f

In the firstresponse, the listener responds to his own situation, without even considering
the speaker's statement. In the second imponse, he responds only to the speaker's situa-
tion.

11-7-220



Definition 6

A-

A judgmental regponie is any response that agrees or disagrees
with the speaker's feelingi, or criticizes the speaker because of
his feelings.

My parent, have been fightiryi
and it really hurts me to watch it.

Don 't let a bother
you. My parents fight
too.

1

In both his responses, the listener criticizes the speaker for having her feelings, as though
she's wrong to feel hurt by seeing her parents fight.

Definition 7 A solution response is any response in which the listener (1) ad-
vises the speaker what to do about his problem, or (2) seeks in-
formation from the speaker about what he thinks Ire should do.

My parents have been *hung
and it really hurts me to watch it.

What're you
gonna do?

Why don't you suggest
that they get some
counseling? It nicht help
to resolve their problem.

Both of the listener's responses are solution-oriented. He is looking ahead to some resolu-
tion of the speaker's problein, but is rhissing her immediate pain.

11-7-2
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Solution alternatives are part of the problem solving process, which will he covered later in
this manual. Solution-oriented responses are inappropriate now since they do not respond
to feelings. Besides, a listener who comes up with a quick solution at this point in the help
ing relationship may not even be addressing the real issue and may prevent the speaker
frdm reaching itl

KSTOP
list of feeling words. It is the feelings a speaker
If you want to, go back to Definition 3 and your

presents that are of interest to us in this skill,
and it is the listener's response to those feelings
that we are now going to concentrate on.

Your primary objective as a listener at this stage is to communicate to the speaker that you
heard his feelings, understand them, and atcept them. You should communicate in a way
that allows the speaker to mtin his feelings: that is, accept them as valid, understand them,
and deal with them.

Definition 8 A sympathetic response is a response in which the listener
communicates to the speaker that he feels sorry for him.
A response that says "Aw gee, that's too bad," implies
that the speaker cannot do anything abput his situation,
and that the listener is somehow above the speaker,

NOTE: This is not a
helpful responses
it does not facilitate
the speaker's under-
standing of and
dealing with his
feelings.

41.
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Defintion 9

a.

Definition 10

01 1, V* 010

4

7 9
An empathic rersponie is a responr in which the listener
communicates to the speaker that he understands, accepts,
and can relate to the speaker's feelings. Responding in this
way places the listener and the speaker in equal, sharing
roles.

NOTE: This is a helpful
response: it
facilitates the
speaker's under-
standing of and
dealing With his
feelings, and also
helps to build trust.
The speaker knows
the listener cares
about his feelings.

Responding to feelings is the process whereby the listenir
hears the speaker's feelings and gives them back in a posi-
tive reflective statement that lets the speaker 'know that
the listener has heard his feelings. He "mirrors" what he
has heard.

My parents have been figh ffng
and it really hurts me to watch it.
can't seem to do anything to help.

("Ct sounds
like you feel
hurt.

I hear you saying Youths,
hurt, but iaisp get the
feeling you're pretty frustrated.

11-7-4
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ROth responses ado positive reflective statements.

4

1 . Positive nylective statements can bring the speaker's vaguely expressed feelings into
clearer fogiri. They can even help the speaker's owning of feelings by enabling him
to hear thili feelings he has'expreseed and to recognize them as his own.

2. Some.wap of starting a positive reflective statement are: "I hear your. . .," "I hearyou say*. . .," "It sounds like you. . .," "What I'm hearing is.. .," "You sound...,"
etc:

3. Note that the listener could have said, "That must be painful for you,"showing he
has really heard her by being atile to match "hurt" with another label.

In the first response, the listener has mirrored the.speaker's feeling label "hurt." In the
second, he is also picking up a feeling the speaker is not stating with specific labels, but isimplying"frustration."

Definition 11 Indercurrents are emotions the speaker may be experienc-
ing that he has not yet actually ownedfeelings that are
still rumbling around in the speaker beneath the surface
that he has not yet labeled or even discovered..

In the last example, the second response labeled an undercurrent feeling. Can you go backair find the feeling that fits this deecription? Being able to detect undercurrents and com-municate them back to the speaker is a very useful and ficilitative tool. The listener is
responding to the total communication of the speaker: what is said and what is implied. It
helps the speaker to examine his feelings more clearly and closely. Reflecting undercur-
rents can also help a speaker who isn't owning his feelings, or who* having trouble doingso.

You can get clues as to what labels to put on these undercurrents by-

1. imagining yourself in the speaker.'s position and trying to guess what he might be
, feeling;

2. trying to get a picture of what he is describing and then labeling with "feeling"
words what he might be experiencing;

3. paying attention to nonverbal cues and putting labels on those emotions the speaker
is showing you but not talking about.
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CAUTION: Remember that you as a listener are trying to help

the speaker talk about what he is feeling. It is not
your job to tell the speaker what he should feel, or
to tell him what you would feel if you were in his
position. Nothing turns a speaker off more quickly
than having his own, true feelings taken away from
him, or having feelings that aren't his forced on
him. When you respond to undercurrent feelings,
your positive reflective statement should be clearly
tentative to allow the speaker to own or discover
those undercurrent feelings. Some ways of check-
ing out undercurrents are to say "I wonder if
you're also feeling.. . .," "I'm also picking up
some. . "It ieems likeithere also may be. ..,"
etc.

Maybe a story Will be more helpful. You know how sometimes you walk up to a mirror
and look at yourself and say, "Is that really me?" For sure it is. the mirror can't .make
anything up; it can just reflect what is there. Well, a good listener is like a good mirror. In
fact, a good listener is better, because he cic, give you objective verbal feedback too.

I feel angry,
'but /also have
tears in my eyes.

A Listening Mirror

I didn't ge-t.--s*

asked to the dance
by ray (Poyfriend.
That makes me

angry.

11-7-6

I hear you
being really
angry, but it
also looks like
you$1t hurt.

Regular

Mirror
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Now that you have had all these' definitions, more pictures and more wordy explanations,
you should have a strong enough foundation to understand the Reilmruliniz-lt)-Feelingq
(k.T.F.) Scale.

RESPONDING-TO-FEELINGS SCALE

LEVEL ONE: The listener does not facilitate the speaker by

denying speaker's feeliogs, putting them down, ridiculing, judging, or
offering quick solutions; -

responding only to the facts, the situation, or the storyline;

ignoring the speaker's feelings.

LEVEL TWO: The.listener facilitates the speaker by

reflecting the stated feelings of the speaker, using the same or similar
words;

f

maintaining nonverbal behaviOr that i attentive to the speaker;

accepting the speaker's feelings by being nonjudgmental.

LEVEL THREE: The listener facilitates the speaker by

responding tO stated feelings and to undercurrent feelings that the
speaker has implied but has not clearly stated;

acknowledging the intensity of the speaker's feelings with appropriate
nonverbal behavior;

responding to nonverial cues from the speaker.

11-7-7
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The examples below should help you learn how to rate'the ent levels in the
Responding-to-Feelings Scale.

R.T.F. Level 1

..111 my friends are smoking maripiana
and I'm seared to try It. But it seems like
when I don't use it,
my friends don't
like to be
around me.

/ Well, ya know, it's not a
I dangerous drug. Why don't

This listener is responding at a Level One. He has not recognized any feelings the speaker
stated, but instead, he has responded to the situation. He also gave the speaker advice as a,
quick solution. Most likely, the speaker would be turned off.

R.T,F. Level 2

All my friends are smoking marijuana,.,
and Pm scared to try it. But its ems Ii
when I don't use it,
my frjeOs don't.
like pi b e

arousig4m...

It sounds like you'i-e
pretty scared.

This listener is responding at a Level Two. He has reflected (remember the mirror) the
stated feeling of the speaker (scared), and done so in a nonjudgmental way. (Note( The
opposite of nonjudgmental is judgrnAntal. eximple of a judgmental response is:
"You're pretty dumb to be that scared." This is not a helpful response; it is a punishing
response.)

11-7-8
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R.T.F. 41.1 3

.411 my friends are smoking marijuana
and Pm scared to try it. But it.seems
like itihen I don't use it,
my friends don
like to be
around me.

sounds like you're scared,
but I also hear you being

pretty lonely y

-(,
nou

_-----
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This listener is responding at a Level Three. He has responded to the speaker's stated feel-
ings (scared) and labeled additional implicit feelings (undercurrents going on in the speaker
that he hasn't labeled) in the speaker's statement (loneliness).

Taped Exercise

You are ready now to practice applying the Responding-to-Feelings Scale. Lisien
to the examples on the tape recorder. You will hear a speaker presenting a problem.
This will be followed by three separate listener responses that you will 134 asked to
rate according to the R.T.F. Scale. You will repeat this process twice, and then you
will be asked to make your own response to some prerecorded speaker statements.
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This is an extra practice for people who would like to reevaluate themselves on their
discrimination when respondihg to feelings. If you don't need it, skip it.

. -

The following presents a speaker's proklem 'and the three responses demonstrating dif-
ferent levels of responding to the speaker's fOolings.

Wow, rm really uptight. no been going
with th6 girl for six moltths and I want to
break off the relatioriship but I just don't
know how. I'M really confused a) nd when I
tried to talk to my old man abbot it, he
just shook his head'and turned on the 71V.

Fill in these blanks before going on to the responses:

111.111
1. The speaker's situation is

.%

.;Ittod

2. The speaker's stated feelinsjs are
/1.

8. .

b.
f

3. The speaker's implied feelings (undercurrents) are

a. C.

b. d.

1.1-7-10
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4. Response A:

Why don you tell her
you've just met someone
else?

Which of the following answers describes this response? The listener

a: responds to stated feelings of the speaker, mirroring the same words with similar
' words;

b. denies speaker's feelings by' putting speaker down, giving advice, ridiculing or
coming up with quick solutions:.

c. accepts the speaker's feelings (doesn't state or imply that the speaker has the
wrong feelings or that the feelings are unimportant);

d. both a. and c.

5. Response B:

You say youths involved in a relationship
that you don't know how to get out Of.

Which of thempswers describes this response? The listener

s. doesn't respond to speaker's feelings;

b. gives quick solutions;

c. responds to facts and information;

d. all of the above.

1,1-7-11 230
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6. Response C:

I hear you saying that you are really
confused. I'm also wondering if you'iv feeling
hurt and retected because your father didn't pay
attention to you.

t:

On what level is Response C? The listener--

a. denies speaker's feelings by coming up with a quick solution;

b. responds only to the storyline and ignores stated feelings;.

c. tesponds to the Speaker's stated feelings, and picks up some undercurrents,
"hurt and rejected."

Mo. to,

KY/

S.E.E.. 4 ANSWE RS

1. not knowing how to break off with his girlfriend and being ignored by his father

,2. (ie.) uptight

(b.) confused

3. afraid, anxious, rejected, lonely, helpless

4. (b.) The listener comes up with a quick solution.

5. (c.) The listener responds only to the speaker's situation.

6. (c.) The listener responds to the speaker's stated feeling (confused) and picks up.
on undercurrent feelings of hurt and rejection.

2

11-7-12
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MODULE 8

SPECIFIC LABELING OF FEELINGS AND SOURCES
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In the module entitled "Responding to Feelings," %we likened a good listener to a good
mirror, reflecting the speaker's feelings so that he can recognize, understand and begin to
deal with them. In this module, you will learn skills to help polish that "listening mirror"
well enough to give the speaker an even clearer reflection of his feelingt.11y focusing on
the speaker's feelings that are most. important to his immediate concern, (ging specific
language, and linking the feelings to their source, your response will help the speaker sort
out and clarify his feelings and identify exactly where they come from.

There are three parts to this skill: (1) responding to sources of feelings; (2) specifically
labeling feqlings and sources; and (3) focusing on feelings most important to the speaker;
we'll take them one at a time.

Definition 12 Responding to sources of feelings means respondir g to
the concern, situatidn, or people that have stimulatat the
speaker's feelings.

Remember that one of the gauges indicating how clearly the speaker owns his feelings is
whether he identifies the sOurce of his feelings. As a listener, your task will be to respond
not only to the speaker's feelings but also to their source.

It sounds like you'iT really
worried about your brother's
drinking. I'm wondering if you
also feel'confused about how
to help him.

I'm really worried about my
brother. lle drinks every day now
and he's just not himself anymore.
I wish I knew how to talk to him.

1141 23 c)
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The listener has correctly reflected the speaker's worry about his brother's drinking so
much. NOtice too that the listener picked up on an under'current feeling ("confused") and
tied it to a soutce ("how to help him"). Reflecting undercurrent, feelings is even more help

ful if you can include the aource in your response.

Dglinition 13

I

Specific labeling of feelings and sources fheans responding
to the speaker's feelings and sources using language that is
.precise, clear, and specificnot vague, abstract, and general.

This helps the listener to bring the speaker's vague descriptions into cleaeer focus.

It sounds like you feel
kind of bad about that.

.

It sounds like you feel really
disappointed about getting pOor
grades and worried that you might
not get accepted to college.

I'm really bummed about my grades.
guess 1 canjust write off college.

A

est

In his first response, the listener labeled the ,speaker't feeling and source with the general,

vague words "bad" and "that." He even said "kind of" when the speaker owned the in-
tensity cif her feeling by saying "really."

In the second response, the listener has used specific labels (disappointed, worried) to,
reflect back the speaker's vague feeling ("bummed") and has Used specific language to .;

respond to thesource.

1,
.t.

23t3
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Here are some good examples of both abstract and specific words:

Vague, abstract, general

blah

bummed out

hassled

bad

upset

good

Can you think of mort?

Spec i f ic

frustrated

disappointed

angry

lonely

worthless

excited

There is a DO NOT in the specific labeling. DO NOT say: itind of, a little, sort of...."
These words minimize the feeling you are !Opting, and therefore are not specific enough.
(Question: I's your "kind of" the same as what another person means by "kind of. .

Be especially careful not to combine these words with feeling words thatare not specific.

HELPFUL HINT: Some feelings can be labeled by different words
that mean almost the same thing but that vary in -

degree (intensity). We call these related words a
continuum. For instance, consider angry and sad.

ANGRY annoyed irritated disgusted furious

SAD dejected melancholy depressed despondent

Cap you think of others?

1ill6
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If you can learn a larger vocabulary of feeling words, most likely your specific labeling will
improve.

Definition 14 Focusing is concentrating on those feelings and sources
that are most important to the speaker's immediate (here
and now) concern.

Obviously, you, as listener, won't help the speaker if you respond in a way that moves him .44

away from his immediate concerns to other topics that have no bearing on his personal
feelings. At other times, the speaker may describe several feelings and sources in the same
statement. You will be very helpful to him if your response focuses on those feelings that
are most important to his immediate concern.

ffou say you 're worried about being
pregnant.. Is your boyfriend pressuring
you to get an abortion?

Sounds like you really worriti about
disappointing your parents by getting pregnant. . . .

ic

I think I'M pregnant, I'm really
worried about what my parents
will think.

In his first response, the listener responds to the speaker's feelings, but tries to move to a
topic that is irrelevant to what the speaker is saying about her parents. In the second re-
sponse, the listener focuses on those feelings and sources that sound most important to
the ipeaker's immediate concern ("worried about disappointing your parents").

es 23(j 1
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S.E.E.5

In the listener's response, underline with one line the specific label, and with two lines
the source.

Alan, I don't know what my wife is
gonna say about this. . . . I just got fired
for being late again. I'm really upset. I'm
chicken to go home.

a.

You say you really feel anxious
about telling your wife you got fired
and worried that she'll be disappointed
in you.

S.E.E.5 ANSWERS

You should have underlined "anxiou's" and "worried" for the specific labeling of feel-
ings and placed two lines under "telling your wife you, got fired" and "she'll be disap-
Pointed in you."

Look now at the Specific-Labeling-of-Feelings-and-Sources Scale.

236
1145 a
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SPECIFIC-LABELING-OF-FEELINGS-AND-SOURCES SCALE

LEVEL-ONE: The listener does not facilitate the speaker by

responding to the speaker's stated feelings bt.4 ignoring the sources of those
feelings;

moving the speaks_ away from his irnmediate concerns to irrelevant,
impersonal, or aWfact issues;

-r.tsonding to speaker's stated feelings and sources in language that is
less specific than the language that the speaker used.

LEVEL TWO: The listener facilitates the speaker by

responding to the speaker's stated feelings but matching it to an incorrect
or inappropriate sou rce

reflecting tf4stated feelingi and sources Of the speaker using the same or
similar words; -1

centering on the speaker's immediate concern. .

LEVEL THREE: The listener facilitates the speaker by

responding to the speaker's feelings and sources in language that is moir
specific than ihe language that the speaker used;

focusing on those feelings and sources that are most important to the
speaker's immediate concerns;

responding to stated feelings, to undercurrent feelings, and to the sources
of those feelings.

11-8-6
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IMPORTANT REMINDER:

Taped Exercise

.1a

The levels on this scale are NOT the same as the
levels on the Responding-to-Feelincjs Scale. In this
scale, if only the speaker's feelings are labeled, the
listener is at a Level One. H. must alw label the
sources in order to be at a Level Two. In order to
be at Level Three, the listenerimust specifically
lobe, th feelings, match them with the appropriate
sources, and respond to undercurrent feelings and
SOU MOS .

Listen to the tape recorder. You will hear a speaker presenting a concern, and then
three ways a listener might respond. Make sure you understand the example before
you move on. After four sets of practice ratings according to the Specific-Labeling-
of-Feelings-and-Sources Scele, you will be asked to write your own responses to
some prerecorded speaker statements.

4

S.E.E. 6

If you're still confused, try this; if not, skip it.

I played poker last night and really played
well. I woof a lot of money from some really
good players. I'm really pleased with myself,
except that I burned my best friend on a
conple of hinds. He ended up losing i tot
of dough to me. I feel kind of bad about
that. I guess I was pretty ruthless the way I
baited him just to get his money in the pot.'

11184 ?38
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Fill in the following before ruling the responses:

1. What two feeling labels did the.speaker use?

a.

b.

2. What are the sources for each of these feelings?

a.

b. I

3. What were the feelings and sources most important to the speaker's concern?

4. Response A:

You say that you feel
pleased about winnin g at
poker but troubled because
your friend lost a 14'4 of
mon4y to you.

What level of responding is this?

2 3 (4)

1148
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5. Response El:

I hear you saying (hut you Vs! [many
thrdled and pleased with yourself for
playing poker well bat alw that you
feel sorry thnt it way tet yOut friend's
expense. I'm wondering if you feel guilty
because you think you ruthlessly baited
your friend.

What level of responding is this?

6. Response C:

. 4.. .

,

I hear you feeling-really excited but I'm
also hearing some guilt.

What level of responding is this?

240. r.

11-8-9
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S.E.E. 6 ANSWERS

1. (a.) really pleased

(b.) kind of bad

2, (a.) playing well

(b.) ruthlessly baiting his friend

3. feeling guilty for being ruthless

4..1.

e

4. Level Two. The listener reflects the stated feelings and sources using words similar
to those used by the speaker.

5. Level Three. The listener uses specific labeling to respond to the speaker's feelings
("thrilled," "pleased," "sorry") and sources ("playing poker well," "that it was at
your friend's expense") and responds to an undercurrent feeling and source ("guilty
because you ruthlessly baited your friend").

6. Level One. The listener specifically labels one of the speaker's stated feelings ("ex-
cited") and even picks up on an undercurrent ("guilt"), but does not respond to any
sources of feelings.

211
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MODULE 9

RESPONDING TO FEELINGS IN CONFLICT

By this time, you've learned a lot of skills to help the speaker own his feelings, clarify
them, and understand where they come from. The job is not complete, however, until the
speaker can explore his feelings more deeply and reach an even greater understanding of
the effessof his feelings on each other and his total experience.

In our definition of sources we learned that situations irt which we'are involved are often
the source of our feelings and that sometimes one feeling can cause another feeling. This
often happens when a speaker is experiencing two or more conflicting feelings at the same
time and about the same thing. For example, he may be excited and enthusiastic about a
new fob, but also unsure of himself and worried that he won't do well. These two simul-
taneous feelings also serve as the source for another set of feelings: confusion or indecision
about taking that new job. Sometimes this additional feeling is the one that he is most
aware of. Feelings of confusion, indecision, pressure, frustration, etc. can often be over-
whelming and hinder the speaker's ability to sort out all the underlying reasons for these
feelings. This complicates matters for him and makes it difficult for him to make decisions
or change his behavior.

In this module, you will learn to refine your listening and responding skills in order to help
the speaker deat with the problems created by his conflicting feelings.

There are, three things to be aware of when dealing with a speaker who is experiencing a
conflict of feelings: the situational conflict, the feelings arising from that situation, and the
impact of the conflict on the speaker.

Example:

I want to quit my job, because I can't
stand working for that S.O.B. any longer.
I need to get out, but there's no place to
go. I've looked around for jobs, but this
towp's dry. It gets me down to look for a

job. -

This speaker's situational conflict is that he wants to quit his job but doesn't know where
to find another one.

2 1
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7 I b we my ho qrli.nd owl I Iva)
, ore aimot him. but it '11 jolt too
confining hvolg frith him. Our
refutwnship ii not helping me grow
as a person. I want to leave, but it's
hard to give him up.

e/6

This speaker situational conflict is leaving her boyfriend or staying with him. Her feelings in
conflict are loving and caring on the one hand but feeling confined on the 'other. (The
sources of Ahese feelings are loving her boyfriend and feeling confined by the relationship.)

I can stay in school, and that would
ally help me later, but this job offer is

so great I can't-afford to pass it up. I really
dig school but I'm redly excited about the
prospect of being independent. I don't know
whatI should do.

This speaker's situational conflict is in choosing between staying in school or dropping out
to take a job. His feelings in conflict are enthusiism about school and excitement about
taking the job. The immediate effect of this conflict is to create the additional feelings of
confusion and being torn. (Note that enthusiasm and excitement are pleasant feelings when
considered by themselves, but that the overall impact of both together is unpleasant.) An
aid to recognizing when a speaker is experiencing feelings in conflict is the word "but."
Look back at each of the examples and\ see if the speaker uses that word.

Let's look at another speaker and determine his situational conflict, the feelings that are
in conflict, and the impact that his conflict has on his experience.

1142
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S.E.E. 7

7
wife'
Norm. He's my best friend and I really

s been hassling me about my friend,
I really feel up against the wall. My

enjoy hanging out with him. But when-
ever I spend time with him, we stay out
late drinking and carousing. My wife can't
stand him though and she's starting to tell
me to "choose him or me." I love my wife
and it really bothers me that she's upset, I
mean she's everything to me, but Norm,
well, he's my partner. This is a real drag!

Fill in the following blanks:

1. Situational conflict:

2. Feelings in conflict:

,t

.

3. Sources of feelings in conflict:

4. Immediate impact:

and

vs.

VS.

NM

5. Can you pick up on any undercurrent feelings and sources that might be connected
to the speaker's feelings in conflict? Can you detect any additional feelings in con-
flict?

11-9-3 2 4
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S.E.E. 7 ANSWERS
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1. Situational conflict. He wants to hang out with Norm but his wife telllrhim not to.

2. Feelings in conflict: Liking and enjoying Norm as opposed to loving but being
bothered by his wife;

3. Sources of feelings in conflict: He spends time with Norm; his wife is upset.

4. 1mMediate impact: He feels up against the wall, pressured, unsure about what to do,
torn between the two people.

5.-Possible undercurrents and sources: Resentment and anger at his wife for pressuring
him to choose between her and Norm; resentment toward his wife for not under-
standing his loyalty to Norm or ha need to hang out with a good male friend; fear
of damaging the relationship with either his wife or Norm; guilt over staying out late
and upsetting his wife; confinement and frustration because his wife is impinging on
his freedom; and worry that he's not being responsible to his marriage.

Whewl As you did this exercise you may have found that it was difficult to put the pieces
of this feeling puzzle together. Imagine the confusion the speaker might be feeling in this
situation. He-knows that he *Is "up against the wall" and that it's a "real drag." But he
may not be in touch with or be able to sort out all the different feelings and the sources of
those feelings that contribute to his dilemma. Study 'the following diagrams and see if it
helps you to visualize feelings in conflict.

11-94
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Speaker feels: up vainit the wall

torn, confused, unsure,
conflicted, pressured"

he likes Norm and enjoys
hanging out with him

7

on the other hand

FEELINGS.
IN

CON F L ICT

Uotlercurrent Feelings and Sources"

guilt over upsetting wife

he loves his wife and
is bothered that she
is upset

.
fear of damaging either relationship

anger at wife at pressuring him to choose

resentment at wife fbr not understanding his loyalty

confined and stifled in marriage

worried about being irresponsible in marriage

'These are commOn feeling labels used to describe ways a speaker might feel the imptct
of his conflict. Notice they are more specific labels than "up against the wall."

*Notice how many different layers of undercurrent feelings can contribute to, cpmpli-
cate, or develop from the speeker's dilemma. When responding to these undercurrents,
remember that the-y are tent.tive. Check them Out in a way that perniits the speaker to
own or disallow them.
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Thus the entire situation createsis The source forthe feelings of being torn, confused,
frustrated; etc. Conflicting feelings can arise from one situation or source, or from two or
more situations or sources.
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Now look at the scale that describes ways to respond to the speaker's feelings in conflict.
Remember that you Will'be most helpful to the speaker if you can make a response that
helps him sort out and clarify his feelings in conflict, and understand the immediate impact
of those feehngs.

IMPORTANT.RkMINDER:

\
4

t;..

The levels on this scale are not the same as the
levels on the Responding-to-Feelings and Specific-
Labeling-of-Feelings-and-Sources scales. By this
time you should have learned to respond to feelinp
and sources. In this scale however we are concerned
with the more difficult task of responding to the
speaker's feelings in conflict. If only one of the
speaker's feelings and sources are labeled, The lis-
tener is at &Level One. He must at least respond to
the speaker's feelings in conflict in order to be at a
Level Two or above.
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RESPONDING-TO-FEELINGS-IN-CONFLICT SCALE

LEVEL ONE : The listener does not facilitate the speaker by

acknowledging the speaker's feelings in conflict but judging one feeling to be
more right or wrong than the other, taking sides, or giving pdvice;

responding to Only one of the speaker's feelings in conflict;

retognizing the speaker's conflict but rAponding only to his situational
conflict or generalizing to examples outside the speaker's personal world.

LEVEL TWO: The listener facilitates the speaker by

responding to the speaker's feelings in conIlict but riot.to the source(s) of
those feelings;

reflecting the speaker's feelingleufl source(s) in conflict, using the same
or similar words;

relpontling to dr speaker's feelings in conflict and their source(s) by using
examples the speaker hy described.

LEVEL THREE: The listener facilitates the speaker by
.

responding to the speaker's stated feelings in conflict and to the source(s)
of those feelings tisin that is more specific than the language used
by the speaker;

responding to the impdct of tfie speaker's conflict;
A

responditig to undercurreni feelings and source(s).that the speaker implies
but does not clearly state. .

11-9-8
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. Another diagram may be helpful:

1

UNDERCURRENTr1_
1 FEELINGS AND SOURCES 1

IMPACT

FEELING FEELING

SITUATION
(SOURCE)

SITUATION
(SOURCE)

Level One

Level Two

Level One: respond to situational conflict

Level Two: respond to situational conflict (source) and feelings in conflict

Level Three: respond.to situational conflict, feelings in conflict, and impact
of conflièt and possibly check out undercurrents

Taped Exercise

Listen to the tape recorder again and rate listener responses according to the
Responding-to-Feelings-in-Confi(ict Scale.

11-9-9
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Extra Practice: If you don't need it, skip it!

This scene Is driving me craz). It seems like
the thing to (to these dap Is for (,) some
body's house, get drunk, do cocaine and then
space out. We don't even seem to talk to each
other'. My friends love it and so does my
husband. But we don't really have the money
it takes to support that kind of play, and we'd

be out of it if we ever got busted. What
am I going to do? I don't even like what it's
doing to me or my husband. Ile's losing weight
ond /Tim really strange and irritable More and
more. It's like we're poiasessed. I'm afraid to say
I want to stop going. My husband would hit
the ceiling --or maybe he wouldn't, and I
would just find myself sitting home alone.

1. Response A:

I san see.you'i.e in a bind, but.1 think
youl-e molly smart to conuder the conse-
quences of your actions. Many pe .e

struggle with the same problem: i like
the hych at first, then they start to worry
about how dangerous cocaine can be,

What level of responding is this?

11-9-10
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2. Response 8:

. -

. teth -Interiflpt`,r, . ,

lt soun like you really feel trapped.
Youl-e diaap)oint.d about thi way. you,

your husband and your friends interact
when you do coke and even scared about
the consequences. but you feel afraid and
uncertain about how to tell your husband.
I also hear you feeling retslly vulnerable
nett now in your relationship with him.

What level of responding is this?

It
3. Response C:

Oa the one hand you1w hassled by this
scene but on the other hand you14-afraid
to do anything about it.

Whet level of responding is this?

11-9-11 t
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S.E1. 8 ANSWERS

1. Level One. The listener recognizes a conflict but doesn't respond to the feelings in
conflict. He also judges by taking sides and agreeing with her, and generalizes to ex
periences outside the speaker's personal world ("Many people. . . .").

2. Level Three. The listener responds to the stated feelipgs and sources in cOnflict 'using
more specific labels, responds to the impact the feelings in conflict have on the
speaker, and checks out undercurrent feelings and sources that the speaker implies.

2 4P

3. Level Two. The listener responds to the speaker's fedlingS and sourcds in conflict
using the.same or similar words.

t
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MODULE 10

OWNING OF LISTENER FEELINGS

/#1

.1.:entirtallar-.4.--*PT:

In all the skill building we have done so far we have been concentrating on your helping
role as a listener. You have learned to focus on the speaker and what he is saying about his
world his 'feelings sources of feelings, and feelings in conflictin order to facilitate-the
speaker's clarification process. Now, we are going to focus on your feelipgs as a listener.
Often, we overlook the fact that the listener also has feelings that enteitito the helping
relationship. Just as your responses have an impact on the speaker, what the speaker says
sometimes has an effect on you.

RECOGNIZING LISTENER FEELINGS

You have probably experienced some different kinds of feelings as you Ave listened to the
speakers so far. For example, did you ever "tune out" a speaker, find yourself not liking a
speaker, or Want to make the speaker fepl better instead °of reflecting his painful feelings?
Each of those experiences could stem from feelings that were stimulated in you by some-
thing the speaker said.

The first step in owning listener feelings is to be able to recognize your feelings and under
stand where they come from. If this sounds familiar, you may recall the Owning-of-Feel-
ings Scale, in which you learned to listen to a speaker owning his feelings. This process can
give you added insight about the experience a speaker has when he is presenting a problem
to you.

7,1*

Taped Exercise 4

As practice in OLF we're going to ask you to close.your eyes and pretend that the
person on the tape recorder is talking directly to you. Try to get in touch with any
feelings you may be experiencing and determine where they're gorning from. After.
the tape recorded statement we will ask you to OLF (it might be 'helpful to review
the Owning-of-Feeling Scale) and share your feelings with the group,,Only by openly
expressing your feelings and honestly exploring them will you get a good idea of
how well you.can own your feelings.

vas
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Remember that you don't have to feel a certain way. Each person may haVe differ-

ent feelings stimulated by the same speaker. Also, right now you don't have to do
any thing with your feelings except own them. The following questions may help
you in OLF.

What is the speaker saying?

What impact is the speaker having on me?

What am I thinking?

What 'am I feeling?

What kind of feeling labels can I put on those emotions?

What are the sources of those feelings?

Have I ever felt that way before?

Do I want to say anything to the speaker?

LISTENER ROADBLOCKS

Now that you have had some practice in the first part of OLF recognizing feelings and
understanding where they come fromyou're ready for the next step. When what a speak .

er is saying, has an impact on you as a listener, it is sometimes difficult to keep listening,
hear the speaker accurately, or respond effectively. We call this altitener roadblock.

Suppose a speaker is talking abotit a problem with his parents and you as a listener have

the same kind of problem.
, ,.

-----'\..I really don't think my parents love
me,They always put me down when 1
ky to talk with them.

That was a defensive response. I
wonder what's going on with me?

11

4

Do you think a listener roadblock caused this Level One defensive response?

11-10-2



. By being able to recognize your feelings as a listener and the roadblocks they create, the
response could go like this:

XI really don't think my parents hive me!
They always put me down whewl try to talk
with them.

There are knots in my stomach. I wonder
why?

:111 ha! Whenever anyone talks about his
parents it reminds me that my parents do
that and it III/R7's!

It sounds like you really feel hurt
when your parents don 't listen to you.

Can you tell the difference? In the listener's first response, he wasn't able to get in touch
with his feelings and become aware of his listener roadblock before he responded. In the
second case, he was able to restrize his feelings (hurt and defensive), see the roadblock
they created, and move arounar He listened to the rumbling in his stomach and then was
able to respond to the speaker's feelings instead of his own.

S.E.E. 9

1. Sometimes as a listener your own feelings get in the way of hearing what is going on
in a speaker. Put the following steps in the order that best describes how you as a
listener can tune into what's happening to you, so that you can recognize your feel-
ings and see where they come from.

A. What are the sources of my feelings?

B. What is the speaker saying to me?

C. What impact is the speaker having ort my emotions?

D. What are the feeling labels that I am putting on those emotions?

E. What do I want to.say to the speaker?

.456
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2. Why is it good for me as a listener to be in touch with my own feelings? Is it so that

I can

A. have an idea of the process that a speaker goes through when
presenting a problem?

B. take'the focus off the speaker's problem and get into my own
problem?

C. keep my own problem from turning into a roadblock for the
speaker?

D. Both A and C.

S.E.E. 9 ANSWERS i

1. The' correct order is B, C, D, A, E.

What is the speaker saying to me?

What is the impact the speaker is having on my emotions?

What are the feeling labels that I put on those undercurrents?

What are the sources of my feelings?

What do I want to say to the speaker?

!4,

2. Both A and C are correct. A good listener understands the proces cif clicei*g of feel-
ings and knows how to identify his own feelings so that they dojal.get irilf*way of
listening to the speaker. . vois,

ROADBLOCK MOVERS
(

The most difficult skill involved in Owning of Listaher .Feelings, afier recognizing your
feelings and,..the cpadblock they create for yoU is a listener, 'Molding around the listener
roadblocks er...they...occur. Sometimes you will decide-to.share your listener feelings
with.the. . AtiOiher.-IirOes you pay rieCbgrita'your telalings but choote not to share
them with aker.":,The,criterion,otishould use is-theiiXtent to which your expressing
your 110* II enhance or retarnhe helping relationship. To do this you will have to
assist. AO -Of the roadblock created by your listener feelings.

, &,

,
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When the listener in our second example recognized his feelings he was -able to set aside the
listener roadblock and respond effectively to what the speaker was saying about her feel
ings, itithoill expressing his feelings to her. Sometimes, howevel, a listener roadblock will
have a significant enough effect on the listener's ability to continue that he will have to
employ a "roadblock mover response."

Definition 15 A mailblock mover reijmnic is a response in which a listener
moves roadblocks by (verbally) owning his feelings, without
taking the focus from the speaker's immediate concern.

Let's look at some situations when it might be helpful to share your feelings with the
speaker.

Examples:

Roadblock Mover 1: The listener owns feelings of confusioncand asks for clarifi-
cation about what the speaker has said.

I don't understand. U hat can
I say?

I'm really feeling confused. You
seem to be jumping around, and I was
having a hard time following you.

going to school and Working at thi .141/114,

tone...1 never get to hare, uh, guesi

lien, it's not a depression hecaus.. . .anyua
I can't seem to get out of this depression.

fometimes I do ok. 'just that / want to
get away...no, twt get away, lust rest.\ Maybe I could quit school.

The roadblock that needs to be removed is the listener's feeling confused.

igs5
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Roadblock Mover 2: The listener owns his feelings of being pressured, rejected,
seduced, threatened, intimidated, or attracted ,to the speak
er. This describes the speaker's affect on the listener and
how the resulting listener feelings get in the way of, work,
ing on the speaker's problem.

L1 wont vim II) girl. me wriir anth yrs
rwhi rww! That '1 why I earfle her%

-

I feel like I'm getting a lin of pressure
to solve the speaker's problem.

I'm feeling a lot of pressure.frorn you
to find some quick answers. I want to

. . .

check that out with you because iiJeems
to,be getting in the way of your working
on your problem.

2 5 ,9
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Roadblock Mover The listener owns feelAngs created by identification with the
s aker's concern.' This clears the air and keeps the listener
froyn focusing on his own feelings or problems.

11181 41011 t knou what to do. 111

daughter she's mill sill leen tun 41

drinking problem. I.don't knou ii hether
I should keep punishing her or try to
understand her mnre. It mil breilk; rav
heart when she rornet home drunk.

How! That's happening with my
sister.: I don't know what to do
either.

That puts rne in tonch with a lot of pain.
I have that problem with my sister. 1 eari
really hear you feeling heartbroken over

your daughter's Problem and confused
about how to help.

Roadblock Mover 4: The listener owns feelings that are a result of the speaker's .

impact on her in order to Nip the speaker gain additional .

insight into her immediate concern.

,

(Caution: The listener must use' good judgment in this case.
She must have enough data from her interaction with the
speaker to kno* that her perception is valid and helpful.
She should also avoid deep, analytical approaches.)

260
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Let's look at a very short one act play.

(Assume the listener knows a lot about the speaker including the fact that she has been a
call girl and that she tends to dress in what could be regarded as a seductive fashion.)

I.

Speaker I m hailleka lot of trouble on my job. The navn I n ork with keep corn
ing on to me and It really makes me uptight.

Listener: I hear you saying that you're distressed by the u.a% your mob' co-
workers relate to you.

Speaker: lent,. I don't feel like they hare an.y respect for In e. I want this job to
. turn out for me but I feel threatened and insecure because I'm afraid

rri bossshe.'s a womanis going to.fire betause all the men ke,ep
flirting with me..

Listener: You say X0ii 're afraid that _you'll be fired betause the men Ilirl with
you. I Wonder if you feel helpless to change that situation.

° Speaker: Yeah. / don It know how I ran ire all that funny-stuff and still keep a
good working relationship going.

-,401
Listener: You know, / feel pen, attracted to you morself sornetinws because of .

the way you dress and relate to me. I wonder if von cl'an see any Fon-

g.'" nection to your situation at work.

v
a

y . 1

1

,

%

By sharing his feelings about the spqaker, the listener gives her pdditional data to under-
stand her situation more clearly.

.

,
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S.E,E. 10

1. Which pf the following are good reasons to LF ?

A. The speaker is having an impact on you as a listener that prevents
,the relationship from focusing on the speaker's problem.

B. You, the listener, think that the speaker'is behaving toward you in
the same way that he behaves toWard others.

C You as a listener are confused and need more information in order
to understand.

O. All of the above.

2. Which one of the following answers is an inappropriate way for a listener to seek
clarification from a speaker?

A=,
.) I'm feeling pretty confused and I guess IV like you to help me out by

',slowing down a bit.

B. / feel lost right noir,. I guess you could help me by talking about that
last part again.

C. You are (eally being confusing.

3. Which of the following statements might the listener make in order to help a speaker
focus on.what's happenintj "here and now" between the speaker and the listener?

A. I'm getting frustrated because I keep thinking that this is not what
you want -to talk about.

B. I keep feeling a lot of irritation, and it seems those feelings are coming
from your wanting to label me as a "head shrinker." I would like to get
that straightene4out before we go on.

C. ,1 feetyou shutting me out and diat is making rne withdraw. I think that
it would be helpful. if we dealt with that, before we go on.

D. All of the above.

4
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S.E.E. 10 ANSWERS

r trff',:ro'J:2rame 144 t"4" ir'"

S36

1. (D.) If y ou missed this, review .the description and tlie examples of roadblocks.

2 (C.) The statement ,by the listener to the speaker, ''you are really being confusing,"
dumps the responsibility for the confusion on the speaker and is judgmental. -Not
only did e speaker come in with a problem, he nqw has a new one: namely, he's
not eve competent to talk about his problem! This response is also an example of a
listene s denying his own feelings of confusion by blaming the confusion on some-
one else, (Check .the Level One section of the Owning-of-Feelings Scale p. II-6-2.)l -

3. (D.) All three responses are'a way to work on an immediate roadblock between the
speaker and the listener.

11-10-10
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MODULE 11

IPR INTERPERSONAL PROCESS RECALL

J-

You have now completed all the prerecorded experiences and learned to make your own
initial responses according to. the scales. You have also learned to recognize your own feel
ings, you know .,that they can either present roadblocks to your responses to the speaker,
or offer the speaker valuable insights into the effects of his behavior on others. Your task
now will be to combine all the skills you have learned and practice them in a three to eight
minute interaction (speaker-listener communication process) with a fellow group member.

Definition 16

Definition 17'

Interpersonal Profess (II') is an interaotion between two
members of the group. One person, the speaker, presents
a real concern to the other persons.the listener, who tries
to use the skills learned so far to listen and respond em-
pathically. A tape recorder is used to record this interac
tion.

Recoil is a process that takes place after the initial inter-
action. During recall the speaker and listener are joined
by a third party, The recaller, with who1n they review the
interpersonal process. (This is why theteraction was
'recorded.) The purpose of the reCall is to give the listener
the opportunity to explore_ his listening behavior. The
listener hears again what the speaker is saying and how he
is responding to the Speaker. With the assistance of the
recaller as a guide during this exploration, the listener can
recall the thoughts and feelings he was experiencing dur-
ing the interaction. With the assistance of the speaker, the
listener can find:out if he was "in tune" with what the
speaker was saying about his personal world.

43
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NOTE: The tape recorder is a helpful tool in the recall
pr oc e ss The recorded interaction, however,
will be erased after the recall so that what oc
curred during the IPR can be kept rmilidentral
within the small group. Do not reveal the con-
cerns that people presented in your small group
to anyone outside of the small group.

The IPR is a task that involves three people working at one time. Everyone in the group
will have the opportunity to be a speaker and, more importantly, a listener. The trainer
will be the recaller during the first few IPRs. As members of the group learn this technique,
they too will have the opportunitylo participate as recallers.

If you are not one of the three people working during the IPR, silently observe both the
interaction and recall. After the recall is concluded, you will be called upon to give feed-
back to the listener about his listening behavior. Rem ber the "Guidelines for Feedback"
so that your feedback will help the listener improve is listening skills. You might also
want to take advantage of your position as "armchair listener" to recognize points you
want to remember for yoursell when it is your turn to listen.
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Listener
I listen to the speaker.
I try to hear and respond ffi
!peakers feelings and source.s,
and try to ide.nufy speaker's
feelings in conflict br using
the skills I have been learning.

I try to own my listener feelings,
if appropriate, especially if they
present a listener roadblock for

I pay attentum to nonverbal cues
from the speaker.

I try to make my nonverbal
behavior responsuf-to the
speaker.

Speaker

*present a recent, real concern
thot has real feelings connected to it.

I try to present a concern that I feel
comfortable talking about, and that I
can stop talking about after the inter-
action.

I try to own my feelings.

11\liERACTION

Recaller

I remain silent and unobtrusive.

I listen to the interaction.
carefully and objectively.

I watcp for listener and speaker
nonverbal behavior.

Group: We listen to and watch the interaction, trying to hear what the speaker is saying about her feel-
, ings and how the listener is responding. We silently formulate our feedback to the listener and

save it for the feedbaCir portion of the IPIZ.

2
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listen iu th, recnrded interoction.

I ask m sf.lf and trv to ansurr the
recaller's questions about:

U hat was the speaker saving'
U hat was I thinking?
What was the speaker feeling.'
What was I feeling?
What 44,1 the speaker doing nonverbally?
What was my nonverbal behavior?
How dui I see myself during the interaction?
How dui I want the speaker to see me?

What could I have picked up on that I didn't?
-ft here there any thoughts or feelings that got

in the way of my hearing or responding? /

'1-

RECALL

Listener

I stop the tape whenever I want to
explore them! questions.

I talk about these questions with the
speaker, usirt,if her as a resource.

Speaker

I remain silent and listen to the recorded
interaction.

I serve as a retource to the listener as he
tries to make discoveries about his thoughts
and feelings during the interaction..

I answer the listener's questions about
how I felt about him as a lis.tener;
hou; his responses rlarrified or con-
fused my thoughts and feelings
during the interaction.

31, A

Recaller

I focus on the taped interaction and
on the listener.

assist the listener as he explores his
thoughts and feelings during the in-
teraction.

I slraw in the speaker as a resource
for the listener's self-discoveries.

I remain patient, interested, and
neutral.

I initiate listener self-exploration
by asking the listener open-ended
questionsi

I follow the listener's lead instead
of my own agenda.

Group: We silently listen to the recall paying particular attention to the recaller and his recall behavior:

11-11-4 n
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I gap feedbiank ft,
tunimars:ing vhdi I think I diet

and what I think I need (i)
improi e.

I listen ft, feedback from the
revolter, the spetiker, and the
rest of the group on mv
listentng behanor.

make a mPntal note on what
nePti ir, improte and 'that 1

u ell.

I gwe feedback ,to the revolter
on how favilitdtive he was in
helping my self-exploration.

Speaker

Listener

I glee feedback to the listener about
'his responses to my feelings and his
nonverbal behavior.

FEEDBACK

Recaller

ele

1

I give feedback to the liivener about
his listening behavior during the 2
inteaction and. his self-exploration
during the recall,

g .

Group: We give feedback to the listener and revolter, using the guidelines for feedback. (Don't negleA
giving positive feedback for a job well done.)

268
11-11-0.
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LISTENER'S PERSONAL CHECKLIST

Things I need to work On:

E x ample : Ih are a hard time responding to certain feelillp (give rsamples).
I fun judgmental (glue examMeq.
I ask too ruanv (pi 1S films (glue el/imp/y.4

Things I do well:

xarriple: nonverbal eye contact is good.
I do well with conflicts.

r-
Questions I 'have:
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UNIT III

ATTITUDES AND VALUES

INTRODUCTION

.4

The focus of the preceding unit, Empathy, was on the first phase of the helping relation-
ship, in which the listener facilitates the speaker's exploration and clarification of his
feelings. The second phase of the helping process explores another set of dynamic forces
the speaker's valueSand the dimension they add to the speaker's world. By helping the
speaker to examine his perceptions of the world around him and to integrate those per-
ceptions into his life, you give him a better understanding of the way in which his feelings,
thinking, and behavior fit together. Thus, the foundation,for Problem Solving is laid: the
speaker has enough information about the forces at work in a given situation to decide
upon a course of action to solve his problem.

For instance: if a speaker says, "I'm really worried about not getting accepted to medical
school," the feelings and sources seem clear. Beyond that surface level source, however,
something else may be at work. What does medical school represent to the speaker? Could
the speaker's values make "not getting accepted to medical school" a source of anxiety?

Consider the speaker who says that she believes in legalized abortion and freedom of
choice: she thinks that raising a child at this point in her life would interfere with her goal
of becoming a junior member in a law firm, but feels indecision, fear, confusion, and guilt
about aborting her pregnancy. What could her feelings indicate?

Before you are able to understand what a speaker is saying about his values, whether his
values are involved in a given situation, and whether he recognizes their effect on him, it is
important to learn What it sounds like when a speaker is expressing values. Before we do
this, we will first focus on another type of motivationattitudesand ho'w they are relayj,
to:but different from, values.

There are three modules in Unit Ill:

Module 12: Attitudes

Module 13: Values

Module 14: Interpersonal Process Recall (Part II)

This unit will require about 6 hours to complete.
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MODULE 12

ATTITUDES

)''-,

Attitudes are sometimes confused with values. Attitudes may give you clues to a person's
values, but are essentially different in terms of the impact they have on a speaker's world,
Both attitudes and values influence the way in which a speaker relates 'to his environment'.
attitudes affect his thinking about or understanding of things; values more directly affect
his behavior.

Definition 18 Attitudes are a collection of broad beliefs or opinions
organized around a particular subject or topic that have
been gained through experience.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ATTITUDES

1. Attitudes are shaped by our experience. Our experiences include parent teaching,
peer group Firessures, media exposure, history lessons, personal relationships, etc.
These learning experiences often take place subconsciously and are sometimes ac-
cepted without question as part of our culture. We learn such things as:

Taxation without representation is Wrong. r
is. Perspiration sitains are unattractive.

Long hair on men is sexy, or lo.rig hair on men is effeminate.

Women are poor drivers.

Communism is evil.

Hence, attitudes are directional in that we make decisions based on what we per-
sohally believe: for example, we decide to become a Republican, a Democrat, or a
third-party advocate based on our particular political attitudes.

2: Attitudes are indicated by the words we use to describe our experience. Words de-
scribe our experiences and our reactions to them. "Tapes" that go around in our
minds say things like:

A good husband should be considerate.

A responsible adult shouldn 't be collecting welfare.

It's always better to turn the other cheek.

Sex before marriage is wrong.

Geometry is boring.

Men should never cry.

The right thing to do when you see a mugging is to keep walking.

III-12-1
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The words people use indicate their attitudes. Look at tWo possible attitudes toward
SeX

A positive attitude

fulfilbng

- Ion

furitaAlie

soP

A negative attitude

necessary

boring

scur

disgusting

When words such as "right" and :wrone or 'should" and "should not" are at-
tached to the opinions that make up attitudes, these attitudes become judgmentsof

rwlres as well as others.

3. .11 tau des tlifinetuT our 5erisf of role and our et pectotions.. They affect our thinking
about other people's behavior and the way we experience our world. They can also
affect how we think we should act in.certain situations. Let's assume you have heard
about a particular job-opening. Perhaps experience has taught you that applying for
a job is.a hassle: you know that there is a certain way topress and to carry yourself
during the .interview, .but you find it demeaning because you probably will get re-
jected anyway. At the same time, you really want the job because you believe that
at your age you should already have a career, and that getting this job will start you
on the road to success. The words you might. use to describe your feelings in pis
situation are apprehen'sive, anxious, and discouraked because of your negative
attitude toward job interviews. However, you will probably put on that tie or pants
iuit and go through the interview because of a stronger motivationtht value of
having that job.

RECOGNIZING ATTITUDES

Now; let's practice recognizing attitudes in-a speaker's staternent.' Remember that attitudes
are broad bpinions or beliefs.. focused on a subject Or topic.

S.E .E: 1 1

I really get angry at people who
men up our environment. They
pollute the air and the water, they
waste our natural resources, and
they think nothing of throwing a can
out of a car window. Why can't they
reagise they're heading toward self
destruction?) think we ought to take
the milliions of dollars being puMped
into the msarie war machine and use it
to support the ecology movement.

7
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ft, thy lilnrilr% for MP following 101'411o/1i

. 1. What was the topic around which the speaker's attitude centercd?

There was also a hint about another topic, What was it?

)
2. Were the a4tudes positive or negative? (Use a plus or a minus sign.)

First attitude

Hinted attitude

3. Were there any feelings attached to the attitude? If so, label both the stated and the
ittiphed feelings.

-r

S.E.E. 11 4NSWERS
,

1. Ecology (cleaning up the environment) was the stated topic.
War was the hinted topic.

' 2. The attitude toward ecology is-positive. (Key clue word: supporting. Key clue feel-
i;g: angry at people who mess up the environment.)

The attitude toward war is negative. (Key clue word: insarie.)

3. Stated feeling: angry

Implied feelings: Urgency, frustration

(You may have thought of more. Discuss them with your group.)

7 3
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Taped Exercise, Part 1

Listen to the Values and Attitudes ExplorAn Tape (Section Onei% You willhear a

speaker's statement ihat reflects an (Mamie. Listen for the topic. Then decide if the
speaker' is expressing a positive or negative. attitude (remember to listen for clue
words and feelings). Check 'yourself by discussing your observations Aith your
group.

A

Taped Exercise, Part 2
4

Listen to the tape recorder again. You will hear a speaker discussing personal stti-
tudes. Your task pow is simply to share with the group your attitude on the'same
topic and discuss how you came to have those beliefs and op;hions.

ATTITUDES AS ROADBLOCKS

There's another important reason to be aware of attitudes. In owning of listener feelings,
you examined the ways in which your feelings as aNlistener can sometimes get in the way of
hearing and responding effectively to what a speaker i saying. In a similar way, your atti-
tudes can also interfere with Maintaining your role in ,the helping relationship. To what
extent do your attitudes about certain kinds of peoPle affea Vou as a helper? Consider, for
examole, the following situation:

A black girl feels torn because she is pregnant witll her white boyfriend's baby
and plans to have- an .abortion because she doew't feel responsible enough at
this 'point- in her life to raise a child; at the -1-/Ae time she feels anxious be-
cause she wants to be able to talk to' her- parents about it but doesn't knOw
how. If you as a listener have a negative attitude toward abortion, interracial
mftiage, or premarital sex., and allow these attitudes to get in the way, how
empathic do you think your response to the speaker will be?

SUMMARY

Our purpose here has been to define attitudesi Attitudes are opinions or beliefs that influ-
ence hov a person perceives and relates tO someone or something. They are determined by
a ratoràl process that associates an event, a person, a place or a thing with our experiences.

Someti es, however, another more persqnal and immediate force is stronger then or Wi

conflkf with the force exerted by attitudes. For example, our friends may believe that it is
"cool" for us to drive over the speed limit; but if we place 'greater importance on safety
.arid responsibility than on being cool, we will act according to what we yalui most and
drive safely. This is where values come in: they are discussed in Module 13.

III-12-4
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'MODULE 13

.% VALUES

Now that we
.

have learned about attitudes4+,/e want to move to a more personal expression
of what motivates oople. Whereas attitudes are expresSed in statemenq about the woold
or about other people, values are expressed in' statements thatkare-.relevant/tiope's QWn
life..Fior. example, a speeker. whd says;''Eveiyone in thii country has tbe right to the iamb
standards, of excellence in educition," is saying something very different if ihe says, "Eve
though I believe iri,eqUal opportunity, I'm not going-to subject my little girl id busing; he
emotional well being is too important 6-me and J'M not going td risk that." Can you tell,
which staternent eiipresses an attitUde and which expresses a value?

. , INDICATIONS OF VALLiES
44i

1 , '

How do we knoW when a person is expressing his values? Sometimes, the listener has tci be .

a detective to really_ understandithe values a Person-has. Just as wit feelings, the speaker
hasn't always clearly identitiecpis volueswhen they are a factor in his poncein. Rernembey it,
when we were frying to identify what a speaker was feeling? We looked fo0 clues: the tonei'
of voice, the feeling words used; ging an idea of what 'the speaker might feel based upon
how he described the situation. Witftvalues, we-also have cluei:

4 t 's important to lilf
/.

( .

to have a tan. 4
o

1

"
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0
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,
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7

like,to take risks
on. the high wire.

7
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.Clue I Sometimes (lie attach 'cords to experiences, words that !live clues to
values:

/ pnze. . . . tcherish. . . It important.to nu. Mut. . . .

l like that. . .

Or l don 't like that. . . . it unimportant to me that. .

or. That feels good. . . . That feels bad.

f
*3

What other phrases are there that indicate valoes?

t.

Clue 2: Sometimes we designate syrnhob to represent our values. We invest a
lot of energif pursuing, attaining, or Protecting these symbols because of
their importanee to -us. Here bre some expressions af valUe\through
symbols.: .1

'

\

A.'

7

/I Oriportan trto have a suntan.

My relationship is sOrupthing I prize.

I like to take risks.
. 4

i just have to beable to Own h hoi73e of my

If I don't get that job I don't know what do.

J really want to get ai.cepted to law school.:

11.

. e
What other kinds cif Things are symbols of values?

V

ri

c

111-13-2
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Clue 3: Sometimes a person's values are, exprosed through behavior'. What one

S.E.E 12

4 4,4

'

strives for and what one avoids show what one vakies.

A speaker's description of his ivhavior and activities might also suggest
what his-svaluk are. Can you tell what values are expressed below? IL

shied up ii Alit 2:00 a.m. studying tor in clam.

I-saved $200 for my racation but I spent it all on dope.

l'aienrldling in.a natural childbirth class next week.

What other kinds of behavior are there that give clues to values?

17mdnagement training next week. Ile says

I'm really worried. My director at the

,

4ouriseling center wants me to go to some

that is will giiie me some more skills and
prepare me to become hirdeputy. I ieally
wan t to do it- it's a great opportunity for
me and I like the challenge. The only thing .
is that beinca counselor iipreolly important
to me. I even come in on weekends to spend
extra time with my caseload. I'm afraid I
just don't have the time to tah on more\ responsibilities and still do a good job.

4
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I. in Ow binnkt lidit4unng

1. What words does the speaker use tO describe his valOes?

2. What symbols does the speaker use-to describe his values?

-

-3. What activities of the speaker indicate hiv.alues?

w

4. What feelings is the speaker experidicing?

5. Can you describe the speaker's values?

6. Are there any other values present that the speaker hints at?

.

S.E.E. 12 AN'SWERS.

Y 7

4

4

(1., "want to do ii," "great opportuiiitif,". pfeally important"

2.. being a counselor

3. co-me in on weekends; spend.extra time

4; worried, sfrgid

5. helping people

i.e. doing a,goixfjol.), angel:Ming a!Challenge

r

t

278
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1)E1-INI,TION OF VALUE

.Now that we have looked at ways that a speaker might talk about or describe his values,
let's examine a value itself. Values do not pertain to abstract issues but rather to personally.
important issues.

40

Definition 19 . A min I.. is the pqrsonal, relative worth attributed to some
one or something that is expressed by words, symbols, oi
behavior, and that influences how we relate to people,
places, things, and events in our lives.

4.

Values give direction to our lives. We invest personal energy mental,.emotional, and phys-
icalin the pursuit of what's important to us. In this way, our valoes are connected to our
feelings, thoughts, behaviors, and environment. What we really value is reflected by our
activities: we choose what we consider to be worthwhile; we act on those decisions by
pursuing those goals; and vie- feel -fulfilled when we seem to be reaching tnem.

RESPONDII4G TO VALUES

Now you -should have enough inforMation akioia values to recbgnize when a.speaker is
'talking about his values. This is impOrtant eecause `q person's values sometimes create
problems for him and complicate hir situation.

,

When you as a Iiitener are able to recognize and respOnd to a speaker's values, you can
help him sort out another factor in his concern or prdblem situation. Later, 10 Problem
Solving, by being able to tie everything together in a given situation, the speaker will be
better equipped to Make decisions about his problerri..

The next step is to look at the Responding-to-Values Scale. In thisscale, it is tDe speaker's
'values, that are of primarY concern. In orcjer to make a Level TWo response, the listener
must respond at least to the stated values of the speaker. This means that the listener
must respond to thkspeaker's value, in the speaker's own terms. If you can'respond more
specifically, to ihe speaker's values' and to the feelinls associated with therk you will be
'making a Level Three-response. Attar practice you will be able to ap e Principles
of responding you have learned so far: specific labeling of 'feelings and urces; responding'
to r.onflicts, and responding to values. Then You will be responding to the speaker's total
experience.

STOO In this scaie, bein§ aware of your own Value's .

and not..letting them enter,into your response
is very important. Nothin0 ihutsbfr a speaker
more quickly than ,making judgments about
what he 'cherishes and lives for. (Reme.rtiber
the radblocks discuised frt.:the Owning .of .

Listener Feelin9s wtion.)

74
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RESPONDING TO VALUES SCALE

IL EWA ONE: Th listener does not facilitate the speaker by

judging, agreeing with, disagreeing with, or moralizing about the speaker 's
values;

;
igrkonng the.speaker's values;

responding to the speaker's values using If'SN specific terms than the speaker
uses or gendralizing to examples outside'of The speaker's world,

LEVEL TWO: The listener facilitees the speaker 14
reflecting the statecl values of the speaker by using the same or similar
words;,

responding to the speaker's values but not to the feelings assoCiated with
them;

'using examples that are meaningful to the speaker.
- a

LEVEL THR Ef : The listener facilitates the speaker by
,

respondin9 more specifically to the speiker's values;

responding to tbe speaker's stated values and checking out other undercurrent
valtres that may bit present but not clearly Stated:.

responding to the feelings associated With ihespeaker's
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S.L.E.. 13

My father u an alcoholic and I really
want to help huh. It tears me apart to
we what', happening at home. 11y mother
yells and sties all the time and mv
brother never (onies around anymore.
I hate the way we're not close anymore.

/wit don't know .what to do. My brother
so), to leave my father alone- that he
won't change. But I really want him to
haiige, to stop hurting Oimself and us

too. I've been trying to get htm to see a-.
rou.ntolor, hut he won't go.

4

t

I hear that you u ant everything
to be okay at home hut I wee
u ith our brother forget your
old man. Year life is more
important noel.

)19
1. What level-of responding is this?

it

r4v

it'soul'uls like itrs really
important to help your father
so you7I all be el se again. /

2. What level of resp' hding is this?4-1
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3. What level of responding is this?

4111111 S.E.E. 13 ANSWERS
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I hear you saying that you realh
love and cherish our father and
your Ir h o le farntly and that it's
realh painful for you to Ice them ;

being hurt. It soundslike it's realh 1

important to help your father stop ,

drinking and restore that family '

harmony again, so you 're trying to !

conrince your father to .1;4e a
counselor. You sound helpless /I

and confused about how to do
that.

cc

1. Level One. The listener responds to- the speaker's values using less specific terms
("you want everything to be okay at home") and judges him by disagreeing with
what the speaker values, projecting his owl' values on to him ("your life is mire
imtiortant").

2. Level Two. Thflalrorner responds to the speaker's stated values using the same
words ueLjltheipaker ("help your father to stop drinking").

3: Level Three.. -The listener responds to speaker's valties morelspecifically ("help your
father stop drinking"), th feelings associated with.those values ("love,",
and checks qutoother valuUeherlstyour father.and family," "restore family
harmony"), Ind even 'checks out .undarcurrent feelings ('helpiess and scared").

so,

6
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t aped E xercise

. gb.

You are now ready to practice Responding to Values (Section 1) with the tape re-
corder. You will hear a speaker presenting a problem. This will be followed by three
separate listener responses that you will be asked to rate according to the Respond-
ing-to-Values Scale. You will repeat this process three times; then you will be asked
to make up your own responses to a prerecorded problem.

S.E.E. 14

Specify whether the following statements are true or false. Circle the t orrect answeL

1. T F In a Level One response to valires, a listener ignores the speaker's values,
judges th speaker's values, or uses less specific terms than the speaker.

T F A listener should be aware of his own values so that they don't get in
the way of responding to the speaker's values.

3. T F In a Level Two response to values, a listener responds to a speaker's
values using the same ol- similar terms.

1

4. T F A Level Two -or Tel .Three response to values should be nonjudgmen-
tal.

4.

5. T F In a Level Three retponse to values, a listener responds more specifical-
ly not only to the speaker's values but also to the feelings associated
with those values.

14 ANSWERS

All five statements arg TRUE. ,
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FEELINGS, VALUES, BEHAVIORS, AND PROBLEM SOLVING

Before we consider Problem Solving, where we will help the speaker sort out all the forces
at work for him in a given problem situation, it will be helpful to look at values from an-
other perspective, When we consideVed "clues" to a speaker's values, we discussed sym-
bols tised by the speaker to designate his values. We might call those symbols "value ob-
jects,' Often, when a speaker talks about a suntan, car, job, etc. as being important, what
he is really saying is that there is something larger and more comprehensive that those
objects represent. A suntan may be the symbol for health, attractiveness, or A sense of well
being. In the same manner, a car or job may tepresent security, independence, success, or
accomplishment.

PERSONAL VALUES

To help illustrate this we'd like you to lgok at some values in the context of your own life.
Following is a list of common values. select three that seem the most important to you at
this time in your life:

A comfortable life

An exciting life

A sense of accomplishment

A world at peace

Inner harmony

A wo'rld of beauty

Love

Security
705,74.14

Self-respect

Recognition

Friendship

Wisdom

Freedom

:?" Happiness

Ambition
4

. Honesty

'5 Independence
-

Courage

Being capable

How are these values represented fdr you? How 'have you acted on these values recently?
Have these values seemed more or less important in,the past? Why?

2 4,
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What values are represented by these two different lifestyles? Could these symbols, or
value objects, be different means toward the same end?

1. Having enough money to gojtro
Europe each summer

2. Owning an automobile

3. Being a member of the city cokincil

4. Owning a house in the suburb

5. Having a good backhand

1. Having enough money to take
art classes

2. Owning a bicycle

3. Belonging to theSierra Club

4. Living in a commune

5. Having a "green thumb"

12 fit.1
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T i useful to consider this perspective because a speat\er's values often create dileininas to,
hlm and complicate his situation. A speaker may select value objects that are unreachable
or that seem to provide more immediate pain than pleasure. His behavior may not seem to
be effectively moving him toward what he does value, so be begins to 'feel like a gerbil on a
treadmill. His values may be in conflict with his attitudes (e.g., what he thinks he should
do may be opposed to what he really wants to do) or with another value (he maY enjoy the
love in a secure relationship that seems to stifle his sense of freedom).

When you as the listener can help the speaker explore, clarity, and understand bow his feel
ings, thoughts, values, and behavior are integrated and interwoven, you v)ill be helping him
attain a sense of self that he malt/ never have had before._
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MODULE 14

INTERPERSONAL PROCESS RECALL (Part II)

1

This module has. the same purpose as Module 11, Vvith the added element of responding to
values. It provides 'time to practice all the Skills, and is particularly useful for learning how
personal attitudes and values affect one's ability to listen well and respond appropriately to
a client.

There are no reading materials for this mothile; just follOw-the trainer's instructions.

'UNIT IVii
PROBLEM SOLVING

ls

N.

INTRODUCTION

a 6 /

Unit IV is designed to guide you in problem solving within the helping relationship. It in-
trodUces 12 steps that are based upon the assumption that yOu, as listener, h respiiinded
to the speaker's feelings and..values,nd are now ready to help ,pim define The problem,
explore alternatives, and make and test outplans for change.

This unit contains Module 15: Problem.Solving and the posttest. will require about 6
hours ,to complete.

sc.
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MODULE 15

PROBLEM SOLVING

. erqc.,*- re-1,9tre'rny*44,1*-`14----::--.1 *Mee

I
4upii) kee I he mountain from,.coming down on you

.

-or

The last part of the helping relationship deals with probler;1 splving. After the listener-has .

established rapport and trust with the speaker and has helped the speaker tp.understand,
how his feelings, thinking, values and behavior interrelate, the listener can assume a more
acti* role by prOviding a structu-red way for the speaker to worl on his problerp.

.

The !keener can beginlo suggest places wfiere the speakers feelings,.thinking, and behavior ,
may or may not fit tonther. lie can begin to,encourage tha speaker v? try out Rew.'witys of
behaving and can assist him h selecting alternatives to the ways he tias'iried to deal with
his problems in the past. T e listenetcari, also share ,T.orlt of his own-perceptioniwith the '
speaker. Italpful questafi can be asked, and mprfinformation cam:be obtained and of-
fered.

1. I ' 4 ,
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STOP 'The listener can take a more active Part in the
problem-solving process. However, his role is still
not to solve the problem for the speaker. Provid-
ing solutions takes away from giving the speaker
a chance to solve his problem for himself. If
your solution doesn't work, then you have to
accept the responsibility. If your solution works,
the speaker can't take credit for having made the
right decision.

Phrasing Questions

There are a number of additional skills that you as a listener can use to.provide structure
and guidance within the problem-solving process. As you assume a more active role, it is
important that you avoid coming on too strong. Skillful questioning helps the speaker to
provide honest and relevant information about his problem situation; it also helps him
avoid responding as he thinks you want him to respond, and keeps him from using unreal
or unrelated information. Usihq these skills with those that you have already learned
(listening, understanding, communicating, maintaining a nonjudgmental attitude) helps to
maintain an atmosphere of trust and rapport.

.

1

Definition 18

Definition '19

Open-ended questions tire those that promote better
rapport, are nonleading, and elicit more information.
They do not call for multiple choice or yes or no an-
swers, and do not require agreement with a point of
view. They are not intended to make the speaker think'
that you already have the answer, or that you want hirri
to see something as you see it. They invite information
rather than derntind an answer. Asking open-ended
questions should be carefully managed to avoid generat- c
ing irrelevant information.

Example: What other feelings did you have?

Close-ended questions are direct and call for a yes or no
type answer, or very limited but specific information.
They ask for simple, clear answers but limit the scope of
the speaker's response. Also, they prohibit valid answers
such as "maybe" or "sometimes." Clote-ended ques-
tions should be used carefully, sparingly, and with
specific purpose in mind.

Example: Does your job call for your being away from
your family very often?

IV-15-2
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Definition 20

Guidelines for tuestions

Probing que3tion3 are those that are used when the
speaker's responses are confusing or incomplete. Care

.

should be taken so that the speaker does not become
defensive or feet threatened. Probing questions should
gently push for more information without closing 'off
communication. (Theie are the type of questions you
used as a recaller during the lPR.).

Example: Gen you frit me more about that?

The type of question that you use will be deterrnined by what information (26 are seeking *\.\and what kinds of responses the speaker is giving. There are times when cl ;ended qtions are more appropriate than open-ended questions. The following specific guidelinshould be followed, however, in asking questions during the problem-solying process;

Ask only one question at a time.

Ask: When did you start using drugs?

Not: When did you start using drugs and how has your pi.r Nem bon
\:Ir complicated since you started?

/1141011

Y.&

Keep questions simple. Ilse understandable language ,artid avoid words that havedouble meanings.
v / A

Ask: What would be the positive and negative aspeCts,of this dlternative?

Not: Can you consider the dichotomy of propitihtis and deleterious4aspects of that trip? /

, e" Keep questions brief. .The general rule is that uestiorf be 'nQ longer than onesentence, wiih not more than one sentence preeding it. If the question is longer,the speaker will most likely find it difficult tofreftiamber the entire question or willonly answer part of it. Your -first sentence MAY 1do one or all of the following: set\the context for the question, provide a rstional for it, or motivate the speaker toespond to it: Here is art example.
, /,

First sentence: Earlier you said that whenever you tried to talk to your
father about this he had a negative reaction. .

estionfr What were some of the neginive feelingsyou got from him?

IV-15;9
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Be specific. State the tank place or context you want the speaker to consider.

Ask: How did you feel when your brother refused to help ymi pay for
your son 5 operation?

Not: //ow would you describe your relatiorkship with your family?

Ask questions in terms of the speaker's immediate experience rather than in terms
of generalities.

Ask: Ilo,r did you respond when you realized that your wife resented
your asking her to help in making that decision?

4
Not: How do you react to people not wanting to help .vou?

I f the question asks for criticism, give thif speaker an opportunity to voice the posi-
tive aspects before asking for the negative aspects.

Ask: khat are the good aSpects of your telling yourymidoyel .You
ne .d a leave of absence? (Wait for an answer, then ask for the
nega'tiy e aspects.).

Not: khat do ni stand to lose by asking your b, oss for a leave of
absence?

Ask "wht" or "how" questions iNstead-ofig"why" questions to avoid "because-
responsts or responses that are vague and defensive:-

Ask: What are some of the things that cause you to avoid solving
your problem?

Not: Why don't you solve your problem?

Ask questions that keep biased or built-in answers to a minimum.

Ask: How would you describe your feelings tdrout maintaining this
problem situation?

Not: You seem to have some pretty self-defeating attitudes about
your problem, don't you?

Avoid 9uestions that ask for a simple yes or no answer.

Ask: Have you thoughi about what you will do should this
alternative not work out?

Not: Will you start usicig dope' again if your planifalls through?

46
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STOP There are still some other things that listeners
need to learn in order to avoid pushing a speaker
into a corner. The following list of behavior to
be avoided is for you to look at and refer to
from time to time. A listener certainly can't af-
ford to do them most of the time.

LISTENER RESPONSES THAT INHIBIT BEHAVIOR

1. Directing, Ordering, Commanding

You nidSt.... You have Co.... You will. ...

2. Warning, Threatening, Admonishing

You had Iwtter. . . . If you Von't, then. . . .

3. Moralizing, Preaching, Obliging

You should. . . . You ought. . . . It is your duty. . . .

lt is your responsibility. . . . You are r-equired. . .

.

4. Persuading with Logic, Arguing, Instructing, Lecturing

Do you realize.. .. Here is why you are wrong. . . , That is not right. . . .

The facts are. . . . Yes, but. . . .

Thomes Gordon, Parent Effectiveness Treining: The No-Lose Progreen 1or RsisintResponsible Children (New York.
P. H. W/den, 1970).

-
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5. Evaluating, Judging, Negatively Disapproving, Blaming, Name-Calling, Criticizing

} ou are bad . You are lazy.. . You are not thinking straight. . .

You are acting foolishLy.

6. Probing, Cross-Examining, Prying, Interrogating

(The listener needs information, but asks too much and too aggressively.)

7. Diverting, Avoiding, By-Passing, Digressing, Shifting

Let's not talk about it now. . Not at the dinner table. . Forget it. . . .

That reminds me. . 14'e can discuss it hater. . .

8. Kidding, Teasing, Making Light Of, Joking, Using Sarcasm
6

Get up on the wrong side of the bed2

Who do you think you are, Superman? .

IV-15-6
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The Problem-Solving Process

In the problem-solving process there are no scales to follow. Instead, there is a series of
steps that assist the speaker in formulating solUtions to hi problem. Think of these steps
as questians the speaker must consider before he can effectively work on solving his
problem.

There are four major parts to this process and twelve sub-steps. The listener helps the
speaker do the following:

A. Defihe the Problem

- 1. Describe the, Problem

2. Clarify the Final Goal of Problem Solving

3. Describe the Forces Working for Change

4. Describeethe Fortes Working against Change

-
".

B. Explore Alternative Solutiogs

4:1
5. Identify Alternative Solutions to the Problem

; 6: Clarify the Reinfoicements for Each Alternative Solution
,

7. Clarify the Punishments for Each Alternative Solution

,

C. Make Plans for Change

8. Organize the Order of Activities to Reach the Final Goal

9. Clarify How Problem-Solving Behavior Will Be Evaluated

D. Prepare to Act on Plans for Change

111. Identify the Initial Behavior Change

11. Identify the Initial Success Needed to Keep Trying

12. Develop a Contingency Plan to Handle the Failure of the Initial Attempt
to Change

The four major parts of this process should be addressed separately and in order. Within
each part, the sub-steps may be taken one at a time, depending upon what feels most.:comfortable or teems most logical.

IV-15-7
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f or our purposes here, however, you will learn the specific steps of the problem solving
process in order. You will then be able to practice the process within your group and re
ceive feedback on how well you do as a listener in this process.

PART A: DrFINE THE PROBLEM

Learn the four steps in Part 1, Define the Probkni (i.e., find out what part_of the moun-
tain is coming down on the speaker).

1. Describe the Problem

By is point in the helping relationship the listener should have helped the speaker

cla y both his feelings and thinking about the problem, thefeby reducing an over-
svh ming pr.oblem to something moreatpecific and workable. While restating feel-

ings and thinking the listener should now also help the speaker describe what else is
-

involved in his problem:
,

The events surrounding the problem
,

.,,

How often it occurs

How long it has been happe,
,

The other people involved-- ___

The speaker's behavior that leads up or results from the p.roblem

After the what, when, where, andlow have been clarified, the listener and speaker
have enough information to move to the next step.

Listener: Let me see if I've got everything so far. You say you feel
excited about the possibility for advancement by gOig-,
through this training program but uncertain how you're
going to be atoP to do that and still take care of your sott.
You say you're reluctant to ask your ex-wife to take care
of him while you're away, because you're .afruid that she
will refuse.

Speaker: Yeah. It means a lot to me to mou4 up in my job. In the
past I missed a lot of opportunities because I was working
to help put my ex-wife through.law school. Now that I have
the chance again I really'don't want to blow it ard I resent
the possibility of my ex-wife not being willing to help me
out.

2 9
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. ,ListOner I wonder if you've asked your e Wife for netp on other

occasions and she's turned you down. \
Speaker: Yeah. I couple of timea asked her to take care of Rodne.%

for me and she really resented doing it. She said that it in-
terferred with her career.

Listener: I wonder how you felt about your er-wife resenting to do
that-for you.

Speaker: I was really mad. I felt resentful Omit she begrudged me the.
chance to,beiter my career and I also felt guilty gimlet pat-
ting my son in ti situation who're he was unwelcome and
might bear the brunt of that animosity and resentment.

Listener: It sorods like you really care about your son and you 're
angrOat your ex-wife because of the way she responds to
Roctney as well as to yourself. What do you usually do when
you). ex-wife responds this wav?

Speaker: / usually start an argumenttelling her she's not being sensi-
tive to me or responsible as a mother, lie yell at each other
a lot and the upshot of the whole thing is that one of us
hangs up on the other and I end up not going to the train-
ing.

Listener: What I'm hearing is that you're anxious to take training
but the responsibility for taking care of Rodney prevents
you from doing',that. Sounds like you feel pressured.

Speiker: Yeah. I feel the pressure of that responsibility. I guess the
real problem is that I resent not having the freedom in my
life to .make decisions about my future. At lhe same time
Rodney is -my son and I feel some responsibility for his
future and well-being also.

Listener: I wonder how you deal with all those feelings of anger,
resentment, and pressure.

Speaker: It's important to me not to direct my anger at Rodney. So
what I usually * is get drunk after I put him to bed and sit
and stew, thifiCmg that I should be more assertive. I'm
afraid though that he sort of knows what's going on. Even
though I try not to take it (Alt on him, I know I'm testy the
whole time the training is Oing on and I'm not there.

iv-15.9 2 9 6
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2. Clarify the Final Goal of Problem Solving

67/
The listener helps the speaker clarify the differences that he anticipates in his life
after his problem is solved: the speaker describes how he wants his situation, feel-
ings, thinking, and behavior changed. ,If the speaker's expectations seem too high,
it's important that the listener help the speaker to realize this. After these first two
steps, it might be helpful to make a problem statementa statement of the specific
problem and the final goal

Listener: / wonder if you've thought about how you'd like to vie
things change.

Speaker: Well, it's important for me to be able lo fulfill iny responsi-
bathes as a father and part of that is going Ihrough this
training so I can advance myself and make more money.

'I want the freedom to be able to do that.

Listener: It sounds like that would relieve some of the resentment.

Speaker: Yeah. I would start to enjoy Rodney thore instead of feeling
tritpped and burdened by him. I want to be able to deal.
with my anger without sulking or drinking. I don't want
Rodney to be the victim of my inability to work things out.
Also, I'd like to have a better relationship with Isadora,

l'after all she is Rodney's mother.

3. Describe the Forces Working for Change

The listener helps the speaker sort out all the forces (rewards or "payoffs") for
'solving the problem. Positive feelings, better relationships, keeping a job, or saving
money may be rewards enjoyed by solving the problem.

Listener:. So it sounds like if you could change this situation and re-
solve this problem you could have a much better relation-
ship with your son.

Speaker: Yeah. Also, I could have more4irne for myself and my own
satisfaction. It's r reaUy.important to prove to myself that I
can raise Rodney in a healthy environment and not feel put
upon, overwhelmed, or pressured doing it.

29 r 4
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_Listener: Lan you think of any other payoffs coming out of a resolu-
tion?

Speaker: \Well, getting this trainingrin two weeks would be a big pay-
WI And talking to lsadora without arguing would be I,
free.

a

4. Describe the Forces Working against Change

The listener helps the speakel- sort out all the forces that prevent him from solvipog
the problem. Indulging in self-pity, getting 'sympathy from others, not having to
accept responsibility for oneself, or the thrill of spending money are secondary
"rewards" olbisshabits" that may help maintain the problem. Fear of tackling the
problem, havRtg to accept responsibility, getting.used to taking the bus, or having
to invest time and effort are anticipated "punishments" or inconveniences that

. may have to be faced in an attempt to solve .the problem. It is this set of forces that
'may forestall the speaker's working on his problem.

See what a terrible
life I have. That boulder
is always there.

\ See how helpless I am? You
mils) take care of nte. /
pApk to hake rare of me.

RN.

Iii

\
After these forces have been clarified and compared to the forces working for
chime, the speaker will have a clear idea of both the positive and negative sides of

4 IV-15-1-41a
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the problem's solution. It is important to note thatithe speaker may realize that
what 'he must sacrifice to resolve the difficulty is too great a price to pay for what
he getsthat, at this time in his life, it's not worth it. In which case he is stuck.'

Pm not strong
enough to do anv- thing
about it.

It's not my
part of the
mountain.

4

fi

171 work on it
further down the

ountain.

a

If such is the case, however, the listener may be able to help,the speaker turn his
focus from the larger problem to a smaller part of the problem that is more work-
able. Helping the speaker make a modified problem statement with a goal that is
realizeable may be necessary so that he doesn't lose his perspective and give up
completely.

Listener: You said this has been going on for some tiMe and you've
struggled with this situation before. I wonder what kinds of
things get in the way of your resolving this problem.

Speaker: I tend to put a lot of blame on my'ex-wifebringing up all
the past stuff that has never been dealt with. It's a lot easier
for me to put blime somewhere else instead of.dealing with
myself.

.4./

))
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Listener: wondrr what get out of keeping this problem

711

Speeker: For One thing, I can say, if it only weren't,for this, I'd hare
a much better position at work.

Listener: I'm wondering if you have any feelings 'that gekin (he way
of tackling this PrOblem. '

Speeker: Well, on the 4Auiside I've always appeare4 stroftg and willing
to accept responsibility, while on the inside I was feeling
scared and uneasy. My wife on the other hand admitte4
openly that she washliready to raise a child. Part of my fear
is admitting to herand to myself l.guessthal I nerd some
help,'I can't _handle it as, well as I let on. It 'ssetisy to direct
the anger I feel at myself to someone else, especially some-.
one-I ran biotite. for my lot in

A .

Once the listener has helped guide the speaker through these first four steps of the_prob-
lern-solving process, the speaker should have-

1. painted a much clearer picture of his problem and made a specific problem
statement to work on; .

2. ciarified what behavicif he wants to change;

3. examined the fortes that are at work for change;

A. examined the forces that aie at work a.inst change.

In other words, you are looking at the mountain (problem)_through the haze. You want to
know what it looks like, where the boulders.pre, and where on that mountain the speaker
is located.

,Now you will be exploring each of the four steps in two ways: first by yourself, and then
with a partner. Here are your instructions for 'the first part of practice. Choose a personal
problem-that you think that you want to solve. Go through each of the four steps and fillin the blanks as honestly and clearly as you can.

IV-15-13
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Stqp.I. Whai is your proble-M?

176

-. (How does it show itself?. When does it happen? Who else is-involved when it happens?
What is your behavior? Whai 'are, your feelings about it?)

Step,2, What are your problem-solving goals?

(What ar,e the rewards you expect from changing the problem? How do yoti jxpect
your situation to change? How do you expect your behavior to change? Hovrdo you
expect your feelings and thinki g tq change?)

1

Step 3..What are the forces working for ckange?

(What benefits do you expect from solving your problem? How do you expect your
life to be bettei as a result?)

3 01

1V-15-14
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,Step 4. What are the forces working against change?

31/76

(What are the rewards for keeping the problem? What does it cost you? Is it worth it?)

7

Now that you have completed the steps yourself, you will sit down with a partner from
your group and go through the four steps again..See if your partner, acting as a listener,
can help you clarify these first four areas of your problem. Then-tibange roles and see if

you can help your partner clarify the four steps that he has gone through for his problem.
During your ihteractions, do not use the inforfration you have written. Remember to/keep
your.discussion focused on just these first four steps.

INTERACTION TIME

NOw, gather your feedback while you canl Ask your partner to fill out the following Feed-
back Checklist on your role as a listener to his problem (you'll be filling in his checklist
while he does yours), and then talk over how you did each step. Use your written informa-
tion if you wish.

Ic

Or,c;,)
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PROBLEM-SOLVING FEEDBACK CHECKLIST

7

1, Was fhirproblem defined?

2. Were final goals clarified?

3..Were rewards ff3r.stilying
N. your problem clarified?

4. Were rewards for maintaining
your problem uncovered?

Completely? Appropriately?

GROUP DISCUSSION TIME: Discuss the first four steps with your group..YoUr trainer
will help clarify and process them. When you feel as though you understand this first sec-
tion, go on to the next stage of the problem-solving exercise.

GROUP DISCUSSION

IV-15-18



PART B: EXPLORE Alit RNATIVE SOLUTIONS
.

,
-.44' .The listener and speaker implore the alternative solutions to the problem (or, how many

dif(erent lys are there to op that big rock from coming down on you?).
3'

r.
4)*S.:5. Identify Alternative Solutions to the Problem .., . 4 ^ :;:

* 1
N

.

sr

I 1116'

The listener helps the speaker identify alternatives to ways he has triedIO deal wItit
his problem in the past; they brainstorm together to generate as rilahy rac4Ible
activities and ways to b8have as possible. After arlist of alternatives has Leeninade, $

each one should be examined to determine (a) if it is pbssible for the speaker to.:.,
perform, and (b) if it will have sotne affect on the resolution of the ptoblem. ;.a. .1, 4.

-4,
'

14

4..4

.

,A

Listener: Have you thought of any activities you could undertake to,
_solve your problem?

Speaker: Well, I couldasit,down with my ex-wife And get everything
out in the open or I could just chi nothingcontinue what
I'm doing now but developing better ways to cope.

304
IV-15-17
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a . 1 Listener: Is there anything elsigustrti6h1 do?
0 61. ;v."'

Slieliker I could try to get back with Isadora, t I win 't want a
t:"

.

.!!>.

I could loa 11:r oiliVi'ire$ollictIs ui terpilis (If haring someone
'Itttyinith Rodney. Or just resign myself to the sifuation but

''.1101111kr

with your situation?

.

6.
'4(.*

.0
,

t "?.. anywoy, Ab:11hintipast ,thitcy4itiorliii a be.11eryelation-
, gip wl-th -her wouk1,444`tliagiP

:
.

eListener! ifeldaryis thq chgriiink slime ofthe ways you
(

Interact with. het now.a fp.. e .:

lb

At

. 4' r

aker: 'Yeah, inch 's fl .two way street. I suppc;.se if I .didn't always
start arguments with .her4helvou1dn't finish them. 171 have
to sturticon&olhng my anger by not setting myself up.to be
on the defensive.

pi`

,

8. Clarify the Reinforcements for Each Alternative Solution

The listener hiilps the speaker narrow the choice of alternatives that he will try by
examining first the reinforcements and then the punishments attached to each.
Behavior reinforcers are the rewards that the speaker may receive as a result of a
particular activity or behavior. For instance, a reinforcer for refusing extra work oil
the job could be more leisure time and fewer feelings of pressure.

Listener: You've identified some possible alternative solutions. 11 hat
, 6 kinds of reinforcements Would you.get from trying each Of

t' them.

Speaker: I'm confused about reinforcements.

Listanor:- Well, what are the pluses for each alternative? For instance,
you -said you could learn to deal with your anger. What"
.would be good about that?

Speaker: I'd feel a lot less uptight. I wouldn't feel guilty about taking
it out on Rodney.

IV-15-18
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Listener: U hat about 3iirie of your other alternalwel:'

Speak er :

Listener:

eso
)Well, in terme of findm other resources, that woubl free me
up to take opportunities when they come up.

A

You saUl .you could develop a better relationship with your
ev-wife. What payoff. r (mid you e pe t from that'?

Yeah. I would feel like I confronted and took responsibility
.for my part in this problem. Plus, I wouldn't hare to fare
the agony, of calling her to ask for a favor. I think Rodney
would benefit from it too.

7. clarify the Pnishmonts for Each Alternative Solution

The listener tielp
each altetnativet
activity. Some sol
For instance, Aim
ruult in being fi
the thought of
he can undertake

/

,

ListOn

Speak

Us

the speaker examine the anticipated punishments .atlached to
at the speaker May suffer as a result of a particular bihavior or

tions may create obvious, additional problems for the speaker.
tting drug abuse to a company manager and asking for help may

. Also, the speaker may really be afraid of or overwhelmed by
ing a particular behavior and may, therefore, cho-ose another that
ore comfortably.

What kinds of punishments do you anticipate suffering bY
trying thesealternatives?

Finding other resources like a d5tycare center might be
tough for mein terms of the cost. Another thing is that I
don't want Rodney to feel like he's being shuffled around.

Speaks

Are there any minuses with regard to sitting down with
your ex-wife and explaining your situcition in order to move
toward a better relationship?

Sure. Ws scary to think about admitting my limitidions.
What's really scary is that I don't know how she'll respond.
But I'm also determined to get out of this rut. I would even
feel worse if I didn't give it a try.,.

Iv.15.19 30 6
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Now let's practice again This section covers r rphmng nIterruthrel Fill in these hlanks first
and then practice with your partner as you did before.

Step 5. What do you need to do in order to change your problem?

(list the different ways you can change your behavior that might help resolve your
problem, begin with the easiest to accomplish and finish with the most difficult.)

Steps 6. & 7. What are the rewards and punishments that might result from tryirm each
lternative solution?

Rewards Punishments (

3

Iv15-20
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Now get Nick together wifFi" your partner for another irMrection and feedback. Exchange
checklists again. Ask your partner to rate you on how well you followed steps five, six, and
seven as a listener. (Dc the same for him.)

PROBLEM-SOLVING FEEDBACK CHECKLIST

Completely? . 'Appropriately?

5. Were alternative behaviors
for solving the problem
explored?

/'6. & 7. Were'rewards and punish-
ments attached to alternati
explored?

4

3OS
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PAR C: MAKE PLANS FOR CHANGE

We have found that understanding the problem and discussing ways to solve it are not al-
ways enough to help the speaker change. Hence, the next step is to encourage him to make
initial plans that will help keep him motivated to change and accountable to himself.

B. Organize the Order of Activities to Reach the Final Goal

The listener helps, the speaker devise an action plan that describes what he will do
.,,and when, where, and how he will do it in order to proceed toward problem resolu-

tion. Separating and ordering activities helps the speaker see the overall method-.
ology in his plan and view the plan as a series of achievable steps. Describing activi-
ties in specific measureable terms will help the speaker feel accountable to each
step of his plan. For instance, "I will spend this weekend looking for another apart-
ment, one that I can afford."

Listener: NoW that you've chosen an alternative solution to work on,
I'm wondering how you plan to carry it out.

Speaker: Well, I could telt my wife I want V; tak )! this training in two
weeks. There is a real element of time involved at least with
this part of the situation.

IV-15,22 30;,-)
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Listener: It doesn't seem that it i going to be that simple for you to
ju it all her up, au d talk. I wundrr I/ Ma 're thought of ilt,10
you're going to prepare for this.

Speaker: I# ell, I'm going to get drunk first. Ileh, hell! No, what I
need to do is to make certain what it is I'm going to say,
and make certain that there's enough time to really talk.

Listener: How do you plan to do that?

Speaker: Well;.I guess I harq to set up' a time and place that will en-
sure that we can talk without feeling pressured.

Listener: I'm wondering about the pressure you might feel right now
about trying to resolve everything before your training in
tiv74 weeks.

Speaker: zrfah. I do feel that pressure. Like I said I don't want to
blow this chance. I need to settle this whole thing very soon.

_

Listener: I wonder if you're putting more pressure on yourself .than
you can realistically handle right now.

Speaker: I peas' you;re right. The most important thing right ri9u. is
. for her to agree to take Rodney for the week 171 be in train-

ing. Ill call her tonight about that and work on a long-term
arrangement later.

. 9. Clarify How Problem Resolving Behavior Will Be Evaluated

The listener helps the speaker identify specific ways to know whether he is pro-
ceeding toward problem resolution. This includes describing anticipated outcomes
of each activity so the speaker will know if his plan is producing results. Progress
can be ghecked after the completion of each activity listed in the action plan.

Listener : What needs to happen in order for you.)o feel like you're
being successful in working out this problem?

Speaker: Well, if I can break the ice and talk to Isadora and have her
underitand how important this opportunity is to me with-
out tier :1W1ing resentful or laying guat on me, then I woiild
feel inore hopeful and confident talking to her later about
the futpre.

,
Iv-15-ski
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Listener: Yuu saul earlier that one of your goals in solving this prob,
lem is to hare a better relationship uith You(-.4m. What
ipecifically will let you know that i happening? 0,4

Speaker: I would start to actually look forward to spending tiMe with
Rodney. ,iind my drinking would be considerably ( ut down
too.

Now let's practice. Fill in these blanks.

Step 8. What activities or behavior can you list as part of an action plan?

Step 9. 'What are some Specific things that will lef you know that you were successful
in those activities or that behavior?

IV-15-24
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Joiri with your partner once again and take, ftirns being a speaker anii a.4iStener. Then give
each other feedback and discuss this settion WItti the gro6p.

..

St

r

'PRO-LEM-SOLVING FEEDBACK CHECKLIST

8. Were activities organized?

9. Was an evaluation clarified?

Completely? Appropriately?

312
.
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PART D: PREPARE TO ACT ON PLAV FOR CHANGE

This is the final part of problem solvig. This section helps the speaker think through and
prepare to test his plans.

10. Identify the Initial Behavior Change.

The listetner helps the speaker plan the most important step in his planthe firil
one. This includes talking through what, where, how, and when the initial behavior
is to take place. Also, the listener helps the speaker explore his feelings, especially
fears, about proceeding with his plans to change.

iistener: !Vow that you've decided on an approach, what will be your
first step?

Speaker: I guess it's not being nasty whet! 41 call Isadorn up to talk.

Listener: Ilow Will you do that?

1 Speaker: IV work against being on the defensive, like calling her right
away to cut down on the time pressure involved. And 171
try to be pleasant for a change. I'm afraid that she'll say no
right off the bat. That might make me angry. Hut I'll work
at not starting another argument.

11. Identify the Initial Success Needed to Keep Trying

The listener helPS the speaker iderlify thefirst success that he needs in order to
continue with the problem-solving process. The awareness of this success helps the
speaker avoid a sense of "going nowhere fast" and also helps put the need for in-
stant gratification into perspective.

,Lhteneef-At What will let you know that you are being successful with
441. .?'""' this first step?

11,

Speaker: If she agrees to take Rodney for the week. More important
it would be not blowing up if she says no.

,f:t=

IV-15-26 3 1 ;:s
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12. Develop Contingency Plan toHandle the Failure of the Initial Attempt to Change

The listener helps the speaker consider and prejlare for the possibility that his first
alternative will not result in success, or for the fact that there may be some unex
pected stumbling blocks along the wey.. It is important that the speaker have an-,

other alternative to employ so that he won't feel completely defeated and lost.

Listener:

Speaker :

If your ex-wife refuses to take Rodney, what will p.m do?

This training is-important to me. I uiould probably- explore
another resource or just pass up, the trairiing and call her
again later, If I don't blow up and start an argument, l'll
leave tire door open for a possNe future understanding.

Once again, join your partner and take turns being a speaker and a listener, give feedback,
and hold a group discussion. Then answer the following questions. .

The final practice.

r.
10. Identify; the initial behavior you wilt change:

(What will you do? Where will you do it? How will you do it? When will you do it?)

I ,

44

314
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11. What will make you feel as though you are making progreu?

(How will you reward yourself when you succeed?)

J

12. What will you do should your plans not work?

31 5
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Now for the fillet interaction and feedback:

ea1110410

PROBLEM-SOLVING FEEDBACK CHECKLIST

10. Were the what, where, how,
and when of the initial .

behavior change identified?

11. Were initial successes identified?

12. Were plans made to handle the
failure of the initial attempt to
change?

Completely? Appropriately?

31 6
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THEORY AND RATIONALE

OF THE COUNSELING PROCESS

891

The theory and rationale underlying the Counsel° ir Yr-tim ing: of-I-term Cltent Srlierrix
course is frxmd in this appendix. A thoiough understanding of this appendix proVides the
trainer with a conceptual 'framework for the presentation of the content of the course.

THE HELPING PROCESS

Theoretical Orientation

There, are many theories, techniques, and approaches to counseling and -helping relation:
ships. Some, of course, are more effective than others, but they are all based on pringiples
of personality theory. What makes one approach more effective than another depends
largely upon the type of concern presented, the demand characteristics of the situation,
and the level of skill, training, and personality dynamics of the counselor as he interacts
with the client.

The helping process as defined here is broadly based "uPon a relationship theory of counsel-
ing, and draws from theoretical considerations of Sullivan (1953), Rogers (1957), Maslow
(1962), Kell and Meuller (1966), ancl other writers with a humanistic orientation. Under-
lying the theory are the issumptioni that, as human beingi, we not only have the need to
be understood, but also the capability to understand others. With this understanding,
people can then enact powerful and meaningful problem-solving processes. The need for
effective interpersonal relationships is clearly summarized by Kell and Burrow, (1970)

. . .as human beings, we need to be understood phenomeriologi-
cally, or subjectively. . .the need to be understood in this way is .
heightened in the person seeking help with his *notional prob-
lems. At such times he has frightening feelings of &pertness. . .

fears of abandonmedt and isolation are common.. .careful listen-
ing and sensitive responses by us to these thoughts and feelings
of the client help him- to feel that there is someone who can
know and share with him something' of how he feels within hini-
self. . .human distress is real, and must be understood and ac-
cepted as such, but it need not be devastating. Our ability to
understand and perhaps to verbalize accUrately the feelings of
another Orson does nOt solve the probleM or totally take sway
the distress, but it does help to rouse in him subjective feelings
of hopefulness, tentative Coping and thoughts of possible mastery
rather than irrational despair... (p. 11, 12).
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Empathic Understanding

In establishing a relationship, it is important therefore, for the covnselor to be able to
respond to the affective elements of the other person's concerns. Responding to another
persbn's subjective experience is definedas empathic umjerstanding- the ability to see the
world the way the other person perceives it, that is, from his "internal frame of reference.'
The counselor makes an active effort to put himself in this internal perceptual world with-
out losing his own identity or objectivity. This is accomplished primarily by thinking and
\ ex per iencing with rather than for or about the client.

Regardless of theoretical orientation cir approaches to counseling, empathic understanding
appears to be a common variable that cuts across counseling effectivyfiess. A study by
Kuqz (1970) suggested that clients' ratings of counselors' empathy, when compared to
other measures of the same variables, were tfib best predictors of several different outcome
measures. Hanson (1967) found that clients' perceptions of empathy, genuineness, level of
regard, and unconditionality of regard in counseling groups were highly 'correlated with
members' improvement in self.concepts, growth of self-ideal, and self-congruence. McNally
and Drummond (1973) found that ratings of counseling Process and outcomes showed
clients with high need for social approval rated their counselors as more empathic, arid
their counseling experiences-as more satisfactory.

The theoretical formulations of Rogers (1961) and studies by Truax and Carkhuff (1967)
have indicated that therapeutic change is related to the therapist's level of accurate empa-
thy. Accurate empathy is thus presumed to be a facilitative dimension in helping relation-
ships (Truax and Carkhuff, 1967; Carkhuff and Verenson, 1967; Carkhuff, 1969).

Beyond Empathy

While empathic understanding and responding are objectives for the training program, it
must be emphasized that 01i is not all that is needed to effect productive outcomes of
counseling. Without clarification of meaning, exploration of values and attitudes, and prob-
lem solving, the helping process is incomplete and usually insufficient to fully facilitate
growth and movement on the part of the client.

Empathic understanding an. d responding facilitate clarification and exploration of the af-
fective dynamics of the helping process and also build a foundation of trust and rapport
_between the counselor and the client. Responding to meaning and values and attitudes
facilitates exploration of the conflicts and confusion that often surround not only client
feelings, but also client thinking and behavior. Therefore, this clarification is a vital step

- in the progression of the helping process toward gpal setting and problem solving.

A further step in the helping process is assisting the client in formulating a clear statement
of goals and objectives for problem solving, and in the planning of steps to achieve these
goals. This involves assisting the client in exploring alternatives and in making plans that
reflect an understanding of the consequences of sustaining old behavior or risking with new
behavior.

.*-41
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Characteristics of Effective Counselor Behavior

Effectrve counselors demonstrate behaviors that support the previously mentioned ele
ments of the helping process. When his behavior has certain characteristics, the counselor
models, encourages, and facilitates constructive and positive growth in the client. These
characteristics include:

Warmth and Caring. ,Warmth is a condition of friendliness, a showing of concern and
interest, and valuing the other person as another human being. Caring is closely re-
lated to warmth, but is ordinarily more enduring and emotionally intense. It means
showing a deep a`nd genuine contern about the well-being of the other person. Car-
ing about another person is often confused with taking care of the other person. The
latter connotes takingi'esponsibility for The other person's behavior, thereby limiting
his freedom to experiment and learn from his own experiences. "Taking care of" the
client may also result in a very deperident relationship (e.g., parent-child), which
drains the counselor's resources and Constricts client growth. ,During the problem-
solving process, however, the counselor will take a more directive and active role in
facilitating the client's exploration of alternatives and their consequences.

Openness, When appropriate, 'the counselor may need to be self-disclosing of the
impact the client is having on him. The counselor may need to be aware of and share
with the client his experience of the "here and now" of the interaction, taking care
to bring the focus ,of the response back to the client (otherwise, the counselor-client
roles may reverse). In the terminology of the training program, this is called Coun-
selor "owning of feelings." Appropriate use of self-disclosure is essential imbuilding
a constructive relationship, and is closely related to the element of tttitt..1f the
counselor cannot be aware of and trust his own (feelings, thoughts, fantasies, values,
and attitudes, it will be difficult, if not impossible, for him to facilitate similar
processes in his client.

There may be occasions when the counselor s personal dynamics interfere with or
get in the way of the helping relationship.. In these situations the ,most appropriate
counselor behavior would be to "own up" to the interference anci refer the client to
someone else. This. is particularly crucial when the client is presenting a need'which
goes beyond the limits of skill and experience of the counselor. "Counselor Know
Thyself" is thus extended to ",....and Thy Limits."

Positive Regard and Respect. This implies not only respect for the other person's
individiiality, but respect for his worth as a Orson.

Concreteness of Expression. This means that the counselor attempts to baspecific
rathr than general -or vague in his communicatren about feelings, meaning; values
and attitudes, and problem-solving steps. Concteteness of expression also encom-
passes depth of exploration of client feelings, meaning, values and attitudes, and
problem-solving goals. The more personal decision-making and life-survival skills
the client has, the less initiative the counselor must exhibit; on the other hand, the
more behavior deficits the client has, the-more initiative the counseloi- must exhibit
in facilitating the step-by-step exploration and integration of new behaviors.

31i)
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Client Growth Processes

he growth process on the part of the client involves many phases. I hese phases may occur
at varying rates, ranging'from days to years, and clients may demonstrate varying levels of
success with each of these phases. The following are some of the phases that may be in-
volved in this growthProcess:

Owning of Feelings. The client shows immediate and free .access to his feelings,
expresses them in a genuine manner and is able .to identify their source or origin.

Self-Exploration. The client is actively and spontaneously engaged in an inward
probing to discover feelings about himself and his lifespace around him. This in-
cludes his value system, his attitudes, beliefs, opinions, and. his rational processes.

Internalization. The client knows and trusts his feelings as belonging to him, and
does not attempt to rationalize them or explain them away as belonging to some-
thing or someone outside himself.

1

Commitment to Change. The client s deeply involved in confronting his problems
directly, and clearly expresses ver ly and behaviorally a desire and commitment to
change his behavior. This indicat the client's willingness to take responsibility for
his own behavior.

Orrentiation of Stimuli, he client perceives the different stimuli in his world,
er than stereotyping vi ely similar stimuli. This includes his value clarification

an*, restructuring of me attitudes. He differentiates between his own charac-
teristiCs and those of ers. He no longer says, for example, "Nobody likes me,'
"Why can't I be happ like everyone else," or "I'm totally inadequate at everything
I do!"

New BehiViors are Explored and Ahern') . The client sets realistic goals for prob-
lem solving and is actively engaged in king alternatives suitable to himself, He
experiments with new behaviors, keep' g those that work a* rejecting those that
do not work. In effect, he has taken sprne interpersonal risks and discovered that
actively engaging himself in new experie.nces is much more rewarding than passively
fantasizing or worrying about outcome&

Integrating New Behaviors. Effective behaviors are incorporated into the client's
_current repertoire.

SUMMARY

Effective helping relationships have the same elements and characteristics as meaningful
interpersonal relationships. The counseling relationship is a complex interaction of two
human beings. It is not an adversary situation, where the client has all the problems and

A-4



the counselor has all the answers. When the counselor gets trapped into solving the client's
problems for him, it is often because both parties are attempting to effect immediate and
dramatic change. Some pressure Can be alleviated if the counseling relationship is viewed as
.a growth process. Growth in this context means dynamic, ongoing,experiential learning
.where the rewards or the payoffs far outweigh the negative reinforcement.

The helping process is'a two-way street, where the client if helpful by being helped, and
the counselor.is helped by being helpful.

This overview of the helping process offers brief theoretical constructs that the trainer
may relate to in more depth and detail as the need arises. Whether a person is a counselor
or a trainer of counselors, professional or paraptofessional, he will experience a constant
need to know more about the behavioral sciences. One of the big rewards in the helping
Profession is the interrelatedness of professional development and personal growth. They
complement one another just as.the counselor and client complement one another in a
meaningful relationship. A counselor committed to ..his people-helping profession leaves
himself open to the ideas and experiences of his colleagues and of his clients. Trainers are
thus encouraged to investigate further the research citations and reference material men-
tioned in this manual. Once both trainees and trainers have fully integrated an understand-
ing of the basic helping relationship, and can apply the principles; counseling and thera-
peutic techniques such as behavior modifiCation, reality therapy, transactional analysis and
others can also be explored.

3
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cool
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cowardly
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cruel
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disorganized

dissatisfied

distracted
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disturbed
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dominant

dominited
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dubious
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ecstatic

edgy

effeminate
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empty

enchanted
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energetic
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enraged
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fear

fearful

feminine

fidgety

flattered

floating

flustered

foolish

forceful
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forgetful

forgiving

forlorn
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forsaken

fortunate
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free
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CT:STCS A MULTI-PHASE PROGRAM FOR TRAINING OF TRAINERS

The methodologies utilized in the delivery of the CT:STCS tourse are primarily experien-
tial skill-building processes and depend largely on tiihrylodeling and shaping process carried
out by the trainer and the materials. The course isTrainer-dependettt. More thiin a manual
and cassette tape are necessary for skill building. The trainer sets and maintains the climate
for learning and implements specific strategies that tarry out and maintain the concepts of
the course.

In an effort to maintain standards of performance and the quality of counseling-skills train-
ing and to_systematically increaie the number of qualified CT:STCS trainers in the field,
NDAC has devised a four-phase process by which persons would become trained and recog-
nized as CT:STCS trainers.

These four phases of training are as follows:

Phase I: Successful completion of the Counseling Skills modules of the CT:STCS
cburse involves attendance at all sessions of the course and attainment Of
the course objectives as measured by the CT:STCS posttest.

This phase should be considered prerequisite for any trainer anticipating
training CT:STCS.Experience as a trainee in the small group will provide
invaluable insight into the theoretical and structural design of the course,
the impact of the training experience on trainees, kind correct modeling
behavior of the trainer.

Phase II: Successfal completion Of the CT:STCS Training-of-Trainers course en-
tails attendance throughout the CT:STCS/TOT course.and attainment
of counts objectives as measured by conceptual understanding tests as
well as performance measures.

Phase II provides focused study i e theoretical and Conceptual bases
of the course and allows practice ery of all elements of the course in
a laboratory setting. Feedback fro he Phase I I trainer and fellow Phase
II trainees helps to polith training sk Is.

Phase III: This supervised training delivery of the Phase I course requires that the
apprentice trainer deliver at least 51 percent of the course content under
the tutelage of a master trainer.

This type of on-the-job training prepares the apprentice trainer in all ele-
ments of Phase I delivery, ,including pre- and posttraining tasks, small
gtbup facilitation, and on-the-spot course modification 'for special tip.
cumstances.

A-15
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Phase IV: This is supervised training delivery of Phase II, CT:STCS/TOT to other
apprentice trainers.

The goal of Phase I V is to assist and prepare the-trainer to deliver Phase
II, to anticipate the concerns of apprentice trainers who are about to be
trained in Phase I for the first time, and to provide additional trainer tips
regarding the content, process, and design of Phases II and III.

This multi-phase system will then provide four levers Of mastery for CT:STCS trainers:

Potential trainer: a trainer who has ompleted Phase I and who meets
the general trainer requirements*

Apprentice trainer: a trainer who has completed Phases I and I I

Senior trainer.: a trainer who has completed Phases I , I I and I I I

Master trainer: a trainer who has completed all four phases and who has
extensive experience training the CT:STCS course and supervising Phase
I I I groulpders

A trainer who has completed these phases of training will have first-hand knowledge and
rexperience with the conceptual framework, training goals, structure, and developmental
learning stages of the course. He will be able to anticipate the impact of the training ex-
perience on the trainee, and will have experienced and dealt With, under supervision, the
dynamics occurring within the small-group training.

NDAC is currently constructing curricula for the four CT:STCS phases, including behav-
ioral objectives, content outline, and delivery strategy. These will be published as an addi-
tional resource that can be inOuded as an appendix to the current CT:STCS Trainer's
Manual. In order to publish ttiei availability of qualified CT:STCS trainers already in the
field, NDAC is also compiling a trainipg directory that will include the names and ad-

10

dresses of persons who h a v e completed Phases I I I and IV.

to I,
'Trainer requirement* ere noted in the CT:SItS Trainer's Manual.

A-16.
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HOW TO ORDER MATERIALS

966

If you are ihterested in this course, or in other drug abuse related courses, write or call for
more information to:

.
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rt",$%-st

vq141.1.44
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6

National Drug Abuse Materials
Distribution CenteAlr

Post Office Eicix 398-
McLean, Virginia 22101
(703) 790-8229
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

FOR

COUNSELING AND TRAINING

I

This bibliography provides a background of research and theory upon which CT:STCS is
built.

Anderson, Dorothy B., & McClean, Lenora J. Identifying Suicide Potential. New York:
Behavioral Publications, Inc., 1969.

Eleven symposium peeers from the Conference on Identifying Suicide Potential held
at Columbia University, December 1969, focus on the extent of suicide potential and
the forces affecting this tendency in society at large, the family system, and specific
high-risk groups.

Beck, Aaron T.; Resnick, Harvey L. P.; & Lettieri, Dan J. The Prediction of Suicide. Bowie,
Maryland: Charles Press Publishers, Inc., 1974..

This book features selected papers that cover important aspects in defining and ascer-
taining the causes of suicide. They clarify the development and validation of various
methods used to measure suicidal intent and risk.

Brammer, Lawrence M. The Helping Relationship: Process and Skills. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1973.

Three categories of helping skillsunderstanding, cOmfort, and actionare presented in
precise detail in a style simple, direct, and without professional jargon. Aspects of the
helping relationship covered are: characteristics of helpers, the helping process, listen-
ing skills, teaching skills, confronting skills, and skills for comfort and crisis.

Carkhuff, Robert R. Critkal Variables in Effeetive Counselor Training. Journal of Counsel-
ing Psychology, 16(3), 238-245, 1969.

Discusses trends found over 16 different studies indicating that the level of facilitative
and action-orlented functioning of a trainer may be related to the level of functioning
reached by a trainee. Coneidered also in thiedtscussion is the level of facilitative func-
tioning that is present initially for a trainee`and the type of training program. Three

3 3
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hypotheses result: (1) Trainers' levels of function'ing seem most important with those
trainees whose functioning is growing in the direction of the trainer. (2) Trainees seem
to gain more with trainers whose own functioning is high and lose most with trainers
at a low level of functioning when the difference betweenighe trainer functioning is
great. (3) Programs that seemed most effective were those that focused orderly and
behaviorally upon the action-oriented and facilitative factors.

Carkhuff, Robert R. Helper Communication as a Function of Helper Affect and Content.
Journal of CounselliVsyehology, 16(2):126-131, 1969.

Reports the results of a study done to investigate relationships between the following
variables: helper's level of experience (and training); .type of emotion expressed by
helper; and content of helper's statement. Carkhuff examines these by first having his
subjects formulate responses to videotaped helpee statements and by then having his
subjects rate four different responses to each of the same helpee statements, according
to how facilitative the responses are. Makes a point for experience and particularlY

scornmurpication training through this analysis of data. Also notes that there is a differ-
ence between diserithination of and communication of facilitative responses.

-Carkhuff, Robert R. Ilelping and Human Relalionsi A Primer for Lay and Profesiional
Helpers. 2 Vols. New York: Holt Rinehart and Wihston, Inc., 1969.

Volume I: Selection and Training

Discusses first effectiveness of laV and professional helpers, citing research and explor-
ing issues revolving around lay and professional programs. Part Two presents a model
of human functioning and dysfunctioning, often in propositional form, as well as an
effort to integiate helper's function, helper's impact, and environmental influences
into a picture of,helping processes. Part Three speaks to selection prpcesses and to
assessment of communication and discrimination. Part Four examines training, means
for setting up effective training programs and the actual components of training, for
example, scales of the facilitative and action-oriented dimensions.

Volume II: Practice and Research

Part One examines the idea that there is both facilitation and retardation potential in
the helpiqg process and then the implications of this concept. The components of ef-
fective helping are discussed in Part Two, which also broadens the focus to include
group processes as will as individual. Part Three evaluates turning theory into practice
and practice into theory, developing models, and basic principles of research. Part Four
is an overview and summary.

TWO rich volumes, written in understandable terms with concise and clear ideas about
helping.,

8-2
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Carkhuff, Robert R.; Friel, Tecl; & Kratochirl, Dan. The Differential Effecti of Sequence
of Training in Counselor Responsive and Counselor Initiated Conditionc Counselor
Education and Superrision, 9(2), 106 109, 1970.

A study designed to investigate whether or not it makes a difference to first train
people on the facilitalive or responsive dimension and then on the action-oriented,
confrontive dimension or -to reverse the order of the two dimensiort The researchers
found no significant difference between the two sequences; however, given some trends
in their data, they do suggest that for short training programs, the greatest changes in
the least amount of time result from training counselor responsiveness first.

Carkhuff, R. R. Principles of Social Action Training for New Careers in Human Services.
Journal of Counseling Psychology, 18 147-151, March 1971.

An examination' of the selection and training in helping and human relations skills of
lay personnel indigenous-to the inner-city. The advantages and disadvantages of using
lay personnel as functional professionals are discussed, along with an explanation of
the selection and training procedures. Results indicate that lay Personnel can be used
effectively in social action programs, and in addition can be used to train others.

Carkhuff, R. R., & Griffin, Andrew H. The Selection and Training of ,Human Relations
Specialists. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 17, 443-450, September 1970.

This study is an attempt to meet the needs of junior high school black students. Adult
blacks were systematically selected and trained. Training areas includad empathy,
respect, genuineness, and confrontation. These specialists Were then evaluated in terms
of effectiveness, and results showed they were functioning in the helping role above
levels which were minimally effective.

Carkhuff has numerous other books and articles. Three of Particular interest are:

The Art of Helping. Amherst, Massachusetts: Human Resource Development Press,
1973

The Art of Problem-Solving

The Art of Training
#.;

,

4orikgffige

Chapman, J. L. Development and' Validation of a Scale to Measure Empathy. Journal of
Ciiunselingfsychology, 18, 281-282, Mat 1971.

An attempt to develop a measuring scale for affective sensitivity. The author used
several videotaped recordings of interviews and tested a subject's ability to identify

.8-3 33,4
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emotions expressed by another person. Results were not.significant enough to differen-
tiate between experimental groups and the predictive validity of the instrument was
nonexistent.

Danish, S. J., & Kagan, N. Measurement of Affective Sensitivity: Toward a Valid Measure
of Interpersonal Perception. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 18, 41-54, January
1971.

*
This study is an attempt to build on evidence from previous research that indicates
personal growth in interpersonal sensitivity is reflected in the Affective Sensitivity
Scale. This scale was able to pick up differences in affective sensitivity for both inten-
sive and long-term training programs. The authors concluded that this scale may meet
some of the necessary conditions to measure personal.growth in counselor training
programs and other experiences designed to improve interpersonal sensitivity.

Dugger, James G:Yrhe New Professional: Introduction for the Human Services and Mental
Health Worker. Monterey, California: Brooks and Cole_ Publishing Company, 1975.

An introductory textbook for students in human services and mental health programs,
it describes the newly emerging manpower source in the human services and provides a
basic understanding of the notes and functions performed by this new generalist
worker.

Fisher, Sheila A. Suicide and Crisis Intervention: Survey and Guide to Services. New York:
Springer Publishing Company, 1973.

A national research and survey guide defining and synthesizing material concerning
both common and unique methods and techniques of operation of suicide and/or crisis
prevention services. Some of the areas discussed concern purposes, goals, sponsorship,
funding, recruiting, staffing, training, and community involvement.

James, Muriel, & Jongeward, Dorottiy. Born to Win: Transactional Analysis with Gestalt
Experiments. Reading, Massachusetts and Menlo Park, California: Addison-Wesley
Publishing,41971.

Examines the approaches of Frederick Perls and Eric Berne to understanding human
behavior, and provides integration of the two approaches. The general focus is enhanc-
ing awareness, self-responsibility and genuineness. Exercises designed to help the reader
xperience the content of the book more directly are presented at the end of each of
the book's ton chapters. Related references are also provided for each'chapter.
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The book is designed for use by individuals "interested in personality theory and inter-
personal relationships," for example, people in teaching, mental health fields, and
management. Gives the background in theory and practical applications for gestalt
theory as interpreted by Perls and transactional analysis as developed by Berne. Not a
formal test of psychotherapy; uses many examples from less formal relationships and
situations. The authors state a philosophy that man is able to modify both heredity
and environment.

Jordan, David -Lee. A Comparison of the Effects of Didactic and Experiential Training on
Accurate Empathy, Non-possessive Warmth and Genuineness. Dissertation Abstracts
International, 29(9-B), 3487-3488, 1969.

Jordan compares three groups: a group receiving group therapy with high levels cif
empathy, warmth and genuineness present, a group receiving specific training to in,
crease levels of empathy, warmth and genuineness within kpdividual therapy, and a
group receiving no treatment. Jordan found no significant differences between the
group therapy subjects and the specific training subjects. However, specific training
made significantly more change than ithe no-treatment group on all dimensions. At
issue here is the "opportunity to imitate good therapy," present in both treatment
groups, and receiving more emphasis in the specific training group.

Kagan, Norman; Schauble, Paul; Resnikoff, Arthur; Danish, Steven J.; & Drathwohl, David
R. Interpersonal Process Recall. Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, 148(4), 365-
374, 1969.

Description of interpersonal process recall, its use in both psychotherapy and training
of counselors. Recall sessions are conducted by a third individual, who is called an "in-
terrogator" in this article. An explanation of his role, how he is trained and how the
authors arrived at his use is provided. Also included is information on set-up and facili-
ties. The paper is descriptive of the IPR technique as it was originally developed at
Michigan State University.

Kagen, Norman. Influencing Human Interaction, 1972.

A training manual that includes all scripts from a videotape training program and also
instructions to trainers. Begins with elements of therapeutic communication and con-
tinues through counselor self-studies and the mutual recall process. May be obtained
by writing the author, Department of Counseling, Personnel Services, and Educational
Psychology, Erickson Hall, Michigan State University, E. Lansing, Michigan 48823
($10.00).
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Kell, Bill "1".;81 Burrow, Josephine Morse. Developmental Counvaing and Therapy. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970.

Therapy is presented as "having to do with the repair of some failure in the develop-
mental process." Antecedent, interpersonal relationships are wen as the primary factor
in developmental failure. The provision of a new interptirsonal relationship in the
counseling process is regarded as the primary factor in the repair.

Klegsbrun, Francine. Too Young to Die. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1976.

Straightforward, nonsensational i formation about youthful suicides. Drawing on a
vast amount of scholarly researCh, clinical tapes, and conversations with suicidal young
people and their friends, the au or presents a picture of the myths and realities of
suicide. She explores motives and underlying causes, describes the symptoms of depres-
sion, and suggests how anyone can offer aid in a suicidal crisis.

Mallot, Richard W. Contingency Management. Kalarnazoo,Michigan: Behaviordelia, 1971.

Presents examples of behavior modification in easy to understand comic book form
using self tests at the end of each chapter on behavioral principles. Paperback: $4.00

Marks, H. E. The Relationship of Eye Contact to Congruence and Empathy. Dissertation
Abstracts International, 32, 1219, August 1971.

An examination of eye contact and its relation to congruence and empathy, wrth the
prediction of more congruence and empathy for those better able to maintain eye cod-
tact. The results confirmed the hypothesis, with training having no significant effect on
increasing either variable. Implication for eye contact in therapy was explored.

Moriarty, Robert V. Counselor Trainee's Perceptions of Affective States and Empathic
Understanding in Training Performance. Dissertation Abstracts International, 32, 3033,
D'ecember 1971.

This study focused on the affective sensitivity of counselor trainees and their empathic
understanding in a controlled counseling setting. The Affective Sensitivity Scale was
administered as a pre- and posttest to: (1) a group of students in an introductory guid-
ance and counseling course; and (2) trainees in a counseling practicum. Comparisons
were made of the performance on the Affective Sensitivity Scale on the dimensions of
sox and level of training. Results indicated no significant relationship on all dimensions
except sensitivity and assessed empathic understanding of counselortrainees.

8-6
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Resnikoff, Arthur; Kagan, Norman; & Schauble, Paul G. Acceleration of Psychotherapy
through Stimulated Videotape Recall. American Journal of Psychotherapy, 24(1),
1970.

A tAss study of a fairly diiiturbed student, into whose course of thertipy interpersonal
process recall was introduced. Discusses both details of the case and details of the re-
call, which occurred at the 12th of 20 sessions with this client. Independent observers
were asked to rate the client's behavioL from session 9 through session 15, with no
knowledge that IPR had been introduced. Results lent support to the idea that the use
of IPR had, influenced gains in the client's behavior. An attempt was also made to "de-
velop a valid process instrument that would record clieilt progress within the interview
situation."

Ro9ers, Carl R. Client Centered Therapy. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951.

A classic presentation of nondirective, client oriented counseling and therapy, that
considers the ptychology of the self and the nature of the maladjustment of modern
man in his social environment.

Shapiro, Jeffrey G.; Krauss, Herbert H.; & Truax, Charles B. Therapeutic Conditions lInd
Disclosure Beyond the Therapeutic Encounter. Journal of Counseling Psychology,
16(4), 290-294, 1969.

A study addressing itself to the issue of whether or not genuineness, warmth and em-
pathy from another elicit self-disclosure on the part .of an individual outside of a for-
mal therapeutic, professional relationship. Discusses also the type of self-disclosure,
that is, positive or negative feelings, verbal or behavioral self-disclosure. The researchers
had their subjects rank both parents and two close friends on the basis of perceived
genuineness, warmth and empathy and then asked for amount and type of self-dis-
closure to these four individuals. Results lend support to the notion that individuals
tend to be more open with those people they perceive as genuine, warm and empathic
outside of a formal therapeutic relationsfVp.

Shaw, Sara F. Empathy and Its Relationship to Selected Criteria of Counielor Effective-
ness. Dissertation Abstracts International, 31, 163, July 1970.

An investigation of the use of an interaction analysis Wale (Counselor Self-Interaction
Analysis) for the development, menurement, and prediction of empathic understand-
ing. In addition, the relationship between counselors' in-training self-concept, super-
visor's ratings of counselor effectiveness, and two measures of empathy (Aceati*
Empathy Scale and Affective Sensitivity Scale) were examined.

336
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Staub, George E. & Kent, Leona M. The Paraprofessional in the Treatment of Alcoholism.

Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, 1973.

This multi-authored book covers a wide range of philosophies and policies related to
working with and es a paraprofessional in the field of alcoholism., Such subjects as in-
service training, nonalcoholic vs. "recovered" personnel and the role of the administra .
tor are covered.

Swenson, Charles D. The Relationship between -Certain Personality Traits of Advanced
Counselor Trainees and Their Ability to Express Congruence, Empathy and Positivt
Regard. Diuertation A6structs International, 31, 1027-1028, September 1970.

An investigation of the relationship between the counselor's ability to express condi-
tions for positive growth in the therapeutic situation and certain personality charac-
teristics. The experimenter used Truax Scales and Counselor Verbal Response Scales
to examine...the relationship between these characteristics and empathy, congruence,
and positire regard. Conclusions and implications of the study are listed.

Truax, Charles B. An Approach to Couneelor Education. Counselor Education and Super-
vision, 10, 4-15, Fall 1970.

A training approach applicable to both professionals and nonprofessionals with empha-
sis on selection and training through structured practice experiences. A brief review is
made of research indicating the major ingredients of effective counseling, listing basic
interpersonal skills of warmth, genuineness and accuratooempathy as important.

This selection procedure recommended involves (1) a candidate meeting the agency's
existing qualifications, (2) the use of past research findings regarding Personality
characteristics of good counselors, and (3) ratings of candidate's interpersonal skills
based on group interviews with real clients.

The training program emphasizes feedback and systematic evaluation of the effect a
counselor has on his clients. The basic elements of thentaining are (1) modeling of
proper interpersonal skills in supervision, (2) didactic training of proper skills, and
(3i a group therapy xperierics. H. proposes that nonprofessionals can be better
selected than professionals end can be equally trained.

Truax, C. B. Length of Therapist Response, Accurate Empathy, and Patient Improvement.
Journal of Clinical Psychology, 26, 539-541, October 1970.

An investigation of whether the average number of therapist's words per unit of time is
related to: (A) his degree -of accurate empathy and (B) patient improvement during

B-B 3 3 1,-)1



therapy. The accurate empathy scale and several measures of patient improvement
were used. The data indicates a moderate positive relationship between the average
proportion of therapist talk and his level of accurate empathy, and between therapist
talk and overall patient improvement.

Truax, C. B. Self Disclosure, Genuineness, and the Interpersonal Relationship. Counselor
Education and Supervision, 10, 351-354, Summer 1970.

Previous studies have generallY found that accurate empathy and nonpossessive warmth
are most highly related to client's level of self-disclosure, but those studies assumed
interaction was a "one-way street" Truax extends these findings to examine the con-
cept of reciprocal affect, that what we offir another person we elicit from them. Re-
cent research is cited that supports that genuineness or congruence is directly causative
of therapeutic client change and that self-disclosure is a necessary condition for the
development of genuineness. Although evidence is consistent, Truax concludes that it
does not provide direct confirmation of this assumption.

Truax, C. B., and Lister, J. L. Effects of Short-Term Training upon Accurate Empathy and
Nonpossessive Warmth. Counselor Education and Supervision, 10, 120-125, Winter
1971.

This study is beeed on previous research that demonstrated that the interpersonal skills
of accurate empathy and nonpossessive warmth are highly importarit in the counseling
interaction. The researchers 'attempted to determine whether significant improvement
in accurate empathy and nonpossessive warmth could be effected over a 40-hour train-
ing period, using an experiential-didactic training approach with experienced coun-
selors.

Result:it showed a siggificant increase in accurate empathy for counselors who were
initially high or low on empathy .(N * 12). There was no increase in nonpossessive
warmth, and some indication of a decrease for counselors initially high with warmth.
These results were compared with other studies and supported the hypothesis that
gains on these dimensions occur after the initial graduate training program.

Vriend, John, & Dyer, Wayne W., Editors. Group Counseling: Part One; and Group'Coun-
soling: Part Two. Educational Technology, January and February 1973.

Two special issues compiling the most current technology and research in group
counseling techniques. Describes both group leader and group member behavior. A
very complete collection of articles in this field. Can be ordered at $6.00 for both
issues by writing: Educational Technology Publication, Inc., 140 Sylvan Avenue,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632.
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Weisman, Thomas. Drug Abuse and Drug Counseling, A Case Approach. Cleveland, Ohio:
Preu of Case Western Reserve University, 1972.

Book is in workbook format and involves the participation of the reader. Each of the
seven chapters (narcotic analgesics; alcohol; hypnotics and tranquilize% ampheta-
mines and cocaine; hallucinogens; marijuana; caffeine end nicotine) includes back-
ground information, true-false self-test followed by explanations, and brief case out-
lines with possible couries of action. A complete annotated bibliography is included
for each section.

Yenawinek G., & Arbucle, D. S. Study of the Use of Videotape and Audiotape as Tech-
niquei in Counselor Education. Journal of Counseling Psychology, 18 1-6, January
1971.

This study compares and contrasts the effects of using audiotape and videotape record-
ing techniques on counselor trainees within the counseling praeticum. Data was gath-
ered from two groups of students primarily by the use of a counselor log. The similari-
ties and differences are noted and several conclusions stated about the appropriatenks
of use for each technique. .
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Methodology

The course is designed to be delivered in five seven hour training days (33 hours). The
learning activities are sequential and developmental and occur -almost entirely in small

groups of five or six. Concept building is followed by discrimination exercises and

structured interactive exercises.

Personnel Requirements

The small-group work must be conducted by a trainer or training team with a maxi
mum trainer/trainee ratio of one to six. Every member of the training team should

!rave successfully completed the course as a participant, received training of trainers
specific to this course, and have co-trained the courie with an experienced trainer. In
addition, the trainer should have had previous experience in counseling and small-
group process and training skills.

Course Materials

Training Manual for Counieling Skills

Trainer's Manual

Audio Cassette

Evaluation Instruments (included in Duiner's Manual)

Equipment

The following equipment will be needed:

4 One cassette tape recorder with live recording capabilities per small group

One blank cassette tape per smell group

Flip chart easels and pads ana markers

One V.1 inch videotape camera, recorder, and monitor-per small group (optional)

One blank 1/2 inch videotape per small group (optional)

Facilities Needed ,/
ThefaCilities needed for this course are, the following: 1

Ooe large'group meeting area

One small group work area per five io six participants

Time Requirements

Five days (33 hours).

v
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PART I/ - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

ATTENTION

Alcohol is the most universal drug

known to man. Its use extends

from social drinking to alcoholism:-

Alcohol comes in different forms,

each equally effective. The form

of alcohol used is merely a matter

Of twit, cost, and the need 'for

effect.. Alcohol, itself, is

neither a "safe" ndt a "danger-

ous" drug. Its benefit or detri-

ment is determined by the manner

in which it is used.

MOTIVATION

Alcohol abuse has reached epidemic

proportions in this country.

Partly because of its easy

accessibility., Voited legal

implications, and general accept-

ability of use in our odciety,

2 1.

ALconoL PHARMACOLOG

11-



alcohol is becoming a populat

alternative to other.drugs of

abuse. In recent years, more and,

more younger alcoholics have been,

identified. A basic understand.-

ing of alcohol pharmacology is

essential in dealing with the

problems ofalcohol abuse.

0/ERVIEW

1. Read the lesson objecliwmito

the class.

2. Develop the lesson chronology.

a. Alcohol terms and char-

acteristic actions.

b. Factors influ co-

hol's effectfh /
c. Acute physiological effects

of alcohol.

d. Chronic disorders of
,c

alcohol abuse.

e. Stages of the alcohol

withdrawal sequence.

3

i.
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BODY (2 Hout4 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION

6a. CRITERION OBJECIINIO Identify

the pharmacologic claRstfication

of alcohol and four drug actions it

,shares with other members of its

class.

1. Explain that the term "alcohol,"

used here, denotes ethyl alcohol

or ethanol.

2. Explain that alcohol is classi-

fied as a central nervous system

(CNS) depressant, sedative-

hypnotic, same as the barbiturate

and non-barbiturate sedative-

hypnotics.

3. Explain that alcohol shares

four characteristic actions with

the other drugs ip its class.

a. Drug dependence.

(I) Boa psychological

and physical dependence occurs

(2) It involves the

amount, the 'frequency and

4
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duration of use, and the pertonal

makeup of the individual.

b. Tolerance requires that

larger doses be taken to produce

the same effect.

(1) It provides a basis
,

for physical dependence.

(2) It does not change

the lethal dose.

c.* Cross-tolerance allows

for substituting the effects of

one for another within the same

class.

(1) The combined use of

vom or mo're drugs within the same

class increases the risk of tox-

icity.

(2) This characteristic

is used in treating alcohlf with-

drawal.

d. Withdrawal.

(1) It can be stopped or

lessened by substituting anothelr

drug of the sam class as the one

discontinued.

5
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(2) Barbituratn wittidraial

is serious and can bc fatal.
1

(3) Alcohol withdrawal,is

less serious.

EVALUATION

1. What is the pharmacologic

classification of alcohol?

2. What characteristic.actions

does alcohol share, with the other

types of drugs in its class?

PRESENTATION

6b. CRITiRION OBJECTIVE: Identify

how absorption, distribution, and

metabolism of alcohol influences

the &die-anis-response relation-
,

ship.

1. Explain tfiat alcohol effects

are doss- and time-related.

2. Explain-that pharmacodynamic

processes (absorption, distribu-

tion, metabolism, and excretion)

are important to the dose-time-

response relatiohship.

6
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a. Absorption rate deternines

the blood-alcohol content (BAC).

BAC is measured as the milligrams

(mg) of alcohol pet one hundred

millImeters (m1) of blood. The

BAC,is influenced by several

aspects:

(1) Rate of aLcohol con-
.

sumption.

slide)

(Quantity of Alcohol

(2) Condition'of the

.gaatrointestinal (GI) tract.

(3) Type of drink.

b. Distribution carries''

alcohol to different parts of the

S.

N body. DistributiOn f; influenced

by the size and weight of an

individual.

c. Metabolism terminates the

action of alcohol.

.(1) About 90% of the

Alcohol ilk oxidized in the liver.
. .

01;..
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(Reaction Sequnce of Alcohol

slide)

(2) Metabolism is influ-

enced by enzyme stimuLation.

EVALUATION

1. What are the three pharmaco-

dynamic processes influencing the

dose-time-response relationship?

2. What aspect(s) influence(s)

absorption?

PRESENTATION

6c. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the six basic types of physiological

effects of alcohol on the body,

vhich may result from short-term

use.

1. Explain.that the physiological

effects of alcohol involve the

entire body, not just the CNS.

a. The effects are due to

either direct or indirect actions

of alcohol.

8
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b. Many of tha etfects ere

interrelated with othera.

c. The basis for most effects

are either unknown, ill-defined,

or controversial.

d. The effects ere dose-time

dependent and are influenced by

different factors.

e. The effects may be grouped

according to the general body

function affected.

--2. Explain the six basic types of

physiological effects of alcohol.

a. Metaboliam'effects of alco-

hol cause changes in the produc-
.

tion, breakdoin, -and storage of

fats, sugars, acd proteins. The

141*1 main effects produced by these

changes include:

(1) Increased blood sugar,

ot

9

(2) Decreased blood sugar.

(3) increased blood fat.

I
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(4) Fit accumutation in

organs (liver, heart, muscle).

(5) Organ damage, with

decreased functioning.

b. CI tract effects of alco-,

hol include:

(1) Increased release of

stomach acid juice.

(2) Irriltation of GI

tract lining.

(3) Interference with

absorption of vitamins and nutri-

ents (Vitamins B, C, and K; fond

acid, amino acids, and others).

(4) Organ damage,-with

decreased functioning.

e. Endocrine effects of

alcohol can change the actions

of hormones, by interfering with

their release, lmoduction, or

breakdown. The Main effeCts

caused by these changes include:

(1) Changes in the metab-

olism of fats, sugars, and proteins.

10
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(2) Sax hormone imbalance.

(3) Increased urine flow

(diuresis).

(4) Potassium loss.

(5) Hormone organ degener-

ation.

d. Blood is affected through

the effects of alcohoL on other

organs; e.g., GI tract. These

indirect effects of alcohol result

in die folloWing

(1) Decreased production

of blood cells':

(2) Poor clotting.

(3) Decreased functioning

of blood cells.

(4) Increased destruction

of blood cells.

e. Renal effects result fro

alcohol s actioaon metabolism

ind hormones. Effectm Heen on

the kidney include:

(1) Increased'urine flow

(diuresis).

-
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(2) Salt and water Teten-

tion (edema).

(3) Electrolyte (salts

and minerals) loss.

f. Temperature control .ffects

of alcohol result in a decrease of

bodY temperature.

EVALUATION

1. Wbat are the six basic types

of physiological effects of

alcohol?

2. The renal effects of alcohol

result primarily from what two

basic physiological effects of

alcohol?

4

PRESENTATION

6d. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the common systemic disorders

resulting from chronic alcohol

. abuse and the major Symptoms

associated with each.

1. Explain that the type and

degree.of disorder depends on

12
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the duration of abuse and the

individual'H biological makeup.

2. Explain that liver'damage is

common to Alcohol abuae. Liver

Aisorders occur, in series, as
4

follows:

a. Fatty liver..

(1) Fat accumulates-in

cells, causing enlargement and

decreased liver function.

(2) Damage is repairable

at this stage, if alcohol use is

stopped.

b. Alcoholic hepatitis,

characterized by:

(1) Jaundice.

(2) Decreased liver

function.

(1) Increased toxic

ammonia in blood.

- liver.

(4) Swelling of tha

"(5) This condition can

lead to total liver failure,

13
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\\followed by coma and de th. If

alcohol is stopped, the liver_

will repair itself.

c. Cirrhosis is Lhe final

stage of liver damage.

(1) Degree of cirrhosis

can tary.

(2) The damage is not

reversible.

3. Explain that CNS disorders #4

are common and often associated

with metabolic changes and nutri-

tional deficiencies. ,

a. Alcoholic-neuropathy.

(1) Involves nerves'

control of saiscle (mostly in the

lover extremities es* numbnessr,-';

weakness, cramps, paralysis).

(2) leSults frOm Vitamin

B deficiency and fat accumulation

in muscle.

(3) Effects are reversible,

'to some extent, with treatment.

411.
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b. Wernike's encophalopathy.

(1) Involves impaired

mental processes and inability to

_control muscles. AO.

(2) Results from Vitmmin

B deficiency.

(3) Effects are revers-

ible, to an extent, with treatment.

c. Jolliffe's encephalopathy.

(1) Similar to Wernike's.

(2) Results from niacin

deficiency.

(3) Treatment with niacin

reverses some syMptoms,,

d. Korsakofi'e psychosis.

'(1) Severe mental mill-
6

function and brain damage.

.(2) Results from nutri-

tional deficiencies and m tabolic

*Changes.

(3) Effects are not

reversible.

e.. Merchiafavals disease.

1.5

f,(l) Similar to Korsakoff's.
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(2) It is not revernible.

(3) Diagnosis is made at

autopsy.

4. Explain that the GI tract

disorders are attributed to the

' irritation of the GI tracelining

and increased stomach acid release

caused by alcohol. The disorders

include:

a. Ulceration,and scarring

of the tract lining.

);
GI tract bleeding.

c. Inflammation of the

stomach.

d. Inflammation of the pancreas.

e... Poor absorption.

5. Sxplain that the blooa dis-

orders result frms alcohol's

effects on metabolism and the GI
ft

tract. The disorders include:

a. Differeniv types of anemias.

-b. Poor clotting.

c. Decreased whit, blood cell

(WBC) funadtion.

16
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6. Explain that the reaal dim-

orders result 'from alcohol's

effects on hormones, causing the

following disorders:

a. Edema and hypertension.

b. Acid base imbalance.

c. MUsCle weakness.

d. Heart beat disturbances.

7. Explain that studies have

shown an association between heavy

alcohol consumption and cancer.

8. Explain that chronic alcohol

K
abuse can predisposeoeindividual

Ag to several types of disorders,

14

such as:

a. Diabetes.

b. Hypoglycemic shock.

c. Arteriosclerosis.

d. Gout.

9. Explain that both, psycholog-

ical and physical dependence is

common to chronic .alcohol abuse.

17
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EVALUATION

1. What are the three principle

types of liver disorders resulting

from chronic alcohol 3buse?

2. What are three types of CNS

disorders?

3. What are three typeq of CI

tract disorders?

PRESENTATION

6e. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the primary symptoms of a typical

alcohol Withdrawal and tile four

critical stoges, 1y/filch may develop

in cases of marked physical

dependence.

1. Explain that tremors ("the

shakes") is the first and most

common stage. Typical withdrawal

is associated with, and usuallY

limited to, the following hymptoms.

In withdrawals involving marked

dependence; these symptoms only

represent the first stage of

withdrawal.

18
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a. Tremor..

b. Nausea, vomiting, and GI

cramps.

c. Anxiety, insomnia, and

depression.

d. Excessive sweatini.

e. Muscle weakness and

increased reflexes.

2. Describe hallucinations, which

are accompanied by:

a. Restlessness and agitation.

b. Fitful sleep. A

c. Mental clouding.

d. Fear.

3. Explain that convulsions ("rum

fits") is one of the most danger-

ous stages. The symptoms include:

a. Total breakdown of CaS

regulatory function*.

b. Generalized convulsionb.

C. Short periods of unconsci-

ousness, followed by disorientation.

4. Explain that delirium tremens

(DTs) rarely occur. Symptoms

characterizing this stage inelude:

19
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a. Hallucinations and delu-

sions.

b. Mental confusion and dis-

orientation.

c. Agitation and convulsions.

d. Possible heart failure.

eEVALUATION

1, What are the four critical

stages, which can develop during

the progressive sequence of alco-

hol withdrawal?
4

2. What stage of withdrawal is

probably the most dangerous of

the series?

iP

APPLICATION

1. This hour's exercise consists

.of role-playing four hours of

drinking so as to study the effects

of alcohodn the participant's

central nervods system. CAUTON:

Aik if there areany recovered
-

.alcoholics in the group. Recovered

20
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alcoholics should NOT participate

in this exercise. Invite them to

observe and report on the exercise.

Ask the other group members to

pair and begin fantesizing that they

are drinking their favorite alcoholic

beverage. They should describe

their feelings to their partner as

they progress. Explaizrwhat is

happenink to them as they morve

through the effects of increased

amounts of alcohol.

a. HOUR ONE, which is completed

during the first ten minutes, is

conducted as follows: Explain the

after one drink (one ounce of alcohol)

conversations may be stilted, with

very few participants, and general

tdpics may be workoriented. The

first two drinks are slowly dispArsed

through ths,stomach, depending on

the body metabolism of the drinker,

and his/her tolerance to alcohol.

Beverages, such as beer And wine,

21
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may take longer because of food

value as opposed to whlskey or

gin, vilich have a ctunter-food,

value and will get to the blood

stream faster.

b. HOUR TWO, Second ten

minutes. Explain that after drinks

two and three the conversation

becomes more,glib and skin more

flushed.. It becomes warmer in the

room, and outer garmets are removed/

No distinguishable slur of words

at this time, nor is there any .

lack of coordination; mostly a

loosening of inhibitions.

c. HOUR THREE, third ten

minutes. Explain that after drinks

four, five, and six. They are.

drlinking more now and tasting less.

Speech is now affected, as well as

visible coordination. Inhibitions

aro gone, and talk is loose. Long-

tiro samory is now affected, and

.$4,P911,
22
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most information shar04 stays in

the short-term memory. Whole

sentence4 are "chopped off," snd

no deep coversations are possible,

except in extreme cases, as in

arguments.

d. Hour four, ffn.ul ten min-

utes. Explain that after drinks

seven, eight, or 'more, th ! central

nervous system is fully affected,

as welt as brain cells/function-

ing. Vision and coordination are

impaired.

2. Discuss general alcohol pharm-

acology and the students' impres-

sions during the experience.

r- CONCLUSION (LO Minutes)

SUMMARY

We have discussed the following;

a. Alcohol'terms and charnc-

teristic'actions.

b. .Factors influencing alco-

hol's effects.

23
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c. Acute, physioLoglcal effects

of alcohol.

d: Chronic disorders of alco-

hol abuse.

e. Stages of the alcohol with-

drawal sequence.

REMOTIVATION

The alcohol abuse problem in this

country is increasing. Many

individuals are turning to alcohol,

with the mistaken belief that it

is a "safe" and "acceptable"

alternative to other drugs o

abuse. Education in alcohol pharma-

cology can help to .correct much of

the misinformation about alcohol.

This education is not going to

sto0 alcohol use, but, hopefully,

it may decrease alcohol abuse.

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary technical train-

in$ assignment, when epprepri40.

24
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Identify the physical and psychological effects of alcohol in humans.

INTRODUCTION

Alcohol is the most universal drug known to man. Its use extends from

social drinking to alcoholism. Alcohol comes in different forms each equally

effective. The form of alcohol used in merely a matter of taste, cost, and

the need for effect. Alcohol itself is neither a "safe" nor a "dangerous"

drug. Its beffeflt or deteriment is determined by the manner in which it's used.

Alcohol .abuse has reached epidemic proportions in this country. Partly be-.

cause of its easy accessibility, limited legal implications, and general

acceptibility of use in our society, alcohol is becoming a popular alternative

to other drugs of abuse. A basic understanding of alcohol pharmacology is

essential in dealing with the problems of alcohol abuse.

INFORMATION

TerMinology

ALCOHOL TERMS, CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERIS'TICS .

Alcohol is, by any definition, a drug. The term alcohol applies to an

-entire class of organic chemicals. It is used here to denote one particular

f .
organic alcohol, that being ethyl alcohol or ethanol. Certain organic alcohols,

41100

can produce CNS depressant.efforts similar to those of 'ethanol, however they

differ widely in other phmacologic actions and many are not. generally intended

for human consumption, e.g. rubbing alcohoi.

Classification and Characteristics

Pharamacologically, alcohol is classified as a CNS depressant, gedative-

hypotic. Its range of effects on the CNS is very similar to other OS

depressants, i.e. barbiturates, nonbarbiturate sedative-hypotics, and even

general anesthetics. Although alcohol has other physiological actions consid-

erably different from these CNS depressant sedative-hypotics,,it does share

four characteristics with,this class of drugs.

.,
DEPENDENCE. As with the other CNS depressants, chronic use of alcohol

can result in both psychological and physical dependence. Acquired dependence

to alcohol involves a combination of the amount, the frequency and duration

of uSe, and the personal make-up of the individual. Physical dependence to

alcohol is characteristically coupled to the development of tolerance to the

drug's actions.

-1111.111POIIIIR
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TOLERANCE. Tolerance to alcohol requires that larger doses be.taken

to produce the same effects. It is the basis for physical dependence to

alcohol, as well as to other dru9s in the same class. As with the barbitu-

rates, alcohol toleranc oes not change the lethal dose; therefore, as the

amount of alcohol is ased to produce a given effect, the chance of a

lethal overdose also ncreases.

CROSS TOLERANCE. Just as tolerance develops to the effiects to each CNS

depressant, cross tolerance to the CNS/aetions of alcohol *curs between the

various depressants, with the notable exception of the narcotics. Although

one drug's effects can be substituted for another's, the combined use of two

or more sedative-hypnotic depressants can increase the effects of each other,

thus increasing the risk of toxicity. This cross tolerance property is used

in treating alcohol withdrawal, whereby another sedative-hypotic is used to

ease the alcoholic through his abstinence from alcohol.

WITHDRAWAL. Withdrawal, like tolerance, is closely associated with

physical dependence. Withdrawal among the depressant agents is similar and

can be stopped or lessened by substituting another sedative-hypnotic for the

one,discontinued. Barbiturate withdrawal is a serious matter ind can be fatal.

Alcohol withdrawal by comparison is only slichtly less serious, whereas nar-

cotic withdrawal is uncomfortable but seldom fatal.

Exercise VII-1

Cohiplete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided in the

Appendix.

1. What is the phahnacoloqic classification of alcohol?

1111011, 2, What other types of drugs are included in the same, class as alcoy?

4. What characteristics does alcohol share with the other tvoes of drugs in

its class?
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FACTORS INFIUENCING.AICONOL EFFECTS

a
Dose-Time-Response Relationship

) .

The effects 6.f any drug, including alcohol, are dose and time dependent,
To produce an effect, the drug must,be present at its site of actioh at a
sufficient concentration (base). 'The time course involved in 'getting the drug
to and eliminating Ivt from its-site of.action also determines the type end
intensity Of response. Pharmacodynamic processes such aS absorption, distri-
bution and metabolism ard important to dose-time-response relationship. There

.are, in addition, contributing aspectsi Which influence these proceses, thus
affecting the overall response to alcohol. . r

Pharmacodynamics

ABSORPTION. The rate of absorption into the bloodstream determines the
blood alcohol concentration.(BAt) that is achieved. The BAC is meaSured as
the number of milligrams per 100 millimeters of blood). Absorption ls influ-
enced by the rate of alcohol consumption, conditions in the stomach and gastro-
intestinal (GI) tract, and the type of drink. r

Rate of COnsumption. 11111.rate of alcohol Consumptioh.determines.the amount
taken.in. The amount of alcohol An an average .drink-is approximately 0.75 ounces.
The.table below shows that different forms of alcoholic beverages vary in the
parcentage of alcohol per volume, as well-as the total volume of liquid per drink.s
The quantity of alcohol per drink is:approxiMately the same regardless of the
form in Which it is consumed.

Form Strength Volume gpantity of Alcohol

Distilled Spirits '50% . '0.75'oz
Beer 4.5% 16 oz -0.72 oz

Wine 14% 5 oz 0.70 oz

Ltake exceeding one drink per hour usually results in accumulation of
alcohpl'and'subsequent effects on the body. Up to a point, the larger the
amount of alcohol present in the GI tract, the faster absorption.

Condition of GI Tract. Since about 20% orthe alcohol is absorbed in the
stomach and 80% is absorbed in the small intestines, the condition of the GI-
tract is iqiportant lo,the.absorption process. Alcohol is absorbed faster when
the stoncS empty, whereas the precence of food reduces absorption. The rate
at whicH t e stomach empties its contents into the,small inteStines also
effects ab orpt4on. Stomach empting time is influenced by the type and amount
of food pr4sent, as well.as mental factors such a nger, fear and.stress.

Type of Drink. The form of alcohol beverage alL influences alCohol ab-
sorption. Seer and wine are absorbed slower than distilled spirits, due to
certaih nonalcoholic substances contained in-them. In addition, diluting',

3
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alcohol'vrith another liquid, such ac, water, slows -ahsor)tion, Mixing alcoho1
with°carbonated beverages hOwever, increases absorption.

4
NISTRIBUTION. Once the alcohol 1,,s absorbed into the bloodstream, it must

be distributed to its site of action in order to pmdtite an effect'. Since
alcohol is evenly distributed throughout -the body, the .size and weight of an
individual ,determines the volume in which the alcohol is to be distributed.:

Size and Weight. The size and Weight of an individual deternines the bpdy
volume in which alcohol is distributed. . For a given amount.of alc9,e1,. the
larger the Nvolume of distribution, the smaller the -alcohol ConFentratibn at a
particular site in the hody. Therefore, the same _amount.of alcdhol has .
greater,. effect on A st,,aller nerson than (tn a lartier person.

_

:1.1.TABOLISM. -The 'effect's of alcohol are terminated 1-:y the liver, where
alcohol is metabolized,-(oxidizep. About 90T of the alcohol in the body is
oxidized irithe liver by the serieS, of reactions shown in he figure''below.
The end products Of alcohol nietabolism are entrgy, C(12, H24D, and talories (209
calories per ounce of' alcohol).

. lcohel -L.) Acetaldehyde -4, Acetate --> Energy * CO t+ H90. Calories
........5,

.. ,i L 1 ,
.e..

, i if
In addition, only. about 10(5; .of Ahe alcohol is excreted from the 1,00,, uri7
changed by metabolism, through tesiiiration,- urine,.tears, saliVa., .scat and
other lesser means. Alcohol is metabolizetf at a fairly constanfrate. III a
150 lb. person-, alcohol is oxidized at a rate -of 0.75 Ouncesq(one drthkrptr
hour.. Then alcohol cpnsumption'exceeds 'the limits of the rietabolic processes,
alCohol accymulates and the effects- of ,al-CghOl on the ,body increase.

Efqyrie 'Stimulation: Certain drugs, including the barbityrates, other.
sedative-hyphotics and even al,cohol, i tsel f, can stimulate the acti vity- of

ver enzymes invol ved in metabolizing alcoSoL., This Ancrelte in_enzyrne'
acti vi ty 'resul ts in a faster rat of il,cohol nietabol ism, thus. a shorte
duration of "e Vect. This evyme imulettion, i s of 1 i mi ted capaci ty 'however. 4.

Exertis0I1-2 '

Cohele.te _the, following exercise. The, correct answers are ovrided in ,the'.
AApoendi x.

,

are the three
response relationshil2?

s .

w

.

,
.

2. how does the rate' of alcohol consumption' influence
,

.A1So al,cohol?55. ' . AR

...

',.45.
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pharmcodynamio Oncesses inf1u9.ncfn9' the dose-time-
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Behavioral - Performance

V. 6
ACUTE EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL

The short term (acute) depressant effects of alcohol on the CNS are

responsible for a wide range of behavioral-performance responses. TWse re-

sponses are dose-time dependent with regards todAype and intensity of effect.

This dose-time dependence of the response iS under the influence of varibus

factors.

GRADED DOSE RESIDONSE. The table below shows theTelationship between the

amount of alcohol (drinks)'consumed pee' hour, the bloOd alcohol concentration

(BAC), and the behavioral-performance response produced. The data presented

in the table relates to a 150 lb. individual who metabolizes 3/4 to 1 ounce

of alcbhol per hour. .The quantity of alcohol per drink corresponds to the

table Of information presented on page 3. This' correlation of data below`is

not exact and individual variations will occur in the general populat,ion.

RESPONSES

Relaxation; disinhibition; recent memory
loss; talkativeness; reduced reflexes.

. 1

,Motor.skills impaired; skel s'Aurred;
jUdgement impaired; quarrels mtness; legal
intoxication (some states 0.15 mg%).

DRINKS PER HOUR BAC (m9%)

2 0.05

;
,

if( 4 0.10.,

8 0.0

12 0.30

18+. .0.50+

Depression of entire motorarea; emotional

instability; inattentiveness;-uncoordinated
gatt.

Confusion; stuptr; poor comprehension;
depression of eespiratory-cordiovascular
functions.

_Coma; respiratory-cardiovascular arrest;
death.

The type and intensity of the responses are dose-time related and oorre=

spOnd with the progressive depressgn of different brain ,sturctures. This r

prOgression 6f effects is not unig to alcohol. It can be produced by many

other CNS depressant drugs suchras barbiprates, nonbarbiturate sedative- .g

hypnotics, 'and geneeal anesthetits.,

PhYsiologieal

While tbe behavioral-performance effects of short temalcohol use result
om the drugS depressant act.ton Do the- CNS, the,physiortmicaT effects. of

4 cohpl involve the entire body.) These effects are due to either direct or in-

direct actions of alcohol on various s-ystems in the body. Many of these effects

5 t7
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tare interrelate&with others. Ihe basis for most of these effects are eitt r

unknown,'ill defined or controversial. The effects are, of course, dose- ime

dependent and influenced.by different factors. The effects may be grouped

according to the general'bUdy,functiOn affected. 'The basic physiologic*-0-

fects of alcohol .of impoilance are as follows-:

METABOLISM. Alcohol can.cause changes in theproduction, breakdown and

storage of fats, sugars and protein', at the cell level, in different organs.

The most notable organs affected Are llver, heart, ahd muscle. The main

effects produced by ,these chahges Include:

1. Increaed blood sugar, or

2. 'Decreased blood sugar.

3. Incrmsed blood fat.
-

A. 4, Fat accumulation in organs (liver, heart, muScle).

GASI,RO-INTESTINAL (GI) TRACT. GI tract consists of the stomach, intestines

pancreas and tO a certain etent, the liver. Alcohol effects here include:

1. InCreag0 release ,of.stomach acid jujce.

2. Irrilatioh.of the GItract lining.

3. rnterference with the absoeptiori of vitamins and nutrients (vitamins

B, C, ahd K; folic acid, amino acids and others).
,

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM. The endocrine (hormorie) sYstem involves many different

hormones, each acting on the body to gi-oduce a particular effe Alcohol can

change the acticins of thege harmones and thus their effects" nterfering

with their release, production or breakdown. The principle ef ects caused br

theses changes include

1. .Changes in:the Metabolism of fats: silgart'and proteins.

2. "'Increased urine flow (diuresis).

3. Potassium loss. !a.
a

BLOOD. Blood is affected prtmari/y thripiigh the effects of alcakeVon'

oftier organs. These ilidirect effects inctode deceeased GI tract absorption of
,vitamins and nutrients and increased blood leyels of fat-. These actigns re-

plt-in the following effects on blood:

"1. Poor clotting.

2. Decreased functioning oeOclood cells.
/

6
A
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RLNAL SYSILM.. The effect-on the renal (kidney) system resultc primarily

from alcohol's action on metabolism and hormones. The effects seen on the

kidney include:

I. Increased urine flow (diuresis).

2. Electrolyte (salts and minerals) loss.

TEMPERATURE NTROL. The action of alcohol on temperature control of the

,body is directeçIainly on blood vessels close to the urface of the skin. .This

action expands e vessels, increasing blood flow to th skin's surface, cabsing

decreased body t perature by increasing heat loss.

Exercise VII-3
"Mb

Complete the following exercise. The4correct answersmare Provided in the

Apundix.

1. What do the acute effects of alcohol on behavior-performance result from?

'2. What is theedifference in'alcohol's site of action in producing behavior-

performance as apposed to its phySiological effects?

3. Whp.t are'the six basic,,types of physiological efi.ects ofalcohol?

Pithliogy

f

CHRONIC DI:SORDERS

vir-

1

.

-
)

.
.

*The pathology (dtseases)
0

"of4chronic alcohol abuse is extensive. The type
and degree of disorder deperrds on the duration of abuSe and the individual's
biological mike-up. pin most instances, the cause Of,the disorder is either un-"
known or controversial add the role of l'cohol is not totally cleax. In other

. - cases; the disorder is a direct conseque ce resulting from one or morelof thiL
basic,physiological effects of Ocohol on the bay. ,11

. - . . .

LIVER:- PrOgreSsive liOr damage is cbmmon to alcohol abuse. -The dame9e4s
associa,ted with changes in liver metabaism and nutritional deficiencies dup to
poor absorption,in thejil tract. Liver disorders occur in-series as follows:

Faty,Liver._ This primary'change reiults frog) the fa;lored.metabolism (oXi-_
-dation) of alcohol'in plate of suvars and fats. Fat accumulates in cells causing

-
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enlargement and decreaed metabolic capabilities of the liver. At this stage:

damage is repairable it accohol use 1., stopped. Jurther abuse advances the

disease process,

Alcoholic.Hepatitis. Hepafitis is'an inflanination of the liver charact-
erized by:

1. Juandice (yellowing of the si,in).

2.. Decreased liyer function.

3. Increased toxic ammonia in blood.

kiwelling of the Ai'ver.

this condition can lead to total liver failure followed by coma and death.
If alcohol use is stopped, the liver will repair itself; a totally damaged
liver can repair itself in about 6-8 weeks.

Cirrhosis: liver cirrhois (scarring of the liver) is the final stage of
liver damage.; .The degree of cirrhosis can vary causing partial to complete
liver failure.- It is not.reversible and results in permanent decreased func-
tion

CNS. CNS disorder are common andlbften 'associated with metabolic changes
) and nutritional deficiencies due to poor alzsorption. These effects of-alcohol

result in disorders involving nerves as well as the *brain. '

,

;-.4^
Alcoholic'Neuropathy. This disease of the.uerves is often a tsociated with

:44640 - myopathy (disease pf muscles). Deficiency of B Vitamins affects the nerve's .

control of muscle. In muscles, metabolic changes causing fat accumulation and
tisSue destruction 'affect muscle functions. This inclddes the heart and its
fanction. The symptoms of nerve-muscle disorders include muscle weakness, pain,

vviipkotio

1

andIparalysis. The effects Are reversible to varying degrees, with proper
treatment."

-

)ernike's Encephalopathy. This brainAisorder involves 4-liaired mental
,

.pr)ctsses and inabiltty to con,trol-muscles. Itlesults f4agi..Levitamin B defi7

.ciency and is reversible to some extent by treatMent with 8 vitamins.
.

, .

Jolliffe's tncephalopathy. This brain dIsorder is similar to Wernikb's

k'

And resu ts from niacin (a B ,Vitamin) deficiency. TreatMAnt with niacin re- .

verses s e symptoms. :

,

. ,

Korskoff's PsychpSis. Severe mental malfuncygn and brain damdge make
up this CNS disorder. Nutritional deficiencies and metabolic changes are
indicated as underlying causes% The disease is not reve-s'ible and there is no
!plecific thprapy.

,
Harciii$fava's Disease. This disorder is similar'to Korsakoff's. It is

not'rever6Able and there is no specific treatment. . Dia0osis,is usnally,
8eterminedby eetopsy.. 1

A
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GI TRACT. There are numerou6 disorders of the GI tract attributed to

the chronic effects of alcohol. lhe irritation to the GI tract lining and

increased stomach acid release caused by alcohol result in disorders such to:

1. Ulceration and scarring of the tract lining.

2. GI tract bleeding.

3. inflammation of the stomach.

4. Inflmmation of the pancreas.

5: Poor absorptiOn.

BLOOD. The chronic effects.of alcohol:ono,meabolism and the GI tract

indirectty result in several blood disorders. These 4cohol. effects involvp

metabolic impairment of liver function and malabsorption of nutrients by the

digestive tract. The blood disordirs include:
,

1. Different tjmes of anemias.

2, Poor 'cicAting.

3. Decreased whitel3lood cell function', thus lowered resistance to

infection.

4..

4. Sludging of red blood cells.

RENAL. ,Renal (kidney) disorders result primarily from alcohol's Jongg

term effects on hormones, which --1-n turn affects renal function. Uormone actions

onsal.t, water, and-waste excretion by ehe.kidney, can result in the followifig

disorders"-

i :.°

, .

1. Edema and hypertensio'n resulting from-salt and water retention.

? Acid-base imbalance due to electrolyte loss.

3 Muscle-weakness caused by potasium loss.
V

,

,.........HL. %

..

. 4. Heart be'at distuAtakes.also due to pota'ssium los.s.

,

i

. ,

. '4ANCER. - Studies show an association between heavy alcdhol consumption

'and .cancer .of the respiratqry and (H tracts And the li4er. This association is

not clea'r-:cut. Exactly hull alcohOl is rela.ted to carcinogen8is (cancer forma.-

,
tion) liOnot khown. ,Some possibilities include:

:67. .0 A :1

1.-,44 Alcohol action:byia single or combination of phy-5iological effects:

$.

1

0
1 a .

' OK' 0..,,
1

0 f° L.; Alcoho). acting together with another a-gent (cheMIcaltot viral.): ..,

sfa
.

3. ,Nonalcohplic ,ubstances in alcoholic keverages m4Fii be cancer
*0

yroducing.

,
. * f t., ,
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PREDISPOSITION. Chronic changes in"metabolism caused by alcohol, can

potentially predispose an individual to several additional disorders. Thew

disorders and their causes include:

1. Diabetes, due to increased blood sugar.

?. Hypoglycedric shOck, resulting.trom an extreme decrease in blood sugar.

J. Arteridsclerosis may be enhanced by increased blood fats.

4. Gout can be caused by increased uric acid in the blood.

5. Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

DEPENDENCE. Both psychological and physical dependence are comion results

of long term alcohol abuse. Tolerance and withdrawal are part of the dependence

state and have been discussed previously.

Exercise

Complete the,followinq exercise. The correct answers are provided in the

Appenex.

1. How do the ba0c phys)ological effects of alebhol relAte to the chronic

disorders of alcoOl abuse?

e C.

r*

2. What are the three phYsiologfiletil 'effects interrelated with the chronic

,
disqrders Of alcbhol?

41011
, 41

. '

--:,,
.,

;10

.

ANPF,

. 3, What chiTnic disorders are attributed to the effects of alcohol on the
,

GI tradt.?

%

Symptoms

.

ALCOHOL WITHDRAWAL it
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A '' All'drugs producing Olyscal dvendence sholvwithdrawil when the drug Is
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level.. drOls below.some "cpitical" Atoxication leyel-,. usually occurring three
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alLohol, nice that from barbiturates is a serious, medical emergency, whi(h

can 'toe fatal. Alcohol withdrawal follows a series 9t- well detined stages,

starting with tremors ("the shakes") progressing through alcoholic hallucinosis,

and possible going as far as delirium tremens (DTs). This progressive sequence

of symptoms will vary according to the amount of tolerance. It can be stopped

at any point by substituting almost any sedative-hypnotic, CNS depressant,

using the cro()% tolerance prOperty occuring within this class of drugs.

[RUMORS. Thin is the first and most common stage in the withdrawal sequence.

A typical alcohol withdrawal is indicated by the tremor stage and the symptoms

exhibited in this stage. It is associated with such sYmptoms as:

I. Iremors ("the sltakes").
A

2. Nausea, vomiting and GI cramps.

3. Anxiety, insomnia, and depression.

4. Ex'cessive sweating.

.J. Muscle weakness and increased reflex actions.

HALLUCINATIONS. Alcoholic hallucinosis follows and can last several days,

wit) incwasing intensity. Auditory (hearing) hallucinations usually predom-

inate. Other symptoms at this stage include:

1. ,Restlessness and agitation.

2. Fitful sleep.

Mental'clOuding.

4: Fear.
or

CONVULSION. ;This .stage of "rum fits" is probably the most dangerous in the

serii-s. These syhtoms can indicate the onset of-DTs, and include:

1. Total breakdown of CNS regulatory functions.
t

j. Generalize (Grand Mal) convulsions(. .

..._ - :;*
.

_
.

nr ile.

,

. 3.4 Short pelpid% oWunconsciousness followed by disorientation. IP

DELfRIUM TREMENS lk'gwrel; will withdrawl from.alcohoj progress to the.stage

of DTs. About 10-=.15% of the.cases die at this 5tage tf no medical.treatment ..

is given-. The symctailm5 chargtterizingiTs include:
.

.

1. Terrifying hallucinations and detusion5.

*-2. Intense mental confusion and di$orientation.
f-4*

;
.

'11
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3. Agitation and convulsions.

4. Possible heart failure.

Exercise VII-5

.s- -_.,_-

37.;i.

Complete the following exercise. The correct answers are provided in the

Appendix.

1. What types of drugs show withdrawal following th.eir discontinued use?
P

Z".."

2. What determines the intensity and extent of the withdrawal symptoms?

3. What are the four critical stages, which can develop during the progressive

sequence of alcohdl withdrawal?

4. What types of drugs can be Lied to stop alcohol withdrawal sgmptOms aFid

what is the property pn which their use is based?

f",

.

,
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APPENDIX

lExercise VIL-1

1. CNS depres.sant, sedative-hypnotic.

2. a. Erarbiturates

b. Non-barbiturate sedative-hypnotics.

c. Geneeal anesthetics.

d. Narcotaic.
Aar

3. a. Depress CNS functions.

b. Psychologicaf and physIcal dependence.

Tolera ce

Cross t lerance.

e. Withdrawal syndrome.

Exercise VII-2

1. Absorption.

b. Distribution.

c.' MetabolisM.

4

2. Determines the.amount (dose) taken in. The larger the amount, the faster

the absorption. A consumption rate greater than one drink per hour exCeeds

metabolic capacily so alcohol-accumulates and its- effects on the body increase.

4

Exercise VII-3

1. Dose-time related, progressive'depressant effects of alcohol on different

brain structures.

2. The site of action of alcohOl's behavioral-performance.effects is the CNS,

whereas_ the physiological effects result fmm a alcohol 'acting on various body-
.

organs.-

13
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3, a. Metabolism.

b. GI tract.

c. Endocrine system.

d. Blood.

e. Renal system

f. jemperature control.

Exercise VII-4.

1. Many basic physiological effects of alcohol over a long term can provide
an underlying basis for the development of certain disease states.

2. The primary physiological effects:involved have to do with alcohol actions
on metabolism, GI tract, and harmones.

3. a. Ulceration and Scarring.

b. GI tract bleeding.

c. Gastriris. Inflammation of the stomach.

d. Pancratitis. Inflammation ,f the pancreas.

e. Poor absorption.

ExertveVII-4

1. All drugs producing physical dependence.

2. The degree of tolerance developed to the drug.

3. a. Tremors.

b. Hallucinations.

c. convulsions.

,d. Delirium tremens. .

4. a. Any sedative-hypnotic, CNS depressant.

b. cross-tolerance.

14
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Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

Score

ALCOHOL PHARMACOLOGY QUIZ

Rank Name

Last First MI

Circle Correct Answer

5a. 1. The effects of alcohol are most like:

a. Nicotine.

b. .Barbiturates

c. 'Cocaine

d. Marijuana

2. Al.ohol effects are:

a. Dose related

b. Time related

c. Influenced by pharmacodynamic processes

5

20 March 1978

.% Group

d% All of the above

* '
3: The physiological effects resulting from short-term alcohol use are:

a. Inter-related

b. Dose-time dependent

.c..* Involved the entire body

db. All of the above

Supercedes Ha B-II-6-32, 7 Jan 76.

Designed for ATC Course Use
Do Not Use On the Job.%
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4. The type and degree of systemic disorder reLuiting from chronis alcohol

ahuse prim:It-fly depends on:

Withdrawal

b. Fatty liver

c. Duration of abuse

d. Korsakoff's psychosis

S.

5. Typical alcohol withdrawal _is usually limited to the following symptoms,-,

except for:-

a. Tremors

b. GI crampin.

c. Muscie weakness

d. Generalized convufsions

SearmiLi

c".

MODIFICATIONS
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OBJECTIVE"

St' 3ALR73433B/30LR73611J/
307R7364B-II-6-1

1 June 1978

ETIOLOGYIAND PROGRESSIVE CHARACTERISTICe, OF ALCOHOMM

Identify the physi al and psycholoflieal characteristics that accompam;

'the development of alc holism.

INTRODUCTION

. r

After completing th stsudy guide/workbook, you will be able to define'

alcoholism, to identify theqthysiological, psychological, and cultural /

theories about the caus s of alcoholism, and to identify the progressive /

,stages of alcbholisn,, is information will help prenare you for oue /

role as an educator 'and a rehabilitation prograr counselbr.

INFORMATION

D FINITIffiS OF ALCOHOLISH

The Illness Concept

The American Medical A Ociation defines alcoholism,as "an fl ness

characterized by preoccupat on with alcohol and the loss of cogt 1 over

its consumption such as to ead usually to intoxidation if drin rig is

begun; by chronicity; by sroression. . . .It is typically asso iated

with physical disabllity an mpa red emotional, occupational and/or

social adjustments'. . .

"

,

Defining alcoholismpas a illness implies that its trea ent is pri-

marily a medical matter and th t patient relapse. Should riot e considered

abnormal. The goal of treatme t is viewed more as a queill%n of control

than of cure, as with--diabetes. Chronicity infers a need for long-term

treatment, and progression indi tes that if alcoholism go s untreated,

it worsens rather than improves.

'The Disease Concept

Dr Mark Keller defines alcohdl m as "a chronic disease manifested by

repeated implicative (suspicion-aro sing) (parentheses provided) drinking

so as to cause tnjury to the drinke s health oe to his social or economic

functioning's.

This approach to alcoholism helps remove thetigma attached to it and/
lessens the guilt. carHed by the alco lic, by freeing him/her from the

personal respodrbility for having it. Alcoholism, like any other disease;

is contracted from an external source. IT is npt Ahe result of moeal

deficiencies nor a tack of willpower.
A

Supersedes SITB-Ii-9-12, dated 23 Jan 76
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. The Uncontrolled Orinkinq oncept
1

Northwestern Bell Telephone defines alcoholism as "problem drinking. .

'and a "chronic, uncontrolled drinking pattern which impairs the ability of

the individual to live and work in a noTmal and acceptable manner. . . .The

quantity of alcbhol consumed is nolinecessartly the consumption of any

amount, nor his actions under its Thfluence."

Here, alcoholism and problem drinking are viewed as.being synonymous (one

and the same), only because of the end result. Both impair the worker's

performance significantly, and therefore, are matters for equal concern and

immeditte action. The prinary goal is to treat the worker, not to waste

valuable time arguihq whether he/she is an alcoholit or a problem drinker.

That exercise is left to the physician.

The Dependency Concept

'Air Force defines alcoholism as a psyctiolonical or physical dependence on

alcohol and establishes three levels of involvement: Occassional excessive ..,

drinking, habitual excessive drinking, and addiction. The degree to which

the,indivi aPs preoccupation with alcohol dominates his/her life style

determines t e level.

Air'Forc6, ltke industry, is not primarily Concerned with whether a member

is alcoholic or.a problem drinker; but, rather, that all members, whose work

performance is deteriorating because of drinking,.receive immediate assistance

as early as possible, in order to prevent further, deepening involvement.

ETIOLOGY OF ALCOHOLISM

Etiology refers to the cause or causes of a condition. A theory is a

general principle drawn from a body of facts, as in a science. Theories about

the etiology of alcoholism are summarized generalizations bated upon many facts

about,.and observations of-, people with this condition.

Physioloiical Theories (biochemical and Physical Disorder) .'

GENETOTROPHIC THEORY. Die position of this theory is that an inherited,

nutritional vitamin deficiency, essentially the B-Complex, causes an.excess-

sive craving or perference for alcohol in the individual.

Credibility, Al6oholics, as a gr up, tend to'bedeficient in certain
vitamins, especially Vitamin K and th 8-Complex Vitamins. 0owever, it is not

known whether or nOt these deficiencie exiSted prior to the\alcoholism. It

is known, howeyer, that vitamins are not stored by the human body and that

,
their absorption is suppressed in the Presenceof alcohol; therefore 1 these

deficiencies would be expected. The question thin becomes, "Do vitamin defi-

ciencies cause alcoholism, or does alcoholism cause the,vitamin deficiencies?"

Prehaps the fact that nonalcoholic pertons who are defiCient in Vitamins K and

B do opt predictably become 4tohollc helps resolve this question.. 4

, .

GENETIC THEORY. 'The basic position of this theory is that a susceptability

Ward alcoholism is inherited and runs.in.families.

2 3
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Credibility. Studies involving similar blood groups, color blindness,

identical twins, and offsprings of alcoholic parents in foster homes have

proved uninformative. However, the use of alcohol in the family has a de-

finite influence on the thildren, and alcoholism does run in families.

s ENDOCRINE THEORY. The basic position of this theory is that alcoholism
is caused by a dysfunction of the endocrine (hormone-producing glands) system.

Credibility. As with nupitional deficiencies, endocrine dysfunction
seems to be a result of rather than a cause of alcoholism.

Psychological Theories (Symptom of Underlying Personality or Emotional Dis-
order).

PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY (FREUDIAN VIE4). Alcohol releases the inhibitations,

allowing the expression of repressed (unacceptable and unconscious) urges.

Alcoholism results from a person's overwhelming need to express these urges.

Oral Dependence. Oral fixation produced by a lack of demonstrated parental
affection during infaricy. The individual seeks love, nurture, and security.
Alcohol fulfills this need.

LatertHomosexuality. Lack of affection from the over-aggressive, dominant
mother results in an over-identification wip first the father and then other
males. Drinking and camaraderie provide a socially,accentable way to associate
with men and gain their affection.

Self-Destructive Tendency. Guilt is associated.with feelings of hostility

toward the parents for not meeting the need for oral gratification. Alcohol

satisfies the oral craving, then becomes a form of self-punishmvt for the

anger toward parents. Alcoholism symbolizes revenge against the parents.

PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY (ADLERIAN). Overindulgent parents prevent the child's

learning to cope with life problems, resulting in feelings of inferiority and
low self-esteem. Alcohol compensates for these feelings by blostering feeling
of power and worth.

CREDIBILITY. Evidence to support the nsychoanalytic views is inconclusive,
Alcoholics are often found to have strong, unfufilled needs;.however, it is
not known whether these needs existed prior to alpholism. Additionally,

it is not known whether the success reported by psychoanalysts is from the
therapy or the long-term nersonal attention by the therapist.

LEARNING THEORY. Drinking is selected as a repeated behavior through
positive, uncounscious conditioning or reinforcement. ,The fndividual learns
that alcohol releives the anxiety associated with life problems or the need
to cope with reality. However, the more it is used as a coning mechanism,
the more anxiety-producing reality becomes, because of the lack of effective
coping. This ultimately lead's to the need for alcohdl as a, defense against
an everworsening reality. Alcohol is most closely associated with the release
from anxiety rather than the cause. This is due to the immediacy of the

3 Sb
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positive reinforcement, which is basic to learning theory. Learninn theorists

believe alcohol_isn Is a habit of using alcohol to reduce anxiety.

Credibility. The apnlication of the learning theory in the treatment of
alcoholism has met with varying deerees of vccess in aversion therapy and

behavior modification programs.

TRANSACTIONAL ltEORY. Alcoholism is the result of an early decision made
by the individual, rather than being a disease or being caused by an emotional

distrubance. This decision, made in the person's childhood, establishes a
life script (the onset), brought about ty the person's accentance of a "don't
be," "don't,succeed"or a "don't-be-close" injunction. This scrint has its

"course" during the person's adult years, when the struggle is waged against
the scriPt, alcoholism, a form of self-destruction, being one way such scripts

are lived out. The "outcone" occurs when and if the individual succumbs to

alcoholism.

Credibility. The transactional approach to alcoholism is relatively new,
and unsufficient data have been collected to determine its validity. However,.

the general portrayal of the individual's involverent with alcoholism appears
to be sound. But it is not a broad enough theory to account for all facts
concerning alcoholism.

PERSONALITY THEORY. Alcofiolics possess certain comron personality traits

indicating a predisposition toward alcoholism. They collectively demonstrate
a low frustration tolerance, inadequate defense mechanisms against need-grati-
fication, a pronounced dependency upon others, and unresolved love-hate ambi-
valences.

','.:',4,.-

414111-- Credibility. The validity of this theory/f; questionable. The persons
VItt, in the study groups are already alccho1ic, 44d any predesposition they may

have had prior to their alcoholism s ,./unkno$n. Additionally, persons possess-
% 44. IS ing all of the coMmon personality tr sintified do not predictably become

41111M1
.alcoholic. For example, research in cates that many-alcoholics, although
not all ale6hoilics, have dependent rsonalities; however, it is not known
whether their dependency existed prior to the ons'et of alcoholism or as a

result of it.

211

Socio-Cultural Theory (Product of the Social and Cultural Environment).

BASIC POSITION. A.D. Ullman best summed up this view in article, "Socio-
cultural Backgrounds of Alcoholism." He stated, ". . .in any group or society
in which the drinking customs, values, and sanctions -- together with the ,

attitudes of all segments of the eroup or Society -- are well established,
known to and agreed upon by all, and are consistent with the rest of the cul-
ture, the rate of alcoholisn will be low. . .

" On the -other hand, where
0

. Cthe individual does not know what is expected or when the expectation
in ()tie situation differs from that in another, it can be assumed that he will

have ambivalent (conflicting) (parentheses added) feelings about drinking."

INFLUENCING SOCIO-CULTURAL FACTORS. Socio-cultural theories Identify
seven factors operating in our society that influence an individual toward

4139`,-)
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Cultural Ambivalence. Social attitudes toward the use of alcohol are

conflicting. Therefore, no agreed-upon standards have been established as
tomhen, where, and how one should drink.

Lack of Cultural Integration. Drinking is predominantly viewed as an end
in itself, rather than being thought of as an integral partiof ourculture
associated, for example, with dietary practices as with theAltalians or with
religlous rites as associated with the Jews.

Peer-Group Pressure. 'Acceptance and belonging are important to 010st
everyone. Individuals tend.to modify their behavior to conform to the prac-
tices of the.group(s) rIlth which they are genuinely associated. If a group
frequently encourages indiscriminate drinking, then most of its members
usually conform to preserve their memberships.

Family Group. Drinking practices within the primary group (the family)
greatly influence the individual's drinking practices through example, oppor-
tunity, and availability.

Sanctions. Society and the groups within it have very few well-defined, .

equally-applied sanctions (penalties) against excessive drinking and intoxi-
cation. Their position is unclear. In some nrouns, heavy drinking is viewed

;tP

as a symbol of strength'and manhood. Intoxication i xpected and the accepted
reason for drinking. While society, on the one hand, officially condemn
excessive drinking and intoxication through its law gainst drunkenness and
driving while intoxicated (DWI), it indirectly condones these practices by ,

failing to discourage them with consistency; for example, on special occassionf
such as reunions, Wedding receotions,New Year's Eve celebrations, etc. With-
out poseitive, consistently applied sanctions against these practices, the ,

rate 6f alcoholism goes unaffected.

Encouragement. Cocktail parties, happy hours, and adVertising showing
drinks before dinner, wine with dinner, and cordials after dinner all
influence the individual's choice of how to spend his/her leisure hours.
The pressure caused by the ever-quickening pace of society and its apparent
emOhasis on profits'and production, rather than the well-being of the indi-
vidual, also serve to make frequent drinking a psychologically rewarding
practice for many.

1
Alternatives. Alternative pursuits to drinking are not encouraged by our

society. Their mere presence and availibility are not sufficient, in light of
the current lack of involvement of our citizentry. The introduction of alter-
natives should begin in the home with the family, as an integral part of the
rearing process. Society's role then becomes one of rei9forcement, Ither
than education and selling an idea.

' CULTURE AND SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. Another supporter of the socio-cultural
theory, R. F. Bales, identified three general ways in which culture and s cial
Organization influence rates of alcoholism, in his article entitled, "Cult al

Differences in Rates of Alcoholism": (1) "The-degree to which culture opera es
to bring about acute needs for adjustment, or inner tensions, in its members";
(2) "The sort of attitudes toward drinking which the culture produces in its
members"; and (3) "The degree to which-the culture provides isuitable smbsti-
tute means of satisfaction." He went on to cite three prominenk.cultural

5
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attitudes toward drinking which influence varying rates of alcoholism in our
societies today": (1) The Ritual attitude (Jews), where drinking is integrated
into the religious rites and where social drinking is limited; (2) The Con-
vivial attitude (United States), where drinking is often tied to a "ceremo-
nial core" (a marriage) but also-done socially, quite frequently; and (3) the

Utilitarian attitude (Irish), where drinking is individualistic (self-centered)
and no societal sanctions against it are active or enforced. Bales concluded
that societies which hold the'Ritual attitude toward drinking enjoy a low rate
of alcoholism; that those holding the.Convivial attitude show less societal con-
cern about drinking and a correspondingly greater rate of alcoholism; and,
finallyi that societies or groups which express a Utilitarian attitude toward
drinking recOrd the highest rate of alcoholism.

CREDIBI ITY. Neither culture nor society can be snecifically identified
as a sole c use of alcoholism; however, most experts in the field agree that
their influence on the individual ils considerable, through attitudes, family,
and peer-group exposure, a lack of well-defined sanctions against excessive
drinking, and the almost total absenee of emphasis on alternative pursuits.

I.

PROGRESSIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF ALCOHOLISM

INTRODUCTION

In this portion of the SW, wejwill trace the development of alcoholism in
the individual. Three things shduld be remembered thrbughout: (1) all

sufferers to not necesSarily reflect all of the characteristics/behaviors de-
.scribed; (2) -The characteristics/behaviors described do not necessarily occur
in an exact order; and (3) the progression of alcoholism may take anywhere
from two to twenty-five years, depending upon the person and the circumstances.
The progression that follows examines the major %tages in the development of
alcoholism. The specific characteristics and behaviors that comprise each of
the stages paint a composite picture of the "typical" alcoholic person in that
particular stage. Caution should be exercised, however, whenever trying to
apply any of these stage representations to a specific person in a specific
set of circumstances.

Pre-Alcoholic Stage

The pre-alcoholic stage tan begin at any time tn life, it is characterized
by increasing quantities of alcohol consumed, an increasing frequency of drink-
ing episodes, occasional intoxication, and hangover. Overall, there is an
absence of any identifiable pattern of drinker or set of drinker traits.
Drinking habits tend to conform to those of the peer group. It is important
to note lhat nonalcoholics can (and sometimes do) drink as much as pre-alcoholics,
so that the two are not distinguishable, one from the'other. For the pre-
alcoholic, however, drinking takes on a'special significance which may dr may
not be.consciously recognized. The pre-alcoholic (1) finds that he/she appears
to be able to drink more than other people vithout any noticeable difficulties
or disapprovals; and (2) begins, only unconsciously, to look forward to (the
orgin of psychological dependence) drinking as an integral and important

4'.44.kWA;

'element in histher. life.
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There is no tine limit on how long 'people stay in the pre-alcoholic stage.

Sone remain there throughout their lives. Those progressing into ilcoholism,
however, mo've into.the next stage unknowingly, taking with them some of the
defense mechanisms of denial and rationalization on which they will eventually
come to depend.

Characteristics of the Early Stage

The alcohplic normally enters this stage at the ane of 25-27 and has
several years on the job. He/she has unconsciously learned that alcohol is
pleasant, and relieves anxiety. Its viability has been tested and proven in
many varied situations. Its effects are quick, predictable, and guaranteed.
This stage sees the alcoholic using alcohol primarily as a temporary release
from situational or problem anxiety. It does nothing-to improve the situation
or to solve the probleM; hut, it ,is one hundred percent effective in releiving

the alcoholic's concern over either.

GULPING AND SNEAKING DRINKS. The alcoholic feels morr confident and com-
fortable (psychologically) when assisted by alcohol and so hastens to pain its
influence. The sneaking of drinks is to nreserve the acquired feeling state
and to conceal.the abnormal amount being consumed.

DAMAGED CONTROL (KEY,STAGE CHARACTERISTIC). At this point, the alcoholic
is no longer able to consistently choose how much or how long he/she will drink.
When drinking is begun, it usually leads to intoxicatioh. His/her ability to

decide when to drink is still uneffected. NOTE: Most periodic (EpisOdiC)
drinkers are in this state.- They may drink only once weekly o twice monthly,
etc.;. but, when drinking-As begun, intoxication consistently follows. .

BLACKOUTS. Approximately ninety-five percent of all recovered alcoholics
interviewed reported having blackouts during the early stage. The blackout is
often Onfused with the state of unconsciousness; In an alcoholic blackout,
the individual walks, talks, and functions just like everyone else; but, later,
has only a partial or no recollection of his/her actions.

. HANGOVERS. These are mostly physical in natyre, but now hiclude some
psychic pain (elnbarrassment and/or remorse). The alcoholic is experiencing
guilt over the amount of alcohol he/she is consuming, the embarrassments .

associated" with thp comments of friendt of family, and blackouts, if occuring.

NOTE: Many of your clients will be classified as early-stage alcoholics.
Treatment and prognosis is very favorable.

Characteristic's of the Middle Stage

Ain this stage, the alcoholic is normally lb his/her early-twenties. Exist-
ing work habits, performance, and behavior differ from pre-established patterns.
indicationt of a problem or problems are becoming more apparent to supervisors
and co-workers. For the alcoholic, substance tolerance is increasing. Drink.-

inq is now a defense against, as well as a release from, stress and anxiety
(the vicious circle). RationalizatVn,keeps the individual from fading the
reality of his/her increasing dependince on alcohol.'

7
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ALIBI SYSTP. By this time, the.alcoholic has developed a very elaborat
system for camouflaging his/her drinking and its effects. In the morning, the
tardiness, the. "red eyes," the swelling in the face, the worn-out look, etc.,
are because of the flu or a cold that' is cominn or goine, or because of being
up all night with the baby or the spouse. Pbsences from the duty location
during the duty day become increasinnly more frequent,.esnecially among per-
sons who are able to nanage their own schedules. These absences are exnlained
as required meetings, coordinatiOn sessions (formal or informal), nersonal
errands, additional duties, etc. At the close of the duty day, excuses such
as "beat the traffic," "pick un the wife," "dron the car off at the shon,"
etc., are effective. The alcoholic often becomes the nerson who is there, but

isn't there. Everyone has seen him/her (intentional), excent the supervisor
(planned avoidance). No_one knows where he/she is et any given monent; but,
most have seen him/her atone time or another and.so can attest to his/htr
presence for duty. The key evestion for a work sunerbecomes, "Are the
pattern of behavior and/or work performance different fron those previously
established?" If the answer is, "Yes," there is most probably something k

wrong. Use caution, however, because alcoholism is not necessarily the pro-
blen. By actual statistics compiled in industry,-onTy, about fifty percent of
the cases whiCh look like a alcphoTisn turn out to,be aTcoholism. Aarita
difficulties, for exangle, produce symtons on thejob which are very similar.

CHaNGING DRINKING PATTERN. It occurs for different reasons oe not at all.
The specific reason for the shift determines the course-it follows. For ex-
ample, an increasing tolerance to alcohol may cause a shift from beer to wine
to distilled spirits -- less bolume with greater effects in less time. As a
side-benefit, it is easier to conceal (less bulk). A weakening alibe system
may cause a shift in the preplanned schedule of daily drinkinn episodes. The
presence of co-worker on a regular basis,,if convenient, in order to estab-
lish an uncontestable nonalcoholic drinking pattern. To dispel a myth at
this point, alcoholics often shift to vodka, not because it has no odor, but
because it is concentrated, cheap, and looks like water.

RATIONALIZATION. Not to'rationalize would mean that the alcoholic would
have to admit his/her alcoholism, at least to self. But the alcoholic has
the same opinion of "alcoholics" (stereotype) as most other people. He/she ,

views them as weak, dirty, and disgusting. Rationalization; therefore, be-
comes essential in order to preserve dignity and self-esteeni.

LOSS OF RATIONAL CONTROL (KEY STAGE CHARACTERISTIC). It is at this point
that the alcoholic loses the last remnant of control over alcohol. No:longer
can he/she choose consistently when to drink. Remember, in the early stage,
only control over how much and how long was lost. NOTE: The progrtssion
from the point.of damaged-control to the point of complete loss of rational
control can Xake many years. Sometimes, it neverlakes place (the periodic/
episodic drinker). When and if it does, however, rapid physical and psycho-
logical deterioration usyally follows.

SOLITARY DRINKING. The alcoholic 'inowswhat he/she is, and h.ow abnormally
he/she drinks; hence,.the,alibis, the rationalizations, and the avoidance of
personal associations. Solitary drinking becomes a psychological necessity
to relieve the enormous pressure created by the complexity of a life whtch
centers around the consunption of alcohol, especially when that conSUmption

8
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must remain a secret. The planning of tirT and concentration required to
survive in such an environment (go undiscovered) are aluost beyond the
imagination. There is no time available to waste on social pastime. Besides,

the alcoholic, at this point, has little left in common with his/her former'
friends. People mean pressure, excuses, embarrasements, guilt, and the
possibility df being unmasked. Alone; the alcoholic is acked no questiobs

and must tell no lies.

Characteristics of the 'Physiological Stage

The physiolopical stage starts within the middle stage. Its onset is

directly connected to the loss of rational contkrel (the loss of the ability
to consistently choose when to-drink). The loss of rational control lepds
ranidly to physical addiction (an ornanic craving or need). Physical Addic-

lorr tion makes self-initiated recovery all but imposvible and notentially
dangerous. An unsopervised withdrawal can result in death.

MORNING DRINKING. -Alcohol becomes self-administered medication to pre-

vent wtthdrawal after periods of abstinAme of deprivation. It is called

the morning drink because the most common period of abstinence is during
the niaht, while sleeping. However, the morning drink is applicable through-

out the day. In the late stage, the onset of withdrawal can occur as soon
as three to four hours after the last.drink.

-

- PROTECTING THE SUPPLY (KEY STAGE CHARACTERISTIC). The alcoholic can no,

longer afford to run out of alcohol. Reserves must be stored to insure an
adequate supply at night and over weekends or holidays. Elaborate, sometimes
unreasonable, alibis are used to'cover visits to the supnlv. Alcohol in now

.the central feature of the alcoholic's life.

BLACKOUTS MORE FREQUENT. Blackoitts now occur at anv time without warning.
They are a function of the quantity and frequency of alcohol consumption-and
may encompass a brief or long period of time. They are a source of much fear
and anxiety, especially when they occur on the job. The alcoholic may take
to keeping notes on his/her activities and conversations, least he/she forget
important decisions which'have been made or susnenses that have been set.

MARKED SOCIAL MISBEHAVIOR. The alcoholic's increasing fear and deterio-
ration are manifested through hostility, irritability, declining work perfor-
mance, excessive absenteeism (three tires that of the average worker), and a
complete breakdown of-meaningful communication. Financial'difficulties, legal
problems, and DWI citations are common. At home, problem-solving has ceased
due to the lack of communication and the survival of the marriage is in jeop-
ardy.

OSTRACIZATION. In the middle stage, the alcoholic withdrew from his/her
peers and family (solitary drinking), because of an increasing preoccupation
with alcohol and the need for relief from the pressures, of concealment. At
this potnt, co-workers, friends, and family members withdrew from the alcoholic.
This actIon represents the first real acknowledgement on their part that the ,

alcoholit is abnormal. It is significant, however, that this acknowledgement'
ulually recognized as such.

Se
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Characteristics Of the Late Stage

4-

The alcoholic is now in his/her late forties and is no longer tolerated
at work, socially, or at liome. Loss Of job and family is imminent, if this

has not already occurred.

BENDERS. Benders are extended periods of drinkine which last for days,
or even weeks. Money is often the controlling factor. When it 'runs out, the

bender ends. Benders,are not common to all alcoholics; some never experience
them.

ALCOHOL SYNDROME. A syndrome is a number of-symptoms occurring together
which character42e a specific disease or condition. Alcoholism replts in a

multitude of organic problems: malnutrition, pneumonia, kidney.and liver
disease, paralysis, links with cancer, and heart disease. Deterioration of

the central nervous system (CNS) produces extreme apathy, an inability to.
concentrate and solve problems, fragmentation Of the memory, and profound
confusion. Without nedicel help, death is only a matter of time and circum-
stances.

DEEP ANXIETY DEPRESSION. The alcohol syndrome generates undefinable fears
and Anxiety in the alcoholic and causes him/her to withdraw completely. The

situation and any chance for 11*covery are viewed as hopeless. The alcoholic

now follows a set routine and will not venture from known locations. To

'sleep with a light burning and/or a radio playing- for security is not uncom-
mon. Suicide sometimes becomes a viable alternative to survival.

COLOPSE OF THE ALIBI SYSTEM (KEY STAGE CHARACTERISTIC). Alibis arelilo

longer needed. Problem-concealment and people make them necessary, and b th
are a thin9 of the past. With no one or nothing left to condemn for his/hr
situation, the alcohblic accepts the blame.

, \
,

'

SURRENDER, The al, koholic admits that drinkirlp is the cause of all of hii/

her problemig. \This admission makes free choice again possible. Two options
become available; (1) ccept as final his/her own evaluation of the chances

Mal p,
for recovery ancrurrende to death by drunkness, insanity, accident, or
physical destructton; or ( ) turn toward help and surrender to a long-term
recovery process, wIlich can\return the individual to physical health and
sociatal acceptuce.% The atoholic alone has to make the decision. NOTE:

Statistics indicate thsat only \one in thirty-six choose life. The other, thirty-
. , five just die. \ \%

,

ALOHOLISIIII IN THE HOME ENVIRONMENT
\ \

\,

INTRODUCTION
. \

,

\

To this point we have glanced 'it several approaches to etiology (causa-
,

tion) of alcoholism, and cloiely ex mined its characteristic progression as
observed in the job environment. Iñ this section we will take a broad brush
look at some of the differences in i s development in "the honle,'exclusive ot
the job eniironment. .Our study grou will be primarily the unemployed house-
wife.

4111111111111
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One could safely say, that strictlY from an objettive point of view,
alcoholism is alcohbltsm, and that physical, psychological, and behavioral
differences among alcoholics are functions of.the individuals, themselves,
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'rather than their alcoholism. Alcoholism neither (levelops nor affects anv

two people in the same way, because Aq, two people or thetr operating environ-

ment are the same, neither is their reaction to their alcoholism. To over-

implify, the only thing that two alcoholics heve in common ls that they both

Environment and a person's indtvidual make-up play a major role tn pre7

scribing what path, and how quickly alcoholism will progress. As stated

earlier in this guide, its full development may take from 2 to 22 years and

follow any number of routes. It is the environmental and nersonal factors'.

that define its exact course.
.

Uhen we speak of alcoholism, as it develdos in women, we.are primarily'

referring to the alcoholic housewife as this has been'the primary area of

research to date. This development is not necessarily restriCted to wpmen.

however,'it may also include the followini:

Others Involved In Alcoholism

%

RETIRED 'PERSONS. The individual experiences the trauma (Mir loss-6f

career, and in many instances a loss of prestige. -With more time onAheir

hands retired people drink to fill--the void and rerinisce. about the'*thOre

and then".

THE UNEMPLOYED. These people are in a similar situation to that of the

retired person. They, too, lack the meaninofulness of productivity. This

lack plays havoe'on their self-esteem. They experience a loss of income.

This often threatens.their sense of well being which in turn may increase

drinking to forget their'problems.

lEGELECTED CHILDREN. One of the primary causes of teen-age alcoholism

is neglect. Parents who do not show the concern their children need in-

fluence them toward other sources of attention. Peer pressure, .the need to

be a "man" or to be "sophisticated" often lead teenagers into drinking to

meet their needs for attention. Dilly may be using a powerful drug with

little knowledge as to its dangers or effects at a time when fhey are

developing both physically and mentally.
4

MALE HOMEMAKERS. .Uith the variety of accepted roles, some males may

now enter intb the boring anti thialess world of. homemakers. He Will be

subjected to the rigors, stresses and strains of maintainino a home. Add

to this stres's his feelings of insecurity over his role identification,

he could attempt to cope in the same way as the female homemaker by Arne

alcohol.

The .Home Environment

ALCOHOLISM IFJ THE HOME. Alcoholics in'the hone are harder to identifv

and to recognizg. Due to their low structure visibi)ity they are able to .

drink without being readily observed by their peers,or family.

130,IS IDENTIFICATION HARDER? The, "closet-drinker" can cOntrol their

own visibility to othprs. For the most part, theirAirinkin9 patterns are

not readily observable. Since they dictate their bwn activities and are

often not accountable to'anyone for their accomplishments they can drink 410

11
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-structure drinking time around that activity. IdentificatiOn of women
alcoholics is Hore difficult because nen often put them on a pedestal. :The

cult 1:attitude is.that women are not supposed to fall and most definitely
ey arr supposed to become alcoholics; therefore, menidenY the creeping

symptoms of alcoholism when_fhey.begin to occur in females.
1

- ,PREMLSSIVE ENVIROW1ENT. As a rule, alcoholism progresses more-rapidly
.in the home environment than on the- jOb because the home lhvironnent is
more permissiye. It is unmonitored and therefore.offers rfore opportunity

%to drink. There are fever mandatory obligations and requirements on the
homemaker. Since a more flexible-workload exists, dririkirrn time can be
liWuctured to allow for work and "play"; the two can be mixed.m

,
. ,

li"W- -. LACK Of CHALLENGE,(BOREDOM). For some homemakers life is a daily routine,

.-..
lacking in reward and-stimuation. 'Without the much needed rewaLg and posi-
tive feedback that the worker receives, the hOtemaker may turn tr"rewarding"
herseil for-work done. Homemakers may also turp to socialization to relieve

....... . , boredom. Thpir relationships with ether womeplor nenY may include alcohol. .7

..:,.. , 1/

-

71.

t
WOWS WORK IS NEVER DONE. In some homemaker's eyes her work ls never

done. '9hiiiis on a ship adrift.from tedium to apathy and back again and may
find her only relief is sleep.. Relief nay also come from alcohol &wino the
day.

LACK OF APPRECIATION. She y.feel significant. She nay be ignored as a
worthwhile-and significant mem er of the family. There mgy be a lack of

praise for accomplishments, an she is often taken for granted. The resulting

lack of personal satisfaction may cause depression. She may turn to alcohol
to4elp her feel better about herself.

\ENVIRONMENT IS CONDUCIVE TO SUICIDAL THOUGHTS. The suicide rate for female
alcoholics is higher than for the male ones. This is also true of females in
general. The reason for this may.be that self-identification of having a
drinking probleM is less likely for women. Uomen are generally less willing to
take risks than men. Our society, in general teaches thg protection of women
by men and encourages women's dependence Qg men. Therefore, woren's exposure
to, risk and decision-making 'has been institutionally limited,-ifliStilling a
reluctance to risk asking for help. Furthermore, the education of women in
jihehome aboutan alcoholism has been for the most part neglected.

PROFOUND SENSE OF FAILURE. Once a woman falls from, the man-made pedestA
she feels branded and upigorthy of compassion. She will see no way to regain
her self-esteem. She max feel that she has lost her right to the pedestal:
Remember, she did not earn the pedestal in the first place. She was placed
'there by the men, simnly because she was a woman. Since the pedestal cannot
be earned, the recovery or regaining something that was never earned is impos-
sible.

SENSE OF FUTILITY. The future now seems' hopeless to the female alcoholic.
5he now sees no potential for.the improvement of her lot. She feels that the
final end looks like the dissolution of the family. She feels no security
'because of the chances of her marriage stay,tvglipether are poor. She will
soon have to take care of herseif and ttiri is efrightening situation for her.

12 39',
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Some women believe that they are second class citizens without the

rights of their male counterparts. Thus death is a final, "ultimate

solution". But it need not be that way. Remember they feel they am in a

a caste sotiety. They also believe that they must compete to keep.their

second class status. Once they fail there is little hone for recovery.

Second changes am normally not available. Suicide.then becomes a viable

alternative.

Stages of Family Adjustment to The Alcoholic

STAGE ONE - DENIAL. The spouse will deny husband has a problem, ration-
alizes husband's drinking as normal. She may drink with him arid/or play

co-alcoholic role. She denies that disrupting family life is caused by -

alcoholism. She will supress oWn feelings and cover for snouse to others,

STAGE TWO - REGOGNITION. Wife recognized drinking pattern is not normal,

She begins to chastise hbsband for a "lack of will power". She benins to'

naq thereby giving thd alcoholic an excuse to drink. She struggles very hard

to maintain ,the family structure. She assumes nuilt over husband's drinkine
and begins to believe shi is the cause of at least part of the cause of his

dtlemma. $he is torn betweeh the children and loyalty to her husband. She

0.4(k buy his alcohol to control ,the amount he drinks,- or pour the alcohol in

the Are ,down the drain. She wiq resôrt to "bedroom blackmail" or using

sex ' reward/punish drinkina-nondrinkinq situations. Kisses may become

sobriety tests.

'STA-GE THREE --FAMILY EQUILIBRIUM AREAKDOUN. 'Family equilibrium almost
pmpletely breaks down. The childrence profoundly upset; the wife can no

longer conceal the problem; family fi pres are strained. The wife begins

to question her sanity.

STAGE FOUR - ATTEMPT TO MINIMIZE DISTRUPTIVE FORCES. Wife tries to

y minimize aisruptive force of the alcoholic by.reoroapizing family life. She

ke takes over completely, money, children, etc.

. STAGE FIVE -'DECISION TO STAY OR LEAVE RELATIONFHIP. 'Wife makes a de-
cision to separate from husband or stay with him indefinitely.

STAGE SIX - FAMILY REORGANIZED WITHOUT HUSBAND. !!ife and children

morgari1z4d-as a family. This is sometimes done without the alcoholic's
awareness. The alcoholic now becomes a scapegoat for'ell family problems.

STAGE SEVEN - FAMILY REUNITED IF SOCRIETY MAINTAINED. If the husband

achieves sobriety, the family will try to reunite. As the husband attemnts

to reassume original nole he is greeted with susnicion and mistrust. The

.family must learn that sobriety will not solve all fartiilv problems. Family

reuniting is not always successful.

Assisting Families of.AlcoholiCs

Introduce the dis'ease concept. This will help reduce feelings of quilt
and responsibility the spouse may harbor for the excessive drinking of the
spouse. They must learn that the alcoholic's acticins are svmOtoms of an ill-
ness not weak vindicative behavior.

: . .
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Spouse5muit recognize that they are ndt capable of curing the alcoholic.

Once free of this burden they ean drop the rescue operations. They can stop

protecting the alcoholic. Referral to alanon/Alateen may be effective for

theri.

Child Trauma In Alcoholic Families,

FORCED TO TAKE SIDES. The children live in an unttablg enOronment. The-

olderechildren %tend to side with the mother against the alcoholic, protesting

her younger children are frustrated-and torn between both parents. They some-

times lean towards,, the rewards of the alcoholic father who at times rejects

them 4aus1ng more frustration. They'sometimes blame the mother and themselves

for what is.wrong inothe family.

UNSTABLE HOME ENVIRONMENT. The hore becomes increasingly unstable because

--of the changing Moods of the father. 'When under the influence his roods are

unpredictable, sometimes happy, at times angry. When not drinking, his mood

may be irritable. When sober he might feel.nuilty and overindulge the

children. Tpese moods' wt11 cause the.chIldren to filornulate games to cointide

with pis moods.

CHILDREN ISOLATED FROM PEERS. The children are soon isolated from friends

and neighbors. They are afraid to bring friends.hore out of fear and shame.

POLE MODELS couusED. During all qf this conflict in the hope the alco-

holic parent:is esta41ishing a role model that could perpetrate or lead to'

substance aOluse by the offspting in the present as well as the future. In

the meantime the non-alcohoTic parent is attempting to model both parental

roles but finds difficulty doing both well.

SOME UNHARMED. Some children are relatively unharmed in an alcoholic

family. They are generally from those home't where the spouse is aware. of

the children's needs and behaves% with consistency and givesthe children

emotional support.-

14
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EXERCISE I

Complete the fflloang exercise+

1. If alcoholism goes untreated, what,will probably result?

2. Why does the disease concept of alcoholismhappear most attractiim to the
alcoholic?

3. How does.the Air Force define alcoholisM?

4. What is the most significant asnect of the Air Force's andcivilian
industry's api4oach to alcoholism?

gr

EXERCISE II

.01 1. Why is it difficult to prove tbat,nutritional vitamin deficiencies and
endocrine dysfunctions cause alcoholism?

2. Does the use of alcohol in the family influence the children?

3. Generally describe the Freudian and Adlerian views on the etiology of
alcoholism.

a. Freudian:

,-

b. Adlerian:

4. What is the basic premise of the Learning Theory?'
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5. Transacttonal Analysis views alcoholism as the result of what action.

taken by the individual? When is the action taken?

a. Action:

b. When: 1

6. Why is the Personality Theory On the etiology of alcoholism difficult to

4 substantiate? a

4

7. 'List seven Ocio-cult'ural factors which influence an individual'toward

alcoholism.
r

a.

.b.

C.

d.

e.

fI.

-

q.

4
.8, According to R. F. Bales, in what Oree general ways do cultural organiza-
tiop and social organization influence a society's rate of alcoholism?

1/4

c.

EXERCISE III

1. What are the mist. characteristics of the pre-alcOholic stage?

a.

b.

C.

d.

16
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2. Does the pre-alcoholic stage show an identifiable patterns of drinker

behavior or set of drinker traits? ,

3. What dictates the drinking habits in the'prO-alcoholic stage?

4. How might the orgin of an alcoholic's psychologiCal denendence on alcohol

be describes?

EXERCISE IV

1. What are the major Charipistics of the early stage?,

a.
,

b.

.//1

4d:

What is the alcohol c's primary reason for drinking in thii staW2.

3.

4.

moNly

VA. 115

1.

,

What is mean; by damaged control?

4-

Why is the periodft (episodic) drinker placed in this stage?

EXERCISE V

What are the major, characteristicsof the middle .stan.e?

b.

d.

e.
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2. What is the Isty. characteristic of the middle stage?

3. What is the difference between damaged control and the loss of rational

control?

411111
4. Why does the alcoholic rationalize his/her drinking behavior?

5. What does solitary drinking provide the alcoholic?

---c-

EXERCISE VI

1. What event.marks the.onset of the physiological stage?

2.' What are the major_ characteristicsof the physiological stage?

a.

b. 4

c.

d.

e.

3. What is the Cell characteristic of the physiological 'stage:

4. What is significant about ostracization?

4
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EXERCISE VIII
it

Complete the following exercise.

1. What are the major characteristics-of the late stagfC?

a.

h.

C.

d.

e.

2. Are ben4prs carrion to all alcoholics? .

3. Uhat symptoms are associated with CV. deterioration?

4. What big step does the alcoholic take with the collapse of the alT
system?

EXERCISE VIII

1. Identify four other AeMbers of our society that have also been
associated with,alcoholism.

-.-

a.

b.

C.

d.

2. Why is it difficult to identify the hone alcoholtc?

EXERCISE IX

1.. What are seven stages of family adjustment to the aleoho'lic?\

a.

b.

C.

e.

419 ;
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2. What are some problems, encountered, by children whose parents are
alcoholics?

a.

b.

C.

20
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

Exercise.1

1. It usually wOrsens, rather thah,imprdires.
010

1,40.-Alov400+0,040.0

9e/

2. It removes the stigma attached to alcoholism and lessens the
guilt ktarried by the alcoholic.

3.. As a psychological or physical dependency on alcohol.

4. Each approach emphasizes immediate assistance for the individual
as opposed to delaying positive action until a specific label
for his/her condition has 'teen determined.

Exercise II

1. Becanse all the people studied are already alcoholic, and it
'cannot be determined whethtr or not these conditions existed
prior to the alcoholism. Additionally, all people with vita-
min deficiencies and/or endocrine dysfunctions do not predict-
ably become alcoholics.

4. Yes, through examPle, opportunity, and availability.

3. a. Alcohol releases the inhibitions, allowing the expression
of repressed urges. Alcoholism results from a person's
overwhelming need to express these urges.

b. Overindulgent parents prevent the child's learning to cope
with life problems, resulting in feelings of inferiority
and low self-esteem. Alcohol cOmpensates for these feel-
ings by bolstering feelings of power and worth.

4. Drinking is selected as,a repeated behavior through positive,
unconscious conditionini or reinforcement.

5. a. An early decision.

4'
b. In the person's cdpildhood.

Atch 1
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6. B4cause those people .studted are already alcoholic, and it can-
not be determined whether or not any predisposttion toward
alcoholism existed. Additionally, people who demonstrate the
"alcoholic personality" do not nece.ssarily become alcoholic.

7. a. Cultural ambivalence.

b. Lack of cultural integration.

c. Peer-group pressure.

d. Family group.

e. Sanctions.

f. Encouragement.

g. Alternaiives.

.

8. a. By "the degree to which culture opeyates to bring about
acute needs for adjustment or inner tensions, in its
members."

b. By "the sort of attitudes toward drinking which the culture
produces in its members."

c. By "the degree to which the culture provides suitable sub-
stitute means of satisfaction."

Exercise III '-

1. a. Increasing quantities of alcohol consumed.

b. 'An increasing frequency of drinking episodes.

c. Occasional intoxication.
h.

8. Hangovefs.

2. No.

3. The peer group.

4. As the point when the alcoholic begins to look forward to drink-
ing al.an integral and.impoytant element in his/her lifer-

moo

I.
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-Exercise V

a. -Al ibi system.

b. Changing drinking pattern.

c. Rationalization.

d. Lq,s4 of rational control.

e. Solitary drinking.

2. Loss of rational control.

903

3. Damaged control is the inability to consistently choose how
much or how long one will drink. Loss of rational control.is
the inability to consistently choose when to drink.

mr.

4. To preserve dignity end self-enteem.
.-NttPr:

5. Psychological relief from the enormous pressure created by the
complexity of a life that centers.around the consumption of
alcohol.

'III

,

S.

1.

Exercise VI

1. Uhe loss of rational control over alcohol'.

2._ a. Morning drinking.

b. 'Protecting thesupply.

c. Blackouts more frequent..

d. Marked soYal misbellavior,

e. Olitracization.

3. Protecting the supply.

4. It represents the first real acknOWledgment on the part of co--
workers, friends, and family that the alcoholic is abnormal.

1-1

3
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1. a. Benders.

b. Alcohol syndrome."

ExerAkise

4e

c. Deep anxiety depression.

J. Cot lapse of k_he alibi sysIem.

e. Surrender.

2. No.

3. a: Extreme apathy.
.

-

b. An inability to concentrate and solve problems.

c. Fragmentation of the memory.

d. Profound confusion.

i

4. The alcoholic accepts the blame for hts/her situation and admitd
that drinking is the cause of all of his/her problems. A sur
?render a. recovery is now possible.

z

1-4
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Exercise VIII

1. a. Retired persons

b. The unemployed

c. Neglected ch9dren

d. Male homemakers

2. Their drinking patterns are not readily observable.

Exerase

1. a. Denial

Recognition

c. Family equilibrium breakdown

d. AttemPt to minimize disrupttve forces

e. Decision to stay or leave relationship

f. Family reorganized withoutlhusband

g. Family,reunited if sobriety is maintained

2; a. Forced to take sidts 400

b.. Isolated from peers

c. Role models confused

4. -t

1-5 _

410 s
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Social ActiOns Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas-

ALCOHOLISM ROLES' WORKSHEET

ROLE-FLAYING,SITUATIONS

ROLE ONE (Member of the Sock Actions Office): .

You have arranged a meeting with MSgt Jones, the supervisor of TSgt James,
who is to be accompanied by his.wife. , MSgy Jones has asked that you medi-
ate this meeting, since .he cannot effectively confront TSgt James with his
deteriorating work habits.

9
HO 3ALR734308/30LR73618/

30ZR7364B-11-7-15
8 February 1978

ROLE TWO (Alcoholic):

Yob are.in your thirities, with'approximately ten years of service, posses;
demonbtrated abilities, and are a key employee at work. Promotions have
moved you into a pbSition of responsibility. However, unfavorable manifes- .

tatialks of your problem drinking are affecting your job performance, as well
as family and gommunity 'relations. You are becoming more and more dependent
on alcohol as the only tried and proven source of\rellef from disconfort,
both psychological-and physical. ,

Supersedes HO 8-.9 715), 14 Jan 75

p.

14.
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ROLE THREE (Alcoholic'S Wife):

4 (* .0 4.04,1,01.

e)-
1..

You are a housewite in your thirties, with one child ten years of age. You

suspect that your husband has a drinking problem or is an alcoholic. His

habit'has been increasing for the past four or five years. Hg is spending far

too much money and no longer handles the budget.. At home, he pays little

attention to the family, and,is often irritable. When confronted,'he either

ignores your concern, rationalizes his behavior, or leaves the house.

441"""

NONNI

ROLE FOUR (Supervisor):

Your employee is in his thirties, has demonstrated his abilities, and now
holds a key position of responsibility. However, a dark clotid is beginning
nocasi a shadow on his career. Certain.unfavorable siins are showing up
in his job performance. Absenteeism, a decrease in overall work quality,
and non-typical behavior pattdrns, such a nervousness, irritability, and

.conflicts with fellow workers, pre developing.
41,

2
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How do you feel about discussing the problem with him?

How do you feel about his broken promises concerning
drinking?

How much do you choose to ignore in his behavior?

How do.you feel about doing research about alcoholism
on the sly?

What do you know about available
Would you use them?

'

CONSENSUS RESPONSE.

4
sources of assistance?

What methods, subtle or'open, do you use to confront
him with his Troblem?

How do you feel about gradually assuming the role of
both parents?

How do you feel abOut the future of your Children ,nd
fakily? If concerned, what will you do?

_a

Do you Vi.ew separation.or divorce as a possibility?

Now do you feel about defending your.husbands
behavior in.public?

Hort do you feel toward your friends and parents/

Books
Friends
Counseling

AA

ALANON
Chaplain, Socizil Attions Office.

Direct?
Indirect?

S c
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I float wn.t
Basic Skills andliTKnowYledles
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on drug/alcohol abuse.

AND GUIDANCE 1,

.

involvelent with drugs and
trends in the

to control the use and abuse
attempts had on consumptIon

,

ri--711A5t
Abuse

development
and programa

SUPPORT MATERIALS

Material

. History of Drug/Alcohol

a. Identify historical
current Air Force policies

\

Student Instructional
HO. B-II -8-7, History

Audio-Visual Aid

of Drug/Alcohol Abuse

Drug/Alcohol Abuse

-

35mm Slides, History of

Trainin Method ,

.

Lecture .

kwaructional Guidance
Present a historical perspective of man's
alcohol, with special emphasis on the Twentieth-Century
Wilted States. Discuss the many attempt,
of drugs and alcohol and the effects'the

. Review, Measurement and Critique

a. Review

b. Measurement
,

r,

c. Critique

...

, .
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INTRODUCTION .(1 Minutes)
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History of Drug/Alcohol Abuse

ATTENTION

Why learn about the history of
drug and alcohol abuse? If it

,weren't for this a:aeration-a
shooting grass and smoking speed,
there wouldn't be's: drug and
alcohol problem.

MDTIVATION

1. Some of the people you will
be dealing with in the drug and
alcohol field actually believe
such misinformation.

2. 'Problems with drugs and alcohol
have existed since civilization be-
gan. Many ways of dealing with
them have been tried (most were un-
successful). V. are different and
can be more successful if we can
learn from historical mistakes.

OVERVIEW

In today's lesson, we will be taking
a look at the historical developments
which led to our prosent policy on
drug/alcohol akUse co:arid. More
specifically, we will discuss:

1. Historical perspectives of opium,
m6rphine, heroin and cocaine.

2. Historical perspectives of barbi-
turates, amphetamines, LSD, and
imscaline.

3. Historical perspectives of
marijuana am0 alcohol.
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4. Significance Of pharmacological
revolutions.

5. Federal policy and its effects
on Ali Force policy.

TRANSITION

BODy (2 Hours 40 Minutes)

PUSENTATION

7a. CRUERION OBJECTIVE1 Identify
historiCal developments vhiCh led
to the formulation of current Air .

Force policies and programs on drug/
alcohol Abuse.

,

1. Discuss historical perspectives
of opium, morphinevheroin, and
cocaine.

a. Opium (16:181-186).

(1) Origin - explain written
'.story begins about 400 B.C.

(a) Reference "Joy Plant"
on Sumerian tablet.

(b) Snna symbol appears
3300 years later with method of harvest.

(c) Used in Egypt, Greece,
India,4China, and graibia.

(2) Expansion of use - expansion
due largely through'Arablan camel trains.

(3) Colonial use - (1600-1800).

(a) Therapeutic agent,
pain reliever, curb for venereal disease,
gallstones, and.dysentery.

411(0

2
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(b) Lack ot knowledge about
addiCtion.

(c) Avallal4e from physicians,
drugsgeommogrocory stores, patent medicine
sellors, and mail order catalogs.

(di. Us* stimulatd by mr4tsis.

(e) Opium eating and drinking
popular in upper and middle classes.

- (f) sOpium smoking associated
with Chinese laborers.

(4). Regulatory efforts (442-46).

(a) 1800's - Anti-opium laws
passed in San Francisco, California and

-Virginia City, Nevada.

1. Racist laws.

2. Failod.

3. Attitudes.

a. (1700's to
middle 1800's) Users had lack of will-
power. Use considered a vics.

b. (Late 1800's
to early 1900's) Change in attitude.

e,betause of knOwledge of addiction (162188).

(b) Legislatiod: of 1900's
(4:47).

1. Pure Food and Drug
: Act 1906.

a. Opium content in
medicine. had to be indicated on prodiact

b. Educational
campaignejor the lmrcaussd diereses .in
patent medicine use.

2. Harrison Narcotics
1914 (4:49).

4 1
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h. Created due to

international obligations, not concern
for domestic morality.

b. Designed to

fulfill agreements.

c Designed as
means of drug taxation.

d. 1915 Supreme
Court decision that possession' of smuggled
opiates was a crime and users not obtain--
Lag drugs from physicians became criminals
(16490-191).

. 1920 Webb and
1922 Bekrman decision made it illegal to
prescribe drugs to addicts.

f. 1925 decision
reversed these but physicians were too
harrassed to Change procedures.

(5) Effects of legislation.

(i) Legal beiefits of
Pure Food and Drug Act were now removed.

(b) Legal sources of-
narcotics were now being repleced by
underground supplies.

(c) Prices for these drugs
rose, setting the stage for all the

illegal activities that have been associ-
ated with addiction over since.

(0) Law enforcement
approich was ahcepted as the only work.
dole solution to the problem of addiction.

(e) "Tightening up" has
not caused a deffease in current use.

b. Morphine.

(1) Origin and usage.

(a) Sythesised from opium
in 1804..

4

41.b
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(b) Developed as a cure
for opium addiction.

(c)
Chan opium.

Ten times more potent

(d). Opium addicts were
CAr

transferred froo one,drug to another.

(e) Mypodermic syringe
(1853);.common misconception that
morphine, when injected, would not
cause addiction.

(f) Uncontrolled use
ta military medicine during mid-1800's
created "soldier's disease" (morphine
addiction) (18: -1 -11).

(2) Describe the contemporary
use of morphine.

(a) Legally used in
medicine. .

(b) Decras in illegal
used due to greater desirability of
heroin.

c. Hertiin (16:189).

(1) Discovery and usage.

(a) Chemical modifi-
cation of morphine.

(b) Developed as "hero"
drug (1874) to, cure morphine addiction.

(c) AlthoUgh thought to
be safe as aspirin, was ten times more
potent than morphine'.

(d) Potency transferred
morphine users to heroin; attracted
thousands more.

(e) Established the '

hypodermic syringe as an instrument
of drug abuie.

4
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(2) Describe regulatory efforts
against heroin.

(a). Congress prohibited
manufacture in 1924.

(b) Stocks of pharmacies
and vinufactures were surrendered to
government in 1956.

(3) Contemporary use.

(a) Medical use practically
nonexistent.,

(b) Federal Bureau of
Narcotics (1969) -- one in three
thousand addicts.

d. Cocaine (16:158-161)

(1) Discovery and usage.

(a) Coca leaves.

1. Used by Incas
in religious ceremonies, to allay
hunger, fatigue of messengers. Troops
considered it more valuable thin silver
or gold.

quest 1532,
slave labor
gold).

2, Pizzarro's con-
used coca leaves to pay
(cheaper than silver or

3. Use of coca
leaves coneidered work of the devil
by the Catholic church until Pope
Led XIII tried it, liked it, and
approVed of it.

(b) Cocaine.

1. Isolated'as.
active element in coca leaves in
1858.

2. Medically
used ascii logal anerthetic.

4



3. Used by Sigmund

Freud to 4eal with depression end
anxiety. Praised and prescribed its
use until it caused the'death of a .

friend. .

4. Used by German
Am doctor (1883) to help combat
fatigue of troops.

. 5. Late 1800ts;.
Used in Many tonics and soft drinke.,
In'1886; Coca Cola created and adver-,
tised as cure for melancholia (de-
cocainized coca leaves used now).

6. In the 1890's,
doctors became aware of the addicting
and psychotic effects.

(2) Describe the contemporary
use of cocaine.

(a) Cocaine reOlced by
amphetaminee which are choiperlnd
more easily available.

(b) Recent gradual
return a cocaine due to tightening
of amphetamine sources.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. Why were the fivst anti-opium
laws passed?

2. What roused a change'tn the
.attitudes'toward opium use?

3. What were the provisions of
the Pure Food and Diug Act of
1906?

4. What were the elfecto of the
Harrison Narcotics Act of 1914?

5.- Why wire morphine and heroin
developed?.

406
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2. DiscUes historical perspectives
of Dangerous Drugs, Barbiturates,
Amphatemines, LSD, and Mescaline.

a. Barbiturates (16:173-176).

(1) Origin.

(a) Reason(s).

1. During the
late 1800's a wide range of sedatives

.
and hypnotic. were available to deal
with anxiety and insomnia.

2. Negative qualities
of bromide salts (bromide poisoning),
Chloral hydrate (bad taste, smell), and
alcohol (objectionable to teetotalers)
caused search for bettor drUg.

Di. Bayer.
(b) Synthesis - 1862 by

(c) Distribution.

1. 1903 - barbital
(barbituric acid dorivative) was first
distribueed.

2. 1912 - pheno-
.

barbital was distabuted.

(d) Medical popularity
became popular imona physicians and
patients to deal with insomnia, high
blood,pressure, epilepsy, etc.

(2) Regulatory efforts.

(a) During 1940's,
major campaign against nonmedical
use began.

(b) American Medical
Association published articles with
massage to avoid careless, illicit
USG.

99' 7

(c) States passed laws
against non-prescription use. 4

(d) Arrests for use and
suppression by US Food and Drus Main-
istretion agent* -created publicity.
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(e) Publicity aroused'
interest, warnings became lures, and
use increasedX

(3) Contemporary up. and
production.

medically.
(a) Prescribed and used

(b) Production - 1969

1. Enough to pro-,

vide 40 doses for every person in the
United States.

1942.

2. Up $001 since

3. One-half of
production enters Illicit market.

b. Amphetamines (16:161-172).

(l) Origin and use.

(a) Synthesised in 1887.

(b) Medical use not noted
A

until 1927. Subsequently used to deal
with:

difficulties.

sickness).

1. Blood pressUie

2. Bronchial probilems.

3. Narcolepsy (sleeping

4. Hyperactive child-

(c) Ujed during World War
II by American, British, German, Japanese
forces to countiract fatigue, elevate
mood, heighten endurance, etc.

(d) Prescribed medically
after the war for depression, weight
control, etc.

t1
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1900's.

(2) Recreational use in the

(a) Tablets.

1. The 1930' t.

to the present.

2. Replaced %

Caffeine tablets for truck drivers,
students, etc.

3. Periodic drives
to curb illicit msrket traffic were
counterproductive.

a. Arrests
advertised the product.

b. Arrests
increased the risk and price, thus
attracting new illicit producers.

c In 1962,
four and one-half billion tablets
were producedt One -holf of that VJ

..,

amount entered illicit markets.

jections.
(b) ,Intravenous in-

,

1. tuatom brought
back from service personnel in Korea
and Japan during the 1950's.

2. During the 1960's,
there was a great campaign against
traditional "hippie" drug (marijuana,
Lysergic Acid Diethylamide LOD).

a: "Scare"
tactics caused a change for the worse --
people turned tospeed.

b. praetor4

prolems'with speed causeld"a 'general
youth distrust Of authority and drug
information.:

10
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c. Lysergic Acid Diethylemide
(16:232-248).

(1) Origin.

(a) Albert Hoffman.

1. Synthesized LSD II)
on 1938.

2. Accidently in-
jested some in 1943:

(b) Unlike other drugs,
LSD became a drug in ass ch of use.

1 A t ted it
and then stockpilia it for the possi-
bility of brainwashing enemy forces.

2. Psychotherapists
wised it to understand and treat psychotic
patients.

3. Used to treat
alcoholism.

4. Eased
terminal cancet patients.

5. Major
in use is unmanageability.

pain for

diffiCul0 .

(2) Regulatory efforts.

(a) Prior to 1962 used
only on a small scale.

r

,

(b) Labeled by Food end
Drug Administration as an investigational
new drug (IND).

(c) .1n 1962, another IND,
Thalidomide created birth-defect problems.

(d) After thalidomide
probleMs; iDA tightened up on all IND's.

(e) Congress passed a Dile
restricting IND's.

/64061
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(f) Many states outlawed
LSD because it was an IND.

(g) Drug cotwanies limited
LSD distribution.

(h) Restrictions created
publicity.

(3) Effects of legislation.

(a) Publicity aroused
interest.

(b) Interest created
demand.

(c) Due to ease of 'synthesis

production, supply then exCeeded US
demands.

(d) The ted States be-
e- cams a worldwide LSD exporter.

(e) Estimates of people
j'ho have taken LSD:range from 40,000 to
1,000,000 in the United'States.j

d. Mescaline (16:215-220)

(1) Discovery and usage.

(a) Hallticiaogenic alka-

loid extracted from feyoto cactus.
First identified in '1886"

(b) Peyote eactus.

1. Used by Aztecs
in Mexico for medicinal, religious
purposes. Referred to as.."flesh of
Pods."

2. Excommunicated
bi Spanish-missionaries, who had' own
ideas about Goes- IP k,

3. Ritual.use of
peyote spread to Indiani in the United
States.

A
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cult established

Indian nativism.
;

identity, unity.

't

As Mid-1800's, peyote
rituals and practices.

a. Stressed Pan-,

b. Provided Indian

c. Aided *u
acceptance of whit* domination.

(2) Regul*tory efforts.

(a) Continuous fight for
efforts against marcaline.,

(b) Acceptance, however, of
Indian religious us.

(3) Contemporary use.

(a) 'During the 1950's and
19604s, common use spread. Mail order
companies that supplied Indian tribes
advertised in colleges.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1., What was the effects of legisla-
tion on barbiturate use?

2. Why did drug users in the 1960's
distrust drug authorities and drug
information?

3. Why is LSD unique among all the
drugs regarding use?

13'
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J. Discuss illatorical.Parspectivea
of Mailjuana and Alcohol.

a. Marijuana f16:251-254).

(1) Early history.

(a) 2737 BC - Medical
uses: Female weakness, gout, rheuma-
tism, malaria, beriberi, constipation,
absentmindness.

(b) Arabic legend - monks
who took hashish, and were transferred
from austere abetics into jolly good
fellows.

(c) Other references.

1. India.

2. China.

3. Middle East.

(d) 430 BC - Cannabis as
an inebriant. Burning of seeds and in-
haling smoke. (Scythians as reported
by Herodotus.)

(e) .1000 AD - Moslem world
and North Africa. Social use considered
epidemic in.12th century.

(f) 1299 - Cult of
"Hashishiyya".

(2) American History.

(a) 1611 - brought to
Jamestown as important crop.

(b) 1762 - Virginia levied
fines for not growihg.

(c) Replaced as crop by
cheap imported hemp.

(d) Expansion in growth
as a crop during war periods.

14
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(e) Nbn -recreational use.

1. Medicine!.

2. Pharmacyojournal.

3. Migrane beadaches.

4. Over the counter-
drugs - 19th and marl". 20th century.

":111k

5. Decline in medic-
inal use.

(f)

to 20th century.

Orleans.

price.

Recreational use..

Very littl, prior

2. Spread of popularity.

a. Perishing troops.

b. Sailors of New

c. Mexican laborers.

3. Use limited tos

a. Local.

b. Temporary.

(3) Regulatory Efforts.

(a) Volstead Act 1920 (4:410).

1. Increase alcohol

2. Decrease quantity/
availability of alcohol.

,

attractive. .

3. Marijuana seemed more

(b) Louisiana crime wave (1930's).

(c) Marijuana Tax Act 1937 (9:2).

1. Resulted from publicity
about.msriluana crimes.

4
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2. Director of Bureau
of Narcotics Harry Anslinger's testimony.

(4) Research data.

(a) LaGuardia Report 1938 -
Published 1944 (16:257-258).

I. Tolerance.

2. Personality.

3. Doesn't lead to
opiates.

4. No physical, mental
oK moral degeneration.

speculative -
smokers have
functions.

(b) Current reTearch (23:1-29).

1. blinical possibilities
no good evidence that marijuana
impairment in physical body

2. No .evidence as to
definite value for inhibiting human cancer
growth.

3. No evidence of im-
paired neuropsychologic test performance
in humans.

. 4. In college popula-
tions - those who ere more hypochrondrical,
and who feel less in control of their own
lives and more at mercy of external events .

are more likely to have adverse reactions
to marijulma and other psyco-active drugs.

. 5. Accumulated evidence
that marijuana at typical social levels
definitely impairs driving ability and'
related skills.

4

6. Tolerance develop
with prolonged 'Jae.

7. Delta-9 -THC shows
definite promise 07 becoming an effective
agent for management of glgmcoma.

16
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8 Delta-9-THC ihows
promise as a means of reducing, or
eliminating the nausea, vomiting and
loss of appetite An cancer patients
following Chemotherapy.

9. Delta -9 -THC shows
promise of developing hnproved treat-
'mant methods in the management of
asthmatics.

10. dironic use
research is limited.

b. Alcohol.

(1) Origin and early history
(3:13-15).

life.
(a) Agricultural liay of

(b) ,Archaelogiosil evidence.

1. Boer and berry
wine known and usla about 6400 BC.

4500 BC.

900 BC.

2500 BC.

drinking 2000 BC.

1500 BC.

1100 BC.

2. Beer.- Egypt

3. Wine Decanters

4. Alcohol commerce

5. Supression of

Heavy drinking

1.. Wine ration

k (2) Early Ameritan use (16:81-85).

(a) Widespread apceptance.

(b) Help for harsh weather.

431
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American".
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(c) Puritans, Quakers.

(d) Indians.

Economic influences.

(a) Triangle trade.

(b) "Buy American - Drink

(c) Wages.

(d) Military ration.

(e) Whiskey rebellion
(late l700,$).

(4) Regulatory efforts.

(a) Spread of tempeihnce.

1. Slow but impressive.

2. Clergy, business,
physicians, congress, etc.

3. Formation of
temperance organizations.

(b) Fluctation of legisla-
tion.

1. 1850's - 13 States
had prohibition laws.

2. 1860's - repeal of

lava.

3. 1880's - 8 States
had prohibition 1ews.

dry.

dry.

4. 1904 - Laws repealed.

5. 1917 35 States were

6. 1919 - entire nation

18
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1920-1933.
(c) Prohibition era -

1. ReMoval of
federal standards Torfrufacture.

2; Wine/beer
replaced by hard liquor.

3. 24 hour speakeasies
replaced with legal siloons with normal
closing hours.

involved in:

1800'0.

4. Organise crime

a. Production.

b. Distribution.

c. Sale.

5. Repeal of law.

(5) Contemporary use:

(a) Sams per capita as mid.

(b) Shift back to beer/wine.

(c) 10 million people with
drinking problems (1974 HEW).

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What was the significance of the
Volstead Act of 1920?

2. What were the effects of pro-
hibition?

4 3,,
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4. Discuss pharmacological revolutions
(16:3-5).

a. Use of vaccines - brought major
communicable diseases under control.

b. Introduction of Sulfa drugs -
save and prolong life.

c. Advent of tranquilizers - for ,
treatment of mentally ill.

(1) Development of 1950.

(2) Widespread use in 191.

(3) Effects on cultures/

(a) Used for effect on
mind, not body.

(b) Return one's mental
health to normal.

(c) Tranquilizers were
acting same way, as antibiotics did - to
remove the disease;

(d) Decrease in hospital7
ized schizophrenic persons.

(e) Established cluothorapy
as the only effective procedure available
for the treratment of severely disturbed

d. Development of Oral Contraceptives.

(1) Effects largely unknown.

(2) Change in attitudes and
behavior.

(3) Probable demise of family
as basic unit of our social structure.

(4) Development of equal rights..

(5) Impact - for the first time,
potent chemicals labeled as drugs are
being widely used by healthy people
because of their social convenience.
iNSTANT PLIASURE.

20
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*. Other predictable revolutions.

(1) Development of euphoriants -

drugs that alter the body for pleasure.
Haks possible to select effect desired.

(2) Smart Pills - increase
learning ability.

(3) Possible increase in use
of Psychoactive drugs by normal people
in next 30 years.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What is )the significance of
pharmacological revolutions?

21
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5. scuss Federal policy and its

effecIs on Air Ybrce policy.

.1.4144.4.1.4.1

. 4
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'a. State a policy definition -
"What6 er governsents choose to do or
not to s" (6:1)

b. plain objectives of Federal
policy odrug abuse.

(1)\, Supply reduction.

'(AI) Control supply.

(b) Reduce supply.

(2) DeSand reduction.

experimentingT

..1b)

or experimenter°.

,ru.Dis de non-user from

-....

Deter occassional user

(c) Hake treatment available
for abusers who seek it.

(d) Help former abuser regain
his/her place as a productive member of
society.

c. Explain how objectives are
accomplished.

(1) Drug Abuse prevention is
accomplished through the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (DHEW)
largely through efforts of National
Institute-of Drug Abuse (NIDA).

(a) Define drug abuse as
a Social and Medical problem.

(b) Propose treatment and
Social remedies for those inVolved.

(2) Drug Law Enforcement -
accomplistied through the Justice
Department by Drug Enforcement Admin-
istration (DEA):

22
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(a) Define drug abuse as
a criminal problem.

(b) Prescribe legal
santtions for those inVolved.

d.. Problems with having two
*approaches to lirug abuse control.

(1) Overlapping of clientele:

(2) Duplication of efforts.

0) Confusing to clients.

(4) Counterproductive to
treatment/rehabilitation.

e. Conflicts due to having no
clearly defined roles for two depart-
ments.

(1) No mutually supportive
relationship.

defined.

creates
trators

budgets.

(2) Relationship never

(3) Competition between two
problems for clielits, admlnis-
and taxpayers.

(a) Each seeks larger

(b) Each seeks more
visibility than the other.

f. ExplaiteiSlicy foimulation that
led to present drug prevention/enforce-
ment structure.

(1) Presidential Reorganisation
Act on April 8, 1968 created.Bureau of
Narcoticls.

(a) Merger of Treasury
Department's Bureau\of Narcotics and
Pnod,and Drug Administration's Bureau
of Drug Abuse Control.

(b) Placed under" the
Justice Department.

d
'23
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of law and order.
1. Reinforces values

'A. Adds to judicial
,Administrative functions for drug abuse

policy.

3. Judicial history -
possession for oneTs own use of any con-
trolled substance is alway, a misdemenor
for th first offense.

(C) Established to 10e
'effectively control illicit use of
narcotics and dangerous drugs.

(d) Responsible for:

1. Enforcement of
laws and statutes relating to narcotic
drugs, marijuans, depressants, stimulants,
and-hallucinogenics.

2. Regulation-of legal
trade in narcotic drugs.

(2) Controlled Substance Act of

1970 (22:28-32).

(a) Purpose - minimise
quantity ofydrims of.Ause which are
available Op4isrsons ioho are prone to
abuse drugs.

(b) Giv4s authority to
Attorney General to place drugs into
fivo schedules based on their potential
for abuse.

(c) Agencies responsible
for enforceient.

1. Food and Drug
Admint

2. Drug Enforcement
Admin. (DEA) in th'eThepartment Of
Justice:

24
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.(0 rationale for Act - lk

reassertion of the faith of Congress
in the efficacy of the criminal sanction.

#(3) 1971 Cempaign to eradicate

r/

Dpu Abuse.

/ di
(a) Drug abdse declared

"pubiic enemy number one."

(b) Purpose 7 eliminate
nonmedical use of drugs in the U.S.

1. Eliminate drug
&built& as a profitable criminal activity.

.

Halt illicit drug
traffiC and cause addicted persons to
seek.treatment rather than face harsh
Icrimilal penalties.

(4) Drug Abuse Office acd
Treatment Asp of 1972.

(a) Created Special
Action ,Office of Drug Abdse Pre-
vention (SAODAP).

1. Established
National Institute of Drug AhUse (NIDA)
as lead agency in Department of Health,
Ed.',.and Welfare (DREW).

2. Mandato for SAADAP
did not extend to policy formulation and
coordination betioen prevention and law
enforcement.

(b) Added a vigorous pre-
, vention end treatment component.to the

existing law enforcement efforts.

(0 SAODAP expired on
June 30, 1975.'

.(5). Failure to proviae funds
for Office.of Drug Abuse Policy for
coordinating Drug Abuse Prevention and
Law Znforcement.

r

g. Air Force policy lar ly a
reflection of this Federal P icy
AF policy hae already been d1scussed
in detail in.an.earlier segmeht.

25 --
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h. Discuss results of policy.

(1) Intended.

(a) Limit supply.
*

(b) Control us.

(c) Prevent use and *

distribution.

(2) Unintended.

(a) Increase black market.

(b) Increase profits of

racketeers.

(c) Reinforce religious
aspects that view drug abuse as sinful.

(3) Other effects:

(a) Sets colture back.

(b) Stifles humanistic
movements toward abusers.

(c) Increases-alienation
-of large segments of society.

(d) Increass taxes to
pay for increase law enforcement efforts.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION -

1. 'Define the 'term "policy".

2. What are the objectives of our
Federal Policy on Drug/Alaoh4.Abuse?

0

CONCLUSION,(10 Minutes)
v.

SUMMARY

Restate main points of lesson.

4 -1
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MOTIVATION

As drug/alcohol dilducators and counselors,
we are a viable alternative to various
unsuccessful ways of dealing with drug
and alcohol abuse problems. 'What we are A ,

doing will someday be history. Let us
make sure we do our part to insure that
we have made changes for the better.

CLOSURE..

Quote from k.M. Broacher* Licit and
Illicit Drugs. "There is little likeli-
hood that further tinkering with the laws
will prove more successful than the
hundreds of such laws already on the .

booka.. Legislators who trust.in such
measures are failing to face the facts.
Narcotic addiction remains endemic
despite the most ingenuous,lays
vigorous law enforcement. The time
has come to end our dependence on
repressive legislation and law en-
Nrcement as e curs for the narcotics
evil* and io explore more rational
alternatives."

A
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:a. Iddrntify the origin, recreational and non-reef-stational um,
and the effects of regulatory control of the narcotic drugs.

Opium

1. Regulatory efforts (China)

a. Reasons,for.

b. Effects of.

2. Recreational, non-recreational us. (U.S.)

a. Early ideas

b. Availability.

3. ReguLtory efforts.

a. San Francisco, New York City

(1) Reasons lor.

(2) Effects of.

b. Attitudes toward usors.

(1) .1700'e 4- Mid-1800's.

(2) Late 1800'h - Mid-1900's.

c. Pure Food-and Drus Act - 1906.

(1) Reasons for.

(2) Effects of.

t. Harrison -Narcotics Act - 1914.

al 0

(1)

.(2)

Reasons for.

Wcta of.

0

:j.

i t .10

1.

Morphine

Recreational and non-recreational us.
04.

.1
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a. Early ideas.

b. Effects of.

Heroin

1. Recreational and non-recreational use.

a. Early Ideas.

b. Effects of.

2. Regulatory efforts.

a. Effects of.

Cocaine

1. Recreational and non-recreational use.

a. Incas.

2. Regulatory efforts.

a. Ellasons for.4

b. Reasons for change.

lb. Identify the origin, recreational and non-ocreational us,
and the effect. of regulatory control of tfit'dangstrous drugs.

Barbiturates

1. Orrigln.

a. Reasons for.

2. Regulatory efforts.

a. Reasons for.

b. Effects of.

Amphetamines

I. Recreational and non-recreational use.

4
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a. Non-recreational.

b. Recceational.

2. Regulatory efforts.

a. Reasons for.

b. Effects of.

laptras Acid Diethylamide (LSD)

Recreational, and non-recreational use.

a. Non-recreational.

b. Recreational.

Regulatory effOrts.

a. Reasons for.

b. Effects of.

14

.4.. 2.

-1r
. .

1.

'44441.

2.

1 5

Recreational and non -recreational use.

a. Viewpoint.

Regulatory efforts.

a. *masons for.

b. Status of.

7c. Identify the origin, recreational and non-recreational uses,
and the effects of regulatory control of marijuana:

3

1. Recreational and-non-recreational us*.

a. Mon-recreational.

(1) Agricultural.

(2) Medical.
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b. iersirtionsl.

(1) Introduction.

(2) Degree of. use.

2. Regulatory Efforts.

a. Volscead Act - 1920.

(1) Effects of.

b. LouislAna crime wave - 1930's.

(1) Rinssons for.

(2) Effects of.

c. Marijuana Tax Act - 1937

(1) Reason. for.

(2) Effects of.

d. LaGuardia Committe Report - 1944.

(1) Findings.

3. Current situation.

a. Recreational and non-recreational use.

b. Regulatory efforts.

7d. Identify the recreational and non-recreational uses, economic
influences, and the effects of regulatory control of alcohol.

4

1. Regulatory efforts (ftypt).

a. Reasons for.

b. Effects of.

2. Economic influences (U.S.)

a. Trade.

4 .1,
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a.

D. Wasert.

Regulatory effort..

a. Whiskey insurrection - 1794.

b. Temperance movements.

c. Legislation.

d. Prohibition ( 1920 - 1933).

(1) Measons for.

(2) Effects of.

4. Contemporary use.

a. Consumption.

b. Problema.

4 4
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PLAN PART I

NAME dr IWITNUCTON TTTLE

Drug and Alcohol Abuse Control

.
.

use

at.( NUMMI
III

IIPLOCE TITLE

Counseling Mehra

. Counseling Techniques
.

. . .

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (INDIVIDUAL) .

.

a. Identify the basic principles of individual counseling.

,

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (Transaetional Analysis/Gestalt)

b. Identify Transactional Analysis and Gestalt techniques shown to.
e useful in s9cial actions counseling. .

1

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (Dreikurs and Beier-A Responsibility Model

c. Identify principles and techniques of coping with Dreikurs'
classical misbehaviors when they occur in counseling sessions.

...

7)
,/.

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (CaUfiseling the Alcoholic)
-

d. Identify basic principles and techniques for counseling alcoholic
clients.

c
COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (Referrals) ,

.1

e. Identifx the steps in establishing and maintaining meaningful
referral resources.

f. Identify the correct procedure tor conducting referral interviews
and providing appropriate referral follow-up.

/

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (Values Clarification)

g. Identify principles and techniques of values clarification.

,

.

.

,

SUFINVISOR APPROVAL OPLESION PLAN (PART p)

SIGNATURE AND DAYS SIGNATURE AND DATE

,

.

29
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-COUNSEI:ING TECHNIQUES (Viable Alternatives)

h. Identify methods of identification and promotion of viable
alternatives to drug/alcohol abuse.

i. Given a dyad role-playing situation and the Viable Alternatives
Interview Workiheett\satisfactorily guide a client through the Viable
alternatives process wing the yorksheet in accordance with the criteria
listed on tne worksheet.

4

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (Role-Playing Practicum)

j. 13iven an approved drug/alcohol role-playing situation for the
client, satisfaCtorily counsel the client in accordance with the Counseling
Practicum Performance Test.

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (PERSONNEL PROCESSING SQUADRON DISCHARGEE PRACTICUM)

k. Placed in an actual counseling environment, establish a satisfactory .

counselor/client relationship and effectively use crisis intervention tech-
niques in accordance with the criteria listed in the Dischargee Counsiling
Practicum Performance Test.

-SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

HO B-III-1-1, Counseling Techniques Handout
SW B-III-1-2, Counseling Techniques Study Guide/Woabook
HO B-III-1-3, Criterion Objectives (Block III)
.SW Viable Alternatives Worksheet
'HO B-I11-1-5, Counseling Techniques Practicum (PERPRON)
PT 8-111-1-7, Counseling Techniques Practicum Performance Test
PT B-III-1-S, Discharge. Counseling Practicum Performance Test

Audio-Visual Aids
16mm Film, Guidelines (AFIF 291, 30 min)
16mm Film, The Other _Sta. (FLC 15-0078 & 79, 54 win)'
.35mm'Slides, Counseling Techniquis
Slide/Sound, Presentation, Clarifying your Values-Guidelinew for Living (Part I&II)
Slide Sound, What the World Needs Now
Videotapes, Blank
Book, AlternativestoDrutAbrowardPrevention

a

Trainine Methods_
Lecture (18) (1.5 hr. demonstration role-play uses 2 instructors in lecture raode.)
Discussion/Performance/Group (36)

Multiple Instructor Requirements.
Supervision (2) (Total of 8 hrs discharges counseling ptacticumi)

L3ALR7343011/L3OLR7361B/L302A734301 30 May 14.78 30
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Ptovide an introduction to indi idusl and group counseling, with the emphasis on
techniques and counselor and client attitude and responsibility. Describe ettec-
tive counseling models and demonstrate their use. Stress.client referral as an
integral part of counseling. Use small groups fr demonetration, clarification,
and student practice.

Emphasize success factors and goals in alcoholiaa counseling. Carefully describe
methods of breaking down the resistance of the alcoholic client. Stream the
necessity for the alcoholic to assume personal responsibility for his/her drinking
problem. Use role-i-playing to show, firsthand, the frustration an alcohol counselor
can experience.

Stress the faFtors which shape a person's values. Show how individuais seek ful-
fillment of their'basic needs, whether by normal means or by dysfunctional methods.
Emphasize that "rightness" is a reinforced, learned value. Explain how to use a
seven-step process in determining one's awn value system. In a group setting.
perform Values clarification exercise to strengthen presentation arid permit students
to clarify 4011110 Of their values and those of their classmates. Con4ude the lecture
presentation with the sound/slide program, "What the World-Needs_Now."

_Describe the viable alternatives aPproach to drug abuse prevention and rehabilita-
tion, stressing its objectives, application, and utility. In small groups divide
students into dyads and have each determine potential'alternative pursuits for his/
her partner. tvaluate performance using the Viable Alternatives Worksheet.

Provide role-,playing counseling experience in small groups., Use CCTV for added
.feedback on en availability basis. Allow.students to practice some situations,
then to perform for evaluation. Have students reverse role* as counselors-oad-
counselee4. Evaluate performance. Arrange for actual counseling sossions'in
the evening with the Personnel Procernaing Squadron. Divide the students into
-appropriate groups and schedule them, under supervision, to perform in this lre
environment. Evaluate their overall performance.

fs.-z

MIR: Students are conducting live counseling sessions. Close supervision by
qualified counselors is critical. Nomore than fOur students can be properly
supervised and evaluated by one instructor.

SPECIAL NOTE: On the days'students participate in evening counseling activities,
they will be excuard from the counseling practicum (two hours) scheduled duriag
normal classroom time.

L3ALR734301i/L30LR736113/L30ZR7364B 30 ' May., 1978 31
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(Individual)

PART TT TEACHTNG GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (10 Minutes)

ATTENTION

rt.

MOTIVATION

One of our primary missiOns is
that of giving counsel and guid7
ance to Air Force personnel. The
next few hours will provide some
of the basic todls necesssary to
accomplish that mission.'

OVERVIEW

1. Cover the lesson objectives
with the class.

2, Develop the lesaon chronology.

1

a. Ekplain the demonstration.
1 6

b. Identify the major areas.
to be covered in the lecture.

TRANSITION ,

Let's begin by discushing- he
reasons people use drugs:

PRESENTATION

44 3

BODY (3 Hours 40 Minutes)
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APPLJCATION

1. Solicit from each student
reasons people use drugs.

2. List the'reasons for drug
ablise on the chalk board. Ex-
amples of causes are frustration,
peer-group prepsure, relaxation,
parents, aphrodisiac, etc.

3. Demonstrate, in front of the
class, hypothetical dialogues'
which reflect a person using drugs
for the various reasons listed on
the chalk board. Each mock-setting
should represent a counseling see-
sion.at the Social Actions office
which has been directed by some
authority. Your role is that of
the drug user. For example: "I

,

first, arted using drugs because
I feltryery frustrated with my
job; tc., plus all my friends are

'qsing them . . . ."

..

4. Have students participate by
taking the role of the counselor.

5. Have one student at a time.
counsel you, the drug user. Take
different roles.

6. Continue with different stu-
dents, saving about five or ten
minutes at the end of the first
hour for summary and,closure.

a

PRESENTATION

la. CRUERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the three basic principles' which,
affect every counseling relation-
ship.

*

3*
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1. Explain that counseling involves
a basic understanding of peOple and
their interaction with themselves

and others.

2. Identify the three basic prin-
ciples which affedt every _coun-
seling relatidnship.

a. Counseling is more a mat-
ter of what one perceives than.what
ilts said or done.,

-

b. -Suctess in counleling
depends more upon the personal
qualities in the counselor than
upon the correct use of specific
techniques:

c. Every interview iss
unique experiincs because of the
counselor's individual Oifferences

-IAA how he/she acts and because of
how the client responds. COunsel-

ing is an art more dependent upon
shared experiences than on reportedet,
experiences.

PRESENTATION

lb. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
th* responsi!*lity of the client in

s couneeling relationship, the goal
of the.counselor in Social Actions,
and two counseling strategies that
determine the necessity for coun-

, seling or conversation.

1. explain that information is
constantly flowing between the
counselor and the client.

a. The client's information
is primarily received through the
perception of the counselor.

5

,
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(1) Verbally.

(2) Nonverbally.

(a) Emotions (anger,
sadness, etc.).

(b) Body language.

b. The information which a
client gives a counselor is used
as a resource for the client to
use, rather Ulan background for
thq counselor to -use.

2. Emphasize that the client is
responsible for his/her own
growth.

a. The highest lel:fel of per-
sonal growth takes place in coun-.
seling due to the reflection of
Vle client's information back to
the client from the counsept.'

b. The counseloikis the
sounding board or refledtor for
the client.

.' 3. Explain that on a continuum of
tesponsibility for growt4; the
highest level for'client responsi-
bility is in counsAling. Discuss
the continuum.

6

Counselor Control

Client Contfal

456
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a. The lowest point on the
continuum is telling. There is
no responsibility for growth on
either the client's or the coun-
selor's part.

r

b. Selling is the beginning
',hint for some tOsponsibility
for change.

the
c. As we progress through
continuum, the counselor's

role is diminished and greater
responsibility for action on the
client's part is required.

d. Counseling, therefbre, is
an enabling role -- selling, teach-
ing, advising, and coaching.

e. On the dotted line past
counseling is joining.

(1) Joining a client in
his/her problem takes power from
the counselor; e.g:, client asks,
"Have you used marivana?" Coun-
selor says, "Yes.," to prove his/
her friendliness and, therefOlre,
rapport.

(2) The client needs a
counselor in the most professional
and ethical definition of the'
term, NOT A FRIEND. Remember,
counseling not conversation.

4. Explain the role of.the coun-
selor as it applies to the Social
Actions setting.

a. Counseling iS not requir-
ing the client to change, but

,rather to dial with (enable) the
realities as they exi.st ln the.
"here-and-now." Some'changes will

7

1"
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probably take place in the process
of acting on the situation. How-

ever, our role in Social Actions
is not to change 4person, but to
allow him/her to cop* successfully
with the realities an they exist.

b. The primary goal ot therapy
is client change. We are-not ther-
apists, unless qualified and
certified to be so. If therapy is
required, REFER.

5. Explain that by knowing the
continuum for client responstbil-
ity, we can determine our need
for conversation or counseling by
the use of two strategies.

a. Interest strategy.

(1) This atrategy pro-
vides for the most visible success
for the client.,

(2) Perception plays an
important role here. The question
to ask is, "Where on the continuum
do I need to enter to gain quick
success in defiling with His/her

problem?"

(3) Counieling, as seen
on the continuum, is obviously
not necessary or possible in many
sessions with clients.

b. Exit strategy. The coun-
selor must eventually ldave the
client to act on his/her decision
to grow (solve his/her problem).

(1). The counselor needs
to am* him/herself, "What am I-
going to leave behind when exiting
from the counseling session?"
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(2) Leave the client at
least as well off as he/she startlp

' (hopefully better).

(3) Perception and client's
information will play a major role
in determining the optimum time for

the exit strategy.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

I. What are the three basic prin-
ciples which affect every counsel-
ing relationship?

2. What is the client'a,responsi-
bility in a counseling relation-
ship?

3. What is the goal of counseling
in Social ActiOns?

4. What.are twb counseling
strategies which determine the need
for conversation or counseling?

PRESENTATION

lc. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the Four Rs of counseling and' a
deftnition of or a descriptive
statement about each. -

1. Identify the Four Rs in coun-
seling (rapport, respeckl_xisk,
and relationship).

2. Discuss rapport. Rapport in-

volves acCeppmce, understanding,
and'listening on the part of both
the counselor and the client.

a. Acceptance of the client's
.right to'be him/herself and all

9

4
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that goes into making him/her;
acceptance of the cllent's right
to say anything he/she wants to
say. Acceptance does not.mean
agreement with a perion. It only
implies the counselor's acceptance
of his/her right to say it or
his/her value system.

b;, Understanding means to
show the client that you are
clearly on'the same "wave length"
and that you are actively listen-
ing to him/her.

(1) Understanding is
shown to the 'client by such non-
verbals as a head shake, "hmms,"
etc.

1/4

(2) Understanding does
not mean agreement with the client, 1
but only that you are aware of his/
her statements.

c. Listening means that you .
are taking in all the information
the client is giving you..

(1) Listening involves
threelireas: eyes, ears, and
speech. MY eyes are seeing your
nonverbal and emotional messages.
My ears are listenitng to your

verbal messages, and my speech is
reflecting your.information back
to you.

(2) Explain the "arc of
distortion."

3. Discuss respect, the second
of the Four Rs of counseling.

e Respect involves the coun-
selor's respect for the client's

10
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person, values, etc., without
placing the coudselor's own values
on the client.

b. Respect must also be from
the client to the counselor for a
productive counseling relation-
ship to take place.

4. Discuss risk, the third of the
Four Rs of counseling.

a. Risk Implies that rappart
and respect are present.

b. Since we know that the
third basic principle of counsel-
ing is that each intervie* is -.

unique, the uniqueness copies from
the risk-taking efforts of, both
the counselor and the client.

c. Uniqueness.means that we
don't know how the client will
react to our statements or
actions, in order for us to imple-
ment the,exit strategy.

5. Discuss the counseling rela-
tionship', the last of-the Four

Rs of counseling.

a. There can be no relation-
ship without the accomplishment
of the first three of the Four Rs.
The first three are dependent upon
the second basic principle of
counseling; i.e., the counselor's
personality, warmth, and responstye-
nese to the client.

b. Crucial to the relationship
is that the client must establish.
his/her relationship with the coun-

selor by the establishment of the
-first three RB,. 4 1

4it
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*
c. If there is no relation-

ship, no counseling takes place.

PRESENTATION

Id. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the three major activities that
take place in a counseling rela-
tionship and a definition of or a
descriptive statement about each.

1. Identify the three major activ-
ities in counseling relationships,
transference, countertransference,
and coping mechanisms.

2. Explain transference. _The
client attributes to the coun-
selor expectations, hopes, needs,
etc., of the major figure in his/
her life; e.g., mother, father,
girl friend,,"it," etc.

a. If transference is not
cleared up and the roles of the
client and counselor are left in
this state, counseling cannot
exist, since the client does not
perceive that the counselor is
the counselor.

b. A useful technique to find
out if transference has taken place
ia to ask the question, "What,did
you expect to find when you first
came here?" This question will
allow tf449lient the latitude to
state whom he/she thought might
be doing the counseling; e.g.,
the client says, "I thought you
would be just like my father,
always preaching to me."

c. Never role-play with a
client, using yourself as the
figure. The couhselor may stop

12
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the role-playing. But, the client

may still perceive him/her as the
figure.

(1) If the client needs
to deal with a figure in his/her
life, use an inanimate object,
such as a chair.

(2) The inanimate object
allows the counselor to put the
pbject away (out of sight) and
the roles of the counselor and
the client remain intact.

3. Discuss countertranference.
'This occurs when the counselor
treats the client as the major
figure in the client's life
treated him/her.

a. An example is the trans-
ference of the role of "it" onto
the couneelor. If the role is not
cleared up, the counselor will

.0. subconsciously act toward the
client the way the counselor's
"it" treated him/her.

YrTsWes-.1

b. Countertransference pre-
sumes the second basic principle
of counseling; i.e., understand
yourself and the need to clear up
the transference quickly.

4. Discuss coping mechanisms.

a. Coping mechanisms are
employed by all people. Examples
inc1pde denial, rationalization,
projection, rejection/acceptance,
regression, fantasy, anger, aggres-
sion, hostility, compensation,
withdrawal, and silence. '

b. In counseling, we are deal-
ing with the excessive use of

13
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coping mechanisms by the client.
Our role as counselors is to
enable the client to deal with
the reality of his/her situation,
and not rely on the excessive use
of coping mechanisms.

c. The coping mechanism of
withdrawal produces the two
noticeable effects of sadness and
depression. This coping mechan-
ism is seen more often than most.
Be aware that it is withdrawal
which you must deal with, not
sadness or depression.

d. The most disturbing cop-
ing mechanism for the counselor
is silence, productive or non-
productive. Perception is greatly
needed to determine which cate-
gory you are dealing with.

(1) Productive silence
is usually a thinking sta which
allows the client time to deal
with the information.

(2) Nonproductive silence
is usually noticed by thecoun-
selor through the nonverbals of
eye contact, folded arms (as in
defiance), etc.

(3) Productive silence
is best left alone'until the
client is willing to break it.
If it is too much for the coun-
selor, he/she might ask, "Would
you mind sharing your thoughts
with me?"

(4), Nonproductive
silenci can best be dealt with
by reflecting,the obvious langu-
age coming at you. For example,
"I see that something has made

14
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you angry and upset." In this

way, the counselor is dealing
with the verbal, nonverbal, and
emotional.lariguage of the client.

PRESENTATION

le. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Idenflfy

three basic counselor apprOaches
to a counseling session and a defi-
nition of or a descriptive state-
ment about each.

1. Identify three bitsic counselor
approaches to a counseling ses-

,.sion; client-con1ered, counselor-
centered, and/eclectic.

2. Explain that Information is
passing constantly between client
and counselor. How the information
is given and received has a great
deal to do with the establishment
and maintenance of the counseling
relationship.

3. Discuss the three basic coun-
selor approaches to a counseling
session.

a. Client-centered. The
client is responsible for the
growth he/she wants to have.

(1) The client does most
of the talking in this approach.

(2) Nondirective coun-
seling is another name for this
approach. The counselor is not
taking the responsibility for
the client's growth.

b. Counselor-centeted. The

counselor takes more of the

15 465
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responsibility for the client's
growth.

(1) The counselor.does
most of the talking.

(2) Directive counseling

is aullither name for this approach.
The counselor direCts the client.

c. Eclectic. This is a com-
bination of both approaches.

EVALUATION

1. Identify the Four RS of coun-
seling.

2. What does acceptance mean with
respect to rapport in a counsel-

'ing session?

3. What is transference?

4. 'What is the most common cop-
40r.;. ing mechanism?

was
1

5. What is, the most disturbing,of
the coping mechanisms?

.

6. What is productive silence?

7. What is an eclectic counsel-
. ing apProach?

,PRESENTATIOlf

lf. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

u

le Jfour majdr types of questions
ecf during counseling sessions.

1. Explain thit in counseline
the needs.of the counselor must
also be met, in order to have a
successful rallationship.

16
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40)

a. "The counselor's needs'

4affect the counseling telation.-
ship; for example, the need to
be close, the.need to dominate,.,'
the need 19 label, the need to
use theithird person, the need to
be curious, the 'need to succeed,
etc.

b.'. The need 'to labef inVolves
dangerous terrftory whenattach: 1

ing mental-health terminology
,without priiper credentials:

se%

c. The need.to )Ge. curious --
when a counselof has an excessive'
need-to-knowin'areas of "tantiliza-
tion'voyeuriAm."' quatd against ie.

d.. The need to sucwd is
inherent.in all counselAs...,,Proper
luestioning techniqes willJinsure

betternthan-average ciyinc6An,
counseling: "The way td-get a
client to deal,with teality is'to
provtde a setting and luestiOns
which will facilitate bis/her
4grovith. :

2.: Explain the four types
queskions used in the coun

, J.
g

sessionf

-a. "How," "whAf4".and
J quest17,ons.

ing

4
.()-Allow* the client t9,

deal with the "here-auct.706v,r >

rather than the !!thereand-then."
% . A Y Y

4, .1 ,

(2) Helps, the couriselor

eilminatq thp need for 'tffird
'. persons, 4Aidrce it is.e4trvmely -

difficult to.incorliorate third
partiesJinto tersonal,':reflective
quescrOis.,
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b. "Wby".questions.

(1) These questions.are
good for gathering initial data.

(2) Their usefutness is

to data collection.

(3) Usually receive a
response of, "Because . . . ."

(4) Counselors should
avoid this type question, when-
ever possible,-as it does not
raffect information back to the

client.'

PRESENTATION ..

.

lg. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

six basic steps that.a-Counselor
ghould follow in any coopseling
session:

1. Discuss steps one, twp, and,
thrd6".

a. ,Establfsh the,counseling
relationship. '

(1) If nothing else ia
deme during the Initial Sassion,
this step must be accomplished.

(1) This thtegrally
. involves0e cixit7 RA of c9unsel-

ing.

b. .0pen pSYChologica1
ties which may exist.

:
. (1) If there ape none,

don't create

. (2) Only open what your
time &id abilit5r will allow you
Eo close. 1

r411--
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(3) Know your capabilf=
ties, so that you leave ,,the client
at least as well off-aa you found

him/her. .

(4) kkf there are more

avenues opened than you ran handle,

. REFER.

c. EstabliSh a contract.

.(1) This allows the client
to take ownership of the sessions.

(2) Can be eliminated, if
time does not permit.

(3) Be aWare of the word,,

"cctntract." It is legal7sounding
and'may cause anxiety in the client.

A better term is "agret;tment."

2. Exglain that if the tounselor
had tO gliminate any of.the afore-
mentioned three steps,.he/she
would elipinate the contract ih
favor of the Telationship and sy-
chological realities. If time

was htill critical, he/she would
.eliminate the psychological reali-
ties.

: 3. Discuss steps four,..five,

and six.

a. State a time limit. If

oni'is not establisbed,,the client
may open more problem6 'than yoti

have time to close. Thisip not
. fait% to ehe client; and weakens
the relationship.

b. identify the speOfic
problem.

(1) This Step involves

intereSt. strategy.

.19
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(2) Counseling.may not be
called.for, but advising may.

(3) This.allowa for a
feeling of visible success for the
client and the counst4or.

(4) e type of question
to ascertal immediate goal-
setting after problem-identifica-
tidnis, "How will 1know you are
beginning t work on it?"

C. ummarize.

1) This is best done byg
the glien ,tf possihle. The
client will remember items which
are important td him/her, if-he/
ihe summarizes. This is important
to remember.

(2). Document all'counsel-
ing sessions.

(a). Wrtte down points
which another counseior-Would need
Co_know about the case,,lf you
wete unable to handle it'again.

(b) Never tape a
sessiop,,Olthout the client's
permission. Thia,is justrfes-.
sioflul ethics.

(3) Documents are not',

Confidential; Cherefore.'doet
fall vietim bo your need to label.

, (a) Counselors.do
.not have confidentialitwinAthat
both you and your records-04y go :

'to .court, .$1 ,orderea- td'do

(b)-trivileged com-
munication 'in the %Air Force. exists '

.4;
204'
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in only Chree.areas -- lawyer-
client relationship, confessor-
penetant relationship, and
husband-wife rOationship.

4. Explain that tlWre are tidings
to remember about your Job as
Counselors and Social Actions
personnel.

#. Counselors are human, not
.11 machines."

. (1) When &ounselink a,

client, many of our own memories
of situations the client is
medtioning are.redailed., Be aware

that twy personal memories will
be aroused within you.

4

(2) Never program a full 4

day oi counseling sessions.

b. Have weekly-staff meetings
with'uther counselors in your
office.

(1) 'These are good for
feedback on ybur teehniques.

1 (2) They will alert you
to "burnout."

, -They,provift good
in-house training.

'EVALUATION

ir

t,

4 Srt

rT.rv,q- k 1. If forced U9seliminate either
the coftract, tqlationship, or

'-psythological realities step in
a counseling .sesSion, which one
woeld you choose?

A

2. ilhat is the most important

i step n a counseling session?

4
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3. Why is documentation of coun-
seling sessions important?

4. How are weekly staff meetings
helpf41 to you as a counselor and
as a person?

a

.

41

F.

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

I. Counseling mainly involves
perceptions.

a. No book can teach percep-
tion.

b. No book.can give you
warmth, responsiveness, under-
standing; etc-. r

c. Techniques will increase.
your awareness but will nOt, in
and of itself, insure success in
counseling.

. -

(1) -Success depends on
the use, of.a.liariety of *tech-

niques, a6d also gp being a warm,
responsive, and cariut person.

.01

(2).,If you feel that
counseling.is not your "cup of
tea," do the,c1fent a favor, and
stfry far-away from 14

.°

'(3) Some people are born
lounselors. Other's, with a

1,14t1è information an# practice,
bespme counselors. Siill Others

. w4,1 pever be cinUnselois.
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- 6 ) KNOW 'YOUR LIMITA-
1IONS AND CAPABILITIES.
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A '(5) REMEMBER THAT YOU
ARE'NOT THERAPISTS:

. .

2. The counseling relationship
is the most crucial aspect of'
counseling.

- a. Know the Four Rs.

b. Know your needs and those
of your client.

c. Be aware of transference,
countertransference, and coping
mechanisms.

d. Know the six steps to a
counseling session, Use them.

"o.

REMOTIVATION/CLOSURE

1. Counseling serves as the main
area in whicW Social Actions per-

.

sonnel assist Air Force members
with drug/alcohOl problems to'
either returm to productivd duty.
or kid them with,their transit',

tion back to civilian life:7'.

W. Solid counseling echniques,

are necessary to aucç.Js in your
chosen job. They wi 1.,Fmit
your personal growth ndi there,-

'fore, professional jrbyth in your
SocIsl Actions speCie14ty,and in
the Air Forep. .,

,

,

. 3."-Thank yOu fOr your attentioni.
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ASSIGNMENT.
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Gi-ye compleme tary tpeimical
tiainipg assi ent, when apprd
Triate.
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Counseling Techniques

PART I - INDIVIDUAL

OBJECTIVE

Kzo
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3OZR7384B-1111-1-1
1 August 1978

Identify tf)e basic principles of individual counsetinq.

INTRODUCTION

Effective counseling must titave a foundation based on specific principles. It is impor-
. tant that a counselor underStalhd these basic principles and how they affect the connseling

relationship before moving into the application of counseling techniques.

RMATION

PRINCIPLES TIIAT AFFECT COUNSELING RELATIONSHIPS

Principle I

The first basic principle . of cou inseling s that counseling is more a matter of what one
ivceives than what is said ,or done. An example of this principle is: Person 1 says the
word "heW to 'Person 2; person 2 wonders what person 1 wants. In this example, the
important thing is not the word, but rather the perception person 2 is forming of what
person 1 .is doing. "Pereeption" is the key word here. Perception involves observation and
awareness. An example of how these factors- are involved in perception is illustrated _by
the following situation: ,

A client may relate his problem with alcohol as, "My wife is leaving me because she
says I drink too much." As counselors we hear words; observe the behavior of the client.
during the session; and are aware of tte tone of voice, body posture, etc. Through per-
ception we, as counselors, must "hear" what the client is not verbalizing. We must hear
the. meaning behind the intfre words. Thus, we are trying to understand the other side of
the client's alcohol problem with a statement suchkas, `Tin aware You said your wife thinks
youL ,in.e drinking too much. From the expression on your face, you appear depressed."
Thus, through perception, the counselor was able to see beyond the mere words into tli4
nonverbal communication sent by the client. Sumrhing the counselor's awareness and obser-
vation§ gave the client a chance to respond to tile Counselor's perception. Checking
out .four perceptions as _the counselor 'allows the client to see hisnself/herself in the
"mirroC which, you,- the counselor,' hold up to the client's combined verbal and nonverbal

;
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behavior. Tlw words are the medium used to relate your iwrceptions to the 14 is far
more impartant to share your perceptions of the clients' behavior than merely repeat the
words they are saying.

Principle I I

Ihe second basic principle of counseling is that success in counseling dei;emis more upon
the counselor's personal qualities than upon the eorrect use of any specific technique. Coun-
selors continuously are updating their repertoires of possible techniques to use in counseling
sessions in order to facilitate client responsibility. Success, however, cOmes from beyond the
mere application of the techniques. Success comes from the counselor's genuineness, warmth,
responsiveiwss, aml concern for the chem. If the counselor is perceived by tlw client as a
mmcaring individdal, -merely ."filling the sqmares" on an 8 ---5 job, then all the techniques will
be of little or no value to the client's rehabilitation. Many graduate schools rely heavily on
this basic principle when training counselors in their counseling programs. Tlwir basic nde is
that smile people are excellent counselors wkien provided the necessary methods of application
in the counselinx arts, auil some people should never be counselors. The crux of this last
statement is that some individuals, no mateer what. their desires are to help, cannot cotymuni-
cate i:aring, responsiveness, cOncern, etc. Counsding is not memorization and application of
techniques but, rather, is a caring art.

Principle III

The third basic principle of counseling is that every counseling session is a unique experi-..
ence due to the individuality of the counselor and the client. It is, thus, impossible to predict
what will happen in any one counseling session. The counselor's tuid client's needs, personali-
ties, backgrounds, perceptions, and concerns contribute to the uniqueness of the counseling .

relationship. It is thus impossible to re-create a counseling session with precise exactness since
the time, mood, feelings, behiiviors, etc., can never exactly be replayed. Only the oiitline of
events can be reproduced. For example: A client was sitting in chair X; counselor in chair Y;
counselor said the following words; client responded the following way. Thus, each counseling
session is unique due to a variety of internal factors that cannot be exactly reproduced. This
basic pleciple clearly identifies.the _importance of individuality within the counseling relation-
ship. Counseling i an art dependent more upon shared experiences than upon reported exper-
iences.
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'CLIENT'S RESPONSIBILITY, THE .G6AL, AND Two
STRATEGIES IN COUNSELING

Responsibility of Client

The highest level of personal growth takes place in counseling due to the reflection of
the client's information back to the client from the counselor. This sharing of ,peliceptions,
feelings and thoughts between the counselor and client allows- the client to look at himself/
herself squarely in a "mirror" figuratively held up by the counselor for the,client. Without
this sharing, counseling ceases to dexist since all information is only flowing in bne direction
(usually from the client to the counselor). The information, therefore, must be used as a
resource for the client to use in his/her personal growth rather than as background for-the
counselor to keep and never share with the client. The key ,to counseling is to keep the
ntsponsibility for growth with the client. Siiaring (reflecting) the client's information through
the counselor's perceptions (Principle 1) facilitates.tlfb accomplishment of this key point in
counseling. The client must be responsible..for hii/her own growth.

Goal of Social Actions COuffselor

Our role, as Social Actions counselors, is to help-the clients cope successfully with their
realities as they exist. If the client's reality is the following: "$moking marijuant k okay
and the Air Force's reality, is archaic," that is the client's realitY. l'he problem heriPis that
the client's reality and the Air 'Force's reality clash severely. The client does not have to

_Lhange. However; if clients are tizi be kept responsible for their growth, clients must makt a
Abitv regarding which of the two realities they wish to keep. Thus, in enabling clients to
deal with their realities, we are not sacrificing the Social Actions counselor's realities.. The
Social Actions counselor's goal is not to -change thi person, but rather to help that person deal

with the reality as it exists.

Strategies

'Mere are two strategies which the counielor needs to be conlinuously awzire of. TheY
,

are the I nterest strategy and Exit strategy.
ue

len
. INTEREST STR .GY. The interest strategy prq,vides us, the counselors;'with the most

visible sticcess. The t, as well as the counselor, 'has' certain needs to be fulfilled when

3
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entering a counseling relationslup. Ciffinselors must wineinher this so as not to have theu
needs interfenng with the cifiriselinr relationship. l'he needs involve selling, teaching,
advising, and counseling. Tlie counselor, after listening to a client's poncern may decide that `
the area of interest for the client to experience success: is that of selling the client on the
advantages of a viable alternative to their drug abuse; or of teaching a client about the physio-
logical effects of alcohol on the body; or of advising the client of the Limited Privileged Com-
munication Program; or of coaching a client on a aew way of stdving Ins or lwr behavior
probleitis; or of counseling (enabling) the clients to ..urcessfully cope with their realities as they
exist. Thus, the Interest strate*, aids the counselor in determining in what area the client's
needs will be satisfactorily fulfilled, thus allowing for immediate success fol. the client. The"
Interest strategy states that. counsel'ors should identify what the chent needs and how to help
the client meet this need as soorr as possible.

EXIT STRATEGY. "lhe second strategy is the E.xit ;t.rategy. The bottojn line message
to the saounselor and client is that eventually the counseling relationship must encl. We in
Social Actions primarily deal with Short-term counseling. If long-term counseling or therapy is
indicated; then we must refer thr-client, to the agency which will provide that service for the
person. The Exit strategy presupposes that we know what our"capabilities and limitations are
as counselors. This presuppositum is necessary since we shduld leave ylients at least as well
off as we found them. If the client is a child abuser and the_ counselpr is not empathetic
towards this client, more harm Orin good can be done by continuing in this relationship. The
counselur would lose no power in Oferring.that client to another counselor, whip would not
be defensive with such a client. ANvareness of our capabilities and limitations is a must for
counsehmi.

Rapport
Jr

FOl JR R's OF COUNSELING

f Rapport. is a term that is often misunderstood in the counseling'relationship. Often, this
term is used by the counselor to mean, "Don't upset the client"; "Feel comfortablct"; "Get

4 4'
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point acr(pia.- Rapport. i one term which encompasses three concepts. The three
concept,&4re acceptance, understanding, and listening. An analysis of these three concepts will
provide us with a workable definition of rapport.

ACCErl'ANCE. Acceptaiwe implies the counselor's willingness to allow the clients to be
themselves without demanding change before the counselor will relate with them. Acceptance
does not mean, however, that the counselor must (wry(' with clients. A counselor can acce)t
a person who is abusing a drug or alcohol rvithout agreeing to.le abuse of the drug.

UNDERSTANDING. The second cOncept involved in the definition of rapport is under-
standing. Understanding means that the counselor.relates to the..client, either verbally tn. non-
verbally, that he/she is on the same "wave length" as the client. Thus, the counselor indicates
to the client that he or she is actively listening to the client. Understanding is shown min-
verbally, by the shaking of the head up and down. Verbally, understanding is given'hy either
asking the clients what they mean by a term, or) by "uh-huh." The following example illus-
trates this concept: When a client tells you, the counselor, that he/she is art alcoholic, you
have one definition of an alcoholic, ,and the client may have a different one. You will not
know the client's definition of an alcoholic unless you ask. When you ask the client to gieve
the definition of an alcoholic, you prevent a possible distortion of information. Rephrasing
what the client says in your own words can also assist you in preventing perceptual distor
tions. Using these actions ,to prevent distortions will save you hours of miscommunication and
the time necessary. to correct them.

LISTENING. The last concept involved in rapport is listening. Listening involves not
only our ears, but also our eyes and speech. Our ears kv/ill hear verbal messages. Our eyes
"listen" to the honverbal"rnessages. Our speech "listens" to the client by checking out the
data picked up by our eyes and,ears. Counselors must,check out the verbal and nonverbal',
data to gain a c6rrect, understanding of their perceptions. A caution to constantly k4p in -
mind in dealing with rapport is not to confuSe..the term "empathy" with-"sympathy." They
are not synonomous, and are often misunderstood in the client/counselbr relationship. Empathy
means that the counselor borrows a client's feelings and psychological makeup in order to
understand them, and to assist the client Go clarify these issue?, Empathy implies tilt the

-counselor still maintairis his/her own separate idritity: For example: When the clidnt is con-
tinuously exprlssing concern over his/her career status, empathetically the counselot reflects
the feelings and thoughts back to- client. "You sound very concerned ov6 your career and
appear anxious over this issue." In this example, the counselor maintains a separate identity
from the client while "borrowing" the client's feelings and thoughts in order to better under- .

stand the client's world. Sympathy means, however, that the counselor "takes on" the client's
feelings and thoughts as his Or her own,, thus losing the separate identity ahd objectivitY. The
following is an example of sympathy ilia action: yhe client expresses depression over his or
her spour's- leaving due td the..client's alcohol abuse. The counsettunder, the syMpchy
model; now'appears to .be.as depressed as the client. The cowisilortInder.the.sympaty model
does-not refleot the feelings cl' thoughts back to the'client for the. client's understanding.
Instead, the coun or expresse he 'same einotion, agreeing with .the client. 'The relationship
then Iteconiea_"stuck" on; this issue. In general, sYMpathr only perpetuates the cli&it's
leelings; 'whereas empathy helps the client understand and clarify his or her feelings.

44.
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Respect

The second o,f the four"It's" is Respect. More easily said than done, respect involves the
disengagement of the 4-No1n8elor's value system so as not to have the value system interfere
with the counselor's hstennw, understanding,- and ace.teptance of the client's valt i system. The
counselor places the client's values on a scale to be weighed against the counsel 's. For
example: Mc chent discloses Oiat he physically abused Ins wife while under th influence of
alcohol. The eourniek)r who allows }us or her, value system to enter the session ill cmidemn
this action. On the other hand, the counselor who respects the client will ith the

.

client's feelings and thOughts regarding that incident, without, imposing his or he i valtie.system
On the client. The respecting counselor also "stroke!" the client for risking hat kind of
infortnation in the counseling situation. Respect involves treating the client's th tights and
feelings as "hallowed ground" and not treating them with disaain or disrespect..

,

Risk

isk is the Chird "R." For risk to.take place in the counseling session, b i th --rapport and
respect. 'must he present. The third principle of counseling IS that each counse ng session is
unique and the uniqueness conies from the risk-taking efforts of both the. cow .elor a.nd the

AV

client. Risk involves two primary areas: confronting inconsistencies and the f et that, Av-.
thing c.an happen in a c(iiinseng

CONFR(M141116.11VCONStgl'ENCIE:+. Confronting ineonsisti!ncies uities) ot verbal
and nonverbal conimunNtion by theylient is .a risk t e eounselor.takes.t4 opt. 1 the xhent's
awarenes.s. -for example: chent.relates. it+'sad mom nt in his/her lif.e mato laughs: Titis

,mconsistency is then c(nifronte&hy the counselor through a statenwnt such Ls, "1 nave a
hunch-that that incident is not fih:iny for you," or "Be aware' that' yOu just laughed after

_

telling me what scups %cf. be_ a sad ruomeut;" Confronting an; inconsistelicy like this involves
risk aed must lw ,undertaken gently.

1

N N t; CAN II All'EN. The second primary area involved in risk is that counselors
have no way of- pro.lietingwkt th6 eaction of the Oients may be to their stateme!Its. any-

, thing can happen in the counseli s hit. Using the previOus.example, the client could
respond tO the cotinelorq statement in a variety of Ways: e.g., "Yotert right, it really -isn't
funny." or by silence, anger,-leaving, or anything. The fa that anything can happen p a

counSeling session makes the risk of self-disclosure i)articularY frightening to clientS. The:client,
must 1)1111(1 confidence in .the counselor before he/she wt11 be willing to risk discloeig More
personal thoughts and feelings to the counselor. But in order to grow, risk must take place.

e.

Relationship

A

. -The fourth "R" is Relation. p: ThiN w,.."R" directly relates to, the seciind principle of
,

counseling-. The Counselor's i rsonal qualities such as personalitS warmth, and re:iponsiveness.
p

i
.

A successfhl counseling session s not possible without ai effective relatiouship. RelatiOnshIP
Ai

' . . does not riihn that the coimselor must be "Mr/Ms nice yitgal.", The corieept.does Mean ,,.. -...

..htity..1 that the .youpselor has rari ort, takes risks, and has respec in the ongoing.counseling prOcess,
. RelationsIlip,develops as a fsult.of rapport, respect,',and risk-taking.. Tlite four "it's!" of

1111 e .
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counseling do not work independently. They tire interwoven through each session and overthe entire period the counseling relationship exists. We have isolated the four "It's" here for
educational purposes. Success in a counseling session depends not on the presence of thesefour "R's" but rather on the effective use of, these "R's" by the counselor.

t

MAJOR Atl'IVITIES OF A COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP

Transference

The firSt major activity which takes place in a counseling session is transference. Thisphenomenon occurs when the client.attributes to the counselor:the expectations, needs, hopes,.and.. personality of a major figure in the.client's life. The counselor is often "seen not only as simi-.lar to the client's mother or father, but also sister, brother, wife or husband. Any "significant
other" in the life of the client. If transference is not cleared.up by the counselor, the coun-..,.

seling relationship ceases to exist because the client is no longer seeing the counselor as thecounselor. The client will normally -start relating to the counselor as he/she did his/her
mother, father, etc. For eXample: A client enters your office and you state, "What did youexpect to find when you first came here?" Client: "I thought you'd be preachinkto me,jiist.lihe my father." The italicizediArt of..this response .is an indicator of transference. Theclient may continue to see you as the counselor end his/her father as long u the tvansference
is .not cleared up. One way to clear tip transference is to deal with it directly. The counselorshould state, ".Do you see me as your father?" This allowi the client to realize th'at you are thecounselor, not'the father. This maintains the counseling relationship and deemphasiz,s the
father-son/ father-daughter relationship.
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Countertransference

4,.....1.1-

Countertransference occurs when the counselor treats the client in the same manner as a
major figure in the counselor's life. If the client's tialisference is not dealt with, the second
major activity of counseling will occur: namely, coUntertransference. This phenomenon takes
place outside the counselor's awareness, When countertransference occurs, the counselor begins
to treat the client the way the client wants him/het to. The counselor will draw on a majbr
figure in the counselor's life that fulfills the client's lzilden agenda, and thus begins to -act in
ways similar to the way the counselor treated a majot fiffure in his/her life. Using the example
cited in transference, the counselor begins to "preach" to the client if transference is not
cleared up. The counselor may have learned the."preaching" from his/her father, and may
practice the "preaching" on hiS/her son or daughter. The counselor, however, may not have
learned 9 r practiced "preaching," and. the counselor's father may have beer! a warm, caring
individual. who nevOr "preached." The counselor may, In this case, draw from another figure
in. Iiis/her life who did "preach," and use this person as a role-model from which to draw the
behavior of "preaching" to satisfy the client's transference relationship. The client who gets
the counselor to "preach" to him/her, therefore,:receives the "payoff"; namely, the coun-
seling relationship is now over, and the counseloi is "preaching" to the cliene just as his/her
parent-figure had dope in the past. The cytuiselor and client are now involved in a parent-
child relationship which may perpetuate 'the original problem. The parent-child relationship
does not foster dealing with the issys. It does foster the client living in the past. Awaie-
ness of the phenomena of transferenee and countertransference is the key to avoidance of this
counterproductive relationship. Being active listeners will aid counselots to deal effectively
with transference and countertransference, rather than avoiding tlealing, with them, and ending
up in a nonproductive relationship.

Coping (Defense) Mechanisms

The third major activit Sr that takes place in a counseling session is iihe use of coping
(defense) mechanisms. Examples of coping mechanisms include, but are not limited to, the
following: Denial, rationalization, projection, rejection, regression, fantasy, anger, aggression
hostility, compensatiOn, withdrawal, and silence. All people have coping mechanisms. We
employ them to survive in this often hostile world. Ali of us' use at least some of these
defense mechanisms at one time.or another in our lives. 'We did this to "survive," "make it,"
"deal with reality," etc. Counseling is designed to deal with people who make 'excessive use
of their coPing mechanisms. These people make excessive use of qoping mechanisms. to the
point that they distort reality, and Their lives 'come to revolve arou d the coping Mechanisms.

i iWho determnes what excessve i iuse s? Socety 'does, A person vho constantly is withdrawn
is considered to he exhibiting aberrant behavior. This person, most likely, is in need of 'pro-
fessional help. In, another Society, his/her withdrawal.may, be ctiaisi red as "normal." Thus,/for the Social Actions counselor, coping mechanisms may present a p iblem when clients use
them excessively. If t OW ,is strong enough to deal with reality it exists, then the..

counselor should con t. the inconsistencies-caused bi4 the inaccurat perceptions.

8
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.

BASIC APPROACHES TO COUNSELING

-

The counselor-c6tered approach' is also 'tailed directive counseling. P e reason it is a
directive is that the counselor is &ling most of the decision-making, talkin and taking most
of the respo'nsibiliti, for the client's growth. The hazaid with this approach is obvious. If the
client takes the counselor's advice and fails, the client can say to the counselor, "Look what
you made me do." The client can blame the counselor, even if the client only tried half-
heartedly. Despite the hazards of this approach, there are some situations in which you may
choose to use directive counseling: Directive counseling takes_ much less time than nondirective
counselinc, thus, when your time is extremely limited, you may choose to .use this method.
Some types of clients may be so confused by their life situations that they need the counselor
to intercede by "directing" order td their lives. There may be times when you need tO "push"
a client into detoxification. Generally speaking, however,' it is better to allow your-clients to
make their own decisions about their lives, knowing they will have to live with the conse-
quences f their decisions.

Client-Centerad

-
Client-centered counseitng assumes that witilin,each person there is potential for a healthy

personality. It is important in client-centered counseling for the counselor to have uncondi-
tional positive regard for the client, and that the counselor create a nonthreatening counseling
environment. The client, in turn, muit per9eive this empathetic understanding. This environi
ment helps the client develop the beak that the counselor respects him/her, will be kind, and
understands how he/she-thinks and feels. :The counselqr encourages the client to freely express
his/her thouglAs and feelings. Rather than being directive or interpretative, the counselor

(33
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accepts what the client is saying. 'the counselor responds by summarizing and reflecting back
to the client what he/she has expressed. This helps the client clarify and formulate what
he/she feels. As the counselor shows -that he/she accepts the client's feelings and ideas without
reservation, the client then starts to accept himself/herself. This self-acceptance and under-
standing is the key tojunlocking insight which allows the client to consider all possible cdurses
of action for solving problems. The seil-acceptance allows clients to look at themselves and
their situations without the defensive distortions of perception. Then the client gradtially
initiates positive action to solve hisper problems. In client-centered counseling, the emphasis
Ls on the client making decisions and the client bang responsible for what his/her life is like.
The client is responsible for his/her own growth. One of the difficulties of this method is
that it is Very time-consuming, but it is often worth the time to change the self-image of the
client so that the client can assume responsibility for his/her future life decisions.

Eclectic

The third approach is called the eclectic approach. Eclectic, in this sense, means to select
a variety of approaches with no adherence to one to the exclusion of others. In counseling,
the eclectic approach involves iising not only the clienkentered and counselor:centered
approaches, but also other techniques. In eclectic counseling, the counselor selects the
techniques that work; the ones that get through to the client best. In this technique the
counselor may start by trying tine technique, and if that one does not work, the counselor
may select another in trial and error hishion. In eclectic counseling the counselor relies on
his/her perception. (Principle 1) and the use of the Interest Strategy to determine which
technique will work hest. The belief of the eclectic counselor is that nothing succeeds in
counseling like success. -

10
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MAJQR TYPES OF QVESTrONS USE;;14 COUNSELING SESSIONS

w, What," and "When" Questions

*.

How, What, and When questions allow the client to deal With the -"here-and-now" rather
than the "there-and-then." These questions deal with the immediacy of the client's concern.
These questions place legitimate demands for concreteness on the part of the client; e.g.,
"flow is that a problem for you?" or "What is the significance of that act for you?" or
"When are you going to change?" How, What, and When questions eliminate the need for
third ,persons, and this is necessary since it is extremely difficult to incorporate third parties
into personally reflective questions. By using these questions, the client is more likely to deal
with the iGsues he/she needs to solve. By using How, What, and When questions, the dialogue
with the client is more likely to be eounseling than conversation.

"Why" Questions

Whi? questions, on the other hand, continuously remove the client from the immediate
"here-and-now." Why questions allow clients to concentrate on the past "there-and-then"
data. Examples of Why-type questions are seen when little children ask this question ad
infinitum, ad nauseam: e.g.:

"Why is daddy going out?"

" Because . . . " is the usual response; è,t44Bec4use he needs o earn some money."
"Why does he need money?"

"Because,. . "
Why

"Because . . ," etc.

.Why questions can be used by the counselor, however,., to gather initial data from the
client. But past the initial data-gathering stage, Why questions should be avoide . why
questions ask the client to defend "why" rather than eicamine the situation t is in a
nondefensive way. Counselors should avoid Why questions, except in the initial dataigathering
phase of counseling.. *

'Questioning Technique

Cautions to remember regarding .eounseling questioning techniques are: (1) Ask one
question at a time, and (2) be sure to obtain the resPonse you silted for in your question.

ONE QUOTION AT A TIME. If a counselor asks multiple questioni to the client, 'the
client can only respond .to one at e, time. If you ask two ft once, you increase the

-worfrem 11
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probability that one of the questions will not lis responded to. For exampleI "What did
your friends think -of 'you when you said 'No' to smoking marijuana? And what did., you
feel when you chose to say 'No'?" These are two good questions; however, only one Can
be answered at a time. Limit your questions to one at a time, and then follow up with
the other question after you have the- first response.

OBTAIN RESPONSE ASKED FOR. The other vaution when questioning is to .be sure
to get the proper response sought for in- the question; e.g., "What did you feel when ypu
said 'No' to your friends?" If the answer is "I felt like a real heel," this is not a proper
response to your question because the question asked for a feeling, and a thought was given
in its place. Thi clue to this substitution is the phrase "feels like" which usually depicts a
'thought. The counselor must confront that discrepaney by repeating the question; e.g.,
"I'm aware that you expresstki a thought; what did you feel?" to which the client may

/respond, "I felt badly." This is a response to the question plus it clarifies the distinction of
thoughts ancl feelings for the client. This technique clearly relates to the client the effective
listening skills of the counselor (part of rapport). Mother example which illustrates how well
yOu need to listen- and obtain the answer to your question is taken from a television tooth-
paste commercial: The question is asked, "Jane Brown, stewardess, Pan Am, how-is your love
life?" Stewardess: t'New York, Paris, Rome." Question: "Yes, but how is your love life?"
Stewardess: "Rotten." Finally, the questioner has the propel' response to th original
question.

)Establish the Cou seling Relationship

SIX STEPS OF A- COUNSELING SESSION

Of the /10 steps. this is the ntbst important. Without a good counselor/client relation-
-ship any positive change in behavior by the client as a result of counseling is at random.
The key to establishing a relatiOnship is counselor involvement: The counselce must build
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a firm emotional bond with the client. Thi ay be the first experience the client has had
ni such involvement. The clients then expermice a person with whom they can become emo-
tionally involved, someone they can care about, and who. they are convinced cares about them.:
Also, bomeone who can convince them that they will stay with them until they can better
fulfill their needs. The ability for the counselor to establish, a relationship is a major require-
ment. It often becomes a daficult task especially when the client does not want to be in
counseling. Clients may resist because they have been disappointed too many times in the
past when they attempted to find someone to beconie involved with. This resistance may also
be a way of testing the sincerity and responsibility of the counselor. The counselor ill the
relationship must then be responsible, interested, humaii, sensitive and, when the sitilation

, warrants, tough.

Open Up As Many Psychological Realities- As May Exist
Gr

Individuals who are abusing drugs or alcohol often do not realize the impact such behav-
ior is having on other aspects of their lives. It is an important part of counseling for the
counselor to open up such realities as they exist for the client. An 'vxample of this is a male
'member of the Air Force with 17 years' time in service who has thókight alcohol abuse is not
only tolerated, but is an accepted behavior'. His experience has been to see alcohol glamor-
ized; and becoriiing intoxicated has become a common occurrence whjch he thinks is part of
fulfilling the airman image. Now, because.he has experienced problems as a result of his
drinking, he is a participant in the Air Force Alcohol Rehabilitation Program by order of his
commander. ThiS airman's first reaction may be to take the program lightheartedly, become
angry, or be resistant. After becoming involved in counseling, what soon surfaces are the other
aspects of his life that are.being negatively affected by his alcohol abuse. These difficultie
may range from his marit.al relationship to his job performance.. A further reality may also be
(hat he fears- being discharged before retirement, despite his time in service. The role of the
counselor is to bring into the awareness of the client those, aspects of his life that have
become.gain ul. These are "hurt points which have been avoided, and may be totally out of
the awari,ness of the client.. This is where the counselor's perception becomes vital in sifting
through what being said and confronting the client's incongruent behavior. Counselors
must be cautio s not to ex('eed their counseling capabilities while tiringing these painful ieues
into the clients' awareness. If the client needs intense psychological therapy, martjage coun-.
seling, or financ assistance, etc., the skill of the counselor becomes his/her ability to effect-
ively refer the c ient. A good referral is more likely if the Social Actions Office has estab-
lished a sound ferral network. Another important aspect of opening up psychological
realities is the .ounselor 'keeping mentally aware of time during the counseling session. The
resPonsibility f the counselor is to open up only those realities for which there is adequate
time for proper closure. The counselor's role is also making the clients aware of their respon-
sibility not ) wait until the last part of a counselinq session (Example: 5 Minutes remaining)
to bring up critical issues that may be left unfinished' because of lack of time. .

Contract

Th contract approach go counseling allows the client to-take ownership for the changes
that tale place, or don't take place, because of counseling. Contracts are the part of coun-
seling at specifically isolate a behavior that. the 'client is not happy with and-,wants to change.

now..
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Counseling contracts should he regarded with as much cespect as are legal contracts in courts
of law. It is important that contracts are stated in specific, observable, behavioral terms.
In the cue of the alcohol or drug abuser, contracts might involve &fling control over drinking
or drug-use; this specific, observable change is a good basis for a counseling contract. As
clients verbally express what they want from counseling the counselor shouhlt confront
ities. As an exampfe of vague contract offers:, better relationships, emotional maturity,
responsibility, and self-undeystanding are not specific and should not be used.

Once a specific change of behavior .y(expressed there should be mutual consent. This
means that, in.order for a contract to satisfy the requirement of mutual consent, it is neces-
sary that both parties be able to specify what they are consenCing to. Occasionally, a client
will request counseling for a condition which thy counselor is not competent to work with,

:..stich as a marital problem. At this podint, it is important that the counselOr refer the client to
a cemipetent marriage counselOr, or pq,sAibly a chaplain whom you, the counselor, know is
good at marriage counseling.

State a Time Limit

The counselor, should specifically tell th,e client how long the counseling session will last
when they begin. This gives the client a reference point. It eliminates the uncertainty of the
client, who may wonder, "Do I have tiMe to tell what I did last night?" It also places addi-
tional responsibility or:Abe client to take care of himself/herself, by getting out of counseling
what, he/she wants, rather than engaging in idle conversation. It is Oportant to remember the
behaviOr'.changes stated iil.tlie.contract by the client entail the client experiencing emotionally
painful issues. A normal qlient response might be to evade the pain bY attempting to. man-
ipulate -the counseling se&sion. The -client who continuously waits until the later stages of
counseling before surfacirig an iMportant problem should immediathly be confronted: When
.the.. client says, "Vatat I really want to tell yOu is . " or "What I really want to say
is . ,''' thaws are, everything.'saick,before fhe, statement has been an avoidance of the. real

0.Also, if a time limit-is not establistfed, ,the client may disclose more problems than
the counselor has time to adeufbately etpse. Time is an important responsibility issue for
both the, coqnselor and client.

Identify the Specific .Problem
-r ¼

It ts mit uncommon .for drug -or alCohol abusers to, not, be aware what major problems
exist M their lives, Thee,y2may understand the inamediatf reason 4hey are face-to-face with
a Social, Actions counselor "My cominander sent me.4' or "I...gof unlupky and was pulled
over by 'the security pOlice after I left the:c14b." -- but out of their awareness the real
issue may not be coosciouSly Itnown.. By tle 'counselor' cOitfrontilig incongruent behavior ,

and processing behavior Patteivs, vlients may; exPeefences, a new enlighthnment. This may '
mean facing, for the 'first tip:le,. emotionally paniful circUmstances. An example may be an

;mi..-
alcoholic confronting tile fact that he/she cannot conseme .alcohol without becoming involved
in some type _of unacceptable -social behavior. This is a. painful 'and frightening experience.
Identifying specific problems involves the coirselor 'creating. a 'situation that allowsl the client
to organize his/her thoughts ,and feelinga. 'Phe:client, in -a 'brief 'statement, may relate to -7..t1'..
the counielor several. critical issiles .that are causing him or her emotional' discomfort and,.

14"
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in his or her emotional state, may not be clear about any one of the issues. Ap example
is a male client who states to the counseloi, "I'm really having problems. Eve ne keeps
nagging rue.. I go home and my wife istVt, happy. She says I spend too tn ch time with
my (friends. My kids say we fight, and .they won't stay hoine. But I think the real prob-
lem is my boss. He's a slave, driver that never lett up. I hate his guts. I'm confused.
The only peace I have is with my friendk at 'the club." This condensed exampl contains
several issues that need separation and clirifitation. It is important for the counselOr to
identify specific problems as they exist for the .client. A technique the counselor might

.employ is reflecting back to the client his statement:
,

Counselor: "I hear you dealing -With Jieveral problems: your situation at home with
your wife nagging you; your children saying you fight with your wife;
and then leaving; your boss being a slave- driver; and the only peace yte
have is being with your friends at the dub."

Client: "Yea, you've got it." 1

vn.
Counselor: "Which one of these 'croblems is the most pressing fo you now?"

.;:s

Now the counselor has separated critical issues and allows the client to deal with the
issue which isfcreating the most discomfort foi him. The counafling session now has direc-
tion and the tlient has taken his _first step toward resolving his emotional,pain. There may
also exist the possibility that' some clients only need factual informati , such as who,0
where, and what the Area Defense Council _does; education on- the physical and peychologi-
cal effects , of drugs; or, any one of many referrals that exist on or off base. It is -the
responsibility of the counselor to determine the area of interest strategy that best fulfills
the client's needs.

laR4

4
Summarize Session

Before terriiinating a counseling session, an. important step is to summarize the signifi-
cant issues 'discussed. If possible; the best approach is to have the client sunimarize. This
allows the counselor to hear those aspects of the counseling sessidn that were important to
the client. It provides a tiine for last-minute clarification by the counselor. The client's
summarizing also provides the counselor with feedback as to *hat was effective or nOn-
productive for the client. Thd counselor can also use this time to give the client positive
strokes for sharing these very personal and ,painful issues, and progressing to a better feeling'
state. Summarizing the counseling session is an excellent mejhod for providing closure.

. ) .
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Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236

OBJECTIVE
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26 June 1978,

GENERAL COUNSELING TECHNIQUES,

PART II - TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS/GESTALT

4110,-

i Identify Transactional Analysis and Gestalt techniques shown to be
useful in social actions training.

INTRODUCTION

2,

.

Counseling is an art that Requires such personal, qualities as: sensi-
tivity, empathy and a genuine concern for helping other human beings. But
as.in any art these inherentsqualities are not enough. In counseling it is
essential that counselors also have.aiRound understanding of the.theories
that explain human behavior; Understanding the theoretical concepts of

' behavior is then the first step to effective counseling. This objective
will cover f theory called "Gestalt Psychology" and explain the basic
premises upon which it is based. We will then examine the three basic
principles df Gestalt counseling.

INFORHATION4

APPLICATION-OF TA/GESTALT
TECHNIQUES TO THE USAF

DRUG/ALCOHOL REHABILITATION

According to the Dipartment of the Air.Force, as stated in AFR 30-2;
"The objective of the Air Torce Rehabilitation Program is to return all
Ldentified Drug/Alcohol Abusers to full duty status when feasible by re-
Airecting.their behavior toward conformity with Air Force standards of
conduct and performance, or to assist them in their transition to civil-

. Lan life". Rehabilitation can be accomplished by trained drug/alcohol
abule control specialist through individu4l'and group counseling sessions.
These sessions are not intended to be therapy sessions but are motivational
.in nature, client progress interviews, information meetings, and situational
problersolving sessions. This type counseling is well within the capabili-
tis of drUg/alpenal abuse control specialists. It is the responsibility of
the.dryealcohok/abuse control manners (OIC, NCOIC) to insure that the
counseling ig being conducted properly.", Now let's take look.at how
Transactional Analysis,'Gestalt Counseling and the combination of both apply
to the.drug/alcohol rehabilitation program.

i\Supersedes HO B-III-1-18, Part II, November 1476
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Transactional Analysis (TA)

In information meetings the counselor insures
such information as: Air Force Drug/Alcohol Rehab
applicable Air-Force policylEegulations, and civil
understanding'TA, can effectively focus his/her in
to the client 0s adultT ttate. In situational p

4 4

TA illustrates to di ow they may be creating
their awareness, Usin0

VA
concepts clients learn

as supervisor-worker relationships (TA,games)Ona
AF standards (how is the client setting up tbe si
or the necessity to abuse drugs and alcohol). The
allows the clients to learn exactly where.they'are
habilitation itandards. The TA concept of counsel
(reinforcement of behaviors); is a powerfuX method
sired rehabilitation'progress.

the client understands
ilitation'Program,
laws. The counselor,

formation, appealing
roblem.-solving seesionsyr
problems outside of

to solve problems, such
kility to comply with

tIlation to get caught,
Wogress interview
in relation to re-

ors-stroking clients
for reinforcing de-

Gestalt Counseling

Gestalt Counseling is lino-tiler method for promoting change. Whereas
TA primarily uses the thinking (cognitive) procestf,-Gestalt centers on
"affect", or the feeling aspect in counseling. Using Geetalt techniques,
clients bring into their awareness feelings which pay btcounterproductive
to a healthy existence. Gestalt techniques help the'client recognize un-
pleasant chronic feelings. Gestalt helps the client take responsibility
for these feelings: This th an important step in bringing about behavioral
change.-Remember, motivating the client toward positive behavioral changes
is an absolute necessity for effective rehabilitation. Gestalt techniques
can help you get to the feeling behind the motivation. 2`

d'

1

TA/Gestalt Counseling I
.

A 1

1,0; ./.
f.o

The combination of TA:and Gestalt counseling can be a very poweFfuk .4,

technique for use in bate-level rehabilitation. If you adapt thas#Nakh.a.
niques to your personality and use tlism effectively, you wilrgive clients
the chance to examine themselvea thoroughly, and thereby make'appropaate "ft'

, decisions. If you do not use'these techniques well, not'muchOiill,hagiien
t

., , "7-.,7t
. .. . tt

with clients, and they may become bored.- The TA and Gestalt teckpliquelf40: k. ..-,. t,..

'you will learn are methods for helping clients understand thsr4plils so. vlr,
that they can make better decisions ebbut how they want to iiviiheir%livelt.,..*, ..ja.%

The decisionabout the way clients chaose to liye shoidd +awl relit with.,:o, 7.,
the client, once the counselor his-helped Peke the client4Fire:orpeWnent : ,

.1.

,
informition on wich to base the decision; - -
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DEFINITION OF GESTALT. PSYCHOLOGY

/0068

.Gestalt is a German tord for which there is no exact English equivalent.
-Gestalt mean, "meaningfil Organized whole". Other.synonyms-includet struc-,

ture, configuration, thene4'amd relationfhip.

'te

PREMISES OF GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY

Organized Behavior
.

The basic Fp-remise of Gestalt Psychology is,that hitman nature is organized
into pat.terns or wholes. Human beings have thousands of-needs on the physio-
logical as-well as ihe'social level (psychological). The ibre intensely one
feels these needs are'eseential to life,' tha more closely one identifies with
the need,.and the more closely one directs hAm or her behavior or activities
toward satisfying these needs. :Through satisfaction of these needs, persons(
deirelop Pattorni that,they need to survive physically and exist socially in /
the world as'they perceive it. A person is. inseparable from hisiher environ-
ment mid must 1?e understood in the context of the "need-satisfilction" process.
To understand human behavior, you must look at the whole,:the totality of
persons and their environment in order to nee ehe "need-satisfaction" process

. , ..and thereby understand hunan ehavidr.

Hied SatisfactIon Pattern

Another basic premise is that ttr,underitand human behavior, you mist
look for the pattern whIch is callsed by the "need-satisfaction" process. .To
understand human behavior, you must look at the whole, the totality of persons
and their environment.in ordet-td see the "need-satisfaction" process and
thereby undersisnd human behavior.

,PR1NCI4gS OF GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY

4
There are three besie principles.of Cestalt p,sychology: organized per-

ception, uftfinished business, and.avoidance., _Let's first look at Principle I.

--,,Printiplej: -Organized Perception
..." -

i

t . .
, People do.not perceive things as unrelated parte, b4.organize the parts

through a-percepCual process, creating meaningful wholes. An example, per-
ceptual priocess, As the .follawing. A person waiting out of the sociel actions

,

.. building does not see.merely blobs Of colot end moiement. The person perceives
. cars, grass, trees, and movement as a unit. iits a person looks et the parts of

a differentiated field, invariably one.part stands out in 4- 0.stinctive way
from the others. This aspect of-pereeption.is called figure (that part that
stands out)., and the rest of the person's perception is called ground.. What is
perceived as figure to many people largely depends on prior experiences and

. ,.

needs. Emotions, attitudes, and values mey Also be involved. Persons tend to
see what they hove seen before and what best fits with eheir current

Atm
406.11110
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Anocher example of organized perception is as follows. Observe a female
ol'imrpic skier on a down-hill run during an important qualifying race.
As she starts her run, what immediately stands out (figure) in the first
turn. She sees the white snow grooved out by previous skiers, the exact
position of the pole, and the shadows.as they accentuate the degree of
drop-off. All this happens instantineously as she quickly organizes her
perceptions as her-body responds with movement. What becomes figure (or
the background) are the people watching the race, their cheering noises,
and ,the.sceftery Surrounding the ski run. There may also be instances
where the spectators become figure to the skier, especially if the course
suddenly is situated *lose to a retaining wall where people are standing.

111.

.Princip4e Ili Unfinished Business.

Unfinished business.is beiravior and emotional patterns (gestalts) which
have not been.completed., Unfinished business'includes emotions and events
which have been interrupted and are interfering with here-and-now behavior.
This is the phenomenon which preVents people from staying in the here-and-
now. Often people experience emotional problems existing in the present,
and yet only a part-of themselves.is in the here-and-now dealing'with the
problem. The old themes come back again and again to interfere with present .

pioblem solution. For example, let's consider a male client who experiences
fear when in social conversations. This fear is so threatening (painful)
that he avoids most social involvement. It is not uncommon for him to spend
entire weekends alone. His fear is the possibility of being rejected. He is
tied to a childhood myth that directs his behavio; in the here-and-now. This
is one aspect of his life that is unfinished and out ()this awareness. As

a child, he was constantly 'told by his mother tb be kind, respectful, and
not to hurt anyone's feelings (be a good boy). She.also showed him how td
do it br not,being involved with people. He still remembers his mother saY-
ing, "Don't cause trouble." The psychological message was laud and clear,
"Don't be close." To become self-supportive and participate fully in the
present as it is, he has 6 give up this contaminated guidance (unfinished
business), or the myth that he is responsible to his mother for his present
behavior. Another example of unfinished business isethe person with his/her
supervisor over_semething the supervisor said yesterday. The worker holds
on to resentment about the incident and does not attend to.what the super-
visor says today because the worker is not in`the here-and-now. Chances are
the worker will be scolded again'today for not attending. This may confirm
the worker's idea that the supervisor hates him/her and confirm the super-
visor's idea that the worker is a day-dreamer.

Winciple III: Avoidance

Avoidance is the process of circumventing eiotions which are expected
to be painful in order to prevent that pain. Avoiding unfinished business
is a way an individual keeps from experiencing the past issueewhich are
perceived in the "now"i'as being unpleasant. By avoidance of unfinished
business, the unexamined feelings magnify. The person spends great energies

4,-
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avoiding dealing with the unfinished business. The anxiity and anger
magnify when not examihed (confronted, dealt with, etc.). The person
may show the anxiety or\anger openly, or may blot out feelings in general
and become depressed. Avoidance leavem 'only a part of the person to deal
with what is happening to him/her ."now." It is a steady nagging of the
past affecang the present; most of the time it is out of the.client's
awareness; The role of the counselor is to provide clients with experi-
encee which diallenge them to examine and take responsibility for their
feelings. In order for clients to replace these hidden, unpleasant
emotions with goqd feelings, and for them to change behavior, clients must
full/ experience the pain, anxiety, mourning, rage, etc., which they have
not previously alloted in their awareness. For example, avoidance is net
an uncommon behaviof'in)drug/alcohol rehabilitation group counseling ses-
siotts. A ,client may avoid a painful emotion by asking questions. This
form of avoidance iv behavior that shifts the responsibility to the facili-
tator or another group member and allows the client' to escape confronting
the pain. Another form of avoidance is intellectuallzation. A group
member who uses intellectualizing,as a means of avoidance will spend group
time explaining why he/she has a certain type of behavtor.. This explanation
may appear to be very rational, sincere, and, at the heart of the issue, but
will always focus on there-and-then situations. The clients may also spend
vast amounts of energy analyzing and figuring out why they got to where they
are, and feel bad.- The clients, rather than reporting out to the group their
feelings (hurt, anger, depression, etc.), may use technical or clinical lan-
guage to avoid their true, or gut-level, feelings.

STUDY REFERENCE

1. Four basic steps in the application of the Transactional AnalYsis (TA)/
Gestalt Counseling model.

a. UraWing up a contract.

b. Check feelings of client out frequently in an attempt to identify
the racket63).

c. Identify the injunctions.'

d. Through the use of Gestalt techniques, allow the client to face,
once again, that situation, and push for a redecision.

2. Four things to consider when prepaying for a TA/Gestalt counseling
session, and...

a. Importance of beginning and ending the session on time.

b. Use of a tape recorder to self-train and to emphasize "glossed-over"
verbalizations.or coneradictions.

c. Use of chalkboard.

d. Need .of sufficient chairs for every group member arranged so that
all are in full view.

5
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3. Three methods usid to gain contracts in the TA/Gestalt method of

counseling.

e. A commitMent based on the answer to the question. "Haw will
I 4 different at the termination of these group meetings?"
conititutes a contract.

\

b. A commitment based on the answer to the question, "what do I
want from these meetings for me?" constitutes a contract.

c. The use of a life script questionnaire on each member will
result in a contract.

4. Correct application of 10 rules of counselor conduct in a TA/Gestalt
counseling session.

a. Need to promote "now" awareness.

b. "tiireot communication pkocess."

c. Discharge of responsibility by usiiig the words "it" and "you".

. d. Listen closely to questions asked by clfents not onlx as a means
of gaining information but also to disguise a feeling or thought
or to direct attention away from themselves.

e. ,The fruitless venture of dealing with hypothetical situations or
questions.

f. Need to prevent "gunnysacking."

g. Avoid reicuing or "bandaiding."

,h. Use oneh-on-one in a stoup.

I. Important for group members to correctly differentiate between
"thinking" and "feeling."

j. The group miabers are responsible to remain on the subject and
stay functional.

At-
5. Seven "cop-out" 01,010thich would normally be confronted by a TA/Gestalt

counselor.

a.

a

b. "Can't" is the supreme "cop-out"

c. "Want"

d. "Should" and "ought to" 4

r
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C. "Why",

f. "Maybe"

"But"
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6. Eight techniques for exploring non-verbal behavior when using the
TA/Gestalt counseling model.

a. Have the client iitaggerate his/her body talk.

b. Heva-a client verbalize nonnyerbal behavior.

-

c. Focus on signs with questions or mimicking.

d. Focus on inappropriate on4iles orlaughter. with feedback questions..

e. -Exaggerate inappropriate body.language okseived to provide feedbacic.

f. Have the client repeat incongruent voice intonafions loiidly or
play them back for him/her to hifir.

Confront aye movemeOt by focusing on it iiith.questions or
observations.

A

h. Deal with silence by "riding it out" and listening.

7.. Gestalt Counseling concept of ToO Dog/Under Dog and two techniques for
,dealing with,clients who are 'experiencing inner struggles with self.

a. Have the client be the "top dog" anp criticize other members of
the group, followed by their/response.,

b. U. chair wekklphaving the client do'a dialogue with his/her "top
.dog"'in_one chair and "under dog" in the other.

'41

stfr

c. Top Dog/Under Dog .4self-hasseling, self-division, inner parent-child'
conflict.

U. Three requirements for getting closure on resentment,and an effective
techni4Ue for,closing past romances and deakhs.

a. Resentment:

(1) "Dump" the reeentment through chair work until: the member feels
finished.

1

5.
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())Gain forgiveness, particularly when significant persons
afe involved.

(3) Get the client to the point of griatefulness.

b. Past romances, and deaths: Fseilitate closure through chair
. work.

1

9. Two Gestalt techniques used in heightening client's awareness of self-
responsibility.

a. Nave the'client add the words, "And I take responspility for that"
to each statement made.

Mt*
b. "Playing the p'ojecti4H" involves having the member own his/her

projection.
.

,10: Two techniques-for facaitating the trying of new behivior.

-

a. "Making the rounds" with the other group. members.
d

b.- "Playing the reverse" of the behavior; e.g., shy becomes extroverted.

(

8

f
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PART II - TECNING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

ATTENTION

Most people seen in counseling don't
want to change. They want to feel
better about their probltos. Unfor-
tunately, that's a short-term cure.
Today, we'll learn an effective
counseling model which promotes
change tn clients.

OVERVIEW

1. Read the lesson objective to the
dhass.

2. Develop the lesson chronology.

MOTIVATION

If you can do what we'll talk about
todaY, you will be a very effective
counselor.

PRESENTATION

a

BODY (1 Hour 60 Minutes)

lc. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
principles and techni9ues of coping
with Dreikurs classical misbehaviors
when,they occur in'counseling sessions.

1. Differentiate between overt arri
covert messages.

.a. Explain that overt-is what is
said or given.

: (1) Freud's-manifest content

2,

49,1

0.
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of dreams (what happened).

(2) Freud's lantent content"
of dreams (what symbols meant).

bt. Explain that coV'ert is what
is meant or implied by the message.

c. Most meaning, or implied
behavior, in an interpersonal tran-
saction is covert; i.e., beyond the
mere.words which are spoken.

SVALUATION

1.. What is the difference between
overt and covert messages?

2. Which form ofil$ehavior is the
most common?

TRANSITION

2. Select the fouCbasic. premises of
Dreikurs model of misbehavior."

a. Explain Premise I. All be-
havior has a purpose.

(1) Purpose may be solely
physiological.

(2) Purpose may be physio-
logical/psychological.

b. Explain Premise II. The
'purpose of,behavior is

(1) Fill in blank according
to needs of client.

(2) Don't assume you know
what the purpose is without asking
the client.

3

c. Explain Premise III. Ilehavior

VD.

Vi
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that is reinforced will be repWed.
. (Probability of repetition increases.)

d. Explain Premise IV. To chan4el'-:,
misbeha;rior, stop reinforcing the
behavior.

(1) In Transactional Analysis
(TA) terms, don't stroke people in
their racket.

(2) When reinforcing stops,
initiaTly the behavior increases and
then decreases.

EVALUATION

What are the four premises in the
Dreikurs' model?

TRANSITION"

A

4417.' N

3. Identify.Oreilcurs' four Tlaisical
misbehaviors.'

a. Define engagement and dis-
engagement.

. (1) Engagement is an attempt
to control the response of the
therapist;

(2) Disengagement is the
therapist not,being controlled.

b. Explkin attention.

(1) Covert message is:. "Pay
attention to me."

r

(2) Receiver feels irritated.

(3) Disengage by not reinforc-,
ing.

. Explaintoss.
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(1) Common military mis-

behavior.

.scared.

(2) Receiver feels angry or

(3) Greatamer is not,act-
ing scared or fighting.

d. Explain eounter-hurt.

(1) Power with a vengeance-

(2)'. Counselor feels guilty
and hurt.

(3) Disengage by not being
hurt:-

e. Explain disabled.

(1) "Yes,'but.t. . ." Key
o the game,

(2) Counselor feels frustrated
and moy give'up.

(3) Disengage by naming the
game, collapsing on the client or not
giVing.up.

EVALUATION

1. What are the four classical mis-
behaviors?

2. What is the most common misbehavior
seen in the military?

,

4. Identify four steps to Oisengage-
. ment, using Beier's Model.'

a. Identify Step I. Ask self:
"What am I feeling? What's happening?"

5

TRANSITION

5 0,,

44"



b. Idqntify Step.II. How might
thls behaviorl. serve the client's
pathology? Develop hypothesis.

c. Identify Step III. How, can

I disengage?

(1) How could I feel differ-
ently?

(2) How could I respond
dtfferently?

d. Identify.Step.IV. Disengage.

- (1) .Does behavio'il Change
when I disengage?

(2) If behavior doesn't
change, then probably not disengaged.

e. Give examples.

(1) Let's go to a Arive-ino...-I

(2) Have you ever taken dope?

(3) Oh, counselor, you're
wonderful!

EVALUATION
#

What are four steps.to. disengagement?

. igrar

A

APPLICATION

1. Role-play.some problem clients,
using.this model: Tell. Students

demonstration is not a time to play
"stump the band," but a chance to act
as,a client and experiehce'a changing
relationship.

4

2. Telf studints to be natural', and
if they feel change, tO 'go along with

3. Ask students to examine,what is
happening. If the instructor gets -

6 500
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"hooked" (engaged), see how he/she:-:)
might get out of the engagement.

4. Solicit a problem from the class.

5. If no one volunteers, use role-
playing of:

a. The reluctant client.

b. The angry client.

c. The helpless client.

d. The "seductive" client.

6. Accept volunteers at any point.

/ a. Halt if student ts not serious.

b. Role-playin# may get into
students' own problems: Be prepared .

to quit at that point.

SUMMARY

Ne

CONCLUSION (5 minutes)

Discuss-overt and covert behavior, a
model of behavior,.some classical
misbehaviors, and how to disengage
and not-be cont,'011ed

REMOTIVATION

Practice-these sktlls. they will.help
you personally and, in turn, help your
clients.

CCOSURE

eA. Remember to stroke people. Stroke
what you want; ignore what you don't
want. This is powerful-.

7
t
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GENERAL COUNSELING TECHNIQUES
PART III

DREIKURS AND BEIER A RESPONSIBILITY MODEL

OBJECTIVES.,

, Differentiate between overt and c9vert messages.

INTRODUCTION

People have the need to see themselves in a good light coupled with the apprehension
..that maybe they really aren't all that "good." This conflict of "Who I think I'd like to

be?N' versus "ro I'm afraid I Lull," needs resolution. One resolution of that conflict is
to conceal myfteal self/intentions from others and even frorn me. There are ,a lot of
theories about shOrt term rehabilitation counseling. This happens to be a thEtry that works
witii real people who haVe, problems in living.

INFORMATION

t. OVERT AND COVERT MESSAGES

Definition of Overt and Covert Messages

Clients often give messages designed to concealVex than reveal their person and
purpov. It is not as if the client has a deliberate plot to mislead or deceive the counselor.
More 'igken than not, this happens outside the clients awareness And the purpose is to
maintain the clients self-deception.. This deception works because .tfie clients gives two
messages at the same time.

OVERT MESSAGE. The first message is .the overt message. The overt message is the
words- that are said, the mere words .the verbal content.

-
COVERT MESSAGE. The second message is the covert message: This is the meaning

beyond the mere words; .what is' meant or implied that goes beyond the exact wording of
the message. Covert messages usually carry an emotional content.

Examples: Have you ever had someone ad19, "See yak later" in such a way that
you knew you'd never see them again? Another example is being told "Good Morning"
in such a way pat your gut-level reaction is "Same to ye." How about, "Would you
like to come lip to my apirtment and see mY etchings?" An example from counseling
w9uld be clients talking about their supervisor saying, "He doesn't bother me."- with a
harsh voice through* clenched teeth. Much of the meaning from covert messages is affect,
(emotion) oriented. The covert message often deals with an eniotion Or a responsibility the

1
t)
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-' client would rather nol "own." Reread the example of the client talking about tke super-

visor. Suppose the client h some Problems dealing with auger especially with aulhority

figures Me client disvw9s anger by not, being aware of the feeling, and makes a state-

ment contrary to the emotional facts. Hut the covert message carries clearly through the

medium of voice and clenched teeth. The vast majority of the meaning we get in our
y,

conversation cbmes from the covert messages. It is the covert Atessage which gives us our

first hints of love, anger, fear, and compassion. These feelings are conveyed 'to kis by

touch, voice tone, posture, or even contextual implication beyond the words spoken.

ION OBJECTIVE.

,

,"?

VI%

Select the four basic premises of Dreikurs' model of misbehavior.

INTRODUCTION

One way of understanding desired behavior is to examine some basic premises of

misbehavior and how to change miabehavior.

4i
INFO R MATION

DREIKURS' MODEL

: Premise

Premise I is, "All behavior has a purpose." No matter how .weird or bizarre the

behavior may appear, it is ,serving the client in some fashion. The purpose may be solely

physiological; as regurgitating to relieve an upset slomach during a particularly vicious hang-

over. The purpose may be psychological as in talking so much that the counselor can't

get in a word, thus preventing confrontation. The pur,pose may also be psychological/

Y_
physiological as beating a chair to relieve anger feelings.

-ak

4giegoi..1

Premise II

Premise II states, "The purpose of behavior is

This is a ftll in the ?ank statement: You can never be certain of how a particular

behavior serves a ,clie t unless you ask the client. Some people go to "work to have a

good time. Othera go to work to escape their families, and for some it is a place' to go

die. All the above mentioned people go to work. It takes good questioning and listening

to detect a particular client's purpose in his/her behavior.

Prwhise III

Premise III is, "Behavior that is reinforced will be repeated." The probability of

repetition increases if a behavior is reinforced. If You say, ."Thank you for hugging me;

I really like it." that will greatly increase the chances you'll get hugged again (probably

right that moment). In fact, if you say it again coupled with, t'lrou're really a great

2 50,
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hugger!" you may wind up staying there for an indefinite period of time. Not onlY will
reinforcement bicreme the probability of getting what wo want, but also what we don't

.want. For example: If someone who is angry comes in the (Mice and you. say, "Hey,
turkey. What are you yammering about?" they will probably give you a good dose of
impr. If you up the ante following that outburst by saying, "Hey, I didn't ask to get .
.yelled at." you might even get a punch in the nose'. In summary, if you want something-
bad enough to get, it, stroking (reinforcing) the behaviors you want repeated, will help you.

Premise IV

The fourth premise is, "To change misbehavior, stop reinforcing the behavior." Implied
in this is not only to stop reinforcing the .behavior you don't want but to start reinforcing
the behavior you do want. Reinforcing a "good" behavior 'that is incompatible with the'
misbehavior is just as important as not reinforcing the misbehavior. For example: The
statement, "I really like it and listen better when you're speaking to me'in this calm voice."
reinforces a behavior (calm tone of voice) which is incompatible with the misbehavior
(yelling). This coiicept is simple. The application requires considerable thought, however.

The technique is .,very powerful.

OBJECTIVE

Identify Dreikurs' four classical misbehaviors and appropriate disengagements.

.INTRODU CTIgN
6

We will examine four classical misbehaviors
from the misbehaviors.

INFORMATION

and then look at the possible disengagements

DREIKURS' CLASSICAL MISBEHAVIOR' AND DISENGAGEMENTS

Misbehavior I

The first misbehavior is "attention" (refer to page 8). The perion's overt message is,
"Hi, how's everithing going? Shrinking any heads today?" The covert message' being,
i'Somebody plea* pay attention to Me." This is a sneaky way to get some strokes. It
was used rather .dian saying, "Hey, I need mime attention." It was probably used because
the person felt it was not okay or not acceptable for adults to ask for attention. The
feeling of the receiver of the message is one of irritation; as if a small child wanting a
drink of-water only when you're on the phone. '4 The expectation of the mender is that
yott'll pay 'attention to Me even if it is to tell me to get the heck out of the office.

. Now that we've identified the misbehavior let's look at,some ways the counselor can get
"tinhooked"or become 'disengaged.
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The second misbehavior is "Boss." This is the most common institutional, and there-

fore, military misbehavior. "Boss" begins with a, "Have you stopped beating your wife"
message that no matter how you answer you lose. For exaniple: A. seemingly innocent
but angry question of, "Are you going to help me?" can be answered, by a "Yea" or "No."

.lf you answer, "No" the client gets to stay mad. If you say, "yes", the clients can then
escalate their demands iyoelp to an impossible height where we are sure to fail, and then
the client gets to be angry again. The covert message is, "I'm angry at you." The expec-
tation is that the receiver will decide to fight or run. This fight or run can be either
physical or, more commonly, psychological. One way to run psychologically is by defend-

... ing ourselves. For example: The client says, "Dammit, I want iome -help herer and the
counselor comes up with all kinds of reasons why they can't -help; they're not responsible,
ett. A fighting response to that statement 'would be, "Oh yeah, what have you clone' about
it?" With either response, the client gets to stay angry and little is accomplished.

,,,:h,........s...* --4

4,1111

1084
LIDISENGAGEMENT ONE. The first disengagement is pay no attention to the overt

message, "Hi!" In our culture if you act like the 'wind is blowing when someone says,
"Hello." They are likely to get highly offended. Not Only might they be offended, but
also bad mouth you i1l QVCI the place. This makes the second disengagenwnt preferable.

DISENAGEMENT TWO. The second disengagement is to set up the situation so you
can stroke the person tor behaViors you want. For eiaraille: When they -say, "Hi," .you
say, "Wow, am I glad to see you. I need some help iu fixing or cleaning out the

(fill in the blank)." And then talk while they help you do your wosk. One

of two things will happeh. Either you get extra help around the place that you don't have

to pay for other than idle chatter, ur the penion decides to go play elsewhere. Each way
you .win.

-s
Misbehavior II

af

DISENGAGEMENT. The disengagement is to not fight and npt run away. In Transac-
ew 4tional Analysis (TA) terms, the way for the counselor to get into their adult. The counselor

can get into their adult by asking questions of themselves like, "If I fight or get acared,
how might that serve this client?" One answer, to the above quesilon might be, "As long
as we fight or I rtin, the client doesn't have to change." When the counselor begins to
see the "Boss" misbehavior as part Of the client's larger game plan, the counselor can look
at the threatening statement more objectively and not get hooked,

Misbehavior III

The third misbehavior is doubterhurt. This is' like "Boss", a power game, but it is
power with a vengeance. Parents sometimes get into this game with statements like, "If
you really loved me, you, wouldn't have . . . joined the Air ,Force; married him/her; moved
away and left me, ete." Clients get into this with statement& like, "Here I trusted you and
look "what happened." or "If it weren't for you, I'd be okay!" When counselors buy this
package they feel hurt &nil guilty. The expectation is that the counselor will end up taking
responsibility for the client's problems.

4

5 0
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DISENGAGEMENT. The disengagement is to not feel guilty and make statements Ifte,

"How might it be serving you in some fashion to make me responsible for your bad feelings:"
The ,basic issue for the counselor is putting responsibility back witk:th, client where it belongs.

Misbehavior IV

1 In "disabled," the client brings in an ostensibly straight problem like, "I'm having this
foiroblem with my, supervisor; will you help me?', Then as the counselor gives saggestioqs, the

es*client responds with, "Yes . . . but . . .." followed by the circumstance that mak at an
unworkable suggestion. The covert message being that the clients are powerless to hange
the situation and therefore not responsible . for what is happening In their life. By getting
hooked into, "Yes . . . but . . ." and the concomitant (accompanying) disablement, the
counselor ends up feeling frustrated and often vaguely angry. The expectation is that the
counselor will eventually join the client and give up on this hopeleu problern.

DISENGAGEMENT ONE. The first way is to not give up and keep giving suggestions
until the client takes one. Experience indicates that this method takes lots of energy. Clients
generally come back indicating how hard they triedbut even that didn't work and you then
startt over again with new suggestions.

DISENGAGEMENT TWO. The second method is to "collapee" on the client. Collapsing,
on the client Li done by agreeing that their problem is insolvable. If you are feeling
particularly playful, you may even exagerate the problem and possible consequences. For
example: A client statement might be, "I can't get along with tny supervisoK," followed by
an explanation and helpless look. The counselor might respond with, "Gee, that is terrible;
it sounds absolutely helpless to me. Looks as if you'll get kicked out of the service, etc,"
The client's general response la, 'Well, it's not THAT bad." The counselor then follows
with, "Well, it looks bad to me. What could you do to change what's happening?" Then
confront unreasonable solutions like someone dying pretending the client has cancer and
needs symPathy or any other nonfunctional solution.

DISENGAGEMENT THREE. ,The third method, the one preferred by the author, is to
name the game. In this iilethod, the counselor makes a few suggestions and' gets; "Yes . . .

but! . ." maneuvers. The counselor disengages'!by indicating what has been happening; i.e.,
the ostensible requesi for information,, the counselor's Suggestions, and the client's discount
of the suggestions by the "Yes . . . but . . ." In this sense you, the counselor, are an
observer of the "process" of the counseling relationship. The counselor then asks, "How
might it be serving you in some fashion -to have an insolvable pfoblem." At first, clients
generally profess having thit 'problem serves them in no way, but as they get into their
fantasies about how it might be serving, tbey come p with interesting answers. For
example: The "problem wieh my supervisor" issue often yields answers such as "If we quit
fighting, I might have to change and I'm scared about that." The above statements get to
guttlevel issues the resolution of which yields d much healthier client.

OBJECTIVE

Identify four steps to disengagpment using Beier's Mgcle .

's

5
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INTRODUCTION

4

Most of us twcome readily engaged or "hooked" into certain txaps clients set often
outside their awareness. The difficult thing about applying this model is recognizing that
we are becoming engaged and finding a way to become disengaged.'

INFORMATION

BELER'S DISENGAGEMENT

Engagement/Disengagement

First, let's review the difference between an engagement and a disengagement. Then
we can look at the four steps of diaengagement.

ENGAGEMENT. An engagement is an attempt to control the 'response of the coun-
selor. "Engagement" and "covert message" are often the same thing. So, like the covert
message, the engagement is ost often a control message out of the awareness of the client,
and usually it has emotiohal ontent. For example, the statement, "I'm going to kill myself."
is a very controlling message t at powerMly limits most counselor's range of responses. The

covert message is a powerful, "Somebody betfer take care of me." Most counselors will,
appropriately, take up that duty, at least on a short term basis, until the clldnts are better
able to take care of themselves.

DISENGAGEMENT. A disengagement is the,counselor not being controlled. For exam-
ple, if the counselor had knowledge that,_"I'm going to kill myself," is another emotional
blackmail ploy by their client, then the counselor might respond, "I see you're' into black-
mail with me again. What's that all about?" This would disengage from the suicide statement
and get to the issue under it...

Step One .For Disengagement: The first step in disengagement is for the cgunselors to
be in touch with themselies. The counselors can get in touch with themselves by asking,
"rhat am I feeling? What is happening to me? Do I generally want to tell people 'Same to
ya!' when they say 'Afternoon, counselori Do I generally/4sant to put my arm around

.44,NSSof, people and say 'Poor. baby, I'll take care of you'?" 1
Step Two. The second step is for the counselor to ask, "How might my feeling for.

.thinking like this serve the client's pathology?" For example, "How might my wanting to
punch the client in the mbuth be serving the client in some fashion?" In asking this

, question, the counselor 'is automatically developing smile hypothesis around the nature of
the client-counselor 'relationship. If the tentative answer to the above question is, "As king
as we tight the client won't have to go to work.", then the next step is automatic.

Step Three. The third step is to ask "How can I disengage? . How could I feel/respond
differently?'' In the above example, a disengagement might be to suggest to the client that
they are very good at playing "Let's fight." Cite some examples of the provocati+e behavior
(with appropriate appreciative chuckles), and ask, "How might our fighting be serving (the
client) in some fashion?" In TA terms, asking this third question puts the counselors in

. thair adult, a much bitter ego state to disengage from. 4
6 u A
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Step Foiir. The fourth and last step is to disengage; to act differently. If the client's

feeling state/behavior thanges then the disengagement is successful. If the client's feeling
state/behavior stays the same, then counselor and/or client are still hooked on some level>Go back to step two.

SUIrmary

This study guide has given an efhictive model for short term rehabilitation counseling.
It indicates how to recognize covert messages and a model of misbehavior. The last partof the SG states of four classical misbehAviors end explains a general model for disengage-
ment. If you apply these principles you will help * lot of people.

lop
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1. Attention

2. Boss

3. Counter-
huit

. Disabled
Client
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SUMMARY CHART OF THE DREIKURS AND BEIER'S MODEL

OVE RT
MESSAG E

COVERT
. MESSAGE

FEELING OF EXPEC'TATION
RECIPIENT OF SENDER

'COUNSELOR) (CLIENT) DISENGAUMENT

Hi!

.-

Pay attention to
me.

Irritated. Pay attention. 1. Don't attend. 2. Stroke
desirable behavior.

What's going on
here? or Is this
any way to run a
railroad.

I'm anigy at you. . Scared or
angry. .

Recipient will
either fight or
nm away.

Don't figtit or be angry.
Don't run away or be scared.

. , .
.

It's your fault
that I'm failing
or If you really
cared, You'd . . .

I'll make you
feel as bad as I
feel.

Hurt.,

,

7

Recipient feels
bad, takes respon-
sibility.

Don't be hurt. Don't.take
responsibility.

,

Help me. Counselor
gives suggestion.
Client Yes . : . but-.

I'm helpless,
powerless . . . not
responsible.

-

trated
Recipient gives
up.

,

1. Don't give up. 2. Col-
lapse. 3. Name the game
(Disabled).

0
51 ;
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d. Understanding the role of'
the alcohol counselor allows for
growth throtigh change.

0001 .

3ALR734306/30LR7361160ZR7364B-III72 COUNSELING THE ALCOHOLIC

PART TT - TFACHING GUTDF

'INTRODUCTION (10 Minutes)

AtTENTION

MOTIVATION

Explain the importance of apply-
ing students' knowledge of
counseling to the alcohol abuser.

a. Incfeased emphasis on
alcohol education and rehabilita-
tion in the Air Force, because of
the realization of how many Air
Force members are affected.

b. The alcoholic employs a
variety of defense mechanisms due
to the nature"of the condition.

c. Counseling alcoholics
requires personal introspection
4s to ou'r goals and objective&
regardlng the very nature of what
an alcoholic is and what Alcohol-
ism is.

.A4m

OVERVIEW

1. Cover the lesson objectives
with the class.

2; Develop the lesson chronology.

3

4
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a. Types of alcoholism.

b. Success requirements.

c: Goals and otjectives in

counseling-

d. Motivation and.the alco-
holic.

e: The resistant alcoholic.
,

f. Denial, constructive cowl
frontation, and client responsi-
bility.

146Te : PAGE /091 IS MISSING; HoWeVeR,
ALL MA-rgRIAL Is INCLATheb:4 -

51A,
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PRESENTION

2a CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
, three basic requirements for suc-
cess asr a eoudselor in the field of
alcohol abuse and alcoholism.-

1. Reemphasize that in the role as
counselors it is netessary to
"enable" the client to deal with
reality as the client knows it.

a. This requirement of "eti-
abling" is predicated upon under-
standing the causes of and, thus,
the attitudes involved in alcohol-
ism.

(1) Some psychological
tauses of alcoholism are 'Freudian,
Adlerian, personality, and trans-
actional analysis (TA) theories'.

4

(2) Some theoretifal
physiologieal causes of alcoliblipm'
are ganetotrophic, genetic, siad',
endocrine.'

b. The question which must .

answered Under the principle,of
"enabling" is, "How 'does grawtit .

the.capacity for self-
determination and responsibllity.
occurt"

(1) Counseling.(enabl-
ing) shows us that one does not_
cure irtesponsibility or egocentric-:
ity by a direct attack, nor does
one produce real self-determination
by increasing the individual's guilt
load.

(2) Cultural, moral, and
educational attitudes afcect the
understanding of the alcoholic and
alcoholiim.

6

a 51
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(a) Culturally
(Temperance Movement).

(b) Morally. The
assumption is that by emphasiz-
ing the personal culpability of
the alcoholic, it will make hied
her responsible; i.e., more. moral.

,

1.- Direct
attacks on irresponsibility and
egocentricity only increase
defenses and inaccessibility to

41 the client.

2. Moral
approach may change surface behav-
ior; i.e., behaving more morally
in accoridance with the ethical
code of culture.

3. Enabling
demands the respect of the indi-
vidual.
Ar

("Skid Row")..
Educationally

2. Explain that the second require-
ment is that since growth in the
capacity for.self-determination
comas is a person feels less
Hguilty, the counselee must.be more
ible,to accet self and surround-
ings.

a., There are two assumptions.

(1) People are what they
are largely because of the basic
character structure.

(2) People havea power
to change (redecide). "I'm not
OK, they're OW1:(pre-alcoholic)
is moved to "I'm,OK, theyfre not
OK" (alcoholic).

7
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b. Release from the cycle of'

guilt and compurlsion makes self-
determination possible.

(1) This release is pos-

sible unpler counseling through
the principle of acceptance.

(a) Acceptance

lowers the alcoholic's defenses
and allows him/her to face the
truth.

(b) Direct attacks

on the alcoholic only increase
his/her need to defend self.

(2) This release from
the cycle of guilt and compulsion
is also possible under the aus-
pices of Alcoholics Anonythous (AA).

(a) AA give grow)
acceptance and sickness conception.

(b) Putting 'the

sponsibility for the allergy to
A

alcohol on the "sickness" and the

reispon4ibi r 'the change of

personalit pattern,which 'has

driven the individUal to 'drink,
allows him/her to lower personal
defense mechanisms; i.e., allows
for self-acceptance and responsi-
bility.

(3) Culturally, we are
taught that willpower/morality
will allow us tq change.

-(a)' If the. alcohlic
,thinks his/her problem-is a sick-
ness, society puts on pressure for

sick peoPre tojet treatment.

(b) Culturally, some
counselors state, "I will help the

8

it
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suffering alcoholic.but punish the
-celebrant,"

1. The search
for pleasure is part of the
addiction. -

Q. This is ttie

.
pleasure -- anxiety process in
the conditioning of the sickness.

. If the
presence of elementsfl.of self-

,
gratification prey:Oka a malady
from being a true sickness, then
all neuroses must be eliminated
fromithe category of "sickness";
i.e., all neurotic "solutions"
involve some satisfaction, how-
ever warped.

3. Explain that,the counselor
must possess a ppsitive.attitude
toward alcohol abusers, alcoholics,

and alcoholism. The third prin-
ciple of counseling is that the -

counselor must 06 a lot of personal
self-examination on the ethical \,

problems of alcoholics.

i. Come up with a working
hypothesis, based on thinking
feeling about the fundamental
problems of freedom, determinism,
and personal responsibility.

b. A counseloesirelation-
ship will be influenced by heart-
felt beliefs concerning alcoholism.

c. On personal responsibilityl,
"Society greases the'slope down
which the alcbholic slides."; i.eT
the chaos of the world and confu-J
sion and conflict on drinking and
drunkenness; the traumatic'circumr-
stances to which many children are

9

11
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r"

subjected, contribute to the sick-
ness of society of which alcohol-

ism is one manifestation.

d. The goal of psychological ,

health_is the enhancement of self-
determination; i.e., the capacity
of a self to achieye responsibility
for itself.

(1) To the
person is driven by
sion, he/she is noA
ing; i.e., not able
ible.

extent that a
inher compul-
self-determin-
to be respons-

(2) Heredity, environ-
ment, childhOod-conditioning, and
unconscious. drives are faCtors
which impinge on decision:making.
The compulsive person is a victim
of these factors if he/she is
unable to arrange them for personal
purposes.

EVALUATION

1. What are the'five types of
alcoholism?

2. Which type reptesents the
episodic drinker?

3. Which type represents the
habitual excessive drinker?

4. .What.are the three require-.
ments for success as a counselor
in the field of_acohol abuse and
alcoholism?

PRESENTATION

2b CRITERION OBJECTIVE: -Identify
two major goals and four objectives
in counseling the alcoholic.

10
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1. Explain th much of 1(tKe lack

of precision in ounseling pro-
cedures is a result of the coun-
selor's confusion about the goals,
,or,the couneelor's striving
towa-rd unrealistic goals.',

a. The firitt major goal is

to help the alcoholic grow toward
full potential for personhood,
constructive relationships, and

4 productive living.

b. The second goal is helping
the person achieve ongoing abstin*
ence from the drug (alcohol).

(1) With the chronic
alcoholic, more limited goals
prove to be the onlytes which
are realistic or ach able;

e.g., reduction in the number of
"binges," days lost from work,

'driving while intoxicated (DWI)
charges, etc.

(2) With alcoholism,\any
degree of improvement is valuable.

2. Identify the four objectives
in counseling the alcoholic-.

a. Subsumed under these
goals (particularly the'second.
one) are four operative'objec-
tives. These are seen as over-

,'
lapping stages of treatment.

b. The objectiVes are.to'
help the alcoholic:

(1) Accept the fact that
his/her drinking is,a
with which he/she needs helipAlt,

(2> Obtain medical treat-
ment.

ii.4eC:1 A
-;Ise4

4.
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(3) Interrupt the addic-
tive cycle and keep it interrupted
by learning to avoid the first
drink.

(4) Achieve a resynthesis
of the alcoholic's life without
alcohol.

3. Explain that alcoholism fs a
complex condition; i.e., team
effort is needed.

a. The minimum membership
consists of the following:

(1) Physician.

() AA.

(3) Coun4elor.

(4) Alcoholic.

b. The counselor is the
coordinator.

c. Referral-is necessary.

(1) Referral for soMe
counselors is another way of
saying, "Let George do it."

(2Y The danger of refer-
ral is that this may be inter-
preted by the alcoholic as rejec-
tion.

(3) "Letting George do
it" alloWs the counselor to miss
an opportunity to help the alco-
holic in.the unique ways he/she
is capable.

(4) Referral must be
seen as a sharing of responsibil-
ity, not as a shifting of it.

12
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(5) Referral demands
familiarity with available
resources; AA, Alanon,
Alateen, a physician who deals
with alcoholics, psychothera-
pists, alcohol information centers,
alcohol clinics, alcohol-rehabili-
tation centers, halfway houses
for alcoholics, etc.

EVALUATION

1. What are the two major goals
in counseling the alcoholic?

2. What are the operative objec-
tives in working with an alco-
holic?

3. Why should referral be handled
carefully?

PRESENTATION

2c CRITERION OBJECTIVE; Identify

the difference betweepomotivation
'and a lack of it in the alcohol
abuser or the alcoholic and ten
questions which will assist the
counselor in determining the
client's motivation.

1. Again emphasize that counsel-
ing is always a perception. The
techniques should be seen as
suggestive, rather'than defini-
tive.

a. During the first contact
with an alcoholic client, it if;
essential to find out to what
extent he/she is open to help and'
what kind of help is desird
(perception).

13
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b. The client's motivation
must not be overlooked; other-
wise, counseling is nonproductive.

2. Differentiate between motivma-
tion and a lack of motivation in
the alcoholic.

a. Generally *eking inade-
quate motivation ii'the resu4 of

the alcoholic's seeing alcohol as

a solution. Then, the alcoholic
wants help in avoiding the conse:-
quences of personal behavior or
the crisis circumstances he/she
feels confront him/her.

b. Motivation, adequate to
successful treatment, is present
when the alcoWic sees alcohol
as one factor Which contributes
to personal problems.

(1), The alcoholic will
have a desire to change personal
behavior patterns.

(2) .The alcoholic sees
inner pain as a result of his/
her use of alcohol.

c. The key question in deter-
mining the alcoholic's motivation
is: Is the alcoholic able to
admit that alcohol is giving him/

her serious trouble and that he/
she needs help in handling it?

3. Explain that the discovery of
the nature of an alcoholic's
motivation can be accomplished
through a variety of questions
in the first interview.

a. What does the Alcoholic
see as his/her problem?

14
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h. From the slcoholic's point
of view, is drinking a problem or
a solution?

c. Does the alcoholic see
drinking as a cause of personal
problems or simply as a way of
gaining relief from them?

d. Does the alcoholic feel
a need for help from others
(from the counselor)?

e. If the answer to the pre-
ceding question is, "Yes," what
kind of help does the alcoholic
want (pacify spouse, help to drink
moderately, etc.)?

f. Why did the alcoholic seek
help when he/she did?

g. Was the alcoholic threat-
ttpied or "dragged" into coming by

_,4pouse?

h. Is there some special .

crisis which puts the alcoholic
under acute pressure at the moment,
but which will pass?

.i. Is the alcoholic's primary
motivation for.coming external
pressure or internal pressure?

j. Ask enough questions to
gain a,ptcture of the alcoholic's
motivation for coming and the
help expected.

PRESENTATION
4

2d CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
three guidelines employed in coun-
seling the resistant alcoholic.

15
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1. Explain chat. the first major
guideline for an alcohol counselor
to remember is to accept the
alcoholic's right not to accept
help.

a. Implicit in this guide-
line is the counselor's need to
succeed.

b. In some cases, the coun-
selor's acceptanceof the alco-
holic's right and freedom hot
to accept help aehtually is a
dynamic factor in enabling the
alCoholic to accept help. i.e.,
not "buying Iiito" a possible
"game."

2. Explain that the second guide-
line is the importance of discover-
ing the point dr points at which
the client is hurting.

a. This is the time when
help is most likely, to be
accepted.

b. "Hurt point(s)" can be
found by encouraging the alcoholic
to talk about personal problems
AS HE/SHE SEES THEM.

c. The counselor's job is to
assist the alcoholic to see any
relationship which exists between
"hurt points" and his/her drink-
ing.

-

(1) Information from the
alcoholic may be distorted or
incomplete at,the beginning to
"feel out" the taUnselor's will-
ingness to listen, accept,.and
understand (rapport).

,

16
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(2) The counselor must
resist the temptation to pres-
sure the client to give mote
information (remember guilt
defense mechanisms previously
mentioned).

d. The important point to
remember is that whether or not
the alcoholic gives an accurate
picture of his/her drinking, his/
her discussion of it gives the
counselor an opportunity to plant
seeds of understanding and seeds
of creative anxiety.

e. Some questions to ask the
client regarding personal percep-
tion of his/her drinking are:

(1) Do you sometimes find
yourself drinking more than you
intend?

J2) Do you ever get a bit
defensive when your spouse ques-
tions you about whether you are
danking too much?

f. The defensive alcoholic
ofted will deny that he/she has

Ihad any e erienees mentioned by
the counse r.

(1) The effort was not
wasted.

(2) The counselor may
have helped the alcoholic to begin
to recognize the symptoms of
alcoholism in his/her drinking
behavior.

(3) Creative anxiety was
sown by the counsel*" which may
flower into willingness to face
the reality of i drinking problem.

17
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I. ' Explaln that once the alcoholic
begins to become more open to help,
it is advisable, its a third guideir
line, to emphasize the physical
component in alcoholism. -

a. Drdwing an analogy between
the alcoholic's problem and
allergic reactions is an effective
way of communicating to the alco-
holic that his/her illness is a
reality, and treatment is essential
to recovery.

(1) Psychological explan-
ations still carry overtones of
moralism and "freewillism" in our
culture.

(2) Medical analogies
seem to escape these overtones.

(a) This area serves
as a bridge to acdepting the phys-
iological components in the illness
of alcoholism.

(b) ConditioA in

allergy or diabetes as an analogy
with alcoholism haile characteris-
tics of being incurable BUT TREAT-
ABLE. Both must live within
limitations imposed by their
conditions.

(c) Both cohditions'
involve a malfunction of the
organism and, if untreated,
becomes progressively more severe.

b. The counselor should pre-
sume the presence, in some degree,
of resistance.

(1) Openness may subside
as the pain and memory of the
suffering resulting from exces-
sive drinking subside.

18
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(2) The-slcohdlir then
begins to question whether or not
he/she really is an alcoholic,
since.he/she feels so well and is
obviously in competent control of
his/her life. At this point, the
person's knowledge of the nature
of the illness (including the
tendency to rationalize) .can help
the person resist taking a course
that will probably eventuate in a
drinking bout.

EVALUATION

1. What constitutes the differ-
ence between motivation and a
lack of it in the alcoholic?

2. What thiee guidelines should
be employed in couseling the

- ,resistant alcoholic?

3. Why might it be difficult for
a counselow to accept the rejec-
tion of help by the alcoholic?

4. Is an accurate account of the
drinking history by the alcoholiC
important?

PRESENTATION

2e CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
five reasons for problem denial by
the alcoholic, the meaning of con-
structive confrontation, and the
importance of stressing client
responsibility.

1. Identify the five factors which
result in the alcoholic's denial
of his/her problem.

19
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a. Fear of the pain of abstin-
ence (life without the pain killer).

b.' Fear of not belongihg to a
drinking group (which is enjoyable).

c. Feeling that alcohol is
all that matters.

d. Blow to self-esteem of
admitting loss of control.

e. Fear of what it might do
to job, family, church, or social
relations to be identified as an
"alcoholic."

2. Explain that implicit in these
fears is the values clarification
process; i.e., prizes choice, and
action (PCA), plus viable alterna-
tives.

a. It is important that the
counselor deal with empathy, and
understanding when the client is
admitting a need for help with
these inner barriers.

b. If the client can bring
fears into the open, the help of
the counseling process becomes
available for coping with them.

3. Explain that constructive
confrontation is one of the many
fotms of help.

a. The alibi system can be
dgalt with in this manner through
the technique of "I have a hunch."

it

b. By showing understanding
of how difficult it is for the
alcoholic to let go of alibis,
the counselor may help him/her to
do so.

20
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c. if the alcoholic is "ripe"
for treatment, this direct attempt
to reduce the operation of bis/her
rattonalization system may be
effective.

(1) If not, the alcoholic
may become more defensive for the
time being; but, the seeds of
recovery may\have been planted.

(2) If the person is
obviously defensive, it is wise
to understate the case and, thus,
avoid a head-on collision with
his/her defenses, which only
makes them more rigid.

4. Explain t t constructive
confront, eans confronting
the person, reality and help-
ing him/heflook at it squarely.

a. The alcoholic may
resent the counselor's picture of
the truth of his/her drinking and
its consequences. Yet, in spite
of this, constructive wheels may
be set in motion in the alcoholic's
thinking.

b. Offer help and hop6, at the
same time holding lip reality (ITA)
firmly and accep6igly. It is
less difficult forIthe alcoholic
to face the grim f4ct that his/
her life is in shaOles because of
drinking, if he/shA knows ihere are
effective ways of itopping and
rejoining the humanrace (viable
alternatives). .

1

1

I

5. Explain that it is essential
sto keep the respons

t

bility for.
recovering with the alcoholic.

a. Only the al
or stay sober. It

4444olag 21
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Es

for him/her. The alcoholic must
accept this responsibility or he/
she is lost-

(1) The alcoholic's
dependent side tends to draw the
counselor into the trap of assum-
ing responsibility for the alco-
holic's sobriety.

: (2) The alcoholic likes
to see1 ; the counselor as a "wonder-

workei" who can "cure" him/her of
alcoholism.

(3) Let the alcoholic
know, gently but firmly, that no
one, including God, can cause him/
her to recover from alcoholism
unless he/she takes the initiative
and is willing to work for
recovery.

b. To avoid becoming ensnared
in assuming responsibility for the
alcoholic's sobriety or lack of
it, the counselor must strive not
to become ego-involved 4n the out-
come of the counseling process
(need for suceess). This is phe
one kind of counseling wherein a
counselor's "success drive" is
detrimental bp both.tbe counselor
and the client.

1001,
(1) The counselor loses

confidenCe and sense of accomplish-...A ,

ment and respect for the client.

t' .4.014

'(2) The alcoholic may
sense that the counselor'has too
great,a stake in his/her getting
sober/and has a "weapon" to use
against the counselor in periods
of hostility and anti-dependency.

\
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(3). The alcoholic can
frustrate the counselor by not
moving into sobriety.

(4) The alcoholic may
detect this desire for success as

ng manipulated (connotive sense)
and eact to the counselor in the
V=4 way he/she would to a mission
worker who gives the alcoholic the
impression that he/she is inter-
ested in the alcoholic as an_oppor-
tunity to save a soul.

(5) When the alcoholic
playing the game of "Wino" puts
him/herself in an untenable posi-
tion in order to get help, he/she
is sAying that people in power
ppsitions who could really help
are "not OK." They wait until
he/she is nearly dead before they
help,

APPLICATION

11

1. In a smal

1

group, have the
students role- lay the four
counseling roles (see Attachment

. ,1).

2. The four counseling roles.deal
specifically with four distinct
alcohol behavior patterns. Assign
the roles, one at a time, to atu-
dents, who will act as counselor
and client. Allow at least ten
to fifteen minutes fox each.role.

.3. At the end of.each simulated
counseling session, process,the
counseling session, process the
counseling techniques employed,
the possible "game" the client'
was in, and the disengagement j
techniques used." Total tithe tor

23
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processing should not exceed
fifteen minutes.

'4. Two roles per hour should be
41accomplished and processed.

'WO

SUMARY

1

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes) 4

1: To understand the counseling
relationship with alcoholics, it
is necessary to determine what is
an alcoholic and what is alcohol-
fsm.

2.. The three principles of coun-
seling involved in understanding
the alcoholic and alcoholism
involve self-examipation of per-
sonal values and tiVfinitions in
areas of freedom and determinism
acceptance, and enabling the
client to .deal'with the reality of
his/010 World through understand-
ing.

3. Motivation on the part of the
counselor and the'client is
important! Examination of the
ien questions -to determine client
motivation is paramount to under-
standing the client's intentions
and therole that alcohol is
playing in his/her life.

4. lbealing with thg resthant
alcoholic inliplves the acceptance
bf his/her right to fail and
finding out where'his/hir "hurting
points" are. -Finally, the physical
omponents of alcoholism must be
emphasized.

5. A knowledge of the alcoholic's
reasons for denial will assist the

24 1
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counselor in the "enabline func-
tion. impo.rtant in this area is
the concern over constructive
confrontationj.

REMOTIVATION/CLOSURE

1- As drug/alcohol officers and
noncommissioned officers, the
misinformation and attitudes of
thes populace will be your major
concern in dealing with the
alcoholic.

2. Alcohlism is the most mis-
understood condition!" It is
receiving more and more importance
within and without the militau.

3. The alcoholic will employ more
defense mechanisms to stop assist-
ance than any other txpe of coun-
selee! Knowledge of ehis resist-
ance and self-examination of
personal attitudes is paramount.,TsOgo
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4. Thank you for your participa-
tion and attention.

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary technical train-
ing assignnant, if apvopriate.

25
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COUNSELING THE ALCOHOLTC

Role-Playing

1. ROLi L. Your reasons for using alcohol are, as stated by you,
assbciafed with the work situation. Your object is to "goad" the
counselor into getting you into a more favorable job, which will
enable you to control your drinking. In actuality, you.are deny-
ing that alcohol is the problem, and projecting the cause and
nature of your trouble on to the.job. You-are raiiorfalizing, in
order to avoid facing the real problem -- YOU AND ALCOHOL.

2. ROLE II. You are not willing to abitain totally from alcohol,
and use the following studies as justification:

a. Cain, The Cured Alcoholic, 1964. "It is.possible, with
the exception of alcbholic psychotics, for any alcoholic to learn
to drink normally.".

11110

1

b. Davies; Normal D in Recovered Alcoholics. In 100
Cases, seven put.the 100 wer able to drink .normally.

53 ,
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3. ROLE III. You are a counselee Ao, on his third session with
the counselor, has still not completed the task' which was assigned
during the first meeting. ,In 4iddition, the counselor has found
out, by your own admission, as well as from your wifei that you
have been unable to remain sober. You are very apologetic to the
counselor and promise ?hat a failure like this will never happen
again. You cite the domineering, overreacting, persecutor-like
behavior of both your wife and your boss as the cause of your
failure.

INStRUCTIONS:

Work aroudd to some concession from
days.off to "tmll yourself together
alcoholism and to set the counselor

the counselor, such as a few
." Your goals are to deny your
up as a "persecutor" or a

"patsy. If

4. ROLE IV. You are a counselee who has # variety of "angles"
that you will play with the counselor; in order'to secure gratifiT
cation on the one hand, and prove that nobody loves you on the
other. Your main problem is that your.wife is incapable of show-
ing you the affection that you require. You typically start
drinking at home, and then attempt to make love to youtiwife, who
pushes you (la drunk) away. You leave to seek your affection else-
where. On this occasion, you have brought your-wife with you to
work with the counselor. She insists that you are the problem,
not her, and, therefore, refuses to participate in treatment, or
the conversation.

2
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CounselinQ Techniques

c. PART IV.- COUNALING THE ALCOHOLIC

OBJECTIVE

Identify basic principles and tecpliiques for counseling alcoholic
clients.

1 ..

INTRODUCTION \

i

As a result of reading this SG, you will be able to better understand
the alcoholic and the workings of the alcoholic mind. How to understand
and counsel the alcoholic and what can be done for him/her are on the top
of the list of problgms which prove riost puzzling to the counselor. Al-
coholism, as described by.Alcoholic's Anonymous, is "cunning, baffling,
and powerful" and will require all of the countelort creativeness, caring\ and resources to de;a1 with. However, dealing with alcoholics should be
looked upon as a ajor opportunity as well as a major problem for the'
counselor. All fJs not lost, nor is the work futile, there are glimpses
of victory in th' face of the recovered alcoholic that you helped on the
road to a better and happy life. The guidelines presented to you in this
'study guide are Wed methods that have worked in the past and can work
for you. Your attitude toward the alcoholic will have a direct relation-
ship on the number that actually come to you forihdp. Helping the al-
coholic towar'd his/her full potential for personhocid, constructive re-
lationships and productive living are excellent goals for which these
tools of counseling can be used.

INFORMATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR SUCCESS

The first basic requirement'for success as alcohol abuse counselor
is to understand the necessity of enabling the client to fleal with reality,
as the client defines it. Clients suffering from alcohol-abase are
confused over "why" they drink the way they do.. Since we, as counsel.ors,'
are unable to find any one psychological of. physiological cause of al-
coholism, we too, are uniEle to provide the asons "why" alcoholics
drink the way they do.

It is nece'Ssary to understand that mnder the principleApf4enabling
we as counselors will not "cure"-irresponsibility IA a diriln attack
on the drinking habits of the alcohol abuser. Ditect attacks only .

increase the person's guilt-load. Thus, the firgt.basic requirbadt% for
success es alcohol abuser counselor involves our understanding the
cultural, moral, and educational attitudes which contribute to the al-

persedes sG 8.111-3.19, § Apr 1978. mo04o
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coholic's guilt-load. KnOwledge of these attitudes assists us to see
"reality" as the client defines it.

I.

Cultural. Culturally, we are all products of the "Temperance
Movement" in the United States. This attitude first condemned drinking
and those that drank. It progressed to claiming that the substance,
alcohol, was evil. Guilt the obvious outcome from,using this "evil"
substance.

Moral. Morally the.assumption is that by emphasizing the persona)
capability of the alcohol abu3er, it will make him/her more reSponlible,..
and thus more moral. In fact, this attitude increases,the defense Me0h-i
anisms of the client.

Educational. Educationally, alcoholics are'seen as "sk,W.row"
derelicts. Thus, as counselors, operating under the princiOle of
enabling, we must strive to see the client's definition of reality and
provide unconditional, positive regard for the client.

Self Acceptance Increased As Guilt Decreases

The second requirement for success is to help the client become
more able to accept him/her self and surroundings. This capacity for
self determination comes as the client feels less guilty Over the abuse
of alcohol; i.e., release from the cycle of guilt makes self-deterMination
possible. There are three ways to assit the client in this release.

INDIVIDUAL SELF ACCEPTANCE. The first way is through the prOciple
of,acceptance. Acceptance lowers the alcohol abuser's defenses and allows
hiel/her to face the truth. Remember, acceptance does not mean agreement.
Acceptance does not support the.guilt-racket nor does it "stroke" the
alcoholic behavibr. If 'acceptance is not adhered to by the counselor, the
clients need to defend themselves and their behavior will only increase.

,

a 14

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. The second way to help release the cylce Of
guilt from the client is through Alcoholics Anonymous (AA). Alcoholics
Anonymous gives grou0 acceptance to the client, and also applies the
"sickness concept" to alcoholism. The AA approach puts the responsibility
for the allergy to alcohol on the "sickness", thus allowing the client
to lower his/her personal defense mechanisms for self acceptance and
responsibility of behavior without guilt.

CULTURAL STANDARDS. The third Way to help release the client from
guilt is through our.cultural standards. The same culture thSt.provides
guilt to the alcohol abuser also urges a "sick" person to receive assist-
ance to arrest and treat the problem. If alcoholism is explained as a
disease, the clienI may be more willing to.accept treatment since he/she
is not responsible Yor.contracting the disease.

'
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Self Examination

111

The third requirement for success is that we, as counselors,
examine our attitudes towards the fundamental problems of freedom,
determination, and personal responsibility. A counselor's relationshfrO-
can be influenced by heartfelt beliefs conceting alcoholism. We Must
ask such Questions as "Is a perSon free to, abuse alcohol to the detri-
ment of health, family, and careerr "Do people have the right to
determine that they do not need assistance or treatment for their al-
cohol problem?" "What are our limits of responsibility of an unwilling
client?" etc. Answers to these and related questions will assist us
in examining our attitudes towards alcoholics.

MAJOR GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

Major Goals in Counseling The Alcoholic

HELP THE ALCOHOLIC GROW. The first major goal is to help the al-
coholic grow toward full potential for full personhood, constructive
relationships, and productive living. This assists the cliegt to be
happy (OK) with the whole him/her rather than satisfying one part of

.

him/her through alco-R77-Which only provides temporary satisfaction.

HELP THE ALCOHOLIC ACHIEVE ABSTINENCE. The second major goal of
effective rehabilitation courlseling is to help the client achieve
abstinence from the drug--alcohol. While this is not an Air Force
requirement, the Ad Hoc Task Group on Alcohol Abuse established absti-
nence as a goal of rehabilitation for alcoholics and appropriate
problem drinkers. While there is considerable debate in the alcohol
treatment field-tancerning abstinence versus Controlled drinking as a
goal of rehabilitation, the considered opinion of,olcdhol program
managers, medical personnel, and Alcohol Treatment Center Directors is
that abstinence remains the most appropriate coal for all alcoholics -

and for some problem drinkers. This decision is largely due to the
fact that it is impossible to identify that subpopulation for wtich
controlled drinking may be a realistic goal. This.position will be
continually reevaluated in light of new research and treatment tech-
niques in order to insure it remains an appropriate goal. Since
change cannot occur until the drug is removed, abstinence is a realistic
goal for alcoholics. To help the client 'achieve abstinence, it may be
more realistic to aim for more limited goals; e.g., reduction of the
number of bingers over a given period; days lost from d4 to
hangovers; reduced number of DUI/DWI's; etc. Here, the AATdea of .

"one day at a time" can be applied very effectively.

Objective In Counleling The Alcoholic

Included under these goals are four objectives. They are seen as
overlappfhg stages of treatment. The objectives are to help the alcoholic':
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ACCEPT DRINKING IS WHY HELP IS NEEDED. The first objective is for
the-client to accept the factor that his/her drinking is a problem, which
needs help. Not until this objective it. accomplished will any treatment be

successful. Using tht AA model, the very first objective of their program
is admitting to self that alcohol is a serious problem in their lives. This
objective is clearly seen when an alcoholic in an AA meeting announces to
self and others, "I'm Mary, and I'm an alcoholic".

OBTAIN MEDICAL TREATMENT. The second objective is to obtain medical
treatment. This is needed not only for the official diagnosis of an al-
cohol problem, but serves to render medical assistance to physical and
emotional .problems which resulted from the abuse of alcohol; e.g.,
nephritis (inflammation of kidneys), severe emotional dependence.

INTERRUPT ADDICTIVE CYCLE. The third objective is to interrupt
the addictive cycle and keep it interrupted by having the client learn
to avoid the first drink, The Air Force does not require complete
abstinence of a recovering alcoholic in order for the person to be
considered a "successful rehabilitee". The Air Force only requirement
for success is the person's ability to adequately perform at his/her
job and adequate social behavior as it affects the U.S. Air Force. If

alcohol is a problem that is causing problems with a person's job and/or
social behavior, a realistic objective of any therapeutic regimen for a
recovering alcoholic would be complete abstinence, although not required
by Air Force regulations.

'REDEVELOP A NEW LIFE WITHOUT ALCOHOL. The'last objective is for tie
person to achieve a resynthesis of his/her life without alcohol. This
objective refers to the second requirement for success in counse.lJg the
alcoholic (client's acceptance of self and surroundings).

Referrals. Obviously we in Social Actions cannot accomplish-all the
goals and objectives alone. Team effort is needed! The minimum tean
membership consists of the following: physician, AA,,the counselor, the
alcoholic. The counselor is the coordinator for the referral to the other
team members.

- A danger with referrals is that it may be viewed by the client as
rejection. Explanation to the client for the rationale of referral is a

must! Referral must be seen as a.sharing -of responsibility, not as a
shifting of responsibility. Counselors may view referrals as "Letting

George do it". It is critical that counselor thoroughly examine
his/her strengths and weaknesses. If the client legitimately cannot
receive assistance from you, then refer the client to someone who can.
Referral means that we keep."track" of the client while with the referral

agency, thus not "feeding" the client's fear of being rejected due to

their alcohol problems.

MOTIVATION AND QUESTIONS TO DETERMINE IT

Defference Between Motivation and Lack of It
4
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INADEQUATE MOTIVATION. Inadequate motivation is the result of the
alcoholic's seeing alcohol as a solution. What the client wants is help
in avoiding the consequences of personal behavior or the crisis circum-
stances he/she fiirs confront him/her at the time. This can be seen in
the client who comes into Social Actions after a DWI and announces to
the counselor, "I'm here because I want to keep my commander off my back."
This client may not see that his commander is "on his back" because of
the DWI which was caused by his drinking; all he sees is the result
(consequence) of his drinking. In inadequate motivation the client does
mot see, or is unwilling to admit, that his/her drinking is causing the
problems in his/her life.

ADEQUATE MOTIVATION. On the other hand, adeqUate motivation is
present when the alcoholic sees alcohol as one factor which contributes
to personal problems. In other words, "the drinking in my life is
causing me problems". Thus, the key question in determining the al-
coholic's motivation isi "Is the alcoholic able to admit that alcohol
in giving him/her serious troubles and that he/she needs help?"

Questions To Determine Clients Motivation

The discovery of the nature of an alcoholic's motivation can be
accomplished through a variety of questions in thq first interview.
By determining the.client's motivation early, the counselor can recommend
a.much more effective rehabilitation regimen. All of the following
questions need not be asked. Ask enough questions to gain a picture of
the alcoholic's motivation and the help needed or expected.

WHY IS THE ALCOHOLIC HERE NOW?

WHY DID THE ALCOHOLIC SEEK HELP NOW?

WAS THE ALCOHOLIC THREATENED OR "DRAGGED" INTO COMING TO YOU BY
SPOUSE OR SUPERVISOR?

Is there some special crisis which puts the alcoholic under acute
pressure at the moment, but which will pass? These questions can give
the counselor a very good idea ofrbow the client got to Social Actions.
Often the alcoholic is responding to pressure from home. "Either you
get help or I'll leavel"; the job, "Either yoU go to Social Actions
or I go to the commander with my,documentation." With the answers
to these questions, the counselor can not Dnly understand the pressure
the client mak be under, but can also gear the sessions to "reach" that
client; maybe tender and supportive or tough and confrontive.

DETERMINING THE PROBLEM.

WHAT DOES THE ALCOHOLIC SEE AS HIS/HER PROBLEM?

From the alcoholic's point of view, is drinking a problem or a
solution? Initially, most alcoholics don't see the connection between
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their life problems, and alcohol. They see their spouses' nagging or
their supervisor's hasseling as the problem and alcohol as the solution.
In cases like this the counselor can keep pointing to reality--if you
didn't drink so much , your wife would not nag you about being drunk;
if you didn't spend so much money on alcohol, your husband wouldn't
nag ,you about how little-money there is for bills to be paid; if you
didn't go to work drunk or with a hangover, your supervisor wouldn't
hassle you about not doing your job. Here the counselor is showing
the relationship between the problems and alcohol. "When you drink
you have these problems."

NEED FOR 'HELP FROM OTHERS.

Does the alcoholic feel a need for help from others (the counselor)1
What kind of help does the alcoholic want? (Pacify spouse\ help to drink
moderately, stop commander actions, etc.) Sometimes the alcoholic only
wants to solve the immediate problem; "Stop my wife/husband from leaving
me." The counselor may get "hooked" into solving ihese problems for the
alcoholic by calling the spouse or talking to the commander. Often, what
the client wants is not what the client needs. The most effective counselors
can use these questions to get a commitment for change from the client.

How Many Questions Asked?

Did the counselor ask enough questions to gain a picture of the
alcoholic's motivation? The counselor is not limited to the questions
here. By eliminating or adding questions the counselor can establish
a basis for a rehabilitation regimen, counseling sessions, and referrals.

GUIDELINES EMPLOYED WITH THE RESISTANT ALCOHOLIC

Right of Client Not to Accept Help

The first major guideline for an alcohol counselor to remember is to
accept the alcoholic's right not to accept help. In this guideline is
the counselor's need to succeed. Many counselors view this guideline as
a personal affront to their professionalism. As a result they buy into
the client's game of "save me, if you can" and refuse the client's right
to not accept help. The counselor in this game is the rescurer and the
alcoholic the victim. Yet to the client, the counselor is the persecutor
and he/she as the victim.

Discover "Hurt Points"

The second major guideline is to discover the point(s) where the
client is hurting. This is a titre when help is most likely to be accepted.
These "hurt point(s)" can be found by encouraging the client to talk about
personal problems as he/she defines them. .Our job as counselors'is to
assist the client to see the relationship which may exist between the
"hurt point" and his/her drinking. The discussion of the problem(s) gives
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the counselor the opportunity to plant the "seeds" of creative anxiety, i.e.,
willingness to face the reality of a drinking problem.

Emphasize Physical Component

The third guideline is to emphasize the physical compldlent of alco-
holism when the client begins to become more open to help. Drawing an
analogy between the alcoholic's problem and allergic reactions is an
effective way of communicating to the client that his/her problem with
alcohol is similar to an illness that needs treatment for recovery.
Psychologici1Tanation1 still carry overtones of moralism and
"freewillism" in our culture, Medical analogies seem to escape these
overtones. An example of this is to compare alcoholism to diabetes.
Both sufferers must live within limitations imposed by tfleir ponditions.
Both conditions involve a malfunction of the organism and if untreated,
becomes progressively more severe. Both conditions are treatable. This
guideline allows the client to set aside the issue of drinkfng and thus
deal with the causes of the condition.

WHY PROgLEM DENIAL, CONSTRUCTIVE CONFRONTATION, AND WHY
STRESS RESPONSIBILITY

Why Alcoholics Deny The Problem

FEAR OF PAIN OF ABSTINENCE. The first factor is the fear of the
pain of abstinence (life without the pain kil,ler). Involved in this
factor is the fear of the pain of withdrawal. It may be necessary to
help the client overcome this fear by giving limited goals, as dtscussed
previously.

A

FEAR OF NOT.BELONGING. The second factor is the fearof not-belonging-
to a drinking group (which may have been enjoyable). As members of a
drinking group, the alcoholichas a sense of belonging to a group that
provides him/her with a support system, which may be dysfunctional, but is
all the alcoholic has. To give up the "drinking buddies" may also mean
giving up the only support system the alcohoiic has to cope with life.

FEELING THAT ALCOHOL IS ALL THAT MATTERS. The third factor is the
alcohlic's feelings that alcohol is all that matters in his/her life.
For the alcoholic, the drug becomes the primary concern over friends,
family, job. Integrating the client back to his/her job and socialization
with Alther non-alcoholics becomes critical in dealing with this fear.
Then other people and things can become primary concerns rather than
alcohol.

BLOW TO SELF-ESTEEM. The fourth factor is the blow to the alcoholic's
self-esteem by admitting his/her loss of control over alcohol. For the .
alcoholic to admit that he/she can't "handle their liquor" can be very
dramatic; especially when he/she thinks that he/she is the only person
with the problem. This fear often leads the client to hang onto his/her'
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denial of the problem.

FEAR OF STIGMATIZATION. The last factor is the fear of the label

"alcohplic." Unfortunately, many people and institutions still label
alcoholics as moral degenerates. Consequently, many alcoholics fear
what the label might do to job, family, church, or social relationships.
The stigma must be dealt with since it is a real concern to the.client.

UNDERSTANDING FEARS. The client will often use the fears to con-
tinue to deny a problem with alcohol. By bringing these fears into the
open and4discussing them the help of the counseldng process becomes
available for coping with them. The client begins to see that he/she is
not the only one with these concerns and that there is a way of dealing
with them. By showing understanding to the client of how difficult it
is for.the alcoholic to let go of alibis, the counselor may help the
client to do so wtthout causing an 'increase of guilt.

Meaning of Colotructive Confrontation

Constructi've confrontation means confronting the client with reality
and helping him/her look at it squarely. Constructive confrontation is
one of the ways to:deal with the denial system. If the cTient is "ripe"
for treatment, this direct attempt to reduce the operation of his/her
rationalizatiqn system may be effective. The client may resent the
counselor's picture of the truth of his/her drinking and its consequences
fet, in spite of this, constructive wheels may be set in motion in the
client's thinking that help ts available. The counselor's job is to
provide help and hope while holding up reality firmly and acceptingly.
It is less diffiCult for the alcoholic to face the fact that his/her life
is in shambles because of deinking if he/she knows there are effective
ways of stopping and rejoining society.

'Stressing CliePt Responsibility

It is essential to keep the responsibility for recovery with the(

alcoholic. Only the alcoholic can get orstay sober. qe/she must accept
this respOnsibility.or the effort is lost. The 4ginselor4"can establish
the therapeutic re§imen foe sobriety, but only the alcoholic can accomplish
it! Remember the client has been dependent on alcohol to solve his/her
problems in the past, and will nbw try to draw the counselor into the trap
of assuming.responsibility for the sobriety. To avoid becoming ensnared in
assuming responsibility for the client's recovery to lack of it, the coun-
selor must strive not to become ego-involved in the counseling process (the
counselor's need for sucess).. If the counselor takes on the dlient's so-
briety'as a "make it or Liteak it" for the counselor's ego,*the client will
allow the counselor to frustrate him/herself by, &Nays com$ng close to
sobriety but never quite reaching it. The alcoholic will-sensi7M1 the ,

counselor has,too great a stake in his/her getting-sober and use this as a
"weapon" to use against the counselor in periods of deOepdency of hostility.
Thus the counselor loses confidence and sense of accomplishment, as well

4
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' as respeCt for the clienL This is a heavy,price to pay for satisfaction
of Sis/her need to succeed.

SUMMARY

The basic requirements for success as an alcohol counselor are: enabling
the client to deal with reality as the client seeS it; to help the client
become better able to accept him/herself; and counselor self examination of
personal values.

The major goals in counseling the alcoholic are: to help the alcoholic
grow towards-full potential, and to help the alcoholic achieve abstinence.
Included in the goals are essential objectives; to help the client accept
that drinking is why help is needed, to obtain medical treatment, to inter-
rupt the addictive cycle, and for the alcoholiC to redevelop life without
alcohol.

The difference betweennnotivation and the lack of it, on.the part-of the
client, depends on how the clientsees arcohol in his/her life. 'Examination
of the ten questions can hel0 to undeastand the client's intentions and the
rote of alcohol in his/her life.

Dealing with the resistant Woholic invovles the acceptance of his/her
right to fail andlinding out"where he/she is hurting; as well as emphasizing
the physical components of alcoholism.

Knowing the reasons for the alcoholic's.denial will assist the counselor
in the "enabling" function. Important in this area is understancLing con-
structive confrontation.

The field of alcohol counseling is still very new. The information in .

this study guide is an,outline of some of the forward'dynaMict oUwork in* / ,

counseling session with an alcdholic. Using these guidelines will help yoU
to gain more confidence and exilerthe In counseling the alcahoM
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ALCOIIOLISU 00UNSEL.ING ROLE

InmELINGAt)m.
You aro .1 eolinseleC who, on his third session with the counselor, has still
not completed the task which was assigned during the first, meeting._ In addi-
tion, .the co4nselor has found out by your own admission, as.well as from yam
wife, that you have been unable to remain sober. You are very apologetic-to
the counselor and promdse that a failure like this will never happen again.
You cite the domineering, ovtarreacting, pernecuter-like behavior.of both
your wife-and your boss as trYt cause-Of your failure.

Instructions: rt.

Wrotk around to some concession from the counselor, such as a few days off to
pal yourself together. Your goals are to deny your artoholiem and to set
the counselor up as a persecuter or a patsy.

0

tf"

COUNSELING ROLE

Yod Are a counselee who %as a variety of aWgles that you will play with the
counselor in order to secure gratification on the.one hand and prove ,that
nobody loves-you on the other. Your main'problem is that your wife in-
cSpable of Showing, you the affection that you require. You typicall tart
drinking.in the home, and then att
you (a drunk) iway. You leave to s

'occasion you have brought youT wif

t to make love to your:rife, who pushes
ek your affection elsbwhere. On this
with you to work with the counseloi.4! She

insists that you are the problem, not her, end therefore refuses to piirticipate
in treatment, or.the cOnversaiion.

.

4

4

4

Dfagnet
for

Cour.*

Do:110T
Ups on tbm Job.

5 .4
,

Attachment 1

6

.*
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COUNSLLING ROLE

Your reasons-for Using alcohol are, as stated by you, associated with the
work situation. Your object is to goad the counselor into getting you into

more favorable job, which will enable you to control your drinking. In
actuality you are denying that alcohol is the problem, and projecting the
cause and nature of your trouble onto the job. You are rationalising, in
order to avoid facing the real problem, YOU AND ALCOHOL.

43

COUNSELING ROLE

,v

lifer
You are not willing to abstain totally from alcohol,and use the following
stOdies as juatification.

A.4hin, The Cure0 Alcoholic 1964
It is possible, with the exception of alcoholic psychotics, for any

alcoholic.to learn to drjknk normally."
. .4

-.;;.,-;.%1 .B. Davies, formalDlics
I 100 cases, 7 out of tha one hundred were able to drink normally.

.

411P
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ATTENTION

Drug and alcohol abuse' can be
multifacted problem. 'The

problems caused by the abuse
can extend into all areas of
an individuals life - sexual,
marital financial, legal or
medical. For this reason re-
habilitation is seen as a team
effort. Your job in Social
Actions will be to help your
clients get the assistance
they need to accomplish their
rehabilitation. The best way
you can do this is through
effective use of referrals.

MOTIVA ION

lo al Actions can become the
atchall" for everyone on base
ith a problem. While we may

want to help, in many cases we
can't. We may not have the
expertise, time, people; or
responsibility. ,By using refer-
rals effectively we can insure
that those people we can't help
are helped.

. -
1. "r"."

PART II TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min) .

OVERVIEW

1. Steps in establishing and
maintaining meaningful referral
resources.

, 2. The correct procedures for
conducting referral interviews
and 'Provide appropriate referral
follow-up.

7

1124,
LP'B-IIF-1.5

COONSELING TECHNIQUES
(Referrals)

IN

5 5
MI/
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a. Reasons for referral.

b. Preparing to refer.

c. Procedures to follow.

d. How to refer.

e. How to follow-up.

TRANSITION.

We will begin'by looking at

referral resources.

BODY (2 Hrs 50 Min)

PRESENTATION

le. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: identify

the steps in establishirig and main-

taining meaningful referral resources.

1. Explain makiw'a list oravail-

able resources.

a. On base ("brainstrm" viith

class)..
;

. . b. Off base.
:t

(1) Check telephone book.

(2) Ask around; i.e., community

mental hOlath, social workei-s, welfare,

etc.

2. Stress checking out resburces.

'a. Ask 'others who have been

there.

b. Go to see them.

(1) Tell them who you are.
).

(2) Ask what they lo ahd if

they will take referrals.

(3) If referrals ate accepted,

.
under what conditions?

'.2

p.

4r

,

r.
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3. Stress'selecting best resourees.

a. If referral agency won't
answer b(2) and (3), don't refer.

b. .Checloagency qualifications.

4. Stress publishing a reference
guide (Air Force Regulation (AFR)
30-2, Chapter 3).

A. List of problems keyed to
appropriate referral agency(ies).

1W4
4 6 b. Annotated listing of all

*source agencies used.

c. Foll&4ip file.-

"Mf*

EVALUATION

1. What are the four steps to
making a referral?

2. Should you_use all available
resource's for client referral?

3. What does AFR 30-2 require of
each Social Actions office regard-
ing referrals?

-

If. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the dbrrect procedure for conducting
referral interviews and providing
appropriate referral.

1. Reasons for referral.

a. 'Explain the first reason:
Long-term therapy, or too much
time needed now.

b. Second reason: Beyond
your capability.

, (1) Know your limitation
. as part of your job:.

- (2) Never promie more
than you can deliver.

i4fs+.. ._, 3

5 5 t

No'

1.128

4..

TRANSITION:

At,
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c. Third reason: Need for

confirming opinion (alcoholic
diagnosis).

d. Fourth reason: Need for

extra help (explain shared-respon-
sibilitwoncept).

t

(1) Most common referral

tleason.

(2) "Shared" doesn't mean

abdicatiOn of responsibility.

e. Fifth reason: Some other

iOney6.can "get through" better.
,("Wall-to-wall" counseling from a
first sergeant is good for sone .

people).

EVALUATION

Give am example of when you may
need to refer a Social Actions
client.

2. Recommended counselor actions
for self and client preparation,
when clientireferral is anticipated.

a. Discuss counselor preparations

for the interview.

(l) Review of counieling

recorlik (ifestablished).

(2) Review of referral

sources.

b. Emphasize the importance

',. of finding out what the client

needs:

(1) First, question what ,

the client wants.

(2) Clear up ambiguous

responses.

(3) Establish what client

really-needs.

4

. rrAltr:-"Mrr"

TRANSITION:

44.
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c. Explain how tb establish
the referral itself.

(1) Reflect the problem
area based on what the client needs.

(2) Attempt to gain a
commitment to change from the client.
so that client will gain maximum from
the referral.

(3) Indicate the appropriate
helping agency that can best help the
client.

EVALUATION

1. How should the counselor prepare
for an interview when a referral
is anticipated?

2. What process does the counselor
guide the client Wrough to deter-
mine a referral based on client
needs?

3. Why is it importanr to attempt
to gain a committment to change
from the client before referring?

a. Explain the first step:
Document the referral consult.

A (1) Make behavioral state-
ments or quote verbal responses\:

(2) Don't label; just de7,_
scribe behavior.

,01

(3) Labeling can get yoa\
into legal and peofessional troublt.

b. Second step: Escort, in some
situations. (Refer to pathology
symptoms in Mental Health Terminology
lecture).

c. Third step: If possible,
get the client to call (in your
prestice).

5

4

550.

TRANSITION:

.
0
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(1) Helping client to take

responsibility. \ .

(2) Increases probability;
of client making appointment.

time.

- (3) Refer to one dpgency at a

(4) Where possible, refer to
a particular person at an agency.

d. Foutth step: Follow-up.

(1) Mandatory under prov4'
,sions of AFR 30-2.

(2) Most common weak area.
cv

4. How to P rovide follow-up:

Effective follow-up proceudres

1/4

can:

(1) Give feedback on,effec-
tiveness of referral agencies.

(2) Verify that client re-
ceived the,assistance needed.

(3) Demonstrate your cOncern
for the client.

(4) Increase your credibility
with the referral agency.

b. Identify how to Provide follow-
up.

(1) Ask client to call you
witH his/her Derceptions of assistance
provided by agency.

(2) Call agency and ask about
clienCs progress.

'0) Request written report/con-
sult from agency.

EVALUATION

1. What are four procedures to follow
when referring a client.

6

5 3 6

1.:



2. What guidelines should you use
when documenting a referral consult?

3. How can effective follow:up help
insure the credibility of the referral.

APPLICATION

Direct students to small groups.
Based on roleiplaying situation
(Attachment 1), have students
formulate and discuss referral
to be made. Use referral ex-
ercise (See Attachment 1).

CONCCUSION (5 Min)

SUMMARY

Joday, we have examined:

1. Steps in establishing and
maintaining meaningful refer-
ral resources.

2. The correct procedures for
conducting referral interviews
and provide appropriate referral
follow-up.

a. Reasons for referral

b. Preparing to refer.

4 c, Procedures to follow.

d. How to refer.

e. .How to follow-up.

REMOT1VATION4

Appropriate, referrals can be a
courageous and vital decision.
hough we may feel an obligation
to help everyone, we must learn
to recognize.and accept our limi-
tations. Many indivi,duals have
problems requiring help beyond
our training and capability.'

7,
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If referral is the result of fore-
thought, research, and coordination,
it becomes an extension of services,
rather than a put-off.

CLOSURE
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REFERRAL EXERCISE

1. Inform students that they will be required to formulate a referral
based on a role-playing situation with you as client and a student as
counselor.

2. Facilitatbrs role as client should include a drug or alcohol problem
in addition to other associated problems (legal, medical, financial, martial,
etc.). Be sure that the role has a built-in need for referral.

11/0
3. Choose students counselor and conduct the counseling session. (Should
last about 20 min.)

irreg

AlleRil
as

44.47..;-k:4

1114.101

4. After counseling session, have students formulate the kind of referral
they would make. Have them include why, to whom, when, and how the referral
would be made, and how they would provide follow-up. Also, have them state
what they would document in a refeisral consult.

5. After all students have fiDirmulated their referrals, facilitators will
lead a discussion oh the referral process used. Some points for discussion
are

a. What is the cli)ent's problem(s)?

b. What are the strengths/weaknesses that you see in tik client?

c. What referrals would you make? Why? To whom? How?

d. How do you feel about referring a client you can't help?

e. How would you document the referral consult?

f. How would you provide follow-up?

g. Any other items facilitator thinks appropriate.

6. Approximate Timing:

HR/MIN

0000 Lecture
0050 Break .

0100 Instruction
0105 Role Played Referral
0125 Students formulate referral
0150 Break.
0200 Students discuss questions in #5 above.-
0245 Summary, remotivation, and closure.
0250 Break

ATCH 1
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aNERAL COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (REFERRAp)

OBJECTIVE

Identify four steps in establishing meaningful referral resources.

INTRODUCTION \
Being able to easily refer a client to the agency that can best handle the client's 'spe-cific type .of problem is essential to success in .social actions counseling. How do we com-pile a checklist of handy referral agencies which will be beneficial to us? How do we usethis list effectively? The following information will give some handy tips for developingmeaningful referral resources.

INFORMATION

A.-

-14400
, r

^.

REFERRAL RESOURCES

Step Ono: Make a List of Available Resources

One of ttie best ways to make lists of available resources is, to brainstorm. YA andyour staff often have more knowledge about referral resources than iou might think. Youcan try brainstorming with other groups such as base drug/alcohol education classes, theDrug/Alcohol Abuse Control Committee, or a rehabilitation committee. You also can con-sult the base or civilian phone directories, or, referral listik, other agencies have 'alreadyprepared. Whatever you, may use to prepare the list, you'll want to be sure to includeboth on- and off-base resources.

ON-BASE RESOURCES. Social actions personnel must have a comprehensive list of
.

available on-base resources. You'll need to know who and when them on-base agencies service,and how adequate they are. Brainstorming, checking with other base helping agencies, andthe phonv book aro all good ways to develop a comprehensive list.

ihS' 1 11 km.,

OFF-BASE RESOURCES. Developing a list of off-base resources is similar. In additionto brainstorming, consulting the civilian phone book, and asking around, you may bf able touse a resource list already developed by the community mental health center, publieVelfare,the local "hot line," or interagency council. While you're collecting the names, locations, ser-vices provided, and phones of these off-base agencies, do not forget to find out how muchthey charge for services rendered and if this charge is adjustable depending on the chent's income.

a't
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Step Two: Check Out Referrel Agencies

it la extremely important to remember that you shikukl Always check out proposkd referral
agencies before sending a client over to use that agency%.4, At best, sending a client to an hnkriown
agency could be a waste of tune; at worst, the agency could be counterproductive and/or cost alot of money. In order to know how an agency can best help your client, you mtart-be-very
familiar with the guanty of services that agensl, offers. Some ways of checking our resource,
agencies are listed below.

ASK THE EXPERIENCE OF OTHERS. Ask oilers who have been to, investigated, or used
the partis-ular agency. Find out their opinion of how,thi: agency helped them or their.client..
Would they recommend the agency to others? %%As the cost worthltrie benefits? Are there par-
ticular individuals you should see to gain maximum help?

VISIT THE AGENCY. Go see them for yourself. It is very important that you make the
referral agencies aware of what social actions does, and why you would like to refer clierits to
them. Let them know who you are and what you do. Then ask them what they do and if they
will take referrals. Find out their admission criteria,if payment for serv.ices is required, and to
whom your referred clients should come for help. Find outtheir willingness to provide social
actions with. feedbaCk on referred clients. By making a persoharvisit to the referral agency, drug/
alcohol abuse control specialists can get acquainted with key agency personnel .and establish
Working relationships with specific people so as to insure smooth referral and maximum feedback.

Step Three: Select the Best Resource

Do not, select just any resource for your referred client or your referral list. Select only the
best ones for your list, and only the ones which meet the, needs of your client. When you find
out the information requested above when visiting the agericSN yOu'll be better able to select the.best agency to meet yotir or Your client's needs.. If the agency won'tanswer *hat they do, what
their admission criteria are, if money will be required for treatment:then do hot refer to thatagency. Remember, there are both "beet" agencies, and "best" people at,thooe agencies. Knowthe people who are most helpful to your particular type of client. Build a working relation-...

ship with these people, and refer your clients directly to these people. This will facilitate the
referral pro.cess, and provide you with better feedback..

Step Four: Publish a Reference Guide'

A ready rè erence guide is a good tool for organizing and expediting the mechanics of the
referral procdiss You 'can imagine how much more complicated, referral would be if you haveto look throug the telephone directory while your client sits tapping his/her fingers. It isbest to have a kuade that selects only the best fesources so that you only havelo examine
which are the best of the best to meet the needs of your clients. AFR 30-2 gives the follow-
ing suggestions to design a reference gukie:

423

INDEX. Have an index which presentl a list of problem types expected, followed bya ,'Ilumber keyed to the appropriate referral agenciel. This I. particularly helpful in, crisisatuatIons or dunng telephone cdunseling, A good index makes yoU look goodcompetent, 'sthat
2
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, ANNOTATE_ Annotate your list of resource a.genciO4 with the folfowing information-. thepurposi Or type of case, they handle; phone numbers, key personnel arid those wh.o' are mosthelpful; location; bouts of operation; and fe4a (if 114). a

FOeLOWUP. A followup file is needed to validate whether a.partictdar ency i dogthe job you expect. Is the agency credible, respónsible? Do they give good f back? Are;You referring the.right kind of chents there? Are-th4tre Other people" at this -akency that arealio helpful?

EXFACVE
1

1: What are some of the *ays referral agencies alight be identined.on.your base?

%

c

, .

2. .115,.Why is-it important to,eheck out a refetriii agency?.

'.
,

3. tWhy should you use'only the bestoreferral agencies in your neferral guide? 1.' 44

OBJE&IVE

Identify five reaSons for referral.

INTRODUCTION' .
6

.P;

4 4

. .

*

A-counselor's decision to rviltr Often interferes with his/her netids for success or. recbgriition, The counselor's ability to understadd.that the client is not corning..to the 'counse-:tot to fill the counselor's ne'eds isiiimportardi.. If the coUnselor can believe Aliat he oi she hasbest belped,the client heñ the counselor,has steeted the client to the'per,SOn who can hestfielp the client, the counselor can 'gain satisfacti6n from ,a Ygood". referral. There ate basicallyfive reaions kir a refeiti;1. ,When you', start feelii-ig that you:m\itst do everything for your client,isiine,the follOyfing,reasOni for referral ti).haeis ,irit efoulgii'i be Vetter to,4efer the client..

1.
INFORMATION % '

n

REASONS FOR REFERRALS
4,- oft-

. ,Loisirerm. Therapy, No.atlioci,' ..
s

..*
4!.

, ,
J

i

%

.r
....

..:,-,1,;-, c.,.... Siiinetimes people collie to social ;actions, with problems that'are severe ,in, nature and

.

, ,, the problems 'they have require medical' Attentiom therapy, or long-term` monitoritig. You
...,..,,,-,....,

,
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remember the signs of mental illness given in Ow Mental Ilealth Terminology unit of instruc-,Lion. It these sigris appear in people you are mterviewing or counwling, i t. Is tame for areferral. Social actions office personnel, ordinarily, are not trained or manned to do long-terrrtherapy. lf the person 'is dassthed an "addict," if he/she will need more than 45 days of rehab-ilitasaon or more than 1 year of follow-on monitoring, then your job is to rear the personto a place which has theexpertase and manning to help that person. In social actions, we do4hort-term rehabilitation.

Beyond Your Capability
. dk

Though we in social actions way feel obligated to help every04. who conies to our door,we must recogniz4 our own limitatidns. We cannot help everyone. 'Tackling a problem Athat isbeyond Our scope of adequacy and training can do more harm than good. Promising morethin you can give not only misleads the client, but also obligates your time to be spent domethe things you4,-are least capable of. Sometimes It is difficult to accept the fact that you cronot.know h6w. to deal with certain kinds of cases, but It may be best for your client and yot_.

Need for Confirming Opinion

At the very minimum, all drug and alcohol rehabthtees 'will need to be referred 1.\4.3 themedical authontiesCfor a' medical eva1uata2n.and/or diagnosis. There are many,.other situationsint, winch the social actioris counselor nee,confirming opinions. You may choose \toi.havemental ,health evaluate the need for.refe&I to the alcdhol treatment center or have the client ,...remain at base level rehabilitation; for mental health to confirm or denY your belief the%asisignnient to mieeial actions exoup counseling is-best for the client; and .SO. on; the list is end-less. A confirming opinion gives you; the counselor, the benefit of the experience, training,and different perspective,of Another agency/person. Using a confirming opinion ean be a.creative way to not 'only -help' your client, but also COntinue the learning process.1

Need. .for. Extta Help
A

In many Cases the soCial. actions counselor will neixi additional help in dealing with clients.'Recognizing this need gr a sign of strength, not weakness. .Sharing responsibility for the treat-.ment of client's can' bediefit e,lietits by having the agency with the expertise help that aspect olthe client %Ilia) that agency Abes best. For The client whose financial situation isa mesS May need assistance froin the legal or ance office, or even counseling by the firstsergeant.' Social astions does not abdicate responsibility for the clienti rehabilitation justbecause the client is referred for thisrkind of help:. In'this Case,,there is shiired responsibility.In another case, referraLto the central alcohol treat/tient centte for extra help is only a temlporarY refeiral. When the chentjeturns frOm the extra help, social actions; will continue thefollow-on support,"hopefully, with continuity. Referral forextra help is the most 'commonreforral reason.,: Shared oisponsibility does not mean_abdicaticin of' respowibility.. It meansthat swia: actians wilt have to monitor the ettra help..provided ,by the other Agency,' and .-clo,sel0Oordinate the person's rehabilitation efforts aci that all help will'be meaningful to theclient.

5
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Another Can "Get Through" Better

SW 3ALR7343013/34.7361B/30ZR7364BIII-1-1..

I
The most unportant aspect of counseling is the relationship established. Some Client-counselor relationships have the spark relcessary to make- progress; others may have such coy--dieting value problems that the rslationship cannot get. off the ground. Referrals to othercounselors should not be looked u0on or in fact he "buck-passing." Legitimate needs forreferral to a person who earl "get through" to the client more effectively do exist. Make surethe receiving counselor kripvlis why you ,belieVe he/she van get through to the cslient better.Do not "pawn off" youi clicnts on others at your.first frustration. .The first frustration may.be the time to ask another coUnselor's advice,.or a confirming opinion. Evaluate the need to'..refer carefully. If you are convinced ilat another'cati get through ,to the client better, discussthe matter with the cOer counsel& and, if y6u agrit, refer. 46 example of getting throughto a client betteT ntaY be that "wall-to-wall" counseling by the first sergeant might workbetter for certain types of clients than a nondirective approach which you use best.

EXERCISE II

1. 'Why is it necessaiy to know your own limitations as a counselor?

-
"4.

2. Ote two examples of times when you might refei because of a need for extra help.

3. Cite two, examples when you might iefer wben .anotber can "get through" to a clientbetter.-
AL.

4
.1

Nue4. Why is.the need.for long-term therapy a reason fare theetsocial actions counselor to Wtita client? _

Lk
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ECT I

Idenufyirecommended counselor actions for self-preparation and client eimoistatioa whenchent-refeCrral ta anticipatek

INTRO f ION

/WIZ itates, "If referrals are the resiilt of fore-thought, research; and coordination,they become an exte n of services . . to the client." The following counselor actions wt:Ihelp you make refe a of your clients a real extension of services. These actions begin beforeyou ever see the client bY proper preparation:through the counselor reviewing the client'sreoord and" the potential referral resources. When tie client arrives, the counselor needs to' askthe client what. he/she wants; this will help determine what the client really needs. There arcseveral helpful methods of establishing the referral itself. If you reflocithe problem -area based9.($0the client's needs, gain a commitment for change from the client, and rein the Client tothe appropriate helpmg agency, chances are that the referral Will be a succeas.
'43

INFORMATION

t
HOW TO PREPARE YOURSELF AND YOUR CLIENT FOR REFERRAL

Preparation Before the Interview
-)

If there is a .possibility thrit.lou mey need to refer a client, it-is beet to prepare tor thisposmhtlity in advance of the cheat's Jsrrival.

REVIEW COUNSELING RECORDS.: AS alwayS, before the client comes, reView the,anniseting records.. Review them with an eye for what possible ways you may be able to.heipthe client. If referral is.one way you could help the clienl, list the possible referrals so thatyou are aware *of the alternatives.. ,

,REVIgyi REFERWAL RESOURCES. L400k
you have reviewed th.e possible ritfesial resqurees.
natives and make the wisest choice from die av
attention to the client.

Identity' What the Client Needs

... .The way ,to Kind- out what the client needs it'firet. to aak iroliat the client believes he/she:wants, then' clear up mibigucruestaterhents, and finsilly deduce- what the client really needs..
...

QUESTION, WHAT THE -CL*N'T WANTS. If: you believe Svti teay, need to refer a client,..first ask wt&t- kind of help the client wants. Ask to sae if Aheiclient has # preference. Byiiiiking what the client wadoi . you may become moye aware of hqw the client sees his/her*

carefully at your referral. listing to iwure thet
This will enable you to remember the alter-
le referral reso4rees,.while paying maximum

r
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problem and what kinds of solutions are acceptable to the client_ Remember, a is very impor-tant to identify the probkin a the cheat 101.Y.C11 It. MP chenCii perception of the problem iswhat rnatters.

CLEAR UP AMBIGUOUS RESPONSES. Th'e counselor can identify pirblem areas bysetting up an atmosphere in the counseling relationship that is conducive tosihe client freelyrelating wformation about the problem. This IC im'portant since the counielor listens.to whatthe client is speaking and sayirv, with bisfher 'body movenwnts and inflections to_evaluate the.real meaning of what the client is saying. When bete counselor identifiet ambiguous responsesand.inconsAstencies, you; the cOunselor should clear them up. This will help you and thecome to the mutual decision concerning What the client reallyeneetls.

DETERMIVE WHAT THE CLIENT REALLY NEEDS. What the client sAys he'or she.wants may not be what the client really needs, In order to help the client come to the con-clusion, that he/she really needs a certain tYp of referral, you, the counselot, will have toclarify the difference between wants and real needs. This is best donft by reflectMg.brick tothe chent what you read .hlis/her real needs are, trised on what you see and hear after you havecleared up ambiguous responies. .

4

.4

Establish the Referral Itself
4/

Once you Mitre helped the client 'determine what he/slie really needs, you next establishthe referral itself by reflecting the problem area based' Qp what the client needs; attempting togain a commitment for change from the client; and indicating the appropriate helping agency.I
REFLECT THE PROBLEM ARE,A. Depenthng on the problem aref, you will want toselect the referral based on the client's need. `., ,I.

AlITEMPT TO.tAIN A dOMMITMENT TO CHANGE. Attempt to identify the con-401 flicts in tpe client's life that are giving him/her problems. Conflictiing values br -feelings outsidethe person's awareness may be the problem. Clanty-the conflicting values or problems whichare eausia the difficulties. Attenipt to.kain. a corlamitment him the client to change; to'Osolve the conflicts it some way, If th client commita himself/herself to chan g, the cliencwill lath far more from the-referral. Yop can imagine how little the cli. o feels there isno reason to change himself/herself would gain from a referral. .You..can detept a refusal tochange by , noting: open hostility; disagreement, or passive .resistance. Be aware of "parentcontracts"w'hich may be in the form of "I should'. . ," "I ought . ," etc. These aremmitments tct change sf6sfy,ing another's expectations or desires and may be shOrtelived.A real conmitmjit to change_r:iight be soinething like, "Mint is causing Problems in, my li11P:i cis the conflict between loving my children, wanting to stay with them& and not_getting aloWith my wiTe, desiring to !Pave her. Ican't`have both. I realize thti is a big.problem to ,and I want to resolve-this conflict because it is eausing me Much pain. I, therefore, am willingto seel family counselor to help me examine' this area pf my life so that I..can resolve thisconflid." :Clients 'gain the most out of a referral when they conenit themselves to changing,ilb.rnethtng about TheAnselves. ,
I
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ENDICATE THE APPROPRIATE HELPING AGENCY. Once you have determined the
real client need and gained a commitment tO change, it is then time for you
with Input frgar the client, to determine the appropriate referral agency.
The counselor should evaluate his/her_expertise, clualifications, aneability
to aid the client. Considet carefully the abovsz-listed items, used in
deciding .whether or not to refer. If, after careful evaluation, you deter-
mine that referral is the most apprppriate'actioa to help the client,

- determine the appropriate referral agency and Indicate this to the client "
f":13

Indicate this clearly, showing thetbenefits of this helping' agency to the
client.

EXERCISE III --z

-r
4

1. Haw does identifying what the clfrnt wants and clearing up ambiguous
I statements help in the referral process?

2. Why should client records be reviewed prior to beginning the interview?

3. Why is it important to gain a commitment,to change from the client,
before referring?

t

OBJECTIVE

-Identify four propkar prociedures to follow when referring clients.

.)

.

_ INTRODUCTION .

.

. .vt*.
. ..

w. Referrfng a Client to.an agencr doesn't mean the client'will necessarily
'maXa the appointment and vlsit that agency. 'Also, just sending the client .

wtthoutAny amplifying data may cause problema with the client gaining the _

help he/she _needs.' There are0)a4ca11y foul- procedures.thati if followed,

,

. can head Olf problems like these. ".
".
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INFORMATION

Step One: Document

PROCEDURES

11

As'Nklith most client actions in social actiops, it is very unportant to document pounselorandclient'actions. The following procedures will help you insure your documentation is clearand concise, and more importantly, that it cotnmunicates the right message tO the person youare sending the consult to.
- t

4)4 MAKE BEHAVIORAL STATEMPiNTS OR QUOTE VERBAL RESPONSES. To commu-. nicate effectively with the referral resource agency, place your description of the client's prob-lemg and life situation in, behavioral terms. This is thesim lest, clearept language you can use.There.is no room for interpretation, since you have riQt d wn conclusions or abstractions fromthe behavior. The referral resOurce, then, .gets the same view of the client's behavior that you-, do with minimum interpretation. For example, instead of saying "John's.anxiety about hismaternal identification," say "John's voice begins to quiver, his hands shake, and he looksdown at the floor when he talks about his dislike of his' father and fear that he may be 'toomuch like' !Viz mother."

04).4i
n-

..'.4T1.4.4

.

DON'T -LABEL. Because labtilti mean different things to.di.fferent .-9eople, they ciimmuni-este imprecise images to the rectiver of the co municatioii. Labels d'ften lead to stereotypedimages af what the person er problem is like w h, in (urn, lead tie) stereotyped ways oftreating the problems. It is far better tor describe tlie behavibr than label it. Wlien>xoud,escribe t iehavior, the receiver of the writing will iave a clear picture of.what the problem is.Since you are hot qualified ,tblabel a client itr'paranoid schithehrenic," if you do, it can getyciti 'in trouble legelly ahd/or professionally. -Psychiatrist* will not:look favoribly upon your"diagnosis." They wil)-towever; tie the observed behavior you docunlent In your consult,and have Ofiu be the extension of their eyes ande'eqs. The surest way to cut off g workingrelationships hetweeii you arrd the mental health clinic is to give your clients psycctric labelsin your cOnsults.

11N00.i ,

Step Two: Escort in Some Situatiom

In sot& Situations, the.client should be-escorted to the helping agency. U the client istinder kuch strks that he/she shOws signs of Mental illness (see. Mental Health-Thpninojogy);which itidicate the person needs help in gettiiv to the, referral resource,.escort the pertion.During times of severe criiis to the cliedt, it may be best to escort. If the Orson seems dis-.oriented, escort. --You must be thcr judge of whith .situations call for escorting the person. Baseyous, decision oti allowing the client-to take maximum responsibility for his/her getting ,ta, thereferral, agency, and- still getting him/her there. ,Don't aik a client to (lo somethinrover his/her head, hi;weArr.
ok).
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Step Three: If Possible, Get the -Client to Call in Yon'. Preseeir

The reason you want the client to make his/her own appointment (if possible) is that thisaction helps the client take responsibility for the referral. Hy having the client take as muchresponsibility as possible for selecting and arranging the referral appomtment, you'll increaseth e prUitoility that the client will get to thi> appointment and, most importantly, get Wme-OW* out of the referrer Imagine the cam: in wHich the chent is badgered into saying,"Yean, I know I ought to go see a marriage cout,selor , . , hut . . . . Yeah, sure . 111Chances are that this "parent" contract will not, work and , if the client actuallY arrives atthe helping agency, he/she will not get anything out of the referral, and then will blaye thecounselor for making the wrong choice of referral agency. By increasing the client's role inAbeciding upon and making the appointment, you mri-rease the client's investment in, and owner-ship of getting something out of the referral. Wharn you refer, remember' td refer to only oneagency at a time. This will prevent client coVusion which results from making several refer-rals at one time. Makingone referral at a time is especially important if the chent is in acrisis situation. In crisis situations, people tend to become confused easily because of anxietyblocking parts of,.their perception. Anxiety can give a type of "tunnel vision" to your clients.Under these conditions, more than one referral at a time may confuse your client even more.It is Jar better to give the cleiht a clear idea .of why he/she is g6ing to, and what he/she willgain from the particular referral. This is easier to do if.you m'ake only one referral at a time.

Step Four:. Fottowup
.3

The reason AFit '30-2, Social Actions Program, requiiful.lwup for all referrals is becauseof the importance of followup in the referral process. This area often the weakest area inthe referral pnwess, yet is the most important. Good followup leasls a credible counselingservice by pulling all helping ageecies into a tight-knit teem effort to help the client. If youare'Interested in the client, and not. "buck-passing," you can show this concern by effective Ifollcrup. You need feedback frOm the helping agency to help you understand what actionshave been taken by that agency, and what attic& you need to take when the client returnsto your offi'ce. Without proper feedtiack, you al be operating in a knowledge vacuum. Theinterchange between you anii-the referral resource can be in'valuable in gaining an .undervtandingof the client in minimum time, and determining the client's needs in the'shortest possible time.It is often helpful to close the f;tedback loop by asking information from the referral agency,and .asking .the client what the referralmeent to him/her.' Chia OW you data on how thelskclient perceived the help, What\about it was meaningful, what kind of disitortione exist betweenthe client's and the agency's.realwell es feexAback on how well certain peofle at that.i,agency helped your client. jhe WIAUp data will better enable you to -mist your client ANcontinuity of effort and t"ci-aoln t.he most efficient way. lf yo,u update your 'rehrralroster with names of. people- anti *tether or not they received good repoits, you should begin1.0 do a better job of selecting the beet reLerral agency, ersd pere:fm et that agency.
qui

EXERCISE IV

1. What. are tf e four steps to Making a pferral?
-. 90, ,
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2. What must. be contamed in the referral/consult word picture 'you send to the Trferralagenc,,?

3. Why is followup of a referral so important?

SUMMARY

The referral decision is often a difficult one, hut the.potentiai benefits toe your client aregreat. If you decide a referral is the best way to help your chent, remember the very impor-tant steps to follow in making and following up the refer/ILI_ When you receive-feedback that.a referral agency is good or bad, check it out. Then add this new information to your referrallist so that the next time you'll make even better referrals.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

EXERCISE I

Answer 1. Referral agencies might be identified on your b by brainstorming with (a) edu-cation classes, DAAC Qimmittee, or a- rehibilitation group; ) you can also consult the baseor civilian phone direcfories; (c) ask around at local Mental Health Centers, public welfareoffices, or interagency counsel.
4*

1

.Answer 2. The idea of checking out an agency is very important so that you, as a referral
,.;

agent, can validate that the agency will'be able to provide a service'that it says it can; howeffective that service is; and if it's what the client needs to assist in reabilitatiorf.
Answer 3. Selecting the best referral agency for your client will enable the client to satisfyhis problems quicker, thereby facilitating the rehabihtation process.

. EXERCISE. H'
, Answer I. Knowing your limitations as a counselor ts a necessary itern in the counseling situ-ation, because taCkling a problem that is beyond our scbpe of adequacy and training can domore iia'rm than good.

.1

u
Yes

it ( /
,
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Exercise El Continued

I tti
Answer 2. Two examples of times when a need for extra help is the cause for

referral are: (a) the client whose f nancinl situation is n mess may need legal

or finance ()Vice, or even counseling by th,e finit. sergeant, (b) Referral of

the client to central alcohol Treatment center for extra help for. a client whose

involvement with alcohol is of such a serious nature that his/her rehabilitation

process need a temporary t2oncentrated effort that ran be provided by-the experts

at .the alcohol treatment centers.

400
.2J .4 Answer 1. Two examples of another getting through better are:. (a) The first

-drivirma.ri
. - .... sergeant might be-able Co get through to a client with some attitude problems

______ with wall-to-wall counseling. (h) A Mental Health technician might be able to

111r4
gtqt through with an individual suffering from deep depression.

.

; 140r..4

r

Aar

./j

Answer 4. Social Action's counselors are mainly involved in short-term counseling.

In the event it is decided that a client will need long-term service, for,

whateverlthe reason, then a referral to 0 qualified agency in that ares should

be considered.,

. EXERCISE I I I

ipswer I. By asking what the client wants, the counselor may becodefmore aware

of how the client sees his/her problems and the kinds of solutionA that might

be acceptable for the client clearing up ambiguous responses. Heti) the referral

process by helping the client and you to come to a mu.tual decision ,concerning

the client's needs.
.

Answer 2. .Records shduld. b.e reviewed, before the client comes, with-Ifn eye for

possible ways in which you may be able to help the client.

Answer 3. ,Jt'ls important to.try lo gain a. commitment to change from the client

because; if he/she commitsIlimselrTherself to changingr-the client Fill gain far .

more trom the referral.

A.. EXERCISE IV sollwor

Answer 1.4 The consult word picture sent to the referral agency must .be.in simple,`

clear languaAe.c Make behavioral statements or quote verbal responses and do not

An'swor 2. Followup is very impOrtant because.the feedback you get from the.

helping agency,will enable you.to''sios knowledgeable of what the.agency did for

, the client, whaC actions you need to take when the cli'ent returns to your offite,

and if the,agency 'can 'remain a valuable tool f)or'your office to use in assisting

clients with continuity ofzeffort and in a most*efficient way.
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PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

LNTRODUCTION (10 Minutes)

ATTENTION

Drug and alcohol abuse is viewed

aS a Symptom, directed at the

goal of actualizing some value.

a. These values provide a

matrix of gains or rewards, punish-,

ments, and possibilities.

b. A drug or alcohol abuser

is coping with hiS/her wbrld in
y- -

a way that , at the moment, seems

most likely to satisfy his/her

deeply-felt needs; e.g., security,

experimentltion, etc.

MOTIVATION

One orthe main concerns in Social-

ActOns is behavioral reorientation

(Phase IV), in addition to pro

viding individual and'group counsel-

ing sessions.

a. It is not possible to

effectively, alter or modify

2
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behavior without first understand-

ing the reasons for that behavior.

b. To effectively prevent

drug/alcohol abuse behavior, we

must understan the needs of the

clients (plus r minus) to assist

thel to develop coping behaviors

which the clients acceptcas tOre

effective for handling the "needs

or wants" (the problems).

c. It is a'poor technique to

directly attack a behavior without

any effort.to understand what the

behavior is doing for the person-

(the "gains" or "reward" he/she

seeks)..

OVERVIW

1. Read the lesson objectives

to the class.

2e Dovelop the lesson chronology%

'`

BODY (2 Hour) 40 Minutes)

off
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4a. CRITERION OBJCTIVE: identlify

three primary factors which shape.a

yerson's values.

1. Explain that sotne reasons

people abuse drugs and alcohol.are

pleasure, peer-pressm?e, escope-1
1

? J
challenge, dependence, etc.

%

a. There are no drug or.

alcohol problems, but there are

C-1

k 7 .luly 1975

people problems and coping problems

Vwhich are sometimes treatea with

sejf-Trescribed drugs.

(1) People problemse

These are problems whichMeal with

self.

al ienz ion.

Estrangement/

(&) Low self-esteem.

(c) Meaninglessness.

((I) Inadequa;e role-

i4ntification,

q
.

e) Inadequate self-

Ainage-7.

4.

5
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(2) Coping problems:

These are problems of adjustment.

(a) Difficult or

unknown situations.

(h) New or unuspal
)14t

relationship.

(c)° New or, difficult

feelings and emotions.

b. nrug/alcohol abuse is

assumed to be a dysfunctional,

coping behavior.

c. .111ighacohol abuse dges

not yrovide any Afw skill or 11.eR;

!went_ means of valak\satisfaction.

2. Explajw that each of the .

11causes of drug/alcohol abuse has

Ao-do witkpersontAieelings and
A

reactions regulting f4r4atues,'

snot facts.

-0?

,
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a. A value is that which every

person, consciously or unconsci-

ously, strives for constantly, with

durability, time-consciousness, and

intenSity.

b. Lack of adequately devel-

oped and realizable value systems;

lack of opportunity to realize and

experience the zest and challenge

of youth in more-personalYy satis-

fying and socially acceptable ways;

all combine to prQduce the tempo-

rarily satisfying choice of

behavior as drug/alcohol abuse.

c. The crucial question about

diug/alcohol, abuse revolves around

the behavioral effects. Chief

concerns include:

cly First, social use

spreads to-others by psychic con-

tagi,on (peer-pressure).,

(2) Second, use produces

psychOsocial disabilities.

5
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(3) Third, abuse produces

behavior disorders, defects of judg-

ment, and lack of coordination..

(4) All of these involve

the welfare of others.

3. Identify three primary factors

which shape a person's values.

a. If we are going to effec-

tively deal with drug/alcohol abus,

we must deal with the followlAg.

(1) Attitudes, which pre-

sage any and all behaviors.

(2) Alternatives, which

provide a wide choice of behavior

which will satisfy a.basic need or

want.

(3) Decision-making

skills, so that,every person can

learn how to make dedisions which

will enharie him/her, rather than

deprive or harm dam/her .

b. These three factors com-

prise the p ess of value

clarification.

6
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4b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the eigilt basic needs of man and

the personal considerations.which

affect his &election of behavior

patterns to satisfy these needs.

1. Explain that every behavior

known to man is the result of

deprivations or enhancement§ in '1

one or more of eight basic needs

or wants.

2. Identify the eight basic needs

and wants of/inan (findings of Dr

Harold Lasisk11, Yale University,

30 years of research).

a. Affection - friendship,

lovd, fondness, and loyalty.

b. Respect - honor,
(

courtesy,

recognition, and admiration.

c. Well-being - health, jlap-

pines., and contentment.

d. PoWer - decision-making,

influence, authority, and leader-

ship.

7
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e. Enlightenment - knowledge, -'
. ,

education, learning, and under-

standing..
1

f. Skill ability, training,

talent, and ability.

g. Wealth food, shelter,

income, working, and property.

h. Rectitud'e - responsibil- .

ity, honesty, justice, fair play,

and trust.

. 3. Explain that if a person can-

not sAtisiy his/her basic needs Ap

normal (socially-acceptable) ways,

a person still has the need.

4: Explain that each person

strives to fulfill his/her values

by engaging in such behavior as

he/she consciousfy Or subconsei-

ously feels will beet. (and quickly)
rAAr

fulfill his/her goals.

a. To accomplish these ends,

he/she makes a series of choices

between alternative coping behav-

iors -- functional and dysfunctional.
5 b
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b. The person optimizes the

chances of actualizing hie/her

valuk according to his/her per-

ception of the available choices

or alternatives.

5. Explgin that the degree to

which an individual decides to

engage in dysfunctional coping -

behavior is assunied to be directly

related to his/her inability or

unwillingness to.reach valued

goals by more functional means.

a. A person does not just

spontaneously acquire motivee fo

skilW "rectitude, etc. It is

only thrtgli a history of selec-

tive reinforcement (sequential

learning) that one learns what to

value, how much to value it, and

how to reach the desired goals.

b. When a person feels de-.

prived of one or more of the

4
eight needs and wants, he/she

coPes with his/her needs and

9

t
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wants by dysfunctional behaliTor;

e.g., shouting, lying, drug/

alcohol abuse, refusal to adhere

to rules, cheating, withdrawal,

etc.

6. Summarize, by discussing the

value deprivation enhancement

continuum. It shows the func-
.

tional and dysfunctional behavior

with the ,eight needs and wants

(see Attachment 1).

a. There are four .areas

within the continuum. /

//
(1.) Movements toward

.pathology.

(2) Low value status.

. (3) Movement toward

'potential.

(4) Value category.

b. The purpose is to show the

total value of the risk or gain to

AA
be obtained from a behavior; i.e.,

-

movement towards pathology or full

,potential.

10
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PRESEWLAT.ION

4c. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the seven-criteria by which a true

value can be identified..

1. Explain that each person has

attitudes and makes decisions

(consciously or subcopsciously)-to

act on them toward pathology or

fulf4lment, but must know whether

or dot his/her goal is a true value.

2. Explain that Sidney B. Simon,

Ph.D., University of Massachu-

setts, has defined seven ertteria

which 'differentiate between a

-

true value and a "value indicator"

(non-value).

a. A value indicator meets

fewer of the sev d criteria.

Examples of value indicatot:s

include attitudei, opinions,,

'beliefs, feelihgs, morals, and

aspirations.

b. Value indieators become

valuas when they 'thaet all seven

criteria.

115'8



3. State the seven criteria for

values clarification. The value

must be:

a. Chohen freely.

b. Chosen from alternatives.

c. Chosen after "areful

thought.

d. A prized and cherished

,choice.
)f

e. Publicly affirmed.

f. A choice that is'acted

upon.
, .

Akmie4

.4.11100011
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g. A choice which is acted

u0oh consistently and reKularly.

4. EmphiAze that from the seven

listed criteria the vital import-

s, w ance of the third primary factor

in values clarification --

4 decision-making.-- can be readily

seen.
'Ye

EVALUATION

t. What are the three primary

factors which shape a person's

values?

12'
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2. Row do values determine behav-

ior patterns in the satisfaction
-

f needs?

3. Which primary

shapes values, is

factor, which

indicated most

.strongly by the seven criteria

used to identify true values?

APPEICATION

1. Direct the students to their
11%

small groups.

2. Conduct at least one of the

three approved exercises.

(see Attachment 2)

CONCLUSION (10' Minutes)

SUMMARY.

1. .We have examined the values-

clarification process of attitude

(prize), alternatives (choice),

A
and decision-making (act), No

,that we; as counselors in Social

Actions; can understand that wtat

.appears 6 be dysfunctional behav-

ior is a fact-that is caused by

13

S
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the "eight needs or wants." When

these needs or wants are not

achieved in a functional way, the
4

overt behavior reflects this,

-since the need still'has 0 be

fulfilled.

2. Examination of the values-.

clarification process allows us

to realize that, through the,alterna-
/

tive (choice) systeM and

decision-making (act) pro ess,

the drug/alcohol abuser an turn

dysfunctional behavior into fulfill-

ing behavior and stil fulfill his/

her tfr. edsland wants

emphasis in counse g is dealing

with the values, tither. than the

causes, of drug/ cohol abuse.

3. We have.loo d jet the criteria

which must be f lfilled if thg

Our primary

attitude.

a "value

ia to be dealt with as

indi ator" or a'"true

-1
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REMpTIVATION .

Our constantefforts in counseling

drug/alcohol abusers will revolve

around the values of these clients.

By understandiqg how Nialties are

formed and what constitutes,a

"true value" for a client, we also

becOmelmore "in touch" with our own

values. Since counseling depends

on knowing ourselves as much as

possible, the values-clarification

process is one we can gonstantly

employ to re-examine ourselves

and thus .improve-our.counseling

ierah`onehips...

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary technical train-

ing assignment, when appropriate.

15'
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MOVEMENT TOWARD. l'ATHOLOGY

VALUE.DEPRIVATIONrENHANCEMENT CONTINUUM
.

LW-VALUE STATUS MOVEMENT rWARD
4,

Allenikon
Hatred

Pear
Suspicion -

Indifference
Withdrawal

Caring
Acceptance

Degraclation Discrimination Isolation Self-Esteem
Disintegration , Segregation Inferiority Identity

Incompetency Non-achievefnt, Underachievement Achievement .

Failure- . Inagequacy Awkwardness Adequacy

Distortion Confusion Uncertainty .°Awareness
Deception Misunderstanding Ambiguity:' Openness

Resisiance Submission Conformity Self-Direction.
Aggression Coercion Dependence Influence.

Indigence Nan-productivity Maintenance- Productivity
Deetitution 'Marginal Su istente Creativity

Anxiety Irritation Ex stence Hope ,

Illness . Frystration Unhappinesp Joy

Malice Irresponsibility Apathy ResponsibilitY
Depravity Unscrupulousness Negligence Consideration

5S.

FULL POTENTIAL VALUE CATEGORY

Trust
Intimacy

I AFFECTION

Esteem for Others RESPECT
Integration

fompetency
uccess

Empathy
Sharing

Cooperation.
'FParticipation

Abundance
Affluence

Contentment
Health

Integrity,

Altruism

SKILL

ENLIGHTENMENT

POKER

WEALTH Y

WELL-BEING

RECTITUDE

-ATTACtiENT 1
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VALUE*CLARIFICATION EXERCISES

7 \

4 I. Meditation'on Me. (Clarification of self-imageand determina-
tion of what part(s) of that self-image is .(are) most valued.

1. .Pre-briefing. Explain to the students that in this exercise
they kre going to explore their personal values as they apply, to
their self-image. Explain that they are to relax as much as pos-
sible;-ind allow thoughts of themselves to drift into their minds.
Each student will have In his/her possession eight pieces of paper,.

--. and as a thought or phrase comes to mind, pertaining to his/her
self-image, he/she is to open his/her eyes and record that thought
on a piece of paper, And.then close his/her eyes and relax and re-
peat the prodess until he/she has Used all eight pieces of paper.
At the conclusion of. the exercise, students will be asked to put
the eight items in priority order of importance.

2. Conduct exerciat.

a. Issue paper's to each student (eight each).

b. Tell`students to close their eyes, relax, and let their
minds play with woras, or phrases; which describe themselves.

c. Tell students to open their eyes, write one word or phrase
which came to mind during Ode meditation on one piece of paper.
(Variation: Allow three to five minutes of continuous meditetie*,
and'have students fill out all pieces of paper at one time.)-

jct. Repeat steps b and "c" until all students have filled out
all eight pieces of paper.

e. At this point, students have indicated what they PRIZE.
. Identify and clarify this to all students.

f. Have eRch student arrange the eight pieces
of how much he/she values each (most value is one;

g. At this Point, the students have exercised.
Identify and aarify this to all students.

h. Allow each student to announce his/her values to the group
in the,order of their priority, most-valued t6 least-valued.

of paper in order
least is eight).

their CHOICE:

ATTACHMENT 2
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i. At this point, the students hal\re exercised the ACT/AFF1RM

portion of the values-clarification process. Identify and clarify

this to all students.

3. Closure/Debriefing. Discuss the process of values clarifica-

tion as it occurred in the group. Identify ahd emphasize the Ithree

lactors involved in values aarification, prize, choice, and act/

affirm. Make other process comments, as appfbpriate; i.e., listen-

ing skills demonstrated, acceptance of others, etc-. Stress the

fact that values 'are flexible and subject to change. Each person

has the right and ability to examine and alter his/her personal

values. Stress that we have no right to impoSe our values on others

who are unwilling or unable to accept those values. ate examples,

if appropriate.

II. Wa(et Exercise. (This exercise demonstrates that personal

belongings, such as cards and pictures caryied in a wallet, may

reveal what we value or prize.)

1. Pre-briefling. Explain to the students that we often carry

indicators of otr values on our person; and, as an extension of

that, the cars we drive or where we live may be indicative of our

values. In this exercise, we will be sharing three items from our

wallets which we feel give adequate representation of our values.

2. Conduct exercise.

a. Have students form dyads or triads, whichever is most

convenient for the group size.

b. Have each student remove three items from fiis/her wallet

which will communicate his/her values, what he/she feels is

important in his/her life.

c. When each student has selected three_items, have..students

in the group exchange their items, without talking: Instruct the

students to concentrate on those items received and attempt to

anticipate the valuelof each item to the giver, what has been

communicated'by each object, individually and collectively.

d. Instruct,the owners of articles to share the valde of each

, item with'the recipients. During the powtion of the exercise,

there li no feedback to the owner from the recipient.
0

e. Instruct the recipients to share with the bwners how they

had initially construed the value attadhed to each item.

2
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k. Allow for discussion of the exercise among the two-/three-

Orson groups and, finally, in the larger.group.
4'

_ . .

3. Closure/Debriefing. Distusa the prize-choice-act/affirm process
of the valuea-clarification process as it occurrect in this exercise.

Make other process commentä, as appropriate.

' 'ft

III. Things I Love to.po. Thisexercise focuseh the individual's

attention on things he/she enjoys doing. There is no need to rank-
.

order the activities: In the process of the" exercise, the students

. will become aware of activities (involving risk, similar to activi-
ties enjoyed by their parents, enAoyed alone or with someone,
recently-adapted, which maY,be.dropped in the near future).

, 1. Pre-briefing. 'Inform the St6dents that they will be listing.
activities they enjoy (20 different activities). Each.student
will need pencil and paper, and theie are no "night" or "wrong"

answers. When the lists have been completed Snd coded, each seudent
will study his/her own list and be asked to mske some personal
judgments concerning his/her bst. pf4

\\

2: Conduct-e;cercise.

a. Instruct each Student to take a pencil and paper and list
twenty enjoyable activities.' The.activities can be listed.alone or

with others.
1

b.. Allow the students approkimately five,to ten m4nutes to

complete lists:

c. After completion of' the lists, identify that the students
have accomplished the PRIZE factor in the values-clarification
process.

d. Instruct students to code their lists'according to the'

,folloWing scheme:

(1) Putvn "R" beside any item involving risk. The risk

may be physical, intellectual, or emotional.

<2) Put an "F," "M,' or "FM" beside limy item your mother,
father, of both parents'may have had ma list if they had made

one when they were yber age. .

3
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(3) Place a "P" or an "A" next to hich item. "P" ident-

ifies activities, which you do Wth other people, and "A" identi-
fies activities you prefer to do alone.

(4) Place a + (plus) beside any item which would not have
been on Kour list five years ago.

(5) Tlace a - (ninus) next to any .qem which you think
will not be on your list five years from now.

(6) Go through yourr'list and identify the approximate date
. you last engaged in that a ity.

,

e. Listruct students -study their lists and cloaing and .con-.

sider the-following ques s?

,

(1) at d es your list look like?

(2) Can *ou identify any patterns in the things you love
to do?

(3) Did you learn something new abaut yourself.?

(4) Are there some things,you are pleased w14,13..?,-

(5) Are there some thingw.you would like to change?

(6) How might

(7) Are there
-not hone lately? Why?

you go about changing things?
4

some things you like to do which you have
-What-could you do about this?

f. At this point, the students have exercised the CHOICE
. aspect of values clarification. Ldentify this and clarify to all
students.

4. Promote discussion of the exercise and personal lists.
Emphasize the completion of the values-clarification process
through public affirmation of values.

3. Conclusion/Debriefing.

NOTE: Other value clarification exercises may be found in Pfeiffer
and Jones publications (Structured Experiences.for Annan Relations
TraihinR and The Annual Facilitator's Handbook) and in Values Clar-
ification, A Rdadbook of Practical Strategies for Teachers and

4
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Students by S. B. Simon, L. W. Howe, and Haward Kirschenbaum.
Infprm students of the availability of these resources in ,the
Department of Social Actioni Training library. Additionally, advise
students that this exercise has been a demonstration of facilitation
of values clarification.exercises required by the group facilitation
lesson plan,

5
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PURPOSE

purpose of) this study guide is to briug into your awarenees the way in which a
person's ralues are limped, and what a true value is along with the criteria- used to deter-
mine a true value versus * value indicator-

As reiult of reading thii study guide, you will be able to understand the three,
primary factors which constitute the procedures a person goes through to decide what is
of value to him/her. Once the procedures have been identified, people become aware of
how their values will either fulfill their needs in * functional or dyer:clitoral. manner.
People will always fulfill their needs, and this can be observed behavi through. actions.
There are seven criteria whAnust be ftilfilled if a person's values are true, values or
value indicators. Once people become aware that their behivior acts out their value system,
if.. their behavior is dysfunctional, they may realize 'that their values May not be true
Values, but rather value indicators. Thus, peopie's dyfunctional behavior (e.g., thug/alcohol
abuse) can tt changed to be mon functional to fulfilVtheir needs through the values
clarification process.

The specific learning objectives amociated with each major section dUVie study guide
will lead off the applicable section.

A.

596
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[Ackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236

FACTORS SHAPING VALUES

OBJECTIVE

Identify three primary factors that shape a person's values.

INTRODUCTION

15 June '1977

People find out what their real vaJues art by determining how they invest themselves
and their resources, such as their time, energy, and money. Values represent self-investment.
Personality disorganization often stems from a conflict between. values. For example, when
a client invests him/tiers/4f emotionally and behaviorally in two patterns of behavior which
conflict with one another, an inner conflict develops. For instance, John Jones finds him-
self heavily invested emotionally in both his work and his family ; he is uneasy, both when
he spends the amount of time he thinks he should spend to do his work well, and, when
he sOnds leisure hours with his family. A personal battle is going on between these two
values and John, himself, seems "to be.the loset. He senses that he has unresolved inner
conflicts. The counselor can help ,Ji bring his values to the surface. When values are
surfaced, priorities can 6e established.. 4:60es/can be shared with both his family and his
work and, thus, this inner conflict can be resolved.

INFORMATION

DEFINITION OF A- TRUE VALUE

'dr

A true value is that which every person, consciously or unconsciously, strives for
constantly, with durability, tbne-conociousness and intensity.

f

THREE IrRKARY FACTORS WHICH SHAPE A PEIISON'S VALUES

Attitudes

Another name for this is the' "prize." This is a disposition based'. on feelings or
coovictions. This idea of a value as beinig some ing of worth points to a definition of
value in terms of that which enhances human dev o ent. Each person discovers what
his/her values are as he/she experiences life:

1lupus.** St3 SALR734301/30L11734119/30ZR7364 - 111-4-20. dated ApKil 1977

,
. .
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BASIC NEEDS AND SELECTION OF BEHAVIORS TO MEETtNEEDS
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Alternatives

Another name for this is "choice." In philosopher Stare's terms, this is a choice

from th-e "possibilities" available to the individuaL If the choice made by the client is

unattainable, the choice is unrealistic. The choice must be within the realm of possibilities

for the client.

Decision-Making Skills .

Another name for this is "action." This is therucial stage for Many individuals.

Some people are afraid to take stock of themsilves because they knOw, however subcon-

sciously, that if they do act they will have to change. If they act, they will have to
surrender comfortable (but unproductive) patterns orliving, and work more diligently. If

they are committed to action, they suffer the pain of loss if their commitment does not

work out. If they act, they ikuit acquire skills needed to live more effectively. Making

a decision, acting, anti being committed to that action cause many consequences some

good, some uncomfortable, scime knqwn, some unknown. Maly people fear the unknown

and prefer living in the "status quo" among safe though unproductive behavior. Thus,

values clarification is a methodology or process. Through it, we help people discover what

choices their behavior, their feelings, and their thoughts have made. Additionally, the

values clarification process idenbiles these choices being continual, since they are acted

upon throughout people's lives.

,

OBJECTI VE

Identify the eight basic need, of man and the personal considerations which affect

his/her selection of behavior patterns to satisfy these needs.

INTRODUCTION
i

Dr. Harold LaswelL, a Yafe University professoi, researched value clarification for over

30 years. He expanded MailoWs "Hierarchy of Needs." As you will remember, Maslow's

needs sr, as follows:

SOU
Actualisation

Self-Esteem

Belonging

safety/Security

is PhysiCal

2
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took these five basic needs anYI)expanded them to include the behavi4
em. Thus, when a person feels deprived of one or more of these basic
copes with his/her needs and wants by either dysttinctional or functional

pies of dysfunctional behavior are chesting, lying, and alcohol and drug
tional behavior is caused by our needs, Dr. taswell says. Thus, as

counselprs, we have a need to keep this central feature, 'needs, of. value clarification firmly
in mind, so tt we can understand the reason for dysfunctional behavior.

IN FORMATICiN

EIGHT BASIC NEEDS OF MAN

Each of the eight basic needs identified bylbr. Laswell affects people's tiehavior
pattRrns by causing dysfunctional behavior if the need is not Satisfied. Eiemples of the
dysfunctional behavior caused when the need is unsatisfied, and the functional behavior
present when the needs are met are listed below.

Affection .

Tender attachment; i.e., love, goodwill. Bhavioral dysfunclions of this need are
fear, suspicion, hatred, and alienation. People with this need deficit have a value clarifi-
cation.problem, since they would like to be accepting, tzusting and caring.

Respect

Consideration,
include: isolation,
people arises when

. Skill

regard, interest. Behavioral dysfunctions, when this need is lacking,
inferiority, degradation, etc. The value clarification problem for
they desire self-esteem, identity and integration.

Knowledge, ability to 'use your knowledge effectively in performafice. Behavior
dysfunctions of this need include: incompetency, failure, and nonachievement. People
will have a value clarification problem, since they would like to be competent, achievers,
and successful.

Gaining full comprehension of problems involved. Behavioral dysninctions present
when this need is lacking are confusion, deception, and distortion. People move toward
full potential , with awareness, openness, and sharing.
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Power

r

Cohtrol, influence, prestige. Behavior dysfunctions piesont when this need is absent
include submission, resistance, and coercion. -People move toward full potential with
cooperation, influence, and particiPation.

Wealth

Welffire, happiness, material success. Behavioral dysfunctions of this need include
indigence, destitution, and nonproductivity. People Move toward full potential with
productivity, creativity, Ind abundance.

Well-Being

A condition characterized by happiness, health, prosperity, etc. Behavioral dysitInctions
present when this need is not met include: anxiety, illness, frustration, etc. People move
toward full potential with hope, health, and contentment

Rectitude

Adherence to a Iene of righteousness; sense of justice. Behavioral dysfunctions of
this need include matic iriesponsibility, and unscrupulousness. People move toward full
potential with integrity, consideration, and responsibility.

HOW THE EIGHT BASIC NEEDS AFFECT BEHAVIOR PATTERNS

Through an analysis of the eight needs, we can see that if a person cannot satisfy
Ns/her needs in socially-acceptable ways, the person will, fulfill the need in a dysfunctionzl

Thus, people strive to fulfill their needs by engaging in such behavior as they con-
sciously or subconsciously feel will quickly and best fulfill theii WALL

People do not just spontaneously acquire motives for "skill," "rectitude," or
needs. It is only through a history of selective rein4prcement (sequential,tlearning that
a person learns what to value, how much to value it; and how to reach desired goals.
Thus, when people feel deprived of one or more of the eight basic needs and wants,
theY may cope with their neds and wants by dysfUnctional behavior.

OBJECTIVE

CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING A TRUE VALUE

Identify the seven /Titer* by which a true value can be identified

61)
4
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Dr. p&ey Simon of the University otlissachusetts, I. defined seven criteria whkh
differelit ate between a true value and a value indicator. ellally, when a person's. "prize'
does not meet all seven criteria outlined below, then that "prize" is a value indicator.. .

Value indicators such as beliefs, feeling', opinions, etc., become true values when they meet
all seven of the following criteria.

CHOOSING FREELY

The individual must freely make his/her own decisions about drinking, rather than having
those decisions forced on him/her. This would include peer pressure. Since one must live
with one's decilion, ,it must be one's own decisions to be considered of personal value.

CHOOSING FROM AMONG ALTERNATIVES

'All alternatives must be considered when making a decision about alcohol use. This
.; includes whether to drink, or not to drink, how much to drink, what ts:1 dria*, etc.

. ,

CHOOSING AFTER THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION OF TtIE
CONSEQUENCES OR BENEFITS OF EACH ALTERNATIVE

'Telling yourself that you are willing to accept' the consequences as well as the benefits
of your decision to drink or not is a tremendous step toward maturity. This could possibly
include loes of friends, gaining new Mends, personal fulfillment, momenta of relazatApn,'
new position of status, traffic violations, Accidents, ancreased or decreased respect. -

PRIZING AND CHERISHING

How comfortable people feel in living with their decisions is a measure qf self-
confidence. This does nOt prevent them trom changing an earlier decision. Neither is it
encouraging them to evangelize or broadcast their decision about- alcohol use. Prizing and
cherishing is living with the decision they have made.

AFFIRMING
. t

When a person refuses another drink on "tile next round" and knows why he/she did
so, then that person is affirming his/her value to him/herself%

ACTING UPON CHOICES

As the value is forming, it is reinforced through contistent decisioi* which become
more natural acts than forced acts. The friends a person chooses willhelp reinforce

GO1
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the decision, rather thses4 challenge his/her decision. The places a person visits will
generally not conflict with his/her life style, but rather support it Thne, money, and
energy will be devoted to the reinforcement of the decision.

REPEATING

As a pepon's value becomes a pirt of his/her life style, people obeerving this person
will see the decision continuously ppressed.

All three factors of the value clarification process are ihvolved in this classification;
namely:,prize, choice, and action. The sense of performance is also indicated in this
classification. Thus, temporary pleasures induced 'by alcohol or drup, although real, fail
to meet the criteria for a true value.

SUMMARY

As Social Actions cotinselors, using the value clarification process allows us to
underitand that what appears .to be dysfunctional behavior On the part of the client may,
in fact, be caused by a dysfunctional fulfillment of needs. When these needs or wahts
are not achieved in a functional way, the dyed behavior reflects this, since Oie client's
needs still must be fulfilled. Thus, the value clarification process allows us to realize that
thdugh the choice system and a decision-making process, drug/alcohol abusers can turn
dysfunctional behavior into functional behavior and still meet their needs and wants. Our
primary emphasis in counseling is dealing with tzue values, rather than the actual abtile
of drug/alcohol, by using the process of value clarification.
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PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

ATTENTION

The most effective way to get a
person off drugs or alcohol and
keep him/her off is to identify
and get him/her involved in a
viable alternative.

-MOTIVATION

1. The'Second Report of the
National Commission on Marijuana
and Drug Abuse recommends that
drug use prevention strategy, .

rather than concentrating on
resources and efforts in persuad-

ing or ,"educating" people not to
use drugs, emphasize alternative
4eans of obtaining what users
seek from drugs; means that are
better for the user and better
for society!

2. The aim of this program, called,
viable alternatives or alternative
pursuits, should be to foster and
instill the necessary skills for
coping with the problems of liv-
ing, particularly the life concerns
of adoleicentt. We learned in the
Values Clarification Unit that
there are no drug Problems, but
rather there are people and coping
problomi, when individuals use
self-prescribed drugs to dea1 .

with problems.

1
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3. Since our job in Social Actions
18 not only to counsel but to
educate and administer programs
and policies concerning drug/
alcohol abuse control, the neces-
sity of understanding the altern-
ative pursuits concept in drug./
alcohol abuse will allow us to
effectively.offer appropriate
alternatives to:

4

a. Clients already in our,
rehabilitation programs.

b. Base personnel, who are
seeking better self-awareness and
pursuits but not abusing drtigs.
Thus, the prevention aspect of
our base-level ,education becomes
a realisttencept to all people
with whom we come in contact.

4% All too often the viable
alternatives concept has been a
task of creating lists of hobbies
without a clear understanding of
the objectives and guidelines
underlyingthis concept. The

'previous methodology increased
alienation of young people, since
the old viable alternatives list-
ing of hobbies usually never took
into consideration young people's
problems from their point of view,
but rather the viewpoint of those
in positions of authority. The
listing of hobbies presumed that
drug use was a disease and drug
education a vaccination.. Thus,
young people need, to be offered
a wide variety of programs
attempting to offer help and sup-
port, because they run a wide
range of vanes, class back-
grounds,'subcultures, itc.

2
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OVERVIEW

1. Dover the lesson objectives
with the class.

2. biscuds less& chronology. )

a. Definition of viable'
alternatives.

b. Three objectives of the
alternatives approach and eight
factors to con!vider when applying
this approach.

c. Realities to keep in mind
when dealing with clients' accept-
ance of viable alternatives.

d. Implementation of the
viable alternatives concept to
individual clients, as well as
base-wide programs.

TRANSITION

So that everyone will understand
what is meant by viable alterna-
tives, let's start by allIfining

, the term.

PRESENTATION

BODY (2 Hours 45 Minutes)

5a. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the three major objectives of the
viable alternatiVes approach to
drug aeuse prevention and rehabil-
itation and eight factors to con-
sider before using this approach.

3
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,

I. Define viable alternatives.

A. The word "viable" implies
a-workable, sustainable condition.

b. Alternatives.

(1) Do not mean substi-

tutes, but invervention.

(a) Nat all peopl,e

are susceptible.

(b) Concentrate .on

those who show early symptoms.

(c) Substitutes are

something which takes the place
of something else.

s.

(2) Viable alternatives ti

are often referred to as "alterna-

tive pursuits."

c. Alternatives to drugs/alcW-

hol are defined as: "Those con-

structive and viable attitudes,
values, orientations, experiences,
life styles, opportunities,
activities, pursuits, and progress
which can prevent significant
drug/alcohol abuie by providing

greater 4atisfaction than can,

drugs."

2.. There are three major object-

tives of the viable alternatives

approach to drug abuse.

a. Minimize.adverse conse-
quences of uSe and escalation to

,stronger or more dangerous drugs.

Ilrug abuse is a response to an
experience deficiency. Wo must

give attention to those relevant
factors creating that deficiency.
Our institutions are not providing

4
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an adequiete context for the kinds
of exploz=lttion and,experience

tRAT MEET DEEP HUMAN NEEDS.
Therefore, they.sustein some'of
the underlying motives for drtig
use."' (Allan Y. Cohen, Ph.D.,
Alternative Pursuits, page 3)

b. Maximize invo ment in:

.(1) Life experiences.

(2) Responsible use'of
chemical (toxic) agents.

c. Produce new state of
consciousness for the user or non-
user and improve tiis/her sense
of worth.

3. Identify eight factors which
must be considered when applying .

- the alternative pursuit& approach.

a. Individual needs (Maslow's
hferarchy).

.(1) Basic survival need.

(2) Security.

(3) Belonging.
t

II

(4) Self-esteem
--Growth

(5) Self-actualization.

b. Value systems/orientation.
0

(1) Prize.

(2) Choice.

-:^1>
g'.

(3) Action. JO

c. .Level of satisfaction
derived from the abused substance

5

Needs

.

r

4
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will attect a decision about an
alternative.

(1) Albuser'is more likely
to accept ap alternative when the
level of satisfaction from subT-
stance abuse has peaked and is
declining or remaining constant.

\

(2) Poly-drug abuse may
complicdte this situation, since
the user has the ability to vary
his/her drug use and resultant
satisfactions (euphoria).

d. The level of experience
with the drug substance will
affect the alterriXtive selected.

(1) Minimal drug involve-
ment requires less dramatic
.alternatives applications; i.e.,

- experimenters will most likely be
open to suggestion tb abstain froi
use, whereas addicts or heavy
abusers may require change of
environment; peers, work environ-
ment, etc.

(2) Individual motivations
for continued ot discontinued sub-
stance abuse will also play a great
'part in determining the effective-
ness of alternatives proposed.

e. Explain that the type of
drug abused is often a key to the
motivation of the abuser.

(1) Depressant substances
for "escapism," "to forget."

(2) Stimulants for stimu-
lation of senses, endurance.

. I

6
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(i) Hallucinogens for

"consciousness expension,
mystica1 experiencee.

u

f. Explain that a lark of
awareness by commanders and
supervisoracts as a barrier to
alternatives.

(1) Specialists do not
wdlcome change. Change attacks
tradition and historical preced-
ents upon which the specialist
has earned his/her Vosition.

, (2)- The coMmunication gap
or generation gap is extremely
real. Vnless we discuss our dif-
ferences, we are unable to surface
problems which can be solved.
Answers are readily available for -

most problems,which. are well
stated.

g. _Alternatives must be via-
ble to the drug/alcohoI user.

(1) Culture.

(2) Value systems.

(3) Life style.

h. Alternatives should not
be.temporary in nature.

(1) 1TeMporary alteinatives
eucourage.recidivism.

(2) ". . . Give a man a
fish and you have solved an immed-
iate problem. Teach a man to
fish and you have solved p life

problem. .

7 1
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EVALUATION

1. wnat are the..three'objectives

of the alternatives approach to.
drug .abuse prevention and reha-

hilitAtion?

2. What factors should_he con-
sidered prior to using 6t)
alternatives approach?

PRESENTATION

5b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the major factors which affect client
acceptance of alternatives.

I. Explain,that use of mood-
altering substances is usually
pleasureable.

a. -People use drugs to "feel
better" or "feel good."

bf People abuse drugs due to
personal deficiencies;'e.g.,
coping methilnisms.

2. Emphasize that people start
and may continue use (abuse) of
drugs because they want to do so,
not because of some intrinsic
nature of the drug.

a. PriZe, choice, action:-

.b. Free will, conscious
decision.

3 Explain that drugs do not
compel behavior.

a. May lessen inhibitions or
interfere with logical thinking;
therefore, allowing unusual
behavior.

8
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4. Drugd, by themselvea, do
not produce actions by the person.

c. Ultimately, the person,
even in'the most physically-
addicted cases, does have free
will to choose to uae or not.use
drugs.

4. ,Explain that psychological

dependence results when the drug
effect fills a need or is a
people substitute." Any activ-

ity or agent which dives pleasure
or relieves discomfort may be
associated with psychological
dependence.

5. Empha4#13 that drug users are
not necesgarily immature, immoral,
irresponsible, or socially dis-
advantaged.

a. Assumption of immorality
involves acceptance of stereotype.

b. We need to have respect
far clients.

c. Drug use is a part of the
Continuum of human existence.

6. Emiohasize that all'use of
Medal or socially-disapproved
drugs is not necessarily abuse
or addiction.

a. Some legal drugs are
abused because they produce
physical, psychological, or
social damage.

b. ,Some illegal drug are
used socially without noticeab1e
ham to the individual.

9
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c. Some illegal drugs are
not phyAically addictive. Some
are used in such a way as not to
'cause psycholagical dependence.

7. Explain that the important
factor'in many forms of pleasure-
seeking (gratification) behavior
is the resultantschange in the
mood'or consciousness of the
person.

8. Explain that our society
appears to stress experience as a
prerequisite for maturity. Some
drugs are alleged to give exper-
ienc-, quickly, painlessly, and
effortlessly.

9. Emphasize that individuals do
not stop using mood-altering
substances or pleasure-.seeking
behavior until they discovelr/A
somethin better. calp

.10. Ekplain that the alternal-
tives to drug abuse are also'
alternatives to the distresses
and discomfort which lead to any
self-destructive behavior. .

EVALUATION

1. Do drugs compel behavior?

2. Giveten example in WIlich an
attitude of society contributes
to drug abuse.

3. GeneVially speaking, when
40es an indivigial become willing
to cease owe behavior and adopt
another?

10
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PRESENTATION

5c. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
five selection criteria for an
alternative pursuit.

1. Describe selection criteria
for.an alternative pursuit.

a. Must be acceptable to the
client.

b. Must 14 acceptable to the
governing society/ititution.

c. Must be an attainable
objective%

(1) Cost.

(2) Time.

(3) Legality/acceptabil-
ity.

d. Must offer an opportunity
for individual commitment.

e. Must be capable of produc-
ing discernable changes toward
self, .others, and the experience
in the client.

2. Emphasize that alternatives
do not need to be traditional.

EVALUATION

1. What factors affect the
attainability Of an alternative
pursuit?

2. Shquld alternatives be tradi-
tional?

11
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PRESENTATION

5d. CRITERION OgJECTIVE: Identify
three features that alternative
pursuits should possess in order
-to gain maximum appeal to approving
authorities.

1. Explain that alternative pur-
suits should.be cost-effective
and be based on sound principles.

a. Be objective.

b. Be prepared to prove your
idea.wrong, as well as prove it
right.

c. Explain the need for
thorough research of the concept.

(1) Identify pretedents
_ and the outcome.

(2) Identify significant
similarities and differences in
your proposal and those activi-
ties which established the
precedent.

(a) Features of
the community.

(b) Characteristics. .

of the population to be affected
as participanfs.

(c) Other limiting
or encouraging factors.

2. Explain that alternative
pur4uits whith are addpted should
complementthe desires of the
approving authority.

a. Improvement of mission
capability.

12
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b. improvement of morale.

c. Reduction of expenditures'.

d. Improvement of management.

3. Emphasize that alternative
pursuit proposals should include,
.provisions for evaluation, in
order to measure and report their
effectivenesb.

a. Explain that ongoing
evaluation of the proposal is
necessary to insure events are
occurring as planned.

(1) Document signifiCant
events/lack of programmed reac-
tions.

(2) Keep the established
authoyity informed.

(3) Maintain the planned
objectivity.

b. 'Stress the need for follow-
up evaluation.

(1) Successful alterna-
tives Are generally:permanent.
Follow-up establighes that the
program has met its objectives.

(2) Alternatives result
in discernable changes to self,
others, and the experience.
Evaluate.the positive/negative4
aspects .of the changes and adjust
future applications of the con-
cept.

(3) Continued evaluation
and reevaluation maintains cur-
rency of your programs and
dictates c4nges which may be

13
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uece6saLy because of changes hi
the society, the environment, or
the individaals concerned.

EVALUAT1+ON.

1. What three features should
alternative pursuits possess in
order to gain maximum apPeal to
approving authorities?

2. What types of eValuation
should a viable alternative pur-
suit permit?

APPLICATION

1. Have the students proceed to
group room.

2. Provide students a copy of the
Viable Alternatives Interview
Worksheet and.instruct them to.
read it entirely before commenc-
ing the ,interview. Data revealed
in-the worksheet is for "here-
and-now" application, and nof for
hypothetical situations: The
interview is reality-Vesed, and
should provide each student
alternatives which he/she may
pursue during the remainder of
the course.

3. , Have students pair off into
dyads, where 'each will act as'a
"client" and "ioueselor"." In-
form students that you will be
observing their application of
counseling techniques and skill's
during, the interview.

4. For forty minutes, one mem- '
ber of the dyad will be,the
counselor," utaizing his/her

14 1
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worksheet. AL the end ot this
time, the dyads will switch roles.
The same procedures will be
followed.

5. For this exercise, normally
scheduled break-times are waived.
Advise students to take ten min-
utes or shorter aftef completing
the first interview, and then
return to the group room to con=
tinue. Do not hold groups in
session"for longer than ninety
minutes without a break for each
student.

6. If group time remains after
completing the Viable Alterna-
tives Worksheets, use to pro-
cess the exercise and ovide
feedback on counseling techniques/
viable alternatives.

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY

Review lesson objectives.

a. Objectives of alternatives
approach.

b. Factors which affect client
acceptance of alternatives.

c: Selection criteria for,
alternative pursuits.

d. Selling features of
alternative proposla/ro approv-
ing authorities.

15
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REMOTIVATION

1. Viai)le alternatives can be a
meaningful program, not only.for
the drug/alcohol abuser within
our rehabilitation programs, but
also for those who are not abus-
ing drugs and still looking for
a "high."

2. Our education programs can
now be meaningful experiences
for,our, audiences. Their partici-
pation, utilizing viable alterna-
tive principles we have'discussed,
can make our education classes
come alive for them.

3. So much of this concept deperlds
on your understanding of the
obiectives and your degire to
imPlement meaningful programs on
your bases. This moans a lot of
coordination and effort. But,

the result will be a'base popu-
lation more in tune with alterna-
tives to drug algose and still
experiencing a lasting enjoyment
-- chemically-free!

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary technical train-
ing assignment, when apPropriate.

s
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Lackland Air Force Base, Texas
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12 May 1976

VIABLE ALTERNATIVES INTERVIEW WORKSHEET

In small groups, each student will select a partner.. Each
'student will complete a Viable Alternatives Interview Worksheet
with his/her partner. The interview format piesents basic areas
which must be discussed. Students are free to expand each area
spontaneously to obtain an in-depth understanding of current
activities,*the dominant value structure and motivations leading
to the activities in order to propose,, discuss, and reach con-
sensus on alternative pursuits for the client.

Worksheet .

'1. Using the values clarification cOncépt of (a) prize, (b)
choice, and (c) affirm', identify at least three valued activities/
interests of your "client.'

a.

b.

C.

NOTE: This area will clarify the PRIZE portion of the values
clarification process and is an integral part ot the viable altern-
atives process.

3 4

2. Identify and reach agreement on the motivations/satisfactions
attached to each of the foregoing activities.

ACTIVITY MOTIVATION/SATISFACTION

a.

b.

V

o 61a
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ACTIVITY
MOTIVATION/SA1ISFACT1ON

C.

3. .Discuss and eliminate lesser motivations/satisfactions untilthe "client" selectICNE motive or'satisfaction which is of primaryimportance to him/hik Ident.ify a mutually-acceptable
definitionof that motivation/satisfaction.

4. Identify at least five alternative activities/pursuits withwhich your "client" could find at least equal sitisfaction of his/her motivation: 6These five alternatives. must be a product of dis-cussion between Irtiu and the "client."

(1)

(2)

(3).

(4)

(5)

5. Eliminate temporary alternatiiies and those activities whichthe "client" is reluctant to explore. If necessary, return toQuestion 4 and re-establish potential activities/alternatives
'6111P,5

which may be acceptable to the "client."I

6.. Discuss accèptable.alternatives with your "client." Identifysources of these arternative pursuits and,clarify your "client's"
expectations, desires, ebc.

ACTIVITY MOTIVE CLIENT'S ANTICIPATION OF. OUTCOME

2
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fCTIV11Y MOTIVE CLIENT'S ANTICIPATION OF OUTCOME

7. Negottate a contract with the "client."

a. Which alternative activity will you saect to meet your

needs?

b. When will you begin your involvement in this activity? ,

c. What changes will,be realized as a result of your involve-

ment in thii activity (obtain commitment)?

d. How will you and I recognize the changes (reinforce commit,.

ment)?

e. What will you do for you should° that occur-(affirmation of
commitment to alternative pursuits)?

4

NOTE: If "client" readily accepts the fact that the alternative
discussed will become ineffective (Questions 6d and 6e), you may
find it advisable to again return to,Question 4 and seek greater
resolution/commitment to alternative pursuits.

3 .
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PURPOSE

.

SW 3ALR734301%/30LR73611%

MR1164B
1 July 1971

This study guide/workbook (SW) is designed to assist you in
understanding the viable alternatives ooncept and its application.
The process itself is.simple, with the greatest challenge being to
the imagination, rather than to the acndemic ability of the reader.
A good listener with an active imagination will be at least as
effective as a scholar with all the answers. The specific learning
objectives (criterion objectives) associated with each major section
of this SW will precede the information.

The viable alternatives concept in this SW is addrasaed primarily
as a preventive or rehabilitative concept applied to drug/alcohol abuse.
It is equally effective in other areas of counterproductive or destruc-.
tive life styles. However, our focus will be in the drug abuse prevention
*
and rehabilitation area.
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OBJECTIVE

119 9
SW 3111I-5-11

1 July 1977

Identify the three major objecti s la the viable alternatives
approach to drug abuse prevention and habilitation and eight factors
to consider before using this approac

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important functions in the rehabilitation process
is helping your clients eStablish a viible alternative. It does little
good co remove a crutch (drugs/alcohol) without replacing it with
something better. Without replacing the crutch, the person will soon
go back to using'the same or,similar crutch because it serves a need
in his/her life.

To help identify viable alternatives, you must understand the
objectives of the viable alternatives approach, and consider eight
factors. By identifying alternatives which meet the needs of your
clients; you'll increase the probability of your client remaining
off aiemicals and leading a more productive and happy life.

INFORMATION

OBJECTIVES OF THE VIABL ALTERNATIVES APPROACH

Minimize the Adverse-Consequences of Drug Use and Prevent Escalation
to Stronger or More Dangerous Drugs

One of the major objectives of tho viable alternatives approach
,is to minimize the adverse consequence) of drug use and also to prevent
escalation to stronger or more dangeroqs drugs. This objective is in
keeping with Air Force policy to prevent drug abuse. Application of
the approich in a timely manner to a roceptive individual will allow
that person to find other activities which provide pleasure or experi-
ences ai least equal to the rewards of drug use. Many of us are not
prepared to cope adequately with our carrent environment. Our world is
different from that of our parents. In a matter of houis, we are able
to travel from*e climate to another; from friends to total strangers;
and-from familiar recreational activities to areas where we can't engage
in our favorite activities. Additionally, in a matter of hours, we can '

go from:extreme comfort"to extreme stress. Our society has been called
a "drug-taking society." In times of stress or discomfort, chemicals

Supersedes SW B-III-5-11, April 1977
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can relieve the symptoms ot stress. ,C)nsegnentiv, people misuse drugs
to forget thelt plklidvm:i. Otten, with dtuio. people seel. bigger and
hettet things, and there is someone .ill'ing o) provide the means to
rea )ch that end. Drugs will do the 1 ) asked f()4 hv the person. A

stick of.dynamfte will kill flies; but, hopetully, there As a better
means -- a more viable alternative!

Maximize the Individual's Involvement tn Life .nd Life's Experiences/
Promote the Responsible Use of Chemical Agent.

The second of the major objectivei. 16 in two parts. With the
viable alternatives concept, we hope to maximize the individual's
involvement in life and life's experielces. We also hope to promote
the responsible use of chemical agents. Very few ot us enjoy a totally
pleasant life experience. We all have our "ups" and "downs." Some of
us are more able to cope with life's dlsOpointments than are others.
One means of coping with adverse or un)leasant circumstances is to run
from them, or "cop out." Drug abuse one method of running away from
the unpleasant circumstances. We can :lose our eyes and hope the "bad"
situation will disappear. However, that action is generally not enough.
The viable alternatives process encourages the individual to live life
to its fullest, enduring stresses and strains, and continuing in a pro-
ductive direction toward accomplishment of personal goals. The other
consideration of this twofold objectiv! Ls the responsible use of chem-
ical agents. We enjoy a technology which has provided medication to
easo cliscomforts of illness and pain. Used wisely and responsibly,
medication can prolong our productive lives, and help us through times
of discomfort. Self-medication is seldom wise. The medicine which was .

prescribed for our chest cold last year may no longer have the properties
to cure it this year. Responsible use ofchemicals is that use when and
which is directed by a doctor.

Produce a New State of Conscious4ss

The final consideration or objective of the viable alternatives
approach is to produce a new state of constiousness for the user or
non-user and improve their individual :;ense of worth. We hear today
of "dehumanIsation, of being a cog in 'he wheel," rather than an
important par of.the system. Many of us have occasions when we feel
insignificant and insecure. From our feelings of insignificance and
insecurity grows self-doubt. Forms of insecurity affect people in
different ways. Financial insecurity has led people to work excessively
and not allow for rest and recreation, ending up in ulcers and'other
forms of illness. Social insecurity can cause us to try to "keep up
'with the Joneses," with two cars we can't afford, etc. Peer pressure
invites the individual to adapt to the group norm, or to perform as
the group would wish. The insecure individual is especially suscep-
tible to such pressure. The viable alternatives concept allows for
individual choices and support in carrying out these choices and
enjoyift the results of the activity or attitude. In applying the
concept, we will be assisting people to find their owm potency in
attaining Abe goals they have set for themselves.

?'2
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EIGHT FACTORS TO CONSIDER BEFORE USING THE.

VIABLF, ALTFRNAFIVPS APPROACH

Individual Needs (Maslow's Hiearchy of Needs)

The first of the factors is the individual's needs. Maslow's hier-
archy of needs provides a simple model of which to base our exploration
ot individual life styles to determine which "needs" areas are deficient.
Maslow identifies the basic survival n..eds as common to all people. We
all require food, shelter, oxygen, etc., for our bodies to exist. Gen-
erally speaking, these needs are met for all of us, or we would not exist
at all.

SECURITY NEEDS. The next level of needs identified by Maslow are
the security needs. In this area, We can categorize financial security,
personal safety, etc.

BELONGINGt The third level in the hierarchy is belonging.. Man is
basically a social animal. We require friends and associates and, there-
fore, we join clubs, fork circles or friends and associates, and identify
with our families.

ESTEEM. Following belonging in ne needs hierarchy is a need for
esteem, both self-esteem and esteei for others. We need to accept others
as well as ourselves.

SELF-ACTUALIZATION. The top of tle hierarchy, according to Maslow,
is self-actualization. At this point, the individual 'recognizes personal
assets, as well as limitations, and is self-motivated to reach hisfher full
potential. Maslow's theory is based on progression from fulfillment bf the
basic survival needs through self-actualization. It is improbable that an
individual would be deficient in one a'ea and still be able to progress
beyond that area to the next level in the needs hierarchy. The viable
alternatives concept applies to the fuLfillment of individual needs,
allowing the individual to grow and meot full potential.

Value System/Orientation

Next, we must consider the individual's value system. This system
may or may not correspond to the value system of the counselor. However,
the client is the individual being ser'ed.

Level of Satisfaction Derived frotOthe Abused Substance

The third consideration is that the level of satisfaction derived
from the abused substance will affect a decision abskut an alternative.
The individual who is convinced that e;:perience with drugs is the most
satisfying xprience possible will be difficult to-help. On the contrary,
an individual who is ispleased with the drug experience is genera quite
eager to accept altertative means of satisfaction. In a different se se,

6 wtu
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"Hamburger Helper" would probably be m9re attractive or an Impoverished
family than it would be to those arflu,!nt members 01 out society who are
familiar with exotic- meals.

The level of Experience with the.Drug .iubstance Will Affect the Alternative
Selected

Closely related to the previous fictor 1! Che fourth consideration:
the level of experience with the drug substah (k!.) will affect the alter-
native selected. Individuals are motivated to continue drug use and
perhaps escalate to more potent substaaces by their experiences with
various substances. The addict has a lifferent motive for drug use than
does the experimenter. 'As people's experience with drugs continues, they
become more aware of the means of usin4 the substances and effects, and
may move to more potent chemicals. Tho satisfaction derived from a viable
alternative must at least .equal the satisfaction from the use of chemical
substances. Preferably, the alternative should be more satisfying.

The Type of Drug Abused is Often a Key to the Motivation of the Abuser

When interviewing a client to apply the viable alternatives concept,
it is important to determine the type of drug abused by the client. This
is the fifth factor. The type of drug: L.e., hallucinogen, stimulant,
depressant, etc., is often a key to th .! motivation of the abuser. Depres-
sants are often used to withdraw from an unpleasant reality, while hallu-
cinogens and stimulants are often used to intensify sensations received
from the individual'a environment. If clients are seeking excitement
through drugs, they will probably be r,2ceptive to an exhiliraiing alter-
native, such as motorcycling, mountain clibbing, etc. On the contrary,
if the drug substance is used to achieve relaxation, the outcome of the
alternative should be relaxation.

Lack of Awareness by Commanders/Supervisors Can Act As a Rarrier to
Alternatives -

The sixth factor concerns our supporting organization. Since we
are not independent of a supporting organization and society (the Air
Force), we must also consider the reaction of that supporting system
to our proposed alternatives to chemical abuse. It is important that '

we realize that a lack of awareness by commanders and supervisors can
act as a barrier to alternatives. SpeAalists do not welcome change.
Commanders and supervisors have specialized in a life style which is
compatible with their personal experieuce in the military society.
Alternative proposals are often non-traditional and may seem.to attack
the life style which commanders believe is most appropriate lor.military
meMbers or dependents. Commandirs' or4impervisors' intentions can be
very honorable, but they may not understand the features of our pro-
posals, and may fail to see the value of the alternative proposal....

694
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Alternatives Must Be Viable to the Drug/Alcohol Abuser

The seventh factor is an extremel', important consideration. The

alternative lust be viable to the drug/alcohnl abuser. Viable means

a workable and sustainable condit_ion. The individual must have the
means and the' interest to, enjoy the al%ernative. Yachting is an
enjoyable activity and would b an idea alternative for many of us.
However, the majority of us do not havo the tinancial resources and,
perhaps, not even the time to engage ill this activity. Remember, the

viable alternative is a highly individualized concept. For this reason,
hobby listi are not satisfactory vas viable alternatives. .

Alternativles Should Not Be Temporary In Nature

Finally, alternatives should not he temporary in nature. A

temporary alternative offers, at best, temporary satisfaction, and
encourages recidivism.(repeated or habitual relapse). There must be
an opportunity for commitment to the alternative activity, so it
becomes an important part of the individual's life style%and continually
provides satisfaction for that individual. If the person's only alter-
native is outdoor swimming and he/she lives, in North Dakota, chances are
that he/she will have trouble maintaining interest in that alternative
after the summer months have passed.

ExercLse 5a

Complete the following exercise.

.What are the -three ma/or objectives of the viable afternatives approach?

1.

2.

3.

69'.40
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What re the five levels of Maslow's hietarchy.of needs?

1.

2..

3.

4.

5.

FACTORS AFFECTING ACCEPTANCE OF ALTERNATIAS

OBJECTIVE

Identify major factors which affect client acceptance of faternativts.

.INTRODUCTION

In proposing alternative means of satisfaction for individuals who
hive found pleasure and satisfaction in substance abuse, it is important
that we understand certain factors which will probably affect their
acceptance of the alternatives. This way require that we accept certain,
perhaps, unpleasant realities.

THE USE OF MOOD:ALTERING SUBSTANCES
IS USUALLY PLEASURABLE

No matter what our personal views may b'e about the effects and'
consequences of mood-altering substances, the user probably finds their i

use to be,pleasprable and satisfying. Very few of us would ever inten-ii
tionally.do something to ourselves which is going to be unpleasant and -

cause diesatisfaction. Some eat,spinach because, they like it or believie
it-to be healthy, while, others would not tduch spinach for equally valid
reasons.. The decision, to use drugs is individual, as is the perception
of,the pleasure and satisfaction deOved from drug use.

4
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PEOPLE START AND MAY C )NT INUE USE (ABUSE) OF
DRUGS BECAUSE TH WANT TO Do :40

*. 11,11
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This factor is closely related ivnitery similar to the preceding
point, but it remains an iMportant issie. Probably, the individual's
first use of drugs was not forced upon him/Ecr... Peer pressure may
have been involved, but the fact remails that the initial decision and
act were voluntary, with available options. After the first use of drugs,
the individual probably found some degre6 of pleasure or gratification of
needs ,through the drug substance, Or p.!rhaps through the .asisoCiation with
others who wore usine drug* oncurrentiy. The individual again has the
option of returning to drug use and th ,?. resultant asaociations; or per-
haps escalating the drug use to a more potent substance, or of quitting.
It is not the drug substance itself whlch caused,the use. There is no
intrinsic nature of any drug substance whlch can force an individual to
begin-and continue substance use or abuse.' Even the most severely
affected addict, under the propericonditions, can abstain from drug use.
Abstinence may be uncomfortable, and without proper care, it may be
extremely 'dangerous, but not impossibl.

,Apms DO NOY COMPEL BEHAVIOR

Drugs and alcohol affect our central nervous system (CNS) and alte
our consciousness, but they do not compel us to act in any certain Way.
There it no ,iubstance available which :.an be administered,to cause a
person to come to a position of attention,,,march 100 yards at quick time,
halt,.left face, or open ranks. We do, however, have mainy'substances
available which will cause us to lose iur inhibitions, and not feel
restrained from doing things which we qould not normally do. We can alter
our perception of our surroundings by taking drugs, and we can hallucinate,
or induce a state 9f.sleep; but, we haie still failed to compel behavior.
We can cause our system to be more-or Less sensitive.CO outside stimuli, '.

such as pain, light, movement, etc., but we have only succeeded in altering
our perception, not compelling our behvCrior.

PSY0HOLOGICAL DEPEWENCE RESULTS WHEN
THE DRUC EFFECr EMS A NEED

.-

Most of us- hgve become psychologically dependent on certain activities
,and subatances, and not all.oi uS are chemfcal abusers or criminals. One

form of dependence is on ritualistic hAppenings: When we return to our
families after a ddy at work, we expecCto be grgeted in a certain way. If

.

_we are not greeted in that certain waY, we.May become upSet and uncomfort-
' able because our expectations have not' been met. 'Breakfast before leaving

for work or .the first cup of coffee in the morning lire etNer illustrations

irof how easily we can become p hblogi..ally dependent. We often avoid
talking to certain of our asso iates uutil after they, have hiid7their first

,

. cup of coffee in the mornings \,Psychtoloigical dependence is-not an exotic
disease reserved for deviant 'Arsons.

.. ,
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STEREOTYPES OF DRUG ABUSERS'
ARE INAITURATE

4.1 " 6

Drug abusers are not necessarily immature, immoral, irresponsible,
or socially-disadvantaged. *This misconception has been with.us for a
.lopg time, and is nearly as accurate a; the idea of storks bringing

babies. At one time, this styth may ha/e been a way for society to care

for its collective conscience. But, today, we ,,re aware that drug use

crosses all cultures and all socio-eecylomic classes. There is no such

thing as immunity because of one's particular station in lite. The drug

user has taken a turn in life which is.not socially acceptable in terms

of that portion of sockety rhich legisLates on behavior and morality.

We all have bur ways of escaping the s,:resses of our reality. The

difference lies in which of these methi)ds is considered acceptable by
the majority of our society.

ALL USE OPPILLEGAL OR SOCIALGY DISAPPROVED
DRUGS IS NOT NUESSARILY ABUSE

OR ADD[CTION

)

This factor is soisewhat controve;Aal; however, it is important tO

understand that 'the legality issue is uot addressed. If we consider
abusive to mean physically,Oamagdng, then there are certain types of

substances and certain methods of administration which are not abteive.

Certaiply, we realize, at this point, that not all substances are capable
of creating the_condition known as addiction. Many of the substances
which are socially disapproved under certain conditions are totally
approved when medically prescribed. Stimulant and depressant substances

are often prescribed by competent medical authority, and then used beyond
-...: what is medically required, but remaining wiihin the realm of the pre-

scribed dosage. The same substance in the Possession of an' apprehended
youth without a prescription'is sufficient to bring ibout imprisonment/
criminal charges. Many of the fllicit substances we are cncerned about'
are very beneficial when properly app ied. Much use occurs as a result

of experimentation under medical supe ''ision.

DRUGS CHANGE CONSCIOUSNESS

The important fastot in many,form. of pleasure-seeking (grati-
fication) behavior'is th, resultant chLnge in the mood or consci-
ousness of the person. In most instances of drug use, the adminis-
tration of the substance is not the end-result. The substance is
administereein order that the Individual may enjoy changed feelings
(altered perceptions/consciousness) which come about as the, drug

takes effect. It is probably npt neeessary to.-find an aJternate
activity tO,take the place of Om administration of the substance;

,however, it is probable that we must scek an alternative which will
provide at least an equal gratiftcatior of individual needs (pleasure).

8
631 :wrogir
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EXPERIENCE IS PRITrQuIsIrr.

FOR MATURITY

At one time or another, we have all been told that we would
belfeve differently after we have had -Ae experience of "growing up,"
or going through some experience which atie-ted the thoughts of soMeo
else. "It you had only seen this. . . ," ,r, "It you had only been
there. . . . are ways?of Saying, "With experience, you would .somehow
be different than you now are." Drugs otfor instant experledu and
awareness and thus hold an attraction. Unfortunately, the.types oU
expihrience and awareness afforded by drugs is not aniacceptable form
of rearning. .There are many acceptabl ways of gaining experience, and
it is extremely unfortunate that many lembers of our society have not
been exposed to the wide variety of exJeriences available. Ignorance
is tragic, because the individual mighr. not know any way to exist other
than the way to Which he/she has been oxposed.. Natural creativity is a
'gnat resource which often goes untapvd, because the individual has not
been eiposed to a wider environment an4 allowed to,exercise productive
skills. In these untapped resources can be found many viable alterna-
tives.

PEOPLE STOP USING' M00)-ALTERING SUBSTANCES
ONLY AFTER THEY pIscovER SOMETHING BETTER

Individuals do not stop using mool-altering substances (or pleasure-
seeking behavior) until they discover iomething better. Think of a pleas-
iht activity in which you engage and which you enjoy very much. Now, try
to imagine someone takidg that activit, from you and not replacing it with
anything. If you need pome 1 th'..s area, consider some of the simple
things in life, such as ci co,-fee, a favorite fdod, reading map-
rials, etc. The alternativ4 .41r at loast equal the pleasure or satis-
faction found in the undesira /behavior.

'ALTERNATIVES,!:EDUCE OTHER
SELF DESTRUCTVE BEHAVIOR

4klternatives to drug abuse are al!,o alternatives.to the distresses and
discomfort which lead to any self-dest.-uctive behavior. Self-destrugtive

-.behavior is not necessarily as drastic as suicide. Worry, overwork, etc.,
can be destructive in terms of the eff,ct on the body. Doctor's often speak
of the "will to live-," which plays an important role iarthe casA of seriously
ill or injured patients. We all need to take good care of ourselves,,and
viable alternatives exist for nearly ariy Unpleasant or unproductive s.it-
uation. Meditation is d way of coping with stress and strain. "Day dreaming"
also helps us escape from reality, Ff only for a moment. We are all capable
of saying, "I have worked enough for...now, and I will take a break .to relax."
Often, we find that a short break brings about Increased productivity when
we..return. A viable alternative is just another way of takirig care of

9
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onesell. IA is also possible that I I your base has workable alternative
pursuits program lt is posnlble that o'heb bane:problems like AWOL,
Article 15s, FOT complaints, morale-reiated problem-:, etc., may be reduced.

Exerci.ie St)

Complete the following exercise.

What are the ten major factors which a fect client acceptance of
alternatives?

1.
.004WON

%ow

040114

-

.0.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

.e
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SFI,ECTIoN CRITERIA FOR lN ALTFPNATIVF PURSUIT

Identity five selection criteria ':or an alternative pursuit.

INTRODUCTION

1209

When we select an alternative to irug or alcohol abuse, wetst
insure that the alternative is individaally designed and satisfies
the motivation by each person for whica that alterna,tive is being
proposed. We must also pay careful atention to tfie gther areas
considered in this objective for failure to,consider atiy of them
could result in an ineffective altelnalAve.

INFORMATION

MUST BE ACCEPTAW,E TO THE CLIENT

Any alternative pursuit (viable alteinative) we elect must be

Vie

acceptable to the client. It is an -Iternative for him/her and not
for the counselor: A counselor tliay li:ce to fish and hunt; but-, his/her
client may be a conservationist, ery -nich opposed to fishing or hunting.
In that case, wildlife photograpliS, may be more acceptable 'to the client.
Clients must be able to engage in alternatives and derive satisfaction
from them'.

4

MUST BE ACCEPTABU TO THE GOVERNINC
SOCIETY/INSTITUTION

Our clients come to us because thoy need to replace an unacceptable
activity. Generally, that unaccutabl.t activity is unaccAptable-to both
fhe individual and the governinglociety/institution. It may only be
unacceptable to the individual because a; the consequences of bontinued
activity; but, it is, nevertheless, unacCeptable. That saihe society/
institution which found the original alAivity unacceptable reserves the
right to disapprove of other actIvitie9. We are all aware of.the objec-
tives'of the Air Force and the types or' activities which support those
objectives. For this reason, our proposed-alternatives will probably
be more acceptable to the institution if they are advanced with the needs
of the Air Force in mind./

4
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musr AN ATTAI4AliLL OBJUCIIV1.

i

Alternatives mw;t have attainable ob) .ctive.. in teims ol cost, time,

and legality/acceptability. These throe t ctors are extremely important.
With the(alternatives concept, we are ,)fterk speaking 'of change and a new

investment of time and effort, as Well asemonev. Will the investment be

worthwhile to the institution or individual making the investment?

MUST OFFER AN .WORTUNITY kOK
INDIVIDUAL C.OMMUMENT

An alternative proposal is only a proposal, Unless the individual
becomes committed to acting on the altornative. Unless that commitment

endures, the alternative is no longer tcceptdhle as "a workable and

sustainable condition." The behavior ie are replacing with a viable

;
alternative was apparently a committed behavior, s

r

(7 the individual

persisted in hia/her efforts. If we fail to replac that commitment
with an acceptable commitment, we have then failed to provide a true
viablealternative.'

MUST BE ABLE TO PRODUCE CHANGE

Alternatives must be capable of producing discernsble changes
towSrd self and others and experiences of clients. Clients who have

used chemicals, or are therwitee bringing stress and strain upon
themselves, are avoiding or altering some part of reality to a point
where existence is at'least tolerable. These individliats are likely

to have some difficulty tri Ortain surroundings, and, thus, have

altered Their surroundings, their'asso:iates, Or their personal per-
ception. Alternatives must be capable of producing change inthe way .

people feel about themselves and other;, as well as apsist in enriching
their life experiences. Many of us have experienced a full and exciting
life, and fail to recall the challenge of some of our fundamental efforts.
Childhood hikes (for the experienced anintain climber)oimay no longer be
fascinating or e*citing, but they may he for the inexperienced hiker.
Through new experiences, clients haire in oppo'rtunity,to expand their
available activities and experiences, aturalso have other activities with
which to structure time; temporarily eicaping th'e pressures whIch may
have been intolerable without a place,to escapr. Through relaxation
.amd-accomplishment, clients are likely to leel differently about themselves
and others-, and lead' more productive and rewa-rding lives. For many people,

the 'realization that "pursuit of happiaess" is not necessarily the same as
the accumulation of material objects and monetary wealth is suf icient to,
allow them to relax and enjoy life. That- otie realizatign, if stOplies,

fits the criteria affixed.to.a viable alterytiye.,
4
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Complete the following exercise.

7 , ."- ,

Exerclie 5c
A

What are the five selection criteria for an alternative pursuit?

2.

3.

4.

5.

OBJECTIVE

P.11

ACCEPTANCE BY APP1:OVING AUTHORITY

41

Identify three features that alternative pursuits should possess in
trrder to gain maximum appeal to approving authorities.

INTRODUCTION

If we are.to get approving authorities to accept our alternative
prqposals, we must insure,that they aro: cost effective, complement the
desires of the approliing authority and contain provisions for evaluation
so that their worth can be documented.

INFORMATION

ALTERNATIVES PURSUITS SHOULD BE
COST-EFFECTIVE AND SOUND

Alternative pursuits should be cost-effective and based on sound
principles. -Befeme proposing alternative pursuits or viable alternatives,
we must consider the needs df the organization we are serving. That
organization has appofnted a hiez=archy of managers to act in its behalf.
Approval undoubtedfy*will be requirit from one of those managers before a
propos41 can be implemented. .All effective managers are concerned with
cost-effectiveness end outcomes. Cost-effectiveness is nothing more than

.5.!
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getting the most tot monetaiy investmeit. ro the institution, time
may he considered money, sinre it iq r..1pong:thlo to pAv for the
services ot those who provide the time. rho iw.titution May compare
your proposal with several other proposals, or perhap'; traditional
approaches to the situation, and evaluate the cost-effectiveness oi
all available options before making a decision.

Basing a proposal on sound ptinci)10.., i 'lei than wild specu-
lation, will also go far in gaining th.! cunculronce ol the approving
authority. Out ideas will not be iiithout precedent somewhere else in
the wd-ld. Thus, we have the opportunity to evaluate the conditions
which existed somewhere else, where th..! alternative either was or was
not successful. Compare these conditions to those in your situation,
and then make your case or abandon the original idea. As an example,
water skiing may provide a client with excitement and physical exercise
and be a fantastic alternative pursuit iu Texas; however, that same
aCtivity may not be appropriate as a viable alternative (workable and
suatainable condition) in Alaska. In researching proposals, one should
be-able to make several statement4of 3rinciple; i.e., this wAill work
because of these conditions, etc. There should be.an approximate time
table of events, if the alternative pursuit proceeds as the counselor
and client have planned. Obstacles will be identified before they are
encountered and preparations made to overcome them; or, it may be
determined that the obstacles are too great and the plat, should be
abandoned for a more effective one.

COMPLEMENT DESIRES OF APPROVING AUTHORIfY

Alternative pursuits which are adopted should complement the
desires of the approving authority. In social actions, it is important
that we understand and support the obj,!ctives of thc_approving authority.,
The service we provide the system is to reorient indi/iduals who have
somewhere strayed-from the accepted standards of behavior, as determined
by the same authority who approves or lisapProves our proposed al4terna-
t.ives. We serve the individuals in much the same way. Those who wish
to remain in the Air Force-are assistei in their transition from un-
acceptable behavior to acceptable behavior. Those who ,do not wish to
change their behavior have also determined that they do not wrsh to meet
Air Force standards of behavior and conduct, and reject the opportunity
to remain in the Air Force. The appro-ving authority (the Air Force)
wishes to retain quality personnel and advance mission effectiveness.
The Air Force wishes to provide for the health aad welfare of fis
personnel within the imitations of tho budget, and is naturally in- .

terested in doing more with less. It is relatively easy to fit an
alternative proposal within the desire.; of the approving authority, if
we have done our homework and are prep.tred to explain the principles
supporting our proposal and establish Lhe .cost-effectiveness of the:
alternative and its outcome.

.\
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ALTERNATIVE PURSUIS PROPOSALS S1IOULD
INCLUDE PROVISIONS FOR EVALUATION

vr,

ILL3

7Alternative pursuit proposals should include provisions for
evaluation in order to measure and rep,Irt their eitectiveness. One ot

the questions which will undoubtedly etons the mind of the approving
authority is, "How will we know if thiq idea is wotking as we want it
to?" The question is valid, not only 1or the approving authority, but
also for the individual proposing the alternative. As you have done
your research for precedents, cost-effuctiveness, etc., you have
obviously seen data which will serve etfectively as milestones as your
alternati've pursuit progresses. You should be able to pre4ict reasonably
accurate points in tiape where certain ovents will occur, such as changes
in the individual's pevformance, attitude, etc. Remember, the only basis
for proposing.the alternative is to brtng about some sort of change. If

you have tailored your alternative proposal to your client, you will be
able to define the changes you expect to occur; i.e., more productivity,
better appearance, etc. Additionally, you will be able to identify check-
points/suspenses for these changes to be evaluated. The approving author-
ity is interested in knqwing of your success and/or lack of it. This

factor is closely related to cost effectiveness and the desires or objec-
tives of the institution. You should also he interested in whether or not
predictable objectives/goals are being met as planned. If your proposal
it not effective (workable and sustainable),'it is probable that the in-
effectiveness will appear during akl in' erim evaluation. This provides
an opportunity to correct and redieect your efforts or abandon the plan
before you invest the time, effort, and resources of yourself7ftrOsir

client, and the approving institution any further.

Exercitie 5d

.Complete the following exercise.

What are the three features which-alternative pursuits should possess
in order to gaim maximum appeal of approving authorities?

2.

3.

I .
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ANSWERS TO ERGISES

Exercise 5a

1. Miniwize adverse consequences of U3C and escalation to st,ronger or
more dangerous drugs.

2. Maximize involvement in lite experience(s) and promote the responsible
use of chemical agents.

3. Produce a new state of consciousneis for the user or non-user and
improve his/her sense f worth.

1. Self-actualization

2. Esteem

3. Belonging

4. Security

5. Survival

Exercile 5b

1. The use of mood-altering substance; is usually pleasurable.

2. Why people use drugs.

3, Drugs do not compel behavior.

4. Psychological'dependence.

5. Stereotypes are inaccurate.

62\--gbt all use is addictive.

7. Drugs change consciousness

8. Experience'is a prerequisite to,maturity.

9. Stopping for something better.

10. Alternatives reduce other stresseq.

16
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Exereile, 5c

I. Must be acceptable to the client.

2. Must be acceptable to the governin4 society/institution.

1. Must be attainable.

4. Must offer an opportunity for commitm

5. Must be able to produce change.

Exercile 5d

1. Costeffective and sound.

2. Complement desires of approving auLhority.

3. Effectiveness evaluation.

1215



Social Actionm Training Branch
Lacklend Ail Force Base, Texas

STUDENT NAME RANK

INSTRUCTOR

VIABLE ALTERNATIVES WOIXSURIT

DATE

GROUP

JZ16)
LP BB-III-I.7 (I)

1 August 1978

OBJECTIVE: Civen a died role-playing situation and the Viable
Alterrivives Interview Worksheet, satisfactorily guide the client
through-1hr( Viable_Alternative process using the worksheet in
accordance with the grading criteria.

In small groups, each student will select a partner. Eacb,
student will complete a Viable Alternatives Interview Worksheet
which must be discussed. Students are free to expand evil area
spontaneously to obtain an in-depth understanding of current
activities, the dominant value structure and motivations leading
to the activities in order to propose, discuss, and reac

/1

con-
sensum on alternative pursuits for the client.

Worksheet . Circle One

I. Using the values clarification concept of (a) prize, (b)'
choice, and (c) affirm, identify at least three valued activ-
ities/interests of your "client."

a.

b.

C.

NOTE: This area will clarify the PRIZE portion of the'values
clarification process and is an integral part of the viable
alternatives process.

NI U.

Correct/Incorrect

2. Identify and reach agreement 'on the motivations/satisfactions
attached to each of the foregoing activities. S NI U

ACTIVITY MOTiVATION/SATISFACTION

a.

b.

A1-1 6 / Attachment 1
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ACTIVITY MOTIVATION/SATISFACTION

c .
C I

3. Discusti Ard oliminate lesser motivations/satisfactiona until S NI U

the."(41ient" ilocts ONE motive or satisfaction which is of primary

importance to him/her. Identify a mutually-acceptable definition

of that motivation/satisfaction.

4. Identify at least five alternative activities/pursuits with S NI. U

which your "client" could find at least equal satisfaction of his/

her motivation. These five alterntives must be a product of dis-

cussion between you and the "client."

.(2)
C 1

(3)
C I

(4) C

C. I
(5)

5. Eliminate temporary alternatives and those activiStes.which S NI U

the "client" is reluctant to exp/ore. If necessary, return to

Question 4 and re-establish potential activities/alternatives
which may be acceptable to the "9pent."

6. DisCoss acceptable alternatives with your "client." Identify S NI

sources of these alternative pursuits and clarify your "client's"

expectations, desires, etc. A

ACTIVITY NOME,. (-CLIENT'S ANTICIPATION OF OUTGOME

-

.s

C I

C
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ACTIVITY MOTIVE CLIENT'S ANTICIPATION OF' OUTCOME

C I

I

7. Negotiate a contract with the "client." S NI U

a. Which alternative activity will you select to meet your
needs?

C I

b. When will you begin your involvement in this activity?.

"C I

c. What changes will be realized%as a result of your inVolve-
ment in this activity (obtain commitment)?

C I

d. How will you and I recognize the changes (re,infOrce commit
ment)?

A

oP,

db.

e. What will you do for you should that change occur (affirthation
of commitment or alternative pursuits)?

NOtE: If "client" readily accepts the fact that the alternative
discussed will become ineffective (Questions 6d and 6e), you may
find it advisable to again return to Question 4 and seek greater
resolution/commitment to alternative pursuits.

C I

1,

't,
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SCORING INS1RUCHONS: The worksheet ie divided into seven major aren4

and several sub areas. All sub areas must be correct to receive a

satisfactory for the seven sailor areas. To receive a. needs improvement,,
no more than one-third (1/3) of the sub areas may be incorrect. To

receive an overall satisfactory, yov must have at least six of the major

areas satisfactory and no unsatisfactories. You must have a minimum-of

six overall satisfactoriatto complete the practicum.

OVERALL CRAW

LEDGEND

S - Satisfactory
NI- Needs Improvement
U - Unsatisfactory
C Correct
I Incorrett

SAENT ACKNOWLEDGMENT DATE

A1-4
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SOCIAL ACTIONS TRAINING BRMICII
Lacklaid A41 Futea Rase, Texau

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES PRACTICUM PERFORMANCE.TEST
.,.'....tUDENT NAME RANK DATE

,

LP BB-III-1.9 (1)
1 August 1978

1 INSTRUCTORfl Practice LIEvaluation

GROUP

1--1 Remake
ROLE
PEORON

COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR SNUB INSTRUCTOR'S REMARKS
I 0

1. PHYSICAL SETTING

a. .Ditermines suitable stating
arrangement and no physical
barriers.

b.. Body Posture.

c. Eye Contact

d. Statits iime limit

e. Appears comfortable and
relaxed

1 COUNSELING RE1)ATIONSHIP

a. 'Actively listens to
cliek's verbal and
nonverbal communication

b: Is non-judgemental

c. Accepts client

2 II. "RESPECTS" client

e. "RISKS" effective con-
frontation of client's
verbal and nonverbal
iliommunication which
11dicates incongruence/
contradictions

3. COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

'a. Wiles Reflective Ques-
tioning Techniques

b. ;Uses "here and nolg'
intormation

=1...

1111 DBSIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE DO NOT OBI ON Till 1.
Attachment

1
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COUNSELOR SZHAVIOR

I

S Fr U N
0

untticrop's REMARKS

3.

_ .

COUNSELING TECHNIQUES (Con't)

c. Opens only relevant issues
capable of dealing with dur-
ing time of session

-
. /

,

-

\

.

.

f

/

.

. ,

.

d. Does not interrupt client
inappropriately

4

,

e. Summarizes client's
information

f. Does not use psychiatric
labels, unfamiliar terms

4.

i..
PrOCEDURE

a. Define central issue(s) to
the client's understanding

...... _....

b. Follows logical sequence,
and is understood by client ,

' .

c. Informatión given is
accurate

5.

.

.

CLAURE

a. Offers appropriate refer-
ral when 'necessary

.
,

.

,-

,

b. EstabAishes contract
("Homework" anl future
session) .

,

c. Notifies client of closure
appropriately

d. Elicits client's ummary
of session

-,

,

SCORING IN$TRUCTIONS: A "Satisfactory" will be given if there re no 11Unsatielsrories"
and no more than eight (8) "Neede Idprovements". ,

.
, ,

OVIALL RATING 6 t,
VII

Student Acknówledgeiment

l
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Social Actionc Training Branch
Lacklahd Air Force Base, Texas

WI0711. . *ob.

HO 3ALR73430B/
301R7361B/307117364B-I11-1-1

16 June 1978

Counseling Techniques

.COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

PART IX PERSONNEL PROCESSING SQUADRON DISCHARGEE PRACTICUM

OBJECTIVE

Placed in an actual counseling environmenti,establish a satis-

factory counselor/client relationship and effectively use .crisis

intervention techniques in accordance with the criteria listed in

the Dischargee Counseling Practicum Per'formance Test.

INTRODUCTION

Each student will be provided an opportunity to participate in

the counseling practicum. The fol)owing information will provide

you with the instructions you'll need to accomplish this' objective.

INFORMATION

COASELING INSTRUCTIONS

1. During Block IV eachAstudent will participate in two evening

counseling sessions with personnel from the 3731 Personnel Proce6s-

ing Squadron (PerPron).

2. The PerPron personnel you will be counseling are usually being

separated frOm the Air Force for one of the following reasons: 4rug

abuse, homosexuality, or medical. This is a critical and often

traumatic time for these,people. Most of the PerPron pehsonnel

have been at Lackland from three to seven days which in most in-

starkes-has not been a pleasant experience. n

3. Your grouP will meet on both evenings at 1800 Hrs iniRoom 106

(Bldg.'10634). The group facilitator will ihsure the buircding is

open. After the PerPron 'personnel arrive on the first eventng, the

group facilitator will spend a few minutes explaining what Social

Actions is about and'the purpoe of the counseling sessions. A

predesignated group leader wil) then take charge of the group and ,

conduct an introductory "ice-breaking" eXercise. This'exercise

Will.be developed by theigroup ddring a group facilitation hour

prior to the practicum. The "ice breaker" is designed to promote

a relaxed, non-threatening atmosphere and incorporate a method for.

assigning a counselor to each person from PerPron. Your facilitator

DESIGNED FOR.ATC4OURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON.THE JOB.

1111 Supersedes HO B-IV-3-5, 6 August:1976. 6'4
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will he more specific on how to develop an "ice breakerY.

4. Each counselor will be assigned a specific room where the coun-

seling will be Performed. You will be evaluated both evenings by

an assigned facilitator who will periodically observe your counsel-

ing session. The first evening will hea practiCe session and the

second evening will be a graded evaluation. The Counseling Pra ti-

c= Progress Checklist is the evaluation form that will he used

5. After each counseling session has terminated the PerPron pe son-

nel will fill out, anonymously, a critique (ATC Form 736) expressing

their impressions of the evening. They will them be released and,

returned by bus to the PerPron area.

6. The evening will conclude with the group processing each coun-

seling session and receiv16g feedback from the facilitator. This

will take place in Room 106...

7. This is an excellent opportunity for you to help someone in need

and to put into use the counseling skills you.have develo9pd.
,

PRACTICUM SCHEDULE (FIRST EVENING)

1800 - Participating group and facilitator'aSsemble in Room 106

(Social Actions, Bldg. 10634).

1815 - Social Actions briefing and introductory exercise ("ice

breaker") conducted. Counseling rooms assigned.

1830 - Counseling sessions commence.

1945 - Counseling sessions terminate.

1950 PerPron personnel fill out counseling critiques.

2000 - PerProK personnel depart for the.3731st area.

2000 - Evaluators conduct critique and feedback to students.

2100 - Group closure.

SECOND' EVOING

"1800 - All group members and PerPron personnel assemble in Room 106

for any additionarinstructions that may be given for this

session,

1810 - 1815 - Counselors and PerPron personnel will proceed to the .

6 4 \
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rooms theyaused the-Trevious evening. Counseling will begin.

1945 - CounseTing sessions terminate.

1950 - PerPron peesonnel fill out counseling critiques1

2000 - PerPron personnel depart for the 3731st area.

2000 Evaluators conduct critique and feedback to students.

2100 - Group Closure.

4,
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.. Crieis Intervention/Telephone Counseling
r

CRISIS INTERVENTION/TELEPHONE COUNSELING (TECHNIQUES)

a. Identify crisis intervenCion techniques associated with drug/
alcohol clients.

b. Identify crisis intervention and telephone counseling techniques
associated with client and/or caller problems.

CRISIS INTERVENTION/TELEPHONE COUNSELING (PRACTICUH)

c. Given a role-played crisis situation and telephone trainers,
,

satisfactorily identify client problems, use satisfactory telephone'
counseling.technique, and offer an appropriate referral in accordance with
the criteria listed on the Crisii'Intervention/Telephone Counseling
Performance Test,

.
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SUPI1RMOR APPROVAL OF L ESSON PLAN (PART II)
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SUPPORr MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
SW 8-111-2-3, Crisis Intervention/Telephone Counseling

WS 11-III-2-6, Crisis Intervention/Telephone Counseling Role Sheet

PT B-III-2-9, Crisis Interveqpion/Telephone Counseling Performance Test

Audio-Visual Aids
35mm Slides, Crisis interventIon/Telephone Counseling
16mm Film, "What Did You Take?" (FLC 23-0092, 35 min)

Trainin&EquiliaSent
Telephone Trainers.(1D)

TKAining Methods
Lecture (6.5)
Discussion/Performance/Group (8.))

. Multiple Instructor Requirements
Other (2)

Instructional Guidance
Introdude the concept of cris,is interventionland stress telephone counseling as

an application of this model. Emphasize Air Force requirements for a telephone

counseling service and recommended counselor qualifications and training. Discuss

the various types of encounFers that might be experienced by counselors and the

tec4niques for handling the4e situations. Integrate student role-playing of

'varioud situations in support of eriterion objectivee, on a time-permitting basis.

Provide-tq hone trainers to add realism and uete in all evaluatio6s'- haVe stu-

dents rever roles as counselors'and clients - evaluate performance.
/-

.MIR: Two instructors are required'throughout this lecture to clarify techniques

and skills taught through demonstration. Between 12 ai4124 separate aemonstratio0s

are normally given.
, e

3. Reiew, Measurement ana Critique

REVIEW, MEASUREMENT AND CRITIQUE (3.1)

a: Review
b. Measurement
c. Critique

.

6

3
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I)

CRISIS INTERVENTION/TELEPHONE COUNSELING ROLL

INSTRUCTIONS

Each of you will be given the opportunity to use the telephone

trainer,while in this 6 hours of group time. An ideal way that has

proven satisfactory is to have someone volunteer to be the first

caller, and as the-phone rinos, someorie in the group volunteers to be

the counselor. The role player caller will be able to eithee use .

one of the scripts attached to this handout, or can develop a script

of his/her own.

The emphasis of bothlthe caller and the counselor is realism.

Make the cal) as real as possible, and make the counseling as real

as possible. Use of imagination is definitely encouraged.

As the counselor ts talking over the phone, the other group members

should be making notes in order to critique the counselor's actions.

In addition, the caller will be asked to coment on feelings about

1111 being "counseled" by that person.
1 ?VI" :".1

est

The facilitator will evaluate, using thqpraluator's checklist,

Attachment 1. A counselor will be graded satisfactory irhe/she,does

mot receive any unsatisfactory or more than (5) needs improvement.

After playing your role as counselor; you should assume the role

of the caller% 0

6
A2-1
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What kind of goddan town do you have here? Jesus, everywhere

I go, if it's not a bunch of faenots and queers swishing around,

it's the coons and spics reunitino. 'bat the hell kind of nlace

is this anyway---and I expect a decent answer.

I would...like your opinion giveg,this choice. I purchased a tab

of acid from a friend of mine, lie said it was very mild, a good

one for those who have never tripped before. I have always

)

wanted to try LSD once - 1 h ve heard all about the controversies

and so I believe I know what I'm gettino into. rowever, I would

still like to hear what some other people have to say about it.

I've made the transition to a freak almost, the acid is the

last stage--so can you tell m6 what acid is all about?

I have a problem. It's about this guy. You see, I am gay and

I'm having a love quarrdll. John, that's the name of my lover, is

more straight than pay. He has recently met this oirl who is

more exciting than me -so he says anyway. If he continues see-

ing this girl, it will only mean heartbreak for me. I've never

thought about suicide before now, but everyday just brings more

and more confusion. People say I'm strange, and maybe everybody

would be just as happy if I just happen to disaopear.
4

(sobbing) I've got a terrible problem and I need sane answers

pretty quick. If your fiance was away, like going to another

school and You got pregnant by what you thought was a good

friend, how would you tell your fiance the situation? I mean,

I'm gettingan abortion, so that's all taken care of, he doesn't

even need know about it, or anythinq like that, but I feel I've

got a responsibility to tell him about the situation. I think

he deserves to know about what went on and what a rat I am, but

I don't know how to tell him. I just don't know.

Your ad said that you were interested in other people's problems.

so I'm gonna lay a heavy one on you. I've been dating this black

chick for about three months now. There wouldn't be a problem

except that I'm white. I've been raised to see no difference

between white and black and I. believe that I exhibit this point

orview myself now asLan adult. The probleM is with my chick

who sociehow believes %hat I should sc4eda difference between us -

she is always testing me to see if I have yet become a racial

bigot. I am getting tired of this.but I feel somethinp special

for this chtck. As though matters Weren't bad enough, she is

now pregnant; I oelieve it is probably my kid, but there alwAys

exist the chance that it could be one of hpr Had brother's.

So here is the nroblem: Now, what is the answer?

A2-2.
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I'm so hannv 1 just don't knoy what Jo do. 1 went out with thif.,

guy that I've had my eye on since hinh school. It was so neat!

He acts absolutely in love with Lr. He didn't say anythinn about

calling again, but I'm sure he will.

I NO_ flunking a class and I can't afford to flunk tt. The in-

structor is really understanding, hut 1 just can't.grase the

material. He spends all kinds of time with me, tait it doesn't

seem to do any good. I need the credits now.in order to grad-

uate. I can't get them later because I'm-fainn maximum loads

all the way until nraduation. "I've considered really noinn all

out and cheatinn to get through the class, but I can't really

justify it. I've got to have the credits, one WV or another,

but I don't know what to do. Yhat would you do in m" case?

Yeah, um ... 1 have this.Problem, and I don't know what anybody's

going to do about it, because it's'not the sort of thing that

has an answer, but --- oh, a couole of months ago, I met this guy

at the VIP and I don't know, we sort of hit it off and so I ended

up going over to his apartment ---and---oh, we drank a little

over there, and smoked a little, and j ended un netting really,

really drunk and really stoned, and I ended uo noing to bed with

him ---and---well that was okay. .1 didn't even hear from

him after that, and that didn't really bother me, because, well,

you know, I was kind of embarrassed about it ---I mean, I don't

usually do things like that, but--- I walked into my discussion

group for one of my upper division classes this_quarter, and lo

and behold, he's a grad student and he's teachinn the discussion

grouo. I just about died of embarrassment when I walked in, but--

I mean, there's nothing I can do. I haven't been back since....I

can't drop the class, it's a 400-level class, and I need it 'to

graduate, and it isn't offered any other time this year, and I can't

change sections, but I just about I mean, I can't sit through .

a quarter of having this guy laughing at me up there in front of

the class, and perhaps telling all of his friends and frat brothers

and everything else, and tt's just, I mean, it really bothers me,

I'm so embarrassed about it. And there seems like there is nothing

I can do.

Well, you see, I got this girl pregnatilt and I am not going to mprry

hey. I want some information about abortions because I feel a

certain responsibility. You see, I don't know if I love her or

not and I got to be sure before I start thinking about marrvine

her -- I mean, about marrying anyone.

What should I do? My son is taking drurs, and 1 just know he has

to. He hds'been acting very odd ever since his father and I got

the divorce last month. It must-be his father's doinn. He would

do anything to taRe my boy away from me and that father of his is

always up to'no good.
n-3
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ROLE 13

I'm in sort of a bind --I don't know if you can help me, but,

well I've gotten very interested in my roommate's old fiancee.

since he and I have started to become friends she has been treat-

ing me very cooly. We were good friends before %hp roved in, too.

I asked her if it bothered her, but she says no. I don't think

she has the right to tell me who to see, but I don't want to jeo-

pardize our friendship.

I guess you don't deal in this area, but I couldn't think of any-

body else to call. I live in a dorm and I have been here a year

now. My rooicate and I have gone en a diet together. She is

built like Racquel welch, but I've got about 50 nounds to cn.

She's always getting me dates with gorgeous guys, but they never

call back. I want 6 meet a nice boy: I ruess one who doesn't

mind fat.

I want to quit school; I'm tired of being broke and having a run-

down car and a crappy apartment. I want some of the things that

I feel I deserve. Even when I graduate won't be able to get any

better job than I can right now. I don't see why I should waste

another year. I do enjoy studying and learning, but I can't stand

the constant,hatsTe with money. I'm here on financtal aid so if

I quit I probably won't ever be able to come back. I'm also tired

of this place. I figure if I have to stay here AnOther year,

I'll never make it.

ROLE 14 Hi! I am going td.'have a babyl non't get shook. I am happily

married, have been for four years and we have been trying so hard

,' for so long. It finally worked. I am pregnant! Since I am sur

011L:14 now, I'm going to tell Jerry tonight over a candlelight dinner,

his favorite dish and the whole works. I'm so-happy, isn't it

fantastic????

4110 ROLE 15 I'm having problems with my boyfriend. We've been getting pretty

inttmate lately, and all that is left ij gbing all the way. I'm

not sure it's what I want to do because I've always wanted to be

a,virgin when I got married, but it's awfully temnting.- I've -'

been brought up to' believe that sex outside of marriage is wrono,

but how can it be wrong when Clove him so much? He doesn't under-

stand this midis getting very impatient because I won't go all

the way. I'm afraid I'll lose him if I don't, but I'm afraid I'll

hate myself if I do.

'ALE 16 I've been running into some.People that dre.really Messing me UP.

It seems like for the last few months I have been meeting nothing

but Jesus freaks, the type that say "hi" And thee ask if you have

ticepted Christ.. The.first few tinms it was interesting to rap

with them, but now I'm getting tired of it, but I don't know how

to.politely tell them to shut up. They always end up with e rap
, about hoW stupid people are who won't accept Christ and hgri we

were really missing out on something. At the same time, I am not

sure I wanCto make ,the committment, and I hate having it constantly

shoved down my thrbat.

A2-4
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t 1, I'll tell ya what: I'm really ready'to do something drastic. I

mean bad. Ihe chief at the office is giving me a bad time all

the tire for nothing. I'm trying to learn my job well and I'm

trying to fold down an outside Joh, you know, moonlinhting; and

I'm tired all the time,.and well, I guess I'm just in a circle.

:'rices aro still going up and I can't keep up. 'I'm afraid of

using druhs, hut for sone reason, I'm not afraid of death; and AS

a matter fact, dying seems easier than livinn today.. Aat. an

! gonna do, nan? I need some help.
4:

1, You see, I've, uh, got this gun here in front of me, and, uh, it's

loaded; I!ve 9ot to leave this world, man. There's nothing here

for me. My girl friend's run away with some other dude, and, like,

we were ready to go through with marrying. That bitch: That

dumb bitch. But I'll show her. My gun is loaded and, well, it's

just re dy. I'm callin' you just to tell somebody; but tha-'s

all. Th s it. Goodbye.

01. I 1 didn't like the guy you referred me to. He wasn't a guy, he

turned out-to be a girl---a female doctor, I mean, she ain't

gonna exar.ine this body of mine. I ain't afraid of girls now.

Dcn't get ne wrong. But this women's lib'stoff has gone a bit

too far. Your service noes for that stuff, huh? Now either

glve Te a )ale doctor or take your counselinn service and cram

it!

hi. I'm a nit older than the normal caller, I think, butsit's

acour my daughter I'm calling abou.t. I'm embarrassed to talk

about it. (silence) She's queer. I mean, she told me.

And I was so shocked I hit her. And then I cried. And she ran

away. My God, My God, oh My God, what _as I going to do with her--

put her away or move to another state?! Tell me, please. Did I

go wrong somewhere in raising her?

.ielp me please. (silence)
1

Help me...(silence)! I've taken sove pills to die and now I don't

want to die....1 I'm not sure where I am...and what I' took. All

I ..an see it a bridge and some blinking colored lights.

1'.1 not sure if you can heln me, but I've got this problem--Well,

some people think it's a problem. I don't think so; but, gay.

You Know, i'm a guy with boyfriends. I like oirls, too; but it

seems that if anybody finds out about my situation, my job is

ovr,r with, my friends will leave:me; you know, it will be hard to

.ive from one day to the next. They just can't accent channes.

They don't onderstand!
/

.laimiin) Hey! I've got this.friend and 'she's in trouble. I know

she is. She drinks a 4ot and wants to stop because her husband

ant! kids are ready to leave me, I mean her. Who can I sugoest

for nor to no see'?

U )02-5
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My friends think I'm queer; I mean gay. They say I walk and act

like a woman and that makes me a homo. Like, f know I've got

some female tendenciesL-like I walk sort of feminine, and I liku .

some things that women like, but live never had sex with a euv

and don't intend to, but I'm not whether I'm queer or'not.

What should I do?

-
I need some Anformation. I made it with this guy last weekend

and now it looks like I've.got some kind of disease or something.

It's really awful, and uncamfortabJe. And rcan't talk to my par-

ents. And this guy-he's gone to another state for a year or more

and my boyfriend will be really pissed off't We're supposed to-

go out tomorrow night. And I don't want to tell him eitfier.

My parents are always fighting. I can't go hoae and be comfortable

because they're either fussing at me Or at each other or at my

brother and sister or even the dog. Man it's miserable. They

don't trust,nobody. It makes me want to rdn away.

(Vet)/ fast) having a really neat trfp, Like I'r energetic

and really want to work hard and can't lay down and get mny sleep.

I'm starting to get nervous and very anxious new; feels like I've

been up a long time; can't remember how long. I think I took some

bennies, but I don't know what they were for sure. Tell me what

to bring,me down. We started smokin dope.

.(Female) ...Hysterically.:. Please help mfi!, 1.Was walking'out.in

c the country and these two guys stopped and picked Me up in their

e car and took,me somewhere and, and...well, they raped me. And

I justwalked,back=from,where th0 ped me and found this

phone and..what'am I going-to_doi What 6M-I going to dn? .

I've just been had. I just paid some giiys some big money for a

TV set; they said they would go get the set and brine it topy

house. It's been six hours now. That's $350.00. ,Do you know

how much ey that is?,AThose crooks. And they said it was a

$700.30 se. ! .

euess I must've had the wrong number. I

to pt...oh yes--MacDonald's. Yes, that's ity.

can ya give ne that number for sure? I really

number, (Silence.)....Are you there?

A2-6

was, uh,...trying
lacdonald's. Uh,

need to have that'
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PART II. TEACHING GUIDE

Thq use of this lesson plan:is ,reettricted to a controlled access enaS.rironment.

1. The Crisis Intervention/Telephone Counseling-PracticUm emphasizes
student learning and evalUation of their skills ana techniques in dealing
with life trisis situations. The crisis,will be tiple-played.ln two .

types of sftuations; I) Walk-in-criwis in whicb the client.actual19.
enters the role-played social actions office, and ia dealt withza N

N face-to-face basis; and 2) Telephone "hotline" crisis in -which e Client, \
41-

: is. phoninii- in through a telephone-counseling service, and the individual J.
.

-t*A-A
- iv dealt 'with using ill the rules Whioh apply-to an Air Force crisis coun el-' *

ing 'service. Stres's that 'social aotions counselors may.have to cope with
...... client,life crises. at any time, 'It "is very important. to know what to do t

to- help the clients get the help they need when they are confronted with a ,....
\,1
-.1 crisis. .-,-:-

-

!'r .
..., .4

1.. 4- 1/....-. '2. . Throughout the- practicum, inte'rsperse %telephone _and walk-in roles, ....
.*!.,,F......1
. _ so that students. get. ithed, to dealing with client problems as 'they. would.

,- ,f

F
' . t in their base-level social actions office.

,...
. , .

I , .... . _
.

3. Student rol.e--playing co14hseling sessions consist .of haifing one student,. *,),
. volunteer to'be the counselor and one the client.' Brief the student Client..Zt us,ing the attached role 4heet. ,Allow students to read only the role they

....,. .

. are to play.. Ask studentclienes to becOme aware of theiil feelings.durj.ng
the se4sion, and act towardtthe cOunselor as they would based on the feelings'

'. they have at thar moment. Stiess. realism: If the counselor "turns them
off", then say sq,'hang tifY, or leave-"jtist the way the client would do.

:AU .If -the- counselor engenders. cooperation, then cooperate,' etc. Clients
. \ shoilld use their imagination, experience, real-life 'problems, and feelings

,..-to enrich the roles and make theni real. Ap'
. . , .

'4'. During ;he 5 to 20 mipute , ssiOrtd..the other students should take notes
in- order to critique the counseloPsosctions')and discush what they would
do if they were in'thelopounselon's sk.euation., Spend-0e next 5-.10 minutes

. %critiqui.mg the session. Encourage:tna'ximum'participat:fon of students.
:Villein c-ritiquing use the CrisithIritervention/TelephoneCounseling Progress

: Checkclist. Correct and suggest .better .d4Sunseling technivies; better -'-

methods to deal With the crisis sIttiations, 'and insure the. carrect policy
. . ,

. .., .. content informatiOn provitled'to 'tile client 'is ,correct. °REINFORCE GOOD
e 'COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR. -Also reInfOrCe those who\clay good client roles.....^.i..: -..'* I ,,. W .1.

4

O. C
w # A .1., 4. 4. %

,Y, 5. DeVote appioximately ondihalf of the peacticul to practice sessions. .,

Althotigh you ; ussi. the- Cris ist Intervirition/Telephone. Counseling . Progress
.i.-gfiecklist, PC IV-3-167C,-provide a duplicate 'copy to give the student ,

,, 2 feedback. Primary emphasis is upon learring the Akins and techniques.
, Be creative in E4aching these techniques to students. Stop-the' action in

the middle 6f the .counseling session if n'ecessary. Ask ,caients how th46'
.ciTti 1. feel about' what. the counsellOr is doing/ sk thet-counselors where they

. ''. intend to gl with a .parti:cular line 'of questioning. Ask the- group -if
,..
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theV can think of a better method. Switch the client and counselor
roles. .Assume the rounselor's role, yourself, and demonstrate the
technique yourself. Insure\the practice sessions are a learning
experience. Normally, the individual role-playing sessions are from 5-20
minutes with a critique following

6. The other half of the practicum should be devoted to evaluation
sessions. Although the evaluations should be a little more formal,

' remind the students to keep the attitude that they are learning experi-
ences. Some students may need more time than others to learn the skills
and techniques necesiary to do wellloon the job. In the evaluation
sessions normally atik thq counselor to operate on his/her own, as they
will have to do when they return to their base. They 'sink or swim.
.After the session, use the progress checklist to give,them feedback, ,
and give them a carbon copy to retain for self-improvement
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ENTA-OF-DAY SUMMARY

SU)QMARY

1. Restate objectives of the
lesson.

2. Emphasize t\he areas of,illajor
importance.

-

3. Use-ofal questions to determine
areas to be retaught.

ASSIGNMENT.

I. Identify study material.

2. GiVe cause for students to
study assignment.

Mention method of stUdY..
N's

SI

INTRODUCTION TO NEW &AY'S WORK

1. Check on accomplishment oE
complementary technical training
or ether aesignment.. A

2. Arouse Student interesr
(attention and,Motivation). -

#
, 4

3. 'Relitew items 'of mijor'iliport-
ance (teview).

4. Siatt objectives to, be,cosere4
on,this particular.day (overview).

5. ,Continge presentation, beginning
where-it ended the previews day.

%

0:1,
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.CRISIS INTERVENTION/TELEPHONE COUNSEUNG ROLE

ROLE 1 Telephone

What ki f God damned town do you have here? Jesus, everywhere

I go, if 's n a bunch of faggots and queers swlsh4ng around,

it's the n nd Spies reuniting. What the hell kind of place

j.s this anyway? And I expeciVa decent answer.

ROLE Z Telephone

I woula like your opinion, given this choice. I purchasied a tab of

acid from a friend of mine. He said, it was very mild, a good one

,f,00r those who halie never tripped before. I have always winted to

try Lsil once. I have heard all about the contwversies, and so I
believe I know what I'm getting into. However, I would still like
lo hear what someother people have to say about it. I'AYe ma4e

tho transition to a freak almost. The acid is ate laat stage; so,

can you tell me what acid 4i all about?

ROLE 3 Telephone

- I have a Problem.' It's about Ais guy.. You see, 1.am gay and I'm

having a love quarrel._ John, that's^the name of my.lover, is more
straight than gay. H4es recently met this girl-who is more
exclting than I am -- so k says, anywaY:. If he continues seeing
thislarl, it. whill-only mean heartbreak for me. I've never thought

about -sufcidebWore now, but -every day just brings"more'and mcire

confusion. People say I'mPstrange, and maybe everybody would be
A fust as:happy if I just happened to disuppeity.

, ROLE 4 Walk-In .

(Sobbing) I've got a terrible problem, and I need some:insw 6 A

pretty quick. If yout fianceVas away, like going.to another '

school, and you got pregnant hy_someone you thogght wad a good
friend, how would 'you.tell your fianc9othe situation? 3 mean, I'M

r

getting at abortion, so ihat's all tdken care of. He doesn't
el.Tr need to know about it, or anything liketthat. But, I feel

...
- (I've iot...1'responsibilitrto(tell him aaout the.situation. I think

he deserves p.know about what went'on And what a rat I am, but_l
don't know how to tell him. I just don't know..

vie*
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ROLE 5 Telephone
A

S.

114

You had Raid you were interested in other people's problems.
so, I'm gonna lay a heavy/ one on you. I've.been.datillg this black
ehick for about three montba nowt.' there wouldn't be 4 prpblem,
except that I'm white. I've been raised to see no difference
between white-and black, .and 'I bel five thn t I exhibit this point
of view myself, now, as an adult. The probleth is:with thy chick,

who somehow believei that I should see a.difprence between/us.
She id always testing .the to see if I ha*Ire yet become a
bigot I am getting tfied of this, but I teel something special,
for this chick. As though matters weren't bad- enough, she is now
pregnant. I believe it is probably my Rid, but there always.
exists the chance that it could be one of her black brother's.
.So, here is the problem; ,nov, what is the answei?

r -

ROLE 6 Telephone
)

s

I'm-so Appy, I jugt don't know what to do. I went out with .this
glAy thae I've had my eye on since high school). It was, so heat!
He acts lbablutely in..love with meN Hd didn't say anythiiig aliout
calfing' again, but I'm sure he will. s

ROLE 7 Wilk-In

am, flunking a clasé and I can't afford to- flunk it. The instruc-..

tor is reall' tinderstanding, but I just can't grasp the material.
He Epends all ietnds of time With.me, but it doedn't. seem tp do any
good. I need thit credits now in order to gradUato. I can't get
them later., bec'ause-I'm taking maximpor.loads all the way until
fgraduation. I've considered really going all,-ou't and cheating ,to
get through the class, but 'I oan't realbi justify it. I've got
to have the ccedits, one way or another, but I don't know-what to
do. What Would .you ,do in 'my case?

; ROLE 8 . Walk-In
e

Yeah -- um -- I ;hive "this pablem,
e

and I don't know, what anybody's .'

goin to do 4113odt it, becttuse it's not the sort of -thing that has,

h
an a wer.. But 7-7 oh, a couple of months ago, I met this. guy,,at ,

the P and, I don't know,.we sort of hit it off and _Sq. I end,ed up,
going' over to his apartment. And -- oh, we drank.a little over
there, and smoked a little, and I% ended'UP getttng really, 'really
drunk-and, really stoned.: And, I ended up going to bed yith him.

# And -- well'-- that was OK. 4 mean, 1, didn't. even heat from him
after iPhat, and that didn't::Teally both'ei mebecause, well, you

, I z.. ,.,
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know, I was kind of embarraised about it. I mean, I don't alually

do things like that. But -- I walked into my discussion group for

one of my upper-division classes this quarter, and lo and behold,

he'.8 a grad student, and he's teaching the discussion group! I

Just ahoui died of embarrassment when I walked in. But I mean,

there's nothing I can do. I havsn't'been back since. I can't drop

the class. It's a 4007level class, and I veedjt to graduate, and
_

It isn't offered any other time this,year, and I can't change

sections. Aet, I just about -- I mean, I ctn't sit througt a

'quarter of having this guy lahgbing at me up-there in front of the

class, and perhaps telling 411 of his friends and frat brothers,

and everything else. And it's just I. mom, tt really bothers

me, I'm so embarrassed about it. And there seeq like

nothing I can do.

'ROLE 9 Walk-In

Well, you see, I got thiS girl pregnant, and I am not goidg to

marry her. I want some information abOut abdttions, because I feel

a certain responsibility. You see, I don't know if I love her or

not, and I got to' be sure before I start thinking,about. marrying

her -- I,mean, about m4rrying anyone.
J.

AROLE 10 Walk-In

WhAt should I do? My son is taking drugs, and I just know he has._

to. He has been'vting very odd ever.since his father and I,got

the divorce laat month. It Aust be his-father's doing. He would

do anything)to.take my boy away from me, and that ftther of IA is

always up to no good.

R0i, 11 Wdlk-In

I'm in sort of a:bind. I don't know 4if you. can help me, but, well,

I've gotten,itery interested in my roommate's old fiancee. Since

he and I have ,started lw,become friends% she has been treating me

very cooly. We were good frionds before she moved An, too. I

asked her if it bothered her, but she says no. I doei think she

hat the right to tell me who to see, butRI don"t wilt to jeopard-

ize out-friendship.

, Rouro42 TeleRhorie
1, .

I

I.goess you don't.deal in this areal:but I couldn't ttitik.of any-

. body-else to call. LI livd in ,iii dorm, And I have-been here a year
4,

.

:-" liow. My roommate and I have gone on a.diet together. Ma is 4.

.,..
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.builelike Racquel WWII: but I've got about 50 pounds to go.
She's always .getting me dates with gorgeous guys, but they never
call back.. I want to meet a nice,boy; I guess one who doe4n't

.. ,mind fats.
.

.

.

AOLE 13 Telephone

I want to quit school. 'I'm tired of being broke and having a run-
. down car and a crappy apartment. I want 'some of thithings that

I feel I deserve': Even when I graduate, I won't be,able to get
any better job than I can right now. I don't see why I should
waste another year. I do enjoy studying andllearnipg, but I can't
stanethe constant hassle with money. I'm here on financial aid,
so if 1,,quit1-I probably:won't ever-be able to-come back. I'm
also tired of this place. I figure lf,t have to stay here another
year,.I'll never make it:

ROLE 14 Telephone-

lit: I'm iOng to have a baby! Don't get shook. I #m happily
married,...and have.been for four years, and we have been trying so
hard for 90 long. It finally.worked. I amyregnant! Since I'm
sure now, i'mLgoing to tell Jerry tAight, over a,CAdlelight
dinner, his favorite dièh, and'the whole. works.. I'm so happy, isn't
it fantaatie??/?

ROLE 15 WalkIn,,

I'm hal:ring eublems.with my boyfrienO: We)ve -been getting pretty
!' intimate lately, and all that is left is going all\the:way. I'm .

Not _sure it's what I want to do,',139cause I've always wanted tcPbe a
virgin when-I-Ot =riled, but it s awfully temptiwg. I've been

:brought -up to'believe that sex outside of.marriage is wrong, but
how can it be wfbng; wheh I love himrso much? doesn't.vnder-.'

stand this, and'is getting.very impatient because pon't go all
_ the way. I'm afraid I'll IoS°41: him.if T. doWt, but sm afreidI'll

hate myself If_I do,

\.) .

,.

. 4

Roll". 16 Walk-In'

----...... )

.

I've been running into:same-people who are really messing me up.
It seems like.for the last few months I have been mbetink nothing .

but Jbsus freaks --rthe type whd say "hi" anAa then, ask if you have
, accented Christ. The-iirst few times, it *aalLinteresting to.

. .!with them, but now. I'm getting tired ol it, but I don't know'how
. ,

... tO potitelytell'them to "shut up.". Thsx always 6.1 up with a hrRp"
.
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about how stupid people
were really missing\out

4
sure I want to make the
shoved down my throat.

ROLE 11 Telephone

are who wton't acc

on something. "At
commitment, and I

ept Christ, and how we,
the same time, I am not
hate having it constantly

I'll tell ya what:r I'm really ready to do something drastic. I

mean bad. .The chief at the office ia giving me a bad time all the
time for nothing. I'm trying to lean'my job well, and I'm trying
to hold down an outside job you know, moonlighting. And, I'm
tired all.the time, and, well, I guess I'm just in a circle.
Prices are still going up, and I can't keep up. I'm afraid of
using drugs, but for some reason, I'm not afraid of death. And,
.as a inatter of fact,, dying seems easier than living today. What
am I gonna do, man? I need some help.

ROLE 18 Telephone

You aee -,- I've uh -T got this gun here in front of me. And
uh Ws loaded. I've iot to leave this world, man: There's
nothing here for."me. my girlfriend's ran away with some,other
dude, and, like, we were ready to go through With marrying. That
bitch! That 'dumb biich! But I'll show her. my gun'is loaded and,
well, it's.jullt 'ready. I'm callin' you leist to tell somebody, but 4
that's all. That's it. GoOdbye.

-,

ROLE 19 Watk-in

Re-

; didn't -like .the-guy you referred me to. He wasn't a guy. He
turned'out to be a girl a femAlfe doctor. I mean,- she in't
gonna examine this body of mine. I ain't Ifraid of gir now.
Don't get me wrdng. But, this women's lib stuff has gqfre a bit
too far. Your service goes tor that stuff, huh? Now; either
give me a male doctor, Or"take your counseling service and cram

Isi t !

. **-ROLE 20 Telephone tr..*
- ir

t-

Hi. I'm a b1.44der,thap the normal caller, I think,, but its my
daughter I'm caLlieg-anout. I'm embarrassed to talk gboUt'it.
(Silence.) Sheequeer. I mean, she told me.: Xrd I was so

- shokedi I hit her...And thee L cried. And she raR away. My God,
my God, oh, my WW, what-am I going tddo with her -- put her
away or rove to another state?! Tell'meeplease. ,Did I go wrong
somewjwfe in raising her?

10,
.*
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ROLE 21 Telephone

Help me, please. (Silence!) Help 'me! (Silence!) I've taken aome
pills to die, and now I don't want to die!!! I'm not sure where I
am or what I tpok. All I can see is a bridge and some blinking
colored lights.

ROLE 22 Walk-In

I'm not qure if you can help me, but I've got this problem. yell
some people think it's a problem. I don't think so; but, I'm gay.
You know, I'm a guy with boyfriends. I like girls, too; but, it
seems that if anyboay finds out about my situation, my job is over
with, and my friends will leave me. You know, it will be hard to
live from one day to the next. They just can't accept changes.:
They don't understand!

ROLE 23 Telephone

(Woman) Hey! I've got.this friend, and she's in trouble. I know

she is. She drinks" a lot, and wants to stop, because her husband
-and,kids are ready to leave me,-I mean her. Who can I suggest for
her to go see?

ROLE 24 Walk-In

My friends think I'm queer -- I mean gay. They say I walk and act
like a woman.,.and that makes me a homo. Like, I know I've got
some female tendencies -=-//lte I walk sort of feminine, and.I like
some things'that women like. BUCI've never had sex with a guy,

.11"44117114ili.;: .

and don't intend to; but,-I'm not sure whether queer or not. .

Whateshould I do?

itg.LE 25 Walk-in

I need some information. I made it with this guy last weekend, and
now.it looks like I've got some kind of disease or something... It's

really awful, and uncomfortable.. And I can't talk to my parents.
And this guy has gone to another state for a.yearor more. my boy-

. friend Will really be piamed off. We're supposed to go out
,

tomorrow night. And I don t want to tell him either.

ROLE 26 Walk-In

s, My parents are always fighting. i can't go home and be cdadortable
because they're either fussing at me or at each other or at my

- 6 sor
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brother and sister or even *Ole dog. Man, it's miserable. They
don't trust anybody. It makes me want to run away.

RO14_27. Telephone

(Very fast.). I'm having a really neat trip. Like I'm.energetiC
and really want to work hard, and can't lay down and get any sleep.
I'm starting to get nervous and very anxious now; feels like I've
been up a long time; don't remember how long. I think took some
hennies, bat I don't know what they were for sure. Tell me what
to take to bring me Aown. We startea smoking dope.

ROLE 28 Telephone

(Female) (Hysterically. ) Please help me! I was walking out in
the country, and these two guys stopped a sicked me up in their
car and,took me somewhere. And 7- and ,- they raped me.
And I just walked back from'mhere they ped me and found'this
plione and what am..1 going to do? , at amtl going to do?

ROLE 29 Walk-In

L've just been had. I just paad some.guys some big money for a TV
set. They said they would go get_the set and bring it to my,
house. Ir's been six.hours now." That's $350:00. Do you,know how '
much money that is? Those crooks! And they said-it was a $700.00
set!

ROLE'30 'Telephone

Ph
Oh -- I guess I must have gotten the wrong number. I was, uh
trying to get -- oh, yes, MacDonald's. Yes, that's it Mac-
Donald's. Uh -- can }Fa give me that number for sure? I really

.need to have that numVer. Oilencei A104ou-there?
\

4
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OBJECTIVi:

Counselint., Techniques

SW 3A111)*34301001.R7361B/

30ZR7364B-I11-2-1
1 August 1973

INTERVENTION/iLLEPhONL COUNSELINC

Identify crisis intervention techniques associated with drug/alcohol
vlients.

1

Identify crisis intervention ani telephone counseling techniques
associated with clieni ahd/or caller problems.

IzRopucTIot, .

This unit Or instruction covers the definitions ef personal crisis
and crisis interventiori, the.goal or-a counselor in a crisis inter-,
vention situatinil, and counseling techniques for various crisis, in-
cluding drug csiWFrose, potential suicides, rapes, preblem pregnaneies,
child atiuse, runaways, homosexuals,' and emergency med4cal. In addition,
the requirements for establishing a base telephone counseling service
and techniques for specific telephone calls tjhat could possipay turn
into a crisis are also davered: _The specifi6 learning (criterion)
objective(s) associated with each majox section of this study guide
and workbook (SW) will lead off.the applicable section.

11:FORMATION

CRISIS AND SITUATIONAL REALITIES

In the quiet'hour's
r
of the very early morning, the telephone

suddenly cuts dramatically through the peacefulness\with its loud
.You sleepily, lift the receiver cautiously and anxiously, not

sure yhat the call will: bring. A woman frantically speaks.

glad you finally ansv.lered. I really need to talk to someone
fast. I've been lying here awake all nigh; long thinking. You see,
my husband died two weeks ago -- you know -- heart attack. And we
had made an agreement that when one of.us died, the other one would
follow; and . . . well . . . I'm just not ready to die yet. I've
got alf. these pills right in front uf me ready to take, but I'm not
ready% I just can't do it. I loved my husband very much, and never
broke u promise to him! What can I do? Can you help me'? . . . .

Pleaseir

A call such as this requires,a partiCular skill on the part of
the answerer. This scone could have been a telephone crisii center
designed to handle oalls such as this, with adequaiely trained
staff members-who can deal with anything from d frantic parent
concerned about a child's drug use to the suicide caller. or, it

Supersedes SW 13-[II-3-10, April 11313
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cduld be in your Soc al Actions office, or even your resid ence.
Wherever it is, wherrever the call cameo in to you, there-is a need'
for intervention; and, simply by virtue of the call being answered,
there.is need for action. Am Social Actions staff members, you
possibly will be remponsible at sometime in your career for handl-
ing a crisis. Whether it be in your drug "bot line," the call to
your offica, walking around on base meeting people, or all of

these, there involves someone who deeds help. The answer must be
immediate, accurate, judgmidtal in action,,and,- above all, the
result of clear thinking. By understanding the definition of a
crisis, the characteristics of a person ih a crisis, and general
counseling technique54v criais intervention, you will be better
prepared tos.handle whaltever cr4ais that may confront you.

..J

DEFINITIONS

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY: "A turning point in the midst of a situ-
ation."

.GERALD CAPLAN: "The disorganization of anAindividual when
taced with a problem which cannot 14-11;;Tr-ed quickly by the indi-

vidual's norual range of problem-solving mechanisms." (Farhat-ow)

AIR FtIRCE: "A situation in which an indiVidual keels his/her
problem is of such magnitude, he/shelkannot handle.it him/herself.
He/she establishes an immediate need for he ." (Air Force Regula-

tion (APR) 30-2)

11(

Handling the Crisis \

Most'persons win be able to handle unusual or crisis sltua-
tions through.normal coping machani!.ms. imaginative, creative
thinking, and/or a willingness to try a new or umfamiliar approach
to problem solving. If these normal resources.work, fine. Noel

only has there been a problem resolved, but also newly-acquire&
problemrsolving methods for future uso, maturation, and emotional
groWth have resulted. Iethey doti't work, howeverj, the 4mrson still
!feeds to act on the immediate crisis. You might e the next -A
resource avafrlable during this person'm period of motional initiL

rider to handle the situation with success, you must be
able to recognize the situational realities involved in,a crisis.

2

to
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SITUATIONAL ENVIRONMENT. ("A situation. . .") The immediate
situation with which you nre concerned is nOt necessarily a hazard.
It could possibly be-considered either-as a danger or as an oppor-
tunity. (Berg, 1969) It is a time of judgment and decision that
reveakm-stringths and weaknessen boyi to self and to others.

Danger. The crisis situation poses a threat to the
individual's sense of self. Tke person,is judging,self as the
crisis is expesienced, which Might add additional asPects to the
already-existing crisis. The well-being of the tndividual iti being
threatened, and.tchis is interpreted as allanger.

) Opportunity. 'The potential for a Painful:ye( pbsitive,
growth experience exists iepractically evefy criols. As an
iadividual judges the situation 'and the self throughout the crisis,,
oilier persons are also judging the performance. As decisions are
m..dc and acted upon, the results offer growth, even in those cases
where the decision might mg be the correct one for that crisis.

,..----- .

CLIENT.(" . . ,..,, in wlf,cch an individal feels his/her problem
is of much ipagnitvicce. . . .") As the situation is considered to be
either a d4her-Or an opportuDity, it is elasting.as very.real to
the person faced with the aecisions. The characteristics of the
person in crisis 8hy,er 4 w14 range of feeling experiences. (Berg,

1970; Farberaw)

\ ,

Stress. Mmotio lly, the person hai; reached copin$
limits andAbesn't know w ich wiy to turn, or even whether to turn
at all. All resources seem to have been exhausted, people.are
watching, and decisions still have to be made because the:crisid
is still very much in exigtence.- Something must change.

, 0
.

,

pi. Anxiety. Theett 'cquimon feeling of persons in a-crisis
,

9 that of'anxietay. The felling of.being threatened exists, and
_anxiety in Its helpful stage mobilizes the person against" the
threat.' In its harful stage, anxiety produces almost a self-
defeating behavior,"restricting any creative or imaginative
approach to problem solving.

0 .

.

, . J.
Confusion. Anxiety Produces 6 state ot contutlinn.thigbul411b

poor Adgient, leading to yrong decfaions-or lack,of-decisions, and
the inability to remove.se f froin the problem to consider so ntiong.

,
-

Jialplessnes Ilidivt#uals develop coping 6ectlan1sme
throUgh experiences and hacd work. When suddenly an unfamiliar

3
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situation exists, the rug seems to have been pulled out from under

them, and there is nothing to grab for support.

Shame. A. we grow up, we are taught a certain amount of

independence in problem solving. We are taught to develop our own

abilities to cope in situations which might arise. Suddenly, in

a situation which cannot be-handled in a competent manner, a

dependence on other pertons is necessary. This has a tendency to

cause shame as feelings of incompetence and dependence become

real.

Ambivalence. The person is struggling with exfremes.
For instante, independent\ versus dependence, and controlling

emotions versus losing control. This is seen in the potential sui-

cide with the person wanting to continue to live and yet wanting to

die.

Anger. The person in a crisis experiencing anger usually

Linda it directed toward self for being unable to control the situ-

ation, or toward another person or event as the cause of the

situatign. Many times, however, anger may be hidden behind the

other more blatant feelings.

Desperation. The'person knows that.something 'needs to_s,

be done iniorder to work thrOtigh-tharists, butis mytexactIy-sVie
what resources are available and how to uss them.

The crisis situation appears to be so big.that facing it

alone and not being able to work through it has caused the indi-

vidual's.self-esteem to decrease or even disappear, and has left

the person extremely vulnerable. There is a danger in thii in:the

form of increased suggestibility that might cause'a person to

respond 'immediately to anything. Yet, if the counselor is.thorough

and knowledgeable, good suggmstions can assist.the individual .to

work through the crisis with safe and healthy results.-

, COPING WITH CRISIS (". . . he/she cannot handle it by

herself . . . "). Every individual has'a coping threshold below
which they ar able to successfully deal with challenges.- (Berg,

1970) This threshold is dynamic and changes constantly through
personality, environment, interpersonal skills; and new challenges.

Identifies threshold. When'the,individual faces a
cOsis, the coping threshold is identified, and the person is

either able to cope or not 0 cope.

Identifies problemrsolving resources. If the,threshold

is exceeded, the individual recognizes a new situation and that

4
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normal resources at hand are not going to work. The next step is

to seek primacy resources. These are persons or behavioral patterns

that are familiar and have, in the past, been helpful for coping,

including alcohol, calling a parent or close friend, keeiing busy

on a project, or taking a long hike. If these fail, the person

must begin to sek other secondary resources'who are less well

known, such as a bartender, cab driver, elevator operator, teacher,

minister, or someone at a social agency who might,be directly

involved with the problem. Tertiary resources come into-play as

secondary resources fail, and are generally considered as "last-

chance" or "end-of-the-line" resources. These strange and unfamil..:

iar persons or agencies are far removed from the familiar and

usually are introduced to the person in the most Idvanced state of

the crisis., These include hospital.emergency rooms, police, tele-

phone crisislines, drug Algae centers, free clinics, and Social

Actiond offices. (Berg, 1970)

DETERMINATION
immediate need for
rite need for help,

the counselor.

At

OF CRISIS (". . . . lie/sha establishes an

help. . . ." The persORAn crisis detereines
after'consideriii-g all available resources, not

A crisis eituation is time-liNAted, an imtoortant coneideration,

for'the counselor. No one can remiftn,in a crisis indefinitely. A

04,days is considered an average time, witti proper inteention
and aseistance' to the individual. In rare cases, a crisis may last

for weeks. Caplan suggests "a maximum duration of six Weeks."

?Berge 1970)- The cause for the crisis, however, could etxis3

indefinitely. In the crisis situation, the primary need is for

imMediate action, not so much long...term action.

The p4rson experiencing the crisis is also experiencing rapid

and dynamic Changes within. Many have occurred befote you are in

contf py are occurring while in contact, and miny will obvi-

o U 8 ihue to,occur after the crisis is resolved. Therefore,
isisAis over, the real work'begins, both for the

(OLU nd the person who has experienced the-crisis.

Exercise I

Complete the following exercise.

1. Distinguish between thitdangers

% crisis.

and the opportunities of a

\r,

r
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AIR FORCE. "Helping someone with 4 problem, regardless of3

'',ii.r.`t; how big or smell it qay be, at.the time the person has an immedi-s

1/1411111

ate need for hap." (AFR 30-2)

INTERVENTION. The person in the-crisis situation who has

.416,14 -reached out for help is behaying from a. feeling-state that is real
..;,.....u.

.

,....4,......-... - and somewhat threaiening. There are expectations: .(1) That there

eli'll is an answer; and, (2) That the intervenor or counselor is inter-

.LZ 4
gated and willing to help.

'I "
.

0

-I.., :

it .125i

2. What feelinga are generaMy being experienced by the person in

crisist

3. Explain ambivalence wlth respect to.a person in orisis.

4. What are tertiary resources? Give some examples.

GRISIS INTERVENTION

Definitions
ra.

4

RESNIK/REUBEN. "Nevins access to the person ln a crisis at

the.exact time when minimum intervention can have a Ralimum effect

on a person's life." (Pared, 1975)

FARBEROW/HELIG/LITNAN. "A form of active, focused smotimnai

first-SAO in order 1014 stimulate the clienes own Problem-solving

.resources. (Farberow,, Jones, 1968)
r .

Exercise II

Complete the follOwing e'xcicise.

6 6 74
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1. How big does a problem have to Im before help should be offered?

2. When is the help weeded?

A

CRISIS INTERVENTION GOAL AND COUNSELING TECHNIQUES

6481 of Crisis Inie'rvention

"TO develop a relationship through which the person can sort
out his/her thoughts and feelings, and eventually act on his/her
decision with his/her own problem-solviOg resources." (berg, 1970)

Counsel de,

RELATIONSiIP "To develop a relationship. . . ") Giving

yourself. This ii imply making all of your attention and.enerm
gies and concentration available to the person who'has Peached out

o for your help. It is-relating your concern and desire to help by
showing an unconditional, positive regard for the callr. By

, totally accepting the person without any conditions whatsoever,
without being judgmental or moralising or labeling, but complete
acceptance, this is the beginning of total giving.

CREATIVE LISTENINGt. Recogniving what feelings the person in
crisis might be expiriencing,.realixe that it was A risk for that
person to reach out. The person needed to be heard, end your
encouragement of that person to talk will be enhanced%if you
listen to the stoky in his/her own words. If there is confusion
and incongruence, expect this, but don't be afraid to feel confused
and,to tell the terson you don't understand. Use reflective ques-

, rions to clarify or imP1Y4pate: "I didn't understand.that last
sLatement. Could y6u repeat it again, please." The larger the
arc of distortion, the longer it takes to get to an answer. ,

./.

,

"441.1tii-lo*tri4v44:444-,a
'

, ORGANIZATION. (". . . through which the person can sort out
h1S/her thoughts .and feelings. . .")

7
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COst. If time permits, find out what the person can

.`;'4
afford before referring, or otherwise you might soon have another

crisis on your hands. I. reasonable and refer within limits of

'1*11 income.
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CONTROL. By remaining calm and self-assured in your role as

a counselor, chances are good that thi vu help the person in

crisis sain more self-confidence and, therefore, more control of

the situation. By asking probing questions, you might be able to

get through to the real problems and assist the polifson to begin

organising the problems along with the solutions, An order to

work through the immediate crisis. Encouraging the person to list

solutions, rather than your listing them, would assist him/her in

assuming ownership of the problepi and solutions. If there are

some solutions that "just won't work; I know they won't!,"

encouragement to try them anyway, by the counselor, might be lust

the right solution needed. The person will neyer know unless he/

she tries theM.

ACTING OW. (". . . and eventually act on hislher decisions

with, his/her problem-solving resoyrces . . .") When encouraging

the person to go ahead end act on the solution's that he/she identi-

:fled, remind him/her.thst the list of solution, didn't come from-

-he Counselor, but from the individual with whom you are talking.

Following through with them will add more ownership and confidence

and will also add to the person's list of resources for future

situations. If referral assistance is necessary, the-counselor

must refer in such a manner as not to give the impression he/she is

avoiding helping the individual. Tactful, tilely, appropriate, and

thought-out referral will-aid.in the successful crisis intervention.

Some referral techniques includei

Mnitiple Referrals. Do not list several boices for

referral. Thw individual is already saturated wi thoughts and

needs anik feelings and confusion. Add to thiØ confusion with

several more "choices" would not be helv7ful.

Correq Information. Before the conversation is over,

insurwthe pore& 4as the correct name, address, and telephone

number of the person.or.agency to whom you have referred iiim/her.

Simply ask the person 'to repeat the informatiOn to you.

Contact. Rncourage the person to make contact with the

referral.agency, rather than your doing it: This.adds to his/her-

ownership of problem solution.

I.

Under Care. If a person is:already under care with an

agency or individual in the-community, attempt to get the person ,

8 6 7
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to use the same agency. This should not be forced, however. Free

choice le still the person's right.

Continued Contact. Encourage the person to continue

contact with your organisation. This will allow closure to the
situation as fat as the counselor and the individual are concerned.
It will also show the person you are interested in him/her by want-
ing to have other contact.,

F011ow-Up. 'P011ow-up with the referral agency will allow
you to butld your referral list with credible, responsible agencies.
If an agency does not servo your client as you feel he/she should
have been served, discuss the incident with the agency director
before dropping the agency name from your referral list.

Exercise III

Complete the following exercise.

1. Why is it important to actively listen to the person in crisis?

MIL

2. Alen should the counselor interrupt or ask questions?

3. How can the counselor assist the person to gain control of the
situation? 1

4. List several referral techniques.

9

S.
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COUNSELOR FEELINGS

'Anxiety

INADEQUATE. The counselor who always feels as if he/she

should be someone else, such as a doctor or psychiatrist, or

should haveYread something to cover a situation, butj". . . now,

it's too late," will probably be more concirned with self than

with listening to and helping the.person who needs help. (Lamb,

1970)

' INCREASED ANXIETY. The anxiety of the counselor could be

transmitted to the person in crisis, who will, in turn, have

increased anxiety, causing the crisis situation to appear worse

than it actually is. The perso'n might then be encouraged to fol-

low through with a threat, due to his/her.higher anxiety level

inspired by the counselor.

CREDIBILITY. The counselor who allows anxiety to control him/

her stands a chance of reducing the credibility of his/her service

or the counseling service to a considerable degree.

REINFORCEMENT. If the counselor allows feelings of anger to .

develop toward the object of the individual's anger, it possibly

could reinforce the individual's anger and prevent problem

solution.

TERMINATE.RELATIONSNIP. If the counselor is existing under ,

the concept that his/her answers are the only ones, and if he/she

can't think of an answer, there is none, the individual in crisis

might express anger because he/she is not,getting help. The coun-

selor who gets angri in return stands the chance of losing the

person and of terminating the relationship.

PREVENTS CREATIVE APPROACR. The counselor who allows anger

to dominate also prevent* a creative appToech.on the part of the

person in crisis,to look foi solutions be tle problem.

Confusion

MONO SOLUTIONS. The counselor,who is conBused and does not
attempt to clarify confusion will be wasting tiee and, perhaps,

working for solutions to the wrong problems.

'ADM. sy admitting rather than covering up confusion, the
counselor is not criticising the person in,prisis, but merely say.-

Ing, "I'm human and I dOn't understand. I hear . . . and . . .;

which Is the'major Concern to you?" By allowing.the person to
identify what he/she wants help:with, action can begin toward that

solution, rather than the wrong me.

10
6 76
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'NEGATIVE REINFORCE(ENT. By the counselor continuously express-
ing sympathy without encouragement, the person in crisis will grow

to rely on that reaction and feel it is not necessary to look for

answers. Also, feeling sorry appears as if you are siding with

the person, and that be/she is right in past Actions, and everyone

else is wrong. The need for seeking solutions is decreased.

OMNIPOTENCE. The counselor who feels he/she has to find-an

answer for the ihilVidual because: "I was called on!" is playing

a "Ood-like" role. Persons are.not all "loveable" in crises and

don't always need sympathy and directions. Many times, all they

need is to be listened to.

CAUTION. Sympathy might instill too-much cantion in the coun-

selor and further prevent.problem solution. If the counselor is

afraid of "talking about it, or he will goithrough with itl," time

will beswasted attempting to find something to talk abOut. If you

are too sympathetic to talk giboUt the problem, how will the indi-

vidual be able to deal 'realistically with them?

PROMISES. It's easy to promise something early in the game
simply to get the person to speak. But, the person remembers

those promises and expects the coUnselor to follow through with

them. Make sure you can keep those promises you make, or credi-

bility and trust are destroyed.

Exercise IV

Complete the following exercise.

.1. Row is problem solution decreased by the coutiseloes'anxiety?

Wow can confusion work for the counselor?

tt

3. Why is too much caution bad for a counselOr?

11
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TELEPHONE COUNSELING

4 .

Establishment of the Service (as required)

RECOMMENDATION. The establishment of a telephone counseling

service Should be based on a combination of sound facts. These

facts should be compiled by the Drug and Alcohol Abuse Control

Committee and presented to the commander. Areas to consicher are

listed below. (krR 30-2)

ADVANTAGES. Counseling by telephone has.the.advantage of

being available to everyone with no time-limit and no charge. It

allows:a discussion of problems to take place immediately and over

a distance of sidles. It encourages a one-on-cne,situation and

dyadic communication. For persona Ad are dependent, it allows

closeness for them, as well as for those in isolateA life styles.

AnonynAty encourage, paFticipation. Fast support, self-aseurante,

and ,problem solving are available.',

DISADVANTAGES. Even though cOunselingty,telephone allows

a one-to-one contact, it is very, impersonal whenitalking through

u mechanised instrument. It alloweAthe person a maintain dis-

tance when pereonal contact might help. It prelients the cOunselor

'from seeing iha caller's exA.eesions and reactions. (Miller) e**

OOMMUNITT'SERVICE AVAILABLE. An adequate civilian community

telephone counseling esrOice which is-capablp of dealing with

certain military problems, as well.as other crisee, should be

considered in lieu of a full-time, on-base service. Encouraging

the staffing of the civilian crisis lines with military volunteers

would assist inphandling soma calls peculiar to the militari, as

Well.as help.in furthering military-civilian relationships. ,

AUTOVON. If an installation or a.site cannot adequately staff

a telephone counseling Ape, authority is given for use of AUTOVON

.lines with a nearby base or host bass, with an already-existing

telephone.coumeeling service. Insure coordination is accOmpliehed

prior tomes.

PROBLEMS. 'If.there are,sufficient problems invo lvinglarge'

amounts of drug us in an area, or if other problems occun'to*a

high degrse.mhich utght pntentially cause mission failure, con-

sideration should b given for access to problem solution t lflough

teisihons_Ouusslifl

12
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General Guideline.

Insure that all areas'involving lOcal and state laws Are

enured.

Avairabiliry

Inture that the counseling service is taifed on a 24-hour

basis. If the call is directed-to a home by the base operator,

/insure the availability of someene at that location. :

Type of Counseling

All counseling is tO be done by telephone. This service is

not designed to be a walk-in service or a team-respqnse eervice.

Anonymity

The use of a number for the caller insures anonymity and

.ollow-up action, and encourages the caller to be more open with

the problem. It is also a sood-idea tro use nicknames for the

staff mmeberZ% 'for their own protection.

Publicity

Well-publicized telephbne numbers which are easy/tO remember

will increase business for,the telephone counseling service. The

top of the daily bulletin, Air force buses, use of business cards,

announcements at commanders' call*, letters to organizations,
poseers, fliers, etc.', all are giving exposufe to the service for

your base. .

Records
I

.
ktecords, using the identification nukber, should be aaltained

to 'allow for follow-up action, appropriate closure, and Ataiff train-

ing. , , 4

Referral
-1

It is essential that a ydtem of referral be developed in
order to allow a smooth transition from your services to the refer-

ral agency. The person Op is needing assistance does 'not need to

be exposed to inefficlient referral techniques. An appropriate .

referral list includei adequately-identified services available

for specific problem arab'', tilephone nuipers, addresses,costs,

and tho willinguessof,the agency to,acCept.a referral. Obviously,

13
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prior coordinarion should be completed before referrals are made

to an agency.

Contact

The lelephone counseling service which encourages follow-On,

continued contact proves to the person you are interested. It

also allows for appropriate progy:ess checks, closure, and staff

training material.

confidentialAy

Don't make promises Of confidentiality you cannot hold to,

such as immunity, privileged communication, etc. Legal actions

might require you to reveal informftioA which you promised you

would not reveal.

EqUipment

.Equipment and facilities which meet your local needs are a

must if you are to provide the service!to your bane that you

o-e expected to.

A mioimum of two telephones with patchint capability is sug-

gested. This would allow back-up service and the ability so

patch in with a trained professidhal who mien specialrxe in one.'

pArticular type of crisis intervention. After-duty-hours switch-

board service and record-a-message might alsso be considered.

1.

Security
f

_

The location di the'telephoh! center is generally.at revealed.

Thl:a prevents distractions from telephone counseling,duty, such as

friends'dropping in, and-offers protection for the counseling
.

staff. ,

Forms

.
. (

eprinted forms enable smooth administration of a counseling

se es, This could include volunteer appliCations, work schedules,

an foima for recording the calls. These forme would allow easy

piogt.a. checks,, clOsures, and hling for staff training.
,

Itsource Directory

This includes happenings on- nd off-base, such as clubs,

theaters, special concerts, etc. Having this information available

144
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could possibly help id establishing credibiliOq because you know

what is happening in the area. In addition, thii directory

includs on- and off-base,offices and telephone numbers for easy

referral when time is crucAal. Other crisie line telephont'Uumbers,

would also be included.

Information

Current books, pamphlets, and research data on the drug scene

and alcohol scene might prove to be helpful. The Physgclan's

Desk Reference (NDR) and poison antidote lists should be included.'

Additionally, currant local and Air Force policies should 'he

maintained.

Files
,

A file'established, by nusOler, will allow progreis checks,

followop support, ancIstaff trainihg. This' phould be keptInder

13ck and key to insure no information is released, even though

names are not used.

Message Board

4 A board such:as this allows information to be disseminatedsto

staff embers which might ssist thee in their work,on whatever

shift they might be,serving. This would include policy changes,

new telephone numbers, new local ov Air Force policy changes, new

research dita syailable,,etc.

Exorcis V

Complete the following exercise.
AIL

1. Describe several areas to consider when recommending a telephone

counseling service.

Aisume you wore to establish a telephone counseling,service on

your base. What equipment and facilities would you need?

3. How does.the filing system help in staff.training?

15
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LEPRONL COUNMINa STAFF

'.

Staff MeMbers

1r

APPOINTEES, Theis persons ;should be either telephone cdun-

setOrs or baCk-up support for .referrals. They include staff judge

advocate (SJA), medical service personnel, chaplains,.personal

affairs personnel, etc. Aladi include anyone who has an interest.

in an4 exper,ience with substante-abuse problems.

r.
VOLUNTEERS. ,Agencies and councils on base, looking for com-

munity servtce projects, offer excellent resources fer volunteers.-

Such groups:as chapel qrganitations, human relations council (HRC)

ramblers, Nopcaibissicined Officers' (NCO0')/Officers' Wives' Cluks,

.1(1 Airman Advisory COuncil. In additionvindividual volunteers

over,a certain age should be accepted. However, blanket acceptance

is not encouraged. You have the responsibility 0 be selective.

p

Qualifications

RAPPORT. A staff member must,b able to establish rapport,

or else there will be little credibility established.

INTEREST. An interest in and dedication to the.helping of

individuals will be detected by the caller and will serve to

build a trust relationship.

COMMUNICATOR.. Theabil y to get involved with Ole caller

and yet maintain distance, itjrder to see the problem from a new

perspective, will facilitate problem solving.

MAINTAIN ANONYMITY. The basis of a telephone counseling ser-

vice is anonymity to encourage openness on the part of thi person

who needs help. The,ptaff umber who is unable to understand or

accept this stands a chance of destroying the service's credibl.litYp

base-wide.

PSYCHOLOGICALII FIT. A stable person will be able to help

persons with problenil, and thus,build Cia-dibility for the service.

Enlist the aid of the local mental health seriiicea to-aisist you

in adequate testing and selecting of the 'most qualified persons.

Ik
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to have an adequately-trained staff, specific areas must be
covered. These include basic pharmacology, values clariflcation,,
youth-related issues, use of equipment, general counseling tech-
niques, crisis intervention techniques, referral counseling pro-
cedures, rules and policies, desensitizing words, local drug-scene
information, alternaniVes, and legal implications. Initlal.train-
ing is good and necessary; but, equally as important is follow-on
training on a continuous. basis to build dn self-awareness and team&
building. A:training plan.must be developed and adhered to in
order to have lb:adequately-trained and capable staff (Delworth,
1972; Gladstone, 1973; Lester, 1973; McGee; 1974)

lizertiee VI,

Complete the following exercise.

1. Identify reeources for seeking volunteers for a telephone
counseling staff.

2. What are some qualifications desired in a telephone counseling
taff member?

3. Whai areas must 1p4s covered in order to build an adequately -
trained staff?

/

HALLUCINOGEN CRISIS INTERVEOTION

Trips

-SAD 11166Y. These involve a feeling that tbe,person is having
body traumas. For example, a girl fnit that her body had forgotten

A
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to breathe automatically and that if she did not concentrate on

breathing, she would die. Others have felt that their hearts

stopped or' that their bones were falling out or flesh was falling

off. (For some, this takes on a death and rebirth context with ,

almost religious significance.)
.

4
RAD ENVIRONMENT. These imply feelings of threat or dislike

of the enviionment in which the "tripper" finds him/herself.

This includes environment based on delusions or hallucinations

which ire often,. discussed. For exampele; the cracks in the ceil-

ing may tak4 on the form of an extremely threatening or disgusting

monster or, perhaps, the fire of a disliked friend or relative.

Spots on the_wallPaper have .heen known to. "launch a concerted

atbaLk:ron a "tripper." But, less dramatic, there are environments

whic e just not enfoyabke. A dirty room has been known to. ,

cause great discomfort for a girl who can't stand dirt. The same

,has been true of crowded rooms or rooms which have loud music or

flithing lights, such as roek concerts.

BAD MIA. These usually constitute-the most devastating

effects. It is really hard to lose enough touch with reality to

feel that one is dead and still thinking about it. But, the bad

mind "trip" is really quite easy be create. *Mist common is the

feeling that the "tripper" has gonsoinsenh; that he/she is hope-

lessly lost in an abyss Of his/her mind which has no end and no

exit.. This can alp take the form of feeling that,* mother or

father hes refected the "tripper" or that a boy/girl friend has

really not been in, love but rather jusCusing the "tripper." In

short, most of these bad mind"trips" seem to be the outward expres-

sion of .a pre-existing but repressed psychological problem which

the.individual has,been keeping (with grister or lesser success)

locked up within him/herself.

Reaction/

INSANITY. Certain bad reactiOns during the "trips" could

possibly occur. A brief digression might be pertinent as tb what

a bad "trip" on drugs can be. Of course, there are really about-

as many difftrent types of "bummers" as there are types of people.

In general', it can be explained in terms of 'an inability on the

part of the 'tripper" to associate his/her present state of mind

with * drug. This occurs in different ways. On occasion, an.LSD

user will actually forget that he/she has taken a pill and feel'.

that he/she has gone insane. Mbrs often, the "tr4per",will have

a."loss of immediate short-term memory" or, as "trippers" put it,

will be "spaced." In this mental state, time,is so distorted

18
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an extremely long period of Lime has passed, when,

riod may have been minutes or even secopds. in

Irippers" can easily tee," that the drug should have
hair present state lb only attributable to their

having gone iane.

1 ANXIETY. \Most commonly, the reaction will be one of anxiety.
This may inclu4a symptoms such as shaking, sweating, cold hands
and feet, time distortion, and an overall feeling of discomfort.
But, this is not to rule out bizarre and unusual effects. Cases
Aare "trippers" felt they ware being attacked by orange dots,
where they felt they were dead or that their heart had stopped, and
other strange phenomena have been seen.

'PARANOIA. Manifested by feelings that the caller is in ispi-
nent danger, an extremely paranoid reaction can resulet. The
feelings of guilt for using illegal drugs cause people and envIsron-
ment.to appear threatening.

'HALLUCINATIONS. Extreme distortion of sight and hearing are
present. Seeing giant cockroaches or being attacked by big,
orange dots have been reported.

DISTRUEING MEMORIES. Disturbing memories which have been
suppreseed sometimes co& out; because of "knocked-out" defenst.
.mechanisms.

Techniques

. BE SUPPORTIVE. A strong supportive therapy is just what it
sounds like. You should, at all times, remain calm, be reassuring,
and understanding, and, under no circumstancesA should.you bet
critical of' the activities of the "tripper."

ESTABLISH REALITY. Providing a reelity-base again is soft-
what self-explanatory. As mentioned eatliftr, the biggest danger
is that the person will not accept the faCt that he/she is under
the influence of a drug. lharing this phase of intervèntion, try
to' reassure the caller that his/her feelings are mainly duo to
the drug he/she has taken. In a sense, this helps the person
recompensate by'means of a temporal,' externalizatien which pulls
himiher:away from the notion 'that he/she has lost lis/her mind.

4-Aie repeatedly emphasise that once the drug effects have worn off,
he/she will no lonier feel the way he/she does.Statements, such
as, "You are hav4g a bad 'trip,' but it's going to pass," or,
"It's because of drug you took, and the bad feelings will end
soon," are quite Ilpful. This point must be mode clear and

19
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rePeated until you are certain the megage la getting through:

(MOTO Sometimes; it is impossible to make the "tripper" believe

you. So be it. Don'e fight, but do keep reminding the person

that you think he/she is on a drug. Thislives.the pereon a

stable reference point in yout) Because drugs often come in dif-

ferent dosages (accidently or intentionally),'a parion who is

familiar with the effects of a drug migt;t be confuaed. For

elcample,:today the drug STP usually has pn effect which lasts

about 12 to 24 hours. When it first came,out, the dosage- via so

high that it lasted nearly.72 hours.. Getting "betteedrugs

hight increase the *mount of tlme involved or the inteatity ef

the feelings received.

,
REMICE SENSORt OVERLOAD. 'The bad environment "trip" nearly

suggests its solution in its name -- change of environments. Hal-

lucinciene solmetimes strip away all individual's ability to isolate

:specific things end c9hcentritto ou them. Talk to sopeone in a

crowded room; and you Will seethat you'cau hear the other pereon

,cleArle, But, listen'to 4 tape recording of the same conversa4

Um', and it will be impossible'to recognize. The reaso'n is the

human mind allows you to "filiter out"'the matority of thp other

"noiles" and concentrate on'one person. The tape recorder hal no

such "filter." A person on LSD ori for that mabter, any-halluci-,

nogens can be like that tape recorder -- Ueablivto screlin out,the

tremendous*numbek of inputs to'his/her mensee.- This results in

.14het we ustially call-"sensory ovi#C6ed." The user, is b6mbarded

_by a -myriad of inputs which confuse, frighten, and inciipacitate

ht.o/her. .
Another form.of environment bad."trip".comes from a

specific item in the' environment. This can be an individual, a -

tertain`eDuch or chair, the wallpaper, etc. In all of these

eneironmental "trips,-" the "trippeelis hest reieved,from the

threatening and'confusing environeent into a more suitable one,

one in whiCh his/her fothis of attention 'should We brought to a

neutral object ehich can be appreciated. Taking a person outside

Ln nice weather and showing him/her a flower is perhaOs the oldest

form of treatment of "trippere." and stitl 41e ofjhe best.

couNssum. This is bedews the most intriguing because the

temptation to p/ay "amAteurs,psychiacrist" is great on the part of

the person helping. In the 'bad mind "trip," the individual hap

made manifest a suppresseegand repressed part of his/her person-,

ality. When the person "Olping" the "tripper" starts to 'delve .

into hisi/her psyche,sto pulh,around his/her.problems, the helping

person, more often than not:.makesthe problem worse. Such manipu-

lation of the human'psyche is considered by some to be6simply mal-

practice. ' Transient here consists of getting the person "out of

20
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his/her mind" -- totally engrossed in a body or environment "trip."
The word qteAlx is important. rf not totally involved, it is

!asy to get back and start thinking. One caller was 061d, for

example,.to go to the zoo and run (don't walk) around/shouting
(not talking) to the animals! TOtal intfolvement is required.
The person who says ha/she wants to solve his/her problems should
be told that he/she can solve them tomotrow -- get moving no4.

DIVERT ATTENTION. (Given a body "trip" which involves a .

death fee1ing, a tactic whith.is often uled is to first reassure
the person that when the pill wears off, he/gbe will bel "reborn"
or at least alive. Then, change the actual iftting -7 get the
person .outside, or into.a different room. vie person should be
shown some interesting object, (Remember, it is much easier for
something to be'interesting to the , per" than to be interest-
ing to 'you, such as a tree,va flower stone. All of these things

tan be!amaxingly intereatipvand en able.) Of utmost-import4nce,
of course, is that die "tripper" verted frowhis/her body.
Tnis may not change his/her hallup tions (fOr-example, that his/
her veins &retailing out); hut, it will allow the person .to spend
spat of his/her toncentrationign something which is more.happy and
relaxed, despite the-fitt.that he/she continuqs to feel that the
delusion exisrs.

.

TURNING.THE BAD, ',TRIP. INTO A GOOD ONE. The nouse of.this
phrade is obvious,.for a number of reasons. First and foredost,

it is. too sikward to get out; but, more important, it says that
what you will do.is to help the Person using the drug to enjoy
.hira/herself. Many individuals feel that thie is not dnfy an-
amoral.. service, but that it imp'an loporal service. They believe
that the "sinner"' may be saved only throtigh pain and suffering.
This attitude in thisseeting is an extremely dangerous one-which
could result TTIong-term harm to the user. In short; persons who
are not willing to help a drug user enjoy a "trip" will have trouble
in a crisis service.

-Exercfse VII

Complete the foIloilving exercise.

1: 'What are three possible types of hallucinogen "trips,"
characteristics of each?

21
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2. What may,cause feelings of paranoia vhen having a bad hallucino-

gen "trip"?

3. How can attempting a counseling situation affect a person on

hallucinogens?

STEINULANT CRISIS INTERVENTION

.Symptims

A wide range of characterisacs is possible, depending on the

dose. Included are nervousness, restlessness, irritability;

itisomnia, talkativeness, paranoia, aggressiveness, violence, over-
.

confidence, lose of appetite, malnutrition, mental depression;

iricreased blood pressure, auditory hallucinations, delusions,

tilackouts, and iremors/convulsioris.

CoUnseling Techniques

ASK: "What did you take?," rilow much?," and "How long ago?"

The remainder of your actions will probably be built *round the

answers to these questions.

tISTEN. Allow the person 0 talk about anything. This talk-

ing will allow a gradual.trust-bUildingvas.well as reduce anxiety.

if allowed to openly discuss any 4ublect freely, the feelings of

Paranoia alsd might be reduced. khe person who is.up on a 'trip"

willvinerilly have "all the right answers17and will not.be likely

, to accept'suggestions.'.

-REALITi: 'It I. important to keep the person in touch with

reality while rup.,r When the "trip" is.over, snd there is a let-

down, or Aepreseion, the "tripper" will 14 better prepared for

this stage by being in touch wi teality.

22
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*CONTROL. The conversation counselor fhas with q person who

! is "up" will also help that person maintain control Atielf, once
the "trip" is over, and help preclude possible feelingrof
suicide.

STIMULI. Extraneous stimuli should be avoided., When possible.
These stimuli only increase the possibility of .bisarre behavior,
such as aggressiveness, delusions, powfr "trips," suicidal
tendencies, etc. These include loud noises, flashing lights, or

touching.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. Medical assistance will generally ,not be

required unless an extreme threat to self and others around
appears imminent. Do not recommend or give the person another
drug.

Exetcisdi VIII

Complete the following exercise.
er,

1. What three questions should be asked of the person suspected of
- stimulaA inVolvement?,

rr

4

2. Describe steps to take, after asking these questigits.

SEDATIVE-HYPNOTIC CRISIS INTERVENTION

'

Symptoms-

Symptoms include drunkenness, slurred speechassOcle incoo0in-
*Hon, impaired thought procees, drowsiness, letWV, depressed
respirations', unconsciousness, coma, shock, Or respiratory failtire.

23.
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Counseling Techniques

SEVERITY. If possible, determine severity of the problem by

asking, "What did you take," "How muchl," and "When?" Base your-

actions on the answers to these questions.

AWAKE. Keep the person awake and conscious by walking or talk-

ing.

DRUG. Do not ggest the use of another drug, either when the

prson 11 awake or unconscious.

VOMITINI*, Do not induce'vomiting. Even if the person is

conscious, unconsciousness could occur and vomiting would only

block air passage.

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. Medical assistance should be suggested

when the severity of the situation worsens.
This would be uncon-

sciousness, combined)kith decreased respiratory rate; also, in

cases of withdrawal due to its severity (convulsions).

Exercise IX

Complei# the following exertise.

J. What'tro things shoald'a.counselor not do when dealing with a

person auspected of sedative-hypnotic drug involvement?.

2. When should.medical issistance be suggested?-

14.
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Symptoms

4

NARCOTIC-014ATR CRISIS IRTERVENTION

USE. Characteristics of use as opposed to withdrawal charac-
teristics are drowsiness, vomiting, lethargy, stupor, pinpoint
pupils, scratching or itching, needle marks, blood stains on cloth -
ing, ?Constipation, and respiratory depression.

WITHDRAWAL. Characteristics include increased anxiety and
irritability, watery eyes and runny nose, nausea, cramping, cold,
clammy skin, and tremors..

Counseling Techniques

ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION. Only as an interim measure until
medical help is obtained, should artificial rIspiration be used.
The depressant effects may progress to ihock and coma.

BED REST. When experiencing withdrawal from the chronic use
of narcotics, the uncomfortable, unpleasant experience resembles
e bad case of .the flu, but seldom warrants medical attention. Bed

rest and lots of fluids can carry an individual through the five
to seven days of wichdrawal.

,

DRUGS. .4u10)04t 1 recommend or suggest the use of any other
drugs.

OBSERVING. Generally speaking, allow the symptoms to run
their course, butemaintain observation ikorier to detect severe
changes Which might rdquire medical help, such as a rapid onset of
respiratory depression/failure.

Exercise X

Complete tha following exercise.

1. When should medical assistance be solicited for someone sus-
pected 'of narcotic-Opiate drug involvement?'

2. What is one "don't" a counselor shoulti be aware of concerning
narcotic-opiate involvement?

r
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MULTIPLE DRUG CRISIS INTERVENTION

I.

Techniques

REACTION. Drug intAractions resultingjrom fhe simultaneou

use of two or more different'or Alike drugi will produce effects

different, in type or intensity, from those produced by each d

when used alone. (Drug interactions can antagonise, decrease,

add to, or potentiate the intensity and/or completely change t

type of a drug's effectj.

COUNSELING. The Consequential effects of a drug interadt ori

are difficult to predict, due to the many varied faCtors invol Ad.

Emphasis should be-placed on dbserving vital functions --.state

Of consciousness, heart and respiratory functions -- for detri-

mental effects.. When a person becomes unconscious, experiences

heartbeat disturbances, and/or respir4ory depression, medica

assistance should be summoned at Once. .Am.in any drug-telated 4

crisis, as long as an individuil's condition can be tabilismd, and

he/she is not experiencing any harmful effects, you are working

oithin your limits and need bot refer for medical assist

Exercise XI

Complete the following exercise.

Describe techniques for multiple dru involvement counse ing.

a.
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, SUICIDE CRISIS INTERVENTION

.127Z

FACTS. Of the 250,000 suicide attempts per year in the United
States, 25,000 succeed, or a number of people equal to the popula-t
tion of Helena, Mbntana, Women attelipt suicide more than men, but
men go through with it more successraly than.women. Whites are

twice as successful as blacks; singles twice as successful as
marrieds; and college students twice as successful as now-college
students. Among adolescents, suicide is the third highest cause
of death. (Shneidman)

MYTHS. Myths still saturate the topic of shicide and often
deter people from seeking the support ehat may, in lact, save their

lives. For instance, consider the myth that a person commits
suicide without warning. In fact, the suicide act la often care-
fully considered and communicated to other pe2ple in either covert
or overt clues. Ahother myth is that those -Arsons who talk about
suicides never kill themselves. Talking is a cry for help, with
clues and warnings. Eight out of ten who talk about suicide go
through witHeit. A third myth states that talking about suicide
to a dekessed person causes suicide. Facts prove differently,
however. -.Encouraging depreseed individuals to talk about suicidal
feplings can be beneficial. (Shneidsan)

Warning Signs

Reasons vary.from the most shallow to the deepest. Some per-
sons find they no longer'have a tie with the community or society,
their relationship with parents has diminished, they are extremely
lonely (especially around Chrietmas-time), they are afraid of fail-
ure, they have.been rejected, or there is just a low self-esteem.
A suicide,call generally can be a call for help on a decision to
live or die. 'It is a call from a person expressing helplessness
or hopelessness,'or, stated differently, a call from a person wto
feels unable tO cope or.feels that,others are not responding to
himiher. Every call; though, is a cry for help. Even the most 4
ardent death wish 1.6 a cry to be saved. Verbal communication in a
suicide call Might reflect: "I no longer want to live."; "I want

"L'm no longer interested in work or family."; or, "I
won't'be around tomorrow.". 'Action communication mighi include .

the caller's indication of a purchase of a weapon, a collection'of
.pills, giving away of possessions, or sudden changes to a will.
AlI of these should be considered by the counselor in determining'
suicide potential.

27
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When handling the potential suicide, the.counselor should

.establish a tood reletionskip. This includeslbotal, unconditional

acceptance of the person as a person, a willOgness to listen, acid

a willingness to help. The counselor must also maintain contact.

Whether the potential suicide is ol the telephone or in anY other

s tion, maintaining verbal contact insures your knowledgelof

wtóie the person is and kelps you informed.of-his/hir actibna.'..

Obtaining-information allows the counselor to do bdth bf the

aforementionedthings. In addition, it allows fov'the. development

of a plan of action, based on the suicide. potential.-

Counseling Techniques

RIGHT DECISION. Let the person know that contacting your

counseling service and asking foi help was the right thing to do.

This shows an interest in the person and helps to establish the

relationship. 7

LISTEN. The person has contacted your service. Allow him/her

-63 talk withodt interruption, if possible. With the person pre-

- , solar* the circumstances in words which he/she wants to say,

this might-find the person being heerd for the first time without

being editorialized, cut off, or interrupted. The way is set for

action and trust.
._._

REQUEST NAME. If plsible, and at'\an applopyiate time, attempt

to get the name of the pe son. ,If on tha telephone, request lora-

. tion.
.\

,-

SIGNIFICANT OTHERS. Additionally, in Your cOnvetsation,

solicit names and telephone numbers of significant other patrons/

in the life of the person. lit is important how you use those

names so that a *ratty* eff&ct is not the result. For instance,

if a close friend is a significant person, but the close friend

.the cause of the attempted suicide, suggesting contaa with this

friend might cause 41 perion to carry out the suicide:
/ A

or

PATIENCE. By thOopounselor being patient, hopeful, self-

assured', and knowledgeable, the.person with whom he/she ts talking

will be able,to ",get in touch" with his/her owe feelings.

ACCEPTANCE. Total, Unconditional adceptance of the person

esstita.. Moralizing cir sernionizing on death at the moment it I.Lqt.

uncodditional acieptance, but rather telling the person how your

value sysiem is constructed. The person probably doesn't need to

hear this.
A
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ZERO LN. A plrt of-the person wake to live. Find it, and

build on-it. It coul4wba children, the spouse, or the fisnce/

fiancee. tt tould be -the answerto solving the problem.
f

, DIRECT PROBLEMS. There may be s;tveral small, indirect prOblems

which are uppermost in the mind of the person calling. Behind

those, however, might be thetdirect problem. Talk through those

indirect problems to'the direct ones.

CALM EMOTIONS. Help 'the persOn gain self:-contiol and self-

confidence before attempting to go too deep into the questioning,

BEd' ORGANIZE.- With emotions calmed and direct/indirect
problems specified., hdilp the person organizespriorities of problems

and sort through what may be too many details to the cere orthe
threatening situation.

DETERMINE ALTERNATIVES. Encourage the person.to identify thi

alternatives available for him/her. The person should identify

as.many of'them asvpossible before the counselor begins.- This

. will' enco4rags ownership of, alternative solutions In addition,

, encourage the person to try.the alternativss, even though "they

'will neysr work. I know. I tried (or thought about trying)."

DETERMINE POTENTIAL. As you are listening to the individual
in crisis, and directing your questions to got tp the answers, you

will also subconsciously be developing a plan oraction based on

What you consider the potentiality of the person to act. Factors

te consider, together with a "gut-level" feeling, include age,.

sex, plan of action, lethality, availability of means, specifics'

of plan amount,of stress, symptoms of depression410ehosis and
agitation, resources, life style, .communication asfEcts, reactions
of significant others, and medical status. With this information,

you calmilit as you fell appropriate:in order ,the ,pessdn

who wall, help. (Berg, 1970; Lester, 1971; frat,edi--1975; "S6eidisan;

Specter, 1973)

Exercise XII
S

Complete the following exercise.

k. What.are soma "action".
sOicider situation?

nications to consider in a potential

0
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2. Identify three main goals of a counselor in a potential suicide

situation.

3. Identify cOnsiderations to use in 4eveloping a plan of action:

1.
RAPE CRISIS INTERVENTION

Needs

PHYSICIAN/MEDICAL. The.rape xictim's state of health is of

primary concern after the incident. She needs reassuring of her

412hysical condition, as well as a prescription for an anti-pregnancy

medication and an anti-venereal disease medication% In many

'instances, the victim wdUld come to the hospital fi,rst,-hoping,to'

get medical aid and confident that the police would be notified

by the hospital personnel.

XOTHORITARIAN !MIRE. The victim of a rape seeks the police

both for aid and assistance. The police were the "official"-

persons to turn to in such an emergency, being viewed in the

traditional role of defending, supporting, and protecting-the

community against crime. The victim wanted the policeban to "do

something about the crime, such aergetting the assailant or

beginning the investigation.

LISTENER. The vlctim needs someone to talk to about what

has happened in order to receive support and assistance about what

to do next. Feelings and reactions need to be identified In a

aituatiOn_other than in a medical or official setting. The.listener

needs to be sOpportive and non-critical of the victim. Many victims

go for days without, talking about what has happened for fear of

being condeined.

CONTROL/STABILITY. The rape victim needs to maintain or, in

some cases, regain self-control. Some have experienced, ahock or

extreme confusion and loss of control.

69 b
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FOLLOW-ON SUPPORT. In some cases, medical and emoitional follow-
,

on care is a definite necessity. Psychological counseling might be

an appropriate referral. Handling guilt feelings or,family problems ,
which might occur as a result of other members of the family being
unable to acceptwthe victim could require referral to an appropriate
family therapist.

Conditions

Feelings of a rape vicitim could include guilt, a diarupted
life styli, long-term life style changes, anger, withholding OW-
tions, pain, nausea, fear, and a mood swing fro!: humiliation to
degradation to revenge.

Counseling Techniques

REASSURE. In the time of severe crisis for the person, a
calm, reassuring counselor will help the person get through the
nedical and official rePorting pait of the after-crisis phase.

-

MEDICAL NEED. Determine fhe medical needs of t4e person as
soon aa possible. If there has been no attempt to go to a hospital,
encourage the person to go as soon as possible, and explain the
resoning behind her doing this.

REPORT-CRIME. If the person has not reportedhhe act to the
police, encourage her to do so as soon as possible. This may pre-
vent other persons from becoming victims of this criminal act, and
doesn't obligate a person to prosecute.

SIGNIFICANT OTHER. Encourage'the person to call a significant
other person end relate the incident, in order.to release some of
the feelings and thoughts to someone closer.

,REFERRAL. This would generally occur if the,victim didn't
know which wa7 to turn, and the'situation had just recently
occuried. Referrel would then be to a hospital and/or the police.
Follow-on counseling would establish a different need for referral
counseling, as it'would allow more personal, individual contact

' with a trained counselor.

LABEL. AN) sibt label the person as a "rape victim." This only
°adds co the uncdmfortable feelings already being experienced.

FALSE REASSURANCE.. .,Do not offer things that are impossibletto
az.complish, "Everything is going to work out just fine." might '

prove to be a,generally calming statement, but being any more
specific might be making promises youccannot follow through on.

I, 69d
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LISTEN. Do not fail to allow the victim to talk through in

words chosen by the victim, not by you. AllaW the feelings and

motions to flow as you are listening.,

TIRMSt Us. of the word "rape" causes the victim to relive an

extremely uncom/ortable situation. Use of term* such as "occurrence"

or "situation" is easier for the victim to hear and acknowledge.

(Burgess, 1974: Guerra, 1975)

Exercise XIII

Complete the following exercisg.

1. What are the five mapjor needs of a rape victim?

2. What should a counselor not 40 when counseling a rape victim?

PAOBLEM PREGNANCY CRISIS INTERVENiION

J

rrevhniques
'

When discuising with the person cOncerning a problem preitnancy,

before decisions can be made, basic infoimation is'necessary. For

instance, determining the age of the female, and approximately hor

many weeks pregnant she is. The individual's wiehes are also

important here, because the decision. made is going to have to be

herd. She needs'an opportunity to express her anxieties and 4451-

ings, and an opportunity to discuss the alternatives and all of the

legal and moral aspects.of, each choice.. Her choice' are abortion,--

adoption of the child, keeping the child and stayilig unmarried,

or gettins Serried and,keeping the child. Society's influence on

.each of these decision* should be considered; but,\the decision

still must be hers. She is the person who had to itive with the

decision. In-depth counseling is available at such agencies as

7 -6
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free clinics, adoption agencies, medical services, churches,
regional Planned Parenthood, family services centers, or homes for
giving birth.

Exercise xrv

Complete the following ftxercise.

I. What are possible alternatives to consider fotAhe pregnant
woman?

2. What advantage is there in using an adoption agency?

HOkOSEXUAL CRISIS INTERVENTION

Society

RELATIONSHIPS. The homosexual in today's society is fkcing
considerable iecisions in the, life style that has been accepted.
We are taught from the very beainning of growing up that weliave
a free choice, and we believe this as we continue to grow. How-
ever, as we grow, we learn more and more that "free choice" does
not mean Nithout cost." The homosexual learns that to make a
choidb of a sexual partner of.the same.sex, to express interest
And sexual activities and receive sexual gratification from the
partner of choice, is not done without paying a price. The homo-
sexual lives in three worlds -- the heterosexual world, the homo-
sexual worlu, and the world of self. Within each of these worlds
there is a price, along with the challenges of attitudes, laws,
penalties, and society in general that sometimes forgets that
homosexuality ii no longer recognized as a mental illness.

'HETEROSEXUAL WORLD. The price in this world involved4abels
and laws which cause the homosexual to go underground. In fbe

33
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military society, there is the fear of discharge ii discovered. In

the civilian sOtiaty, thm iliars include friends and family not

understanding, as well as 1 ss of profession or professional status.

HOMOSEXUAL WORLD. This world finds the homosexual learning'

a new life style which includes relating,to other homosexuals,

adopting new roles and accepting a secret life Style in gay bare,

or in gay society still very much underground.

: WORLD OF SELF. This world causes considerable problems for

the homosexual as-an acceptance of self and nee life style must be

done free of guilt end shame. The homsexual mist learn Opay.cept

being rejected, and must learn how to deal with a new sesZOX,

standards and crises which'occur araund these standards, including

individual masculinity.or femininity, the results of the.aging

process and haw It leaves its impact, and being rejected by the

immediate family with no apparent reason,'

Counseling Techniquee

LABELtNG. Do not label the person as gay or homosexual or

"butch." It will only aid in making the development of rapport

between the counselor and client much harder.

GUILT. Consider the fact that a pereon might be experiencing

guilt feelings because of possessing homosexual tendeniies. A

male Might'be.quite,effeminant in his behavior Or a female quite

masculine, bui neither may be homosexual.

CRISIS. Determine what the real crisis is to the person who

asked you for help. Is it guilt feelings of being hamosexual, or

guilt feelings of thinking be/she might be homosexual, or problems

which ere surfacing due to being homosexual.

RIFIR. Referral agencies might be able to give more in-depth

counseling, but this must be at an appropriate time. If done too

early, it could possible add to feelings of rejection already being

experienced. If the person ii referred to .a gay crisis,lide, Snd

the person is not homosexual, there might be considerable feelings

of uncomfortableness. Gay liberation groups or professional cbun-

selors are also appropriate referrals. (Lesnoff, 1969; Page, 1971;

Simon, 1969; Weinberg, 1974)

Exercise XV ,

Complete the following exercise.

34. 70'04
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'1. Whnt Art_ some fenrs rho homosexual might be experleneing?

\

2. When would referral not be appropriatt for the counselor?

e.

(tu1I4h4Y,,

RUNAWAY AND"CRILD ABUSE CRI IS INTERVENTION

-x

OBJECTIVES. Wheri counseltng a runaway on the situation, a

posi4ive solution to the'problem is first and foremost positive

in the eyes of thi runaway and,femily, as the problem exists and

relates to both of them; Legal barriers must be respected in

terms of revealing Information to authorities or harboring a .'.

juvenile fugitive. It is up'to the counselor to know the legal

limits. within the state or city in order to effectively serve as a

counseling service.

COUNSELING TECNNIQUIES. Counseling with a runaway involVes

.building trust and cOnfidenoe with someone who might be havimg

difficulty fimding anyone to trust. Do not make prbmises you; as a

counselor, cannot kenp, simply in an attempt to build trust. This

will backfiri in Most cases, and destroy the trust if you catel

folldw through on your promises. Gather enough information 94i,

which you can act, according to how the runaway wantikto be helped.

InforeatimM such as ige, reason for running away, the situation.

,which*precipitated the running away, ane.the date of tke running

away-will assist you in aiding the runaway and ihs parents. Alterna-

tives phould be discussed with the runaway.as to whae-ls available

for mow. indiuded would be to continue running; to go home on his/

-her own; to go home with a friend oryelative Or significant other;

to intervene wiph parents; to go to a social welfare agency, family

court, or, a trials caster estatliihed for runaways; to go to a

close frient for support; to merely call home to inform parent; of

state of health; or to call a National or local crisis runaway "hot

ei)
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line" which, in turn, will contact parents with no questions asked

of the runaway.

,Child Abuse
L

THE ABUSED. If the person asking help from you is the abused

child, primary concern 'should be the need for medical assistance

'before Attempting any further counseling. The child, in many cases,

will be confused and.in need of.a ;strong supportive person in whom

he/she can place trust. If there.is a close friend or relative

of the child available who, fits this description, encourage the

child to call them. The other alternatives aro referral to a Child

welfare center orsto the pollee. In Some tates,,it, is against the

law not to report known cases of child abuse to proper authori-

ties. Child welfare centers will offer shelter and a place to

stay for the child, and will also n:complieb the necessary report-

ing. /

/

piEND ORATIGHBOR. If the Person contacting you is a friend

or neighbor asking for advice,,in most cases, it will be via an

anoymous telephone cell. They must be informed of legal implica-

:titbits if they, do,not properly report.any known caees of abuse, if

appropriate. In addition, the welfare of the child should be con-

eiderod; .for instsnce, if acme action is not taken at the time of

43 known or witnessed child abuse, and it continues unreported, '

litiat'are the possibilitiee of the abuse continuing?. Proper teforral

agencies would.include police'or child welfare agencies. 'They can

still remain anonymous when reporting child abuse eases.
;

tHB ABUSER. - A more unusual'call or plea for help night-be

hole thi abuser. He/she might be considering abuse but vas able to

regain control hefore acting. How,*the requept it for /Mediate

help on a problem that the person is very *ware of. Another instance

couldobe the abuser's feeling guilty for previous abusing and want-

ing help. In ither case, am appropriate refdtral would be to a

ParfttO AnonymousIroup foun0 in moit cities, or operating in con-

junctionWith family service centers.. Those Parents Anonymous

groups.amtfamily 1ervice Oenters offer.family counseling, indi-

vidual family memfier counseling, group counseling consisting.of

members of other families, some of whom are also child abusers,

and'financial mans nt assistance (referred to as the Homemaker

Program). All of hese services allow the concerned parent to

worirowthe proble he/she is aware of wach are causing threat

to the fostirtele ionship. If these welfare agencies are not .

mental health worker would be an appropriate referral

agency. The person who is asking for help needs tole helped as

36
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noon as -possible. Every effort hould be made to place the person
in cdtact immediately 'with a helping agency. .

Exercise XVI
(6

Cotipleti the following exercise.

4

1.-Whit.ilternatives are available for the runaway?

t

2- What services,are available in some communities to cover child
1abusers?

Intervention

a,
EMERGENCY MEDICAL CRISIS INTERVENTION

%.

An emergency usually' involves crial, which has developed,
where there is imminent danger to self or, others. When a counselor
is faced with 4 crisis situation such 44.this, it will generally
require direct and aggressive intervention by the counselor, in

'order to determine whet the real emergency is as soon as possible.
This will eneble the counselor to havIteM Iccurete understanding
of the situation, in order to act accordingly.

Poiston

If the call concane poisons, insure the'poison assumed to
-have been swallowed has been correctly identified 'before recommend-
ing an antidote. If necessary, use a baCk-up,telephone, in order
to call for emergency medical help.

Accidents

If You receive a call concerning an accident, get the location,
-the type of accident, and extent of injury. An emergency squad or

37
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he police would be the appropriate referral choicea t&bandle. rhe,

situation.

Exercise XVII

Complete the following exercise.

1. What action is a counselor responsible for In an 'emergency

s

situation?

2. What should a counselor be sure of before recommending an anti-

dote for a poison?

INFORMATIOWRAP" SITUATIONS

General Information

The information or."rap" situation is just_what the name

indicates. Thi person wants informatiOn which could'range from

reactions of a particular type of drug, street-drug information,

advice on school Studies, to local rock concernts, or even iihat's

playing at tbe local theaters. It is important for the credibil-

ity ofthe.coUnseling service that vach staff mesiber'be as

knowledgeable as possible on up-to-date happenings: .The person

might tiike the information and bdiin to "rap,"' the hidden agenda

sing ,to check out the credibilityp'the
lbowledge, and the sin-

ce ity qf the service. If this provides enough eable ground gori

th4 person, the real truth behind the contact could come through

real crisis situation to that person.

Techniques

MM,

C.

. Hy shpwing an interest in.the porton from 5be verybeginning

and responding tn the initial request,-eod being honest in your

38
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responses, you have paved the way for the person to follow up with

his/her crisis. ft might not occur at that same moment, or with

that sake telephone call, but with the trust established, chances

are good that the person will "open up" if there really ia a

crisis. A warnini for counselors is to not answer the question;

"Should I take . . . (a particular drug)?" You can give informa-

tion about what yot. know of the'drug, but 'the person who must mak*

the decision to fake or not to take it is the'other person, not

the counselor. If an information or "rap" call is from someone who

just wants .to talk, and is talking for an extended period of time,

terminate the call tactfully,. If you think nothing is being gain0

either by.you or the person. Such stateients as: "Say, I've

enjoyed talking with you, but I've got another call coming in!

Could you call back later?"; or, "I think we've been talking for a

long time, and someone else might,need to make, a tall." might be

useful in terminating the call without causingthe person to exper-

ience bad feelings ebout the counseling center. If a real crisis

exists, the person will either reveal it at that time, or will call

hack if enough trust is built:

Exercise XVIII

Complete the following exercise.
,f

1. What could possibly be the hidden message behind an information

or "rap" call?

2. What le a 0m.....y.ar warning for a counselor when handling an

informaticu call?

39
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Potential

/

.- TELEPuONE COUNSELING SIT TIONS

Thatelephone counselor should be aware that as innocent or

as mild as any of #Lese cahs. may app r, any one of thea,could

(possibly turn into a crisis eituation if the caller is afforded

tho opportunity to "open up."

Techniques

WRONG1UMBER ALLS. A teleph ne caller who replies somewhat

unsure of him/her ,lf and stateb mething like:, "Oh, I'm sotry,

I was just.. . .uh , . .try1ng to call Another number!" might not,

be calling a wTong number. The ound of your voice; as.a coun-

selor, might frighten the caller A suggesHon would be to ask

the person what,number he/she s trying to reach, and could you'

be of assistance? Attempt to t ansmit au encouraging and.caring

attitude. This might calm the-caller so that he/she might-begin

to talk and relate a problem.

SILENT CALLS. No wound on the other end'of thelline. might .,
.

mean several things. One, a ne who yenta to talk has Called .

and doesn't know 'how to tal . T,iro, the caller might be injured, .

confused, or unable toctfal It is critical in the early stages:

of suth a call that some thod of communication be established,

such as tipping once into the telophope if * question could be

answered,."Yes," and tap ng twice if Zrever is,
Probing questiols cap beesked, and ilb tion received should by

written down and fed ba k to the caller As Inforlation.. The more.. -

information received,' e lore questions-01'4.ton be,0sked: It is

tmportant to also dote ne if thacaller bas-been injured. Week(
to get the caller to " pen up" onee a trust4evel has been istab

/ .

lished. . /
.

.

A..

OBSCENE CALLS. ;the caller might be deihg.the call for -his/hec:;:.,

own sexual stimulat 6n. 'For instance,*a male caller might continue '7.

. to call until a fe le.counselor answers the:telephone. .The cow,.

selor should at no time discuss his/her physital make-up; but

rpther attempt to get.to some underlying problems which.the.caller

might be willing discuss. Perhaps a referral agency would be (:

the best answer a call Cuch as this. Much dnderstandiniand

patience are ired by the counselor. Up'to a point where the

counselor decid .no confrOnting should be.attempted. .But, if

the language the caller together seem to:have no purposeful

use for the cr confront the caller with-JO/her language,

-express the n d'tolceep.the line open for other.callers, and indi-

cate that yo /are going to hang up. If tha caller needs telp,.hel

she. will Cal /baeklif the counselor's hunches dre correct.

40
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CHRONIC CALLS. Chronic callers frequently are not making any

decisions on thcir own about any problems. If, through your filing

system, you determine a person is calling frequently, or you recog-
nize a caller's voice several times, attempt to determine Whit
growthp'if any, the caller is making end what benefit it is for
hii/her to continue-calling. If the staff is not learning some-
thing from the caller, or really getting upset over constant
calls, confrontation in probably the best answer, and a proper
referral.is in order.' .

"PUT70Nr CALLS, If some personnel in the berrscks are getting
"smashed" and decide to give people summering the crisis Iine a
"hard time," counselors are not in a position to know what is happen-
ing or even to be judgmental about the situation. A counseloes
objective is to treat each call' as real and Serious and, hopefully,
to convince the practical joker that he/she is serious about his/her

work.

PROXY CALLS. In many cases, these calls are,used to maintain
anonymity of the callers. A proxy caller could be a friend calling
for someone, or disguising his/her ioice and calling for him/herself.
The counselor should attempt to eliminate the mIddle person ind have
the person with the problem make the call. The problems presenteA
should till be handled in a normal manner; i.e., getting the
caller to take ownership of his/her own probleie. (hola, 1975)

Exercise XIX
S.

Complete the following exercise.

1. What apprOach shoula a counselor use when dealing with 441 wrtong-

number call" el

2. What type of questions does a counselor ask the silent caller?

3. What decisions should be made concerning an obscene. caller?

41
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SUMMARY

The major aras covered in crisis intervention includeci those

potentiai crisi situations which Cbuld happen 'in sny number of

ettings at any time of day. The crisis intervention goal attempts

to get the person in the crisis to use the resources available

within and around his/her person. Effective crisis intervention

, is conducted when the counselor is &mere of his/her feelings,

es well as the perscin in criiis, end is able to use,.thest feelings

in a positive, creative problftsolving approadh.

42
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CRISIS INTERVENTION/TELEPHONE COUNSELING PERFORMANCE TEST

stimMT NAME

INSTRUCTOR

0 Practice aEvaluation

COUNSELOR BEHAVIOR

RANK DATE

GROUP

Remalle

1410

IEE1Role-play

Telephone

0 INS1RUCTORIS COMMENTS

1. ANSWERING TELEPHONE/MEETING CLIENT

a. Pleasant

b." Reassuring to client

c. Speaks clear to client

d. Encourages cliget to follow-
on with the cell=11.milli

2. IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUES(Phane
Only)

a. Stresses anonkmity

-Use of identification number
rather-than nape

c. .Use of synonym for own name

d. Does not rsveaf location of
crisis center

3. LISTENING TECHNIQUES

a. .Listens well

b. Interjects to clarify comments
.....m

Re-emphasizes specific points

d. Encourages clientthrdugh
listening

4. REFERRAL COUNSELING TECHNIQUES
'

a. Determines if ,c1i4itiiis
currently under care r

"b. Multiple referrals

SATIOECTORY
.0:NIEDS'ENPROVEMENT-

'AMSATOWTORY .

AISAVID

=SIGNE, FOR 46 COASE
bo NOT AISE ON THE JOB

, - 7 1

S.

Attachment 2
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INSTRUCTOR'S COMMENTS

c. Insures client has
(Irrect referral

information

d. Encourages client to make

own calls to referred agency

e. Handles phone patch with pro-
fessional agency (phone only)

. USE OF EQUIPMENT

a. Telephone.

b. Forms

c. Referral reference file
=1111111....*4.

6. THROUGHOUT COUNSELING

a. Treat all clients/calla as

real k

b. Eseiblishes rapport .

c. Continues rapport

Is Nonjudgemantal

et Is.Nonmoralising,

Does not interpret client

inappropriately

'g. Reassures cffeat

h. Appeais real and sincere

I. Does nor react negatively
to obscenities

J. Is knowledgeable of local
scene

r 41!
k. Unconditional regard for

client

P....

es

1. Maintains credibility of
counseling service

'WRING INSTRUCTIONS: A ."Satisfactory" will be given if

nor poresthao a tcital of film( 45). "needs iiiprovements".

'IlViRALCRATING: S
''-----e-iiStudentAc;;ZA-Rrseg-Ir-

:

there are no "uoistisfactore J-Ng:7?
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PLAN Qf INSTRUCTION/14MM PLAN PART I
Iniar8TraTTRUM511- comstrTt

Dru and Alcohol Abuse Control
eLoca-Nuweas

Iv

!LOCK TITLR

Program Mmalanall4ronr________

1. Base Drug/Alcohol Program Management

RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Identify the management responsibilities of the senior installa-
tion commander and the social actions office in the drug/alcohol abuse
control program.

b. Identify responsibilities and procedures for assisting the
commander in the administretion of the drug/alcohol abuse control
committee.

c. Identify the functions of social actions personnel serving as
members of drug/alcohol rehabilitation committees.

d.0! Identify procedures to maintain drug/alcohol abuse policy files.

PRIVACY ACTIAND CASE FILES

e. Identify facts and procedures required to establish; classify/
categorize, secure, and control drug/Alcohol abuse case file dispopition.

f. Identify the essential items to be documented in conjunction
with social evaluations, intake interviews, ongoing counseling., and the
writing of summaries of rehabilitation treatment.

DRUG REHABILITATION PROG

g. Identify recommended proCedures to coordinete drug rehabilitation
program activities and foriulate drug rehabilitation regimens.

ALIKHOL REHABILITATION PROGRAM

Identify recommended procedures to.coordinate alcohol rehabilita-
ti rogram-activities,and formulate alcohol rehabilitation regimens.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OP L MON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE AND DATE

9W

7

SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION MUMCEN

43ALR7343011 L3OLR736111 L3OZR7364B

DAtt

30 May 1978
A AG It NO..

35

A ONN in
-OCT 18

PPI= 0. hq 4....,...
PRIVIOUS EDITION 111011101.11Te

_ .1
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REHABILITATION REGIMENS

!. ..44.701)ft. . t-n'ttr.

i. Identify methods of formulating rehabilitation regimens,':

.

monitoring rehabilites status, evaluating-rehabilitee progress, and

the regimen-planning function, of rehabilitation committees.

URINALYSIS PROGRAM

j. identify methods used in the drug abuser identification and

classification process, and social actions coordimstioe responsibilities

related to,the urinalysis testing imogrea.

,PROGRAM EVALUATION

k. Identify methods and procedures employed to evaluate drug/alcohol

education programs, and other ocial actions programs.

I ip

!DRUG ANALYSIS

. 1. Identify procedures wed to determine whether and to what extent

drugaior alcohol are being use" by-an individual.

PERSONNEL DISPOSITIONS AND DATA SYSTEMS

p6. 'Identify the appropriate drug/alcohol abuser dikposition require-

ments with .respect to Air Forc Quality Force personnel actions.

n. Identify management redOurces and procedures which assist in the

administration and coordination of the drug/alcohol rehabilitation and
R

education programs.

WORTS
4

o. Identify correct prOcedures for preparing required,drug/alcohol

abuse control reports. STS: j Maas: W

p. G14en sample case file documents, properly generate the documents

onto administrative or counseling information, and assemble them into a

drug or alcohol abuse-case file with 1002 accuracy.

7 u

, 13111.117343011/1.30L17361114/130ZR736411 ; 30 Kay 1978
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4. Ueing an assembled case file, complete a rehabilitation summary of
treatment in accordance with the criteria listed on the Rehabilitation
Summary Performance Test.

r. After participating in a role-playing counseling exercise, document
the session as an intake intrview of'a drug or alcohol abuser in accordance
with the criteria listed on the Intake Interview Documenfation Performance
Test.

=11111011IMMO.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Audio-Visual Aids
35mm Slides, Base Drug/Alcohol
Videotape, AFIG Social Actions

Traininx Methods
Lecture
Group Process

Instructional Guidance
Explain how to coordinate and administer the drug and alcohol abuse control
program by discussing the following subjects: Responsibilities ot the senior
installation commander and social actions office, the privacy act and drug/
alcohol abuse control'case files, administrative requirements of the drug
rehabilitation program, requirements and recommended procedures for conducting
the alcohol rehabilitation program, formulation and implementation of rehabili-
tation regimens, program evaluation, urinalysis program, drug analysis, personnel
dispositione, data systems, and drug/alcohol reports. Conduct student performance
practicums in case file istablishment and documentation, and in conducting and
documenting intake interviews.

Program Management
Program Management

INOVEL liq USAF/010XHSD presentation on latest field deilelopmant occurs in
later pirt of unit and is reflected in hours4for administration
practicum.

711
L344734301/L30LR73618/L30Z103648 30 May 1978
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(RemOonsibilities)

PART II TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

ATTENTION:

1. gave you ever been called by the
Senior installation Commander and told

\to
report to his office it a certain

time. Upon reporting, the first ques-
tion the Commander ask is, "What is my
responsibilities in relationship to the
drug and alcohol programs":

.Your response would be what?

a. I don't know.

b. I'll have to look it up.

c. AYR. 30-2 statektyour respon-
sibilities are...

_2. The next question the Commander may
ask is "How are we going to get the
DAACC functioning better".

Your response would be what?

a-, I am not sure.

b.. I'll have to study it:

c. There are several ways vi
improve our,DAACC...

MOTIVATION:

1. You will.not-only need to know the
tommandeis' responsibilities, but also
-Social Actions responsibilities, so you
are always prepared tcrliesist or brief
the Senior installation Commander on all
ispect of the drug/alcohol abuse program.

2. 'In Order for Social Actions to be
lUnctionable and for all drug/alcohol
programs to function Wectivoly, social
actions personnel must know:their respon-
sibilities. s.t.

;
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1. Cover the lesson objectives with

the class.

2. This presentation will consider
how to implement:

a. The Senior Installation
Commander's responsibilities.

b. Social Actions' responsi-
bilities in the Drug/Alcohol Abuse
Control Program.

TRANSITION

In order for the drug/alcohol
abuse program to work, everyone must
thoroughly understand their responsi-
bilities. The first area Of responsi-
bility we will cover will be the Senior
Instlillation Commander's responsibilities
and how' to implement them.

PRESENTATION

BODY (513 Minutes)

la. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
management responsibilities of the
Senior Installation Commander in -
the drug/alcohol abuse control program.

1. Identify the responsibility to
establish the drug/alcohol abuse control
committee (DAACC); to coordinate and
monitor the activities of the individual
organisations and staff agencies which
have functional responsibilities in the
program.

. a. .The chairperson of the DAACC
will be designated by the Senior
Anstarlation Commander.

2
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b. The DAACC tunctione as a board
of *advisors to the Senior Installation
Commander and insures Drug/Alcohol Abuse
Control Program-policies and procedures
are implemented.

c. The committee will meet at the
call of the chairperson, but not less
than once a quarter.

d. Directors of coordinating
agencies are members.

.- The Senior Installation
Commander approves the _DAACC
meeting minutes.

2. Identifi the responsibility to
establish a telephone counseling
service on an "as required" basis.

a. DkACC makes recommendations
as to whether or not the base will
have a telephone counseling service
based on an assessment of need for
such.service, and the availability
of base and community services to
meet that need.

b. Criteria used to determine
needs are indications of high drug/
alcohol abuse which Say be indicated
by:

actions.
(1) Excessive law.enforcement

(2) Urine test results.

(3) Drug overdose reports, tc.,
and limited local community capability
of meeting base populatio'n needs.

c. .The Senior Installation
Commander provides appropriate
facilities and telephone'equipment.

3. Identify the respdnsibility to
hay, liaison with community 44flcials.

3 720.
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a. Community actio.ns councils

(AFM 190-9. Information Policiep and
Procedures). Identify common community/
civilian interests, support common
efforts of'mutual concern, and obtain
participation by base and community
leaders in solving problems of mutual
concern. The organization varies
according to the installation and the
community. Am 190-9 provides soma
examples; Examples of what to discuss
in relation to drug/alcohol include:

(1) Local school drug/alcohol
problems.

(2) Local sources/countermeasures
l'for drugs.

(3) Community-wide drug/alcohol
speakers and educational programs.

b.. Off-limits action (UR 125-11,
Armed Forces Disciplinary Control Boards
and Off Installatlon Military Enforcement)
should be taken when all other efforts to
resolve an off-base problem, such as re-
puted sale of drugs in a particular estab-
lishment,

(1) Complaint is made to the
installation comMander, who inform the
local Armet!orces disciplinary control
board.

(a) The board members
are the installatipn commanders in the
area, with an additional representative
from each installation.

(b) The local board meets
..and acta-on individual cases..,..%

(2) The commander.imposes
temporary off-limite action, which
is valid for ten daYs.

(3) The board informs the
istablishment pf the, complaints and

.atlegations.

,
Geo
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(a) A reasonable time is
odtifered to correct the'problems.

(b) The opportUnity is
/offered to respond to the allegations.

(4) At the end of the time-
,

period specified, the local board
forwards its findings and recomMenda-
tions to the ofiginating commander.

(5) The commander meets with
the installation-committee and, if no
objections are filed within ten days,

I the recOmmendations are automatically
put into effect.

(6) Overseas Commanders need
to inform the approprikte local author-
ities of all "off-limits" actions and
attempt to formulate coordinated 4.aw
enforcemen5,procedures.

c. Community drug/alcohol abuse
resources are utilised, if necessary,
and if compatible with the Air Force
program. For example: Alcoholics
Anonymous, Alanon, drug education,
and rehabilitation centers, etc.

4. Identify the responsibilities of
the commander to refer incidents of
drug abuse to the Office of Special
/nvestigations (AFOSI) (AFR 12-21).

a. Incidents do not automatically
require investigation:. a commander
must request an investigation to be

-initiated.

b. When a drug incident occurs
the commander lust decide whether to
initiate An investigation. If the
_commander dames to. tnitiate an
investigation habihe does so by
forwarding.a letter requesting one
to OSI.

3
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C. Investigations are normally not
conducted oil' drug abusers identified
through the Limited Privileged Communi-
cation Program (LPCP), since it is
counterproductive to the nature of the
program.

5. 'Discuss the review of the status
of persofinel involved in Alcohol/Drug
Abuse incidents and the insure appro-
priate disposition action is taken.

p. Insures the cooperation of unit
commanders and staff agencies.

b. The Senior Installation.
Commander determines disposition of
members, when appropriate based on .

.recommendations of the rehabilitation
committee.

(1) In cases of discharge when
the Senior installation Commander is the
discharge authority.

(2) When there are disputes
between unit Commanders and staff
agencies concerning the disposition.of

rehabilitdes.

6. Identify the Senior initallation
Commander's responsibilities to insure
development, implementation and conduct
education programs for military personnel,
DAF civilians and dependents. (see fig.
4-7)./ Social Actions should encourage
the Senior Inatallation Commander to
feel like it his/her education program
by having the Senior installation Com-
mander:

a.:Review Drug/Alcohol education
lesson, plans.-

J)." Review critiques on a random

C. Endorse tht education programs

7 2,5,
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at staff meetings and other public
gatherings:

d. Open classes personally or sent
a Senior staff representative to add
command emphasis.

1. Mohior-no show rates and whether
the personnel treinin :goals are being

, met.

,

7. Identify require nt to provide
drug abuse control rogram support to
tenant units and ge graphically separated
units WO IAW AF4 11-4.

a. Senior installation, Commander I.
responsibile for providing drug/alcohol

.control program support to all tenant
units.

(1) Drug/alcohol awareless
seminar for Commanders, First Seargents
and supervisors.

(2) Substance abuse education.
seminars.

(3) Drug/alcohol rehabilitatVn
support. A

b. Social Action should review
host-tenant agreements. These agree-
ments art foimilized LAW AFR 11-4 and
will estsblish,the amount of support
Social Actions mill provide and under
what conditions.. Mime agreements can
have an impact on manpoOor authorisation
and work lead.

.c. The senior initallation com-
mander is responsible for providing
drug/alcohol:educatiOn to aIl personnel
assigned to geograptially separated

.

units sirviced by t e installations
consolidated Rase' FersOnnel Office (MO).

,
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(1) Commanders of GSUs will

appoint an officer or NCO to'monitor,
cliordinite, and conduct drug/alcohol
a4rareness eminars.

(2) The use of USAF stand-
ard drug/Alcohol education packagea is
mandatory- when. conducting these GSU
seminars.

(a) Drug/alcohol
awareness seminars for Commanders,
First Sergeants apd Supervisors.

(b) Substance abuse
education seminari.

'(3) Whenever possible,
the officer or NCO appointed to con-.
duct drug/alcohol education should
receive OJT at the host support base.

1

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What are the management responsi-
bilities of the commander in the drug/
alcohol &bole control program?

2. Whit is the key or an effectIve
DAACC?

3. Whitti.is a temporary "off-limits"
action and how long is it effective?

4. What persons are members on. the
Drug or Alcohol Rehabilitation Committee?

S. How can meaningful program data be
sected from Security Police?

PRE;ENTATION

1b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
management respOnsi6ilities of the

8
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Social Actions office in the drug/alcohol
abuse control program.

1. Identify the responsibility to
administer and conduct the Air Force
program of drug/alcohol abuse control.

a. Establish effective working
relationship with staff agencies to
ensure cooperation%

b. Establish rapport with
unit commanders, First Sergeants and
supervisors.-

C. Monitor the flow,of
cation? progress of the rehabil
through the various phases, the
frame of each program stages.

communi-
itees
time

d. Develop local policy and
guidelines concerning the effective,
management of the drug/alcohor abuse
programs.

e. Advise the Senior Installa-
tiOn Commander on all aspects of the
drug/alchol abuse program.

f. Initiate community liaison
-.to coordinate policies and goals of
the Air Force drug/alcehol abuse pro-
gram with community agencies, and to
obtain communitY support.

(1) Establish rapport with
local law-entorcomeneand court systei.

2) 'Identify community
resources,to be used as referral services.

2. Identify ihe responsibility tb
'identify and orgehize.on-'irid-off-base
resources to provide effective preven-
tion, educetioe, identification, treat-

scent, and %%habilitation programa.

9
t
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a. Prevention. Prevantion.of drug/

alcohol abuse ie accomplished .by educa-

tion and law enforcement. Let's first

talk about law enforcement as a preven-

tion tool.

(1) Law enforcement.

(a) EffeChve law enforce-

ment can be.used to reduce drug/alcohol

abuse in the following ways:

1 If'you reduce the supply/

availability, gone:piny you will reduce

thi amount of abase: however, this

method is not entirely effecttive.

2 If you increksmrthe
amount of DUI (Driving under the influ-

enceY, generally you will Aecrease the
incidents of 'DUI, And yt?: will identify

-,...more problem drinkers earlier.

3. If you publicize drug/
alcohol abuse'information gaines from

law enforcement, you may reduce the
number of Incidents.

(b) Social actions does not

hsve the responsibility for law enforce-

'Mkt; however, as overall drug/alcohol
rprograwmanagers, social actions,
'through the DAACC, should insure,that

Mie Senior Installation Commander's .

program' is working effective.

(c) Ways to encourage your
SP and OSI to develop effective on- and

off-base drug/alcohol abuse/efforts is
to have them indicate;what they are

doing in these areas Utile DAACC and

Senior Installation Commandlf. If they

repOrt on whaf they are doing, and the

effect of what they are doing, chances

are, you'll see an increase in their. .
y

effectiveness.

.7 .
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Social Action may suggest the following
action through the DAACC:

(1) Using bteathalizers,
both portable and in clinic as a-way
Of prevention of alcohol abuse.

(2) Barrack inspection for
countrabands. (check with legal).

(3) Train law enforcement
personnel in detecting drunk driving
violators by observing unusual abnormal,
or illegal driver behavior.

(4) Special patrols durihg
periods, when driving while under the
'influence violations must frequently
occur to curNincidents.

(d) Another important aspect of on-
and off-base law-enforcement effOrts is

41001
the Statistics/data/information they can
give you-about the type of drugs abused
the type of incidents occurring, new
street drhgs on the local market that.
are particularly harmful, the general
incidents of related crimes likes theft,
areas'wheie drugs are sold, etc.

(2) .Preventive education.

(a) Education can
drug/alcohol abuse.

1 The AD Little(*tudy
.found that educatiiin prevented the.ude
of at 4east some-drugs (the choice of
drug); and,encourages some drug abusers
to stop usiAg illicit drugs.

2 Education which
centers around personal growth, values
clarification, and selection of viable
alternatives maY have an even greater,
prevention effeci. However, the effect
of this type of'approach is yet unknown.

- 4$
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3 Vie will deal with

methods of identifying and organizing

_on- and off-base education under the

next topic.

b. Education. Conducting a top

notch drug/alcohol education prowam
involves the following efforts: 'New-

comer's orientation, substance abuse/

commander/supervisor training, alcohol

awareness seminars, speakers bureau,

guest speakers, publicity/media cover-

age, and pamphlet, audio visual aids,

and commandei's cane. Let's first

icover the newcomer's orientation.

(1) ,NewcOmer's Briefing. Close

'coordination with the information officer

is required to insure that social actions

program information is included in the

briefing.- The social actions presenta-
-i-. tions should be brief and dynamic.

Suggested topics for the briefing may

include but are not limited.to:

(a) Introduction to social

actions programs.

(b) Recruiting volunteers
(when the audience is new to the base

and looking for means to become involved).

(c). qu1 oppOrtunity and

treatment program.

(d) Local drug and alcohol

program, problems in the local area, and

resources available for assistance.

(e) Local drug and alcohol

laws.

ir,..Frv., :

° 4,,

7 9
NOTE: Frequently, -thel SJA, SG, and HC

offices have representatives at the

briefings. Coordination should be.

accomplished to.insure briefings comple-

'rent and reinforCe program relationships.
-

12
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(2) The substance abuse and
comMander/supervisor istandardized
education seminars are excellent ways
to reach large segments of you base's
population. Insure you put your best
foot forward so that substance abuse
will be prevented, those abusing
drug/alcodol will seek treatment, and
commanders/superviaors will identify/
and cooperate with rehabilitation.

(3) The alcohol awareness sem-
inar is designed to assist those with a
need,to know more about alcohol abuse
awl alcoholism to understand them-
selves, the drug, alcohol, and 6thers
who are having trouble with alcohol.
You should encourage the supervisors,
commanders, family, and frienda of
problem drinkers/alcoholics to attend
this seminar, as well as those having
the problem or who,may believe they
have a problem.

(4) Speaker's Bureau:

(a) Base information office
normally maintain a file-of Air Force
peisonnel, both military and civilian,
who have expressed an interest in making
official publié appearances and speeches
before local groups and military audiences.
Through coordination with the base infor-
mation officer, members of the social
actions staff may be included in this
file, thereby ftoviding excellent oppor-
tunities to publicise the social actions
program. All requests for speakera
must 4e approved by the base informatlk
officer before any commitment is made.

(b) Requests for speakers
may be made on short notice; therefore,
it is necessary to prepare speeches,
briefings, etc., well in advance. Such
activitiPs are an excellent method to
proliide cooperation between the informa-
tion office and the social actions office.

13
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(c). The interaction by

those activities with local civic

groups is invaluable in publicizing

the military and civilian-programs
and in developing added program
resources.

(5) ' Guest Speakers. In addition

to you speaking at off-base organiza-
tions, select the most outstanding
apeakers from the local community to

speak on base, and recruit nationally
renound speakers through your MajCom

or the National Council on Alcoholism.

(a) Local speakers may be
recovered alcoholics or xTdrug abusers;
but care must be used in selecting

these speakers as they day glamorize
drug/aleohol abuse to the extent that

they actUally encourage abuse. .

(b) Local speakers may be

used to inform civilian commander's
calls'of local rehabilitation facil-
itities and AA chapters:

(c) National Council on,

Alcoholism speakers,. anst others
ptocured through your MAJCom Ogy be
used to dramatize specific.portions
Of yourarogram. They also can be

used to kick off "alcohol awareness
weeks" and other campaigns.

MI)

(6) PUblicity/MediarCoverage.
Social actions shoUld kiep drug/
alcohol abuse information in the fore:
front of public information media.

(a) Media, coverage is needed
to counterapt the tremendous amount of

medial idvertising designed to glamorize
drugs and alcohol, and encourage their
excessive consumption.

14
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(b) To insure effective
medial coverage the drug/alcohol
specialist should do the following:

1 Establish-close laison
iyetween social actions and the base
information office (10).

2 Write newspaper
articles concerning: .Drug/alc.ohol
abuse, successful rehabilitation,
alternatives to drug/alcohol abuse;
or gain DAACC tasking fdr different
staff agencies to write some of these
articles.

3 Work with IO to
develop publicitir cpmpakins depigned
to highlight drug/alcohol messages.

(c) Credible material, in
the form of pamphlets, fact Aheets,
books, films, etc., is ssantiat to
an effective informatio4 program.
These materials can be Used in the
direct instruction.of interested
personnel and trainees, or for in-
clusion in newspaper-articles,
praparalon of commander's
material; and other internal infovr .

mation programs. The.iociaI ctions'
staff must review these materials to
insute that they are factual and
appropriate for publications &Ven-
able to base'personnel.

(7) Selected materials will be
made available through the Publishing
Distribution Office (PDO) by HQ USAF.
Materials not purchased centralry, but
whith'havo'been approved, may be
purchased locally if funds are avail-
able: .The USAF Social Actions Resource'
Center will assist in researching.

'materials sand providing purchase source
on request. Iliiect-eemmunication with
the resource center i* Authorized'

13
7
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either by mail or telephone. Address:

USAF SAAS/LacklAnd/TTZSR Lackland AFB.

78236. Autovon: 473-3505/3783.

(8) Audiovisual Materials.

Audiovisual training mate-
rials for Social Actions training pro-
grams Will be only those approved by

HQ USAF/DPXHS following evaluation end

recommendation by the social actions
Training Directorate, DCS/Technical

TraiOng. (ATC/TIMZ). Audiovisual
traiiiing materials will include' all
films, records, cassettes, video-
tapes; tape recordings, pamphlets,
brochures, posters,.and referehce
materials used in social actions

training programs. Films,can be

used in the following sit,uations:

wives clubs4

programs.

discussions;

(a) Commanders calls.

(b) Officers' and NCO

(c) Youth eduCation

(d) Chaplain film

(e) Unit visits -

during alert time, etc.

(9) Commander's tells.
Squadron commanders are required to
conduct commander's call each month.
While certain inforMation is required

to be presented, the commander has
the option to present other topics
of interest to his unit. This is

an excellent way to make concid
presentations to special interest
items or activities in the social

actions program, with the,coordi- 7 3 0
natior, and partfcipation of the

16
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commander. These presentations should
be limited to 10-14 minutes duration
to fit the format of the comMander's
call. Suggested topic may include:

(a) Local drug and
alcohol laws and enforcement.

(b) Volunteer training
activities.

. . .! * , ''1

(c) Telephone couneeling
service.operations.

(0 Equal opportunity
and treatment program (type and actions
taken on complaints, rumor control, on-
and off-base problems and solutions, and
so forth).

(e) "Question and Answer
sessionp.on program activities are an
exce/lent way to learn hOw well the .

programs are being understood,by base
and unit.personnel, and to promote in-
'tergency efforts to resolve social
problems,

Identifitation. Your responsi-
bili41\ to insure that on- and off-base
resourcesiare orgarilsed to identify
Arug/alcohol abusers can be accomplished
in the following wayst

(1) Education

(a) Encourage self
'identification through education.

(b) Encourage commander/
supervisor identification through the
commander/supervisor seminar, and
commander's calls. \

(c) Encotlage medical
* identification and chap in refetral

. through ipecially oriented education
programa for these specialists.

17
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(.2) Defining local pro-

cedurps for identification so.that

unit commanders and staff agencieit

'know exactly what is expeCted when

they encounter a drug/alcohol abuser.

To define local procedutes you

should:

(a) Publish general

policy guidance in command letters.

(b) Follow-up this

information by establishing local

regulations which specify local

responsibilities.

1 New regulations.

2 Local supple-

ments to command and AF regs.,

(3) Develop rapport and

standard procedures with medical

personnel for referral of drug/

alcohol abusers identified through

urinalysis or incident to medical

care.

(4) Insure that the security

police are referring incidents of

alcohol abuse to you IAW AFR 125-14,

and that you review the blotter for

incidents of drug abliae. NOTE: Drug

invest1gat1c6B-to mitt commander%
Commanders, however,,should inform

you go:warning thesewrevents.

d. Treatment and rehabilitation.

Social actions should identify and

organize resourcei on- and off-base

which can help in the treatment and ,

rehabilitation process.

(1) -On-Base Resources':

(a) .Hospital/dispensory

should have the capability fort

18
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1 Emergency care/
crisis intervention involving drug
overdose, psychiatric complications;
or have plans on where they can secure
this help when needed.

2 Detoxification,
or know the nearest installation or
hospical where it is offered.,

(b) Social actions should
have,formalized agreements with
mental health and the chaplain
concerning referral of clients
needing -therapy and marriage counsel-
ing.

(c) Social actions should
_publish a referral resource' suide
listing all base resources, and
have working relations with these
agencies so that clients can be
referred to them for legal, finan-
cial, And other types of counseling.

(d) Volunteers can be
solicited from both on- and off-base.
These volunteers can help with
education, counseling, and involving
clients in viable alternatives.

-

'(2) Off-base Resources:
Since most DAF civilians and many
dependents need to receive treatment
and rehabilitation off base, act-
ualizing these resources, is very
important.

(a). Local hospital/de-
toxivication centers - What do they

'offer? Cost? Insurance/CHAMPUS?
etc".

(b) Local rehabilita-
tion centers.

Alanon, etc.
(c) Alcoholic Anonymous

d-

1313
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(d) Mental health

centers, etc.

(e) See Referrals SG.

(f) Agencies that pro-
mote alternatives to drug abuse:

Recreation centers, religious groups,
community service organization, etcli,

(3) Centralized Rehabilita-

tion :

(a) Rapport with the

closest Alcohol Treatment Center is

very important.

414:;ft

(b) You can increase
rapport and smooth transition be-

tween the ATC and your follow-on

support through;

1 Sending good case

referrals and summaries of treat-
ments.

2 Visiting and phoning

the centers.

,3 Encouraging unit
commanders to visit the centers.

3. Identify the requirement to
coordinate Drug/Alcohol activities_
with the medical, legal, and chap-
lain services; civilian personnel
office (see AFR. 40-792), and other
staff agencies relative to drug/

alcohol control programs.

a. The Directbr of Base Medical
Services -(DBMS) is responsible for

all medical aspects of the drug/

alcohol abuse rehabilitation program
including:

, 20
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..(1) Appointing a physician or
mental.health officer as a member of
the. Drug Alcohol Rehabilitation Com-
mittee to advise the Social Action
Officer on the local rehabilitation
program. He/she is a consultant to
social actions and other agencies con-
cerning the aspects of rehabilitation.

4
(2) Advise Commanders and

supervisors on how to identify drug/
alcohol abusers.and how to refer them
for medical evaluation and care.

(3) Provide medical care and
evaluation' of individuals with drug/
alcohol problems.

(4) Provide detoxification as

t)

(5) Insure, all physicians and
medical personnel refer diagnosed
cased of drug/alcohol abuse to social
actions for rehabilitation, and.

,followup support, following appro-
priate responsibility for the
urinalyais testing program.

b. The 4udge Advocate Off.ice
shoulebe consulted to provae over-
all advice, installation, guidance an
assistance on legal aspects of the
drug/alcohol abuse control program.

(1) Staff training.

(2) Clear all implications
for clients understanding.

(3) Advisor to the DAACC.

(4) A'referral resource for
clients. ,

c. Esiablish rapport with the
chaplain services to gain support

7 3
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and assistance in the areas of drug/.

alcohol abuse Ounseling and educa-.

tion.

. (1) Chaplain have true

r vilege communication.

.(a) May be used in

drug ses;_i.e. sale/transfer or

crimin acts.

(b) May-be tided in

alcohol cas i.e. 4th/5th steps of

AA, confession s misdeeds to a

chaplain.

(c) May assist in

family counseling.

(2) Chaplains often have J

-new films that may be used in ed-

ucational clash".

d. The Directorate of Civilian

Personnel (DPC) administers and eval-

uates the drug/alcohol abuse control

program and establish local require-

ments for civilians IAW AFR 40-792.

\.

. e. Rapport with eac *gency is

it.bii. key to drug/alcohol a use pro- .

gram support. The key egewy chiefs
shoula be the DAACC memblers. .

/

4. Identify the respo74sibility to
'
. implement the standard USAF Drug/

Alcohol Abuse Control Education

Programs. ,

/

a. Minimum requirements are
, prescribed in AA J0-2, figure 4-7.

b. All drug/alcohol educational
guidelines, accuate in subject matter;

and be presente4 in a professional

: manner.

c. Standardized education pack-

. age syllabuses, format, and methods

22
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,of presentation 'Must be followed.
All objectives must be met.

d. Personalize standardized
packages to meet local needs, using
local examples, statistics, and guest
speakers.

,

e; Devise additional/specie
.education programs as neFessary to
include the fo1low0mg for:.

19$1N4 (1) medics,

(2) chaplains,

A

(3) 'Commander's Calls
4

101 On- and Off-Base Organ-
izatiOns Ach as: NCO/Officers'
Wiires clubs, Kwanis, Jayceee,
Interagency COuncils, etc.

. a

f. Insure proper schedulining/
reporting by

(1) Obtaining personnel
,ros ters from the CBPO/Personnel

systems Manager/DPMQA.

(2) c'Schedule personnel'

through unit training monitors.

(3) Take aitendanee using
.the rosterfcards.

<4) Return eardsirosters to
the CBPO/DPMQA (or have prepared).

(5) Prepare/no-show rate gr hs
for use at stiff meetings, etc., whiCh
compare unit attendance rates.

(6) These griphs may stiMu-
,

late command interest and increase
A attendance rates.

23
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.(7) Verify attendance data
using a printout roster to insure
substance abuse training data stored
in the Advanced Personnel Data System
'is correct/current., Provide CBPO/
DPMQA with new data or changes to the
current data on reentry cards for
correction of APDS.

(8) In case of reservists,
attendance certificates, and letters
are provided since APDS tracking is
not available. ,Include the date,
type and certifying sighature.

(9) Report all substance
abuse education IAW the Drug/Alcohol
Abuse education and.audipvisual aids
available to overseas dependent ed-
ucation schools.

g. Social Actions will provide
substance abuse education and audio-
visual aids grailable to overseas
dependent education schools.

5. Identify thTesponsibility to
screen law enfor ement actions and

reports for drug/alcohol related -

incidents to help the unit commander
identify members with drug/alcohol
abuse problems. Local procedures
should be worked out with:

a. Security police so that they
can alert social actions to incidents
involving drug/alcohol abuse. IAW

PR 125-14 and AFR, 30-2.

b. Local procedures should be
A estaWshed to screen law enforcement

actio s and reports io help unit
co., Ars identify members-with drug/
alco 1 problems.

.c. SocialActions shoul8 review
DD Form 1569, Ihcident/Complaint re-
krts,%and AF Rorm 53, Desk Selleant
Blptter when drug/alcohol or related .

Ancidentd occur.

d. Rapport with ehelsecurity
Police is eesential to timely notifi-

2,4
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cation of drug/alcohol incide.nt's.

e. Certain drug/alcohol inci-
dents must be reported to high

headquarters_

(1) Serious drug/alcohol
incidnts: A serious drug/alcohol

incidentgls one whiCh involves
either of the following events:\

,a. Arrest of a glvp

(10 or more'personnel) Involved in

the.sale or transfer of drugs.

b. Seizure of.drugs

with an estimated street value in

excess of $10,000.

4 (2) Other drug/alcohol

A.ncidents: Incidents which do not

meet the criteria for'seriOus inci-

dents but which, in the,judgement of

the installation commabder, may result

in adverse media,coverage of signif-

icant mission impact shotild be re-

portal withoUt delay to,MAJCOM/DPZ
via priority message with an infor-

mation copy to AF/DPX.

6.i Identify the responsib ity to

assist the commander in th admin-

istration.of the drug/alcc,hol abuse

control committee and the drug/alcohol

rehabilitation committee.

a. Explain that the drug/
alcohol abuse control committee
(DAACC) is the committee which co-

, ordinates all base drug/alcOhol abuse

cohtrol eacifts. The following in-
dicate responsibilities,sand. proce-
dures a DAACC should follow.'

(1) Review the senior
installqpion commander's responsibil-
itieS regarding th0 DAACC..

25
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(a) Establish the DAACC.

(b) Designate the.chair-

person (usually the Base Commander

or Vice,Commander, but suggdst the

senior Installation commander if

possible).

(2) State the chairperson's

responsibilities:

(a) Establish the guide-

lines under which the DAACC functions.

A charter which deliniates the DAACC's

membership snd membership responsibil-

ities is often helpful.

(b) Use the committee to.

define specific local drug/alcohol

problems, alkinform the ComMander's

staff of these problems.

(c) Establish a plan/

design to solve these drug/alcohol

abuse problems. Include in the plan

both milestones and goals in a

managiment by objective format - a-

drug/alcohol "affirmative action

plan." 42

.(d) Establish local policy

and procedure for.base drug/alcohol

abuse control.

(e) Assign responsibilities

to each staff agency thief.

(f) Coordinate the efforts

of all staff agencies having drug/

alcohol abuse control responsibilities.

(g) Review the minutes and

forward them to the senior installa-

tion commander for approval.

(3) State social actions' role

in therbAACC.

26
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(a) Act as overall
druglalcodhol abuae control program
manager for the senior installation
commander.

(b) Participate as a

DAACC member/program expert/motivator.

(c) Function as'S pro-
gram advisor to the chairperson.

(e). Facilitate affective
communication between DAACC members
using good group facilitation tech-
niques.

(f) Often, function as
recorder to insure valid points are
-made in the minutes At least, monitor
minutes to insure accuracy and emphasis
of key points.

(4) State the staff agency
chief/members' responsibilities.

(a) Attend the meeting
themselves to represent their organ-

ization.-

(b) Take responsibility
and own their particular staff agency's
portion.of the drug/alcohol program.

(c) Report on their
area of responsibility.

-

(d) Coordinate the
actions necessary for accomplishment
of their responsibilities.

(e) Participate actively
in identification of drug/alcohoi
problems and formulation of objqctives
to Prevent drug/a1cohol afiuse.

,.. (5), State the procedures gor
,ccinducting an effective DAACC.

.27'
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. ,

A (a) Insure each member

has a copy of previous meeting min-
utes at least one week before current
DAACC meeting to refresh their memory
about open items, and help them
formulate new a0nda items. , t

(b) Insure all DAACC

members are notified of date and time %"

of meeting at least one week in a&.

vance; and request members to notify
Social Action if they want any itema

added to the agenda.

(c) Facilities and

equipment should be readtbefore
meeting start.

OH projects, etc.

I Flip charts/

2 Name tags

3 Insure endugh

chairs for a functional seating
arrangement, SL personnel ahd recorder
near the chairpeeson.

(6) Discuss common agenda

items:

(a) Insure minutes

are documetied correctly, emphasiz-

ing key 'points.

(b) Cover recurring

items fl.rst

(c) Insure assigned

open items are docuMented with

starting date, milestone date, esti-

mated completion date, and individual

completing the item.

,

(d) Total DAACC efforts

towards its charier should lie recorded'.

28
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items:

(7) Discuss common agenda

(a) Members should
report on milestones in their area
of responsitcility that are D/A re-
lated at each meeting.

(b) Directors should
report-on innovative programs they
hav4 initiated over and above the
required Social Actions programs.

(c) Encourage members
to support any new programs or im-
prove old ones; i.e.,'Alcohol safety,
fast diseharges, programs, unit
sweerurinalysis, etc, and transmit
and coordinate tile procedures to,
the various staff agencies.

(d) Direbtors should'
_outline and report on their agency's
efforts in deglamorizationandiin
destigmation of rehabilitees return-
ing to their section.

(e) Entertain request
for%dditional drug/aclohol training
-for commander, supervisor in addition
to the standardized packages.

(f) The key to a suc-
- cessful DAACC is te ownership of
particular aspects,.of the overall
Drug/Alcohol AbusvSont5ol Program
by each staff"ageficy.diZector.

b. The drug/alco l rehabilita-
tion committee purpos is to deter-
mine an appropriate in fliiduakt
rehabilitation regimen, to evareate
each rehabilitee's prok ess in
rehabilitation, and to r commend .

appropriate disposition tp members
unit commander.

s
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(1) Membership is composed.
of each rehabilitee's unit commander .
immediate,supftryisor, a physician
or mental health officer or NCO

(preferably the phase III evaluator),
the drug officer of NCO, and othe;

staff agency personnel involved IR

the xehabilitation of the member.
Each rehabilitee's pommitte is
likely to have different peopli on

it. All committee pembers will .

) the appropriate disposirion of a
participate fully id formulation of

rehabilitee. The commander will be

the chilitman and approve/disapprove
the commirtee's'recommendations.

(2) Forthe initial rehabil-
itation committee evaluation of an

tindividual each committee member
should brine all the knowledge they

--;_have _about the individual to the

rehabilitation meeting to assiat,the
commander in making the decision
rehabilitate or separate, what re

men will be established.

..,''!111110 1
S., f` I

1 I

(a) 'Unit commander
should biing their knowledge of in-
formation pertaining to unfavorqle
information files(UIFs), investiga-

tioni judical information, special
security file information, mid other
information, relating to the.commander.

A

(b) Social Ac iors
should'have on hand informs ion from
the intake interview or soci
evaluation.

(c) The physician or
mental health offiodr, or NCO should
have on hand the medical evaluation,
both physical,.and mental evaluation.

(4)r The immediate
suliervisor's input should be related
to duty,performance,and behavibr as

30
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it apply to the individual's job.

(e) Other agencies
should bring their input; i.e.,
Chaplain - family, counseling data,
Judge Advocate - Legal implications.

(f). The committee
determines if a individual is a
candiate for future Air Force
potential, Phase IV, Phase V, local/
central alcohol rehabilitation.

(g) The rehabilitation
committed functions aó. an adviser
to the Unit. commander.

(h) The committee's
assessment and recommendation will
be recorded and entered into the

__rehabilitatee's file, along wit
the unit commander's selection.

(3) The rehabilitation
regimen is develoPed by:

a. Conducting the
appropriate interviews by members
of the rehabilitation committee.

Iwo

b. Moling the infor-
mation available that each rehabil,
iEation has.

c. Drawing up a
systematic individualized plan which
responds to the needs of the client.

(4) A well develop treat-
ment regimen will assist the client
and the rehabilitation committee to:

a. Provide direction
to committee members when they
interapt with the client.

'b. Give clienti
section and%Allow them to evaluate
their progrmils

31
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c. Serves as an

evaluative tool.

(5) Phase IV/Local Rehabil-

itation evaluation is designed to

facilitate modification of behavior

so that clients may adapt to Air

Force standards. The decision to)

conform to Air Force standards is

a voluntary one by the client.

(6) Drug/alcohol abuse

control managers will coordinate

and effect the rehabilitation regi-

men of clients throughout phase IV.

and local rehabilitation periods.

a. Make appropriate

regimen appointments for clients.

b. Periodic evaluate

clients progress through, individ-

ual and gioup counseling.

(7) The primary purpose of

Phase V and Follow-on Support is to

provide clients with an opportunity

to demonstrate they can conform to

Air Force standards.

a. The rehabilitation

committee determines if clients

need a supportive program of indi-

vidual and group counseling, or if

altend AA meeting is sufficient, etc.

b. The rehabilitation

committee also determine if clients

requireonly the knowledge that they

are being observed and evaluated or

more elaborate.rehabilitation.

(8) Quarterly case evalu-

ations by the rehabilitation com-

mittee ii required so long as the

person is in.the rehabilitation

program. However, significant .

.32 749
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problems cncounterery Ole client
may require immediat consideration
by the rehabilitation committee;

regressions or recidivism,
and revision of regimen. In this
case a special meeting may need to
be called.

(9) In the evaluation process,
the rehabilitation committee must
never lose sight of the fact that
the client must voluntarily conform
to Air Force standards of behavior
and performance throughout the re-
habilitation,period. Feedback to
the member and rehabilitation commit-
tee members should continue until
the individual completes the drug/
alcohol rehabilitation program.

7. Identify and promote programs
that offer alternatives to dr9g/

-alcohol abuse.

a. Programs located on base are:

ivities.
(1) Special services act-.

(2) Chapel programs.

(3) Educational services.

b. Programs located off base are:

(1) Local tours.

(2) YWCA and YMCA activities.

(3) Theater programs.

(4) Community organizations.

c. ial Actions should compile
a currs list and coordinate4with
the of ice of information to 64blicize
the list.

33
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d. Alternatives shbuld be avail-

able to persons of all backgrounds

and sexes. is can be checked out

by coordin ing-with the Equal Op-

portunity mect ion.

8. Identify the responsibility to. .

establish specific local goals for

base level drug/alcohol abuse coif-

trol program, to-monitor progress

toward those goals, and to inform

the Senior. Installation Commander

mall aspect. of drug/alcohol abuse

program, including c'oordination of

other staff agencies that support

program opierations and objectives.

a. Social Actions (With the

help of individual DA#CC members

and the Senior Installation Com-

mander), establishes local goals;

i.e., reduction of Mal,* deglamor-

ization oCalcohol, dhd reduction

of smuggling of drugs on bases in

overseas areas, and, present to the

DAACC.

4_

IL. h.

b. The DAACC chairman establishes

OPR's and assists Social Actions in

monitoring the milestones toward

those goals.

c. Social Actions keeps the

Senior installation Commander
informed on the progress towards the

establish goals through the DAACC

minuts, graphics and charts at the

Commander's staff meeting, briefings,

and the'quarterly Social Actions

report.

9. . Identify the responsibility of

social actions to inform unit com-

manders of persons referred to, or

who voluntarily present themselves

to social actions, when drug/alcohol

abuse is involvd.

34
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a. Social actions informs the
unif coanander when:

(1) An alcoholic.is referred
to social actions by competent medical
authority for non-medical/rehabilita-
tion.

(2) A drug abuser voluntar-
ily presents him/herself under the
provisions of the Limited Privileged
Communication Program.

(3) A Person presents him/
fierself under the provisions of the
Concerned Drinke Program, and there
is a medical diaedosis of alcclholism,
or other perlmnsive evidence from any
source that the individual has an
Alcohol problem.

(4) Any other source of

information indicates drug/alcohol
abuse, and these indications seem
credible.

b. Social actions often receives
information concerning drug/alcohol
abuse from various'sources. Social
actions needs to keep unit commanders
informed concerning the unit commander's
people.

10 Identify the responsibility to
establish.cooperative information and
education programs for drug/alcohol
abuse with local civilian community
service agencies.

4

a.--..The key to a seccessful ex-
change of information and education
programs concerning drug/alcohol abuse
is to get invited to participate in
cammunity :activities such as;

(1) County mental health
board.

35 5 2.
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(2) Drug/alcohol adviser
board ?or county and city.

(3) Vetrans offices affairs.

(4) College that offer sub-

stance abuse courses.

(5) Local community dru4/
alcohol countermeasures program
through.law enforcement agencies.

(6) Community agency plan-

ning boards.

b. Social Actions should estab-
lish rapport by visiting community
agencies to solicite their support
for speakers in drug/alcohol aware-
netts seminars or to use for.inhouse
training such as:

(1) A.A., detoxification
centers, halfway houses, and drug

abuse centers.

. (2) Local sqlool district,
healthreducation classes, libraries
for new films, and T.V. educational
stations for drug/alcohol abuse ,

- ,
vidio tapes.

(3) Professional organize-
tioni; i.e., American Personnel and
Guidance Association; American
Psychology ASsociationst Drug/Alcohol
Rehabilitation section; And Inter-

national Transactional Analysis

.Associations.

c./ Social A
drug/#lcohol e4ic
varigus agencies
whenfrequested;
schaols, and community service clubs.

ons should give
tion cllasses to

n the community
e.,.churches,

.36/
A.
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CONCLUgION Min)

SUMMARY
-'0

We have discussed the responsi-
bilkties of the Sociql ACtions
-Office and-the Senior installation
Commander and how eo implement
than.

.REMOTIVAT/ON

Understanding the:information
'presented today.wili assist ydu.in

.. .- - ---- -41 -1-1.41.!1"*P74:PC:.+ . 'it . .0,, ,. . .

r

making Social Ao4ions more effective.
?ith the ireas of-responsibilities
Jaid cleirly, each indfyidual ,

?

. -cannot make the excuse, "I-don'i
A. know". The next time the Commander

call/riots; you can answer all ques-'' 4

tiods ifith cohfidence add correcilYV

,

`-'7"- "
.16 N;
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133.2.
EtAsF DRUG/AM:01M PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT (Privacy Act tc

Case File),

'PART II - TEACHING GUIDE
INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

. .

.ATTENTION

1. Are you aware that you could be
Alfined up to $5,000 for unauthorized
disclosure of sensitive rehabilita-

' ti ridata?

c When the Command IG suddenly
arrives on.base for their annual nd
noxice hspectiori, you

-
. Panic.

1/4- 4

er.ok

---47;{

-fti

.***W10

:

b: Feel there is no problem,
then git written up.

c. 'Carefully recheck Your pre-'

_ viously.prepared inspection check-
rist and feel confident when you
finish.

irMOTIVATION'

1. Knowing your Own.respbnsibilities
in iegard to case fifes can make you .

confident when under ,the cicrse scru-
.

tiny.ofa command-IC,. or ilnder the
penetrating questions oI a. rehabilitee. -- A

1/4, ft

s

2. Casellle documentation must be
' stored under the provisions 0I the

pr1v4cY Act.. FailureAci,comply is
a violation of federal4aw
Regulation. .You muqt India Oe.prtper
procedures to protect four clients
from unauthorized 4isclosures of-
informatiOn as well as yourseff from

0 fine.
.

3. Proper .case.file'prganization
will enable jou and your successor,
or substitute to find-Oertinerif data.
About your client.

.4 q -

4:.
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OVERVIEW

1. Cover the lesson objectives witit
theAclass.

2. Develop the lesson chronologi-
-cally.

4

3. State that the foildwing
,

subjects will be addressed:

a. The purpose of the Privacy
Act, and the publicmiott requiee-
ments for all rscarakeeping systems
maintained by name or identifier.

b. The procedures for gathering
personal information tinder the PA,
the PA statement.requirements of the
DrUg/Alcdhol 'Abuse-Control Program,
along.with'the.rights of the Clients.
and penalties imposed for failure to
observe the personal protections I,

''-under the PA.

c.- The safegUard requirements
- for access to, maintenance; transfqr,
'and final dispositiot of drug/slcohol
case files. .

4

d. JAro majoir sedtions of a case
file, and the kind of information in
each.

e. The edsentiai items to be
documented in conjunctlot with s6cial
evaluationsvintake
ongoing counbelings, and the writiitg
of sumissries og,.rehabilitation
treatment.'.

TRANSITION

4

.First letus 1dok.at.the puipase of
the Privacy 'Ac t of 1974.

'et

413.3
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BODY (1 Hour 45 Minutes)

PRESENTATION

lc. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the purpose of the Privacy Act (PA)
and the publication requirement for
all record-keeping systems maintained

t IN. by name or individual identifier.

.1. Discuss the purpo of the PA

of 1974. The purpose of the PA is
to safeguard'an individual against an
invasion of personal privacy from any
misuse of.information pertaining to
'that individwil in the records of a

'Fgderal Agency.

2. Discuss the general publication
fla

requirement of the PA.

a. -11* PA requires publication
in the Federal Registerl?of all record
'systems maintained by an indiv l's

name,' or individual tdentifi and-which

contain items of,information about the

individual (paragraph 37, Air Force
Regulation (AFR) 12-35).

to: HWUSAF/DPICH s already,./:

encered theMrug and.al
fires iinto. the Federal Register.

PRESENTATION

ld. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: 'Identify
are prOceduies for gabhering personal
informatiibn under the PA, _the'PA..

statements' orthe drUg/alcohol.abuse)10
control program, the specific rights
9f clients, apd the penal,tiea imposed
.for,fpilure to observe personal
_protections under the PA.

Disctiss the.irocedures fbr gathering

personal inforpation.
-

a. The PA.requires that whenever a
person .ia aOied to proviae-"persTnar:
information Individual must e adViied

of

'.t f:

el

757
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(1) The authority for
collection of th6 inforthation.

(2) The purpose and
routing uses to be madet of the
information.

(3) Whether or not it is
mandatory or voluntary to-provide
this information.

(4) -The consequences of not
proviaing the infvmation (paragraph
30, AFR 12-35). '

.4)

b. NOTE: These procedures apply
whenever an individual is asked to
provide his/her Social Security
Account Number (SSAN).,v

2. Discuss -the_PA statements necess-
ary when gathving.personal information.

',For drug/alcohol abuse control person-
nel, PA statements must be provided to
Individuals under each of the following
circumstances.

. a: Drug/alcohol abuse case files.
Erich member on whom an active drug .

or alcohol abuse case file(exists
must be provided PA statement. An
appropriate Air Force Standard Form
is being 40celoped and will be avaiF.- '
#ble durAng thefirst quarter of '
liscal year 1977. In the interim, .

the statement quoted on an'attachment ,

.to the study,guidetmust be produced
.locally on either a blank AF 140TM w

,1607,,Privscy:Act Statement or op
-,

plain,paper.. A cop y of this state-
mentimust be pro idik d to every member,
currently in,reh ilitation. In
addition,-evety lifting cake: filek
Or treatment record must coniain a
PA ,stateMent. r

:0

4

. .

-
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(1) Before drug/alcohol
abuse control personnel begin to
gather personal data from a client
to-Include in a case file a copy of
the PA staement must be provided
the client.

(2) Do not have the client
sign the PA statement: however, drug/
alcohol abuse control personnel,shou%0
annotate one copy of.the statement,
indicating a copy was provided'tche :

client. Place the annotated copY of
the statement in the case file.

b. AF Form 1611,-Notification
of Alcohol Abuse.Information, and
IV Form 1612, Notification of Drug
Abui3e Idformation. When either of
these forms is initiated by a unit
commander and sent to Social Actions,
it becomes the responaibikity..of drug/
'alcohol abuse cobtrol personnel to
insure the client rtceives a c?py of
AF Form 1611 (PA) or 1612 (PA)fwhen they
contain ad individual's nam4,SSAN) and
unit commander's signature. AF Forms
1611:(PA) and 1612 samples are
attached td your Ptudy g4ide. An
annotated copy of-the AF Dorm 1611 (13,A)
or 1617 (PA); indicating a copy of the
PA statement has been provided to the
client should be attached to,,theeAU Form
1611 or AF Form 1612 and Ted within
the case file.

c. Drug and alcohol' education.

.

If you require studefita in your base-
,level.diug and alCohol,..educatiV.
classesto furnish their SSAN when
tAitig attendance, then you,Aust advise
thfam,of th4 provisions of the PA. To

*sure this is_propierly accomp4shed,
Insert the PAisiatement, a.copylof Which

you will fifiera,ttachettd your study
guide in all lesson ,plans and reA0 it to.
all attend.e.is before you request students'

SSA0s. Ifyillattendee requests a .0py,

o th PA: stitement toncerning drug and
alcohol gdimation; social actt60 personnel
'must provide same. .t.

,4
.
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3: Dificutis the righls of the
individual under the PA. Tfie

.PA: ' S.

a. Permits clients access to
their case files. 11

b. Permits factual corrections
of records kn a system o.f records
(paragraph 17; AFR 12-35).

c. Restricts gle use and diss-
emination of recorPs without the
individuak's written request or Consent.
The restriction of access without
,writtew request is limited to Social
Actions personnel; bedicil personnel;
Veterans Administration (VA) treatment
personnel when the member is trans-
ferred to a VA facility in active-
duty status; commanders in the client's
chain.of commed; and program evalua-
tion personnel.

4. Discuss the liabilities for
.failure to comply with the PAr

a. Under the PA, SoCial Actions ,

personnelIareliable under criminal
law, with penalties of up to,$5,000
fine for:

(1) *Failing to publish
notice Of a record system.

(2) Disclosure of.an indivi-
duals case file to an unauthoriied
persom

(3) Obtaihing.adcess to An .

individual'Acaee file -under false
preienset. /7;

.

/
b. lvil damage suits may.also

be filediagiinst Social Actions;
person* for.vi,Aations of the PA.

it

*:-,..t1 \ ,

,
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APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What must the individual/be
appraised of if required t& give'
personal information?

2. What is the purpose of the PAZ

3. Do individuals ox whom a case
file has been initAated have to sign
the PA statement?

PRESENTATION

le. CRITERION'OBJECTIVE: Identify
safeguard reqIiirements for access to,
maintenance, /transfer, and final
disposition of Drug/Alcohol Abuse
Case Files.

dis

1. Explain that the maintenance of
Drug/Alcohol Abuse treatment records is
_prescribed by the following laws, codes,
and regulations. to These direccives
dictate the handling of case files
which contain informatiori on identity,
diagnosis, Prognosis, oic treatlent

of rehabllitees.

a., Title 42 CFR Tirt 2, -

b.5 USC 552,,

. The 15rivacy Act of 1974,

PL -579,

d. AFR 12-31, AFR
AFM 12-30. J. S

2. 'The classification/categorilton
of Drug/Alcohol Abuse clikfrillati
IAW AFR'12-31, and as f9 sta"..

'a. Case files ire hilichily sensi-

tive files.
up

b. They. are, categOriAlTy dedig-
nateC "For Offi5i#2 Ilse Only" (FOUO).

4

1.

Of
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'(3) Recommendation.., If
:.:..4,v,... inadequate saftgu4Fds are provide&

for calif: files, FOUO documents, locked
....;,;(;:. receptacletWItuch as file cabinets,

or locked diSks should be used.
:.;-,,,,x, ;

A

NOTE: 'Where contraCtUal interval
.,_ security guards are used,. FOUO material

should alwayi be in locked'recepticles..

-41T4r-4
,.

a

*.
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3. Discuss case files markings,
storage, maintenancl, and access.

a. Special markings for case
file documentation or file folders
are not required (para 10,.AFR 12-31).

,- b. Adequate safeguards are 'provided
'by the Privacy Act 1974. "Title 42

1 , CFR, Part'2, effective 1 August 1975
(Reference: Federal Register 40,
July 1, 1975), and 5USC 552a, the
Privacy Act of 1974, and Public Law
93-579 provide that special proce-
dureS be implemented for the handling
of case files."

4. Safeguarding and maintaining
FOUO material (AFR 12-31, AFR.12-35,
and AFM 12-20).

a. Protect POUO documentation--
uarked or unwked--to the degree
necessary to'preclude unauthorized

. access. Apply common sense methods,
observing the folloiting:

b. During duty hours
,

,

. .

(1) To prevent scrutiny,
do not leave FOUO material unattended
on deik. ,

4, 0

*6

3.539

(2) In tNe.absence of inIernil
building security, locked roc* normally
provid adequate after-hour protection.-

k

?

9.
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5. Discuss access to drug-or, alcohol

abuse case or treatment files.

a. Authorized access. Persons
authorized to review, handle, or have
access to drug or alcohol case of

treatment files are:

(1) Personnel assigned to
the Social Actions Office who are
directly edgAged in conducting or
madaging the rehabilitation program.

(2) Medical personnel directly
engaged in the rehabilitation and
treatment of a specific individual%

(3) Veterans Administration
(VA) treatment'personnel in the case
of members transferlie0 directly to
the VA in active-duty status.

(4) Official mothers of
rindividual rehabilitation committees.

(5) Commanders id the member's

chain of command.

(6)' Persons authorized to
conduct program evaluations, with-or
without the 'consent of the individual
concerned; e.g., Inspector General,
Major Cgmmand, or Headquarters USAF

. personal conducting staff visits.

(7) individuals in rehab-..
ilitation hairkeccess to their own files,
prOvided that,'in the judgemeni of a
physician, such4access will not
adversely affect the individual's
physical or mental health.

(8) Questions which involve
personnel who do not fall.under this
category should be referred to thp

clarifiCation.

(9) PeiSons iutherized under
Public Liw 92-2557

6

.4
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b. Unauthorized access. Drug
or alcohol case or treatment files
will not be reviewed or handled by,
or disclosed by any mewls of comm-
unication (oril, written, electronic,
or mechanical, to any other person
outside the Department' of Defense
accept as.designated in paragraph a,

, above, and/or as provided under
Public Law 93-579 (Privacy Act) with-
out the written consent of the indi-
vidual concerned.

c. Explain the use of drug and
alcohol case of treatment file.
Wh4le a military judge may, under
210SC 1175b(2)(C), have the power to
order the production of drug or alcohol
rehabilitation record, this will not

A normally be done. Such rec6rde are
not normally to be released, except
for the benefit of the individual
concerned, and then only upon his/
ber written consent. The purpose of,
this policy is to protest the confi-
dentiality of .these.records to the
pofnt where drug or alcohol abusers .

will not fear to be fully candid in
-revealing their situation, past
offenses, etc.

6. Discuss transfer of records.
Records are transferred when the
client PCSes or transfers to the VA.
There are several considerations
when transferring records to other
officers or installations. Failure.

.to take the necessary precautions may
jeopardize _confidentiality of a case.

a. Records forwarded through'.
ehi postal system should be placed
in a double envelope..

(1) Address inside envelope
to.the oftice intended and mark it
"For Official Use Only" (FOUO).

764
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s '
'00r.

(t) Do not mark the outside
envelope; however, obtain a local

control number Irom adminilirative 4
services. This procedure willhelp
prevent Sensitive case information .

from being opened by administrative

personnel in error.

b. Case filet should not 'be

placed in distribution. Interoffice

documents should be placed-in doubla

envelopes also. Mark the inside

"For Officiaf Use Only and, addreqs

to the person you want to see the

documents. This envelop should be

placed iriaide another envelope which

is properly addressed, but not marked

"FOUO".

c. Discuss forwarding records

to the VA. Records forwarded q.0 a VA

hospital are also pla:ced-in a double

envelope. The inside envelope must 4

-be marked "FOR THE EYES OF THE

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN ONLY" and

Contain the name of the member.

d. Discuss forwarding records

upon PCS. *Reproduce a.complete copy

of treatment records:. Original

treatment records must be maintaineip

by losing drug/alcohol abuse'control

,office when rehabilitees PCS (Per-

manent C4ange of Station). Forward

the reprodufed case file to gaining

organization to arrive no less than

2 weeks prior to members arrival.

e. 1ehabilitees sent TDY fpr
metre than 30 days will have a
Itsummary of treatment" lefter for-

warded,to gaining.SLD. # 765

f. Upon`completion of TDY, ser-

vicing 51.:1) will provide home SLD, with

summary of Members progress.

11
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7* Discuss the disposition ofireterds,
in accordance Oth AFR 12-50, fable
30-1, Military ihd CivAlian Personnel,
as follows:

a. stroy drug files one year
after coapletion of the program,
separation, or PCS. Alcohol records
are, destroyed after six months.

b. Records are maintained if
they are needed as background for
case files, supporting separate
action or other action under other. 7
directives,. In this casec disposi-
tion is the same aa'for the document
it supports. If the action involved/
is a court-martial, refer to the
appropriate .table in AFit 12-50.

t. Records used.in administrative
discharge Oroceedings".(Normally a
_xeroxed copy) are destroyed one month
after separation. This.would not
include the case file.'

8. Destruaion 9f cast files involves
measures which will.prevent reassembly.

a. Unclassified material is
constiered destroyed .when placed in
trasb receptacles* but FOR OFFICIAL
USE ONLY mAterial must be destroyed
in such a Manner so as to destroy
the recOrd content.. Destruction
me-du:ids include tearing into pieces,
shredding, pulping, macerating, or
burning, depending on the volume and
available equipment and facill.ties.
(Reference:n AYM 12-50 (C13), para-
graph 4-10, Authorized Methods of
Disposal.

b. Pulping, Shredding, etc.,
at a central destrUction activity
accoinplishes actual delguct on of

volves a.
destroying official^and, a witnessing..
.officiel Who:

(

12

.;

r
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(1) Insure complete des-
truction, and perform ipventory.

Ascertain the -legibility(2)

of scraps.

(3) Mark the bag in wi4ch
the dotuments are Carried with the
highest clbssificat*on of the dOcu,-
ments it contains.

O.

(4) Delivev the bag to the
centTal,distructibn activity% which
burns the shredded documenta.

:EVALUATION

1. .What is the safeguard classifi-
cation of DKug/Alcohol,Abuse Control
Case Filed?

2. May interoffice case file docu-
.

ments.be placed in distribution?

3. When dre drug Abuse Fils ds-
troyed? ekl.cohol Abuse 16.10? /

4, NoW shOuld case
%-:destroyed?

PRESENTATIpN
kr

docuMents be

lf. .CRITERION OBJECTIVE': Identify
the method, inimum documentation
required, -04 'two major sections of !:
a case file, dtheki1 of

0. Matipn contain crin each sectioir.

st

//1 1. Explain.ihe method.for en'tering
data into the Drug/Alcohol Abuse
Control case file. The data must
be:

a. Entered fy:a person whp,is
authorized access 0 the case file,

.

13-

b. Legible,

y

.11

6
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c. Accurate, relevant, timely and
complete, to insure fairness to the
individual, since those entries may
be used in decisions affecting his
or her rights, benefits, entitlements,
or opportunities. Since the final
determination of accuracy is necessar-
ily judgmental, it is particularly
critical that this judgment be made
with an understanding.of the intent of
the Privacy Act of 1.974.

d. Stated in behaviq al terms.
'Insure that comments in t e case or
treatment record pertain o actwil
behavior, rather than co jecture
about the individual's ttitude or
internal ntal state. Do not use
slang, so ial actions j rgon, psy-
chiatric els, etc.1 se plain,
to the poi t, descript ons of the
client's be vior or tatements.

w. Signed the interviewer,
counselor, or person receiving and
entering the information in the
record.

f. Dated.

g. Does not include domithentation
other'than the rehabilitee to whom
the records pertain.

.*

2. State.the case file docu-
mentation required by AIR 30-2.(Fig.
4-6):

t. AF Form.1611 or 1612, as
applicable.

b. ROabilitation committee
mintitts, or recommendation for the
disposition of the rehabilitee.

c. Counseling record, where
, such record As authorised by major
command social actions officer.

768
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d. Record for rehabilttption
urinalysis testing, (for drug abuse).

e. Although the above data is
the minimum required by AYR 30-2,
additional data may be pertinent or
even necessary to insure proper
dispositidn and'rehabilitation of
the client.

3: Explain that case films are
recommended to be separated into two
major sections: The admihistrative
and counpeling sections. Division
into two sections will'eriable easier
accdssibility to needed Anformation
during the course of rehabilitation.

a. The ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION of
the case file consisib of documentation
related to a client's program status4

.and includes the folloRing documents:

- L.

(1) Identification datI
such as:

(a) AF Form 1611 or
1612, with the approptiate AF Form
1611A-6r-1612A 'Privacy Act Statement,

.(b) LPCP/Concerned Drinker
Program Agreements,

(c) AF Form 422, Physi-
cal Profile, containing a diagnosis,
classification of abuse, or urin-
alysis reaulc.

(d) AF Form 1659,
Incident/Complaint Report, or

relevant to

(2)

demographic

15
4qmaAamat.m

(e) Other documentation
identifica%14

Documents reilecting
data, stIch as:

(a) ctal evaluationi,

769
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(b) tntake intftviews, etc.

.
..

-(3) Records of administrative
,aotions such 88:

(a) AF Form 2095,
reflecting current duty assignment
and supervisor.

(b) Letters removing the
client-from HRP/PRP, Security access
or clearance, or Flying status.

(c) Other forma or
documentation concerning adminis-
trative actions. -

. (4) Memorandums for the
record such as:

(a) 'Phase changes,

(b) Memos concerning
the cl.ient44s case or behavior/mis-
behavior.

(c) MMmos concerning
administrative/puniave action being
takea against the client: Court
Martial, Article At etc.

(d)' Memos.on fairure
of the client to Meet scheduled
appointments.,.

1 (e) Memos on any other
administrative matter related to( the
client.

(5) Urinalysis, reports. Fi e
inditvgual urinalysis report letters
by 44be of correspopdence. If a
urinalysiq summary sheet is used,
however, file it on top,

.. I
(6) AF Form lb07; Privacy

Act Statiment (for Drug/Alcohot Case
Files), annotated with the dat this
tatepint wig Omen to the cliini;
(file by date).% ,

,

e?

4

41.

4
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(7) Maintain the Administra-
tive section of the case file on the

kit. side of the folder, and in .

chromMacal order with most recent
on top. Ihe urinalysis report summary,
however, will be filed on top. Other

documents will be filed by their date.

b. The COUNSELING SECTION contains
documentation releted to the substance

of client's counseling or vehabil -

iation. This side includes the
following:

(1) ,The results of
psychiatric evaluations,

(2) Rehabilitation
evaluations, ,

medical/

committe

,(3) Evaluations by commanders,
supervisors, Ohaplains, and social
,lactions.evaluations/recommendations for

disposition,

(4) ,Coniults, referrals,. 'return

recommendations, and follow-up actions,

(5)

( )

Records of counseling,

Summaries of Tiatment,

.*

' <7) The counseling sction is
maintained on the right side_of the
folder, and is filltchronologically,
with most recent on top. /f a record

of progress (progress summery) is used,

it should be filed cin, top bf the other

documents. 1

c. Both sides of the case file
should be affixed to the-appropriate
side of the file folder. The client's

name (Last, First, M1),'SSAN, and
whether the person is a drug or alcohol
rehabilitse should be indicated on the
.top portion of the file folder.

,

-?,77.317;F'7:4;',, ' ';
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APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. Why is it necessary to use only
behavior descriptions of the client's
behavior in the 'case file?

2. When writing counseling notea-in
the case file, how should they be
documented?

3. What is the minimum documentation
required in case files by AFR 30-2?

4. State examples of the type of
information contained in the admin-
istrative section of the case file.
In the counseling portion?

-5. Have the students report to their
smalligroups to perform an application
of this lesson.

Using the information in this
lecture, and.the guidance in SG -21
and WE -13, have the otudehts teassem-
ble the alcohol abuse ease file for
practice. When they complete this
CITALasjassiegt, the small group
facilitator will indicate the correct
order and.answer questions concerning
the proceddre for case file organi-

.

'ration.

7. The small, growl facilitator should
then explain that the drug abuse case
'file must be aseembled independently
at home ihd.turned in for a grade.

at

PRLSENTATION

CRITERION,OBJECTrVE: Identify
die essentlal items to be documented
In conjunction with Social Evaluations,
Intake IntervlOW's, Ongoing Counseling.,

Rehibilitation
Treatment.'

18

f.,

c-

772
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L. Discuss two general rules to
insure documentation is thorough.

a.. Write down key words fo

avoid excessAve. writing during the
counseling session and subsequent
loss of attention to the client
and eye contaCt.

b. Write complete counseling
docuMentatIon immediately after
the interview. -

--rttr
(1) Inter:view is fresh in

the counselor's memory.

(2) 'Key words written down

Luring' the interview haven't lost

their meaning.

2. Explain that if the rules are
followed, documentation will be

thorough, well written,.easily
"-understood and applicable to your
clients rehabilitation and treatment.

3. Emphasize that well, documented

case files reflect the attitude,
professionalism.and sincerity of the
office in which they originated.

4. Identify the essential elements
for documentation of a Social Eval-

uation.

a. A Social Evaluation is
conducted under the following
circumstances:

(1) A positive urinalysis
is idehtified and the following are

true:

.
(a) A drug is not

legally prescribed.

(b) A physician is

.
unable to clinically ,diagnose drug,

abuio:

19
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(c) A member denies
the use of illegal drugs.

(d) Social Actions
'honducts the social evaluation when4
directed by the unit commander.

(2) When an incident of
Driving Under the Influence (DUI)
occurs lAW AFR 125-14, and the social
elialuation is directed by the unit
commander.

(3) In the case of a con-
.

cerned flrinker who asks assistance
in determining the extent of his/
her alcohol problem.

b. The social evaluation is
conducted by a person with experi-
ence in evaluating drug abuse. The.
unit commander naytappoint:

(1) a Drug/Alcohol Specialist,
or

(2), a psYchologist,

(3) a sociologist, or

(4) a rehabilitatioh
counselor.

c. The data gathered during the
interview 'should include and be
organised so that the demographic
data is in outline format and the
remainder of information in par-
ratiii format as follows:

(1) Demographic Data

(a) Provide appropri-
ate information on,the Privacy Act
of 1974.

20
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(b) Obtain full name,
ASSAN, age, sex, DOB, PAFSC, DAFSC,
job title, length of service,jength
of time at present base, previous .

based/units of assignment,.current
supervisors name and duty section.

(e) Identify all drug/
alcohol incidents and means of idenr.

tificattyn.

(d) Review members
personnel and medical records.

1.. -Personal
records may be reviewed by the unit, .

commander or first sergeant.

2. Medical
records will be reviewed by a doctor
upon the unit commanders request.

(2) History of Drug/Alcohol

Abuse.

(a) Pattern of abuse:

When abuse began, frequency of
abuse, enviromental condition (tith

whom, whin, where, what, how).

(b) Clients perception
of their abuse ifid effects on
behavior and feelings.

(c) Attitudes toward

drugs of abuse.

(4) Abuse, it this
point, may not be admitted by the

clieni. Suggent you ask the.commander

.for pertinent information from the

client's unfavorable information
file (UIF) and Special Security File.

(3) Job Performance

(a) Satisfaction with

present job.

.
21

44.
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4upervisor.

co-workers.

(b) Satisfaction with

(c) Satisfaction with

(d) Description of t
work problems.

(e) History of job
assignments; satisfactions With
-other jobs or work group.

(f) Career motivation.

(g) Performance reports.

(4) Judicial.and nonjudicial
occurrences

(a) Drug/alcohol
related on nonrelated incidental.

4
(b) Article 15's,.:

letters df reprimand, Court"Miertial.

(c) Civilian legal
problems past and.present.

Op. Commander of
supervisory comments related to
performance of duty or conduct.

(5) Education

enrollment.

(a) Level of education.

(b) Current school

(c) Academic, voca-
tional, military,./professional
eddcation.,

(6). 'Family History

(a) Minitel status
(spouse working).

22
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(b) Relationships with

spouse and children.

(c) Home life activi-

1

(d) Financial problems.

ties.

(7) Social life

(a) Recreational
activities (with whom, when, where).

menes.

(d) Weekend, evening,

vacation activities.

(b) Hobbies.

(c) Community involve-

(8) Attitude towards self.

(a) Personal strengths

and weaknesses.

(b) Activities client
would like to engage in.

(c) How does client
see self.

(d) Client identified
behavior that does not.conform to
4F standards/requirements.

d. .The social4valuator will
,prepore a written recomiendation
for use in the final detstrmination
by the unit commander. .

e. If6the member admits to
drug abuse or significant alcohol
problems member çe entered into the
rehabilitation program.

f. In the cape of alleged drug
abusers:

"
.. . ' " . . .

777
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(1) The menper who has a
positive urine test but who cannot
be clinically confirmed as a drug
abuser.or drug dependent and has
not provided satisfactory evidence
of authorized drug.use 'will be
continued in a urine surveillance
program.

(2) If the administrative
evidence added to the surveillancp
progrim indicated drug abuse, the
commander.should enter the member
into the rehabilitation program.

(3) If additional medical
or social-evidence is completely
lucking to iupport confirmation
of drug abuse and surveillance test
return the member to full duty. 4

g. If the social evaluation is
rls. conducted as a result of a DWI or

concerned drinker, theoinfoimation
should be forwarded to the physician/
mental health officer conducting
the medical evaluation, for consider-
ation in the diagnosis of alcoholism
by the medic and/or to ehe commander
for classification as.a problem

. drinker by the unAlt -commander. .

h. The demographic data'gathered
may be used in the intake interview
if .the 'porno* is entered-into the
.rehabilitation progras.

S. Discuss the essential elements
of documentation for intake interviews
with drug and ako ol abusers.

a. The intak intervilw deals
primarily with th ee objectives

.(.) Orienting the client to
the rehabilitation program.

4
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(2) Obtaining"necessary
demographic data for reporting

purposes.

(3) Defining issues and
attitudes as they pertain to the
individual and the Air Force.

b.Tha-purpose of the intake
-Intefview is to gather facts and

not to conduct therapi.

c. Preparation for the inter-

view should include:

(1) Rehabilitation
orientation.

(a) Provide the client
with,a copy of the Privacy Act.

(b) Brief the client

on the limits of
communiCation.

(c)

to all phases of
program..

(d)

is aware of duty
restrictions.

confidential

Orient the client
the rehabilitation.

Insure the client
d administrative

(e) Insure the client

is aware of the comiequelkes of not
satisfactorily completing the progreW.

(2) Issues and attitudes.

(a) Review clients
slibstance abuse history including

manner of identification.

* 1., Are there

factors within either the client or

the environment that contributed to,

drug/alcohol abuse?

25
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2. Does the client
..perceive,thehe situetional stresses ,

as troublesome?
f.

1.2- Does the,s
'Client have the cApability and
getivation to develop alteinate
Asponses to drug/alcohol abuse?

*5
(b) The way the client

enteri.lnto .the rehabilitation pro-
gram has ireat significanCe as to
the client'a condition and prospect
for completing the rehibifitation
program. -

1. Understand
the total-situation, the major

'conttibutiag stress factors and
alternate methods for dealipg with
them.

2. Establish
the time origin ofthe clients
unacceptable military behavior.

,

. a. 'Is current
poor behavior transien'a

b. Is current
Poor behavior changeal&?

C. Was there
chronic maladaptiva behavior existing
prior to identification?

.1

3. Diagnosis and
prognosis isilift up to medical/
mental health authorities..:

(3) Interview

(a) -:The items contained
in the guidelines are.useful for --
making renommeddations.to the rehab-
ilitation comittee.

(b). The guidelines are
useful ObeestablIshingt individualised
rehabilitation rekinens.

789
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d. The documen'ted format should

include the following:
.

(1) Introduction to Social

Actions:

(a) Provide the client
with ah understandihg of Why they have
ibeen referred to Social Actions.

toii) Determine clients
feelings about referral to Social

ACtions.

(2) Orientation:

(a) Clarify role of
Sociil Actions in relationshii to
AF mission, commander, supervisor,
rehabllitation regimen.

(b) Explain the AF
"drug/a1cohol rehabilitietion program

to include LPCP.

(c) Explain. limitations
of confidentiality in Social Actions
interviews and counselings.

(3) Demographic data and

Social History. (This will be the

same as the information and format
tjxsed for the demographic data and
'iocial hilitory sections of social
evalliations listed previously.)

p.

(4) Clients preferenCes
for regimen:

(a) Clients att4tudes
and frsielinfis about types of rehabil-

itation activities.

(b) Referrals; rehab-
ilitatian 'activities and referral
agencies designated its appropriate:

(5),'Establishing referrlds/

appointments:
-

781
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(a) Medical,

(b) Legal,

(c) Chaplain,
7 .

1(d) Einancial aidi
others adappropriate.

Frio .to the initial rehab-
illtatiove mmittee meeting, the
client shofd have completed all
referral 4pointuaents in cirdbr to
"%Old an Adequate rehabilitation
rerimen.

f. For individuals self-referred
or teferred for aocial evaluation,
the infotpation obtained will be
helpful iiidetermining whether a
need for rehabilitation exists.

Identify the essentIal elements
for documentation of ap ongoing-
counseling session.

a. Facts addressed by the
counselor and counselee during
the session,

b. Counselees attitude or
response during the sesSion.

c. Counselor recommendations.
This will preclude a future
allegation that.the recommendations .

war never made.

d. Rafdrral actions to other
stag agencies, community programa,
hgdOital, 'etc.

.17

(1) Document follow-lip
actions to assure that the referral
satisfied or addressed the original
reason(s) for the referral.

(2) Follow-up to insure .

that the counsels kept the'appoint
sent.

78",
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e. Other items include:

(1) dating,the session;-

(2) writing legibly

(3) avoiding labels/slang,

(4) keeping entries_current,

(5) measuring words care7

fully,

(6) signing the documentation.

7.. Introduce the Summary. of Treatment,

a. Identify its purpose: To

provide the Social Actions staff

at a gaining installation the infor-

mation necessary to continue effective

rehabilitation.

4 ,b.' Explain the essential elements
for'documentation *tithe Summary of

Treatment.

- (1) Identifying data,

(2) Summary of evaluation,

(3) Summary of Social Actions

valuation,

(4) Summary of Social Actions

program, and

(5) Recommeaed actions.

c, Explain that identifying

data includes:

,

- (1) Name, grade, SgAN;

(2) Age, sex, DOB, race;

(3) AFSC, job title;

(4)_ Drug/alcohol incidentak

A.

783
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(5) Means of identification; and

(6) Zeingth of ervite.

d. Explain that a summary eval-
uation is a brief history df the

--11Ae-]
individual, which includes:

4

abuse

-

stance.

(1) History of present

(a). Pattern arabuse.

(b), ,Quantity of sub-

(c) Environmeht of
subatitnce abuse; that is, where
and under what circvmstancei,
an4.with whom (if anyone).

(d) Frequency of
abuse (how often the substance iv
taken).

q) Family history
-g01'

(a) Local community :

.(b) Any substance
abusOly other iailly members.

(c) Interpersonal
family relationshiPs.

(d) Extended family
relationships.

te

(3) Past hisSory:

(1.1) When abuse began.

(b) Eflucational back -
/

ground.

1111111t111.

a at

(4) Military history:

(a) ,History of assign-

ff

781
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(b) Substance abuse

history in military service.

(c) nny administrative
,actions (job. changes, LOD determin-
ationa, Human Reliability and Personk
Reliability Programs, etc.).

(d) Any judicial actions
L(UCMJ action, Articles 15, reprimands,

(e) PerforMance data. .

-(f) Discuss.summary
of-Sbcial Actions evalmations.- W

e. DXscuss summary Of Soci
Actions evaluations. -

(1) Rehabkliiition committee

.evaluations.

Counselv evauvions.

I. Disbdss recommendations as

as finalyart of.the treatment

summary.

APPLICATION
.

sy.

Brief students LAW the lesson plan

entitled Base Drug/Alcohol Program
Mahagementc- Administrative Practi-

cum.

EVALUATION

.

.

1.'-What seven-items should be docu-
mented by the Social. ACtions counselor

during the intake interview with
an identified pkoblem drinker?

2. .Why. is,it important to document
i

counselor recommendations?

3. What six items should the
Summary of,Treatment documentation
include?

78
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4., When 11* a Social Evaluation
conductedt

0 , CONCfUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY

1. We have discussed the two major
sections of case file which arA
counseling and administrative
sectiens. We Baia that adminis-
trative information is that
documentation related to a rehab-
ilitee'a.atatus in the program.
Counseling information is documen-
tation relating to thel substance
of a rehabilitee's counseling. We
also discussed security requirements
for the maintenance, transfer and
final disposition Of drug/alcohol
abuse case files. These were:

,a. categorizing files

b. access to case files

c. storage of fills

.d. transfer of records

*. 'disposition of records

f. Privacy Act requirements

g. Methods of conducting and
documenting Social-Evaluations,
Ditake interviews, on going counseling,
and summaries of treatment.

REmoTtypOk

The information presented today
will not Only assist you in comple-
tion of this course, but will make
your job much easier. You will be
able tofmanage your administrative

.

functions mud) sore professionally

?2
'17 ,

4
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through the use of the informatiOn
presented today,- pass IG visits,
and help your clients more effect-
ively because of your clearer under-
standing of his/her cases,

CLOSURE

As SOcial Actions Drug/Alcohol Abuse
personnel, you will be tasked with
the major responsiblity for imple-
menting good management programs.
The program you set up will be
the one you will have to util/ze.

ASSIGNMENT

Give4CTT assignment when appropriate.

4*

a
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3ALR73430B/301,R7361B/30h7364B-IV-1.3BASE4DRUG/A1,GOHOL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
(Drug Rehabilitation Program) )

PART II TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

ATTENTION'

1. Social Actions personnel, in
addition to being counselors and
educators, need to be managers,'
effective managers, of their pro-
srams.;

2. Of prime importance to-manage-
ment is the knowledge of who does
what, when, and why within your
drug rehabilitation program.
*Could you answer who does what,
when, and why for your program?

c

MOTIVAIION

1. Of all the nionagement sChools
ever.conducted, one important
teaching point is common .to all.
Managers should take the.tools

) they have available work for them,
not against -thet.

2. The subject of this lect re is
Social Actions ManageMent: es
I ihrough V, your tools to manage-
ment. Of importance to, you is
'how Phases I thrOugh V can work
for yop. Knowledge gained through
this lecture Will benefit you in
three ways:

a., ,It will provide you ade-
-quate management information to
insure your program rims smoothly.

.b. It Tall -improve your abil-

.
ity to provide a ,clear, logical,
effective treatment program for
your Clients.

7g8
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c. It will-t sure your pro:-

gram is managed Ln accordance

with USAF 'and I spector General

(IG) standards

OVERVIEW

1. Cover the.lJesson objectives

with the class.

2. Develop th lesson chronology.

a. Admini trative require-

ments of Phasefs I through V of the

drug rehabili ation program.

b. Requi ement appliCable te)

the limited p ivileged communica-

stion program (r).

TRANSITIO

It is cleat hat ,in order for a

highly com01 program, such as

the drug/alco ol abuse program, to

work, everyone must'know exactly

what his/her re ponsibilities are.

.
This "knowing o responsibilities"

is one of the la gest IG difficult-

--`1.es currently enc untered by base-

level Social Acti ns personnel.

BODY (1 Hour 50 Minuies)

PRESENTATION

lh. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the administrative procedures For

conducting Phase I of the USAF Drug

Abuse Rehabilitation Program.

1. Explain that the sources of

identification of drug abusers -

include: investigation/apprehensioh
incident to medical care, and urid=

..nalysia, and LPCP..

3

789
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a. Memte'rs may be identified as a
drug abuser.by investigation, apprehen-
sion, or arrest, either by military or
civil euthoriites.

(1) .OSI investigation report or
security police incident Form 1569
are.fori4rded to the unit commander
for review.

,
. .

1,U,7

(2) The commander may request ..

further investigation to dupport his/her /

decision to place an individual in the
rehabilitation program or discharge the

member.

(3) Entry int.o rehabilitation
dOes not preclud disciplinary actions
under the UCMJ o advinistrative dis-
charges, nor shotild it be interpreted
as grounds for suspension of such
actions.

b. Discuss incident to medical
care.

(1) Information about or
evidence of drug'abuse may not be
used in whole or part to support
punitive action or an administra-
tive separation less than an hon-
orable discharge, when medical
treatment is requested by the
member.

12) A meMber ia not
exempt from disciploinary or other,
legal consequences resulting from'
vidlation of other laws _or,reg-:
ulation, such.as Op sale or trans-
'fer of drugs br:pogsession.fdr such
purposeti

(3) Evidence of drug use
developed during emergency treat:-
ment may, in appropriAte'circum-
stances, be uied to support punk-

t /tive action. .

-

I.
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(4) Any confirmed evidence can

be used to place.a person in the drug
C.1,)

rehabilitation program.

c. Urinalysis testing.

(1) Evidence that is direct or

indirect result of urinalysis testing '

may not be used for supporting any dis-

ciplinary aCtion under the UCMJ or an

administrative discharge other than

Honorable discharge. However, this

does not exempt the member from the

consequences of iriolating other laws

or regulations: for example, the

sale or transfer 9f-drugs, T.:pos-

session for such purposes.

P) Unit commanders and

physicians may direct rinalysis

testing of members for clinical

Atiagnostic and tteatment purposes

at any time for suspected drug

abuse or deterioration of duty

Performance or behavior. Age is

not a limiting factor.

4 "

is considered to be valid only after

it has been clinically confirmed by

a physician.

(4) Social actions, and

others may perform a social eval-

uation to help in .the confirmation

process.

(3) A urinalysis positive

4(5) AFR 16p-23 and AFP 160-33

give specific guidance on the confir-

,mation process. Additional information

on the urinalysis testing program will

be covered in a later unit.

(6) When a urinalysis is

confirmed, the hospital/dispensaiy

prepares AF Form 422, Physical Profile

Series.. They annotate the type of

drug 'abused as prescribed by medical

regulation ,and forward'this form to

ths unit c nder and social actions.

791
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2. Explain information concerning a
comMander's decision to formally.iden-
tify a person as a substantiated drug
abuser. ,

a. State the following informa-
tion concerning information that may,
Ibe used for identification of drug
abuser.

(1) The identification of
an individual as awsubstantiated
drug abuser" for the purpose of
entry into rghabilitat/on does not
require an advailce judicial or
medical determination except in
the case Of incident to medical
care.

P'40 '1

(3) The fact that known
evidence would not betaMissible
in a judicial or admi strative
proceeding does not destroy tM,
value of the evidence in identi-
fying an individual for entiy into
the rehabilitation program.

b. Aids in helping the unit .

commander in making a decision are:

(1) The rehabilitation
committee,

and,:

(2) social evaluations,

(3). urinalysis testing 11-

(4) further irivestigations

(5) oilier staff agencieeinput.

792
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c. Emphasize that identification

ee a drug-abuser automatically enters

a member into the rehi;bilitation pro-
.

. gram, with the following exception:

(1) In cases where members

are involved in the.personal use or_

pdssession for personal luse of

marijuana, the iftediate commarvier

will evaluate,each indiVidual to

determine if rehabilitation is

appropriate. Where an individual

is not identified for entry into

rehabilitation, the, commander

should not remove the Member

normal duties. Other administrative

pereonnenactiona may apply at the

commander's discreilon, such as

actions under the provisions of Air

Forge Regulation 35-32. Each case

must.be evalugted against the fol-

lowing criterla:

1 (a) A urine test within

twenty-four hoUrs of the marijuana-

related incidemt to determine whether

any other type of drug abuse has oc:

curred.

4
(b)" A determination of

i

whether the member was under the in-

fluence of sor used marijuana on dlity.

(c) A review of the

meatber's record to determine whether

past behavior or performance has been.

'docuMented as substandard.. Consider

all the available fatts.

41.

(d) Determination of

whether it is a second or subsequent 793
incident of marijuana use or pos-

seSsion for use .Use AFR 35-32
r-

provisions (IMF's) to make this

d#termination..

(e) An'investigation,

when appropriate, to determine whether

. -the drug use ixtends beyond the simple

.use and/or pasession of marijuana.
;

,\

C.
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(2) After rev,iew.of the infor-

mation obtained as a result of_the
above, the commander will determine
Whether rehabilitation in accordance
with Aft 30-2, paragraph 4-25 is
warranted. A decision as to whether
rehabilitation is warranted or not
in no way relieves the commander of
hisnler responsibility to determine
Whether disciplinary action is appro-
priate. If an individual is not
placed in rehabilitation, the comm4hder,
'should not invoke those administrative
and personnel sanctions normally asso-
ciated with rehabilitation status.

(3) The above pobleies do
not apply to Air Force members on
liYingostatus or having Sensitive
Compartmented, Information (SCI).
Considerations of safety and
security provide 1es4 latitude
regarding illegal and improper use
of drugs. Therefore,,the immediate
commander will tempbrarily remove .

suA persons from duties involving
flying:-(Air Force Manual (AFM) 35-13)
and/or temporarily remove SCI access
(USAFINTEL 201-1) for any marijuana
use/possession. Membera will be
entered into rehabilitation because,
of failure to meet standards due to
drug abuse.

3. Exgain the dyg-administrative
identification prOcedres. w

- 'a, 'Unit commanders idntify
drug abusers by level.of abu4e
(experimenter, user,.'addict,
possessor, Or supplier):and;by type
of drug.abused (cannabis, LSD, other
ha11m4Aogena, amphetaminesbarbir
'turates, metha ualone,,opiates, co-
caine, orot er:drug). The following
procedures and guidelines apply:
(Direct students to look at an AF Form
1612.) .

8

7. 9 4
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b. Unit cominande.rs mist initiate

ihe AF Form 1612, on the date of iden-

tification of a member as a substan-

tiated drug abuser. If identification

is not yet substantiated, complete

Section I. 'If identification is sub-

stantiated, complete Section II. In

completing Section II, the unit com7

mender will indicate the predominant

drug of abuse and the level of abUie

as defined above, after counseling

wiih.the rehabilitation committee if

necessary. .The unit coMmander will

make an appointment fat the member's

social actions intake
Do not initiate AF Form 1612 for

members Considered for, but not

entered into, rehabilitation, per

paragraphs, 4-20b and c.

.444104....0A 1.141401.60,.:440.4.1..."0.0.1...1'1%.

c. .AF Form 1612 will be prepared

by the unit commander in an original

and four copies. Comply With the pro-

cedures in figure 4-6. Distribute as

follows:

(1) Original copi one and

copy two are forwarded to the social

actions office.

(2) Copy three is given to

the membeNr identified the'ron and,

serves as official notificacion of

entry into.the rehabilitation program.

(3) Copy four is retairied by

the unit commander for suspense of

follow-up actions, or destroyed if no

further actions are required.

4.. The social act,ions office,

drug-and apohol abuse control officer

''or NCO wi,141 complete the following on

- receipt ofAF Form 1612-from the unit

commander: r .

9

to

t

t
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(1) Review the ioLm and annotate.

the-appropriate Advanced Personnel Data
System (APDS) coding in Sec,tion Il for
'substantiated drug abusers.

(2) -fnitial coordination record
and forward copy one of the AF Form 1612
to CBPO/DPMQA.

(3) Initiate the member's rehab-
ilitation case file and place the original
AF Form 1612 in it.

4

(4) Forward copy.two.to the medical
services personnel for information in the
evaluation procesè and for use by tile uri-

nalysis testing program monitor. Copy two

will not be filed in the member's medical
records. ,

e. The CBPO/DPMQA personnel will use
copy one to,initiate APDS and other per*onnel

actions. File copy one of AF Form 1612 in
the membees UIF folder after all required
personnel actions are completed.

f. If the unit commander determines
that a member's identificatiob and entry
into the rehabilitation program was in
error he or she will complete Section III

on a nevi AF Form 1612: Justify in the
remarks block the removaI.from the rehab-
ilitation program. Prepare and distribute
two copies,of the form as follows:

(1) The originalEcopy to the,
social actions office. The drug and
alcohol officer or NCO will coordinate
and forward it to CBPO/DPMQA for appro-
priate action to remove APDS codes and
other personnel data entries. The case
cfile will be destroyed at this time.

(2) Copy two will be given to
the member as official noeification of

removal from rehabilitation.

10

79G
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g. When a member has successfully

completecLthe rehabilitation program,

the unit commander will initiate a new

AF)Form 1612, complete Section III, and

processi.it fn accordance with paragraph c(11,0

thr6ugh (3).

h. SoCial actions personnel (.1.11

request a cOmputer printout each, month

from CB150/D1PMQA. Ibis printout will

list all.;individuals identified in

APDS with_a Substance Abuse Control

Identifier (SUBS-AB-CNTL-ID) and will

,be used for the proper management of

the rehabilltation program, to verify

APDS entries.

i. The CBPO/DPMQA will establish

'internal control-procedures to prevent ,

unauthorized personnel frpm having "actess

to APDS code. Access to substance abuse

control data is limited to personnel and

functions listed in figure 4-6.

4. Explain the control of officers and

officer candidates identified as drug

'abusers. Officers and potential officers

have an obligation to maintain the highest

standards of discipline and military deco-

rum. The natui.e of theit duties is such

that the effects of drug abuse could have

particularly unfortunate,results. There-

fore, retention is not appgopriate.

a. Officers. Enter otficers into
rehabilitation and provide.treatment
"and counseling, as necesfary, pending

disposition. Provisiofts for treatment

of drug dependency (paragraph 4-42)

apply.

b. USAF Academy Cadets. Retention

is'not appropropriate for cadets. Pend-

ing departure from the Cadet Wing, a

cadet identified as a drug abuser is

provided counseling and medical treatment

11

i
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as needed. Follow appropriate referral
procedures.for those former cadets whp,
pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 9348(b), are ordered

,to active duty'in an enlisted grade. The'se

individuals aie transferred PCS and entered
into appropriate rehabilitation programs.

6. Airman Education and Commissioning
Program and Officer Training School-v. Pend-
ing disposition, members of these programs

='are provided rehabilitation and codhseling
as described in paragraPh 4-40a above,. Drug
and alcohol abuse control personnel must
insure appropriate referral, procedures for
those members being,transferred PCS and
returned to enlisted status (paragraph 4-43).

d. ROTC and Medical Scholarship Personnel.
These individuals are.not carried on the actiye
rolls of.the Air Torce. Pending disenrollment
for drug abuse, detachment commanders urge them
to seek treatment in civilian programs. '

e. Military Dependents and Civilian Em-.
ployeea. Drug and alcohol abuse control per-
sonnel may provide rehabilitation and referral
set-yip for military dependents and civilian'
employees. When these persons are otherwise

* authorized medical care, they may receive medi-
cal care incident to rehabilitation. Manage-
ment procedures for civilians are in AFR 40-792,

5. Outline requirements applicableto the qBPO.
In 'addition to entering the AF Form 1612 data
into the APDS the CBPO also does the following:

a. Automatically initiates an Unfavorable
Information File (UIF) and, files the copy of
the AF Form 1612 in the UIF folder. Also a
UIF Code is entered in the APDS. (IAW AFf
32.)

1). Assignment AVailability Code 11 must
be entered ta prevent reassignment of a rehab-

AFR 39-1.1 freezes enlisted.personnel
in Phases I through V from reassignment.

798'
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e. A reenlistment codo ts nlso Input

into the APDS which prevents reenlistment.

-d. These. and othL- pertionnel dispo-

sitions are discussed In a later lesson.

6. Explain the requlreTent applicable

to handling drug abusers in civilian

Tonfinement.

a. Drug abusers in civilian con- 16

finement who will'not be returned to
militaryontrol, at a minimum, must

be counseled regarding civilian facil-

ities available for release.

b.' Where geograOic location prevents

visiting drug abusers in civil confinement,

coordinate with base, legal officer to advise

member in writinkof civilian facilities for

treatment after,release.

4 c. Counseling must be documented. A

memorandum for record is sufficient docu-

mentation.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. When is a member considered to be

officially.entered'Into the AF Drug

Rehab Program?
-

2. Under what conditions may a unit

..commander choose to not enter a drug

abuser in the rehf,11) program?

b0
3. What is the routing of the AF Form

1612?

4. What action is social actions re..- .

quired to take in regard to drug abusers

.in civilfan confinement?

1 4.
.1r.v.,7444.
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PRESENIATIQN

11. Identify the proCed res for
admintetering the Limited Privileged
Communication Program (LPCP).

1. Explain, that the purpose of LITP .

is to encourage drug abusers to identify
themselveS ga that they may receive treat-
ment and rehabilitation.

2: Air 'Force polIcy'states the lollowing4

a. gembeis who voluntarily present
themselves to the unit commander, first
'sergean.t, social actions, or medical
pergOnnel for treatment and rehabilitation
for personal use of drugs are exempt from:

(1) Disciplinery action under the
UCMJ for such disclosed personal use or
possession 'for personal use of drugs, and

(2) Administrative discharge ass
than an Honoribl,e Discharge_based, in whole
or in part, upon such disclosed personal
use or possession incident to personal use.

, b. These exceptions apply only, to
service members who voluntarily reveal the
.neture and extent of their drug involvement
and seek treatment before being apprehended, #
placed under investigation or advised of a
recommendation for administrative separation
beeause of their use of druga. These ex-
empions apply whether or not the person is
entered int, the rehabilitation program.

1. Exp1aIji the importance of and the pro-
Cedure or developing a LPCP agreement.

( a. We Tecotmend that your social a6tions
Off1c1110velop 4 LPCP agreement in conjunction
witWymii'liegal \office.

14
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b. The agreement or contract selves

lievéral purposes:

(1) Insures the client thoroughly

understands LPCP before divulging informa7,

tion about his/her abuse.of drugs.

K2.)--Documents the faCt that the

client was thoroughly briefed on the pro-

visions of LPCP.

(3) Documents the date/dates

which the client first sought help under

LpCp. 1

-
(4). Documents the unit commander's

certification that the client,was eligible

for LPCP on that, date.

c. State the procedure for developing

the LPCP contract/agreement.

(1) Develop a' contract/agreement

using AFR 30-2, para 4-23 as the guide:

Include' all the policy information from

APR 30-2. 1 I.

(2). Include a space for the

member's signature; the,first sergeant,

medic, or social actions specialist's

signature; and the unit commander41:cer-

tification that:the person is eligible

for LPCP protection.

(3) Have the agreement/contract

approved by the local Staff Judge Advocate,

to insure legal sufficiency.

.(4) Suggest you use a-local form

(if your !lajComlhas not already developed

one); to insve proPer distribution of the

agreement/contract to unit commanders,

me4ics and social actions.

.15
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(5) tnsure that unit t;ommanders,
first sergeants, and medical personnel have
an adequate supPly of the LPCP agreement,
and are properly briefed on the program'and
the use ofi the agreement.

d. Explain that after the agreement is
complete& by the first sergeant, social
actions, or medical personnel, it should be
forwarded ip three copies,to the unit CM-
mender for his/her certification that 'the
person Meets the eligibility criteria.

e. Once certifted, the distribution
of the agreement/contract is as follows:

(1) 1 copy to the client.

(2) 1 copy for the unit commander's
files.

(3) The original copy to social
actions to be filed in the case file.

4. Explain the stips social action per-
sonnel 0ould take in counseling/advising
.an LPCP applicant concerning program entry.

a. When a client initially indicates
he/she is interested In LPCP,'or is seeking
'help for a drug problem, explain to the client
the provisions of LPCP. Do not soliiit any
drug abuse information before explaining the
program completely, with all its ramifications.
ftress the difference between administrative and
UCMJ actions. LPCP only protects.from UCMJ and
discharge actions under less than an Honorable
dischaige. Reiterate.that LPCP covers only past
personal use or possession incident thgteto--not
sale.

b. Allow the client to read the LPCP.agree-
ment/contract. Answer any questions the client
.may sUrtace..

16
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c. If the.client chooses not to pa.r-

ticipate, and he/she has not given you

information regarding his/her own drug

abuse; and he/she has no't given you reason

to.believe that he/she is currently abusing

drugs, the client may choose to leave.

d. If, on the other hand, the client

volunteerti information about his/her drug '

abuse; or..gives you reason.to suspect drug

abuse, then you have a responsibility to

.report this occurrence to the unit commander.

The information you'gained f,rom theAndividual

under these conditiond, however, is still ex-

empt-under,the LPCP, whether the person enters

the rehabilitation program or not.. .The com-

mander may use this information toedirect a .

urinalysis; confirm other reports of drug

:abuse, or initiate an investigation.

e. If the member'wishes to participate

and signs the LPCP agreement, your next step

is tb find out from the unit commander whether

the client is under investigation. Hembers

are considered under investigation when a

written request for investigation has been

made to either the security police ot the

AFOSI4by the.unit commander. In determining

whether an ind'ividual is under investigation,

the unit, commander is the sole point of con-

tact for social actions, medical personnel,

and first sergeantn.

f. " If 'the meniber 'is already under

investigati2on,

(1) The unit commander has three

options:

(a) Enter the member into

drug rehabilitation program under inves-

tigation, apprehension and arrest, and

follow the Aormal procedures.

(b) 'Enter the member into

drug rehabilitation under LPCP because

there is not enough evidence at' this

time-to stand up in a court martial or

administrative discharge.
'

17
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(c) ,Continue investigation
until additional information is avail-

/

able.to support, dministrative.discharge
or court martia . Information gained
from LPCP cannot be used to support a
,9ourt martial or discharge less/than

' honorable.

.(2) Inform the unit commander
..of the folldwing:

(a) Restate the purpose .

of LPCP js to encourage member to vol-
untarily seek treatment and rdhabil-
itation for their personl drug use.

(0 If decision is 6

postponed, then you will tell client
LPCP does not apply to him/her at this .

time. Client will suspect tw/she is
under investigation and may Stop using
drugs and no evidence may be Otained

support administrative discharge.

(c) Suggest to OA' uki.t
commander one of. the following:

1 AlloW dndividual
to enter LPCP and gain LPCP protection.

2 ,Enter the client .1

into program based oh available Aata.
The identification of an indiVidual as *

a "substantiated drug abuser" for the
purpose of entry into rehabillitation
does not require an.advance judicial
or medical. determination, except in the
,case of identificatipn incident to med-
ical core. It,may be a factual.artit-
minatiog,by unitommander based on
all available evidence including the
results of a urine test or the in-

444#Vidual's own admipsion.
.

(3) q1t iinitrcommander de-
cides on entet'ing ttie individual
into the rehabilitation program,

, begin intake,interview and refer to
unit coAmander.

18
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(4) If unit commander want.s to

poetpone action and continue investi-

gation, inform client LPCP ie not avail-

'able at this time and refer the indivi

vidual to his/Wer commander and legal

office. Do not solicit further drug

Information.

If.the person is eligible for

J.PCP, then you should inform the.lunit

cpmmanderiand.begin the intake inter-

view. The 'data you collect for the

intake interview can be used to help

the commander determine whether the

member is actually a substantiated

drug. abuser.
.

, h. When you have finished the

intake, refer the person to the unit

commander for counseling and admin-

istrative action. The Unit commander

should make an appointment for the

momber to have a medical eveluation:

This is a program requirement:, and

the information from the medicil ev-

aluation is needed for a Phase III

evaluation.

i. Once the commAnder formally

identifies the LPCP member as a sub-

stantiated drug abuser, the member

011ows the siMe steps as other drug

abuters:

j. If at any time during the

intake or counseling the person

IT4ntions sale or other non-personal

uee or possession, LPCP-does not

apply, and thia information may be

used against the person.

5. If first sergeantt or medics

perform the initial LPCP interview,

they'should refer the person to the

unit-commander, vho,should, in turn,

refer the person to Social Attions

with an AF 1612 if the commander

19
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believes the person is a drug abuser.

.

Social Actions'then performs the intake

interview and the usual proced6re is

folio-wed.

O. Personnel inVolved An ad11inistering

the LPCP are not in the position of

granting or dispensing LPCP protections.
Their proper role is insuring that.per-
sonnel are fully counseled,on drug abuse.
If members volunteer information.on per-
sonal drug use or possession incident to
such use in accordance with paragraph 4-23
of AFR'30-2, they, are protected by Air Force

policy. \

7. Occasionally personnel in career fields

or jobs they do not lfke will attempt to
manipulate their way out,qf their job by
using LPCP to disqualify them from their

job. If you suspect this is being done';

that a person asking for ,LPCP protection
-has wit Abused drugs, but is simply ma-
nipulating his/her way out of an'undestr-
able" job, then you should report your
findings to the unit commander. Theiunit

commander has the authority to decidi whether

a- person is a substantiated drug abuser-or not;
The coimander does not have to take the word

pf the LPCP applicant,. 4 urinalysis, medicil

evaluation, and social evaluatioh will help
Idetermine if,the person ia-aCtually a drug
abuser or is simply-manipUliting his/her

.

way out Of an "undesirible41

APPLiCATIONMAWATrON

1. Who Can an AF member Voluntarily present
him/herself to for LPCP-ProtectiotO

2, What is the difference between a4min-
istrativc4ction and punitive action? Why
is it important to explain this to a person
interAste4.4n LITE'?

20.
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_ 3. Can Lrcr bo denied nny AF member:

Under what conAltions?
,

4.' Why is it necessary to send a

locarly developed.LPCP contract for

a legal review?

7'
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PRESENTATION

1j. Identify the administrative pro-
cedures for pnducting Phase II of the
USAF Drug Abuse Rehabilitation Program.

1. Explain the purpose of,Phase II is
detoxification of an air orce member
if a competent medical authority de-
termines that he/she is a drug-de-
pendent individual.

2. The primary office of responsibility
(OPR) for Phase II is the hospital/dis-
pensary.

3. Ail treatment given to an indivi-
dual'in detoxification is recorded in
the medical records of the individual
and not in social.actions case file.-
Access to medical records is controlled
by the Director of Base Medical Services
(DBMs) and not the attending physician.

4. Drug-dependent individuaas are de-

toxified at the nearest medical facility
that have capability.. Detoxification is
determined by competent medical authority
and accomplished in a drug free environment:

. 5. When local base hospital does not.have
the tapability to provide a drug free en-
virOnment, aero-evacuation may be neCessary
to get the individual into 4 drug free en-

/ vironment.

.6. Social Actions will make sure case
files ire documented with entry and exit
dates of eachllember entered into detox--
ification.)*Cial Actions, will also assist
the hospital ih aero-evacuation operation
by 'coordinating with the family of the
individual and any other'agencies.

,

7. Explain that,drug-dependent in-
dividuals who,are non-dxtended active
duty (EAD) members of the USAF Reserve
will be counseled and referred to ap-.
pfopriate Government or clOvilian agencies

Tfor which the member may be.qualified.

.22
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a. Reservists are not eligible to

participate in active-duty.AAr Force

rehabilitation programs.

b. Non-EAD Reservists who are in

a rehabilitation program will be trans-

:ferred to the stand-by Reserve.until

determined by competent,medical au-

thority-that they are qualified for

norMal duty.

c. Assignment of non-EAU Reserve

members to active duty for training

for the purpose of rehabilitation is

not authorized.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. When is a member officially entered

into the drug rehabilitation program?

2. What are the UIF r rements when

a drmg abuser is identi ied?

3f What items are recorded in Social

Actions case files for Phase II?

4. Who is OPR for Phase II?

23
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lk. CRITERION ORTECTIVE: Identify the
administrative procedure for conducting
Phase III of the USAF Drug Abuse Rehab-.
ilitation Program.

1. The purpose of Phase III is to determine
the appropriate medical treatment and dis-
position of each individual. A`medical ev-
aluation is mandatory for substantiated drug
abuser.

g. Explain that Phase III will be fomplpted
within 10 work days of the identification of
a member as a substantiated drug abuse. This
includes:

,a. Medical evaluation by a physician.
A

b. Intake interview or social eval-
uation by social actions.

c. Other scoff agencies interviews
and inplit.

d. & meeting b the rehabilitation
committee to recommend action on the in-
dividual,i.e., separation or rehabilitation.

e.. Commanders decision to separate
or rehabilitate an individual and what
administrate actions must be taken.

3. Explain the criteria for assisting
the commander in making a decision on
rehabilitation or separation of an
Andividual.

a. The numbo4 and nature of member's
offenses; the category of abuse (exper-
imenter, user, addict, supplier or pos-
sessor);

Member's age and background in-
cluding duty performance, conduct-and

,achievements.

c. Member's attitude, motivation,
and potential for further military service.

,

24
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d. The extent to which a member's

drug abuse has affected or may affect his/her

duty performance or conduct, flying potential,

health welfare, his/her safety, ond safetY of

other personnel.

e. Evaluation by the rehabilitation com-

.mittee And .other knowledseable person, as

appropriate.

4. Explain that after reviewing all available

data the commander can decide whether trial

by court martial or othvr disciplinary action,

administrative separation, denial of security

clearance or access to classified information,

0!
suspension from duties, control roster action

or any other action as appropriate.

5. Explain that hny action concerning the

individual, other than medical, will be

documented in the individual's case file.

a. A physician evaluation (profile

series change AF Form 422).

b. Entry and exit dates-in the Phases.

c. Rehabilitation committee evaluatiom

d. All administrative action taken.

6. Explain in the cases of suppliers or

drug dependent individuals, the decision

to rehabilitate or separate an individual

is made for the commanderl by regulatiron.

7. Explain that the USAF Surgeon General

tequires that special c,Insideration and

restrictio,la apply to any person with a

history of verified LSD use or experimen-

tation.

a. Any verified history of LSD use
Permanently disqualifies a member for

all flying duties,. air traffic control

activities, and cartying arms.

811
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b. Any verified history of LSD use
permanently disqualifies a member for

all duties under the Human Reliability
Program (HRP) AFR 35-98.

c. Individuals haqng LSD intox-
ication symptoms ("flashback" phenom-

,ena) are to be administratively dis-
cOargede

' d. The word alone ofjb.individ-
ual that has used LSD is Ma sufficient
to employ the term "verified History of
LSD use". Verification must be by:.

(1) Clinical observation, to,
include written documentation by a .

----physician clearly describing the fleet
back phenomena.

(2) Verified by official in-
vestigation or other competent legal
evidence.

, 1

8. Document commitiee evaluations,
reported flashbacks and any other
related behavior to support admin-
istrative discharge action if needed.

9. Explain the procedures to transfer
a member to. the VA hospital.

a. When Members are drug-dependent
or-addicted as defild in paragraph 4-2,
or'long-term rehabilitation (over.90
calendar days' treatment before return
too...duty) is necessary, they must be
proceesed for separation and trans-
ferted to a Vetrans Administration
hospital for further treatment (see
More 4-5). 'Transfer actions must
be completed no,less than 15 calendar
days before the effective dpte of the
discharge. (NOTE: A date of'separation
is established and the VA atfords treat-
ment to this date, irrespective of the

..136V
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character of discharge.) VA treatment

subsequent to separation depends on the

character of the discharge, not treatment

before discharge.

0

b. Effect transfer to the VA via the

Armed Services Medical* Regulating Office

(ASMR0). OPR for this action is the DBMS.

c; Provide interim treatment for

drug-dependent members in local programs.

d. Drug-dependent members muet,be

provided a minimum of 30 calendar days'

treatment for this condition before dis-

charge. The 30 calendar dayp must be

consecutive, and every attempt must be

made to keep the member-free_.of illegal

drugsnse. Use the following computatign

guidelines.

(1) Begin with detoxification.

(2) Include time spent in transit

to the VA via medical transportation.

(3) Insure that 'the member remains

under military or VA control during-the

entire 30-calendar-day period-.

e. When the member reaches ETS before

the completion of 30 calendar days' treatment,

the member may request retention beyond ETS

to fulfill the requirement.

f. Vi6en transferring a member to the

VA, the Director of.Base Medical Services

must insure that the medical transfer pro-

visions of figure 4.-5 are met.

g. .Wheri members have been transferred

tia VA facilities, then become so recalcitrant

that their presence is disruptive to the oper-

Ation of the hospital, end VA personnel deter-

mine thatt. they are not receptive to further

treatment, they are returned to Air Force

-
4

.contrOl by the VA.
1
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10. Fxpintn thnt Non-FAD members of the
VAC Reserve are authorized to he assigned
to active duty for training, for the pur-
poee of medical evaluation (AFR 35-14),
when authorized by the AFRES Surgeon
(AFRES/SG or ARPC Surgeon ARPC/SG).

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. 'Who is OPR for Phase III?

2. What is the purpose of Phase III?

3. Phase III will be coyeted within
how many work days?

4. When are tocial Actions case files
forwarded to VA?

+."'11,1,

:.;(1«klr,'.
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PRESENTATION

11. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify the

administrative procedures for conducting

Phase IV of the USAF Drug Abuse Rehab-

ilitation Program.

1. Explain the objective of Phase IV is

to redit-ect the behavior of individual

rehabilitee so that they voluntarily

conform to the Air Force standards of

performance and conduct.

2. Explain that not all members iden-

tified as drug abusers renuire Phase IV

rehabilitation. The appropriateness of

Phase IV rehabilitation is made on an

individual basis by the rehabilitation

committee, and approved by the unit com-

mander. The committee may recommend that

a member be placed directly into Phase V

gromiPhase III, and the commander may

approve/disapprove the action.

4'

3. Explain that in extenuating or unusual

circumstances, following the completion of

Phase III, the unit commander may direct a

members' removal from rehabilitation. Such

decision must be based on a recommendation .

by the rehabilitation
committee; or on the

unit commanders judgement that the member's

entry was in error or that rehabilitation

is not required.

4. En4ain that in cases where members

are removed from rehabilitation because

entry.was in error, destroy or correct

all APDS, UIF or other personnel records

entries, including destroying the rehab-

ilitation case file.

5. Social Actions is office of primary

responsibility (OPR) for Phase IV.

6. Phase IV is'nonmedical. The Director

of Base MedicarServices, (DBMS), designates

an officer (usually the Phase III evaluator)

to act as a consultant on Phase IV to drug/

alcohol abuse control personnel.

29 ,
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7. Explain-drug/abuse control personnel
insure the needs of Phase IV members are
adequately met by both individual and
group counseling,.inhouse.services or
referral to either on or off base services
agencies.

8. Explain that Phase III normally does

not exceed 45 days; however, personnel
will not be retained in Phase IV more
than 90 days after the Phase III ev-
aluation.

9. Explain Phase IV regimen must be
designed to facilitate modification of
behavior so that the clients may voluntarily
adapt to military life and meei AF standards
as quickly as possible, or assist them in
their transition into civilian'life. This
may be accomplished through individual and/
or group counseling, and appropriate re-
ferrals.

10. Explain Social Actions will coordinate
and effect the rehabilitation regimen of
clients throughout the rehabilitation
period. .This.includes making appropriate
regimen appointment for the clients and
recording all pertinent feedback pertaining .
to clients from referral sources. This may
include:

a. Appointment with Mental Health Clinic
to provide therapy and family counseling.

b. Weekly appointments with Social
Actions to observe behavior and progress .

through group meeting.

t. Being observed by the unit com-
manderrand supervisor for job performance.

d. Appointments with Chaplain for
marital counseling, if client and wife
have marital problem.

p.

30
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e. Insuring that unit commanders have

scheduled the rehabilitee for Rehabilitation

Urinalysis Testing.

11. The rehabilitation committee musi meet

as frequently as necessary to minimize delay

in rehabilit#tion of the client, if the client

shpws signs of relapses. Each xehabilitation

committee-membeesprogress evaluation of the

client
/

is used to determine.if the member

is meeting the rehabilitation regimen or a

need to revise the regimen.

12. Document in the individual's case file,

entry and exit dates in Phase IV, the regimen,

all actions--recommended and approved by rhe

unit commander, and other action that is

necessary to support rehabilitation or dis-

charge.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1; What is the purpose of Phase IV?

0

2. Is Phase IV mandatory for all rehab-

ilitees?

3. Who may approve the bypass of

Phase IV?

A, tWhat is:ihe minimum number of times

tht rehabilitation committee has to meet

daring Phase IV?

31
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yRESENTATION

lm. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify the
administrative procedures for conducting 4

Phase V of the USAF Drug Abuse Rehab-
ilitation Program.

1. Explain that Phase V is the last
and final Phase of the drug rehabilitation
program. The primary purpose of Phase V

ts (follow on support) to provide clients

with an opportunity to demonstrate they

can conform to Air Force standards of

conduct and.performance.

2. Explain Social Actions is the office
ofkprimary responsibility for Phase V.

3. The dUration'of.Phase V is at the
discretion of thWunit commander, bases
on the recommendation of the rehabilitation
comMittee, (not to exceed 1 year from date
of entry into Phase V).

4. Explain that members in Phase V must
be assigned to productive jobs in their

primary or secondary AFSCs, if at all
possible. They are not to be assigned
to special quarters or Work units, re-

leased from m4litary duties, or regularly
assigned to menial, unproductive.tasks.
However, this does not preclude actions
required Under AFM 35-98 or AFR 35-1,
35-13, 35-99, 39-4, or 205-32, as appli-
cable. The primary purpose of Phase V
is the members' demonstration that they
can perform their duties and meet their

responsibilities: Failure to meet this
requirement is a cause for separation.

5. EXplain that identified drug abusers
must uccessfully complete Phase V to
be ritititied.in 'the Air.Force. Rehab-
ilitees mustlihOw-a pattern of con-
iatent improvement or demonstrate an
inability or unwillingness to be rehab-
ilitated within this program, should

81 8
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normally rause the uni,t- commander to

seriously consider separating the

member from the Air Force.

6. Explain that other than the quarterly

evaluations and urine testing as pre-

scribed in.AFR 160-23, there.are no
requirements' in Phase V. Depending an

Individual circumstances, some members

may require a supportive program of

counseling, while_others require noth-

ing more than the knowledge that they

are being observed and evaluated. The

objective of Phase V is to facilitate

return to duty with satisfactory per-

formance and conduct. This is the

measure of success for .Phase V.

7. Explain Social Actions coordinate

the efforts of the clients during.

Phase V, Follow-On7Support. Feedback

should continue throughwix Phase V,

from the following:

a. Supervisory evaluations
(minimum quarterly-suggested monthly).

b. Urinalysis test (mandatory).

lc. Individual counseling, (as

needed). May help deal with individual

problems/crisis.

d. Group counseling .(as needed).

May help deal with work adjustment

0 problems, and social needs.

8.-.Explain that inputs into Phase V

is received from permanent change of

station (PCS) gain.8, (Overseas return-

ees) and local rehabilitation (Phases

III or, IV). this distinction will be
import'ant for your AF Form 3017 (RAF

DPX 711- Report).

9. Explain that failure to Meet ap-

pointMents, perform duties satisfactorily,

disengage from the illegal or inproper use

33
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of drugs, or meet the standards in AFR 30-1;

and other directives must be documented.

Documentation may be used to reflect accu-
rately the member's substandard behavior or
perfortiance, and may result in.discharge

action.

10. Explain that When a member in the
rehabilitation program is transferred
PCS, ehe drug and 'alcohol abuse control
office will repropluce a complete copy
of the rehabilitgtion case file and .

forward it to the gaining drug and
alcohol abuse c7ntrol office'. (The

original rehabi itation case file will
be maintained by the losing drug and.
.alcOhol abuse control office.) The

case file forwarded to the gainiw
organization must arrive no less-Man
2 weeks befOre the member's arrival.
When a member is assigned TDY for
longer than 30 calendar days, the drug
and alcohol abuse control office must
send a "Summary of Treatment" letter
to the gaining drug and alcohol abuse

control office. On completion of TDY,
the servicing social actions office.will
provide a summary of member's progress
to the member's home base social actions

office.

11. Expliin if a case file havelOnot
arrived prior to the rehabilitees ar-
rivil, Social Actions should request the
records through a telephone call, followed
by a letter to the losing Social Actiona
office (CONUS). If'the rehabilitee is
returninefrom overseas a message or
letter should be sent requesting the case
file.

12. Social Action should inform unit
Commanders of arriving.individuals once
they are identified oe the monthly
DESIRE from'CBM. Unit commanders
should make ap Ointmen for the.

with Social_A tions as goon as he in-
dividual stgnó in to the,unit

34
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Exp)ain that the rehahilltatioa

pommittee evaluates.each Phase V

rehabilitee at least quarterly for

*the duration of the phase. When an

evaluation reveals the member is

fully rehabilitated, the unit com-

mender directs removal of restrictions

on l'eenlistment or reassignment and

elimination of tracking data in MS.
as apprópriate (NRP/PRP disqualification

,data is managed under AFM 3598 and AFR
35-99).Ftilure to b; recommended for

'unconditional retention at the final

evaluatiOn is a basis for the initia-

tion of separation action (see para-

graph 4-38).

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. Who recommends a member for Phase iV

or V? Who approveG.the recommendations?

2. What procedure should be developed

by social actions and unit commanders in

regard to PCS gains who are in Fliase. V?

3. .When are treatment.summariesfor-
warded? When are case files forwarded?

Z. What actions are mandatory in Phase V?

CONCLI:SION (5 minutes)

SUMMARY

We've-'looked at the tequiremen Uf the

OSA,VDrug Rehabilitation Program, together
With some helpful hints on !low to.make your

program run smoother. LPG? conascling which
we've covered today is a trtcky lrea,

volving knowledge of.thq.policy, nd a good

deal-of judgment and legal advi9e; ,

821
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gEMOTIVATION

If you know the requirements of each
phase of the Drug Rehabilitation
Program,.together with the helpful
hints, your program-wIll run smoother,*
it will pass IG inspections, and, best
of all, it will encourage more drug
abusers make decisions about their
lives and rehabilitate themselves with
your help.

CLOSURE .

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary technical training
assignment, when appropriate.

16
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ATTENTION

BASE DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
(Program Evaluation and Urinalysis

Program)

PAUT II TEACUING CHIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

How do you know whether you're doing a
good job? How do you toll what needs

.to be done? Whqt is Sooial Actions'role
in the base urinalysis program?

MOTIVATION

1. These are some of the questions
we'll try to anawer diming this hour.

a. First, when you get to the field
you'll need to know what the needs of
your particular base are, how to prepare
for the IG, and how to tell whether you're
doing a good job. fe.

Newoe

b. Second, you will need to know
how the Urina):ysis testing program Works
in order to:

(1) Explain the'program to base
level stddents.

' (2) Explain the requirements
placed on rehabilitees.

(3) Know how you fit into the
identification process.

(4) Know when to recommend

VIOASt conmianderdirect tesiing.

OVERVIEW

1. Cover-the lesson objectives with
the Class.

J. J a. Program evaluation

r b. Urinalysis
progr0

am

c. Urinalysis test monitor ,responsi-
....-, bilities.and major reporting pr6cedures.

1.
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TRANSITION:

2

We shall begin by looking at the "Why"

of evaluation.

BoDy (40 Min)

PRESENTATION,

lu. Identify thw.foui classification
and five steps ofTrogram eValuation,
and_four evaluation tools which can be

effective in Social Actions Drug/Alcohol

Abuse Control Programs.

1. Explain the differfmce between evalu-

.ation and descriptive trialysis.

a. Evaluation process is based on
criteria or standards such as Air Force

directi.mes.

b. No standards are'used in a

descriptive analysis.

2. Discussjour classifications c,f
program evaluation.

a. Needs assessment determines what

is needed by an evaluation.

(1) , Thin may tvolude:

a. Target P

1111M
b. -The kinds Qb1ems

Y4,51-i&

which.exist (real or Rerceived.)/
:!

b, Program planning deriifns the

kinds of Plans and activitieewtich
wouId best ierve the needs identified

earlA.er.

c. Ongoing evalunrion in a continu-

Arm provonn whIeh mny InvolVo:(

(1). ImplementatiOh of.the plans

and programs developed.
r.
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(2) Progressim. rates, such as

those timetables found in the Air Force

Social Actions Affirmative Actirn Plan.

d. Outcome evaluation is similar to

follow-up. It provides information re-.

garding the degree to which criterion

standards were met by thc plans and pro-

grams _implemented.

3. Identify and explain the five steps
to follow when designing an evaluation

program.
le

4.1

a. .Define the objectives of the pro-

gram; that is, what do you want to get out

of the program?'

b. Establish the measurement criteria

(for example, against what directive,

regulation, policy, message, etc.).

Develop 'systematic plans for
colacting and organizing data -- how it

is going to be done. 'A survey may be

appropriate.

d. Provide ongoing_evaluation of the

program to redefine the objectives ot
measurement criteria, when necessary.

e. Provide outcome evaluation -
utilize the criteria established to
determine the success of the program.

2. Explain that evaluationii are useful

tools to insure .that.progfam objectives

are being met: An evaluation may have

one or more of the following purposes.

a. To provide feedback on speciric

aspects of the program.

b. To assist in program developmen't

and planning:

C. To insure that the program is

functioning in accordance with established

-directives.

3
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. d. To validate the qtality of a

program.

4. Explain that there are several types

of evaluation technique,,, and elch has a

specific objective. Sokial Actions person-

nel are usually ooncerned with Cour evalua-
tion tools:

a. ProOedure checklists ar..! designed

to insure the proper steps are covered in

any function or operation.

(1) In these checklists, the

specific order.in which procedures are

covered may or may not he important,

depending on the type ol operation.

(2) Procedure checklists are-

particularly helpful when there are many,

aspects of a program with a great den ot

steps. .

(3) Each item nn 4 checklist

should be cross-referenced with the
applicable.direetives and specific para-

graphs.
.

b. Self-inspection checklists asdist

in maintaining a quality program.

(1) This type of checklist,in-.

sures that all aspects of a program'are
in operation and serves as a reminder if

they are not.

V.

(2) SInce Social Actions is the

OPR for monitoring the effectiveness of

,the program, the responsibilities of all

agencies should be included.

(3) Remember that the rikonsi-
bilities of the commander are equally

shared by Social Actiona as program func-

tional managers.

(4) An inspector's checklist is

similar to. this,type; however, it prpvidee,

for a discriminating element to determine

the quality of programs.

4
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(5) Aga In , wh. n cs La h I I sh lug a

check I Int , er6ss-rel vr( nc P Al 1 items w ( h

applicable directives ino pararsphs.

c. Education preavfitation evalua-
tions determine whether or not students
are progressing toward deslred learning
outcomes (criterion objectives).

.(l) An instru tor may evaluate
students during presentations hy main-
taining eye contact and asking questions.

(a) Eye contact enables an
instructor to determine attentLveness,
and whether or not complex ideas are lot-
ting across. Body language, such as
facial expressions, is-a clue to a student's
receptiveness to the information.

(b) Questions during or at
the end of a presentation reveal miscon-
ceptions and clarify ideas.

(2) Student critiques evaluate
training, student group activities, and
base support'facilities and services.

(a) Consider the following
when developing a student critique.

i Names, if requested,
should be optional to...encourage ktudents
to be honest and open if confidentiality
is desired.-

2 Critique questions
should be,short Wnd direct to the point.

3 Avoid asking Elubstions
which encourage a one-word answer response,
such as "Did you rike the program?

4 A rating system, such
as satisTactory/unsatisiaetory, or a
range from poor through very good is often
used. )

(b) Encourage studeats to
complete the critique Ammediately after

.

the lesson. Occasionally, a student will
0

2

4
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request that he/she be Mowed to keep

the form for a Lime to or;oni7c his/her

thoughts. Chances are, you'll never

receive it.

d.1 Questionnaires used to obtain

specific information about a particular

subject, attitudes, or :)atternE.

(1) Once the test population is

determined; that is, whom you pre trying

to reach, the CBPO will Wssist in edtab-.

lishing a random distrihtition. Random

distributions are generally cotisidered to

be the most equitable.

(2) Coordinate the questionnaire,

with the office-of information. That

office will assist in insurihg that the

most benefits are obtained froM the survey.

Remember, subdtan& abusd by service

members'can constitute adverse publicity.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. Why is ongoing evaluationlimportaRt.

2. -What are four specific evaluation

tools for Social Actions?

PieSENTATION

lv. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

urinalysis requirements for the Air

Force commander-physician directed, sur-

veillance, diug rehabilitation, and no-

"how tasting prograMs.

1. Explain that the purpose of urinalysis

testing used in the Air Force today: To

assist in identifying drug abtmers and mon-

itor the progress of rehabilitees.

2. Review the Air Force 'Policy on,uri-

. f3V
a. The urinalysis testing program is

conductód in accordance with AFR 160-23.

nalysis testittg.

6
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b. Evidenco obtained !vow niinnlysis
may be used in discharge .ictions resulting
in an Honorable Discharge. Evidince de-
veloped by, or as a direet or indirect
retult of; ,urinalyais may not be used for
supporting, itvwhole or in part, any dis-
ciplinary act4110n under the UCKI cr on
administrative cischarge other aan Honor-
able Discharge, However, this (Ices not
exempt the-member from disciplinary br
other legal consequences that result from
viplations of other laws or regulations;
for example, the sale or transfer of drugs,
or possession for such purposes?

c. Military members may be com-
pelled to provide urine samples for clinical
duagnostic and treatment purposeE. Mem-
bers who refuse to provide a urine sample
for clinical diagnostic and treatment
purposes may be given punitive action for
failure to obey a lawful order.

3. Explain commander-physician directed
Testing. Explain that unit commanders
and physiciens may direct urinalysis
testing of members for clinical diag-
nostic and treatment purposes at any
time for suspected drug,abuse or
deterioration of duty performance or
behavior. Age is not a limiting factor.
Drug/Alcohol personnel should recommend
to the senior installation commander,
through the chief of Social Actions,
appropriate levels of commandee directed
and unit sweep urine testmg.

a. Explain Unit Sweeps. The abuse
of-hard drugs can have a serious impact
on the missions and on the behavior and
job performance of individuals using
drugs. In locations where there is -
high availability of hard drugs, ancIA_
law enforcement and investigative
trends indicate the possibility of
sifnifichiti levels of drug abuse, com-
manders should consider the use of unit
sweep testing for personnel 25 and under.
Stress judicious use .of Urinalysis test-
ing.

7 829
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b. Explain Individual Incident

Testing. In view of the fnct that

drug abueo often contributen to sub-

standard performance and behavior,

commanders should consider testing

members involved in incidents which

might indicate use of drugs such as

the following:

(1) Assult
(2) AWOL
(3) Failure to go

(4) Single driver or other

suspicious motor vehicle Iccidents

(5) Significant safety vio-

lations
(6) Disobeying a lawful order

(7) Failure to progress in

OJT
(8) Larceny

These examples may be caused by a

number of reasons. However, if other

behaviors indicate substance abuse,

the commander should consider directing

a urinalysis test. Use may when there

is a.high probability of a positive.

4. SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM. Explain that

the surveillance program is used to

determine whether the initial:positive

received in a previous urinalysis is

valid. The urine surveillance pro-

gram consists of mandatory submission

by a service member of a minimum of

eight urine specimens per month at

ratidom intervals for a miniribm of

one month.

a. If at the conclusion of the

surveillance period all tests have

beenliegative, the member may be re-

leased from the program.

.b. If any surveillance test is

positive during t'r surveillance

period, the membe \must be reeval-

uated by returning\through the

evaluation sequence\.

c. ParticipantS in the urine

surveillance program,will be reported

as confirmed drug abusers only after
-g

8
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receipt of 1: suhsequent-pqaitive urine
test and reevaluation with clinital or
Hocial confirmantion an a drug aUtimer.

5. Explain drug rehabilitation program
testing. Explain that rehabilitation
program testing is conducted to noni-
tor the progress of participants and
to identify recitiviam (relapses).
Explain the following drug rehabili-
tation program protedures:

a. TESTING RATE:

(1) Phase I - IV is four per
month.

(2) Phase V - two, randomly
selected.

notikExplain_program
member change

cation. Exprain that social
actions notifiesAho test monitor of
rehabilitation progrim member changes

(1) Rehabilitees enter Phase V.
(So that the testing rate can be changed.)

(2) Rehabiliteea are received from
.,other bases. (TDY or PCS).

6. Explain no-ohow-testing. Personnel
*who fail to show for testing and to not
have a valid reason acceptable to the
unit commander are tistd three test,
per week fcit 4 consecutive weeks to de-
terml.no if they are involved.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What is the purpose of urinalysis
testing?

2. When'should a commander consider
a unit sweep? An individual event
test?

3. What are the urinalysis rates for
the surveillance, no.tshov, and rehab-
ilitation testing?\

PRESENTATION.

Identgy tlhe responsibilities of
the urinalysis test monitor and the
major reporting procedures for test
results, and the confirmation process.

1. Explain that as overall mohitors

9
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for the Base Drug Progism 3ociil Actions

monitors the overall effctiveness of the

urinalysis testing program for the senior /

installation commander. Therefore, it

behooves social actions personnel to know

the requirements and responsibilities of

the drug rehabilitation program.

2. Explain that the tvst monitor is

appointed by the commander and is respon-

sible for:

a. Supervision of cOlectton facili-

ties.

h. Nhipptng or th. WIMpIns,

C. Monitoring syslem for timeliness

of collection.

d. Notifying units of positive

results.

e. Miscellaneous duties, such as

ordering supplies.

3. Explain that urine samples nre for-

warded to a regional laboratory for

testing within thirty-six hours.

4. Describe the reporting prcy:edures.

a. .Laboratory.resulte are
reported within 48 hours of receipt of

the specimen either el..ctrically ot

telephocically:

(1) Positives confirmA, with a
statement that others are negative.

(2) Written follow-up_report
dispatched simultaneously to originating

.118Ancy.

Unit.lcommandex,_ and _social ac
notified by the test monitor.

c. Confirmation process begins.

(Refer to-Atch 1.)

(1) Physician interviews individual
for clinical daignosis of abua04

10
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(2) No further action is taken
it prescription drug is involved.

(3) lf-drug use is disagnosAd,
commander must enter thc individual in
the program.

(4) If drug use is denied, and
no symptoms are eviden't,
testing begins.

surveillance

(5) Social Actions completes a
social evaluation, based on:

(a) Duty performaikce.

(b) Conduct.
(c) Personnel record.
(d) Demographic data.
(e) Admission or denial of

use. This may cause program entry.

,d. If test is positive during sur-
veillance period,the commander and
Social Actions are notified again, the

_ individual is reevaluated, and the cora-
mender may initiate entry into the pro-
gram.

5. Describe common ways personnel have
used to attempt to compromise the system.

a. Threatening peer memberi at
collection centers.

b. Switching samples.

c. Reservoir delivery system.

d. Identification card substitution.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

l. Who has the overall responsibility
for the installation drug program?

2. What are the responsibilities of- the
installation urinalysis test monitor?

3. When is a social evaluation conducted?

Pk.
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CONCLW;TON (.; MINUTES)

SUMMARY

Summarize the Lesson; Recap The Main

Points of the Lesson.

a. Program Evaluation.

b. Air Force Urinalysis Ptogram.

c. Mat Monitor responsibilities
and major reporting proc:edures.

REMOTIVATION

EffpFtive program management is the
cornerstone .of success. Identification

bf your roles, responsibilities and
application of effective management
techniques will insure your success in
the Social Actions career field. You

have just completed.a unit of instruction
containing specific management,oriented
objectives, the application of the tech-
niques is your responsibility. You will
use this information to evaluate your
program and determine which direction to

exert effort. The urinalysis informa-
tion will,ltelp you educate, rehabilitate,
and advise the commander..

.CLOSURE

1. Urinalysis program management is the
responsibility of the S. .but constructive
SAO monitoring will help guarantee an '

effective program. Remember, you are the'
overall-drug/alcohol abuse Control Program
manager for the senior inmtallatiOn
commander.

2. Good program evaluation is the only
means of effectively validating your.
program.

12
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BASE DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

(DRUG ANALYSIS)

ATTENTION

_PART II - TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Min)

%

Suppose for a moment that yotwunit
was directed to undergo urinalYsis
(UA) testing or that you were stopped
,by Security Polfee and askad to sub-
mit to a breath test. In both
inStances, you would be providing a
specimen sample from your body, which
would be analyzed for the presence of
either drugs or alcohol, respectively.
Positive test .results,in either cise

scgnificant, far Teaching
consellece. Clients often. want to
deny the validity of such test re-

sults. How much do you know, or for
-that matter, what should you kpow
about drug and alcohol (0/A) analysis

-testing7

MOTIVATION :

Although Social Actions has no.direct
responsibilities for the task func- 'p

tioning of either the UA testing
program ot the.Security Police's alcohol
breach analysis testing, it often
becomes significantly involved with
the end result of such testing. Social
Actions role begins when an,individual,'
.identified as a D/A &Wiser by a posi-
tive test'result, is referred to..th
for.evaluation and "counseling. In

order to effectively deal with the
human aspects of Drug/Alcohol anal sis
(i.e., the identified abuser),.Social
Actions personnel.must understand
theimndamental,lechnical aspects
undo-felting such analysis. This know-
ledge will help you deal with client
'and commander questions of validity
whiCh often arise.

836
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'OVERVIEW

1: Cover the lesson objective with

the class.

2. Develop the teaching steps
chronologically.

a. Drug :analysis

(1) Requirements

(2) Limitations

(3) Methods

b. ,Alcohol brqath analysis

`1:46 (1) Forms and instrumenta-
tion.

(2) .Fundamental basis and'
influencinig factOrs.

(3) laws.

,

PRESENTATFON

BODY (40 Min)

1. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
proCedures used to determine whethen
and to'what extentldrugs or alcohol

'are being used by an individual.

1: Six requirements, two limitations,
sand three methods of drug analysis.

. a. Discuss the six requirements
for',a drug analysis function.

.(I) Reliability

;

(A) Refers to tfie de-

. gre e of accuracy of the testfresult
And consistency,0 that accuracy.

(b) Falser-positives

(c) Falli-ntgatives

( ) Convenienpe

2
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(a) Refers to the time

and effort required to carry-out a

testing procedure.

(b) Automated testing.

(c) Manual testina.

(3) Economy

(at Refers to the actual

cost per test result.

(b) Cost is closefY"

aligned to the volure of teiting and

the time required per test.

(4) Specificity

(a) Refers to the de-

gree to which a test procedure can
differentiate between closely related

drugs.

(b) Entails qualitative

discrimination based on chemical and

physical properties-associated with ,

mo4ecular structure. '

. (6) Sens iivity'
at 1

(a) efers to the

'ability of a te procedure to detect

certain minimal concentrations of

dyug.
6

. I

(b) Concentration of

drul in a sample is.effected by adult-

iration, dilution, and latency of'

administration.

(6) Sample

(a) Source' of the test

sample can vary.

(b) Certain sample
sources are better than others for

particular testing procedures.

$3 8
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EVALUATION

1. What are the six requirements of

a drug analysis function? .

s,

2. What is the difference between

specificity and sensitivity?

TRANSITION

b. Discuss'the two limitations

imposedion a drug analysis function.

(1) Cross-reactivitY

(a) .Refers to the ability

of a drug to interfere with the

analysis reaction.

(b) Contributes to a low

degree of test reliability.

(c) Lesser the specificity

of a test, the greater the cross-

reaaivity.

(2) Methas

(a) Theoratically, any

drug can be tested for an appropriate

method.

(b) Desired method char-

acteristics include:

1 Qualitation

EVALUATION

,l. 'What is'meant by cross-reactivity?,'

2. What characteristic would an ideal

test method have?

2 Quantitation

3 Specificiti

4 tensitivit3; .

5 Adapatability
.

8,39
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C. Describe three methods used

in drpg analysis functions.

(1) Immunoassay

(a) Involves immunologic
principles of antibody-anti9en inter-

actions.

include:

(b) Types of this method

1 FRAT

2 EMIT

3 RIA

4 HI

(2) .Chromatography

(a) Involves the

separation of individual drugs.from

a mixture.

(b) Types of this

method Includes:

1 TLC

2 GC

3 LC

(3) Spectrophot.ometrY

(a) Involves the drug's
ability to absorb or emit spectra of

light.

r

Jortry.

5

(b) Types of this method

1 SpectrofluorometrY

2 6V-VIS-IR Spectro-

0,

1

810
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trophotometry.

A

EVALUATION

3 Atomic absorption Spec-
A

4 Mess spectometry.

1. Which method is mole specific for

tdentifying different drugs?
.c

2.. Which of the three methods is more

sensitive in its ability to detect

minimal concentrations of drug in t'

sample.

2. Two forms, instrumentation,
fundamental basis, three influencing

factors, and three basic laws affect-

iing alcohol breath analysis.

a, Describe the forms of breath

analysis and the instrumentation used.

(1) Screening breath analysis.

(a) Used for qualitative

detection of alcohol at, below, or

above a set critical BAC limit, (i.e.,

1%).

(b) Low degree of relia-

bility.

(c) 'Two types of instru-

mentation are used.in screening.

devices.

devices.

1 Chemical reagent

2 Electromechanical

(2) Evidential breath analysis.

:(a) Used to specifically

detect alcoholand quantitate the

41**; amount present,
, .

111111

(b) High degree. of,relia-

bility:

.14, 6

TRANSITION
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(c) Two types of instrumenta-

tion are used.

1 Chromatographic
devices.

2 Spectrophotographic

devices.

EVALUATION

1. What are the two,forms of a alcohol
breath analysis? Which has the highest
reliability?

2. Chemical.reagent devices are used
for which form of breath analysis?

r

ARMOR
,444,04

V

4
Ir

b. Discuss the fundamental basis
for breath analysis and the three
factors influencing test results.

(1) The alcohol equilibrium
between blood and breath ip a fixed
ratio of 1 to 2100, provides the'
fyndamental physiological basis for
aTtohol btqeath analysis.

(2) Three physiological
factors may influenCe the accuracy of
a breath analysis test result.

(a) Plumonary functional

_r
capacity.

(b) Body temperiture.

(c) Alcohol processing
in the body'.

EVALUATION

1.k What is the fundamental physiolog-
ical baiis for breath analysis?

2. What are the three factors inflq..,;
encing'anallsis results?

7

11.

l

TRANSITION
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c. Explain the three basic laws

governing alcohol breath analysis?

(1) Implied Consent Law.

(a) Applicable in all

50 states.

(b) Individualsconsent

is implied through their obtaining a

drivers license.

.(e), Provides the basic

authority for itates to employ alco-

hol breath analysis.in their traffic

law enforcement.

re'gr
(2) Illegal Per Se Law.

(a) Not applicable in

all states.

vOle

-0:

..411;,:

,...t4

(b) ?lakes it a viola-

tion of the law to drive with a BAC

over a specified limit.

(c ) Derived out of the

trend to defiv alcohol-related

traffic offensê in terms of BAC.

(3) Pre-Arrest Screening.

Law. 4

(a) Not applicable in

all states.

(b) Allows for the road-

side screening of drivers for the pur-

pose of determining BAC.

EVALUATION

1. 0 your own words, what are the

three basic'lasw governing alcohol

breath analysis?
*

2. WhIcklaW6Makes it an unlawful

viojation to, drive with a BAC over

a specific limit?

8

,
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3. Which of the three basic laws

is applicable in all 50 states?

CONCLUSION (5 Min)

SUMMARY

In this presentation, we have dis-

cussed the following:

a. Drug analyils

(1) Requirements

(2) Limitations

(3) Methods

Alcohol breath analysis

(1) Forms and instruments-

(2) Fundamental basis and

_influencing factors.

(3) Basic laws

RE:MOTIVATION .

In order for Social Actions personnel

to fully understand and effectively

deal with the human aspects of D/A
analysis, they must have a working
awareness of the technical aspects

involved. The evaluation and con-
seling of identified D/A abusers.does
not take place in a vacuum.

Both the human and technical aspects
merge together creating complications,

which must be sorted out and resolved
by the D/A specialist. When your
clients or unit commanders have ques-
tions about urinalysis/breath-analysis
validity, the information presented
today will assist you in answering
theie questions.

9
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RASE DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
(PERSONNEL DISPOSITIONS & DATA SYSTEMS)

PART II - Teaching Guide

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes) -

ATTENTION

1. While some of your clients may
suffer the effects cf l'ru actions,

all clients will be etfected by

.
certain personnel dispositions. These

personnel/administrative dispositions
can have serious effects on client

progress.

2. The personal data contained about

drug and alcohol rehalalitees in the

personnel-data systemare very sensi-

tive. If the Advanced Personnel Data

System is improperlY managed, it could

destroy your program credibility.

MOTIVATION

1; You, as'a drug/alcohol iabuse
control specialist should thoroughly

understand the implications of person-

nel dispositions so bhat you can in-

sure that your client's rights are

not abused, and that these personnel
dispositions have a positive and
motivating force, rather than a demo-

tivating effect on rehabilitation.

2. It will be your responsibility,
as part of the rehabilitation committee,

to advise commanders on the most ap-

propriate disposition of your clients.

Therefore, it behoves you to thoroughly ,

understand the various types'\of admin-

istrative actions that can happen to

your clients.

3. There are two offices that can help

you manage'thel-ehabilitation and

education program, the CBPO and the

Management Analysis Office. They will

help make your job easier.

A. Finally, the PersOnnel Data System

codes are very sensitive, and must be

s

1
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Iccurate. Not only will inspectors
be checking to insure their correctness,

but also if the codes fall into the

wrong ha s they can destroy the

tre4lbi ty of your rehabilitation
prograil.

OVERVIEW

1. Cover the lesson objectives with

the class.

2. Develop the lesson chronology.

a'. Six adminisirative disposi-
tions:

6

file.

(1) Line-of-duty.

(2) Securi y.

21
(3) Huma eliability

(4) Unf vorable information

(5) Control rosters

(6) Flying status.

b. Two Data Management Systems
'that can assist you.

c. Drug/alcohol data elements.

TRANSITION

To start things off, let's look at

the different administrative disposi=

tions for drughtlCohol abusers.

PRESENTATION

A'BODY (2 Hours 40 Minutes)

ly. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify the

appropriate drug/alcohol abuser dispo-

sition requirements with respect to the

following: (1) Ltne-of-duty (LOD) de-

termination and investigation;
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(2) security limitations; (3) dis-
qualification under the Human Relia-
bility program; (4) unfavorable
information files (UIFs),; (5) control
rosters; and (6) flying status.

1. Discuss LOD Determination and
Inveitigation:

.01, Discuss general information
about LOD.

(1) Explain LOD determina-
tion, which is used to determine:

(a) Foi1iture of pay

because of absence from ty (37

United"States Code (USC) 8 ).

(b) Eligibility for
Physical disability or retirement.

(c) Lost time required
to be made good (10 USG 972).

(2) Discuss when a LOD in-
vestigation is required.

00A LOD determination is
required when an individual's illness
or desease is treated by a physician
which results in any of the following:

1. Inability to per-
form duties,--for more than one day

(24 hours).

2. Postlibility of

liability or permanent disability oi

future claim against the Government.

(3)' Discuss procedures for

LOD investigation
,(

(a) All LOD determinations
are "in the line of duty" unless.

8183
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I The disease/

injury resulted from the person's

awn misconduct.

2 Occurred while

in desertion staturi.

3 Occurred while

absent without authority.

4 Existed prior

to service.

.,(b) There are basically

three methods of makfng LOD determina-

tions.

1 Administrative
determination and entry in the med-

Acal records lor mihor injuries or

diseases which obviously were con-

tracted in the line of duty or

exist4d ptior to entering the service

ma);ke made by the phisician. The LOD

status for any-disease of natural

origin is detertaine soley by the

cmedical officer.

2 An tnformal

investigation is initiated when kW

-injury could be permanently disabling

and was incurred in the line of dtity.

(c) Appointing authority

reviews case and makes approval action.

b. Discuss Drug and alcohol im-
plications in LOD determinations.

(1) Drugs

i ( ) Any disease resulting

from intempdr e (unauthorized, will-

full) use of-narIjuana, harcotics, or

dangerous dru s is regarded as "due

,

a Bence .from duty due to withdrawal.

1

I g

41.
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(b)' Necessary. hospital- '

izition.fiir evaluation before drug
treatment and rehabilitation programs
far which -the member has volUntecred
'will not be conakidered to be as in-

cident to drug abuse, pe t ae, and,

bherefore, will not requite and LOD

.determination,
. ,

(2) AlCohol

A ,

(a) Any organic,. chronic.
disease .which is a iiecohdary result 'of

cbronit or ihtemperite. uqe. of 'a alco-,

hol 'is 7 considered "in line 'of duty."

Y' (AFT 35-67 Sec B) . this .-incl'udès

-Cirrhosis, fatty metamorphasis, and

,-. chronic brain' syndrome. '

,

..%
, .

41(

/ (b) Acute transient,,,
..disease/conditiOn .directly cause'e

.
by intempeaate (excessive) use of'

altohol ii due to misconduct.

(c) IniUries reableing
from intemperate use of .alcohol,are
considered "Due to misconduct".,.

, .

, .(d) However, diinkIng,
drunkenbesi, and alcohOlisi are, 1
and of, themsel:/est.not the aubje'ct

LOD determinatibk..
. 4

'
. t, Distuas ,iecurity limitikt tons . .

I

.

4

à. dracuis general infOrmatio4
'4-about Secbrity, limitation4:'

.

: (1) Distidguigh lietw'een
,..,44pUrity clearance, a'ttess to 'tlaspi-'

filfV1.046rmaeioh, aad'Uneicord.entAiP
.tOreètri'cted.arees

*. .

.
Secu40 Ntleatances

involve thvestigating'ea person .to

insure he or she; is' reliable- enough for

ivistual abeaas;tt effessified/bensA7-

InformitAnt:'

J

. ;

00,
..

^ ,
/ ,

,

-
. l

IP

a

4

s

r.

4

k
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cerned is eligible should /her

official duties require a need to know

Classified information.

4
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(h) :Accl.:ms to classifieA

'
information is adthorized by the unit

commander when the security clearance

indicates that the individtilliti.con-

(c) Unescorted entry to

restricted areas may be authorized for

IRpersons

with a valid sequritv clearance

? and the need to perform duties in re-

stricted areas.

(2) Identify procedures in

making security determinations.

. ,(a) Unit commander makes

Andividual determinations on all avail-

able information.

(b) Commander may tempo-
.

rarily suspend access/unescorted entry.

, when questionableevents,oceUro,

b. Discuss drug and alcohol im-
.

lications in security determinatigns.

(1) *Drugs
,

. (a) Explain_that ecdrity ,
.

..

-determinations are'made according-to'

the type of drug abUsed, the risk .:

'involved in the duty; ancrthe cate- .
,

gorY, oftte drug,abuser. (REF:. AFR 20-

32i.Atch 9) .

(b) Substantiated inservice'

. drug abuse may 1;4 uSeci -al the basis for
. .

,suspension or dedial Of a spcurity :

cleartince' or ilnedlcorted entry while 1

-an indpidualis in thedrug rehabili-

tatiOn program. -, .e. ( -

,

: (c) ExperimentatAon of use
. i351

will:ndt be used as-the soletasia for 4

suspenion, deilial, or revocation Of' %
.

clearanc'es, or unescorted'entry bf the .

.
.

.

individual_as in phasiry of the drug

rehabilie4lion:,program.

If

t

'"

.

' o

4,1
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A
61) LSD experjmenters

must have completed phase Wand one
.year must have pasSed since the last

injection of LSD before security
clearance/unescorted ,!,1zry autho-

/
4

.rized.
,

(e) Drug addicts and
suppliers will not be grOnted a

f.

security clearanei,or authorized un-.
escorted entry-Adithey are usually v

disylarged from the Air Force.

Jr

(2) Alc dhol

4

00 A historys of alcohol-

ism 1.13 not grounds for permanent dis-

Oalification for security clearance,
access to Classified information; or ,

':unescorted entry to,restrictedareas.

,..
.

. 4 (b) Abitual excessive,
drinkers and alcohol addicts, after
identification or diagnosis of "alco-
holisi, are not gengrally granted

access to classified information or
unescorted entry to restricted Areas.

. e
.

(9 Unit.commanders will
.

..

obtain-a medicAl.recommendation regard- .E.

ing security clearance ar access aurhor7"

ization, After.the necessary medical ,

treatMent iS completed. :

. 4 . . . . ..
(d) These recommendatidas,

together with -the membees.deMonstrated
reliable day performance, are ,"the basis

for a security clearancl'or access
....

aUthoriiation% :
-.

i ' ...

(e). Recoverced alcoholics
who have demonatrated pileir sobriety
and vre otheiwise qualified for unre-
strated duty worldwide will be assigned
tottiiQgeme AUties as other members
having similar qualificatAons.

,

par,

16:4 kt.
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3. Discuss the
Program (WW).

a. Discuss

concerning.HRP.

Human Rfiliability

general information

- (1) The Huthan Reliability
Program (HRP) is d4 gned to insure:

(a) that personnel

selected for high-risk assignments

are trustworthy, emotionally sound,

loyal, reliable, and exercise Rood

judgement.and professional competence.

(b) the highest possible 4

standard of individual reliability in

personnel performing duties associated

witb n
P
clear,weapons br nuclear weapons

systems.

(c)HRF cove s specific

AFSCs as-well as,certain'cluty position&

involving miclear weapons or other high-

tisk areas.

(2) Identify HRPProcedures,
-

(a).Unit commander-must

make, the d,etermination in HRP disqual-

ifications baded on the individual's

stability,and reliability.

' (b) Individuals may be

diiqualified undef,HRP for problems

such 'as:

sponsibility.
'

'

. ,f

,404.%:q.;

.

a .11.f", .°

/

1. financial irre-

2. lack of motivation.

"T. aAverse*Anvolv-
th c yil rind authorities%

martial/psycho-

logical difficuleles. ,

5.- -control roster

actions.,

('
.

4."
t

1

6

6

\,

.
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charges.
6. courts-martial

(c) Temporary disqualifi- 0*

cation normally shoulL:.not exceed. ,

6 months: and individuals should be
assigned to non-HRP duties, permanent
disqualification occurs in more serious
or chronie cases.

(d)1 Reinstatement is initi-
ated by the immediate commander if:

the cause eif dis-
qualification h-Ti's been resolved, and

the disqualification was temporary.

2' "successful comple-
--,.

tion of'drug/alcohol rehabilitation
if abstiAnce,can be established, and
the member ii.recomMened for reinstate-

,

ment by appropriate staff egancies."
(REF AFR 35-99, CH 5); and the disqual-.
ification was temporary.

3 Member is under
involuntary adMinistrft.ive separation
under AFK 39-10, if the reason for
discharge did'not involve misconduct

. or did not reflect adversely or indi-
.

viduel reliability:

. b.- biscuss drpg and'al6ohol-im-
plications in MRP:

: (1), Drug.
.... ... .. a
.. . . ,

(a) Individuals may tie'. ,

Idisqualifie for:
. .

;

,.

1 dvug.ablise.as.
4efined in AFR 30-2, or eniry in the

, 1:0rug Rehab Program, even if through
LPCP. 0

a
#

(5)* If the drug is LSD,
disqualifiCatiolt will be perminent: :

- 9, I

.1

0:
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(2) Alcohol

(a) individuals may

depending on the unit commander's

decision basedron reb;,0: committee
recommenditions be disqualified for:

1. overindulgence

in alcohol.

2. mddical conditiohs

associated with alcoholism. (w.

3. psychological
conditions asaociated with alcoholism.

4. Discuss UIFs.

a. Discuss general information

about UIF.

_

(1) Idehtify the mpaning of

a UIF. These.files providea reposi-

tory for substantiated derogatory'

information concerning an Air Force

mtmber's personal conduct, duty, per-
formance, judiCial actions, etc.,
against the lndividuai.'

(2) Idehtify UIF procedures

(a) UIFs.ail initiated by

the unit tommander in accordance with
procedures outlined in AFR 35-32.

A

(b) Information-is sent

jto.Special Actions.(DPMQA) .

(c) Information is then
summarfted on dig AF Form.1137 by DPMQA.

- -

, (d) Unie commantOrs
required to review UIF quarterly.

- 41

,310 UIFa may contailiC

, .
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01)'- court-martial action.
(b) article 15 actions.
(c) 14ttrrs of counseling.
(d), letters of counseling.

(4). Discus's UIF dispositions.

(a) UIFs are normally
destroyed one year from the date of
the last entry..

(b) Article 15, court-
mareial and civil court convictions
,are retained for two years from date
of punishment.

(c) UIFs are destfoyed
upon reenlistment,of separation.

b. Dilcuss drug and alcohol'
implications in UIF.

(1) Drug

(a) ail 1612 initiates
a UIP lincluding LPCP):

(b) 1612a t;re stdred iver,

UIF.
(c) any article 15 or

if
couft-martial

(2) -Alcohol

.(a) UIFS ate not initi-
ated.on.ahe basis of acohorTbuse or
alCoholisMalone, unleas they.resqlt
in miscotduct Or an1patendard perform-
'slice or other relatd reeeons.-

'' `-..-^ ., . S.

,(0 AF.Forms 1611 are not
atorad in UtF but retOrned 4o iCase file,.

1 13
.

-
k

5. DiscUis:control rodters. N.

va. Disgas generarinformetion
about control costera. '';''

.. .
.

-\..1.1
. i1/4

, , ,, I 3

.. .. : 4 .. if . ...":j
,j` 71, .1 All T.

. 11IV.; .%.'

it'af

t ""

C.

1' ;:g

7, At A

.4'
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(1) Control rosters contain

the names of personnel whose conduct

are performance requires special obser/

vation. The intention of tbe control

roster is to place a person under-

special observation" Jopes of rehab-

ilitating that person.

(2) Identify control roster

procedures.
(a) Control rosters are .

initiated by the unit commander in

accordance with procedures outlined

in AFR 35-32.

(b) Control-roster action'

is a ninety-day minimum, with increments

not to exceed 270 days.

..(c) A name may be removed .

from the cont,rol roster early if the

original reason for the action proves

invalid. T1 4 is the only way.

b. Discuss drug-and alcohol

implications.

(1) Drugs

(a) -Drug abuse may be

the basis f r control roster action.

(b) LPCP partiCipants

are normally niit subject to control- ,

roster aCtion.
er

. (c) Secondary effects of

drug abuse may resulein control roster

action.

(2) Alcohol

(a) Alcbh104.10e or

alcoholism alone C11011:bet e basis

Yr

for control-roster ottemk,

(b) Substimdard duty per-
- .3

,

' formance Cduld be the basis for control
cfp ,

roster action.
e

. A ,
.

6: Diieuss-epexsonnel on flyink status

. 4. Discuss general'information
,

.

. ,

.

about-flying qtatus.
. .

-0
01,

, t .

1

.

' f
.

av .
f- h - ,

: .
4 , , .

.
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,
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(2) Drscuss procedures in

flying status suspension.

(a) Personnel on flying

status are required tr hnve annual01

flight physicals and review.

(b) If Tactical unit
commander or physician discovers any
problems the individual may be tempo-
rarily or permandntly removed from

flying status..

b: Discuss drug and alcohol im-

plications.

(1) Drugs

(a) If drug'abuse i.
substantiated, the suspension remains

An effect until the person has success-

fully cpepleted rehabilitation, is,.
recommended for return to flyingyduties

by,the Rehabilitation Committee., and'.

is medically certified acceptable for

flying duty. The person submits a
request through channels to the major

command: If the request is a00oved,
the major command will publish.aerp7_
-nautical orders. (,IAW AFR 35-13)

e(b) Explain that suspen-

sion is permanent if a hallucinogenif
drug which causes flashbacks is in-

volved.

(2) Alcohol
,

(a) If alcoholism/
chronic alcohol abuse is, substantiated,

the duspension remains in effect
%minimum of 60 days of non-flying duty
in the foIlow-on auPporti phase of re-

habilitation.

(b) In the case problem
drinkeri, tinit comminders may choose'

13

a ov

M:

a

-a

_1
. .

o
D el.
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to allow them to remain on flying

status if they appear sufficiently

reliable for flying duties.

EVALUATION

1. What is the restriction on estab-

lishing a UIF on an alcohol abuser?

2. May an LSD user be granted access

to classified information?

1.4:2:.:;;;L
3. What are two reasons_for.disqualir
fication under the Human Reliability

Program.

.

4. When'may i name be removed from,

a control roster?

..41a

,c

-PRESENTATION

lz. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

two management resources and how each

assists in the management of the drug

and alcohol rehabilitation program.

1. Explain that the CBPO/personnel

system manager (PSM) is the OPR for

the Advanced Personnel Data System

.(APDS).

a. THE CBPO:

.000/

,.(1) Provides APDS inquiry

service.
(1) Constructs Direct English

Statement Information Retrieval (DESIRE)

inquires which retrieve information

from the computerstoring personnel data.

(3) Mal.ptains the APDS..

b. The CBOP/special actions unit

assists in the management of the,drug/

alcohol r'habi1itat4on program by pro-

viditig special actions APDS-inquiries,

14 .

JP.

855
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: 0

in coordination with 'the PSM. The PSM
also provides rostere on request, such
as education attendance listings. In-
quiries are individual or group.

(1) Group inquiries include:

(a) Name listings
(by race, ethnic group, etc.).

alrel (b) Matrix (for example,
by Air Force specialty code (AFCS) or
other codes).

(2) Individual inquiries.

(a) Personal information

on any AIL Force member (categorized
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY): e:g., marital
status and date of rank.

(b) Report individual
person (RIP) (shell}an individual
members -- personal informatiT).

2. Exrilain that the management
analysis office aasists in.the manage-
ment of the program by providing the'
following services.

A

a. Collects raw data statistics
from base organizations.

b. Integrates and interprets data
tn an organized format.

Supplies data to staff agencies
for planning; organizing, and managing
purposes.

d. Informs commanders of base

= status. , all

*6. Integrates all agencies, pro-
jections, and probable cause of devia-
tions:

15.

I.

c*'

oom(

-

sr

11.

a
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1. ,What axe the services provided by

the CBOP PSM? The special actions

unit?

'2. What is a group inquiry?

r 3. What is a RIP?

3ALR7343013/30LR73618/30ZR7364B

f. Refers information to base4OPR
agencies.'

g. Maintains summary files on

special ptudies.

h. Maintains data bank of pro-

grams and.resource statistics.

i. Provides graphic services.

EVALUATION

4. How may management analysis assist

Social Actions?

P40.
%IS

2.1.4:.

. ?.

41411014t
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PRESENTATION

?".-;

laa. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the drug and alcohol data elements of

the Advanced Personnel Data System (APDS)

and ithe general procedures for managing

data ieputs.

1. Explain that the data element

UNFAVOR-INFO-ID (Unfavorable Informa

tion Identifier) is a "yeror-no"
indicator, as to whether or_not an

individual hai a UIF.-

:a. Element is entered by CBPO,

based on the establishment of a UIF

by the commander.

b. The UIF if summarized on AF

Form 1137, Unfavorable Information

File Summ4ry by DPW based on infor-
ei

matipn r meceived frounit commanders, 41/61

16,

/
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c. The0IF disposition (cottruc-

tion) date (UNFAV-INFO-DISP-DATE)
(Unfavorable Information Dispisition
Date)/ls also coded for one year after
the last UIF entry.

2. Explain that the data element
SUBS-AE-CNTL-ID (Substance Abuse _

...t1
7,, ..... ,,. Control Identifier) indicates the -

4

type of drug and the category of

1111;.. .. the user. ,

teloPotv

.T.;de. ,
.....,,,..:4 a: This two-pflice code reports, c
...%).-...T..

.,
4.:.E.:0.-4 all.drug and Alcohol abusers by,/type

,X)
of drug and category of Ouse.

..'!.-
..

..-0,..i.

244 b. Comnanders code this on the

7.1:-.top:44
AF Form-1611, Notification of Alcohol-,a.--,-

..--,:-;,,,.7. Abusq Informatibn, and AF Form 1612. ;

Notification qf Drug Abuse Information ,

,..tozettt.

-'i'4S4,i,`

F.

.

c. Monitoring is.the respOnsibi- ,

.5.1
lity of the Social Actions office to

IP

insure accuracy and timely input.
, ,#

d. Input into-the APDS is the
C4PO/special actions unit responsibi-
lity.

e. For.example, a major marijuana
supplier would receive a code of W."

f. Social Action must checkprint-
.'outs montlAy to verify the system for
accuracy. These Data will be used for
the HAF 7111 report: .

3. Explain that the date element, SUBS-
AB-CNTL-SOURCE (SUbstance Abuse ton-
urol Source) indicates the sources of
identification..

.4

a. Element is provided to CEPO by
th'e commander on AF Foipa 1611 or 1612.

b. Social Actions aa verification-
ing reapenspAllties.

k

62
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4. Explain that SUBS-AB-TREAT-LOC
(Substance Abuse Treatment Location)
ode is a one-letter code which indi-
cates the location rehabilitees re-
ceive treatment/rehabilitation.

a. SL must instire that all reliab-

ilitees who complete central treatment
are properly accounted for ih the APDS.

b. If rehabilitees receive treat-/
medt at any one of the 4central AlcoholY
Treatment Centers, then SL annotates
-the SUBS-,AB-TREAT-LOC code for that
center-in the remarks section of AF
Form 1611.

c. If the client receives only
localt-rehabilitatfon, then code "B",'
Base of Local Treatment, is entered
in the remarks section of AF.Forms
1611 and 1612. ,

5. ExplaIn that i-RkL-TCYR-1,10
and "SUBS-AB-TNG-YR indicate Human
(Race Relations Training, Year/Month,
and Substance_Abuse Trainigig, Year/

ant
ta elements record '#ining.

'!

,b. eporting JOKthe responsibility.
orthe Social Actions office. Often,

card de s are used to indicate who
has atte ded.

1.
c. T OPR for TNG COdeb4 it)iatte

0

into the DS is the CBPO/PSM.

6. Explain the.routing and verifica-
tion procedures of the substance about
codes and AF Forma 1611 and 1612. A

a. AF FlPrft1612;.,Notification.of

Drug Abuse It4ermation:

(1). ;Mit commanders must
inittilte the. AF.Form. 1612, .on the daten

184

863

etk,ss,
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, of identification of a member as a
substantiated drug abuser, if identi-
fication is not yet substantiated,
complete Section I. If identification
is sdbstantiated, complete section II.
In completing Section IL, the unit
commander will indicate the predomi-
nant drug of abuse and the level of
*abuse as defined above, after consul-
ting with the rehabilitation committee
if necessary. The unit commander will
make-an appointment.fbr the member's
social actions intake interview. They
do not initiate AF Form 1612 for mem-
bers considered for, but not entered
into, rehabilitation, per paragraphs
4-20B and c.

(2) AF Form 1612 will be
prepared by the unit commander in an
original and four copies. Distribute

follows:

(a) Original, copy one ,

and copy two are forwarded to the
Social Actions Office.

(b) Copy three is given .

to the member identified thereon and 4

serves as official notification ,of

entry into the rehabilitation program. ,

(c) Copy four is retained
by the unit' commander for suspense of
follow7up actions, or destroyed if no
further actions are required.

(3) .The social actions office,
drug and alcohol abuse control officer
or NCO, will complete the following on
receipt of.AF Forms 1611 and 1612 from
the unit commander:

(a) Review,the form and

annotate the appropriate APDS.coding
in Settion II for substantiated drug
abuiers; and add the treatment location
code.

(b) Initial coordination
record apd forward copy one of the AF
1612 to 03100/DPMQA.

401.
19
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.MINE

(c) Initiate the meM-

bees rehabilitation case file and

,place the original AF Form 1612 in

it.

(d) Foi!..vard copy two

to.the medical service personnel for

rinformaticm is the evaluation process

nd foeuse by Che urinalSrsis testing

program monitor. Copy two will not

be filed in the member's.medical

records.

(4) The CBPO/DPMQA personnel

will use copy one to initiate appro-

priate APDS and other personnePlactions.

File coPy one of AF Form 1612 in the .

member's UIF folder after all required

persoqnel actions are completed.

(5) If the unit commander

-determines that a member's irdentifi-

cation and entry into the rehabilita-

tion program was in error, he or she

will complete Section III on a new

AF Foim 1612. Justify in the remarks

blockithe retoval from the rehabili-

tatio0 program. Prepare and distribute

two civies of the form as follows:

(a) The original copy

to the social4actions office. The

drug and alcohol officer-Of NCO will

coordinate and forward it to CBPO/

DPMQA(for appropriate action to remove

AM codes and other personnel data

entries. The cvie file%will be de-

stroyed at this time.

(b) -Copy will be given

to the.member ap official. notification

of removal from re4bilitation.

(6) .Aihen a member his 'suc-

cessfully comatted,tbe rehabilitation

program, the opt commander will initi-

ate new AF Form 1612, complete section

//I, land process it in accordance with

paragraOh c(1), thiough (3).

20
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AF Form 163.1; noti-
fication of Alcohol Abuse Information,
are odtlined above. .EXCEPTION: Receipt

of AF FOrm 1611 by the CBP0 will not
result in the automatic establishment'
of an Unfavorable Information File (UIF),
which requires a sefoarate action by the

unit of commander. UIF action will be'
based on substandard duty performance
or misconduct, aod not soley on entry
into 'rehabilitation or on alcohol abuse.
When.A UIF is not established, the.CBPO
will return the AF POrm 1611 to social
actions for the member's case file after
the cOmpletion of abuse data

(b) \Socisl actions per-
sonnel will request a computer prinNut
each meqth from CBPO/DPMQA. This 'print-

out-willkliat all individuals identified
in APDS with a Substance Abuse Control
=identifier (SUBS-AB-CNTL-ID) and will .

be used'for the 'prolmr management of the

rehabilitation program. The SUBS-AB-
TREAT-LOC code along with the sdurce and
identification qodes will be used-to
automate the HAP 7111 Report. It is;
therefore, sssotial that the data con-
tained in the_APDS be aerate.

0

.(c) The CBPO/DPMQA will
establish internal control procedures
to prevent unauthorized iersonnel from
having access to APDS code. Access to
substante ibuse control data is limited
to personnel and functions Listed in
figure 4-$ es Sdocital Actions should
insure these procedures are working in
order.to maintain a credibl4 program.

(d) Social actions must
establish internal suspense procedures
and insure that substance abuse codes
are proPerlY.removid4rom the active
APDS after a member 'dompletes the pro-

.

gram -t.Thils can be accomplished by:

(1) Monthly print-)
out Monitoring.

21 se 6
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(2) Correct & return

roseer to CDPO far update.

(3) 'Reverify with next

printout.

(CONCLUSION (5 Minutes)
,

SUMMARY

We have covered the following major

points:
a. Admininstfative dispositions.

(l). line-of-duty-determi-
nation And investigation.

(2) Security limitations

and disqualification under the

Human Reliability and Personal Reli-

ability. Progrims.

43) Unfavdfable infot:mtion

files.

(4) Control rosters.

(5). Plyipg status.

b. Data management systems

c. Data elements of the Advanced

Personnel Data System.

REMOTIVATION

These are just a few of the admini-

strattire actions which affect drug/

alcohol abusers. If you will keep

current with the aOporpriate rmvisions

and changes to directives, your job

as a rehabiliiation manager will be

much easier. These directives will .

have i definite impact on your clients
:, ahd your base-lemel rehabilitation

program.

22--
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CLOSURE

Thank you fOryour attention .and
participation.

ASSIGNMENT

Give complementary technical train-
ing assignment, when appropriate.

23
968
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BASE DRUG/ALq01101, PROGRAM MANA(IEMENT

AREPORTS)
PART II - T.BACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

1. Reports 'influence the decisions
which affect your.budget, manpower
authorizations and the policies under
which lie opeiate.

2. Reports can be tedious to prepare,
un1ess.you know the shortcuts. If
incorrectly prepared, they can cause
problems with your drug officer,
chief of social actions-senior in-
stallation commander, or MajCom.

3. Reports that are not submitted
when required will cost your office's
reputation, and may result in the
downgrading of performance/efficiency

'reports.

MOTIVATION

1. Reports serve the following
functions:

a. They keep highertheadquarters
. and commanders informed.

b. Serve to gain support for
your programs.

C. 'Help coordinate policy/pro-
cedure action and give feedback on
implemented policy, and .

d. Help you organize your thoughts
in such a way that you can gain as
to what has been done, and see'what
still neids to be accomplished.

OVERVIEW

1. Today, we'll be, discussing the
report most dreaded, yet most needed
and beneficial to t 6 RCS: RAF (DPX)
7111 report which i accomplished on
AF Form 3017.

869
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2. In the 7111 report, you'll find
that there are certain short cuts,
and.ways to verify whether your
statistics are correct. Proper check-

ing will prevent embarrassment, and
will aid you in passing the performance
Criterion objeCtive in the Adminis-
trative Practicum where your group
will be asked'to complete a qparterly
7111 report.

TRANSITION

Let's examine. the 7111 report in
more detail.

BODY (40 Minutes)

PRESENTATION.

lbb. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the correct procedure for completing

Form 3017, Drug/Alcohol Abuse

Control,report.

1. Explain that AF Form 3017
management tool which:

'a. Provides HQ USAF and major
commands (MAJCOMO, with data necessary
for overall command and 14..r Force

policy-making and management.

b. Reveals'Air Force trends on

drug use, cost analysis, etc.

c. Provides data for input to

the Department of'Defense (DOD),

'other Governmental agencies, and
(most importantly) Congress for

continupd financial support.

2. Demonstrate the result of the HAF

7111 Report using HO-B-IV-1-4, USAF

Statistical Summary. Give examples 1!

2
I.
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how it may be used to make decisions
in the following areas: 3

a. Money,
b. Manpower,'
C. Policy.

3. Discuss Major Section I - Local
Drug/Alcohol Abuse Control Program
Status.

a. Discuss Subsection A - Pre-'
Vention.

(1) This is prepared from
class attendance records for the
reporting period.

(2) This is a cumulative
figure for the calendar year.

Disciiss Subsection B -
Identification.

(1) This section of the
repOrt has caused problemk%to .some
bases because of the misinterpre-
tation.of the word "identified per-
sopnef on your base, not permanent-
change-of-station (PCS) personnel
being transfezred to your program."

(2) Again, as throughout
ill of Section B-1.number of

A abusers identified refers to only.
',those identified on your base during
'the reporting period. Do not in-
clude PCS trinsfers on this line.

- (3). Insure that all.Air Force
specialty codes (AFSCs) that are
indicated appear in Air Porce Manuals
(Arms) 36-1 and 39-4.

(4) Items 4 through 9 are
self-explanatory.

3

8
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c. Discuss Subsection - Rehab-

ilitation. This section is the area

the report which has presented the

most problems for all bases at one .

time or another. We hope the follow-A

ing Alde1ines and checklist'will aid

you in the preparation of your RC§-(1-

, RAF-3711 Report (AF Form 3017).

(1) Discuss Item 1 - Phase I

- TV Status (Drug Abuse).

(a) Subsection A - New

Identification. ,Theoe figures are

obtained from, and will be in agree-

ment with, Section B-1 totals. (Check-

point) NOTE: These figures willtnot

include PCS gains during the reporting

period.

(b) Subsection f - PCS

Gains - Phase I - IV. At thtb point

in the report, indicate PCS gains. PCS

gains in Phase V are not Andicated on

this line.

(c) Subsection C - Entered

Phase V. Indicate those individuals-

in your program who have entered Phase

V during the reporting period. This

is not to include those who Oere PCS

gains to Phase V.

(d) Subsections D

througfi 3 are self-explanatory. .

(2) Discuss Item 2 - 'Phase V

Status (Drug, Abuse).

--,- (a) Subsection A Entrants

from Phase,I - IV. These figures must

agree with figures on.line C-1 (Entered

Phase V). (Checkpoint).

(b) Subsection B - PCS

flains in Phase V. At this point, in-'

.dicate PCS gains in Phase V. .

4 .

4 e
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(c) -Subsections C
through I are self-explanatory.

(3) Discuss Item 3 - Pro
grrim Summary (drug Abuse) Phases I

*
'

(a) Subsection A -

Number at'End of Previous Quarter.

\\\\4

This information is obtained from
your previous 'report, indicating
umber remaining in Phase I-IV,line
3-E, total remaining in local rehab-
ilitation by Phase. NQTE: This does.
not include Phase V. 1k,

. .
(b) Subsection B -

Number Entering During This Report-
ing Period. This information is
obtained from Section I, Cl (a plus
b)--.

(c) Subsection C - Total
Participants for the quartet Add 3-A
and B for this inforniation.

(d) Subsection D - Num-
ber Exiting During This Reporting
Period. This information.is obtained
from Section I, C2 (c through J).
(Checkpoint).

(e)' Subsection E - Num-
,'ber Remaining in L9cal Rehabilitation
by Phasb. This is'obtained by sub-.
ftracting Line 3-D from 3-C. This total
is then 4roken out by Phases I-IV.
(ThesejitUres should agroe with the

0 numbei of case files and,personnelyou
'have in each phame at the end of the
reporting period).

(4) Discuss Item 4 - Program
Summary (Drug Abuse)Phase V.

(a) Supsection A - Number
at End of PrOvfous Quarter. This infdr-

, nation is ob ined from your previous
report. Se on 1, C4e. (Checkpoint). 8 73

a..

1149
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(b) Subsection B-
Number Entering During This Report-
ing Period. This information is
obtained from Section I, C2r(a plus
b). (Checkpoint)

(c) Subsectiton C -

Total Participants for the Quartec.
This is obtained by adding 4-A and
B.

(d) Subsection D -
NuMber Exiting During This Report-
ing Period. This information is
obtained from Section I, C2 (c
through *).

. (e) Subsection E -
.Number Remaining in Phase V. Com-

loute the answer by following the
formula: a plus b equal c minus
'4:1 equals e.

(5) Discuss Item 5 -
Local Alcohol Rehabilitation Status.

(a) Subsection A
New Identification. These figures
will be obtained from,- and will,be
in agreement Oth, Section B2

totals. (Checkpoint) NOTE: These
firufes will not include PCS gAins
turing the reporting period.

(b) Subsection B
PCS Gains. At this point in the
report, indicate PCS gains into
rehabilitation. Do not indlude
PCS gains entered into your pro-
gram in follow-6h support aktatus.

(c) Subsection C -
Entered Follow-On. In icate those
indlyiduals in your pr gram who
have entered follow-on çupport
during the reporting pe iod. This
is.not to include those who weie PCS'
gains to follow-dh support. (See Check-
list, 6-B)

6.

J

.

:so

874
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, (d) Subsections D
through J are self-explanatory.

(6)- Discuss_ Item 6 -
Local Alcohol Follow-On Support
Status,

.(a)- Subsection A
Entrants fronitocal Rehabilitation
and Alcohol Treatment Center. The
Figures for local rehabilitation
should-agree with Section I, C5c.

(b) Subsections B
through I are self-explanatory.

(7) Program Sumnary
(A1.4.1 Abuse).

(a) Subsection A -
Number in Local Rehabilitation and
Follow-0n During Reporting'Period.
This information is obtained from
Section I, C7e of your previous
report.

(b) Subsection B -
Number of New.Entrants inEo Local
Rehabilitation and Follow-On Dur-
ing Reporting Period. This infor-
mation is obtained from Section I,
CS (a\ plus b) and C6 (a plus b).

(c) Subsection C is
seli-explanatory.

(d) Number Exiting
Lot Rehabilitation and Follow-
:On. Duging.Reporting Period. This

' in6rMation ia obtained from Sec-\

I',-.CY.(c.through j) and C6
(c t;hidu*h t).-

)i,ehri ;
(e) Number Remain-

,tvy , lng.. Figure this item by using
the iaillowingjormula: /Verify:
a plus b *tidal* c minus.d equals
e.

tOs

t
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a/

(8) Discuss Item 8

.yr Number Of Members Who Were Cross-

Trained.or Changed All'SC (This

section i..Sself-explanatory;,how-
evercindicate primary reason(s)

ikp for those identtfied in this.sec-

tion in Additional Remarks, page.

6 of 6 of AF Form 3017..

(9) Discuss Item 9 -

Number l'of Members Working Outside

Their Specialty Oyer 90 Days (for

example, as permanent bay-orderly,

1JD,tc.,) Effective from .Date of Their

Fdentificaiion as SUbstantiated

Drug4Alcohol Abusers. The number

identified in this section Must

agree-with the number of entries .

on page 5 of 6 at the top of the

page. .

(10) Iliscuss Item 10

DAY Civilian Personnel.

(a) Subsectic#i A

Number in Program at Beginning oT

Period. These figures may be

obtained frot, and agree with, .

Item 10D of your previous report.

(Checkpoint),

(b) Subsection B -

Number Added During Period. This

section is self-explanatorY.

(c) Subsection C

Total Numbers Exiting'Program..

Items (1), (2), and .(3) will,Oas

totaf, equal line 10.,

.(d). Subsection D

Number Retaining in Program /lei En0,---

of,Period. These.!igures are

obtained by totaling lines /OA and

B, and then subtracting line'10C.

.

76
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(11), Dipcuss Item 11, Number/
of Dependents V6unseled by Social
Actions Personnel. This item is delf-

,

explanatory.

4. Explain thit Major Section II -
Narrative Summary is self-explanatory.

5. Emphasize that Maior Section III
- Alcohol Treatment Centers will not
be prepared at base level Social .

Actions.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. Have students follow through the
AF 3017 as you explain each step in
the procedure.

2. Later, each group will complete
the 7111 report during the Administia-
tive practicum.

t. Program Management Quiz, conducted
during CTT.

a. Instruct stedenta to remove
all books and papers from their desks
and.distribute Program Management
Quiz, B IV-1-5-Q.

b. Permit students 30 minutes to
complete the quiz.

,,....,.. c. At the end of 30 minutes,
..

instruct students to exchange papers.
-...*..'1,1 . .,...A..,-,
. . d. leview each question, indicating

. - . the corrict answer to each. 4P, ',, I

e.. Have students enter the appro-
priate grade, as instructed.

.

.,.
.

1453

f. Collect all quizzes during
gr6ups the following 46 and inform
srudenes to make sure that theix names
and group number are entered.

/,

877.
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CONCLUSION (5 Minutes)

SUMMARY

1.- Woe have diacussed the procedures

for completing the-71I1 Report.which

you'll be applying shortly.

I

REMOTIVATION

'----Remember, reports are vital to good

decision making.- application of the

knowledge about verification of your

report statistics can4 save yoU hours

of time in fecomputing yoUr 7111 re-

44

-CLOSURE

Thank,you for your attention and

participation.

ASSIGNMENT

4-

Give complementary technical training

assignment,''when appropriate.

.10

S. .

878
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MIA I 14 MB/ JOLRJ 361 8/ 30 ZR) 361 II- . lo 11A Si, DRUG/ ALCOHOL PROGRAM 4,ANAGEMENT
(ADMINIMATIVE PRAGTICUM)

.
PART II TEACHING GUIDE-

1. initial Briefing (to be completed.as the APPLICATION step of Base
Drug/Alcohol Program Management - Responsibilities and Case Files).

Inform students that application of the lecture information pertaining

to the organization of case files, the completion of Rehabilitation

Summaries of Treatment, and the documentation of intake intetviews 1411

be accomplished during scheduled complementary-ix.chnical training (ftT)

time and two hours of small group time. Emphasize that Study Guide (SG)
B-IV-1-21, Base Drug/A1cohol.PrOgram Management,,provides a solid reviewq
of all the important lecture items.

2. During the.Privacy Act and Case Files Lecture, explain,to the
students that the practicum will be divided into four pirts:'

a. Case File Organization: Assembly of the documents in Workbook
(WB) B-IV-1-11, Base Drug/Alcohol Program. Management (one for practice

and one for evaluation).

b. Comp
\

etion of a Rehabilitation Summary of Treatment.

-c. "Role-Playing" and documentation of an intake interview with a
clieot concerning drug or alcohol abuse.

d. Completion of AF Form 3017, Drug and Alcohol Abuse Control

Report.

3. During the Privacy Act Case Files Lecture refer to the previously
distributed WB B-IV-1-13 as indicated in paragraph 1, above. Explain
the importance of proper organization and documentation of intake
interviews. Also explain that WB B-IV71-13 containg- the following

sections.

a. Section I: Unassembley Case File Documents.

-
b. Section II: Iptake Interview Instructions. A

c. Section III: 'Ineake Interview Documentatibn Progress bhecklist,
HO B-IV-1-19; and Rehabilitation Summary Progress Checklist, HO
18.

d. Section IV:

e. Section V:

Instructions for Completion of the 7111 Report.

A completed AF Form 3017, Drug/Alcohol Abuse Control
Report (a quarterly report for the previous quarter).

.1

f. Section VI: Blank AF Form 3017 (to be completed).

1

879
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NOTE: HO containn the roles necvstiAry !or thc intake interview.
'Mese HOs A%rb to he used in the portion Program Management Group Application
concerning Intalse Interviews. Instructors should hand (jut these roles
during the hour allotted and collect them *at the end of the instruction
period.

(1) Case File Organization. Inform students that most documents
! in Section 1 represent a document pertaining to alcohgl/drug abuse case

files. Tell the students that during the scheduled CTT time they will
properly assemble the.alcohql ease file by separating each document into
administrative and counmeling information. At the enddlof the CTT.bour,
students will submit their.gractice alcohol case file to the instructor
for feedback.''When they complete the alcohol case file correctly, they
may'begin work on their drug case file which they will complete before
the first hour of the administrative practicum. After giving feedback

students on their alcohol case file, begin your lecture on the summary
of treatment and,jintake-interview.. (See the Privacy Act fnd Case File
Leols9n Plan, 1.2.)

-

(2) Rehabilitation summary of Treatment. Ad tionally, tell
the students that,they are to review the documents vthey ve assembled
and complete a_yehabilitation Summary of Treatment, based en the infor-
mation contained in the case file. InforACtituden Efthat c must be
taken in reading the case file contents tVinsure a correct summary of
tresteeni is developed. This.will also be accompll,ihed during scheduled
CTT time, in accordance wit.4100 B-IV-1-18 (Attachment 2). Each student
will submit the atsembled drug.case file and completed Drug Rehabilitation
,Summary of Treatment to his/her group facilitator during the 'first Admin-
istrative Practicum hour, for evaluatioh.

(3) Intake Interview Session Documentation. During the first
Pfogfam Management Group hour, collect completed d.rug case file and
Summaries of Treatment from all students.

S.

(a) Introduce the exerc14e on documentation for intake
interview sessions by explaining thd iMportanCe of 'proper documentation
of counseling selsions,

4

(b) Tdrect students into dyads. Each student will.select
one of the.iwo roles lihted in HO B=IV-1-23-I. Inform students that one
student in each dyad will role-play a counselee. The other student will
conduct and document 0/6 counseling session, in key-Word outline form,
as the counselor. Time for this exercise is twenty-five minutes.

Sc) At the end of the first twenty-kive minutes direct
students to reverse 'roles, so that the student who was the counselee is
now the counaelor, and the studentoho wasthe counselcir is now the
counselee. Again, one student in the dyad will siMulate the counselee
and the other the cOunselor. However, two studInts in the same dyad canhot
use the same role.

1

4
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(d) At the end of ,th_e second twenty-five minute period (thv

second rolv-playing situation, direct studentstto document the Intake

interview session from their outlinen, in avcoalance with the Case File

Documentation Progress Checklist. Collect the rol sheets, HO 8-1V-1-23

77when the students are finished role-playing the i ake interview. DO NOT
........

Allow students to continue sharing ipformation. rd% this point they must

work independently. They will have an hour f CTT, and the second hour of

the Administrative Practicum to compAete th) intake interview documentation.

i Inform students that the- intake interview documentation will be due by the

I end Of the secood Administrative Practicum hour. Collect the.intake inter-

.4oLiews by the erid of the second Administrative Practicum hour and begin

grading. %

/
(e) Evaluate the submitted Rehabilitation Summaries of

Treatment, using HO,B-IV-1-18, and the case file organization, with an

"S" pr "U", whire the stuaents are in dyads, simulating the role-playing

siewitions.

Rehabilitation Summaries of

Ti d hour, return the graded case files and

tent for feedback,

.

k
, 1

(f). Dthring the s

r '
.

. -

(g). During the third hour, return the graded intake inter-
.

-views for teedback. .

.

. (h) During tjher,fourth hour rade and give feedback on the
40,0'"

.

i

grodp AF Forma 3017 (RCS: HAF/DPX(AR) 7111).

.(i) AF Form 1017 .(RCS: RAF/DPX(AR) 7111).- Explaln that

the HO IV-1-13 contains a.4omp1eted AF Form 3017, whi,ch represents a

report for 4-4e first quarter of 1976. The blank AT Form 3017 will be

.63mpleted as he next quarterly report,-using the information from the

documentatidnOf the intake interview aessiom practicum.

(1) Completion of the report is a group project to be accomplished

nduring thg scheduled CTT time. Instruct-students that the senior member

of the group will submit the completed report during the aast hour.of94e

Administrative Practicum,-

(2) Explaim that each
oertheCkpcumentati'ons of the intake intee-

view sessions-will be considered as,a single entry in the report. For

example, a group of eight students will have eight new entries, four dreg,

and foUr aldehol.

.

8 s
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Schedule for these administrative practicum hours are as follows:

. CASE FILE LECTURE HOUR

P
00e CTT:

CASE FHA GROUP HOUR

ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICUM

FIRST HOUR s .

0000

0010

0030

, 0050

crr HOUR%.

SECOND HOUR

0000

1St-
0030

0050

THIRD HOUR

0000

0050

.FOURTH HOUR

,0000

HOUR BY HOUR SCHEDULE

Complete alcohol case file for practice.

Grade practice case files and lecture on summary of
treatment, intake interviews and social evaluations.

4

Introduce exercise, collect case files and
itation sumnihries of treatment, and cilviCie
into dyads.

Begib first role-playIng intake interview.
begins grading the case files and treatment
Begin second role-playing intake interview.

Break

Continue documentation.

rehabil-
students

(Ingtructor
summaries.)

Student document the intake interviews individua4y4
while the instructor comOetes grading of the case
files and rehabilitation summarkes of treatment.

.Instructors return graded case files and rehabilitation
summaries of iredtment and cbiscuss them with the'stu-
dents. Instructors shotild arrange counseling with'.
thode who have failed to pass the criterion objectives.

Break

Instructors return graded intake interviews and provid
feedback. Arrange counseling with those who failed to
pass this criterion objeCtive. Any additional time ma
be spent on beginning-the.group's AF Form 3017..

Brak

Instruttors collect, grade, and give fee0aci.on the
group-prepared AF Form 3017 (RCS: HAF/DPX(AR) 7111
Report). Additional time may be spent on clearing
up any'Ratie Drug/Alcohol Program.Management question
students may gave in preparation for the Block TV
Written measurement. '

4 8S2
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Social Actions Taining Brnnch
!Ackland Air Forte. Banc, Texan 78236

..1459
HO 30LR73430B/30LR7361B/

3OZR7364B-IV-1718-C
27 April 1976

REHABILITATION SUMMARY PROGRESS CHECKLIST

mum NAME iNgrAIFOR

GROUP . DATE
4,

e -a

ELEMEMENTS POR SUMMARY OF REHABILITATION TREATMENT
S NI U Comments

4

. Identifying Data:

11:.1.41-4-ACSAS-1-ta.1§M.----....-L....
b. Age, Sex, DOB, Race A

c. AFSC -Job Ti le
440 DrugNspho1 Incident,
e. Means of Identificetion
f Length of Service .

1. Organitation

. Summary_of Evaluatton *
.

. History of Present Abus:
.

(11 Pattern of Abuse
(2) Quantity of Subetance
(3) Environment of Substance

Abuse
(4) Frequency of Abuse% *

_
,

. Farnily Histor : .

(1) 'Reference:10241
Community

.

. (2) Substance Abuse in
Fam 1

(3) Interpersonal Family
Relationships

(4) . Extended Maly
Relationships

_

. Past History:

(1) When Abuse Reign
(2) School Hiatory

4. Military History

_

(1) History of Assivmenti
(2) Substance Abuse in the

Military
.7

.

.

.

bESIGNED"FOR An COURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON THE 'JOB.

893
I
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k
3.

(3) Administrative Actions r

*

4 Judicial Actiona
.

(5) Porformance Data

Summary of Social Actions

Evaluations

.

a. Rehabilitation Committee
Evaluation Summary

. Counselor-Evaluations
c. Participate in Othor

Rell,bilitatton Programs

Sunry of Social Actions Program

-,'
.

.

. Type of Program(s) /
.

b. Evaluation of Rehabilitee s

Participation
--,

,

Recommend Actions
.

. Marking

a. ProprMarkiig .

b. Proper Transmittal
. t

1
.. .

Overall Evaluation

S U

.'7:01/:: 4., r

..;.144.W.liar2414641141;VXX"Zi.:17"...777*,

Comments

A Minimgm of 19 satisfactOry grades is required for an overall grade Of

satisfactory..
,

,

-,

\

Student Acknowledgement of grade
,

4

16
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HO B-IV-1-18-C

I. Identifying Data

a. Name, Grade
SSAN

b. Age, Sex,
DOB, Race,

c. AFSC, Job
Title

,

4' ----- d. -Drug/Alcohol

7.7-M;7.'
. Incidents ,--i

'Wgf&f"1
-."-e-v?
.....
:.......".

7'.

,e. Means of.
Identification

f. Length of
Service .

2. Suemary of Evaluation

a. History of Pyesent Abuse:

Rehabilitation Summary

GRADtNG CRITERIA FOR
NO-117IV-1-48-Ck(Cont.',d)

Satisfactory

Information
tndicated

Information
indiCated

Information
indicated

Information
indicated

Information
indicated

Information
indicated

d

(1) Pattern Level-of involvement
of Abuse noted, substance(s)

'-,,abusea, degree
substance is a parr

(2) Quantity
of substance

(3) Environment
of substance
abuse

t,

(4) FreqUency
of abuse

b. Family History:

of 'life style

. Amount.of the
substance abused

Where, when and
with whom indicated

.How often substance
is abused

(1) Reference City, State, etc.
local commuoity noted '

Needs Improvement

Information stated
butirequirei more
clarification than
is Present to be
properly understood

Information nOt
clearly stated

. Item addressed but
not clearly
defined

More expanaion
needed

Only part of .the
inforhapior0s.
present.

Unsatisfactory

Informaxion
omitted

Information
omitted ,.

Information

omitted

Information
omittOd

Information
omitted

In4rmation
ositted

tnformation
not included
or Inadequately
presented

No indication
item omitted

tnvironment
not .mentioned

No indication

Item omitted

ATTACHMENT at
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. .
,

....Mt- .`

142_
(2) Substance,-

abuse in ehe

Family

(3) ,Inter-
personal family
relationships

.Reference made
to aubstance abuse

in the family

pverview-of
relations with
immediate family

(4) Extended Overview of

family Ablations relations with
extended family
members

c. Past History:

(1) When abuse
began,

(2) School
History

d. 'Military History:

(1) History of
assignments

(2) Substance
abuse in the
military

(3) Administra-
tive actions A'

actions takeh

Wheh abuser first
began using the
substande

Level of.education,
schools attended
from high school
to present

5.

Overview of-dates
and places of
military assignments

Whet' Substance abuse 2
began in the military

Reference made to

information not
clear or needs
expansion

Information needs
clarification to
be understood

lnfofmation needs
clarification to
be understood

Information
needs
clarification

Information present
but too general

Requires.expansion

*ow . . .

item omitted
too vapjle 01

inadequate

InformAtion
misleading, too
c'eneral or

omitted ,

jnformation
misleading, too-,
general or
omitted

Item omitted or
not enough
information for
an assessment

Not enough
information or
omitted

tnformation too

f 'scanty, othitted

or'incompleto

.Information not Information .

clearly preeented . omitted or
incomPlete',

Information not

adMinistrative. .
clearly. presented

(4)
Referince made to

actions judiclal actions
taken

(5) Performance APRs/ORRs, commander

data or supervisor
evaluationi or

,

' comment

0:

't.k40.7 3. Summary o4 Social Actions EvalUations

I. Rehabilitatioo Overview oC the

Committee ' -COMmittee

*valuation valuations'
Aumalary r

Information not
clearly stated

Information not
clearly staked °

Evaluations not
clearly indicated

86

Informatlop'
incomplete or .

omitted .

Information
incomplete of
or item omitted

InformAtion
incomplete ,or
item omitted

Information
in?omplete or
ipme omitted
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SO1 ial Actions Training Branch.

PSAF Sch of Applicd Aernmp Sci (ATC)

Licklarid AFB, TX 18236
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30ZR7364B IV (I) P.

INTAKE INTERVIEW DOCUMENTATION PROGRESS CHECKLIST

STUDENT NAME -,RANK

i;i4i)UP # EVALUATION REMAKE

CONTENTS OF SESSION
I. INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL ACTIONS

a. Explain reason for reterral

io Social Actions
b. Determine clients feeling

about referral
2. ORIENTATION

a. Clarify Social Actions rote.

b. .
Explain the Drug/Alcohol,

Rehab-Ilitation Pro ram including LPCP.

c. Explain limitation of confi-

dentiality
3. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA'

a. EMphasiae Privacy Act
b.- Name, grade., SSAN

c. Alp, sex_, race._ DOB

d. AFSC,40 title

INSTRUCTOR

DATE

%.1MWWMWMOMMIMMIli..&aii 11112maroloprewscriatraist-

(CIKLE)- . COMMPNTS

S U. (ALL MUST BE CORRECI)

e. Lehgth ofservice
f. Length of time at present

base. 4
g. Bases of assignment Ily_year

h. Unit, duty section, current

pupervigor '

i. 'Dna/alcohol incidents
4. SOCIAL HISTORY

a. iilstory of alcohol/drug abuse.
(11 Pattern of abuse.
(2 Clients perception how

pattern effeFts behavior and feolinip .

. -
(3) Attitudes toward use of

,

-5.11MS.0.1.S.Ool
O. .Tobierformai

(11 Job satisftction.
(2 Relatignship tupervisor
(3 Relationship it co-worker

/(4 Description of work

piobiess - -

(5) History of job assign-

S U (ALL MUST BE CORRECT)

JJ (ALL MUST BE CORRECT)

NI IL (SUBJECTIVE):

'

sim*s
(6) Intentidi tO reMain in

military. \

(Mina.)
,

Perfbrmance repor.te/

-41

.41

DESIGNED FOR,ATC toy's,: USE. DO NOT'USEI.ON THE

kt-f
4,';q; ;.; .

,11
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I
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iNTAKE INTERVIEW DOCUMENTATIONyROcRESS CHECKLIST

1

uF SS:dON Jaw erlimirmirftwerommo-

1 .
ludIf lal/Noniudic140

(1) Article 1r') s

Lettcritli_ilfreprimand

(I) Courts Martial

e l lir I 1111(
_

(4) Civilian legsl problems

IL Education
(1) Level

(2) Current enrollmenf in

school
(3) Academic/vocational/pro-

4.49 ional

(4) Military

e. Family history )

(1) Marital status

(2) Relationship w/childrea/

spouse
(3) Homelife activitieS

(4) Financial problem.;

f. Social Life
(1) Recreational activities

(2) Hobbies

(1) Community
(4) Problems not conforming

to Air Force standards

g. Attitude toward self

(1) Strengths/weakness
(2) Views self r
(3) Activities interested in

0) Conformin to AF standards

CLIENT s P EFERENCE FOR REGIMENTATIO

a. Type of rehabilitatioAL

b. Feoling about'referrals/nr
rehabilitations activities
6. REFERRALS (OPTIONAL AS

COMMLN1'..

S (ALL -M11';'r ru)to!rt
_

_1.11LL 11U I.
11R10

S NI U (SUBJE_TIVF)

S "NI

GRADING INSTRUCTIONS:

& s l Satisfactory
NI r= heeds Improvement

Unsatfsfactory

(SLBJECTTVE),

4

NI Li: -(SUB:IF:CTiV17..)

NI U SUBJECTIVE)

APPROPRIATE) S NI ,U (SUBJECTIVE)

OF THE MAJOR HEADINGS CIRCLED the Overall OVERALL EVALUATION

Grade is determined by the following:

S 2 or 4e9s NIs, with No Unsatisfactories

U 3 or More NIs, with any'Unsatisfactories
8st udent Acknowledgement

DESIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON THE JOB.

40
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AWN

b. Counseloi
Evaluations

:

Overview of the
evaluations of
the counselor(s),
involved

c. Participation Participaflon

in other rehabil, feferenced

itation programs

4. Summary of Social Actions PINIg-iam

a. Type of
Program(s)

Outline of the
type of program(s)
individual
participated in

Evaluationn too

general.'

Informathion not

clesrly7presented

Information not
clia4y stated

Information
incomrlete
item omitted

Incomplete ,or

omitted.

, TnforMAtion
incomnlete c.r

omitted

b. Evaluation , Explanation of Information not Incomplete or

of the evaluation of clearly statea omitted

rehabilitee's . participation in -

partiCipation the specific
program

.

5. Recommended Actiolle Social Actions
recommendation

_ for.program
support during
the TDY

6. Marking,

f

Proper markings
used

!. 0

1399

Recommendations
not clear.or
vague and general

1

reTA:
!rt:i'

Incomplete or

witted

St ,

Improper markini
used

A
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1. Introduction to
Social Action

A. Explain reason
for referral to Social
Actions

INTAKE INTERVIEW DOCUMENTATION

GRADING CRITERIA FOR

NO-B -IV -1 -19 -C (Cont'd)

B. Determine clients
feeling:about referral

2. Orivtation

A. Clarifr Social
"Actions role

.1

B. Eiplain the Drug/
Alcohol Rehabilitatidn
Progfam including

,

C. Explain limitation
.of confidentiality

3. Demographiedata.

A. Eiphasize privacy
Act

B. *me, Grade,
SSAN

C. Age, Sex, Race,
DOB

AFSC,,Job Title

E. Length of Seivici

P. Length of time
at present base

4

SATISFACTORY

§tated.clearly
mid concisely

Stated clearly .

ind concisely

Stated clearly
and concisely

Stated clearly .

and concipely

Stated clearly
and toncfsely

Stated-clearly
and concisely

NEED IMPROVEMENT

_

7,11"7"1.1M7;v4;

J-166

UNSATISFACtORy

N/A Reasons omitted
or

0
incorrect

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Complete information ,N/A

Complete

Complete

Complete

information, N/A

infbrmation N/A

information N/A

N/AComplete fnformation

'890

'Omitted or
incorrect

Omitted or
incorrect

Omitted or-
incorrect

Omitted or.
incorrect

Omitted or
incorrect

lOmmitted or
incorrect

Omitted or
incotrict

°emitted/incorrect

Omitted/incorrect

Omitted/incorrect

Attaohmsnt 14
.

.
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G..Bases of
assignment by year

SCISFACTORY I NEED IMPROVEMENT

Complete information N/A

H. Unit, Duty Section Complete information,

Current Super

I. Drug/Alcohol ,

incidents

4: Social History'.

A. Legal Abuse

(1) Pattern of

abUse

(2) Client's per-

ception how pattern effects

behavior and feeling

(3) Attitudes
toward use of Drug/Alcohol

B. Job Performance

'15(1) Job Satisfact-

ion

(2) Relationship

with supervisor

(3) Relationship
with coworker

(4) Discription
of work problems

t

(5) History of

job assignments ,

4 .

(6) Intention to

raisin in military .

2

Complete information.

^

How long and how often

has Drug/Alcohol been
abused

Clear statement of
Clients perception of

his/her own behavior

Clear statement'of
counselee's attitude*

Clear statement of
counselee's feeling
a0out job

Oveiview of relations
with supervisor

OvervieW of relations
with coworker

A brief overview of
his/her work problems

An overview of job
assignment

A brief statement of
clients intention to
remain in militaiy

S91

.

N/A

UNSATISFAeTORY op

Omitted/incorrect

'omitted/incorrect

N/A Omitted/inrorrect

Information Too little infor-

not clearly nation or omitted

stated.

,istatement not information ommitte

needs expansion

Statement not-jnformation
clear-be more omitted

specific

information Information

not clear omitted

Information Information

needs clari- too general or

fication omitted

Information Information too

needs cliri- general or omitted -

cation

,Information Information/
.should be more incomplete/

specific omitted

Requires Information too

Vexpansion- scanty, omitted
or incomplete

Information Information in-

not clearly complete or

stated omitted



..icv,-,.A.1;

"

'Of 11% .71'1".

(7) Performance
Reports (Ratings)

O. Judicial/non
judicial occuiences

(1) Articles 15

SATISFACTORY

A brief overview
of performance
report rating

Complete over-
view of ocamen-
,Fes

4

NEED IKPROVEMENT

(2) Letter(s) of Complete over-
reprimand view of occuren-

tee

(3) Court Martials Complete over-
, view of occurences

(4) Civilian Legal Complete overview

problems'

D. Education

(1) Level

,(2) 'Current e
sent in school

(3) Academic/
,Socation at profession

(4) Military

Information not
clear

Highest degree

nroll-. Reference made to courie

E. Pasilly History

enrollment:in school

' Professional training
outside of military_

'Overview bf schools
attended

(1) Marital status State correctly

(2) -Relationship overview of relations
with children/spouse with family members

(3) Mame llfe
activities

.

(4) Financial
problems

?.

Information'
not clearly
stated

Overview of activities Information

with family not clearly
i stated

Clearly stated Not clear

892

1-48
UNSATISFACTORY0,

Information
incomplete/
omitted ,

Omitted/incorrect-

Omitted/incorrect

Omitted/incoriect

Omitted/incorrect

Omitted/incOrrect

Incomplete or
omitted

Incomplete or
awaited

Incorrect or
omitted

Incomplete or-
omitted

Incomplete or
omitted

incomplete or
omitted

.4.
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F. Social Life

"..

,(1) Recreational

activities

(2) Hobbies

(3) Comaunity

SATISFACTORY

Overview of
activities

Overview of
pastime client
enjoys

NEED IMPROVEMENT

Information not

clear

Information too
general/not clear

Overview of Information not

Community activ- clear

ities client haq,
does engage in

(4) Problem; Overview and client Information not

not conforming to Air Force findings about, , clear

standards
problems with con-
forming to standards

Q. Attitude ToWard

Self

4 (1) Strengths/ *Clients perceptions anformation.not

weaknesses
clearly stated ,clear

strengths/weakness

(2) Views

(3) Activities

interested.in

(4) Conforming

to Air Force standard

. 5. Clients Preference
for regimen

A. Type of rehabili-

iiation

B. Feeling abOut
referrals or rehabilita-

tion gctilifties

6. Referrals (optional)

1 ;let

I

4,0W4 44.

UNSATISFACTORY

Too general or
omitted

Aitted or

_incomplete

Omitted.or
incomplete

Omitted or
incomplete

Omitted or
incomplete

Clearly stated Not clear Incompleti or

overview
omitted

Overview of
clients activi-

t. ties

Reasons stated
.cloarly

Not clear

Not clear

Outline of type of Information not

program preferred clear

firerview of Information too

feelings of both general

referrals/rehabili-
tation activities

Too general .

Incomplete or
omitted

4.=4 Incomplete or
omitted

Incomplete or

omitted

'Reasons clearly Reasons not clear Reasons milk_
stated

89 4.
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SOCIAL ACTIONS TRAINING BRANCH (

110 JALR/i4101s/301.R/POII/

LACKLAND AIR FORCE BASE, TEXAS ..)07.R7161P-1V-1-21-1

27 August 1976

Roles for Intake Interviey Session

1. Instruction.

a, These roles will be usid during the Social Actions Program ManSgemenL

Group time specified as Administrative Practicum.

b. Do not allow students to use this Handout other than in a Role-Plav

situation.

c. Inform students that this exercise is for evaluation and not practice.

N. d. Diyide the group into dyads and'chdose one of the roles as outlined
-,.3.'

below. Simulate one role as a client while the other student acts as the
:, counselor..

.

tv...:,...

.:.-..;.....47:

,e''Zet.t.

741F1140 *,,a1-$411.7;'-

,1111

. At.the end of 25 minutes reverse the positions and use the second role
for the next 25 minutes.

f. During the role-ploy situation, each "counselor" should take adequate

notes, in order tO write an Intake Interview:

g. After each role has been completed, document the Intake Interview

Session using the Case File Documentation Evaluatibn Checklist.

2. Role Playing Situations.

a. 'DRUG ABUSER. Here the counselee was identified as a user Oemarijuans

and LSD who was arrested by Security_Police.during a random search on piivate

vehicles for possession of 1/4 ounce of marijuana. The counselee does not see

drugs as a problem since they haven't been medically determined as harmful sub-

stances, however, the "sYstem" which haraseee users is thi real problem. For

'these reasons, the counselee does not see that rehabilitation is really neces-

sary but will go elong with the program: This incident wee discussed with the

unit commander who is initiating Article 15 action. There is, some concern that

the'apparent religious, mind expanding experience which the counsels. enjoys

will stop if the use of the drugs le discontinued. Areas for elaboration in

this role includes willingness to participate in the rehabilitation program:

any related problems, financial, on-the-job, medical, legal, etc; the pattern of

use, such as environment, how often, haw long the drugs have been used. The

unit commander has identified the individual for entry into the program. The

cowpoke. elaboratei on these areas only if requested by the counselor.

b. Ammo', MUM. Were the counselee has been identified as a habitual

exceseive drinker who was arrested for driving while intoxicated (DWI) by

.loal civilian police and reported to the unit coimencier ,oy the AP Security

Police. The couneelee does not see that there is an Alcohol problem other

than occasionally drinking too much. Since this is the first incident of

DWI, or other alcohol-related incidents, the abuser does not see the necessity

.of rehabilitation. .This incident.has been discussed with thl co6mander who

IniaminJoa.gp COURSL.Illit. DO NOT 1144:01i-THEJOBI,
.

894 AtTACHNENT 5
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pulicated that some action will be taken but that action has not been deter

mined. There are marital problems at home concerning debts and nil a result

there-is a possible divorce pending. Suggested areas for elaboration ln thiq

'role include: 'acceptance or,rejection of the rehabilitation program; finan-

cial, medical,'marital areas; the drinking pattern; how often alcohol is

abused; the drinking environment, such as place, friends, alone, type of al-

cohol. The cdmmander has formally identified the counselee as an alcohol

abuser. The counselee elAborates on these areas only if requested by the

counselor.

4

895
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'motor INSTRUCT,/ /LIMON PLAN PART I
inaminnurrivarm Gomm Tm.i ,

f
, d_Alcohol Abuse Control

-sreeinuffirn
IV

incock-WITT- ,
.

isppkIcacioni Proarameitor
1.

NW _

,

'. Supervisor Confrontation Model

a. Identify techniques supervisors should use to confront personnel

suspected of alcohol gibdse.

-

1

.

.

"

,
.

1

\

.

.
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE ,

No1110.-

Student Instructional Materiali .

'HO /I -IV -2 -9, SApervisOr Confrontation Model

.

.

Audio-NisUal Aids
35mm Slides, Supervisor Confrontation Model,
16mm Film, Need for Decision (FLC14 -88, 10 min)

16mm Film, Weber's Choice
.

.

Training Methods -

Lecture
0

Discussion

Instructional GulOance
Outline the "Constructive.Confrontation Model," as presented by H. Tiialeo

in S irits and,Demons at Work: Alcohol and Other pruge on the Job.

:Skress t supetvisor role in. the problee drinker alcohaaridehtifi-
)matiOn process. Emphasize the need for early recognition and adequate.

,

documentation of job performance. Discuss referral from the job for
probAem confirmation and program entry. Caution students about the need

to !involve medical personnel. Provide role-playing confrontation
xercises to reinforce lesson objectives. #

. .

. ... ..

,
.

. ,
,

, .

._

w.--
.

. juPirosolt APPROVAL OP L IMON PLAN (PART 10
.

SIGNATURE AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

N..t
N

, 8 9
. ,

. .
IRIAN '

.
Of INSTRUCTION Numesn'

1,

L3ALR7343011/L3OLR73614/1.30ZR736411 30 May 1978

PAGE NO.

39
.
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Technical'Iralning

Drug and AlcohOl Abuse Control

SUPERVISOR CONFRONTATION MODEL
Ft*

July 1977

*IICTaIllr4A

4

Headquarters 3250 Technical Training Wing (ATC)
1 (USAF Technical Training School)

. Lackland Air Force Ease,' Texas 78236

-7

pow= FOR ATC COURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON THE JOB.
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F RWARD
,

Air Force is conclrned about the well,beinv of itm permonnel. Our men

.and wemen.with drinking problems, 19, well as other burden- of n.rienmi-

tivet.personal naturep'need and are worthy-of our special attention and

total commitment.

Problem drinkers can be restored. The potential, long ranre economic

and humane pains can hardly be estimated. With this knovledre, a pro-

gram for identification and rehabilitation has been.developed, in which

you - the coMmander and supervisor, occupy the key posit1on of recovni-

tion anci referral of the problem employee. Without your full support
:

our efforts will be wasted. You are therefore challenred to erecute

your responsibilities with dedication and persistence.

Like any new program, constant,review and chanre will be required, 7,

different procedures are tested and proven successtul, and new techni-

cues are-developed. 'As a natural course the recornition and referral

process will
)

expose a wide variety of emotionally based personal behavior
4
problems, which impair the indiVidual's occupational functioning. Put a

source of pride will develop from successful referral to various treat-

ment services, and the ultimate rehabilitation of the ineividual, whieh

will be rratifying to the eMployee, the supervisor, the commander andfr

the Air Forcee

1 89,9
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AIR FORCE
POLICY AFR 30-2
OW ALCO1.%3LISI4
It is each peraon's right and retronsibility to exercise hie/her own jadge-,,

ment in the use of alcohol when not otherwise restricted by public law'

or military directive.s. A Aember's private drinking habits that do not.

aff(Jet public behavior or duty ptrforMance are Da in cAlestion.and will

not be inimutigated.

When, however, a determinAtion is made that altered work performance

and behavior are not a transitory phenomeniml; and ropreIent deviation3

,

accepted military standards, which are adversely affectintmASsion
. k

ltc4omplishment, the sitUation becomes a matter of deep concern.to int-, .

/ A
iv-4`q
k mediate supervisor, unit command, and the Air Fore..

8
A

In an eftOrt to deal realisticaly flIvUniformly with tha problem of

alcoholism, the Air Force he's adoptedthorrollowing polder.

nAlcoholism la preventable and treatable".

Alcohol Abuse Control Program goals are to:

,a. "Prevent alcohol abuts* and aleoholiim among Air Force qiembOs".

b. "Restore to effective fUnctioncei. persons with Tmoblems attribu-:

:As table to tile abuse of alcohol".

ltoNtlom*P41
".

" se r.:4

L.-

441,41.

I

1:::titst;44

c. "Insurer hUmane Management and disposition of thOse who.

be restored or Who do 221, rtmain restored".

"Policies on'standards of behavior, Perfqimance and discipline are

.4 firmed and °will be firmly maintained. These standards, will be

900
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applied, however, to each personn demonstrated conduct rather thnn

to, his use of alcohol".

"Commanders must respond to unceptable behavior or performance, Oth

prompt and appropriate corrective actions".

TASK
Alcoholism is one of our nation's four most srious health nroblems,

affecting one out of every twenty people in the occupational environ-

gent. ftch year the economy is-drained of oval. $2,5 Pillion pnd immess-

.urablit human suffering is perpetuated. Alcoholics Anonvmou.., induptrv

ahd the professional and paraprofessional helidng agencies have demon-

.

strated that the progression of this conOition can be halted; and..in

fact, reversed, and the individual restored to phypical, psycholbwical,'

and social well being and productivity.

The task is to bring our supervisory skills, as managers of people, end

concentrated efforts through positive actionmp.to,bear on the prohlev.

Only then can we sky that we are worthy of the title, MAMAS.

ta
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W4AT 16

ALCOHOL16M?
"...,

Alcoholism is a psychological/physical 'dependency on alcohol that leads

to a person's misconduct, or unacceptable sotial behavior, or to the

impairment of his/her duty performance, physical or mental helath,'

financial responsibilities or personal relationships.

The quantity of alcohol-consumed is not necessarily the indicator of

alcoholism nor is the frequency of use. Initially the alcoholic can-

not consisitently 'choose how much or how long he will drink;'and as his

involvement deepens, he looses the ability to cOnsistently choose when'

he will drink. If unchecked, this growing preoccupation with alcOhol

leads to a total loss of controltsver its consumption and the ultimate

destructiOn of the individual. ,

incohlism is a highly complexscondition, to wtich anyone, reiardleis
4 %

./
4

Of race, relidion, ethhic backgrdund, social class or occupation posi-

tion is yulnerible. It would'oeem to Mlle no single cause, but rather

to be an 'end product, iesulting from the action of many physiological,

psychologidal and pociological pressures upon an individual.

Aircohdlism is progresstie and' destructive. But it'can be successfully

treqed, if cietected. The suffere can be restored. His/her chances for .

rit

a suc4essfa rec9very are a direct function ofthie timeliness of prObleM

recognition And referral. Once identified and enrolled in a comprehensive

rehabilttation program, the prognosis isexcelleni.

. .

, -
902
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RE6PONSiBILITY
M COMMANDER$ 5uPfiRvisoes
is your responsibility to : 4,:?

it

.

a. Insure mission accomplithment;

b. Maintain the highest possible. standards of.performance and.

behaVior withth your organUation.

0. Insure quality, efficienay, hammayr.and slafety:on the job.

d. Confront unacceptable jOb performance or behavior.-

e. A4vise and .counsel problemworkers.
41

f. Correctodeficiencies Which affect mission accomplishment, compro--

,

mise standards or safety, and/or disrupt the smooth flow,ce job

activity.

Our policiwith respect to alchbol abuse and alcoholism is entirely

consonant with this responsibility and represents a long needed, affirma-

tive 'step in our'efforts to show genuine, personal concern for the welfare
a

bf our .members.

As their leaders, you are not tasked to be diagnosticians.; but are.

9barged to confront unacceptable performance or behavior, whatever the

;:citt

.Y.,1,4!:

"

'

.1(4viV

.

+44,

.

.40101e, and on that basis, to 'eake imme4iate and appropriate corrective

ictions.

Refusing to admit le existence.of the problem; ignoring it because of

4

lr

,

. ,

.,
.

,

-

friendshlp, long term service and stigma; or oonsideriqg immediate dis-

,
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VI

ciplinary action, transfer or separation, serve only to demonstrate

our inability and unwillingness to confroAt the,problem.and carry out

our assigned responsibilities. Once entrapped by alcoholism the problem

drinker'is unable to help himself/herself, iih in most pos if deft tin

his/het own devices, will ultimately cause his/her own destruction.

'Timely intervention by'supervision ia the key to a positive control

program and can

individual case

or friends, ihe

ing assistance,

job and career.

mean the difference between sucCess or failure in each

encountered.- Even after ignoring the pleas of the family,

problem,drinker will frequently'be ekked into accept-,

when he/she is confrOnted with the probability of losink hilt/her

Our intent is 19.1 that this threat becomes a reality.
1.

but 'that it will serve, as a last resort, to motivate the individdal'to

treatment and restoration'.

APR 302,
eMAPTER

t,

5UPERV4 5OR mu$r:
"Become skiquainted with the alcoholism program and lend

to it".

support

"Eecome familiar with correctiVe proc dures.to rehabilitate person-

nel and disciplinary policies as they-relate to the alcoholism

program". .

"Recogni.se problem drinkers through substandard perfromance and

behavioral problemer.

#

'1*,
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"Reapond to unacceptable behavior or performance with prompt and

appropriate corrective actins".

"Assist problem drinkers in problem recognition and seeking treat-

ment and rehabilitation".

RECOGNMON
The prolonged departure from pre-established patterns of Performance or

behavior sugkeste a probleM. No sing1e4 observable sign is significant,

4

but should fit intO an overall pattern, which indicatea a chinge in the

individual. The recognition process is not a "witch hunt". The suspicion

that the member is differellp his/hor performance or behavior is out of

-Character, or that something is Wrong should precede inveetigation.

Once fAie suspicion Of an ongoing problem is confirmed, the following

recognitiOn'process is recommended, in order to initiate resolution.

This four stage model, although expanded here for alcoholism, is

applicable to any problem situation of a non-production nature, and

only requires changes in the spetific behaviors listed. The character-

isttcs of the individual stages, as viewed by the Supervisor re-

main unchanged; and the actions'required are identical.

5

4.

S.
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THE MLR ,TAGE
RECOGNITION PROCE54!
STAGE 1 - DISRUPTIVE - BUT - NORMAL (several-years) - ACTION - INTERVIEW1

I. Stage Characteristics

a. intermittent disruption of performanceor behavior

b. ,Undefined deviation.from the expected

c. Not frequent or aisruptive enough to indicate abnormality

d. Few Oynamic symptoms

II. Behiviore - UNDEFINED - BUT - DIFFERENT

Ea'. Increased nervousness

b. Hangovers

c. Avoidance of supervisors

d. Morning &inking

e. Unexcused/temporary abeences

f.. Unusual excuses fdr half or whole

day absences

Decline in work quality and

Rported tar
Drinker!

notirgagaiii17
observea

g
quantity

h. Mood-changes after temporary

absences, breaks or lunch

1. Frequent tardiness
401111

6, Observed by

r Supervisors

'Harrison irite and Demons at VADIct Alcohol and Oiher Dru

On the 'Job New or t rne n vim; y

906
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III. Conclusions

a. Abuser is integrating drinking into hia normal work rale.

b. Hie/her behavior may be recognized by hie/her fellow; workers

c. Little concrete evidence to permit confrontation. However,

an interview, discussing the presence of any problems, is

definitely appropriate. If the problem were surfaced,

prognosis would be excellent.

STME 2 - BLOCKED AWARENESS -.ACTION ODUNSELINO/CONFRONTATION

.4 -:4.

'I. Stwge Characteristics

a. Awareness of departure from pre-established patterns

performance and behavior is inCreasing.

b. Behavior can often be lAnked direct1y or indirectly to

drinking.

c. Barriers exist to problem definition

(1) Drinking takes p1aCe away fram the central work place:

(2) Felaow workers hesitate to define behavior as "abnor-

mal", even though it is connected to drinking.

(3) The higher the individual's job status the less likely

that his behavior will be conneCted to drinking. He/she is

less vulnerable and often more able to structure his/her

own time with respect to being at the central wark

location.

Friendships, experience.and past performance make

identification uncomfoAable.

Behaviors - Needs Increased Supervision

. a. 2horeassOt absenteeism

9
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1

b. Further decline in work quality and Auantity (may negict

detail, errors in procedure)

c. Hangovers

d. Inattentivene s on the lob

e. Breath purifiers

vv4

A 11 .

4&e,k,

f. Watery eyes 4111-

g. Unexplained temporary absences from the central work place

h. Change in dress habits (can become very neat or begin get-

ting careless)

i'. Missed suspenae dates

J. Forgetful and indecisive

-

k. Tendency blame others for failing and make excuses

-!:.64414,1-00
1

. it-1r -;fi 1. Excessive discussion time reduces available work time

#41.4;'; f.

'=w4Pi

gP4;44(P'N
;

4!

.41-2,4S-1

041r ,-

r"

III. Conclusions

a. Still may not be enough direct evidence to connect the

individual with drinking

b. Fellow worker; can connect behavior to drinking, but

hesitate to define the problem

c. EXisting friendships and stigma block identification

d. Counseling/confrontation ia indicated. The prognosis

would still be good to excellent.

STAGE 3 7 SEE-SAW - ACTION 1 CONFRONTATION

I. Stage Characteristics

a. Increased job impairment-

b. Steady accumulation of,aggravative behavior .

'#4,:1
C. Still tolerated by fellow workers

.c
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- 1

11. Behaviors - CANNCT DIAJNOSE BUT CAN CONFRONT
C.

.14d5

a. Bleary or reddiih eyes

b. Frequent complaints of colds or flu to explain physical

appearance

c. Hand tremors

d. Excessive attendance at "sick call"

e. Unreceptive to change or suggestions

f. Sharp personality changes (linked with temporary absences

from the job location)

g. Frequent loud talking

h. Unreasonable excuse's for behavior or absences

4 Frequent blaming of others for failing

j Spasmodic work.pace (unpredictable and often exceptional,

eee-saw)

k. Argumentative and defensive

1. Periods of normalcy (see-sew)

m. intentional, visible drinking fettern, whieh precludes

suspicion (see-saw)

n. Increased superyision required
..-,,

,..-4..-

o. Di4ficult. 0 locate when wanted (absent)
?

P. Periods of *mon over-confidence.,
,'4

q. Rep4ats probedures unnecessarily, delaying completion of tasks

InI. Conclusions c

.

a.
,

rvisoriguestions his/her qualifications to label the.

.ietshe is not sure:

b. Byperftior does not have t be able to define or diagnose

-

(,, 'A ?

,)!;?'4
9 0 9

en,
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the condition, in order to take action.

c. Counseling and confrontation are mandatory on the basis of

the unacceptable performance or behavior. Recovery prognosis

is good.

STAGE 4 - DECISION TO RECOGNIZE - ACTION CONFRONTATION

I. Stage Characteristics

a. Accumulated observations tip the scales

b. Unable to communicate with the individual

c. Cannot rationalize or justiry ignorance of the problem

d. Fellow lorkers redefine the behavior is abnormal, -and

withdraw
;

-If. Behaviors - CANNOT COMMUNICATE OR'REASON W1TR INDIVIDUAL

12

v

a. Excessive absenteeimn (half and full day)

b. Totally avoids supervisor

c. Hardly ever available for discussion, .

d. Flushed or swollen face

e. Tremors 'and sweats

f. Withdrawn (loner)

g. Liquor on breath

h. Change in weight (poor diet)

i. EXcuses for absence, or failure to comply, are unreasonable'

sometimes bizarre, and repetitive.

j. Troducdvity very.loW

k. Fellow workers Complain

1. Moodyffl Oefensive, and irritable

01. Comunioation is at.a standstill

t;

910

I za
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III. Conclusion

a. Supervisde is forced to identity and diagnose the problem,

to avoid being cited by higher authority.

b. Chances tar successful recOvery by the individual are

minimal.

SUMMARY: It should be noted that all.of the observable bhaviors listed

4
do not necessarily fit any one individual, nor do they appear in a

particular order over a apecific time period. Each case is unique, and

is defined by its own body of indicators, which separatetthe member from

his/her ore-establiehed Patterns of behavior and performance and precipitate

problem identification.

sAr!"":":"
;74A1

140004
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OBLEM
DOCUMENTATION
As a supervisor you should know your personnel and maintain written records

of meetings with them and actions taken which pertain to them. These

documents ahould be reviewed periodically, as a part of your basic

responsibility to insure the effective management of your personnel and

resources, and in order to uncover any trends, positive or negative,

which may be emerging.

With respect to alcohol abuse and alcoholism, the documented record of

performance discrepancies noted, unacceptable behaviors observed, inter-

views, or coenseling sessions held, and actions taken will become the

basic element of confrontation with the probleM member. It will also

serve as an informational summary for higher supervision, problem con-

sultants (Social Actions, medical and chaplain), and the Unit Commander,

and as a case history supplement for referral agencies, during the

treatment and rehabilitation effort. Since you are not being asked to

diagnose the cause of the problem, and further, will not be confronting

,the member on that basis, no accusation nor supposition that drinking is

the issue should be included. '

The following list of items for documentation has been compiled. It in

no way constitutes a complete record, and should be expanded as necessary

to fit esech specific situation.

Maintain written record f the following:

14

- a. Absences and axtue7s

b. Failure to. comply

c. FailUre to follow orders

612
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d. Missed suspense dates

e. Appearance discrepancies

f. Reports to 'sick call
4

g. Tardiness

h. Vhaatisfactory performance

Unacceptable behaviors

j. Disciplinary actions

k. Interviews

Counseling sessions

913

1489
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CONFRONTATION
Confrontation between the supervisor and the problem member should take

place at the earliest possible time; but only after it has been deter-

mined that the deviations documented do not represent a transitory.

phenomenon, but do identify a significant departure from pre-established

personal patterns and/or acceptable standarda.

The following confrontation sequence is suggested as a guide:

Step 1 - Supervisor Action

a. Supervisor may know the cause of the performance or behavior

change and can take appropriate action to help the employee correct it.

b. The problem may be of a nature that the supervisor wishes

to discuss things with his/her supervisor prior to seeing the worker.

h to discuas the problem and his/her ob-
.

a specialist (Social Actions,

c. The supervisor may

servations with his/her supervisor

Medical, Chaplain).

NOTE: When in doubt about option "a", execute option "b". If still not

sure, also take "c".

Step 2 - First Meetind

a. Confront employee on a friendly, questioning basis as to the

decline in job performance and/or prevalence of unacceptable behavior.

b. Show the employee the written documentation of the observations.
1.

c. Express your coecern

and your willingrOss to issist.

16

for a possible problem that he/she might have,

d. RequeiChis/her explanation of the unacceptable performance.

914
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Is

e. Advise the employee that the situation mtst be corrected or

action will be taken.

r. Schedule another oounseling seseiion at a later period (a

week), when the situation will again be reviewed for improvement or

further action.

NOTE: If the situation warrants, a referral to Social Actions, the

hospital, or the chaplain may be in order. This appointment mey be

suggested or ordered.

NOTE: Remember that withdrawal from alcohol constitutes a medioal

emergency in oases of heavy dependence; and you ari not qualified to

make a diagnosis. When in doubt, send him. -

',Step 3 - Between Meetings

a. Monitor and record progress of employee during period

between interviews.

/b. Advise immediate supervisor of same status.

c. If no improvement is noted or the situation deteriorates,

consult with specialists and plan proper approach for the second inter-

view.

Step 4 - Second Meeting

a. If situation has improved and seems to be returning to

normal, reaffirm faith in employee and remind him that you are always

there to help, whenever needed.

b. If situation has deteriorated or remained status quo, the
;n1

employee should be egein confrontedwith his performance and told that

no satIsfactory improvement vas noted.

c ge/she shoAfld,be given another chance to explaiii his/her

problem end lack of progress.

915
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d. If alcoholism 113 suspdeted, a mandatory appointment mhould

be made with the Social Actions Office. This appointment should be

made without delay. Other problems Might indicate referral to the

Legal Office, the Chaplain, Personnel Office, or Medical Facility.

g. e. The supervisor should insure that the employee keeps the

appointment, and/Oiovide the referral agency with background case data

as applicable. !

f. The eupervisor should advise the employee of the grave

consequences of eontinued poor nerformance - Article 15, Separation, etc.

NOTE: Anytime the emPloyee admits hie/her drinking'problem, an appointment

should be made with the SAO and assurance given as to the positive klicy

orthe Air Force and the Unit.

NOTE: Rehabilitation must be offered to every individual, even when

16,
dismdssal is contemplated. Enrollment in treatment program is mandatory

.whether the individual is a volunteer or not.

NOTE: Industry has found thatipnly 50%.of the cases referred using these

guidelines are diagnosed as alcoholism. Others include,emotional disturbance,

fanilylproblems, job dissatisfaCtion, and some physical ailments.

NOTE: tO,noi attempt to diagnoie the problem, unless physical evidence

is present, legal diffiaulties 'arise, or help is vcauntarily solicited.

18

916
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REFERRAL
149 3

After the Identification, Documentation, and Confrontation processes

halm taken place, referral of-the member should,be made if problem

resolut4n cannot 6e routinely acoomplished by the unit through general

aupportive guidance or counseling. As a supervisor, your akills,,pri-

mary experience, and time are focused on task completion, and mission

accomPlishment. The referral,of a problem worker to a helping agency

should not be viewed as a sign of inability or weakness, but aska

positive decision based on mature judgement.

Some principles for timely referral are included.as a guidei

- Anitime personal problems are indicated which cannot be resolved
t n

by the unit, :referral should be mg& io the approPriate agency by way

of suggestion or, assignment (SA02.Chaplain, Legal, Medical).

- Counsel by pereonnel,with special qualifications in a euspected

problem area is often successful, because of the, special experience-of

the People involved and their location..

a. The privilege of confidentiality oan often provide:the

necessary stimulus for uncovering the trouble.

b. People often loosen up when away from the problem environ-

meht.

- Referral for problem'drinking or suspected alcoholism should be

made tO the.Social Actions Office or.directly to the hospital, if
,

necessary.

.19

eft

- All referrals should be'precededaby consultation between the

4,
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4106

unit and the involved agency(s).

NOTE: Irregardleas of the referral route used, a complete medical

evaluation should begin the rehabilitfialle prog)ss:

20
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BEYOND
REFERRAL

In dealing with problems.such as alCoholism which will require specialized

treatment Xechniques and approaches, the most appropriate piegram, designed

to meet the specific needs of the individual concerned, will be selected

and coordinated betweep the Unit Commander, the Chaplain, Medical pro-

fessionals, and the Social Actions Office. Persons who require intensive

care and rehabilitation beyorid local capability will be entered into an
ep

Air Force Centralized Rehabilitation Facilitir. Dependents of.military

personnel and'EAF civilian employeei, if authorized Medical care, may

alio receive assistance for.problems of alcohol abuse or alcoholism.

OtherWise, they should be loncouraged to seek civilian assistance. CHAMPUS

approved facilities should be considered.

21
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STUDY REFERENCE-SUPERVISORS CONFRONTATION MODEL

5a. CRITERION ORJECTIVE.:. Identify the indications of an individual's
progressing decline due to alcohol abuse, that are observable by a
supervisor, and the barriers that a supervisor faces in openly defin-

ing the problem.

lo Role of the supervisor in relation to,alcoholics/alcohol
abusers.

22

a. Recognize problem drinkers through substandard performance
and behavioral problems, corrective actions. Use the

following stepi:

(1) Recognize (Identify).

(2) Document.

(3) Confront.

(4) Refer.

41.111

2. Symptoms that are observable:

a. 14 dynamic symptoms.

b. Intermittent disruption of established performance or
behavioral patterns.

c. Undefined deViation from the established patterns of
behavior.

d. Not frequent or ytive enough to indicat'abnormal
behavior.

e. Deviations increitis.

3. Barriers to confrontation:

a. Drinking away from work area.

b. Covered for by fellow-workers.

c. Higher the individual the more time stiuctUre for drinking.

2 es

920
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d. Closeness to individual maks confrontation uncomfortable.

4. Soon the problem becomes obvioge:411

a. Job impairment increases.

b. Aggravative behavior.

c. Still covered
"
by fellow-workers.

d. tommUnication lost.

e. Must face problem.

f. Fellow-wa'kerm withdraw.

5. Amok for formation of a problem drinking pattern.

a. Hangdvers.

b. Morning drinking.

c. Avoidance of supervision.

23 c-

d. Spasmodic work pace.

e. Unexcused absenteeism.

f. Tardiness.

g. Decline in work quality.'

h. Inconsistent dress habits.

i. Sharp personality changes.

j. Unreasonable excuses for behavior or absence..

k. Paranoia.

1. Argumenpative and defensive behavior.

Change in weight.

n. Fel/ow-workers complaints

o. Withdrawal from social interaction.

9,?,1

7
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1498
p. Flushed, swollen face.

q. Tremors or sweats.

r. Showing up on security police or local police blotters.

5b. Identify four major areas which should be documented by sUpervisors

when alcohol abuse is suspected.

1. Document:

a. Word performance

b. Behavior

c. Number of counseling.sessions held

d. Action taken against individual.

2. Specifics: Absences
Failure to comply
Failure to follow orders
Appearance discrepancies
Excessive reports to sick call
Unsatisfactory work performance
Tardiness'
Missed suspense_dates

a

Sc. Identify two basic requirements for confronting and-the recommended

supervisor actions during the first and seCond meetings with the worker.

1. First Confrontation:

Confront at the earliest possible time
Confront on a friendly, questioning basis
Show documentation .

Offer assistance ,.
. .

Request an explanation /
DO NOT MENTION ALCOHOLISM
Schedule aloper comPlgina.mogion

2. Between Meetings:

. Monitor and record any progress

b. Advise immediate supervisor \922

c. If deterioration or, no
improvement consult

Social Actions Medical Doctor

Chaplain Commander
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3. Second Confrontation:

. If sltuation is improved, praise the worker.
e

.7 e ,v. '

1499

b. Jf situation has not improv d, more-drastic action is
required up to and includin Article 15 and possibly
separatIon.

5 d. Identify three reasons.for superviior referral of a suspected
problem drinker and the primary reason for involving competent ,

.medical authority as soon as possible.

-1. Reasons for Referral:

a. Qualified counselors may be more successful.

b. Confidentiality can provide stimulus for uncovering
problems.

c. People often loosen up when away from the problem
nvironment.

2. Involve competentmedical authority as soon ae possible because:

25

4.!

4

a. The alcoholic may be suffering from withdrawl symptoms.

b. ALCOHOL WITHDRAWAL CAN CONSTITUTE A MEDICAL EMERGENCY.

923.
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. Alcohol Rehabilitation Models

a. Identify AF Policies and Programs
for conduct of centralized Drug/Alcohol

b. Identify and promote programs which
to alcohol abuse. ..'

. ,

c. Identify methods of formulating
Alcoholics Anonymous as a resource.

.

.

.

.

. SUPPORT MATERIALS

Student Instructional Material.

..... __...

A
established.by the Air Force

Rehabilitation.
.

offer alternative activities

.
.

rehebilitation eilmens .isinfis
, .

.

.

,

AND GUIDANCE

,

. .

_

.

(AFIF 292, 30 min)
.

_

q

alcohol rehabilitatiQ/
is the preferred method. Die-

and the program elements.
can be contacted to provide
plan back-up is required.

the use of Antabuse, and
careless use of antabuse.

Speakers can be secured from
of the presentation. Allo%

.

.

SG B-IV-3-12,.Alcohol
. 1

Audio-Visual Aids

Rehabilitation Models

Models

- The Bottom Line

.

35mm Slides, Alcohol Rehabilitation
16mm Films, Alcoholism

Training Methods
Lecture/Dis'Cussion

Instructional Guidance
Restate entry requirements for the centralized

program and stress that the local program
cusgpothe centralized approach-tO rehabilitation
A representative of the centralized program
this portion of the lecture; howevervlesson
Explain aversion therapy (counter-conditioning),

other modalities. Stress the Aanger of the
Discuss Alcoholics Anonymous and Alanon.
the local comnunity to supplement this portion
time for student questions.

.,

..

. NiPeRVISOR APPROVAL OP L ESSON PLAN (PART R)
, SIGNATURI AND DATE SIGNATURE AND DATE

,
.
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,
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PART Il TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (10 Minutes)

ATTENTION

The American Medical Association
"-calls alcoholism a disease. But,-

this disease, alcoholism, is being
treated by police personnel,
judges, and jailers. This is wrong.
The trend is finally changing, as
public attitudes change concerning
treatment and rehabilitation of the
alcoholic person. I emphasize'
person because he/she has not
become something, but is still
somebody, with a heart and soul
and potential for being a whole
person. The trend to rehabilita-
tion is now with doctors, thera-
pists, and medical technicians.
In many instances, the alcoholic
person had been caught in the
revolving door of the "establish.%-
ment," the system; i.e., caught
at speeding and drunk driving, or
arrested for public drunkenness,
dumped in the drunk tank to sleep
in his/her own vomit, released
after one or two days, back on
the street, drunk again; the same
cycle, over and over. No efforts
to rehabilitate.

MdlIVATION

You are the agent, the catalyst
for changing this shoddy systeril.
In your position as Social Actions
perponnel; and possessing a posi-
.tive attitude toward the alco-
holic person, rehabilitation of
half of that nine million

1
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alcoholics or alcohol abusers is

possible. And, along with that,
the savings of seven to eight

billion dollars. Also, you can
pull in ydur direction and change
the attitOdes of those base per-
sonnel who think rehabilitation
efforts are a waste of their
time and money. You have a lot
going for you and, now, with the
Federal Government investing some
millions of dollars in alcoholism
studies, you have a lot of power
behind you.

OVERVIEW

1. Cover the lesson objectives
with the class.

2. Explain that this hour will be
-devoted to those rehabilitation
models for the alcoholfc person
that are available for you, in
addition to your local rehabilita-
tion programs. You will also see
how to incorporate resources such
'as AA in your program.

3. ExplaiS'that in the following
two hours of CTT, representatives
from Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
and the Alcohol Treatment Center
will.speak to the class.

TRANSITION

,

Here are some basic thoughts about
rehabilitation.

a. These e forts might not
work; but'they èéworth a try.

b. Mch effo t is needed on,
the part of you, the alcoholic
person, the family of the alco-
holic person, the supervisor,
and friends.

2
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c. Requires proper positive
-attitudes from family, friends,
supervisors, etc.

d. Requires recognizing the-
problem as an illness.

e. Requires recognition of
the basic symptoms of alcoholism.

f. Requires proper confront-
ation.

g. Requires responsibility
acceptance of the individuals

..44440*.
involved.

,t6
h. Requires a knowledge of

4441: resources available, in the com-
munity or on base.

.:-.'itIV..'
V V,

I. Requires the ability not
, to get discouraged.

1, 0

kklep! ,
.-..r.,:t.t,.. BODY Cl Nour 40 Minutes)

''..i;...;'.

ql

PRESENTATION

6a. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
three requirements for entry into
the Alr Force centralized alcohol
rehabilitation program.

14 State the following general
information.

a. Local rebqbilitation is a
coordinated effort among commanders,
chaplains, medical personnel, and
Social Actions personnel.

b. Centralized rehabilitation
is governed by Air Force Regula-
tion,(AFR) 160-36,4kehabilitation
of Persons with Drinking Problems,

3

"'"vi
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which lists unit locations, entry

requirements, and guidelines for

operation. The office of primary
responsibility (OPR) is the

Surgeon General.

c. The Air Force has in oper-

ation 28-day rehabilitation
centers at:

Ohio.

fornia.

England.

(1) Wright-Patterson AFB,

(2) Lack land AFB, Texas.

(3) Travis AFL Cali-

(4) Scott AFB, Illinois.

(5) Eglin AFB, Florida.

(6) Weisbaden AB, Germany.

(7) Lackenheath AB,

(8) Clark AB, Philippines.

(9) Andrews AFB Maryland.

d. The Air Force also oper-

ates a 14-day rehabilitation

center at Sheppard *FS, Texas,

and Clark AB, Philippines.

2. State the entry requirements
for centralized alcohol rehabil-

itation. Alcohol Rehabilitation
Program Members recommended for

Alcohol Treatment Centers must be;

a. Referred by the rehabil-

itation committee. Refeiral to

-an. Alcohol Treatment Center is

an action which clearly must "

*reflect the consideration of all

factors in ,the individual cases

r
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(1) treatment at a central
rehabilitation center is normally
used only when local medical and
nonmedical resources are limited:

(2) Other individual factors
may impart the decision to send a
perdoh to an AleOhol Treatment Center.

(I) Each referral request to
a center must be acc:mpanied toy a de-
tailed summary outlining the efforts
undertaken at the local level and
the results thereof, together with
all other pertinent data. This will
assist the center in its evaluation
and treatment of each case.

(4) The attending medical
officer contacts the director of
the appropriate Alcohol Treatment
Center by mail or by telephone
requestingvadmission of the pa-
tiat.,

(5) The originating
hospital then contacts the
responsible medical regulating
office and-obtains a cite'number
before entering the patient into

. the aeromedical evacuation system.

b. The client.will undergo
detoxification and withdrawal at
the referring hospital before
transfer if that location offers
detoxification. Multiple ad-
missions to centralized alcohol
treatment programs are discouraged.
Acceptance of any person having
previously completed an inpatient
pcogram rests with an Alcohol
Treatment Center prograta director.`
Completion oflmfinpatient alco-
hol treatment 'programs constitutes
basis for denying a third admis-
sion. Before a third admission,
serious consideration should be

92:9
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given to administrative separa-
tion and referral to a Vetrans
Administration (VA) hospital for

follow-up treatment.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What are the entrance criteria
for USAF Alcohol Treatment Centers?

4

2. On white would you base the

decision?..

PRESENTATION

6b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the approach of the centralized

alcohol rehabilitation program and

its six primary elements.

1. IdentAi the program approach.
The approach is group living in

separate hospital ward to promote
feelings of acceptance, belonging,
security, equality, and self-

image.

2. Ldentify the six prliary pro-
pam-elements of the 28-day central-
ized alcohol treatment program
(excluding Sheppard AFB, Texas).

a. Individual counseling, as

needed.

b. -Education: Awareness
abOut.alcohol and its abuse.

c. group therapy: Open-
ended (allowing new patients in

and.graduates out).

d. AA meetings: For their

insight into the prOblem, and
where patients fit in the world-

wide problem.

u

Ar

NOTE: Not all local hospitals
,have the capability of detoxi-

fication. In this case detoxi-,
fication is done 'at The nearest
hospital having that capability.

930
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1 ,

ei inereational therapy:
R71eis tion, physicat conditionin
and sychologicsl diversion.

if. Occupational therapy:
De4elops talents, skills, achieve-
merqs, Usefulness, pride, etc.

.

State the-following additional

.4111 tion about the centralized
falcohi treatment centers'. 4

a. Alcoho tment center
program directors areeincouraged

. to host major command (MAJCOH)
and installation Social Actions
personnel_and unit commanders'
'assigned within their medical
(gcographic) areas of responsi-

.This will aerve either
as pn orientation for unit coin-

&enders and newly assigned Social
Actions personnel or a refresher
for experienceSSocial Actions
staff.

b. If considered beneficial
to the rehabilitation Of a patient
crf--an alcohol -tieatment center-, the

program director may authorize the
participation of the spouse in the
treatment process.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. "What is the approach .of the
U$A7 Centralized Alotiol Treat-
ment Centers?

2. What are the six-primary
program elements of the
cencralized treat'ent centers?

PRESENTAfION

6c. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the roles of aversion therapy,

. ,

7
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antabuse treatment, therapeutic
communities, and,private rehabil-

itation centers in alcohol
rehabilitation.

1. (Aversion Tfierapy). Discuss

this as the method used at
Sheppard AFB and at ClarilliAB.

, a. Viaps alcoholisd as a

learned behavior. It is, there-
fore, treated as a learned

behavior.

b.. The alcoholic is given all

the alcohol he/she wants, and even

more than he/she-wants, until he/

tee geth sick and vomits.
-

c. A mild electric shock is
administered when drink gets to

mouth.

d. ,01,ral1 objective is to

get the person to.develop an

aversiqd to-drinking through

association (unlearn the behavior

through negative reilaorcement or

ccmmter-conditioning):

2. Descabe pitabuse (disulfiihM)

treatment.

a.. Use of a diug, adminis-
tered orally, wh4h causes the

alcoholic to getill once alcohol

3

is mixed with,drug. Reactio
could coniist of'flushing, p lpi-

tations, hyperventilation, n usea,

vomiting, and, occadionally,- un-

consciousness.

b. SometiMesl.abeled as a

"crutch." (But, if sOmeOne is
crippled and wants to walk, what's

wrong with a crutch?)

4
... Is

- i.
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c. Administered by medical
staff. C'ould be dangdrous; might
cause violent. illness. Should
never be given to an intoxicated
person. Must have twelve.alcohol-
free hours.'before administering:

d. Effects last 24-96 hours.

.3. Discuss the therapeutic cm-.
munity (alcohol recovery house).

a. Not one person doing somer
thini.,to patient, but A group of
patients assisted by specialists.

b.. Patient is encouraged to
be responsible for own recovery.

4. Discuss Private rehabilitation
centers.

a. Concentrate on person
acceptingrhis/her responsibility
for the p lolem, with professional
assistaace,

-

b. Recreation available;
counseling; family therapy.

c. Cost for 14 days is approx-
hmately $2,100 (geared primarily
to upper-economic classe.$).

d. Covered by some insurance
companies.

e. La Hacienda, in Kerrville,
, Texas, with country-,Jub atmosphere,
"is.example.

f. Some use aversion thera
ochees use a multi-modalit proach.

,P.XPLICATION/EVALUATION.

1. How does aversion therapy work?

2, How does antabuinkwork? Can it

9

33
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be dangerous?

3. What,is the greatest
limitation on priyate rehabil-

itation centers?

6d. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the basic positions of Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA) with respect to
alcoholism, its ultimate goal, ind

its ftimary method for recylery.

1. Present general information

about AA.

a. Founded 'JAI 1935 by profes-

sional people who were alcoholics.

b. Estimated 600,000 people

involved today.

c. AA recognized lack of

_treatment available which would

help alcoholics in 1935.

d. Most.suecessful means of-

rehabilitation today.

It 2. Discusb the strucuure and
.membership of AA.

a. Membership records are,not

kept. Structure of an organiza-

tion is virtually nonexistent.
Each chapter is autonomous. Con-

tributions Maintain the chapter,

pay rent, buy,refreshments, etc.

The only req;Ilrement for

meibership in AA Is a desire to

stop drinking.

5. Discuss the position of AA

Lith respec.t to alcoholism and

identify its basic approach.

a. Alcoholism 'can be arrested,

14 treatable, and alcoholics can be

.j restored.

'10
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b. AA is a fellowship of men
and women sharing experiences,
strengths, and hopes, with the
goal of solving their common
problem and helping others recover
from,alcoholism.

4. Identify the ultimate goal of
AA.' Alcoholism cannot be cured
in the ordinary sense'of the terth;
but, it can'be arrested through
total abstinence from alcohol.
The fellowship's sole concern is
to maintain sobriety and to help
others achieve it.

5. Describe the methods of pro-
gram entry and recovery.

1511

1;

a. A member (cecovering
allcoholic) shares his/her story
with a newcomer, dcscribes.his/
her, sobriety, and inviten th
newcomer to join.

o. Newcomer idertifies with
.story, fthares hie/her problem, $

and unburdens him/herslf tor
perhaOS the first timo:

,c. Newcomer feels acceptance
Jud b6gins to res.,,nd ',7.o concern.

d. The T,,L1',e :ftepf; of AA:

the primaky 'method for recovery.

p. Meetings.

(1) Op.111: 1.,r family,

r7i/Inds of the aLloholic, and
--Inione flaying problem with drink-.

lng.

11

(:) Closei: Limtted to AA'

,
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APPL1CATION/EVALUATION'

1. What is the basic position of AA
concerning Alcoholism as a disease?

2. What is the goal of AA1

PRESENTATION

6e. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the 12 steps of AA.

1. Identify the 12 steps of AA as
explained in the big book 'of alco-
holics anonymous.

a. Step One. ". . . We admitted
we.were powerless over alcohol -- that
dur lives had become unmanageable.

(1) For a person to Admit
that he/she'is powerless is a .

difficult decision, but it is an
essential component of racovery.

. (Z) The unmanageability
comes in vArious forms 7- finan-
cial, mOral, and .spiritual.

.(3) The first step is'
d'Onsidered the most important,
because it ii the 'point where
the alcoholic makes a decision
to stop drinking and work a
n ogram of recovery.

Step Two.. . came to
believe that a Pow:7 greqter than
ourselves cquld restore us to san-,

ity. . ."

(1) AA believes that an.
:a lcoholic peraon is virtually
Jasane while under the iniluence
of alcohol.

AU,.
. (2) A, major facet of

overcoming thisjinianity.is the
'Nly/

belief in-a force or power greater
-40k.

dian self.

., 12

I

Ma . I a,-
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c. Step Three. ". . . made a
decision to turn our will and our

Ilives over to the care of God ak we
understand Him. .

"

(1) Prior to the alcoholic
discontinuing his/her drinking, his/
her management of life hong usually

been poor.

(2) AA believes t4at due
to a record of poor life manage-
ment ow the alcoholic's part, he/
she needs assistance from'a power

4.,i4F22 he/she considers greater than him/
herself.

,,,$) ..

d. Step Four. ". . . made a
.4t'Ar

searching and fearless,MOral in-.
ventory of ourselves. . ."

(1) It is suggested that
a person make a written list of
hie/her strengths and weaknesses,
basedon various introspection.

(2) This list may take
some membere several years to
complete,"depending upon their
readiness to face their moral
selves.

e. -Step Five. ". . . admitted
to God, to ourselves, and to another
humlipbeing the'exactiftature of our
Wrong,. . ."

(1) -The list compiled
fn Step Four must then be shared
with another person. This person
need not be alcoholic. Some out-
lets are family membecs, religious
ministers, or friends.

,

(2)'.,lbe unburdening of
past eventetO another person
allows the alcoholic to vent ac-

.

cumuliqed feelings of guilt, re-
morse, and other unpleasant
feelings the alcoholic)max_have
carried, for a long period 'of time.

93';'
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f. Step Six. ". . . were entirely
ready to tL8VeGOI remove all theae de-
fects of character. . ."

(1) After the alcoholic has
confided his/her past with another
person, he/she must than be willing

to ask forgiveness of his/her past
trangressions.

(2) 1his action then allows
the person to start a new life away
from the past.

g. Step Seven. ". . . humbly

asked Him to remove our short-
. comings. . ."

(1) The alcoholic comes to
iealize he/she is not perfect and
does have fau4s.

(2) Again, he/she enjoins
his/her higher power to remove his/
her shortcomings, thus allowing the
person to feel he/she is not com-
bating insurmountable odds in life.

(3) This does not mean
the alcohol c will no longer be
responsible or living his/her own
life... It siniply reduces some of
the personality obstacles the
person has created.

h. 'Stei,Eight. ". . ,Imode

a list of all persons We had harmed
and become willing ,to make amends
to them all. . ." eike Step Four,
this step requir.es the alcoholic to
maice another written list-of all
persons he/she can recall having
harmed in any manner. The harm may
have been physiCal or phycological,

I. Step Nine. ". . . made
,direct amends to such people

_whcrever possible, except when
to do so would injure them or
others. ;"

14.4
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(1) This step is designed
to relieve the guilt and resentment
a person may still hold as a result
41.f his/her negative actions.

(2) There are instances
where such amends would be either
physically or psychologielllly dam-
aging to the alcoholic or the other .

party/parties concerned.

j. Step Ten. ". . .'continued
to take pefsonaf inventory and when
we were wrong promptly admitted
it. . ."

4

(1) This.step is an ongoing
maintenance step.

(2) After the major inven-
tory in Step Four and the' admission
pf past wrongs in Step Five, the al--
coholic must then continue his/her
Moral research and admit to wrong-
doings to limit the possibility of
return to his/her previously un-
productive life style.

k. Step Eleven. ". . . sought
through prayer and meditation to
tmprove our conscious contact with
God, as we.understood Him, praying
only for knowledge of Hid will nd
power to carry that out. . ." This,
step is designed to increase the al-
cohdlic's spiritual program and
strengthen his/her convl,ction 'that
he/she is not alone in his/her fight
for recovery.

1. Step Twelve. ". . . having
had a spiritual awakening as a result
of theie steps, we tried to carry this
message eo.,414,0ho1ics, and to practice.
these principles in all our affairs. . ."

,(1) One way alcoholics carry
'the message of AA is through twelve-
step calls.

13 939
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(2) A twelve-step call is
simply going out to where a still
drinking alcoholic is located and
explaining how the program works
and relating personal experienceks.
The twel#e-step call is made only
after the alcoholic calls for hplp.

4.C\

2. Explain that the practice of
the 12 steps of AA becomes a way

of life. The steps may be "worked"
many times over the course of the

alcoholic's life.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. Explain stfp one of AA.

2. Explain stop three.of AA.

PRESENTATION

61. CRITERI4 OBJECTIVE: Identify

the purpose 4nd program of Al-Anon
-7 and Alateen./

1. Identify the purpose and program

of Al-Anon.

a. Al-Anon 'is a fellowship of
familieh and friends of alcaolics.
The alcoholic who affects the Al7Anon
member may be:

AA.

(1) drinking or in treatment.

(2) recovered with or without'

(3) or dead.

b. The purpose of Al7Anon ieto
,provide emotional and spiritual 6upport

to the fiAmilies and friends of alcoholi6s.,

16
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(1) sharing the common problems
of surviving in a home with an alcoholic.

(2) sharing experiences and
solutions.

(3) education about alcohol,
alcoholism, and how it affects family
members.

(4) Out of this sharing,
Al-Anon members believe "serenity of
spirit" and enriched lines.

c. The Al-Anon program is designed
to allow the spouse to reevaluate him/
herself by emphasizing:

(1) The spouse cannot change
the alcoholic.

(2) The epouse can change him/
herself.

(3) The alcoholic must be
accepted as he/she is. Efforts to
reform the alcoholic detract from
energies the spouse could use for
him/herself.

(4)Playing "ain't it awful"
about the alcoholic spouse hurts the
A1-Anon member. The non-alcoholic
spouse needs to do.something more
positive. Only through positive
action will the Al-Anon begin to
feel good *bout him/herself.

(5) The spouse is not-
rgsponsible for the alcoholic's
behavior and 4hould not accept
this.responsibility. Accepting
'reoponsibility for the alcoholic
perpetuates the alcoholic's disease.

,(6) The spouse must learn
to bie more self..sufficient.

17
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(a) This may mean that the
marriage be dissolved, or

(b) The non-alcoholic spouse
and children learn to reorganize their lives

_without the alcoholic spouse.

2. Identify the purpose and program of
Alateen.

a. The purpose of Alateen is to
provide information and emotional and
spiritual support for the teenage chil-
dren of alcoholics.

(1) Alateen is a part of Al-Anon,
despite the fart that each group'is self-
supporting.

(2) An AA or Al-Anon member acts
as advisor to group. The advisor does
_not participate in group unless asked to
bk group members.

b. Alateen group meetings are basitally
the same as Al-Anon meetings.

3. Explain that Al-Anon and Alateen groups
can be valuable resources for social actions
drug/alcohol specialists.

a. The Al-Anon and Alateen groups can
provide the support and help your staff may
not be able to provide the families of your
clients.

b. By getting "well'," the family may
help in the recovery process of your cltents
to:

(1) Face his/her problem.
ON.

(2) Cease playing aliicholifC games'.

perpetuate alcoholic behaVior.

c. Al-Anon nd Alateen groups can be'
contacted through:

-
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(1) phone directory.

--NN,

-(2) the nearest Al-Anon central
offi

(3) the local countil on
alcoholism.

d. The families of your clients
starting their own chapter. This has
several advantages:

(1) convenience.

(2) conimonality of AF experienices
and interests.

(3) possible inclusion of families
of abusers of other substances.

e. The p cedure for starting a new
chapter are:

(1) Decide on a meeting place.

(2) Write the Al-Anon Famfly Group
Headquarters announcing the discussion to
start a chapter. Headquarters will send
the necessary literature to start,and reg-
ister the new group.

(3) The new group then.elects
officers and works out the.details of
their program.

f. Alcoholism is a family disease
and Al-Anon And Alateen can help the
"family" part of the disease.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What is the purpose of Al-Anon?
a

2. What is the purpose of Alateen?

3. HoW can Al-anon,or Alateen help
the familiea of your clients?

19
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PRESENTATION

6g. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify

the ways in whic4 USAF rehabilitation
programs can ingorporate Alcoholics

Anonymous (AA) and AA principles,
and the procedure for working through
the first4five AA steps.

1. Identify the ways in which USAF
rehabilitation programs can incorporate
Alcoholics Anonymous and AA principles.

a. Alcoholics Anonimous should
generally be made a part of a recovering
alcoholic regimen. The first way to in-
corporati AA is to have your client join
a ;local AA chapter..

4

:":10

'-11`to6,41,

:trrL471

(a) AA does not work for all,

and so,AA may not be a part of the regimen
for some clienti who do not respod to AA.

(b) Your local AA may not
accept drug abusers, and/or may not
It speak" or appeal to them.

(c) Your local AA May not
appeal to younger alcoholics.

(d). AA may noebe available
locally.

(2)- Even though you may suggest
AA as part of the-rehab regimen, you
cannot require AA attendance, as there is

4

no means of checking whether a person
actually attended. To do so would,violate
AA principles.

(3) If a cliet chooses to elect
AA 18 part of his/her regimen, the knoe.-
o.dgeable counselor can monitor the client's

20
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progress through the 12 AA steps,
providing complementary support
and helping the client deal with
relevant issues in counseling.

b. The second way you can '

implement AA in xour rehabilitation
program is.to start a chapter on
base. You may want to d9 this if
there are no suitable ones nearby,
or eimply because of convenience,
or because of the'common interests
shared by Air Force people.

(1) Most bases have AA
members who are willing to start
,on-base chapters.

V.
el

(a) SLD AA members.

(b) Former rehabilitees.

(c) Dependents

-(d) DAF civilians.

(e) AF members who are .

AA embers, btit who were not formally
ent ed in the USAF rehab program.

,(2) AA members are a valuable
volunteer asset to initiate an AA group.

(a) Sharing their ex-
periences as an alcoholic, and an.AA
member.

(b) Sponsoring new AA
members.

. (3 On-hase groups have the"
followilg dvantages:

.(a) Covenience.

(b) commonality of AF
experiend10 and interests.

.
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. ' of the thred above Methods.. , .t 1
. ,,I..

,

I
.

I
'

1
' V ,

W

%, . A

,- 2. Identify' the' proCednier. 4

'
.working througfthé'ftrit tiv4 AA , , '.-

.
\'

4

.

.., - sreps.' In, ,r0labilitatibt, diksalr "f, ,
.

the-ciient .fs.working,onl :fy:theirst, ; '4 9
.

... five steps , %AO emph&sis. -:41,1teli,i...?
,.. , : , - .

. A. STEP MT., "We aAmit we .#

are poWeriess'dVer alcohdk and that

our livesiChs1/0 beeoie_untanageable."
.. .

3ALR7340B/301A7361BOW.R7164-W6

- (c) Easy inclusion 'of

soctal actions drug/alcohod. *SpeciAlists.-

(d). Poisible inclusio.

of abusers of other substances more

regAily th4n tiff-base chapters.
-

c. The third'way to incorporate
AAHis ta use AA:principles in, soctal

actions counselihg.

(a) .fhis occurs,: es-i

pecially, where a'suitable.A.A:gioup-

does not eZist, and Ai is not ad-::

vantageRis to starf one.
- 7-8

t. (b) 'Requi7es SL

personnel to.bethorOughly familiar

with AA.and AA principles'.

SLD specietlist

uSes.the AA step approadiv .

habilitation in SLD group coul0,01--

ing. -

r

e,

4

;

e

(a) 'You,
.

will need, a -, .- <

.
chaplairi to ivork the foufth and ,1

,
-

fifth'step, This involveS,ad- . , 0-

witting .to anotherimst incidenS e
.

.

which may caude legal compli atiOns ,.,
.:. t

. unleis that person has ptivi ged

.. . ,

communiCat4.60., , . .4 ,

(e) 'The fodrth wAy
in,"corpeirate AA in yovr USAF rehab:El-4

,
.

.itationi)rogram le any combiliption. ,

-
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I.

, (1)- The major goal of Steps
One is to have .0te client recognize
that alcohol has been destroying his/
her life and to,accept treatment.
This can be very difficult..because
of the denial alibi system that al-
coholics develop.

(2) Identify the procedures
for working Step One:

4

(a) Educatethe client
concerning:

I. The disease
concept

4
of alcohollaill, and how al-

coholisi has affeceed persons lives;
give specific examples.

2. The principles
and mechanics of AA.

A
(13) Have_the

1,4

24-;"cr:P

I

Nrr,r7,
,

As74104

obsere others Ap through their
first step.

(c), Have the client
make a llst of all destiuctive be-

- haviors related to his/her alco-
holism. The list dhould include:

-1. The person's
progressive de'cline in life man- '

-

. :23.-Specific
incidents, cirmumstancest and-
feelings involved.

-

3. ,An'in-v._

dipation of the person's power-
. lessness Over alcohol.

. . ':(d) Have the clienf
read 'the list, 0 the.group: The
group does not respond immediately.

'

%

I.

4'

4

I.

111
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(e) -GrOup gives feedback

to the client in the fojlowing areas::

Evkdence of

unmanageability.

). rogressive'de-
cline of behavior,

3.. 'Feeling's ex-:

pressed.

4. Incongruent

behavior.and-statements.

(f) Do not permit

client to.justify any behavior.

Tte client-just listr.qw to the

;Teedback.

(0. Rework Si.ep 1,

-or parts gif Step 1, if nere'ssary

based on the gkoup feedback.,

b. STEPS TWO AND THREE:- Stpp

TWo: "We came to heliENe that t

'Power greater than ourselves could.

restore,us to sanity." Step Three:

.",We made'p decitiOn co turn our will

and our lives over to th# cure of

God as we under,stand Him."
,

P.) ,r The major goals of

Sleps Two and Three Pre.to achieve' ,

faitli chat things ,can be .11s,nged ;
4

thai: diete-is a power greeter than

the Alcoholic alone; aDd that power

%Alt help the F4cohoic thteugh this

bad time.
)

(2) Identify the' procedures

Steps TWo and Theee:

t.

(4) Clarify Cod vs faith. , ,w

I
4

\

v

"0.

k
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1. For c ts with
a strong eligious und this can
mean drawing strength on beliefs already
held or reclaiming those denied or for-
gotten.

2. For clients without
releigious balie.4 the Power can mean the
power that comes. rom seeing other people
use the rehab progtam and get control over
their lives. can mean turning their
lives Over to a rehab regimen; placing

. faith .in the healing power of"the group;
of the'good will in people; etc.

4

3. Allow clients
to listen to the experiences of other
group members on .what and how their
"higher" powers ha4e helped them.
This will help the client clarify
what he/she believes and is, willing
to put faith in.

4. Avoid theolOgIcal
discusiions. Allow the client to.in-
terprat his/hef "Higherpower and how
it works. .

,

(b) Clarify the AA ..

viey of compliance; acceptance, andr

__.,...s.4..A. surrender in alcoholism....0.-.4 .*
. '' 1,, . . :0 0

1PIMO
' .

.

1. .Compliance is_
.:;,0;.... folowing ihe rules without any tom-
,;4:4,,.......

m:i.tment to what Is being done. Al-

_ .-coholics will sometimes See this as
...., , A 1

. acceptance. .

-

,

, ........
. . f 2.: 'Acceptance is .0

. , _...

,.,the. intelldctual and emotionsObbeIief '.......-.t.o."+., .

:.,:.,,...
....!....1,.., -.

. that,alcollopis the caUse oUllfe* ,

..
-piohlems:..-.- >,

8 j c

3.1r.te:
i!:; 4 Pe

.qN .0a 414.

fte

4

. . . 3: Stitrender in-
; I

.'- volves.accepting thae alcohcil has
caused We pr6blems dnd thtn com-
pIeteli.giving.upAlcbho41;-!Sur.fender

.,

, mettils kction. ."-

4

1.

A

4
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(c) The counselor should
work with the client in counseling on'
acceptance ot the power of alcohol and
the need to give it uP.

c. Step 4: "Made a searching and
fearless moral inventory of ourselVes.l."

(1) The major goal of,Step 4
is for the client to become aware of
hi's/her character defects and assets.-
The goal; can be expressed in the state-
ment, "Know thyself."

a.

(2)- Identify the procedures \

for Step 4.

1(a) Clarify ths meaning
citmoral inventory.

1. Based on-client's
_values, srandards,Theliefs, orincip.as,

and ethics.

2. Can be broken into

two areas: liabilities (weabnest,e) and -

assets (strengths). Some exampleW are:

ASSETS LIABILITIES
,honest dishonest
loyal _self righteous
patient impatient
kind arrogant -

trustworthy delfish
sense of ^ resentful
,humor

.3., ()then group'.'

members cAn hdlp by giv-ing, examples,
from o presenting their inventories.

inventdry.

O

't client list nobilities fir-§t and ,wait
0

abOut a mo.ek- before lioting apsets.
/

..

, ," .

(b) lave clietitsvmake tHeir

1. It is best to have

95o

./ .

j

a

a

A
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2. This helps prevent
"minimizing" by tic; client.

(c) The fourth step. can
very emotional.

ro.

1. The fourth step
should be given to one-on-one counseling .
not in group:

2: It would 1.4e

I. I

helpful if the chailain listened to
dr.the fourth step work.

wy After presenting the
Courth step work to the counselow the
client may need to go back and rework
the inventory bgrore going pn to $tep 5.

d. Step 5; "Admiuted to God, to
.ourselves and to another human being

. the exact nature of our wrongs.'_

%
(1) The major gbal of 'sterl 5

is tor the client to'gain.true awareness
and acceptance of him/herself, by ex,-
presding th guilt-and the.shame to,
another human being..

(2) Identify ihe procedures
for Step 5. ,

,
a) Step 5 should be*

very specific. To do this it can
be broken into three parts: be-le

.-hav-Lor (incident) attitude a114,-
feelings. -In the, example of- the
man who-stole mixrev FromAis:Ifife.

. . .
, - 1. He WoulYd

fir4 tell what he did'ais
behlviur4. 1

, . 4.tiO i

, . 2. The clIent
, .....

would then relatehis.4ttitude at,
the kiMie'about what he' was'dqingt

_

"I'lX pilt it back tomorrow, beulties'
i worked- for.axis mioney ..',I Yrhe .-

',. 27
S.
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'attitude at the time may be his ration-
alization for doing the behavior.

3. The client
then relates how he felt, ."Since
I never put the mdney Hack, I trie4

to.convince tiyself that it was okay.
But underneath I felt rotten about
myself."

(1) A chaplain or
someone/w.ith legal immunity should
:listen to step 5, since it may'
involve past crimes.. This applies
a's well to items of an illegal naturef
that may be on.the step 4 inventory. 'P.

1. The person
11t:en1ng to step 5 must he non-
judvmental and understanding.

2: After the
client has given step 5 4t is
important to suoke the client_
for being strong epough to.;

survive, and 'strbrm enoagh to
be honest. Stroke the clielit
also for being 'w111.1.ng.to share

.all .the bad things that have AW,
Chaii4xened. with another person.

3. The client
my not finiph all-Of átép 5 in-

onesession. It.may take several.c
cir weeks to complete this

steps.:

3. .Explain that t.e 12 steps
a.continuihg growth'proCe'ss

rhat_may be repeated over and

^ over. e

a. Many clienta.bay,f1nish
rp 5-and reatize tffey did an

InctuiPlete,stop 1,or step 4.

tiC
44
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b. The client may want to go
back and complete the steps that
may have been incomplete.

c. This can enable the client
to continue growing and evaluating
his/her feelings, attitude and be-
havior.

d. This continuous growth process
may help your clients niaintain their

sobriety.

e. Chances.are that as they
are more honest with themselves
and others, and they find they
are not rejected, they will de-
velop a more positive self image.

f. This positive self image
is necessary to reverse the neg-

.i0,2: ative cycle they have become
,. caught inpt

g. Even as the negative
cycle "snowballs" so wfil the
popitive cycle. It's _Important
for you, the counselor, to help'

, the client staft the positive
cycle and keep it going.

e,

APPLIdATION/EVALUATION

AVVO:
1. What are some of the advantges
of on base AA groups? ,

2. What is the most difficult step
of the 12,steps of AA? Wh

3. What is the .1.01014 Oil of step 1?

of

)
A. What is ihe majcregoal of step 4?

'

. . .

y'044144

,

SIP ,
5. What is the majlr.goal of step 5?

29 -
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4

IJMMARY

CONCLUSION (10 minutes)

1. Restate the lesson oblectives
and highlight the main pointe:

a. The requirements for entry
into the Air Force, centralized
alcohol reybilitation program.

b. The apprbach of the
centralized rehabilitation pro-
gram and the primary program
elements.

c. The roles of aversion
therdpy, antabus treatment,
therapeutic communities and
'private rehabilitation centers
in alcohol rehabilitaticn.

-

d. The 12 step of- AA and

how they work.

e. The purpose of Al-Anon
and Alateen and how they can he
used.

.f. The wnys pri.ac iples

can be incorpo-ite:J. 1.to the

'A
F reknb4itatin program.

aZPOTIVATION/CLOSUUE-

You are not alone
help beneficial Lo the alcoholic
ur. the family of the 'alcoholic.

,7ou shpuld not..try to carryl,the
Irrden of All rehabilitees.

IresponsIbilitv as a Drug/
..'teol.speclalist is-to see

beltitat all alcoholicN-and their
6imilies on yoUr bane are
,..?rded help which they ars:

0 to u*se.:

r

10

954
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To get them this kind of help involves
your being familiar with the wide range
of alcohol rehabilitation models avail-
able to assist them depending onitheir
individual needs.

4.4,14-0---- '

Some alcoholics are best rehabilitated
in your local programs, others best in
,the USAF Alcohol Treatment Centers,
others in AA, others in private centers
or a combination of these. ,It is up to
you and the rehab committee to recommend
the most appropriate modalit5f.

Your knowledge of these models, and par-
ticularly how to integrate AA into your
local programs will help you make effective
recommendatpns for your clients and empha-
size the key elerients of AA in individual
and group counseling.

4
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ALCOHOL REHABILITATION MODELS

Upon completion of this unit of instruction you will be able to identify the entry
requirements and treatment approaches for the centralized alcohol rehabilitation program, the
concepta Of therapeutic Communities and private rehabilitation centers, Alcoholics Anonymous
(AA), and Al-Anon, and how to Luke AA and Al-Anon in your base,level Program.

INTRODUCTION

With more federal money, federal encouragement and. national interlest in alcoholism
emerging, the attitude toward treatment of alcoholism is changing find e rehabilitation
iesponsibilities are being channeled in # produbtive direction. Rehabilitation of the alcoholic ,

person is now centered around' physicians, therapists, and medicid technicians, is well as
psychiatrists, social workers, and Mental health personuel. No longer should the alcoholic
or alcohol abuser get caught in the revolving door of the "system"; i.e., caught speeding
and driving while intoxicated (DWI), or arreited for public drunkenness, dumped into the
drunk tank to sleep in histher own vomit, and then released aftei one or two days, back
on the street, drinking again; a cyclic operation getting nothing accomplished, As farces
-rehabilitatioU is concerned.

Social Actions personnel can_ be agents for change to the existingrevolving-door systein.
Rehabilitation of at least half of the 9 million alcoholics or alcohol aburrs is possible.
Along ',Nth that will come the saving of 7 to 8 billion dollars. At the catalyst, you can
pull hard in your direction to change attitu4es of base personnel who think rehabilitation
efforts are a waste of their time and money Since the federal government is supportihg
the program now with several-hundrad-tho (Innen. a ?ht more "punch" is available to
you.

with the emphasis, then, on alcohol rehabilitati6n, what resources are available for
extended rehabilitation efforts beyond base level, or for referral of Department of the Air
Force- (DAF) civilian employees or dependents? The following information will be. of
assistance- in expanding or improving rehabilitation efforts.

,

This publication includes copyrighted material

Supersedes SG B-1V-6-12, 25 April 1977.
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS FOR CENTRAL I ZED

REHAB IL ITAT TON

,

Base-level or local rehabilitation is- An- effort coordinated among supervisors, commanders,

chaplains, medical personnel, and Social Actions. Centralizea rehabilitation, -however, is under

the Surgeon General as office of primary responsibility (OPR), and'governed by Air 'Force

Regulation (AFR) 1c0-36, RehabilitatPn of Personnel with Drinking Problems. This regula-

tion lists the unit locations, entry requirenielti, anil guidelines for _operations. There are

presently two- major types of centplized rehabilitation pygrams: the 18-day program and

the 14-day aversion progrark. The 28-day programs are located, at:

Andrews AFB, Maryland.
.Clark AB, Philippines..
'Eglin AFB,
Lackland AFB,. Texas.
Lakenheath AB, England.
Scott AFB, Illinois.
Tra;ris -AfB, California.
Weisbaden AB, Germany.
Wright-Patterscm AFB, Ohio.

4.°

c

There are two 14-day aversion therapy treatment 'centers:

Sheppard AFB,. Texas, and

Clk AB, Philippines.
o

(NOTE: Clark AB has both programs.)

taferral

Th is. tIhablitation committee. Maki.; the referrals for centralized rehabilitation. Treatment

at a central rehabilitation 'center-is oc4mally used Only when 1061 medical and nonmedical

ieeourees 'are Iiinited. :Each referral request ga center .niust be accompanied by a detailed

958
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.summary outlining the.efforta undertaken at the local level and the results thereof, fitgether
with all other pertinent clata._ Ttie rehabilitation committee takes all individual factors into
account when making its recommendation.

Detoxification

The alcoholic must be detoxified likvelfy Yjor up to 10 diya) prior to acceptance at the
treatment center. The.treatment center-ls-designed for rehabilitation, not for detoxification.
The individual travels in a patient status, usually via aeroevacuation. If detoxification facilities
are.unavailable at an installation, the individual may be medically evacuated to a base where
the capabilities exist. An example of this procedure would be med-evacu-ating a patient from
Sheyma Air Statin (AS), Alaska, to Elmendgrf AFB,.Maska, 'for detoxification, then entry
into the CentraliFed rehabijitation_center at Travis AFB, California.

Responsibility
.1'

VOLUNTEER OR NONVOLUNTEER. The alcoholic ivy be a volunteer or mandatorily
entered. Administration of patient removal becomes a medical service responsibility, including
arrangement for others, aeroevacuation, and actual patient movement.

L

.0

411-0 Ry

\11:
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'10!fent,

THE CENTRALIZED REHABILATION PROGRAM

PI1 '

AFR 160-38 coveo thee CentraiSed Rehabilitation Prop-arn. Social Actions drug/alcohcil
specialtsta need to know how the .trOatrnent centers' elpeTr'r. In nrder to prepare .their clients,
and eo*lhat they. (the sPecialists) can relate tos what hm *- --mpened to their cliNits while .

-they were attending centralized gehabilitation.

ogr

Group Living

The groan lives in' a separate hospital ward -to promote feelings:of acceptance, belonging,-
seaurity, equOty, and self-image. The community-living approach requiris that tile member*

is Jd

. 93f.)
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remain alcohol-free and attend all programed activities. The structured lifestyle in which the
members live provides a safe environment where change can occur. *

individual Counseling

The average patient population is ten ti) fifteen at any Oren time. There are coun-
selors, a medical doctor, psychologists, and 1. psychiatric social irorkers .available on a 24-hour-
a-day basis. Individual couneeling is normally done on in as needed basis.

Education

A series of lectures, films, and video tapes are given to the group on the . hannful
psychological/physiological effects of alcohol. A presentation is made by a profiesional
who expands on the medical aspects of alcohol abuse pnd alcoholism.

Group Therapy

_. Group therapy is the preferred stounseling hnique. Group thesapy includes confronta-
tion, Gestalt, and psycho-drama. Groups meet/ once or twice daily throughout the week.

/

Alcoholics Anonymous

Patients are required to attend an AA lectUre, where the AA program I. presented ,to
them. AA meetings in the local communi are offered to the patients on a biweekly.basis.
Transportation to and from the meetings i provided.

Recreational and Occupational Therapy

During recreational therapy, patients ant required to perticipate in exercise such u
Volleyball, weight lifting, running, etc. pational therapy includes such activities as leather-
work, ceramics, string art, etc.

4
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\

OTHER APPROACHES

'There are a number of aleohol treatment approaches available to flrug/alcohol speCialists.
In order tp make the most effective re¢ommendation for, your clients, you need to be
aware of the other approaches.

Aversion Therapy

The aversion therapy moderis available in civilian communities and in the Sheppard AFB
and qlark AB treatment centers. This .theory viril)s the concept of alooholism a learned
behavior and, therefore, treatment is oriented toward changing the behavior. Ona method -

of aversion therai;y 'allows the alcoholic aA 1be aloohol hejsho wants of his/her ftvorite
brand in a "Duffy's Tavern" environment. *hen the normal desire is satisfied, still more is
given, until the person pts sick and vomits. This is continued several times a day- under
controlled conditions until, hopefully, the person develops an aversion to drinking. The
second method, electric shock, delivers a mild electric shock tO the drinker just "as he/she
Ii abput to drink. The same objective exists for method as aversion therapy to get
the person to develop an aversion to ddnkIng thr6ugh association.

Antabuse Treatment

Administering the drug =tubule orally will cause almost immediate illness to the person
once alcohol is mixed. Reactions could include flurhing, polpitations, hyperventilation,
Amos and, in some cases, unconscioumem, just to name a\few. Antabuse must be admin-
istered by medical personnel and under iontrolled dome, for Ai use could possibly be dan-
gerous. It should never be given to an intoxicated person; and administration of the drug
should not begin until the person hm at least 12 alcohol-frse hours. Violent illness is to be-
expected if antabuse is not properly administered. The affects of =tabus, normally last
from .24 to 96 house. However th, effects can last up to 10 lays &Pending on how long
the individual hes been taking aniallrUse.

Antabuse critics sornetimes label its use as a "criltch," or an oily way out to .keep
from drinking. A reply' to mike critic could be, "If someone is crippled and wants to
learn to walk esgain, what's wiiiiiwith crutch?"

. .
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Therapeutic Community

' Established on the same model tho drug rehabilitation therapeutic community model,

alcohol recovIry house' hske grewn up in 'Mike cities. The elements of this model are not
on one permit doing all treatment,, but a group of alcoholics who have experienced similar

Problems working together to help each other. Of course, specialists are available and
assist in the efforts; but, primarily, ilia responsit:fly is with the alcoholic accepting respon-
sibility for his/her own life sand chengei, and working toward hie/her self-established goals
with helP from fellow alcohedic patients.

Phivate Lenters
,

Designed and catering prfmarily to the middle- and upper-income degas', are those
centers privately supported by the patients. The environment is a country-club, comfortable,

almost plush atmosphere, with highly-trained daft and adequate medical facilities.* A multi-

tude of recreation facilities art available, as well as counseling opportunities, both individual

and gtoup. In addition, family therapy is offered for those nonalcoholic membecs of the

family. An example of this model is La Hacienda, a rehabilitation center in the scenic hill
country near Kerrville, Texas. It's located on the Guadalupe River, providing a comfortable ,

-relaxing atmosphere, including fishing and boating opportunities. The cost is around, $3,500

for 14 dayi' residency'. The treatment available here and at most hospitals- or othet centers
is gradually being epproved to be Covered by some insurance companies, as well as the

Civilian Health Medical Program of the Uniformed Seivices (CHAMPUB).

4.

ALCOHOLICS' ANONYMOUS

-

Probably the oldest of the organized treetment modalities, and considered by some pro-
fessionals to be the mOat successful so far as rehabilitation efforts are concerned, is the

AA model. This model, *like the other ones, is not the answer for 'everyone; but, its

existence and 'succees rate alone are enough to consider. The program was founded in 1995

bY a small number of professi,..mal people who were alcoholiC. Today% there 'are more than

600:000 persons involvtd, but the' exact number will; neyer be known, due to the anonythity
Membenhip records are not kept, and formal organizational structure is virtually

nonexistent. fach chapter Is anonymous .end, .through self-supporting efforts, maintains

r.
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a place to meet (rent). provides donations to national programa. and Provides'refreshments at
local meetings. The only requirement for membership in AA is very appealing possession
of the desire to stop drinking.

Basic Position
1

The AA position on alcoholism is that alcoholism can be arrested; it is treatable; and
alcoholics can be restored. Its bilk approach is through fellowship ctf men and women
sharing experiences, strengths, and hopes; with the goal of solvingtheir common problem, and
helping others recover from alcoholism.

Ultimate Goal

AA has as its ultimate goal the arresting of alcoholism through total abstinence from
alcohol. According to AA, alcoholism cannot be cured in the ordinary sense of the &inn, but
it -can be arrested. The fellowship's sole concern is to maintain sobriety and to help others
achieve it.

Primary Recovery Method

The primary method for recovery in AA is- the Twelve Steps. A sponsor (recovering
alcoholic) shares his/tier story with a newcomer. The sponsor shares his/her sobriety efforts
and then invites thellewcomer to open the chapter or another chapter, in the local area. The
newcomer usually identifies with the sponsor's story and shares his/her.problem.. As the new-
comer begins to feel acceptance, he/she begins to respond to the concern.

-

'14

,4011416:
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p.

THE TWELVE STEPS OF AA

Drug/alcohol specialists need to know the Tvielve Steps in order to /explain, and help thair
clients understand them.

373
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The following "Twelve Steps of AA" are explainea according to the kvook, Alcoholics

Anonymous, and the Twelve Steps ahd Twelve Ts:editions. \

Step One

44 We admitted we were powerless over alcohol that our lives had become
unmanageable. ." For a person .to admit that he/she Is powerless is a difficult

decision, but it is an essential component of recovery. The unmanageability comes
in varioui forms financial, moral, and spiritual. Th.e first step is considered the
most important, because it is, the point where the alcoholic makes a decision to

stop drinking and work a program of recovery.

Step Two

44. . came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore us to

sanity. . . ." AA.believes that an alcoholic person is. virtually insane while

under the influence of alcohol. A major facet of overcoming this insanity is

the belief in a fatte or power greater than self.

Step Three

44 . . made a decision to turn our will and our lives
u we understand Him. . . 1" Prior to the coholic

drinking,_ his/her management of life has us y been
due to a record of poqr life management on

to the care of God
ntinuing his/her

r. A.A believes that
olic's part, he/she needs

assistance from a power he/she considers greater than hiraself/heraelf. Alcoholics

must resign themselves to the fact that they do have difficulty in living life

and must turn all elpects qf their lives over to that power which they con-

sider greater than thenrelres. The power grmater than self is Unique to each

alcoholic; because it is not defined. It I. only whet the person perceives it to

be. This illOIVer takes as many forms as there are individuals; tome people

refer to it as dod. For others, it has been the AA group, family groupst or

other form of outside influence.

Step Four

, ,
' !

". . made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves. . . " It is
suggested that a pereon make a written list of his/her strengths and weaknesses,

boded on various introepection. This list may take tome members several years

to comPhtet,dependbig upon their .readinsee to face their moral selves.

994
-i 8
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. admitted to God, to ourselvee, and to another human being the exact
nature of our wrongs. . . ." The list compiled in Step Four must then be
altered with another pet...3n. This person need not be alcoholic. Spine out-
lets are family mentben, religious ministers, or Mena. The unbunlening of
past events to inother person allows the alcoholic to -,rnnt accumulated feelings
of guilt, remorse, and other unpleasant feelings the alcoholic may have carried
for a long period of time.

Step Six

SI were entirely reedy to have God remove all these defects of
character. . . ." After the alcoholic has confided his/her past, with another
person, he/she must then be willing to ask his/her higher power to forgive
his/her 'put transgressions. This action then allows the person to start a new
life away' from the past.

Step Seven

. humbly asked Him to remove our shorfromings. . ." The alcoholic
comes to realise he/she is not perfecl and does have faults. Again, he/she-
enjoins his/her higher power to remove his/her shortcomings, thus allowing the
iierson to feel he/she is not combatins insurmountable odds in life. This does
not mean the alcoholic will no longer be responsible t living his/her own
life. It simply reducee some of the personality obstaclos `he person has
created.

Step Eight

". . made a list of all pecsons we had harmed end became willing to make
amends to them. all. . . ." Like Step Four. this iltep zognires the alcoholic to
make another written list of all persons hefshe can mall' having harmed in any
manner. The harm may have been physical or neychological.

Stip Nino

14. made direct amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do
so would injura_them or others. . . ." This step is designed to relieve the guilt
and resentmeht a person may still hold as a result of hts/her negative actions.
There are infances where such amends would he either physically or psychologi-

t. cIly damaging to the alcoholic or the other party/parties .concerned.

1 .
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Step Ten

: s s. f

84. continued to take personal inventory Pn,1 when we were wrong promptly'
admitted it. , . ." This step is an ongoihg maintenance step. After the ma)or
htventory in Step Four and the admissiOn of past. wrongs in Step Five, the
alcoholic must then continue his/her moral research and admit to wrongdoings
to limit the pouibility of return tn his/ber previously unproductive life style.

Step Pleven

48. . . sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious contact
with God, as we understood Him, praying onlY for knowledge of His will and
power to carry that out. . ." This step is designed to increase the alcoholic's

_spiritual program and strengthen his/her conviction that he/she is not alone in
his/her fight for recovery.

Stari Twelve

". . . having had a spiritual awakening- as a result of these Item we tried to
carry this message. to alcoholics, and to practice these principles in all our
affairs. . . .". One way alcoholics carry the message of AA is through twelve-
step calls. A twelve-step call is simply going out to where a still-drinking
'alcoholic is located and etplatning how the program works and relating peroonal
experiences. The twelve-step call is made only after the alcoholic calls for helP.

The practice of the AA principles becomes a way of life on a daily basis. The
s.p.

steps may be worked many times over the course of the alcoholic's life.

THE TWELVE TRADITIONS

"The Twelve Traditions of AA" are guidelines to the o ration and structure of AA.
The Traditions are-designed to keen AA a separate and urdque organization, dedicated to

the sole purpose of helping alcoholics find and maintain sobriety.

Tradition One

"Our common welfare allenkl come first; pronal recovery depends on AA
ultity." This tradition places the individual within the ptructure of the group
and requires that all members strive together for the common well-being of
the group.

10
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"For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority a loving God as.
He may express Himself in "our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted
Servants; they do not govern." A4 relies on the concept of a higher power
as the governing agent of the group. The formal leadership asPect is kept at
the .lowest level possible for the common welfare of the. group. Each member
is considered equal, no matter how much sobriety ha/she pessesses. To keep
this balance of equality; positions of authority are minimised.

Tradition Three, ,

"The only requirement for AA membership -layi desire to stop drinking." AA -

will accept any member who wishes to stop drinking into its ranks. The person
need not have actually stopped kis/her consumption of alcohol. - If the person a'

wants to stop and is willing to attempt quitting, 1U/she is eligible for/AA
membership.

Tradition Four

"Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups or
AA as a whole." Each group has its own identity and activity format which
are unique to Wolf. Each group then' is free to keep its individuality, unless
its functioning' or beliefs infringe on the welfare of other groups or the overall
structure of AA.

Tradition Five
-

"Each group has but one primary purpose to awry its menage to the alco-
holic who still sufnies." Through the use of grouP meetings and twelve-step
cills, AA carries the message to the Rtill-cirinking alcoholic. AA does not
wok out the 'Fick alcoholic, but respondi only when that person makes a
911 for, help.

Tradition Six

"An AA group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the AA name to any
related felinity or outside enterprise, lest problems 'of money, property, or
prestige dive% us train our primary purpooe:" The sole function of AA ii
facilitating the recovery of the alcoholic. Any other involvement in any
unrelated activity might endanger the purpose of the organization of AA.

96 7-
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Tradition Seven

"eery AA group ought to be self-supporting, declining outside contributions."
Each group finances its existence through voluntary collections at AA meetings.
AA will not accept laic: contributions from external sources or from any of

its members.

Tradition EigM

"Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever non-proiessional, but our service
centers may employ special workers." AA does not hire or maintain medical

or psychiatric personnel or any other professional person or group. The special
workers who are employed work for small salaries and dc; solely' AA work.

Tradition Nine

"AA, as such, ought never be organized; but we may .create service' boards or
committees directly responsible to those Oey serve." The concept of formal
organizational structure is, not used in AA, but special working groups may be

formed to accomplish varied tasks. These working groups directly serve the
persons who initiated them. ,

Tradition Ten

"Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on otitside issues;. hence, the AA name
ought never be drawn into public controversy." The execution of the primary
(purpose of helpin4. alcobolibs recover is AA's only concern. The involvement

of AA in tmrelated issues might prove detrimental to this end.

Tradition Eleven

"Our publig relations policy is based on attraction rather than promotion; we

need always maintain personal anonymity at the level of press, radio, and

films." Rarely will an AA Member make a public appearance through the use

of media. If such appearances are made, the member must protect his/her
klentity as much as possible. The idea of promoting the program of AA has,
in the past, proved detrimental to the primary purpose of AA.

12
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"Anonymity it the spiritual foundation of our traditions, ever reminding us to
place principles before personalities." The idea that each alcoholic is equal

--...cleglamoriies personalities and encourages members to focus in on the AA prin-
. ,ciples m a way of life.

MErTINGS

AA meeting include two _types: open, for family and friends of the alcoholic, and
for anyone who is having a -drinking problem and wants to do something ;bout it; and,
closed( limited to AA members only.

AL-ANON AND ALATEEN

Anon and Alateen gtoups can be a valuable resource for drug/alcohol specialists.'
ups can provide the support and help your staff may not be able to provide the

es of your clients.

4

Al -Anon

Al-Anon is a fellowship for families and Merida of alcoholics, similar in strticture,
program, and philosophy ,to Alcoholics Anonymous. The alcoholic who affects the
Al-Anon Member may be

drinking or in treetinent.
recovered with or Withoxit AA.

dead.

9 gP
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The purpose of Al-Anon is to providø emotional- and spiritual support to the families

and friends of alcoholics. This -is done through:

SHARING COMMON PROBLEMS. Nonalcoholics living with an alcoholic may think

no one else has the same kinds of prohlems. Al-Anon emphasizes that the nonalcoholic is

not alone and that others have had similar problems and feelings.

SHARING EXPERIENCES. By sharing experiences, Al-Anon members' help each other'

understand and sometimes solve the problems of living with an alcoholic.

EDUCATION. Al-Anon offers education" on the nature of alcoholism, as well as the role

the nonalcoholic plays in alcoholism. ,

The Al-Anon progkam uses the Twelve Steps of AA with one chanie. In Step Twelve,

the word "others" replaces 'alcoholics." The program is designed to allow the nonalcoholic

to reevaluate his/her life with an alcoholic by emphasizing:

-

- AL-ANON CANNOT CHANGE THE ALCOHOLIC. Al-Anon helps the nonalcoholic

undenitand that he/she cannot change the alcoholic and %that conanued efforts in-that direction ,

ars useless. Al-Anon also emphasizes that; while the nonalcoholic cannot change the alcohohc, -

he/she can change himself/herself.

ACCEPTANCE. The alcoholic must be accepted as he/slie is, and efforts to reform the

alcOholic detract from energies the, spouse could use for himself/herself.

INDEPENDENCE. Vha nonalcoholic 41:lust learn to be self-sufficietit. This may mean that

the nonalcoholic reorganizes his/her life without the alcoholic.

Al ateen

Alateen is a fellowshiP for the teenaged (12 -:21) children \of alcoholics.

J

The purperab of Alateen is to provide information, and emotional and spiritual support to

its pieMbers.

9
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r
Alateen groups use the same Twelve Steps of Al-Astan. While Alateen is a part of

Al-Anon, each group is self-sufficient.

USING AL-ANON AND ALATEEN

Usii of Al-Anon and Alateenby Social Actions Drug/Alcohol specialists can prmide
advantages by:

providing support for families of your clients.

helping the families "get well," therefore helping the recovery process of your clients.

Contacting Al-Mon and Matson

Al-Anon and Alateen can be contacted sevieral waif.

Phone directory

Nearest Al-Anon Central office

Local council on alcoholism

Starting an Al-Mon or Alateen Group

".

.e.:-15$4.

If there Is no group near, the families of your clients may want to start a group on base.
This has several advantages:

CAmvenience.

Commonality of AF experiences, and interests.

Possible inclusion of fainilies of other substance Xusers.

PROCEDURE. The procedures for starting a group are simple.

4 Decide on a meeting place.

Wiite the Al-Anon Family Group Headquarters, announcing the decision to start a
group, and they will send you the necessary literature.

Elect officers.

:"',;
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INCORPORATING AA
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There are three ways AA can be incarporated into the USAF Rehabilitation Program.
..- ...,;6.1.-It

:1:`'.A' 9; 4. 744

They are: .

V1:',a4i Have Client ,Join Local ,AA Chapter (
j10,4 The knowledgeablit counselor can monitor the client's progress through the Twelve Steps,

providing complementary support, and ritelping the client deal with relevant issues in -

I .
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ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS AND THE USAF
REHABILITATION PROGRAM
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counseling.

Start a Chapter on Base

If there are no suitable chapters nearby, you may 'want to start a chapter on base.
Most bases 4have AA members who are willing to start on-base chapters, such as:

SIAS AA menibers,'

farmer rehabilitees,

dependents.,

DAF

AF meniberi who are AA members, but who are not formally entered, in the ..t)SAF

Rehabilitation Program.

;V..t.

,.
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.0n-base groups have the following advantages:

Convenience,

Commonality, of- AF experiences and interests,

Easy inclusion of Sochil -Actions Drug/Alcohol specialists,

Possible inclusion of abusers of other substances niori readily than off-base chapters.

Use AA Principles in Drug/Alcoh- ol Counseling

This occurs especially where a adtable AA group does not exist, and it is not advan-'
tagrus to start one. Olt' requires that the drug/alcohol specialist be thoroughly familiar with
AA and AA principles. If this approach is used, it is best to have a chaplain who is
familiar with, or willing to learn, the A.A principles, ind work with the group.

PROCEDURES FOR WORKING THE FIRST FIVE STEPS OF AA

The Social Actions Drug/Alcohol specialist uses the AA- Step approach to rehabilitation
in SLD group'.counseling. Only the first five steps are "worked" in group..

Step One

. . We admitted we were powerless over alcohol that our lives had become
unmanageable. ."

MAJOR GOAL. The major goal of Step One is to have the client recognize that alcohol,
has been destroying his/her life and to accept treatment. This can be very difficult because
of the denial/alibi system that alcoholice develop.

PROCEDURES. The procedures for working Step One are:

Elation. The client will probably need more education on the disedse concept of
alcoholism, and how alcoholism has affected his/her lee. and the principles and mechanics
of AA.. .

,

Observation.
first steps.

It would help the 'client to hfore him The: 0711-SCINO others go through their

Make List. Have the client niake a list of all %lest-active behaviors related to his/her
alcoholism. (See Attachmentl.) Thin list should include:

progressive declirie "hri life manageability;

specific incidents, circumstances, and the feelings involved; and
indications of the person's powerlessness over alcOhol.

c.N 11
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Preient to roup. Have the client present the ha to the group. The group then

gives feedback to the client in the following are

Evidence of unmanageability,
Progressive-decline of behavior,

Peelings expressed, and
Incongruent behaiim9and statements.

Rework.. It may be necessary for the client to back and rework Step 9ne before

going on.,

Steps Two and Timis

Step ". . came to believe that a Power gre ter than ourselves cOuld restow

us to sanity. . . ."

Step Three ". . : made -a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care
of God as we understand Him. . :"

MAJOR GOAL. The major ,,goals of Steps Two and Three are for the 'client to achieve

faith that his/her life can he changed; that there is -a Power greater than the alcoholic alone;

and that Power will help the alcoholic through this bad thne.

PROCEDURES. TM procedures for working Steps Two and Three are:

Clarify God us.. Faith. For clients with a strong religious background, this can mean

drawing strength from beliefa already held, or reclaiming those denied or forgotten. For

clients without a religious ,belief, the Power can mean the power that comes from seeing othei

people use the rehabilitation program and reclaim control over their lives. It can mean turning

their lives over to a rehabilitation regimen; placing faith in the hea!ing power of the group; of

the goodwill in people; etc. Avoid theologieal diseussionp., and alloW the client to interpret

his/her "higher" Power and how it works.

Clarify the AA View of Compliance, Acceptance, and Surmnder in Alcoholism.

COMpliance. Compliance is following the rules withput ,-:-Inmitment to what is being done.

Alcoholies will sometimea see this ag acceptance.

Acceptance. Acceptance is the intellectual and ernotjonal belief that alcohol is the cause

of life problems.

&mender. Surrendc.- involves accepting that alcohol has caused life problems, and then

completely giving ur al.,.nhol. Surrender involves action.

1
4
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The counselor should work with the.client in counneling on acceptance of the power of
alcohol and the need to give it up.

Step Four

4 4
. . . made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves. . . ."

MAJOR GOAL. The major goal of Step Four is for the client to become aware of his/her
character defects and assets. The goal can be expressed in the statement "Know thyielfi"

PROCEDURES. The procedures for working Step Four are:'

Clarify Meaning of Moral inventory. The moral inventory is based on the client's values, .
standards, beliefs, principles, and ethics, and can be broken into two areas: liabilities (weak-
nesses) and assets (strengths).,

Some examples arer

IA ILITIES

dishonest
self-righteous
Impatient
arrogant
selfish

lb.

Make Inventory. Have the .client make his/her
liabilities first, and wait about a- week before listing
the client.

Pment hwentory. The Fourth Step should lir
in group. Fourth Step work can be very emotional
ble helpful if the chaplain listened.

ASSETS

honest
sense of hunior
loyal
patient
trustworthy

inventory. It ii best to have client list
assets. This helps prevent minimiring by

given in one-on-one, counseling rather than
and demanding for the client and it may

Rework. After presenting the Fourth Step work to the 'snunselor, the client may need to
go back and rework the inventory. Step Four may take week.% to completei.

Step Five

. . . admitted to God, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact nature of
our wrongs. . . ."

9;65
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MAJOR GOAL. The major goal of Stop Five is for the client tai gain true awareness and

acceptance of himself/herself by expressing the guilt and shRme to another human being.

PRO6EDI.IRES. he procedures for working Step Five are:.

14ake List of Wrongs. The client should make a very sPecific list of the.wrongs he/ahe

has committed. This can bp broken-into three parts: behavior (incident), attitude, and

feelings. In the example of the man who ;tole money from his wife:

4
The client would ,firet tell what he did (his behavior).

The client would then relate his attitude At the time about what he-was doing ("I'll put

it back tomorrow."). The attitude at thittime may be his rat4onalization.

The client, then relates how he felt 'Mince I never put the money back, I tried to con-

vince myself that it wtis Okay, but underneath, I felt rotten about myself.").

Preseht Liit. A chaplain or someone with legal immunity should listen to Step Five,

f since it may, involve past criqies. This applies as.well to items of an illegal ntOure that may

be on the Step FoUr,inventor);. Whoever listens must be nonjudgmerita/ and understanding.

Stroke the atent. After the client has given Step Five, it is important to stroke the

client for- being strong enough to survive, for being honest, and willinglo share all the bad

things that have happened. ,

.

The:client may not finish all of Step Five in one sessien. It may take several Beset:Ms or

weer* to complete this step.

SUMMARY \,

This study guide has covered the following:

The reqUiremente for entry into the AF Centralized Alcohol Rehabilitation Program.

,The approach of the Centralized Rehabilitation.Prokram aiid the primary program elements.

The roles of aversion therapy., antabuse treatment, therapeutic communities, and private

rehabilitation centers in alcohol rehablittation.-

The Twelve Stepi of AA and tiow they wdik.

The purpose and programs of,A1-Anon and Alateen.

The ways AA. principles can Ire incorporated into the Ar Rehabilitation Program.

Your responaibility.es a Drng/Alcohol specialist is to see that di alcoholics and their fam-

ilies, on your base, are afforded the help they need. TO get this kind of help involves your

being familiar with the vide range of alcohol rehabilitation models available to assist

thep, depending on their individual needs. Your knowledge of these 'models, end particularly

how to integrate AA into your local programs win help you make effective reconimendations.

20
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FIRST13TEP PREPARATION

The First Step of Alooholics Anonymius:

"We admitted we were powerless over alcohol that our Wes had become
unmanageable."

It would be impossible to overestimate the importance of the First Step, because ---
treatment and recovery are impossible until the client accepts the seriousness and totality
of the illness. Bach client is requirbd to make a list of destructive behaviors caused by
his or her:

1. poweilessness over mood-altering chemicals, and
2. unmanageable life.

Areas in which powerleuneis, and unmanageability ire often demonstrated by the
chemically dependent are given below' tO assist you in .preparing for the First Step.

Preoccupation with chemicals. A

Attempts to contsol use of chemic,als.
Kinds, amounts, and frequency of use 'of chemicals.
Effects on physical health.

, Effects on sexuality and sex life.
Effects 'on emotional life or feelings.
Effects on social life and friends.
Effects- on family.
Effects On spiritual life.
Effecti on your mirk.

'Effects on finances.
Effects on' your chatacter.
Insane behaiiior, loss of memory, blackouts, etc.
Destructive behavior against one's self and against others:, .

Accidents caused by, and other dangerous situations ptoduced by, the use of
chemicals.

978
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WHAT AA MEETINGS TAUGHT A NON-AA COUNSELOR

Personal growth and help tn. clients
come from participating in

the AA experience

1555

In late 1971, wbile I was working in the Air Force's
drug abuse program, it became apparent that I needed to learn
more about our nuMber one drug of abuser-alcohol, and depen-
dency on it, alcoholism. A friend suggested open AA meetipgs
as a source of education. I attended my first meeting shortly
thereafter and have continued to go ever since. These are
some measurable benefits I have derived:

Discoveilne our common humanity: From.thefirst meetingI
felt a sense of identity with many of the speakers I heard.i.,
I began to' say then, a4d have said many times thereafter,
"I've never had any seiioue problem related tol alcohol, but
there's a lot of alehholic in me." I said that because the
alcoholics' concerns with ego, anger, frustration manipula-
tion, and fears of,inadequacy sounded a lot like Mine. Hearing
how they dealt With them beoame more than an academic interest.

An AA friend ir Colorado put it in perspective for me when he
said, "Lee, what you haVe discovered is your common-humanity
with tie alcoholic. There'll probably no More alcoholic in you,
,than in anyone else; but you've learned that between you and
the alcoholic there are more similarities than differences."
Discovering aild exploring our common characterietios, strong
and wyak, have been good for me and for my relationships with
clients.

The vicarious experiencing of alcoholism: I've never experienced
alcoholism.% Is my best bet to try to experience it intellectually
thro4gh books, workshops, and seminars? Lithinknot1 I have
found that.the best way I can approximate the visceral experience,
the despair, jUbilation, madness and agony.is to be with people
who reltve their experience verbally - and with real'feeling.
Sure, the intellectUal grasp is important, but hmw much more real and
meaningfa it becomes *hen vicariously experienced at the
emotional level. It's the next "best" thing to having been
there-myself.

4

It helps my credibility, too, with those people who are
inclined to say, "How can you help me? You've never been there."
Willingness to ticariously share and to respect the validity of
their experiences hai helped-earn me the title of "honorable
alcoholic" from my AA firneds - a title I am proud to 'have.

Copyright a:1977 by the AA Grapevine Inc. Reprinted with permission
A2-1 Attachment 2
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Free education: I have attended alcoholism schools at univer-
sities in Utah, Colorado, and Oklahoma and several others with
National Council on Alcoholism groups, and have heard therapists
espouse the application of transactional analysis,,Gestalt
therapy, behavior modification, reality therapy, rational emo-
tive -,.herapy, and other techniques. I swear to God, After that
kiar bf exposure (whiN has certainly been good and worthwhile);
Ji aave learned more about alcoholism - its treatment and mis-

.
treatment, and the ways it affects people and families - at open
meetings of AA and Al-Anon. And Ws.free! And it's in my-own
community, wherever I am.

Experienceove and fellowship: To me, an ongoing relationship
with AA is an ongoing exposure to love and warm fellowship.
Now I guess I can grasp that intellectually and have it in mind
wha: I refer someone to AA. But that sure ain't no subsiitute
fortwalking in the door of the Saturday-night open meeting of
the East Side Group in Panama City, Fla.p.and have Dot.S., a
lcr.,ing Al-Anon, hug me and make me feel welcome. Or to have
.Curly D., and AA, take my hand in his burly paw and say, "Good

to see you," and mean it. There's a feeling there that.tran-
scends learning. And I believe that if you don't know the
feeling, you dop't know the program.

Professional sustenance: 'Working with alcoholics insthe depths
of their illness is a discouraging business, and if Ill I ever

saw were sick alcoholics, it would be devastating. (Note the
di-opout rate among professionals in the field.) By attending
AA meetings, I can associate with well al.wholics, and that
suitains me in deallng with the sick)alcoholic. Hearing their
stories, knowing how it was for them, enables me to see the
_potential for recov4iy in olhers. As I have often said, "See-
ing you sober and envisioning your sickness enables me to see the
sickness in the Arinking alcoholic and envision his sobriety."
That gives me'strength.

Increased exposure: Many of the clients of our agencies are

.
the poorly paid, the po7ferless, fynd the.pf,orly educated. .igf
those were the only nlcoholics.I sewt I.'d get a distorted.
view.of the cross section of humanity that is affected by this
.disease. By attending open AA meetings,, I Alecome exposed to.
the.case histories of the busineEs'person, the society matron,

-the ivofessional person, ,11(-, top-leval llitary offiderr, the
richas well,as the poor, the highly edu ated as Well as the
illiterate, and I experience a more reali.tic sampling. If

not for open AA meetings, I wouldn't have met the pilots,,_the

A2-2
g. ;
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. dentis, the clergymen, the lawyers, the working women, the
housewives, who have:experienced the devastation of alcoholism
.just:as deeply as have our age6y clients.

Source of materiel: As a public'educator, I'm alweys on the
alert for entertaining jokes and stories. At AA meeting; I
have-heard enough stories to fill a large book. Unfortunately
I wasn't taking notes. However, I can remember enough material
to include anecdotes and jokes in my presentations, to liven
lamtmup. 'Nearly all have been "borrowed" from AA speakers who
were introducing some levity into their stories. Finding humor
at AA meetings surprised me initially. Now, I find it an ongoing
delight.

Tr.-,

Twelfth Step referrals: A major benefit of being closely in
contact with AA people is personally knowing the stories of
well alcoholics. By knowing what it MAO like, what happened,
arid whAt it's like now with,them, tan better decide whom to
call when a client wants to talk with someone "who's been
there." What a joy (and relief) it is to discover where my
client is at and to say, "Would you like to talk to someone
who's been where you are now and was able to doosomething

-/about it?" - and to hav% a specific someone in mind. "Selec-
__, tive referral," 'I call it, and it beats the hell out of

guesework.

-

First-name friendships: Ongoing contact with AA brings me-a
degree of acceptanci in the community pf recovered alcoholics.
I buy,my gaefiom one AA member and have my dental work done
by another, and I have numerous contacts with AAs and Al4Anons
outside of meetings; We know eachother because .of our comion
interest in attending meetings. We are on.a first-name basie
and do a great deal of cross referring. I receive much more
than I give, but I sometimes have an opportunity to be helpful
I may be asked to cite a source of help for a younggter who's
ihto drugs, or offer budget counseling for the indebted, or
provide the name of a good therapist for soMeone sober but
troubled. Similarly, I get recommendations and guidance from
my AA and Al...Anon friends.

Avoid stereotyping: I don't know about others, but I tend to
generalize when I deal with large numbers. When I do that with .

people, that's stereotyping. When I siereotype, I lose sight
of the digntty and ihdividuality of the person I'm dealing with.
By frequently attending AA and Al-Anon.mgeting4 I am reminded
of the many faces of alcoholism and the many w s it is experr.
lowed by alcoholic; and their families. With that reminder, '

I am more dble to be human with my client and to deal with the
,=person,,not the.ldbel.

9
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If ever I tad the point driven home that there's no such
thitg as a "typical" alcoholic, it was in observing the milling
throng of approximately 20,000 at.the AA International Convent-

' tion in Denver, in 1915. I,saw men and womn of every racial
and ethnic group, of every occupational and economic classifi-
cation, and of all ages. God, what a blessing to be exposed
to tnat reality!

Uncaver my real feelings: .By attending AA meetings, I an able
to ist in touch with.my real ftelings about alcoholicsr If,

for axamplo, I avoid-AA and alcoholics beeause Itm afraid I. -

migLt be considered one.of them, au I not revealing my belief
that alcoholism is a shameful condition? By tefusing or avoid-
ing contact with those who call themselves recovering alcoholics,
au I not conveying my doubts about prospects for recovery? By
avoiding alcoholics ontmide the treatment-situation, an I not\
transmitting the message "I'm okay, and you're not okay"?
And what does that Say about.,my attitudes?

I hasten to say it's no great sin to have Mich attitudes;
they come with the society in which we live. But tor heaven's
sakap. if. I'm'keing to work with alcoholics and their families,
mast'recognize them and work on changing them. To vork.in

the field.and not do so breeds depression, discouragement,
ulc.V.,s, resentments, and a short, unhappy career-marked'by little
success. I must get in touch with all my negative feelings and
deal with them, for my sake ae well as my clients'.

Personal growth:1 Since I invest my tims in attending option

meetings of AA and Al-Anon, I 'saran well get something'for
mysalf, I have discovered there's a lot to be gained by tryingi
to.incoiporate the Terelve Steps of those progtams into mr,life,
The soundness of the Steps is demonstrated by, the growth of
the jellowship over the past forty-two years, and also'by,the
ado2tion of the Steps by Other self-help groups such as Gamblers
Anonymous', Parents,Anonymous, and Neurotics Anonymous..

\ .

r have discovered that by wOrking the TWelve Steps'ia my
life and by taking what I u!stit-from the meetings I attend, I
grow personally.as.voll as:professionally,.. Also, I have been
able to make contact with my spiritual self-, sOmething that had
eluded Me priOr to my AA relationship.

Common bond: By bringing the Tetelve Steps, the Serenity Prayer,
and other AA tools into my life, I have reached a common ground
wit'a the rocovering,alohdlic. 'We don't hale* the'commonality
of,the alcoholic oxperience, but *e can have a common bond in
wpfking the Steps. ,If r allow myself to try to find a God of

A2.4 982
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of my own understanding, or to make seam
moral inventory, or to admit to God,-`'to mys
human being the exact nature of my wrongs,
to have God remove all my defects of charac
common grounds With the recovering alcoholi
ex-p3rience closer to his, am I not sharing
as my professional capabilities? And does t
to the growth of both of us?, I think.so.

Source of ideas and speakers: In my job,
ing sessions. I find AA open meetings to
ideas, topics, and guest speakers for my
By attending many, meetings at many differe
stimulating ideas from people who share t
they carry the message.

1559
1

ing and fearless
lf, and to another
r to become ready
er, am I not on
? By bringing my
y humanity as well
at not contribute

run group counsel-
a rich source of

oups and classes.
t groups, I get

eir experiences as

My hope is that others in tho fOld 14 alcoholism éduca-
- tion Or rehabilitation enjoy tlie same clseness to AA. It has
helped me. I've always been made welcom Attending has con-
tr:buted to my knowledge and growth% I confident that if
others in the professions caring for al holics,allow themselves
the experience, the same will happen. or those who don't,
may I recommend the Serenity Prayer? I will help!

by Lee A. Grutchfieid, MAW.
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PLAN Or INSTRUCTION-AMON PLAN PART I

?mai
Dru and.Alcohol Abuse Control

Pro ram Mane ement d lication;
MIR CO

4: Drug Rehabilitation Models 4

a. Identify apd promote programs which offe"lternative actiVities

to drug abuse.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Audio-Visual Aids
1

35mm Slide*, Drug Rehabilitation Models
16mm Film, "Narcotics File", (FLC 14-0111, 25 min)

Instructional Guidance
Describe the basic approaches to drug abuse rehabilitation. Emphasize

the basic drug treatment/rehabilitation modalities and the application

of the local Air Force drug rehabilitation programs. Discuss the

rehabilitation prograus offered in the civilian community: Therapeutic
communities, methadone maintenance programs, and free clinics. Stress

their significance for the referral of members who are being separated

from the.service and for the 1eferr.a1 of civilians.

5. Review, Measurement and Critique

a. Review
b. Measurement
c. Critique

SUPENVIEOR APPROVAL Of LESSON PLAN (PART
SIGNATURE AND DATE' SIGNATURE AND DATE

PLAN Or INSTRUCTION IUMMILP

L3ALR73430B/L301.10361B/L3OZR73t4B 9s
ATC 133OCT TS PNRUIOUll R0111011 It oasoLITIII

O.T..
4 30 May 1978

N.h...10000.
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3ALR73430B/30LR7361B/30ZR7364B7IV/7 DRUG REHABILITATION WDELS

ATTENTION

PART II 7- TEACHING GUIDE

INTRODUCTION (5 Minutes)

"When'one of our member falls
victim to. drug abbae,4e are all
dimidished'by the losiN- When Me..
of us is reclaimed from drug abUse,
we are all enriched." (Quote of
Dr Robert L. DuPont, Director of
Special Actions Office of Drug
Abuse Programa (SAODAP), Drug
Abuse Prevention Report, Volume
l', Number 5.)

MOTIVATION

Dr DUPont's-reMarks are quoted
from A speech in which,he .out-

lined .SAODAP's program objectives
for.1974. He also stated, "Society
has placed ex-addicts in double
jeopardy. Too often, individuals
are first damned for their drug-
abusing behvior; then, once that
has been controlled throu

1

h treat-
ment, they continue to be stra-?

cized by society for their\pasi
sins. Treatment programs, them-
selves, have also failed. It is
not enough just to get an addict
into treatment. Treatment is not
the end of the road. It is the
beginning of a process of turning
an individual around from a Self-.
%destructive existence to a pro-
ductive, self-sufficient life."

OVERV I EW

1. Cover the-Iesson objectives
with the class.

:

'Arm'
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4101111 At': CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
a brief description of the three
basic treatment/rehabilitation
modalities applied to dreg abuse
rehabilitation.

.11
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2. Develop the lesson chronology.

3.. Today, we will examine delieral
features of rehabilitation pro-
grama, including.the Air Force
rehabilitationidforts. Upon
completion, you will be able to
identify several commonalities of
the majority of programs And.bet-
ter guide your clients into the
most productive rehabilitation
modelity available to them.

TRANSITION

Let's begin by discussing some
basic treatment/rehabilitation
modallAties applied to drug abuse
rehabilitation.

PRESENTATION

,BCOY (1 Hour 45 Minutes)

- 1. Explain -tlhe basis for drug
rehabigtation modalities.

. a. Modality is synonymous
With method.

b. The following is a state-
ment from Grassroots,. May 1974
Supplement,,"IntrOduction to

Treitment and Rehabilitation."

"Whether the tssui is what causes
addiction, dill' number of addicts,

4.
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the range of programa, or the
reason for failure, one common
thread is the.multitude of facts
and figures presented to explain
each issue. Treatment, however, .

stands alone as the element which
is quantltatively simple because
there are only three basic treat-
ment methods: Incarceration,
Drug-Pree, and Ohemical,."

2. Diicuss incarceration as one
form of drug treatment..

a. Iricarceration may not mean

actual imprisonment.

b. Involves restrictions of
freedom, isolation of the incar-
cerated person, from the geneleal

society.

I 41. c. Confines the wrongdoer to
protect society. .

d. Provides the individual an
oppoliunity to rehabilitate within
the limits of structured society.

::-

t

4-,

e. Federal incarceration'
. units (clinical research centers)

located at FOrt"WOrth, Texas, and
Lexington, Kentucky, were.estab-
lished in the mid-1930s, and stood
as the only treatment available to
addicts until 1958.

'f. Incarceration has beeil

` highlyounsuciessful.

g. A New York City Health
Services Adyfinistration StudY
reflects that ninety percent of
patients. released. were re-addicted

.withih. one year;

.3

( I
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h. State incarcerat%on pro- '

grams havt met with similar lack
Of SUCCOSS.

3. Discuss the drug-free approach
as the second basic modality of
treatmel.!t.

411111 ai Requires abstinence from
chemical abuse or use.

V. Enforced asbstinencei allows
addicts a chance to load their
lives without relying on drugs.

(1) Originally involved
cold-turkey" withdrawal.

(2) Chemical detoxifica-
tion, followed by enforced absti-
nence, is currently More attrac-
tive.

c. Three distinct phases of
drug-free modality.

(1) Detoxification on
inpatient or outpatient basis,
depending on program philosophy.

(a) petoxification
phase is generally a period of
from seven to ten days.

(b) Followed by
residential treatment and after-
care programa.

(2) Residential treatment
is generally found as a "thera-
peutic-community" setting. (Ex-
plained later in this lesson.)

. t(3) Ambulatory or day-
care treatthant is "follow-on sup-
port," which incliides:

4

.4
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Counseling.

(b) 'Continuing
interaction with "community,activi-
ties" aa4 people.

4. Discuss the chemical approach
to drug treatment.

a. TWo forms of the chemical
approach to treatment are used in

the'United.States.

(1) Chemical maintenance
replaces illegitimate addiction
with legitimate addictiqh.

(2) Narcotic antagonists -
blockade effects of heroin.

.
b. Methadone'is the most com-

mon form of chemical maintenance.

,(1) Methadone maintenance,
is treated separately later in
this lesson.

(2) Heroin maintenance,
has been proposed, but is not
presently in use in the United

States.

5. Stress the fact that 4 is
doubtful that anyone will see any

one moaality of.treatment in its

pure form, operating to the exclu-

sion of other modalities, Examples

t1

a. Prisons may apply incarcer-
ation in combination with drug-free

modalities.

b. Therapeutic communities
(drug-free approach) impose
stringent rdstrictions on

5
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residents as a form of the incar-
ceration approach.

PRESENTATION

7b. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
five advantages and five disad-
vantages of methadone maintenance
programs.

1. Egplain the origint'of metha-
done.

a. First synthesized in 1043,
by the Germans; used as a pain-
killer.

b. First application to ease
heroin withdrawal in 1948.

c. Studied by Dr Vincent P.
Dole and Dr Marie Nyswander
1963.

(1) Discovered that meth-
adone,would block heroin hunger.

(2) i Studies conducted at
Rockefeller Jniversity concluded
that addiction could be treated
similar to the treatment of dia-
betes.

(3) Heroin hunger was
similar to the metabolic disorder

' requiring diabetic persons to .

need'insulin;

(4) Use of methadone
would correct the uetabolic defici-
ency and end reqtarement for her-
oin, allowing the addict to live
a relatively normal life.

.(5) Mmthadone was pro-
posed as a life-long maintenance
program.

6
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2. Discuss the five advantages

of methadone maintenance over

other forum of narcotics mainte-

nance ia.described by Drs Dole

and Nyswander.

a. Can be administered
orally.

b. Has an extended duration
of effectiveness (24-36 hours).

0-

c. No serious side effects

in maintenance doses.

d. At sufficient dose levels,

,methadone\will block heroin

effects.

e. Administered_therapeutic-
%

,ally, euphoria does not occur'after

tolerance has been.established..

3. Identify the tive disadvantages

of Uethedone maintenance, accord-

ing to Henry Lennard, et al (Grass-

roots reprint of a Smithsonian

Magazine article).

a. Blockade theory, is a myth.

Blockage occurs only for small

amounts of heroin. Euphoria'is

possible with large doses of

heroin.
, f

b. Method of administration,

not the substance methadone, is

beneficial. Oral administration
of heroin would produce similar -

results. Injections of metha-

*done produce euphoria.

c. Methadon, does not pro-
duce cross-tolerance with non-

opiate drugs; thereforeoiher
drugs can be used for euphoria
while taking methadone.

7
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(1) A study of forty
methadoue patients revealed that
82.5% had.used at least one other
drug (detected by urinalysis).

(2) Seventy-seven Point
four percent had used heroin con-
currently with methadone.

d. Methadone patients tire
more easily, are.somnolent, and
require more sleep than non-
drugged indiyiduals.

e. Reflexes of methadone
patients ire somewhat abnormal. '4

The); prespire profusely, are often
constipated,, and sexual impotence
'often occurs.

4. Stress that the differing
opinions presented on methadone
are those of proponent, of meth-
,done maintenance. The subject is
highly controversial.'

5. Urge stUdents to research the
subject and form their own
opinions.

. Federal law requires estab-
lished period of addiction before
personnel are allowed to enter a
methadone. maintenance program.

7. State thet the Air Force does
not uee methadone.maintenance pro-
grabs. Air Force members are
'expected to be rehabilitated to
:the point that they can remain.
,drug-free.

'PRESENTATION

7c. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
which treatment modality concept

8
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is applied in each phase of the

localized Air Force rehabilitation

program.

1. Expliln the treatment Modality
concept of Phase I.

a. Identification phase,
cannot be construed as a treatment
modality.

b, Identification of 'tile

client is common tO all programs:

2. Explain'that Phase II, detoxi-
ficatiod, relates to two basic

treatment modalities; drug-free

and incarceration.

.

a. The drug-free modality is
identified in Air-Force Regulation
(AFR) 30-2, paragraph 4-27a
"Detoxification must be accomplished

in a drug-free environment."

, b. The Incarceration modality
is implied in paragraph 4-27 of-

AFR 30-4: ". . .at the nearest
medical facility. . .

" The
individual's freedom wouid be

restricted. He/she could riot come

and go as he/she desired.

. 3. Eiplain Phise III treatment
'modality concept.

a. Medical evaluation phase

b. Max include tWo basic
treatment modalities.

: (1) Incirceration may be
applied if the clnt is admitted
on an inpatient status. .

1.:

` (2) The drug-free modality:
is also applied.

9 j
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4. Discuss the Phase IV treatment
modality concept.

a. Requires the drug-free
application as administered in ,

loeal rellabilitation programs

b. Will not normally involve
incarceration. .

5. Explain the Phase V treatment
medality.

a. Uses drug-free madolity.

b. Enforced abstinance, while
individual readjusts to his/her
role without 'drugs.

PRESENTATION

7d. CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Ident$fy
the purpose of the, free clinic.

1. Explain thht fhe free clinic
and therapeutic-community approaches
td-drug abuse.rehabilitation should
not be considered as primary treat-
ment sources for active-duty Air
Force personnel.

bt: .
,a. Identified drug abusers are

liautomatically entered into the Air
Force five-phase program.

16'
. .

.

b. These sources may be con-
sidered as referral agencies Poor
those individuals whb are not Air
Force members who will be dis-
charged from the Air Force.

2. Discuss the purpose of,the
free clinic.

a.. The,purpose otthe free
clinic 1.0A0 provide.free medical
and dental care chart Of surgery.

b. Clinic personnel believe
treatment is a right, not a
privilege.

. 10
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c. The free clinic movement
began in Haight-Amhbury district,
San ,Francisco, to trent the r2
"hippie" life style, where funds
were, short, but the youth of the
area required help.

d. The services offered by
many of these'free clinics indlude:

(1) Medical care.

(2) Dental care.

(3) Draft and individual
counseling.

(4) Birth control and
venereal disease treatment. '

e. FrAe clinics do not serve
the "bureaucracy." They serve
the immediate needs of their
clientele.

f. Base-level Social Actions
.offices should maintain close
liaison with the local free clinic
for information, guest speakers,
drug trends, civilian drug treat-
ment, etc.

t1-4

PRESENTATION

7e, CRITERION OBJECTIVE: Identify
the definition bf a therapeutic
community (long-term rehabilitation
program) and its modality of rehabil-
itation.

Define the therapuetic-community
concept.

a. Therapueeic commuhities
are long-term treatment programs,
generally operated undei the drug-
free modality, with members acceptr,-
ing (voluntarily) certain restric-
tions of their freedom. They
usually have two.basic

995 ,
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Nd violencp.

(2) No holding or use-of
chemicals.

b. The original therapeutic
community was Synanon in Synanon,
California, extablished in 1958. .

c. Individuals who go to
therapeutic communities generally
stay for an extended period of
time, experiencing withdrawal from
the drqgs they have been using,
gaining rights and responpibili-
ties in the community, and eventu-
ally venturing into "straight
society" to hold a job an-d con-
tribute to the supporf of the
therapeutic community:

d. Several important factors'
contributing to the succese of
the therapeutic-community concept
are:

(1) Admission is volub-c
tary.

(2) Peers have experi-
enced the drugs and games of the
individual.

(3) Strict discliline is
self-imposed and accepted.

APPLICATION/EVALUATION

1. What are the three primary-
treatment/rehAi14ation modali-
ties?

2. What are some advantages and
disadvantages of the methadone
maintenance programa

.3. Which treatment modality is

12
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not used in Air Force rehabiliia-
tion programs?

4. What two types of rehabilita-
tion efforts are generally inap-
propriate of Air Force members?

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes)

SUMMARY

1. The three basic treatment/
rehabilitation modalities are;

Incarceration.

b, Drug-free

c. Chemical

.,

2. Five advantages and five

et

disadvantages of met adone main-
tenance programs ar : '

a. Advantages:

(1)

orally.

(2)

eifeCts.

Can be administered

EXtended duration of

(3) 'No tserious side
effects in maintenance doses.

(4) Blodks heroin'effects.

(5) Administered thera-
peuticafly, euphoria does not occur
after tolerance is established.

13

b. Disadvantages: 9 9 r
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(1) No blockade of euphoria.

(2) Effect of methadone is
caused by method of administration
(oral).

(3) No cross-tolerance"
with non-opiate drugs; ineftec--
tive for poly-drug abuse.

(4) Side efiects.

(5) Reflexes of meths-,
done patients are abnormal; other
side effects.

3. Treatment concepts applied in
local rehabilitation.

4. Free clinics and therapeutic
communities.

REMOTIVATION

The tehabilitiltion model applied_
to an individual must correspond. -

to the ultimate destinat4on of 4
that particular unique individual,
the client. In the Social Actions
career field, you will encounter

anot only milieary personnel who
.will be rehabilitated through a

2 military program, but must..also
'be prepared to make referkalsfor
civilians,. Air Force Aependents,
and for military personnel who
will be leaving'the militaryli. With
the information available, ybu are
prepared to accurately apply the
particular rehabilitation models
aVailable. to you and your clients.
I urge you to maintain current
information on available rehabili-
tation mOdalities.

CLOSURE !*

Thtre is an abundanCe'of liters-
ture aviilable pertaining to

14
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rehabilitati models. It is a

controversial aublect which may

never be totally resolved. You

Air, invited to attempt to under-

stand the controversy, rather than

become a specialist, advocating

one singular concept of rehabili-

tation for all. Thank you for

your attention.

A8SIGNMENT

Give.complementary technical train-

ing assignment, when appropriate.

.
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1 August 1978

Program Management

DRUG REHABILITATION MODELS

Identify and promote prograns which offer alternative activities to

drug abuse.

INTRODUCTION

Getting a drug abuser into treatment in itself is not sufficient be-
,

cause treatment.is not the cure of the disease. Treatment is the bogie-

ning of a process of turning the chemically dependent person around fram
a self-destructive existence to a productive, self-sufficient life. The

information presented in this unit will ac4uaint you with the varlous

treatMant modalities so that you can make adequate referrals for those
individuals who do not qualify for Air Force rehabilitation programs. It'

will also help you to be aware of other techniques that work with differ-
ent types of people, and the iprmendous resources that are available in

_your cool:unity.

INFORMATION

0

BASIC TREATMENT/REHABILITATION MODALITIES

'A modality is synonymous (same as) wtth a method. Than treatment/re-

habilitation modalities are methods°of tieatmigi7ihabilitation. Usually

there are several modalities of rehabilitating people. Modalities have
their own strengths and weaknesses, and are more suited for certain situa-
tions and people than for others.

The May 1974 supplement to Grassroots,states, "Whether the issue is
what causes addiction, the nuAbor of addicts, he.range of prob ms, or-

(t
the reason for failure, one common thread is the multitude of f ts and

figures presented to explain eadrissue. Tr atment; however,. ds alone

as the element whichsis quantitatively simple because there are ly three

basic treatment methods: Incarceration, Drug Free, and Chemical. ,

we'll'examine each of these three modalities, and then later
well identifY which mbdalities are used by various treatment programs.

INCARCERATION
ao

Intarceration involves restrictionwrf freedom-isolation of the inter-
cerated person from,t0e.general society. Incarceration may not mean actual

-ImpOsonient in041Apese. butp: somi cases imprisonment does occur. In

discussing intaideration,'welr look at its puipiiithO4 'ind-iitsu1ti;7'.

Supersedes SW 1rIV67-11, 1 July
AA
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Purppse of Incarceration

The purpose of incarceration is to Confine the.wrong-doer to

protect society. If the drug abuser is isolated from society, then

there is lens likelihood of that person influencing others to abuse

drugs, and stealing to support a drug habit. Incarceration also

provides certain opportunities for rehabilitation that are not

available in the society at large.

Method of Rehabilitation

Incarceration provides the drug abuser an opportunity to rehabili-

tate him/herself within the limits of a very structured society. For

example, the very structured prison society may provide the opportunity
. -

to reSocialize persons who, if were fres,sto db what they wished, would 0

contitglue to abuse dtugs. Regimentation is possible in incarceration,

and new habits can be formed.

Results of Incarceration

Results of incarceration as a treatment/rehabilitation modality

have been highly unsuccessful. The following studies indicate the

lack of success with the incarceration method.

FEDERAL
t
INCARCERATION UNITS: Federal Incarceration Units

(Clinical Research Centers) located at Fort Worth, Te]tas, and

Lexington, Kentucky were established in the mid-1930's, and stood

as the only treatment available until 1958. A New York City Health

Services Administration study reflects that 90 percent of patients

released from either Lexington or Fort Worth were readdicted within

one year of release.

STATE PROGRAMS. State incarceration programs have met with

similar lack of success. Addicts who are released and returned to

environments that produced their addiction without any supportive

services usually return sto adaiction. In New York City, for example,

the State Narcotic Addiction Control Commission (NACC) operates a

series of large institutional programs. They report that only an

estimated 19 percent of the NACC patients are "doing well" in after-

care.

-1-RUG -FREE

The,next treatment/rehabilitation modality to be discussed is the

drug-free approach. The drug-free approach required abstinence from

chemicar abuse, either voluntarily or enfOrced, although most are en-

forced at least upon entering the program.

2
1
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The purpose of the diug-free modality is to allow the person to
rid him/herself from the addictive properties of the drug sufficiently
so that counseling and other treatment/rehabilitation methods can be I

used to help the person make clearer Iife decisions. The}drug-free
approach allows the addicts to examin4 th ir lives without relying on
drugs.

Method

Abstinence is usually enforced. Originally, the drug-free approach
often required "cold-turkey" withdrawal, in which no medication was ad-
ministered and the person had to suffer in of withdrawal. Now
chemical detoxification followed by nf bstinence is currently
more attractive.

0! PHASES. Three distinct phases of t e drug-free modality exists
detoxification, residential treatment, and ambulatory or daycare
treatment.

Detoxification. Detoxification is conducted on an inpatient.or
outpatient basis,,depending on the program philosophy used. The de-.

toxification phase is generally a period of seven to ten days which
includes the complete withdrawal of the patient. The detoxification
phase is generalli followed by residential treatment and aftercare
programs.

Residential Treatment. Residential treatment is generally a

"therapeutic community" approach in which the patient generally
participates in group and individual counseling while living among
lthe group he/she counsels with. (Therapeutic communities are dis-
cussed in a later objective.)

Ambulatory or Daycare Treatment. This phase is follow-on support
or aftercare which often includes counseling and interaction with
community activities and people outside the therapeutic community.
This phase helps the person bridge the gap between thar"safe" therapeutic
community and the relatively unstructured society at large.

k_

,CHEMICAL APPROACH

The chemical approach gives the patient a dther drug eb either
counteract or substitute for the drug on which the patient his become
addicted. Thereare basically two types of chemical (narcotic) antag-
onists, and two types of maintenance programs.
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Chemical Maintenance

Chemical maintenance replaces the illegal, and often impure, drug;
with another drug secured under legitimate circumstances. There are

basically two types of chemical maintenance: Methadone and heroin

maintenance. Both methods seek to maintain the chemleally dependent
person on a drug that is legal so that the person can divorce him/
herself from illegal lifestyles and develop a positive self-image.

1!

METHADONE. Methadone maintenance is the most common form of
chemical maintenance, and ie the only legal narcotic maintenance pro-
gram in the United States. Methadone has.slightly iifferent effects
than heroin, but moat importantly, it is legal at methadone clinics,
find is more likely to be pure than street heroin. (Set the next
objective for a further explanition of methadone maintenance.)

Ag.

HEROIN. Heroin maintenanCe, although not used in the United
States, has been used in Great Britain and other countries. Once

an adaict positively identifies him/herself as physically dependent
on heroini he/she is eligible to receive controlled dosages of heroin.
This prevents the patient from engaging in illegal life styles to
support his/her drug habit.

Chemical (Narcotic) Antagonists

There are several typcs of chemical (narcotic) antagonists. Some

are nonaddictive and canndt'prodece a '"high" even'if taken intravenously..
The two most common are,naloxone and cyclazocaine. lheir durarion.is
twenty-four hours or less. Because of their nonaddictive nature (non-
pleasure-producing) it is extremely difficult to interest patients in
appearing for their daily dosage. Methadone patients appear for their
daily "fix" with methadone because it prevents methadone withdrawal.
As of yet, no large scale method of using chemical antagonists has been

. found; however, scientists are searching.

EXERCISE 7a

Complete the following questions.

1. Name the three major Ireatmenttrehabilitation modalities.

2. What is the purpose of incarceration?

3. What are the three phases of the drug-free approach?

4. Which form of the chemical approach is used in the United States/

-."
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,METHADONE-MAINTENANCE

Methadone maintenance is a very controversial subject. Thereforp

our approach with this section is to point out soma of the differAW
views regarding this form of treatment. You will need to do furthir

research on your own in order to decide for yourself the .usefulness

of methadone maintenance and its applicability to your civilian ;

military dependent clients. We'll first look at the origih and some
basic information about methadone, then examine the pros and cons of .

methadone maintenance.

ORIGIN

Synthesis

Methadone was first synthesised in 1943 by the Germans. They used

methadone as a pain-killer to substitute for morphine, which was difficult

to obtain during the war years.

Use to Aid Heroin Withdrawal

Methadone was first used to ease the pain of heroinNlithdFawal in

.1948. /t can be used in this manner because of its cross tolerance with
.%,

heroin.

Methadone Maintenance

.. The use of methadone as part of a maintenance program for heroin
addicts in this country came about largely through the research of
Dr. Vincent P. Dole and Dr rie Nyswander in 1963. They studied

thirty-four hundred pati fin New York. Many methadone maintenance

programs are modeled 4fUrLjtheir program. Drs. Dole and Nyswander
found the following-thinl from their research:

,
c
\

BLOCKAGE OF, HEROIH.ge le and Nyswander discovered that.methadone,

at certain do4 levels ( 120 mga) would block heroin.
Y/

5
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ADDICTION SIMILAR TO DIABETES. Studies conducted at Rockefeller

\University concluded that addiction could be treated similar to treat-

ment of diabetei by giving addicts a daily done of methadone.

\ COMPARISON WITH INSULIN. Heroin hunger was similar to the metabolic

disorder requiring diabetic persons to need insulin. As diabetics could

be maintained on insulin, so heroin addicts could be maintained on

methadone.

USE OF METHADONE. Methadone, it was theorized, would correct the

metabolic deficiency and end the requirement for heroin, allowing the

\IIIddict to live a relatively normal life.

LIFE-LONG MAINTENANCE. Methadone was proposed as a life-long

maintenance program. Dole and Nyswander thought that addicts would

have.to be maintained for life on methadone. There may be a few

addicts who will be able to abandon drugs entirely, but such absti-

nence was not expected, and was hot the goal of the Dole and Nyswander

methadone maintenance programs.

ADVANTAGES

-The following are advantages reported by Dole and Nyswander. In

comparing these advantages with the disadvantages as seen by Henry

Lennard, et al, you will notice some disagreement about the facts. This

disagreement and the resultant controversy is why we give both views.

First, let's look at the possible advantages.

Oral Administration

Methadone can be administered orally and thus is-less cumbersome

and less costly than heroin..

Longer Duration

Methadone has an extended duration ,of effectiveness (24-36 hours).

This of course, is longer than heroin which only lasts six to eight

flours

No Side Effects

There are no serious effects from methadone in maintenance doses.

Block.Heroin Effects

ak sufficient dose levels, methadone will block heroin effects.
.-. ,

6
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No Euphoria
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Administered therapeutically, euphoria does not occur after"tolerance

has been established.

DISADVANTAGES

The disadvantages presented here are taken from an article by Henry
Lennard, et. al., "The Cure Becomes a Problem," reprinted by Grassroots
in 1974 from Smithsonian Magazine..

Blockade Theory a myth

The blockade theory presented by Vole and Nyswander is a myth.
Blockade of heroin effects occurs only for small amounts of heroin.
Euphoria is possible with large doses of heroin.

The Method of Administration Makes the Differente

The method of administration, not the substance, methadone, is
beneficial. Oral administration of heroineould produce similar results.
Injections of methadone produce euphoria.

Crosv-tolerance with Only OPiate Drugs

Methadone does not produce cross-tolerance with non-opiate drug.;
therefore, other drugs can be used for euphoria while taking methadone.

HEROIN USE WITH METHADONE. Seventy-seven percent had used heroin
concurrently with methadone.

USE OF OTHER DRUGS WITil METII1ONE. Carl Chambers of the New York
State Narcotic AddictiOn Control' mission and Russel Taylor of
Philadelphia General Hospital studied forty patients on methadone
maintenance. They found that 82.5 per cent of the patients had used
at least one other drug while on methadone maintenance. The use of
other drugs' was documented by urinalysis results. Thirty per cant
had uied barbiturates, and twenty-five per cent had used amphetamines
concurrently with methadone.

Faiigue

Methadone patients tire more easily, are somnolent (tend to fall
asleep), and require more sleep than non-drugged people.

4
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Abnormal Reflexes

;
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71%
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Reflexes of methadone pa, s are somewhat abnormal. They perspire

profusely, are-often constipa :.aind are often sexually impotent, es-

pecialiy older men.

REGULATIONS

Federal Laws

Because of the potential of,abusing methadone, federal law requires

an established period of addiction before a person is allowed to enter a

methadone metntenance Piogram. 1

Air Force Does Not Use M:Ibione Maintenance

Because Air Poree members are expected to be rehabilitated to the

- point that they can remain druillree, and because the Air Force is not

in the long-term rehabilitation business, the Air Force does not use

methadone maintenance programs as a method of rehabilitation. HoweVer,

it is possible for you to refer a DAF civilian or dependent who has had

, long-term problems with heroin addiction to ciVilian or government

methadone maintenance programs.
t.

EXERCISE 7b

Complete the following exercise.

1. How did methadone become a maintenan6e program for heroin addicts?

2. What are the five advantages of methadone maintenance according to Dole-

and Nyswander?

3. What are the five disadvantages of methadone maintenance according

to.Henry Lennard?

4. How does the Air Force view the use of methadone maintenance for its

. . members?
1
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TREATMENTAODALITT CONCEPTS IN_AIR FORCE REHABILITATION

The five-:phased Air Force Drug Rehabilktation Program contatlim
certain similarities with the three basic treatment mods/It/es discussed,
in th first section of this study guide and workbook. Let us now ex-
amine the Air Force Rehabilitation PrOgram frol this perspective so that
we caw thoroughly understand both the Air Force Rehabilitation Program
and the three basic treatment modalities.

/I

PHASEJ, IDENTIFICATION

Identification Not Tieatment MOdelity

Identification cannot be construed as a treatment modality; therefore,
the modality comparisons are not applicable to this phase.

Commonality

Identification, however, is something all rehabilttation progranm
have in common. Each rehabilitation program must in some way identify
the clients be it voluntary, mandatory referral, medical referral, or
law.enforcement referral.

PHASE II, DETOXIFICATION

Phase II, detoxification contains two treatment modalities: drug-
free and incarceration.

Drug-Free

The drug-free modality is identified_in Air Forc Regulation 30-2
in the following quote, "Detoxification must be accomplished in a drug-
free environment."

Incarceration

The incarceration modality is implied by the statement that detoxi-
fication will be accomplished "...at the nearest medical facility..."
To accomplish detoxification with assurity it is necessary to restrict

.e

9
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the rehabilitee's freedom ao lilac. the lacilICPan insure that the

person remains drug-free long enough-to withdraw the effects Ot the

drug.

OHASE III, MEDICAL EVALUATION AND TREATMENT

Phaie III is mandatory for all substantiated drug abusers, and

medical treatment is provided as indicated. The purpose of this phase

is to'determine the appropriate medical treatment and disposition of

each individual. Two basic treatment modalities day be used during

this phase: Incarceration and drug-free.

. Incarceration

Incarceration may be applied'if the client is admitted on an in-

patient status for evaluation. This is more likely if the client is

drug-dependent, or has related medical/psychiatric problems. In these

cases, the client is likely to have his/her freedom restricted.

Drug-Free

The drug-free modality is also applied, as the client is expected

to remain drug-free during this phase. ,

PHASE IV, gEHAVIORAL REORIENTATION

The objective of Phase IV is to redirect the behavior of individual

rehabilitees so that they voluntarily cohform to Air Forcp standards of

performance and conduct. During Phase IV, normally the drug-free modality .

is the only one used.

Drug-Free

Phase IV regimens require the client to remain drug-free, and this

is verified through regular urinalysis testing. The drug-free method

allows the client to examine his/her life without being clouded by the

effects of drugs. Phase IV also allows the client to test him/herself

,
being without drugs while under the close.supervision of a counselor

who can help the client deal with emotional issues that often arise

once the mask of drugs is lifted.

Restrictions

Although Phase IV participants normally have some restrictions,

for the most part they do not involve any kind of confinement. These .

restrictions may be in jobs they can perform, their administrative

situation, and in the fact they must report for counseling sessions

and urinalysis. Phase IV cli ta are not generally isolated from the

general society, and therefore the incarceration modality is not said

to be used in Phase -v.
,.,.; ,
, ,
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PHASE V, FOLLOW ON SUPPORT

I.
Phase V is the proce6s by which successful rehabilitees return

to normal duty. There is only one treatment/rehabilitation modality

applied during Phase V: Drug-Free.

16'8 7

DrugrFree

Members in Phase V are expected to remaih/drug-free. Their

Abstinence is tested by less frequent urinalysis than in Phase IV.

Remaining drug-free while the client returns to the stresses of

every day life without the crutch of drugs is critical to successful

rehabilitation. Phase V is the real test of rehabilitation/success.

EXERCISE 7c

Complete the following exerclite.

1. Why is there no treatment modality applied in Phase I?

2. How is incarceration involved in Phase II?

3. What modality(ies) is/are applied in Phase III?

- 4. 1$ incarceration a modality used in Phase IV? Explain.

5.' Why is it so important to have enforced abstinence in Phase V?

lOu
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FREE CLINICS

One of the best ceferral agencies available for dependents and DAP *
civilians with drug or other personal problems is the free clinic. Most

major ci0,es in the United States.havs free clinics. Free clinics hove

established gbod rap ort with their clientele primarily because they

were establiahed pur ly for the benefit of the people they serve. One

of the most import& t aspects of free clinics is that the people 'who

operate*them are d.ilicated individuals whose chief motivation is to

provide assistanceto other people. Although free clinics should 'not

be considered a pr mary treatment program for active duty military

personnel, free clinics are very applicable to DAF civilians, Air

National Guard, Reserve personnel, those being discharged, and dependents.

They are excellent resources for guagg speakers and current information.

We'll examine xhe origin,.purpose, ata services of special interest to

base social actions programa.

ORIGIN

The free clinic mOvement began in the Haight-Ashbury district of

San Francisco, to'treat people who had chosen the "hippie".life style.

As the movement began funds were abort, so prOfessional and lay people

volunteered their unique talents to help the youth of the area. A.

the years pasaed, the movement grew and broadened its base. Clients

came from all walks of life, but pitticularly those whowere under-
privileged or who chose to seek .assistance from people who cared and

not a part of the "establishment".

PURPOSE

Philosophy

Frei clinic people believe that treatment is a right, not a .

privilege. Regardless of the client's economic, social, or philo-
sophical orientatioh, that person has the right to Inedical care.
Free clinic people, believe in volunteering their halp to insure all,
people are given ihis right. Free clinics do not Serve the "bureaucracy."
They serve the ii,Mediate needs of their clientele./
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Purpose

Ida 9

The purpose of the free clinic is to provide free medical_epd dental

care short of sugery.
.

41Seryices Offered

Free clinics offer a variety of services, depending on the skills of

local volunteers. Most free clinics offer the following: Medical and

dental care, group and individual counseling, birth control, and veneral

disease treatment. Inlarger cities, other services may be offered from

drug, unwanted pregnancy, women's Sghts, rape counseling to free uni-

versities and self-awareness training.

SERVICES OF SPECIAL INTEREST TO BASE SOCIAL ACTIONS

Base-level social actions offices should maintain close liaison'

with thd local free clinic for the followitg reasons: The fres clinic

omay.provide a referral resource for Air National Guard Reserve, OAF

civilians, and dependent drug rehabilitation. You may also want to

refer persOnnel being discharged for drug abuse; or related reasons,

to the free clinic. Free clinic personnel are often aware of drug

trends and currently harmful drugs abused in tqe local area. Guest

speakers mey be found at the free clinic, who after screening, may

make xcellont additions to base level drug/alcohol education and

commandees-calls. The free clinic is often a center for volunteers

interested in learning about and helping solve social problems. Often.

their training programa are applicable to social ations staff isesbers.

EXERCISE 7d

Complete the following exercise.

1. Why are free clinics not sources of treatment for Air Force active

duty personnel?

11 What in the purposeof the free clinic?

3. How can the free clinic be beneficial to social actions?

-4)
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THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITIES

One of the most successful treatment'mllalitiea for severely

addicted.people is the therapeutic community. No doubt the reason

for their'success is-that their approach allows rehabilities to

determine, at least to sone degree, their, own rehabilitation goals.

While civilian therapeutic communities are not applicable to active

duty Air.Porce members.who are entered in local base rehabilitation .

programs, eherapeutic communities can be very useful.for DAF civilian

employees,.dependents,' Air National Guard, Reserve, an4 personnel

being discharged because of drug or drug-related problems. We'll

examine the definition of a therapeutic community, its.origin,.

Synanon as an.example, .and the treatment modality of the therapeutic

community.,

INFORMATION 4

DEFINITION

. . 4,64-4

.140

Therapeutic communities are long-term treatment programs, gederally

operating under the drug-free Nodality, with members accepting (voluntarily)

certain restrictions of their freedoms. Therapeutic communities usually

have two basic rules:

No Violence

Violence is not tolerated among the community members, regardless o

the situation.

Abstinence.

No holding or useof chemicals is the seCond rule cif the therapeutic

community. Violators are required to.terminate their stay.at the coMmunity..

ORIGIN

The original therapeutic community for dtug addiction treatment was,

Synanon, located i Santa 'Monica, Califqrnia. It was established in 1958.

Synanon was founded by Chuck Dederich, who was a recovered alcoholic. Chuck
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was a powerful, impressive speaker, and very persuaSive in keeping

people in the group. The "Synanon, oriOnally meant seminar. The

founders believed that the basic message of Alcoholics Anonymous
could be applied to drug addicts. Some of the AA members did not
fit in with the drug abusers. Particularly in "hard drug" abusers

, there were some differences from alcoholics. For most drug abusers,
drug abuse was their only way of life. They had not held a job, and
could not get one readily, even if they abstained from drugs. The

alcoholic, however, usually had held a job, and when sober could
easily get a job. This difference shows why the therapeutic community,
in which jobs for the newly detoxified Addict were provided, worked SO
well. Starting with a handful of people,.struggling through many trials,
Synanon has grown to over nine hundred members today. They now have
,fatilities in New York, Detroit, San Diego, Los Angeles, and Sa4Francisco,
in addition to their Santa Mbnica facility.

-

MODALITY OF THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITIES

Individuals who participate in a therapeutic community generally
stay for an extended period of time. They experience withdrawal from
the drugs they have been usiqg, gain rights and responsibilities in
the community, and eventually return to "straight society"Ao hold a
job.and contribute to the support of the therapeutic community. The
chief therapeutic tool employed in the 'rehabilitation process is the
encounter group, a form of aggressive and provocative interchange
focusing upon the daily behavior of each group member. The therapeutic
community operates under the drug-free modality,-with members accepting
certain eestriotions of their-freedom.

These areSeveral treatment practices which contribute to the
success of therapeutic communities:

Voluntary Admissions

Admission to therapeutic communities is vpluntary. This is a
definite motivation factor, but in and of itself is not sufficient
.for success. Many "fakers." who voluntarily come to live in the

:i-itherapeutic community must be canfronted by the group on whether
'they really want to give up drugs. These "fakers" may have joined
the community to escape the law or other things.

Peer Influence

Peers have experienced drugs and games addicts play. It is.
difficult to "con" them,,particularly fri the community where new
member's behavior is obser*d 24.hours a day. Peers confront,mis-
behavior. Peers will not accept the addict until his/her behavior
meets the community'a standards. Peer presaure can be a very
powerful force. .

0
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Discipline

Strict discipline is self-imPosed by the cammunity members, and

accepted by all members. For those who trangress "the haircut", a

verbal reprimand for irresponsitite
behavior, may be used. Other

actions to enforce discipline include "the probe", a five to ten hour

session on a theme such as prejudice, or ':the marathon", an extended

encounter which also includes the expression of.basic human emotions

such as fear, anger, love, and pain, while getting down to the basic

gut level. The discipline serves to provide structure for the drug

abuser, who, for the most part, had little structure in his/her life.

This type of "tough Iove" also serves to show the caring Synanon

members have for each othier.

EXERCISE 7e

Complete the following exercise.

1. Define the term therapeutic community as it Oplies to drug abuse

treatment.

2. What are the two basic rules of a 4tittrapeutic community?

3. What factors contribute to the success of therapeutic communities?

16
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In this unit we have discussed three modalities of treatment:
Incarceration, Drug-free, and Chemical approach. We also looked at
the advantages and disadvantages of methadode main.tenance, as well
as the treatment concepte applied in each of the five phases of the
Air Force Drug Rehabilitation Program. Last, we discussed the
applicability of the free clinics and therapeutic communities.
Remember that the rehabilitation model applied to an.individual
must correspond to the ultimate destination of that particular
unique individual,,Ale client. In the social actions career field,
you must be prepared to counsel not only military personnel who will
be rehabilitated through a military program, but you must also be
prepared to make referrals for civilians, Air Force dependentsi Air
National Guard Reserve and military personnel who will be diecharged.
With the information presented in this unit, you will be prepared to
accurately'apply the particular rehabilitation models available to
you and your clients. You will also want to maintain current in-
formation on .available rehabilitation modalities in the future.
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EXERCISE 7a

*
ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

4.

1. Incarceration, drug-free and chemical

2. Protect society from'the "wrong-doer".

3. Detoxification, residential treatment and ambulatory.

4. Narcotic antagonists and,methadone maintenance.

EXERCISE 7b

1.

v'11010440,0

2.

;:rtsrit14
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4.
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Through the research of Dole and Nyswander, who found that heroin
addicts could be maintained on methadone in much the same fashion
as diabetics.

Oral administration; dimation of effects; no serious side effects;
blocks heroin effects; and there is no euphoria afte; established
tolerance.,

Blockade theory is myth; method,of aciministration not methadone
is Important; methadone does not have cross-tolerance with other
drugs; methadone, patients tire easily; and teklexes are somewhat
abnormal.

The Air Force do4a noi use methadone.

EXERCISE 7c'

1. Phase one kW identtfitation and cannot be construed as a treatment
. modality. .

6.

2.' Individual will be hoepitalized with certain restrictions on freedom.

3. Incarceration and drug-free.

4. No, although members do have certaip restrictions applied to them.

5. To give the individual ample opportunity to readjust'to his/her role
without drugs.

19
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1. Identified drug abusers are automatically entered ihto the Air

Force five-phase rehabilitation program.

2. To provide free medical and dental care short of surgery.

3. They can provide information and guest peakers: advile of drug

trends and civilian drug treatment.

EXERCISE 7e

1. Long-term treatment pragrep, drug-free modality with ceriiin

restrictionk.

2. No violence; no use Of drugs.

3._ Admission is voluntary; peers have
and discipline is self-imposed.
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PLAMOrls$TRUCTION/LIESSOM PLAN PART
N Alit WV INITAtICTOR C130/711rrittir

Drug and Alcohol Abuee Control

V Principles and Techniques of Drug/Alcohol Education
ODURS4 COMTINT

1. Lecture Method

a. Given an evaluator-approved topic related td drdWalcohol,
satisfactorily prepare a fifteen-minute lecture-method lesson plan in
accordance with the criteria listed on the Lecture Method Performance
Test. 0,111.

b. Identify recommended procedures for selectionc preparation, and
utilization of audio-visual aids and equipment to support drug/alcohol
abuse control education programa.

c. Given an evaluator-approved 15-minute lecture lesson plan on a
drug/alcohol-related subject, satisfactorily prepare appropriate support
materials for the lesson in accordance with the Lecture Method Performance
Test.

d. Given an evaluator-approved topic related to drugs/alcohol,
satisfactorily present a 15-minute lecture in accordance with the criteria
listed on the Lecture Method Performance Test.

PROVAL. OP LESSON PL AN (PANT N 3!". -
-

SIGNATURE AND GATE SIGNATURE AND DATE .

1

.._

.
'PLAN
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,

OF INSTRUCTION GUMER .

L3ALR73430B/L3OLR7361B/L3OZR73648
.

_
DATE .

30 Ma 1978

PAGE NO.
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SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE .

Student Instructional Materials

HO B-V-1-2, Lecture-Method Practicum

SW B-V-1-1, Principles and Techniques of Drug/Alcohol Educstion

Audio-Visual Aids .

35mm Slides, Assorted
16mm Films, Aeeorted
Transparencies, Assorted
.Flip alert, Principles and Teciiniques of Instruction - Introduction

Video Tape, Lecture Presentation
Video Tape (Blank)
CCTV

Training Methodi
'Lecture
Discussion/Performance

Instructional Guiaance ;

Emphailize proper instructor characteristics and lecture-Method teaching techinques.

Disfues the strengths and weaknesses of the lecture method of instruction. Intro-

duce the lesson plan and stress its purpose and importance. Discues lesson plan

organization and preparation. Have students watch and rate a student lecture .

presentation (video tape) and write the lesson plan for the presentation as

practice. _Cover the overall objectives of USAF drisg and alcohol education pro-

grams. Stress sdccessful and unsuccessful approethes to drug education. Discuss

the significance of the A.D. Little and General Accounting Office studies of USAF

substance.abuse education. Emphasiie study recommendations. Discuss the.impor-

tance of ,audio-visual in supporf of classroom presentations. .Demonstrate the use

of,the 35mm elide and overhead projectors in groups. Students receive 44...assign-

tient of selecting a topic, writing a lesson plan, preparing support meterfeW, and

present a 15-.minute'lecture in.the Introduction to Block II presentation. ijow to

accomplish these tasks is explained to the students in the Lecture Method lectures.

Insure that each student' has an approved topic and is aware of the date and time

for lesson-plan review and presentation. Review each student lesson plan prior to_,
4

presentation. Review each student lessen plan prior.to presentation and make'

recommendations fgr improvement. Arrange audio-visual equipment to be deed. Each

instructor is responsible for eqUipment used. Use cm system to enhance feedback

on an availability basis. Thelocture presentation performance exercise (practice

session) is held on approximately days 14-17 and the performance tests will occur

on days 23-25, thus, allowing students to research another topic and learn from

their mistakes on the practice session.

1 0?
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AcLion Training Branch
tackland Ari Force Base, Textis

OBJECTIVES

1400
110 JALR/34_10B/JOLK/361B/

307.R73601-11-V-1-1
31 May 197S

Principles and Techniques of Drug/Alcohol Education
LECTURE METHOD (PRACT1CUM)

T."-".

By the conclusion of the Lecture Method Practicum in Block ITT,
you should have received practice and feedback on formal lecture
techniques; become familiar with what .resources are available in the
drug/alcohol field and how to use these resources to piepare educational
presentations; gained knowledge and confidence in the areas you
researched fOr your lectures; and shared.and received the knowledge
from the presentations on a variety of drug/alcohol-related topics.

The specific criterion objective is to prepare and present a
fifteen minute lecture method lesson plan in accordance wi01 the
criteria listed on the lecture method Performance Test (See attach-
ment 1).

INTRODUCTION

As a drug/alcohol abuse control specialist, nearly one-third of
your time will be used in preparing and presenting drug/alcohol
_educational presentations. One of the most versatile methods of
presenting educational material 1.0 the lecture technique. You will
utie lectures to present segments of the standardized educational
packages, presentations at commanders calls, to wives clubs, to
train volunteer helpers, to brief commanders, etc. The list of
the application of the lecture technique goes on and on for the
drug/alcohol specialist. In order to do your job, you must communi-
cate, and in order to communicate effectively, you must organize your
thoughts and present them in a lecture format. The Lecture Method
Practicum gives you the opportunity to gain practice and feedback
in this most useful skill. No matter how good a.speaker you already
are, this practicum gives you a ghance to grow and become more effective.
Listed below are some of the guidelines we use in the Lecture Mettiod
Practicum in order to help you receive maximum learning of this skill.

INFORMATION

CUIDELINES

The following guidelines are designed to help you understand .

what is required of you in the Lecture Mett-od Practicum, as well as
what areas ofP-creativity we encourage.

Lecture and Lesson Plans

During the course each student will prepare two lesson plans
to be used in presenting-two fifteen-minute lectures on drug/alcohol

. subjects. 'The first lesson plan and lecture is for practice, while
the second (fifteen-minute) lecture lesson plan,is evaluated according

10,4Supersedes HO 8 August' 7.
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to the Lecture Method Performance Test (Attachment 1).

Topic Selection
ar

You may choose your own lecture topic so long atilt meets

the following criteria:

DRUG/ALCOHOL RELATED. The topic; must be drug/alcohol related.

by related we mean that it must be useful Eo drug/alcohol abuse

control specialist. Topics can include methods of counseling drug/

alcohol abusers, pharmacology, crisis intervention, methods of

rehabilitation, just to name a few related areas. We encourage

you to use your creativity to select a topic. The relationship to

the drug/alcohol field, howevr, must be readily apparent%.

DEFINED AND LIMITED. The topic must be appropriately defined

and limited so that you can adequately cover it in fifteen minutes.

Do not use an "oversized" topic. Decide what you can say in the

time allotted and limit your topic to.that information.

REFERENCED. The topic must be referented'in the Social Actions

Training Branch, Human Resource, or Wilford Hall Medical Center libraries.

You must provide the reference to your grading instructor upon request

for verification of content and possible reworking of lesson plans.

The purpose of writing this new lesson plan is to read and research

something you have not read before so that this learning experience

will be'a challenge.

NOT AFR 30-2. Air Force Regulation 30-2 should not be the primary

reference for any lecture presentation presented at the school. You

will receive sufficient practice presenting Air Force regulations in

the Guided Discussion Method Practicum when you present parts of the

Air Force Standardized Education Packages. c

NO DUPLICATES. The topic nor the content should be a duplicate

of another student's lesson plan. You should not duplicate a previous

subject area that you have presented before.
11,

VARIETY OF TOPIC AREAS. Select your two topics from a variety of

subject areas. For instance, if you talk abqut alcohol one time, drugs

or counseling shouldbe your next topic. The purpose in having a variety

of topics is to encourage broadening of your field of expertise.

-e%

CREATIVITY ENCOURAGgD. We encourage creative topics which

11.1

relate one field of knowledge tOanother in a new way. 0 you
xead two books or articles and relate them you often can ome up

with a new and exciting idea. This will sAmulate your thAnking, and

hothe thinking of those w listen to your presentation. //

2 1025



Preparation

LECTURE TOPIC APPROW. Write your proposed ropfc on rhe list
provided by the appointed time. The grading instructor will initial
the topic if it is satisifactory. In some cases, however, you will need
to limit or change your/topic so as not to duplicate another student's
lesson. If the topic liS not initialed, see your grading instructor
to negotiate a suitable topic.

i

LESSON PLAN EVALUATION. Turn your lesson plan in to your
grading instructor at the appointed time for evaluation. Late lesson
plans will constitute a practicum failure unless previously excused..
Insure ypu follow the proper format. A sample of the prescribed format
is contained in thils handout. This error of failing to follow the
correctlformat is pften the cause of having to reaccomplish lesson plans.

.

The 61-mat prescr bed is the same format nsed in the Air Force Standardized
education package .

..
1

I

LESSON PLAN:CORRECTION AND DUPLICATION. Once your lesson plan has
been graded youishould then add the corrections suggested to iMprove the
plan before theAllay you are to present the lecture. These suggestions
are designed to help you do a better job oe presenting the lecture.
If there were eqough errors/problems with your lesson plan to require
a.remake, you Ormally will be given 24 hours to turn in a corrected
copy. Once you/have your corrected (final) copy, you must duplicate

, an additional cblpy' for your instructor to use during grading. The
Branch garox maichines ore not authorized for this purpose. Suggest
you use the xerox machines at the base librarY, or type the lesson
plan and carbon copy with typewriters available for use from your
instructor.

REQUEST A
your lesson p
aids you plan
There are n
your presents
or you may us

DIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT IN ADVANCE.. When you turn in
an, let your grading instructorAnow what kind of visual
to use and whether you will need audio-visual equipment.
rous slides available,from the library which may assist
ion. You may choose to make overhead transparencies,
flip charts or the chalkboard. Your grading instructor

will assist y u:in finding ,the aidi and supplies you need to get your'
message across. Be sure to notify your grading instructor in enough
time for him/heir to request the audio-visual equipment Prqm supply.

PRESENT THE LECTURE. It is your responsibility to present your
lecture at the appointed time. failure to do this is considered an
unsatisfactory practicum performance, unless previously excused.
Practice dry-gun yourlecture with other students before the appointed
time so that you are prepared. Uie the attached grading criteria as
that is what t,ou will be graded on. If you deliver your preseditation
by-these criferia you will do an outstanding job.

3
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Feedback.

Your grading Instructor will use the grading criteria and progress

checklist to evaluate your p A
. entation nd give you ieedback. Additionally,

t.

the videdtape will be used to g e feedback when it is available. You

will find this a unique experience to gain maximum feedback. The

purpose of feedback is to help you grvw and improve your presentations .

Please take feedback in this light and use it to gain other persons

perception of your behavior.

Remakes

Occasionally, students need more practice in presenting lectures

in er to preaent them at an acceptable level. In the case where

one fa to meet the minimum standards, or in-thettase where you woula

like more clice even though you passed, your grading instructor

will provide indrVidualized assistance to help you improve your

presentation.0 When remakes are required you will.be given three

days-toprepare a new lessop 14an. You may choose a new topicand

prepare the lesson plan, or thay choose from three already drafted

by the.sehool. The same criteria apply to remakes as the first

presentation, and normally, a pew instructor will be assigned to

grade.your remake.

Benefits

The Lecture Method Practicum.isAa unique opportunity for fou

to improve your lecture skills. We have many resources readily

available herCat the Social Actions Training Branch.which you may

continue to use once you are graduated. _Take advantage of them

while you are here.
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NAME

RANK

SAMRLE.LES,SON PLANS

Fifteen-Minute Presentation

`.t'f-!' .:.a

DATE

JZ001

PRACTICE EVALUATION GROUP

REFERENCES: Are You Listening, Ralf G. Nichqls and Leonard A. Stevens

The Art of Listelag, Jud Morris

OBJECTIVES r
(Only the .underlined portion is required)

1. 'Given information on bad habits of liAtening, identify ten bad habits of
listening to the 100% level of proficiency.

2. Given information regarding methods to improve,listening effectiveness,
identify three method& to &prove listening effectiveness at the 100% level
of proUciency.

INTRODUCTION
(1.Minute)

ATTENTION

At:the Police Academy, two members of the same family.too first And second
place in 'the target shoot contest. They then engaged fira "run-off" match
to determine which was the best shot at the Academy. The records-indicated
that the older one was the younger-one's father. The younger one was not the
older one's son. What was_thp relationship? Chances areeou are thinking
about solutions_right now, and you are not listening completely to what I'm
saying.

6
OVERVIEW

4,..Today we will look at ten bad listening habits, sometimes known as thWn
non-building blocks to-effective iiatening. They are evaluation, non-c_ tical
inference, plural inference,' attit e lack of attention, Nishful thinking,
sethantics, excessive talking, fear and lack of humility. .We will also consider
three methods Of improvement, the lone wolf,,the 'buddy system, and the grotip
approach inethods. .

MOTIVATION

With this information,,you can bring to light your bad listeilpg habits; after'
'strive to work on them.- ImProving your listening will impeove communication'
and help you enormously-insingle and group counseling.

.

,' TRANSITION
IL 0

'Let g e now lookat the ten non-building blocks of effectiVe listening.

1

4

A Attachment 1
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(1) Others think as we do:

d. AttitUde
I.

a (1) Closed Mind.

(2)'Know the ansOer -won't listen

;:

1605

PRESENTATION

;1.

BODY (13 Minutes) \

Transparency # 1

1. Identify ten bad habits of listening.

a. Evalt7tion,Oudgment

(1) Eva uating things heard.

(2) Decid whether correct/incorrect.

(3) Formulate own opinions.

(4) Listening ceases.

b. Non-critical inference.

(1) Jumping to conclusions.

(2) Supplying own information.

c. Plural Werence.

A

f. -Wishful thinking (hearing)

if beliefs are contrary.

e. Lack of attention

(1) Off and on listening

(2) Attention span decreases.as
interest decreases.

l) Heartng what you Want to hear

(2) Not hearing what yoop don't

:A% want.to hear.

g.- Excessive talking.

(l) Talking so Itch you can't get

400 a word in.

Example: "Women are better off

barefoot and pregnant.".

Transparency # 2

Reference the attention step.

Transparency # 3

"Everyone knows that."

Transparency # 4

Stubborn

Transparency # 5

Reference self

Transparency # 6

./

Similar to Hitler and the Germans

Tratisparency: # 7

1029
'A 1-2
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h. Semantics - words, phrases mean

different things to different people.

I. Fear

(I) Inherently afraid of change.

(2) Hear things that conform to beliefs,

j. Lack of humility.

-(1) Being programed to think.

(2) Listener inferior to talker.

(3) Afraid to listen.

2. Identify three methods to improve listening.

a. Lone wolf method.'

(1) Know and understand the ten bad

At
listening habits.

(2) Make a chart and look at it often,

. Buddy system.

(1) Get moral support.

(2) External conscience

(3) Two heads better than one.

(4) Get honest feed6iiCk.

(5) Both people are teachers.

c. Group approach

(1) If two are better than one, five
14

are better than two.

I.

Tran parency # 8

CB langu, e etc.

Transparency # 9 .

Safe in beliefs - security.

Transparency # 10

Parent to child - lfstener must be
the learner.

INTERIM SUMMARY

TRANSITION

Now that_we have looked at
bad 11Stenin)g habits, let's
look at effective listening.

Transparency # 11-

Draw example of chart on bOard.

Draw example of chart on board

There is no better way to learn
than to teach.

Broader views - more input.

1030
1-3,
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What are the ten bad habits of listening,/

(2) Develop listening in a group where

listening is needed by you.

(a) Group counseling.
, .

(b) Family.

(3) Side effects.

(a) Increased cooperation.

(b) Better team work.

(c) More effective communication.

EVALUATION

;

Give personal experiences.

Be sure to relate examples

0

.

,

'7

;4t+-

*100.4,

. ..

Answer: Evaluation, non-critical inference,
plural inference, attitude, lack of attention,
wishful thinking, excessive.talking, semantics,
fear, and lack of humility.

.What are the three methods of improvement for-
effective listening?

Answer: Lone wolf, Buddy system, and Group
approach.

CONCLUSION (1 Minute)

, SUMMARY

We have taken a look at three methods of improving listening. Those were:
Lone wolf, buddy ststem, and the Guemp approach methods. - -

We also talked about ten bad habits of listening. Those were: Evaluation,
non-critical inference, plural inference, attitude, lack of attention, Wish-
ful thinking, excessive talking, semantics, fear, and lack of humility.

REMOTIVATION
.-

Remember the fen bad habits of listening and when you find yourself using
any_of thim, think of the_effective listening methods and you will, be .most

V- effective in your listening techniques.

.4
CLOSURE

Thank you

Adipied from a lesson plan by: SRA BtianVogt.

Ap A 1-4
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NAME

Rank PRACTICE EVALUATION

DATE

CROUP

REFERENCES: Facts about Commonly Used Drugs. David P. Jenkins and

RiTiTt Brody, Do-It-N-O-Zi-roundation, Revised Third

Edition, pages 16-17.

OBJECTIVES

1. Identify the medical and nonmedical origins of the ugo of phenyl-

cyclohexylpiperidine (PCP) with humans.

2. Identify two major pharmacologic:11 effects of PCP.

3. Identify two primary nonmedical uses of PCP.

INTRODUCTION
(I Minute).

ATTENTION

If someone asked you, "What is Phenylcyclohexylpiperidine and what is

it used for?" What would be your answer?

OVERVIEW

r.

.Today, we will look at many aspects of PCP in relation to its use with

hunfans., We willklook at the medical and nonmedical origins of use, two

types ok pharmacAogical effects, and two types-of nonmedical use.

, MOTIVATION

1. If you were asked for information about hallucinogens in general, and

PCP in particular, what would you say? How much information codid,You pro-

vide? Because our credibility in social actionl depends on what we know

about drygs, our information about various drugs needs to be complete.

2. With the .information we will be dealing with today, your knowledge-

about the drug PCP will be much more complete.

TRANSITION

First, let's take a look at some background information about PCP.

PRESENTATION4.

BODY .(1311linOTs) _

1. Identify the medical and:lion-
mgdical origins of the usof pcp
vial humans.

(Be sure to set-up overhead,projector.)
TP #1 (Medical-lion-medical origin)



, .

r

- .,-
"-7.1":::!"="Zr"..7.-?-- -=

a.. Medical origin.
r

r (1) Synthesis sy.lt t'.11

for a fast-aeting Intravenous
anestlietie.

(2) Use - Anatgesic

(3) Dini.-ontlnuance of

because of sensory deprivatipn.

4!

(a) Anxiety.

(h) Illusions.

.(c) Delusional
and hallucinatory phenomena.

(d) Feeling of
dispidcement.

(e) Interference
with thinking process.

b. Nori-medical origin.

(1) Synthesis-in-
expensive; ."rip-off" chemists.

. , (2) Use ApOeared on the (Give example of hoW many reports

West coast in summer 1967;. "peace of THd are PCP dertvatives.)

pill" as a street drug.

Trak ame Se rny I -manu f ac tip r e d, by Parke

Davis mployed therapeut Ie,i 1 I y '41 Vi a

Veterinary anesthet ic agent .

EVALUATION

(One evaluation question is re-
quired for each criterion objet-
tive. Thee questiona may be .

used at OM end of each objec-
tive or accpmulated and used
prior to the CONCLUSION of the
lesson.)

Why was the medical use of PCP
on humans discontinued?

Answer: Due to undeSirable side-
and after-affecis.

A 1-6
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PdSENTATION

2. Identify two primary pharm-
acological effects of PCP.

INTERIM SUMMARY

1
We've seen how the medical and.nonc
Medii.A. origins of PCP diffeced, why
and how they were synthesized and used,
and why (medically speaking) they are no
longer used.

TRANSITION

Having looked at the origins of use, now
let's look at the effects which were noted
from this use.

TP #2 (pharmacological effects)

a. Anesthetic. (Affect skeletal muscle central nervous
system)

(1) Limited CNS depres-
sion effects unlikely any other.

brain.

41,

(2) Sensory cortex and mid- Eyes, knee reflexes not affe'cted.

(a) Calming -'catap-
letic and stuper, convulsions.

(b) Respiration and
bollod pressure - only with -over-
dole (high potential).

(c) Sense discrim-
ination pain, touch, sensory
deprivation (foot asleep).

alcotol.
(3) Synergistic with

(4) Decreased body
temperature - shock, death.

(5) Poison - vOmiting,
coughing, tonvulsions.

'b. Hallucinogenic 7,initially (Give examples)
euphoric.

(1) Gross. hallucinations.

(a) Paranoia.

1 034
A 1-7
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ness.

(h) Anxiety, restless-

(2) Interference wah ihink-

ing (feelings of displacement).

(3) Disturbing after-effects.

(a) Apathy.

(b) Feeling ordepa.son-

alization.

(c) Thought disorder.

(d) Body image dis-

turbances (floating Lh space).

MALUATION

What are the two major pharmaco-
logical actions of PCP on the

body?

Answer: Anesthetic and hallu-

cinogenic.

PRESENTATION

Itig
'17.'71; .

014
`ttof

INTERIM SUMMARY

We've seen how PCP has both an
anesthetic and a hallucinogenic
action on the body, and how both

physical and mental functioning

is affected.

TRANSITION

NP.

Because of the effects4)f PCP, non-

medicAl or recreational use has developed.

Now, let's take a look at two types of

this use:

3. Identify two primary non- TP #3 (Primary non-medical uses)

medical uses df PCP.

a. Popularsmixer with other

substances.,

A 1-8

1035



Now.

...4/1. 1; '_i

(1) LSD - Primary com-
bination (usually with poor LSD).

(2) MiAt, parsley eat-
en or smoked.

(3) Marijuana, tobacco
sprayed, smoked.

4;,J +iir.pO640e4Pweei.wint44410,!*"tstv,trreer'%,,

.1612,

b. Substilute for other drugs. Relate story of "Do It Now" user
describing PCP "trip."

(1) Mescaline.

EVALUATION

What are two primary non-medical
uses of PCP.

Answer: Mixer and substitute.

CONCLUSION 1(1 Minute)

SUMMARY

We've taken a look at many aspects of the drug PCP. We've seen how the
origins of use for medical and non-medical purposes differ, how the
anesithetic and hallucinogenic effects of the drug affect both physical
and mental functioning of the body, and how many of these effects have
led to such non-medical uses as a drug mixer and substitute.

REMOTIVATION

The next time you're asked for information about hallucinogens in
general, and PCP in particular, you'll be able to h4v4,quite a bit
to say. You'll be able to provide information wh ch will add to
your credibility and the credibility of Social A tions.

CLOSURE

If you need any additional information about this area contact:

r.

Do-It-Now Foundation
National Med4a Center
Post Office Box 5115
Phoenix, Arizona 85010

Adapted from a lesson plan by: TSgt Philip J. Gerade, Jr.

1 036
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Exceeds Requirements

Used two or more resources
from an approved source;
incopOrated information
into the lesson plan

LECTURE METHOD PRACTICUM

EVALUATIOg CRITERIA

PREPARATION OF LESSON

1. Resources

Meets requirements

14.13

Below requirements.
Failed to use one resourcc
from an approved source

Appropriate number of
objectives to develop
lesson topic; condition,
behavior and standard
clearly stated

tearning outcomes explicitly
stated in measurable terms

Objective(s) clearly related

4001 to an original and creatly\
topic

2. Objectives

a. Appropriate Number

Appropriate number of
objectives to deVelor
lesson topic.

.

No pbjectives provided or
inappropriate number of
objectives (too many or
too few)

b. Behavior to be Learned Specified

Both amount and area to be
covered are specified

c. Appropriate subject

Booth amount and area to be
covered are not specified

Objective(s) atated is/are Objective(6) stated is/are
related to the approved area not related to thek,approve(

area

Lesson flows; teaching iteps
appropriately placed to.support
lesson objectives; entire lesson
supports the overall theme.'

,

Objectives and teaching
steps fully developed. with'
clarity such thai lesson
plan can easily be folloWed

1.11,114r4

KAgilt

3. Lesson Organized in Logical Sequence.

Teaching steps appropriately Inappropriate placement an(
placed to develop lesson illogical sequence of major
objectiveg; objectives and ity of teaohing steps,and/c
teaching steps are sequenced 'objectives; lesson is
properly 1 donfusing

4. Content Sufficient to Meet Objectives.

Adequate number of teaching Adjitional teaching steps,
steps .and information to information needed or need
develop objectives to remove excess informatio

103
Attchment 2
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Students' attention gained

in a creative manner;
original technique; left

little doubt as to focus of
studenta' attention Ja

subject

Stimulating; specific
reasons why the students

need to apply whatever

they are about to learn.

Cites specific application

for student learning exper-

ience

Clear, concise presentatir
of objective(s) and key

ideas, free of material that

distracts from focus on lesson.

. PRESENTATION

I. Inttoductiou

a. Attention Gained

Students' attention
adequafely focused on

subject

b. Motivation

Motivation related
realistic benefits of

presentation to students.

c. Overview

#

Adequately explained
sequence of areas to be

covered.

,

Little or nc attempt to

gain attenLioN, co9ctent

inappropriate andror un-

related to subject Matter;

ineffective method of

presentation

Lacking or inappropriate

content; little or no

attempt to provide infor-

mation on lesson benefits;

method of presentation

was ineffective

Little or not attempt to
provide information on
-sequence of areas to be

covered.

Information in each teaching

step:presented as outlined in

lesson plan. Objectives
taught in a manner that pro-
motes understanding of material.

Stimulating: creativeythought
provoking questions used for

each criterion objective.

2. Body.

a. Objectives Met

Teaching steps adequately
presented as outlined in

lesson plan.

b. Evaluation Step ;.

Appropriate tlype of
question(s) 4sed; related

to information given in
presentation; at least

one evaluation question
used for each criterion
objective. t,

V,

1038
A 2-2

Two or more teaching steps
not presented as outlined

In lesSon'plan.

No attempt ko use question

for evaluation purposes.

1
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ltet

Appropriate credit-given
to references; statistics,
definitions, q tes, examples
etc., ENHANCED lsj1on.

Transitions provided logical
sequence; material tied to-
gether in a smooth easy to
follqw fashion.

n

Interim Summaries used where
needed; used logical sequence;
reinforcement for learning

, was readily apparent

Creative, original, neat,
well prepared; aided
greatly in information
clarification

3. Clarity of Presentation.

a. Verbal Support

Clarified, simplified
ideas; added variety;
gave emphasis

b. Transition

Good relationship be-
tween parts of the lesson
criterion objectives,
teaching steps, etc.,

c. Interim Summary

Reviewed main points;
related Information to
criterion objective

d. Visual Aids

Effectively used; aided
in information clarifi-
cation

j05

Less than effective use; ,

.appropriate length of Um(
context, content.

Vague, abrupt relationshil
between points or no
transition provided.

Disorderly sequence used;
information not clearly
related to objective(s)
Or failed to provide
interim summary.

Less than effective
techniques of use and
preparation or detracted
from lesson

Exceeds Requirements

14.5 - 15.5

Ideal distribution of time
between lesson elements;
areas covered as planned.

a

' 04

l

4. Pacing the Lessow

a. Lessqn Timing

Meets Requirements

15 minute Presentation
13.5 - 16.5 min

b. Internal Timina

Balance in time distribu-
tion; areas received"
adequate, time

103

4A.

Below Requiremerts

15 minute presentation
1est than.11 or,more tan
18min.

IMplance in time 4istribu-
tion; planned teadhing
steps and/or objectives
not covered.
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Appropriate time taken to

respond to students' spon-

taneoUs questions; encouraged

students to ask questions;

demonstrated concern for

40011
student learning.

7'

.
Prod_resN ton St udent Needs

_ _

Adequate ttme taken to

respond to students'

spontaneous.quesons.

4444:.zA

Creatly-aided the communi:-
..,.
yy cation process; well extended;

appeared natural.

. '

. ,

i)
s '4

Continually maintained ex-

":0tnei cellent eye contact throughout

presentation

5. Instructor Qualities

a. Physical Oualities

(i) Gestures

Vell-timed, spontaneous,
definite; aided the
communication process

(2) Eye Contact

Eye contaIlit with siudents
maintained for most of

lesson

(3) PhysiCal Mannerisms

.

-`,

Aided greatly to.transitioning

between points. Created lively,

interesting lessbn.

.4mottol

:I Appropriate posture; created

Iriy; favorable, professional
impression throughout pre-

. sentation

4

Appearacne created favorable
impact,; added much to lesson

effectivness: Tilitary/civilian
--- 72 Dress exeeded Air Force StandardS.

,,,91

Purposeful, moved with ease,;

aided transitioning between

points.

(4) Posture

,;.-"'

Inappropriate/no respons

given to students' spon-

taneous questions; demon-

strated lack of concern

for student learning.

Gestures used lacked effec-

tiveness due to awkwardness

etc.

Minimal or no.eye contact
with students due to focus-

ing of attention on notes,
or physical surKoundings.

Awkward or distracting;
lacked purpose and ease.

Appropriate posture thi-ough- Inappropriate pdsture

out lesson,
throughout majority of

lesson; distracting;
failed to create favorable

professional impression.:

(5) Poise/Dress

Appearance created tavorable .Appearance created unfavor-

impression;. added to lesson able impression; detracted

effectiveness, from lesson effectiveness

A 2-4



Outstanding variation of vocal
qualities to enhance lesson;
used voice as a "Training Device"
to increase effectiveness of
lesson

Absence'of complete distract-
4Lig mannerisms throughout

1411. presentation, lack of slurred
,1 speech ane-vrtbal pauseh

greatly added to lesson
effectiveness.

Highly mo.tivated,.demon-
strated genuille interest
Avd.involvement through-
Ott lessOn 40

Demonstrated genuine acc'ept-
gine e, Nelief in Apformatio6;
adjustments in vodhl rate,
pitch, gestures, tiody move-
ment.,:adjusted to content of
information presented::

I?

Vocal qualities, physical
qualities precisely in tune
with,content and mood of
prebentation; lesson plan
used extremely well. Made.
purposeful and easy movemA ts
fromand to podium

b. Vocal flualities

(1) Vocal Variety

Vocal qualities aided
lesson effectiveness; foyce,
rate, pitch, clarity inaune
with meaning, emotional con-
tent emphasis

(2) VerUal Mannerisms

Vocal qualities detracted
from lesson effectiveness
lack of or excessive
variation in force, rate,-
picth, clarity throughout
most of lesson

1

Absence of districting verbal Use of distracting vexbal
manne:.risms such as verbal mannerisms through9ut
pauses. much of presentation .

C. Instructor Attitude

(1) Enthusiasm
1.1

Appeared motivated through- Demonstrated lack of
out presentation. .interest and involvement;

,lack of verbal And physic:
impression.

(2) Sincerit9
o.

Verbal, non,verbal expres-
sion in tone with content
of -information presented

- (3) Corifidence

Vocal qualities, physical
qualities in tune with
and mood of presentation;
notes used as a guide and
not'as a ciutch

A.2-5

1041

Little . no Attempt
to demonstrate acceptance,
belief in information
thrOngh verbal, physical
expiession

Vocal qualities (frequent
use of verbal distractions'
etc.) physical-qualities
(excesitive or lack of body
movement etc.), excessive
reliance on notes, greatly
detracted from presentatio
effectiveness.
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Very effectiVely vintained bond
.Ath.studentg threGgh exoelledt

eye contact; used "you% "we
statements to crea4 an atmos-

phere of.involvement with

students.

Excellent.review of main _ideas

in,an orderly sequence;mshowed

Direct eelationship of ideas to

objective(s).

Stimulating; remindêd sTUdents

again or the'realistic applicat

of th'e tnformation presented

S.

J .

-T.7,""w".T:Werir
4717

e

(4)' 1)11-vet ne

Maintain ed bond with studentr Lack ?t ey,e coritact with

through use of eye cOntact. .student's throughout

anti " you, we" rather- "I" state- ity'of presentation; use

ments. -
of "f" siatementic, de-

tracted from7incluiion o;

st4dents In lesson.

6. Conclusion
a. StimMary

Adequately reviewed,
restated main ideas:in
orderly sequenee;. related

ideas to objectiveCs)

b. RemotiVation

.0

"Capitalized on realistic

On.potentJal uss.of .infotwastion

-,presfnted

Left little doubt; le,ssOn over.-
Provided. additional 'food for

.thoughC

.

.MAT. irAt

o

4),

11

.1
"' 0

lt

*,

(5-

c. Closdte
.03-t

ProvidedApe:roprtate, defi-
nite closure to lesson

.

do g

Relation4ip
uncilear or.fneom ste.

no orderly sequence

InNrmation ptrented

. On 'uses oflecture .

Meteriarlacked real- '

meaningfU/ ippl

44, \ '
.

.

, A_ 2-6
a

$

At
N

. I 4 ' - it
Little or lno. attempt to''

provide'd6finiie ending;
.students didn't reillize.

tes3on41 was"

v

51
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Social Actions Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas

PRINCIPLES-AND TECHNIQUES OF DRUG/ALCOHOL EDUCATION

OBJECTIVE

Ja(i
SW 3ALR7343013

30LR736113/30ZR7364B-V-1
I 1 August 1978'

A

Upon completion of this study guide workbook you 'will'be able to iden-
.

tify instructor traits,generaqy associated with educational presentation
and proper instructor teaching techniques:associated with each one; ins-
tructions on lesson ptanning;. the'requireMents.and research findings of
the drug/alcbhol education prOgram,:types of drug education messageSthat
have been identified as generally productive and counter productive; the
findings of the A.D. ktttle Study (1974) concerning the aguse of drugs
and the effects 3T-drug 'education; the report to Congress by the Comptrol-
ler General of the United States; and Visual aids and,their appropriate
uses.

INTRODUCTION

The idriormation.contained in this study guide workbook provides the
jundamental principles and techniques.of drug/alcohol education. It will
serve as the foundation for the methods of'instructions,,lecture and
guided discussion, you wt11 be usit14 in your pra9ticums.

INFORMATION'

PRINCIPLES

Instructor Traits and Techntques

, .

- , Ah instructorvithin any classroom has two primary responsibilities:
to present informatta and to present informatton. Although these two

'sresponsibiliftes seem identical w en written out, the two actually have
, _different but related meaningr. -

t .
,

"

Y4.
0.412'0":141

. 7,tiVitz;.*-

4

To present information means to present knowledge On a specific topic
or topics.' The vafue Of thts InowTedge depends on you. If the informa-
tion is inaccUrate, poorly -thoyaht-out, or lacks ieaning for those who are
listening, it wt)1 be elittle value, 'If, however, the information is
adcurately and well thought-out; and'has meaning for those who are listen71
ing (your audience), it will have.greatqalue. -

*

. r
Stq1esS 1111 B - I - 2 5 , 15 April 1977.

I I
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To ,present Information also means to take your information and provide it to ot her, The

value of this activity again depends On you. If the method of presentation Is such that riteroq

in the information is It, en t ere is little val e If, however, interest in the information

not decreased, but actual inereas , e me hod .of presentation, is effective and 'has

peat value,

This first section then, will help provide ymi with'education;11 tmds clesigne(I to nu ic.14..

the overall effectiveness of your method'of presentation. Although every instructor has hisAur

Arin presentation style, considert on and incorporatiow.of specific presentation techniques vaii .

xld to the value of your met of presentation.

s' DIRECTNESS

The concept of directness involves the following: iw

Conversation With Audience

Provide an enlarged, one-to-one conversation with an.audience,
. .

Srrak .to Individual Audience,ylemben

Speakers should attempt to talk to each audience member regardless of group .size.

Eyb Contact.

Maintaining eye contact with audience memberS is an important part of directmkss..

Speaker& should, look .ht their audience and not away from them such as lookThg at the

ctiiling, floor, wall, acid. podium:, Spealcers should also scan'the ontire group and not fot-us on

one,.auchence menibe,r or one section of the audience.
/ .

,

Firronouns

The sUbject matter Will seem more, meaningful to the auctience if, you will use the pro-

nouns "we" and "you" instead, of* "I.' Fo'r eiprnple, rativer than sayink .!`This is .the informit-.
,1+ .

tion I *int you -to cover today." sayrThis theinformation 4 will be 'covering today." By.

aialiging jug Orie word, yoti can increase direetriet.i or_contaet, with your atidience.

e, , .a

SINCERITY 'AND ENITIIISIASM
11

. f
4

: ... ., 4 Enthusiasm and,,sith7er0 are codtagious;thus, if a Speakerlwants Insiherauilience to iir'sni
4

.i.rp and'enthusisitLit, he/shemust- ddmqrstratekbolief.ja the materidi biiing presented, as well .,

.,/ i7. ..
... '.

ii... Show,. his/her InVolvement; .
, ...

P ,

.

1

.

..,. il, 1015'1/0 a I
a 1.1

..
i) , Or

i

I.

;
f

I

;

7.

.'
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Individual Interests

In order to increase your interest and enthusiasm when giving a,presentation, develop your

interest when planning a presentation. Select a topic (or a presentation or Modify 'a presenta
tion in such a way that it. has meaning for you.

k

Belief in Content

You should believe in-the content and coMmunicate this belief to your ithdience.

important that you convey earnestness'and conviction.

Acceptance of Information

YOU' sinCerity and enthusiasth are the- most impOrtant tools in causing audiences to

accept informatio9 that you are presenting:

Helpful Aids .

.41

Make, use of evocal. variation, hand gestures, body inovements (
stress a point), and posture (leaning forward), to convey your sincent

VOCAL QUALITIFS
4

. Vocal qualities are those qualities which will create
--eudience. 'Many good lessons fail to get across because

SI.

Feedback

interest
of poor

I.

vOg toward audience to
and enthusiasm. -

and not be borthg to the
speitker voal quality.

Consider feedbAck is a source ;of information onthe ffectiveness of yocal

Feedback Wont other People will help youv discover just how well you are get across to

your atkdiente...,

Maximize Inters' stItt .

Be aware of vocal qualifier in order tO Maximize"interest` in the information Kesented..
Folkiwhig are to maximize interest:-

NI(XiAL VAKIETY. ..Provide vocal variety'
0

VARYNTCH. OR. RATE. Vary. pitchor
periiids 9f lower Nteh or slower rate add emphasis.

aa opposed to monotone.

rate aecOrding tct the information covered.; .

4

' ,

A

.1"

A I

ad.
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,Vocal Distractions

41%

Nothing detracts- from lesson effectiveness .more than vocal distracting mannerisms
should be aware of and avoid vocal distractions such as:N .

PACE. Extended periods of extremsly siow paced .,.ceecn could bc tTry 1)rior
extended penods of a fist rate may tend to lose the audiente.

VVRBAL MANNERISMS. Make every effort to cut down -on or eliminate 1m-hal nianiler;

isms such as "uhm," "ah,." "uh," "you know,: etc.

PHYSICAL QUALICE4i AND MANNERISMS

Physical qualities arc just as important as vocal--qualities. These qUalities concern thc
speaker's body movements and personal appearaie.

6
.

C

Posture, Dress, Poise ~

i Good posture, tasteful dress, and good poise should add to your presentation ra ther

;Man detract from it. You should be careful not to lie or) t.he podium, qr.hang onto it
'AS If it will "get away," Naturally, if jou. are .giving i; leeture, you will (cot be witted utiles

you are physitally handicapped. )

Body Movement

1

I' 6

A
I (11*. * 11

t . .. ,

. . .

Audiences tend .to foll.ow hody movements. Too mUch movement is distracting. 'i 00

little movement is bctring. Playing with chalk. Jingling keys ui pockets, or twirling pencil:,

can .also be distracting. N - .

411

4

Movement Conveys Meaning a

Body inovement is usef,ul in gamg, attention, transittoning from point to point, and
witting sinoerity. Feedback from others regal-Sint body movement will .also .be useful to you
iii iniiknig improvements to.-your method of delivery.

.1

How to ACCOMV1 Movements )
-

.
,.

, ,_

I ,,. . A..

.. Body movement should be purposeful and seem natural. For example% move to the)

chalkboard to iltunitate a point, 'shiug yotv shotuders -to illpstrate disgust, or raise our eye-*

. brows to shoid.excitement, and enthusialim .
a

y
s-

.
4

1

16
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GESTURES "

Gestures can add greatly to yotir presentations if they are used wisely.

Should Be Natural

Some individuals are more comfortable with gestunng than others. Certain in(hviduak
%cannot speak without elaborate hand and body movements. Gesturing should apPear natural.

as if you gesture all the time. Nothing is more ,distracting than robot.like movements that

appear awkward and unnatural.

Should Reinforce

Gestures .shOuld reinforce, not detract from, real expression.

dq-
xperiment 7

,

Experiment with gestures. 'l\-ying on ne'V-1Kest't may lead to a more natural use of

gestures.: If you swill practice with gestures, you may find that they will appear more
nattiral and add greatly. to your presentation.

USE OF NOTES

- There .are -four important lechniques reitarding the use of notes.
.most effective when-'used a specific situation,

-

Reading From itTypm or Written Script

Each technique is

This method- is -.effective Wipn exactness is required (quotes, regulations, etc.). An
used 'over long periods qf a presentation, it usually ,results in the loss of directness, sincerity,-.
and enthus.resm, and vocal variety, etc.

Reciting Memotzed Material'
re/

.Although this technique
over long periods may create

Speaking Impromptti

AlthotiyhAlp
1)-ioVeriti, it
speCific Info_

is effective for shqrt segments
awkwani iituationi if material

(quoCes, regulations, (Ike.), use
is forgotten. . . .

Ilk

this .4thod is effiCived when there'ic great familiarity with the material, to
is a difficuli method ...to use when .spkiir.5:411etthes need to be followed -IS(

tr,,mstlohr objectIves rw t
,

f "P
' .

741.

'1 .
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Speak ing Extemporaneousry

Spfaking extemporaneously from an outhne or lesson plan is probably the most ilk,

ivy overall technique. Information is outlined in an organited manner with Ivy words, r

thrases being used instead of a sentence-after-sentence script. This method providc tor a

peat deal of instructor flexibility while insuring that spet ific educational oh)ectIve are :n.(

.

IlSE OF VERBAL SUPPORT

There are many types of support material that can be used to improve the effectivenesz7

of a presentation.

Purpose

The purpose of support material is to provide clarification, explanation, add variety,

show proof.

Types of Support Material

Support material, includes examples to illustrate a Point, comparisons, statistics, quota

mons, restatement, and repetition.

Use of Support
4

The key to using support material is that it enters the planning stage of your presenta-

tion. Oak.the-spot verbal suRport normally doesn't have the same quality as preplanned verbal

support. Support matenal should be used whenever clanfication or emphasis of ideas is

needed. . eV

al

-

)
do.

A

4*.
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EXERCISE I
(1-

The following exercise is designed for individual review and self-evalwition purposes.

Match each of the following Instructor traits with its proper method of Implementation

or use.

a. Directness

1 b. Sincerity/enthusiasm
c. Vocal qualities
d. Physical qualities/mannerisms

.e. Gestures .

0.

':'t-:'!7r..1- f. Use of notes/script

g. Use of notes/memdrization

.,.;:-:...-... h. Use of notes/impromptu
.-,--,-..
=.,+----0:
,,,-fq.....z. i., Use of notes/lesson plan
..". ,.. _

.......- , j. Support material

..

.

1. Select a meaningful tcipic for presentation.

2. Maintain eye contact. Use pronouns,"we" and "you."

3. Plan their use prior to use.

4. Use when exactness is required.

5. Use for shat segMents.

6. Experimentation leads to more effective use.

.1-1
7. Use to add _sincerity or change'Vea of interest.

1

8. Use variety.
St

f
-

9- Avoid use when objectives need to be met.

10.. Use key words and phrases.

I.

4

1 05

1.. .,..
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ADVANTAGES ANDDISADVANTAGES

e..--- .--*-1.!"%itTrrr."" ftl'XILI'MEM114'4

Although, in recent months, the guided discussion method of instruction has received

ueater attention than the lecture method, the lecture method is still a useful method of

:nstruction in terms of drug and alcohol educatior.. Because each method of instruction has

unique positive and negative qualities, each 'Method of instruction is most useful when applied

to specific 'types of educational situatiOns. The lecttlire method of instruction, for instance.

is most useful when information or fa0ua1-type data needs to he dealt with. It is .not,as

effective in dealing with attitudes or eitions ag is the guided discufsion method.

ADVANTAGES

There are three advantasges of using the lecture method of instruction. These advantages

are:

Saves Time

A/ great deal of information can be covered in a short period of time.

,Saves-Manpower

One instructor can convey,"informition to an almost unlimiteeember of students.

4
Supplements-Other Instruction Methods

The lecture method can be used with other methods a instruction; i.e., before conducting

a guided discussion with students, a short lecture can be use4 to provide a background of

information.for discussion.

DISADVANTAGES

"The l'ecture. method also ha4 four disadvantages. They are:

.4

8
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Limited Participation

Participation by students is ieually limited to asking or answering questions. Statlents are
given little opportunity to share'their knowledge.

Difficult to Measure Student Understanding

About the Only way to find but" if students are absorbing information is to check *on,
verbal feedback (facial expressions, body positions, etic.), or to askispecific questions.

Difficult to Maintain Interest

Depending on the ability of the instructor or the relevance of the material, the interest
level in a lecture may be very high or very low.

Difficult to Teach Skills

Although this method can provide background information relating to the "performance
of skills (counseling, etc.), the actual performance of skills- cannot be dealt with effectively
through the use of the lecture method. Other methbds, such as demonstratIrX performance,
case situation, or other methods, are more effective in dealing with skills.

LESSON kANNING

4

Definition andliurposes of Lesson Planning

Af

The following information taken from AFM 50-62 proiides useful information
sider concerning the topic of lesson planning.

A

to con-

Os is true in most activities, the quality of planning usually determines the
quality of the mune. Every auccessflyesecutive or professional person
knimi that,the price of excellence is areful planning. The layyer spends.
hours in Preparing a cage before he/she presents it in the courtroom. The

'minister does not ad-lib his sermon; he/she plans days or weeks in advance.
In preparation for tile big game, the coach spends hours in planning the plays and

405z,
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.16

in wat'ching his team execute them Should su h a ctutiplit aled pro(

learning be attempted with less attention than is given to ottler important

activities? The answer is obvious the effective instructor devotes much

time and energy in preparafton for each 4lassroom session.

To ensure the greatest probability of learning, the instructor carefu!ly

'selects and arranges activities that prodtwe desired changes in the

behavior 'of his/her students behavior that is consistent with

their abilities and interests. Only through careful planning can

he/she be certain that he/she includes all necessary information

and properly organizes it .to achieve tus/her lesson objective.

DE F N ITION

ii

Although there are many definitions of a lesson plan (depending on the sourch of infor-

mation), the most complete andall-inclusive definition is: A 'guide for teaching in which

information and activities are organizeti so that lesson objectives are achieved. The most

. important idea in this definition, is that a lessOn plan is a guide in Which organizition leads

to the achievement of lesson-objectives or, specifically, what, students are to be able to do

or knoW.

PURPOSES

There are three purposes of using a lesson plan. These purposes are as follows:,_

41§111 . Standardization of Presentation

. .

.1 :.
-

Required objectives are met in your ksson and Lhey are met from lesson t3k,lesson

because the information is standardized 'or basically the same. This does not mean that

instructor flexibility has a lesser role. Becanse yon know ahead of time what spetifically

needs to.be covered, you can build your own iridividuç instructor style arotiOd your bre-

determined guidehnes. Also, since your ideas are 1)rop rly developed, you're less likely to run

short of time-or overtime because you hake preplanne4 your ideas. 1,They are developed .

neither too little nor too much.

Building of 'hUtiuctor Cdnfickonce,

Although there is no sure-fire guaranteed way of building confidence, use of a lesson,plan

helps considerably. When -preparing a lesson plan, you become more familiar With the infor:

:nation you present. By becoming more familiar with the information, you should have

greater confidence when you actually hive to- present it. After all, it's no longer_naw-nraterral;

y, u've abready invested tinie in working with it.

a

-10

-1053
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Logical and Comprehensive Development

The information you present to t ud e s will seem more clear because your ideas itie
interrelated and fl.oiv from one to another. here is no sense of "choppiness" or feeling, on
the part of students that, somehow, your ideas just don't stem to fit together. Some

examples,are. whole-part-whole, known-to-unknown, simple-to-complex, etc.

.A6

STEPS TO LESSOR PLANNING

., These steps are essential to effective lesson planning ancl if followed Will increase the
etThctiveness of your lesson.

DETERMINE TIIE LESSON's ObJECTIVES

Before you begin to prepare a lesson, you should first determine %%tat you want to
accomplish. t

Purpose'

?Clearly define what each student is to know or be abl7to do as a result' of what you
teach himfher.

ObjeZytives
f

Construct objectives to specify precisely what the outccime or result of your instruction
is to be in behavioral terms. Objectives -consist of three parts:

CONDITION. Under what circumstances the student learning will take $lace. :it 4

encompasses specific information or .materials that students will be prOvided with in order to
'accomplish their learning task. Sometimes refetred to as the "givens."

VIOR.1' Specifically, what students are to accomplish. The key, here, is the.
terms "o servable" and '.**Trirusurahle." ,If your goal is to have students. n w 't "under,
stand" a SarticuJr skill or particular body, of knOwledge, With you and- your students will
probably have difficulty.-in determining what .is to be learned, what is. to be accorniilished.
Ah& all, how can- you tell if somebody "understands" dr "know6" -it skill or informatiOn?

054
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If, how eyet , your goal lot studeot learning d ue to your instruct ion is clearly del urea Uri oumiliP

the use of such specifically observable and measuralee terms as "identify," "define," "list," att.."

etc., then what is to be accomplished, and what is to be taught, is more easily limier-400d

STANDARD. The standard determines hoW well you want your students to learn thy

in formation you are presenting to them, or how well Ow \ are to accomplish w it \ (Ho r.1

them to accomplish. Pexhaps another way of ik mg standan I , is that standard rei,r,

the degree of learning desired.

*5775 -(74. Example of an Objective

4.tvi

-7.74111117.T

-..s...414.t17.,f Of.

;11#11014,1
:1.

In order to make this information on objectives4learer let's take a look at in \ ample

L,uppose you want. your students tO. learn sohwthing about counseling sIttills. If y tat7e .

..

that you want. students. to" "know sorir counseling techniques," you haven't clearly defined'

what sit vd ents -Are to learn and what you are tti teach. lf, however, you .state that "Given

the information on Gestalt counseling techniques, each student will identify four tectinatues

of uoun'seling: at the 100-percent level of proficiency," you have clearly defded what is lo

lw learned and 'what is to' be. taught.. cond,11911 of this objective (1) states that stu-

dents -will he given information on Gestalt counseling teclunque. The behavior (2) states

that the goal for student learning is to. identify four techniques while -the standard (:I)

'states _that students- will have to identify 'an four, techniques.

Sthool Requitement

,

While you' are at tbis school, thenain concern (al all that will be required I ts the

behavior pottion -of an objectiVe. Wheriv.tr 'writing the bqhaxior portion, .check to make
<,

' sure,that you' have ehosen an observable Ai gieaiureabie term. Specifically descrnw what,'

.. you want students to accomplish (identify, list, describe, etc., rather than _kw:7m, understand,
. .

etc.), and be' sure that you stfteify the afimunt that you want studepts to Recomplish

adfir 9,kills, three techniques,' etc., rather than sbme s ills, a fe'w. techniques, etc.).

I -4 t

4
I .40

With the use of leason objectives, you should begin to see that what is to be learned
. -.

and' what. is to be 'taught "beciime muchNcleat>4
..

. . .. . ,

CON,DUCT IrESEARCW.

'00010°P Research is an intigral part. of any. good p anning. Research will insure that tbe
recise, and uP to date. \

inforrhatio\that "you e presenting. is accurate,

-*Obtaining Information .

Wain information conceriiIng selection and .dtirlopment of

-aources: 1 .

w

T '

12,

lesion topics the ,
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SELF. Consider those areas which Wrest yuu and those areas in which you would

like 'to present information. Write down ideas that you already are.,Aware of:

OTHER INDIVIDUALS. Contact 'your friends, "recognized subje4 matter specialists,"
or other individuals concerning the selection or development of lessorytopics.

VARIOUS INFORMATION SOURCES. Read or scan over various hooks. parnprilels,
etc . for ideas which you may want to use. These sourc'es can often supply ideas that may
not have come to mind as possible lesson topics. Make adequate use of the library facilities
for periodicals, newspapers and books for use in your topic selection.

ORGANIZE MATERIAL

Organizing simply means'to outline the presentation, or to create a lesson plan.
(This will be described in the next objective.)

Major Points

Identify major points of information as iesson objectives.

Subpoints

Identify subpbints as teaching steps.

Outline Format

,

Use- standard Air Force outline format and numbering/lettering system.

EXAMPLE:

OBJECTIVE

1. Identify characteristics of the five progressive stages of alcoholism.

a. Prealcoholic stage.

(1) Begins to drink.

(a) Frequents bars
(b) Home consumption becomes more;

A

(2) Appearance deteriorates

, (a)
(b)

b. Early stage

(Follow this format throughout the reMainder of your lesson.)

1°56
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HELECTING INSTRUMONAL AIDS

If you have prepared a 'good lessen, you 'will want to present it in such a fashion as

to maximise benefits. In order to accomplish ,this feat, you should he very selective in

choosing instructional skis.

Selection Process

Consider various types of instructional aids such as slides, transparencies, charts, and

chalkboard.

Support for Lesson

.
Determine .those areas of the lesson in which instructional aids would be most' bene-

ficial to suppOrt presentation of information.

EXERCISE 11
r

The following exercise is desivied for individut review and self-evaluation purposes.

1. Rewrite each of the following behavior Portions of objectives so that they more -cleaq

define what students are to accomplish as a result of your instructions.

a. Know some effects of marijuana use.

b. Understand four symptoms Of barbiturate overdose.

c. Ideritify many causes of alcoholism.

know something about throe types of theories regarding

ggicaLpsychological, cultural).- How would you write the -

tfie using this' information and what would your major

2. You may wint'your.students to
possible causes of alcoholism (physiol
behavior portion of a criterion objec
teaching steps be?

!

14
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MAJOR PARTS OF LESSON PLANS

You will be graded (in each of your three lecture method practicum presentations)

accoiding to the format described here (and in your Lecturt (Wethod Practicum haladout.).

You should follow this format eIactly when designing your lesson plans. All standardized

packages used in the field also follow this same format.

INTRODUCTION

There are.t.hree major 'parts to the introduction of a lesson plan;

Attention Step

The attention of students should be gained and focused on.the cpntent of the lesson. '.To

merely giin the attention of students is only half the task. Your means of gaining student

attention (joke, quotation, stattistic, an original ider, question, etc.) should be related to the

content of the lesson.
4

Motivation Step

Students should be provided with information concerning realistic benefits of the lesson.

In this way, students ire provided with reasons for wanting to listen and wanting'to

This step should be*considered one of the most important In your presentation. T7ll the

listenels why it is -iiortant for them to listen to what you have°to say.
1

1

Overview Step

Clearly explain the sequence df areas to he covered in the lesson, and relate these areas

to each other and the overall objective or purpose of the lesson. Besides presenting students

With a brief statement'of areas to be covered within the presentation, they shourd also be

provided with a statement ps to how these areas are interrelated. In this 'way, siudents can

pore clearly see the purpcise of the,ilesson and the wayin which this purpose will be

achieved.

3

1056:
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...ft -

Transition Step

The transition step consists of one or two sentences -Weil to smoothly tie information
-given in the .introductiod to information in the body of a lesson. It providet,a lead-in for

the informaiion to be taught.

BODY

The body ponsists of information to he presented in the lesson.

Purpose

k

Fdrmat

*

: 40.114024.:

`0".(0.1.0.
l

,v;

."
"-:...

At -

A two-column organizational format is'used.

LEFT CIOLUMN. The left colunm contains information' which is required to he taught.
Included an this column are objeotives and teaching steps. Evaluation questions are also
ancluded in 'this column. Rememb4r, gily teachable material goes on the left. The left colunin

is the teaching outline.

RIGHT COLUMN. The right column contains Information on how, the informatioiL in

th left column will be taught; i.e, personalization. This cohimn contains;any information
regarding verbal support (ixamples, quotes; etc.), visual support (when to show a particular
slide, transparency, etc.), and any personal, notes or .guidelines rtgarding information in the
left column. This column also contains interim summaries, and transitions which are required
between each objective.

COSICLUSION

The conclusion is the final part of Our 'lesi,on plan. It, too, has three major steps.

Summary a

This step is.used tO reiiew the main ideas covered in a lesson and to relate them to
the overall Purpose of the lesson (objectives). in ttie summery you retell the students what
you tatight them.

liemotivation

Again, -information is presented ,on realistic benefits of the lesson. Students' artleft
wit information son why 'they shOuld remember what was presented.

.

tsri4v:+4014.1.*tivi '10 1T n514.PAFte ..-;ro3154310:4.AZIT,ZY.,:
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Closure

This step consists of a statement which provides an appropriate, definite ending to)

lesson. Students clearly 'realize that the lesson is over.

.
Examples of full lesson Qans are given in the Lecture Methoti Practicum handout

EXERCISE III

The following exercise is designed ror individual review and .self-evaluation purposes.

Match each of the following parts of a lesson plan with its appropriate -ilescnption.

INTRODUCTION

a. Attention Step.
b. Motivation Step'

:. c. Overview Step
d.. Transition Step

BODY

, e ft:hand column
Right-hand column

CONCLUSION

g. Summary
h. Remotivation
i. Closure

9

'1. Statement that provides an appropriate, de ending.

.2. Information that is required to he taught (critRrion objectives, teaching

steps, .etc.)'
0. Information on. areas to, be covered and the way these .areas are interrelated.

4. Review of main "ideas covered 'sand their relation to the purpoie of the

lesson.

5. Realistic benefits of the lesson; why students should .remember what was

presented.
6. Statemtrit that gains .student intorest and related it to the content of the

lesson.

7. Realistic benefits of the lesson; why students should listen to the lesson.

8. Sentence(s) used to tie two major lesson plan parts together.

9. Information on how to teach what is required to be taught; personalization.

4

V .

1060 .
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DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The five objectives of the USAF Drug Education Program listod below stipport :Air
Force pojicy regarding the problem of drui abuse, and contain guidance for base-level edu-
cation pilograms. The Air Force is concerned with the prevention and elimination of drug
abuse primarily because of its incompatibility with military standards necessary for mission-
accomplishment. The .Air Force is also concerned with the well-being of its people, and

believes in pireventative education. The guidelines for drug education provided in- these
objectives clearly express theie concerns.

OBSECTIVES

thése are the drug education program objectives, as defined by the, Air Staff. When

you conduct drug education, you should plan your presentations so that you do, the
following.

Danvers

Emphasize the physiological and psychological dangers inherent in drug abuse..:
.

-r Inconsistencies

Stress the inconsistency between drug abuse. military standards and responsibility, and
national security, as Well as the implications of drug abuse in security clearance determina-

, dons, and line-of.duty (LOD) determinations.

Alternatives
.rm . EmPhasize positive alteThatives to drug abuse, especially as relating to The l9cal area.

1061
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Explain the disciplinary actions which may} result from drug abuse.

Evaluation of Attitudes ,

I.

; Provicte opportunities for the evaluatioh of various attittides on the subject of drug -

abuse. To do this, stress the relitionship of this objective to Values Clarification, and use
"pup facilitation techniques in the educational setting. You may ask the ,question, "H?w
are attitudes of the audience important. to the instructor?"' Answer:, They provide knowl-
edge about your audience and allow you to tailor your presentation.

. 4

ALCOHOL EDUCATION OBJECTIVES

The educational guidelines, specified by these ohjectiys reflect Aib Force guidance
toward the problem of alcohol abuse. Although decisions regarding the use of alcohol, are

each individual's concern, the Ouse of alcohol which results in a riegitIve impact on mili-
tary standards or individua/ well-being (primarily public behavior and duty performance)-:
is the Air Force's concern.

OBJECT+ VES

Dingars

Emphasize the physiological and psychological dangers inherent in alcohol abuse.

Ing

Inconsittenty

Stress the inconsistency of alcohol abuse with national security, military ,responsibilities.
and job performance.

Consiqiiences
4

Streu the possibilities and Consequences of misconduct or medical complications resulting
r' from alcohol ibpse.
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Early Identification

Stress the need for early idegtification of job performance or behavior problems wrovh

may be due to alcohol abuse.

Problem nition and Treatment

-Streis the need for commanders and sup vur t assist problem drinkers and alcoholics

in recognizing and acknbwiedging their problems and seeking treatment and rehabthtation,

Avoid Shielding

. Stress the importance of understanding that shielding problem drinkers, by tolerating poor

'WC performance, clearly contributes to the individual's condition by delaying his/her entry into .

rehabilitation. However, if individuals fail ti.. correct their performance (by 'refusing assistance

thiough this prqgram or otherwise), they should be deait with through disciplinary procedwes,

D.V

:Ptt4.

n-ii:*-":
e

Acceptahce of Recovered Alcoholics

.Promote the acceptance of recovered alcohohcs into the military community.

d

Preventable and Treatable

Promote the acceptanfe of the fact that alcoholism is preventable ancrkreatahle.

.Assist the Family

Encourage Assisting the wouse and children of alcoholics when facilities permit or adequate

civilian resources aie not available.

I
EXERCISE W

Complete the following ekercise.,,

,The numbered items on page 21 refer to whk.h one of the following:

a. Alcohol education objectives

b. Drug education objectives

v. Both a.and b

i'

7.,

. 7,. 7 4 -
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1. Promote accentance of the 'idea that the problem is. preventable and
treatable..

2. Promote acceptance of _the individual with the 'problem back into the
military community..

3. ,Emphasize physiological and ppychological dangers.

4. Explain the disciplinary actions, that may result.
5. Stress the, need for early identification-.

6. Provide opportunities for the evaluation of various attitudes.
7.. Stress the possibility of misconduct or' medicaLcomplications.

8. Assist the spouse and children.
9. Stress the inconsistency with military standards and responsibilities, and

national security.
10. Stress the need for commanders' and supervisors' assistance.
11. Emphasize positive,. alternatives.

12. Stress the effects of shielding the problem.

V

COUNTERPRODUCTIVE MESSAGES

Because many drug education programs contained information that had no positir effect
or. Were counterproductive in nature, in 1973 the Special Action Office for Drug Abuse Pre-
vention (SAODAP) conducted research, and, released a series of guidelines for drug abuse
education. These guidelines were subsequently endorsed by the National InstituW pn Drug
Abuse (N1DA), the Nationar Coordination Council on Drug Education, and other drganizatiOns.
Presently, the DOD Media Commitee uses these criteria to choose films and other media to be
used in DOD drug/alcohol education. .

to.

1 06.1
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The following kinds of messages (counterproductive approaches) have been found to he
generally.4ounterproductive and should be excluded from drug abuse education programs.

ALWAYS-- The use of dtug X always caws condition Y.

NEVER The use of drug X never causes c)ndition Y.

DRUGS THE ONLY PROBLEM Drugs are the only problem.

ONLY ILLEGAL DRUGS ABUSED 6nly Megal drugs are. abuiesl.

YOUTH PROBLEM Substance abuse is exelusiVely a youth Problem.

SCARE TACTICS' Any message couched in terms which tend to overstate risks and
make fear the rnai deterrent to future use.

ANT1-DRUG We say, "You should not use (all drugs or any specific drug)."

TREATMENT MODALITY Preinting only one type of treatnient modality as the

"answer."

STEREOTYPES Use of stereotypes for characters and settingsonly minorities as
abusers and pushers, drug abusers as hippies, the alcoholic as a skid row bum, etc.

.-

DEMONSTRATIN( USE Demonstiating the use or method of adminilltration' of illegal
drugs; i.e., showing glue-sniffing, or how to "mainline."

oh' t

PRODUCTIVE MESSAGES

Instructorss need to be aware of the plessages (approaches) that are suggested by NipA
as being productive for education classes as this will enhance the effectiveness of your edu-
cational programs. The. DOD Media ,Committee has adopted these criteria in determining
what drug/alcohol education raateriils should be used in the services. This should /be your !
guide in preparing drug/alcohol ducation lessons. (

The following kinds ot.messages'fproductive approaches) have been found to be produc-
tive and should be includ drug education programs.'

1.065
22
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POSITIVE 'IMAGES Everyone, especially young people, need .positive images of

persons who chose a nonchemical lifestyle rather than the reinforcement of existing stereo-
--; types of dead-end addiction.
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DRUG EFFECT DEPENDS The effect of a drug is a ftinctic;n of the dosage, the
method of "administration, the frequency of use, the individual, and the environment.

COMPLEX PROBLEM The alcotiol and drug problem is complex.. There are no
_easy answers. No two drug users are alike.

INUQNSISTENT POSITION Sociey has an inconsistent position regarding the use of
chemicals to alter an individuars MoOd. Some, tobacco and alcohol, are legal, while oars
are illegal.

SOCIAL PROBLEM Substance abuse is a social problem, not just a medical problem.
Therefore, we cannot reasonably expect to find- only a medical solution to the problem.

. ,

Pr

I
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SOLUTION 7 People can help to solve the substance.abuse problem by promoting the
following conditiorit

Better communication It is important for people to talk and listen to each other.

'Feling Tot' control People need to have a .feeling of control over their own lives, _have'

a purpose in living, and accept responsibility for their liveri.

Alternative lifestyles There needs to be an acceptance of the vididity of legitimate

alternative lifestyles.

Walue structures We should have value structures which -deemphuize immediate
gratification.

SPECIAL FILMS Files . should be selected for target audiences, with emphasis on
decision-making, altitudes, and vklue clarification.

Q
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EXERCISE'. V

Complete the following exercise.

Which of the follmwing statements reflect:

a. Productive messages (approaches)?

b. Counterproductive messages (approaches)?

1. Only illegal drugs are abused.

2. Drug X alVaysvi elutes condition Y .

3., Drug X never causes condition Y.

4. Drug ,abuse is a social. as well \as medical probleiii.

5. The drug/alcohol problem is complex.

6. Presenting one eype of treitinerit method.
7, Saying ".You should not use drugs."

8. People can help solve the drug problem.

1 1'

-

9..
10.

11.

12.

Using scare tactics or fert.
Providing positive nonchemical images.
Society's position regarding (hemicals is inconsistent.
Drug abuse is exclusively a youth problem.
Drugs are the only problem.
Using itereotypes for interviews, settings.

.-

Demonstrating proper use of illegal drugs.
The effect of a' drug is the function of many factors..,

13.

14.

15.

16.

24
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FINDINGS A.D. LITTLE.'STUDY

In 1971, the Department of Defense (DOD) began developing programs to fleal with

prevention and control, of drug abuse in the rs;iiitary. After nearly two years of operation.

the DOD contracted with Arthur D. Little, Inc., to evaluate military programs designed to /
prevent and control drug abuse. . o

Although the entire study deals with such areas as program administration; drug educa-

tion, and drug abuse identification, treatment, and rehabilitation, the findings reported here

deal only with *the area of drug education....

Because the infwation within this stud was accumidiited% gValuated, and 'reported

DOD-wide no comparison of findings betw :the fferent seirviCes is, ayailable. ..

t

C

FINDINGS CONCERNING' DRUG' ABUSE IN THE 'MILITARY

Remember that Shp* findfrigs are DOD-wide., and do not reflect just die implications
of diug abuse in the Air Force.

AGE , Primarily persons ages 21 and undo .

!MADE Primarily youth of the, junior . enlisted population.
.

, 4.
. , .

EDUCATION 7- High school dropout* were the only educational group with a dispropor-
tionately higher rate of drug use.

DR.UGS OF ABUSE (Januiry 7 March, 1974. E-1's - E-5's)

Mariivaja .38 percent; Amphetamines 15 percent; Hallucinogens 14 percent;

Cotaine 11 peivent; Other "uppers" 11 percent; Barbiturate, 11 percent;
Other* "downers" 11 percent:' and Opiates 7 percent. ,

LOCATION or ABUSE Range of use, from installation to in*tallation, vanes con- -

.'siderably, Location& dcfferencee (United States versus Pacific versus Europe) are quite small. ,

CONSISTENCY, Or' ABUSE Where use of drugs is, high at a particular installation it
-ts high *cross all drug classes. Where it is 'low,"it is low across all.drug classes.
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INITIATION OF ABUSE IN TH,E MILITARY Sixty-five percent of all drug users

used drugs before entenng the service. .

CHANGE IN ABUSE Decrease in use when comparing preservice drug use to inservice

use. Marijuana use, however,.seems to have increased somewhat. Number of drug users may

be-holding steady or increasing,slightly. Very heavy use of drugs is decreasing, but alight or

moderate inpe is up somewhat.

COMPARISON OF ABUSE-
Used") seems higher than civilian
directly comparable civilian data
cated) is not 'aimilible.#

DA* use in the 'tervice (in terms of percentage "ever

student use (in some cases, substantially so). Hiowever,'

(i.e., predominantly male, aged 18 -21, comparably edu-

EDUCATIONAL IMPUCiTIONS

The educational implications of the findings are as follows:

TARGET POPULATION Drug abuse education needs to be geared toward younger.

enlisted service members.

MARIJUANA Because marijuana is the most frequently abused drug, uP-to.date infor:

!nation regarding the effeqts of it's use (e.g., legal, psychological, etc.) is needed.

SURVEYS Prioi to drug education classes, ;urveys are needed to determine the

extent of installation -drug usage.

EXERCISE VI

Compl4 the following exercise.

14

Which of the following etatements regarding drug abuse in the military and educational

implieations are:

N

True? (T)

False? .(F)

1. Drug abusers are primarily younger people.

2. Drug abusers are primarily in the upper officer population.

3. Well-educated people have a higher rate of drug abuse.

4. Opiates are the most frequently abused drugs.

5. RAge of abuse from instgllatiOn to installation varies considerably.

Ii

26
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6. Nigh abuse of one drug at. a particular iostallation indicates high abuse of

all drugs.

7. The mlijoi,ty of drug abusers start abusing drugs after entering the sv-vice.

8.. %lien comparing preserviee to inservice drug use, marijuana use has .decrease(1.

9. Drug use in the service is lower, than civilian use.

10. Drpg ;Muse education should be geared toward younger enlisted service

Members.

11. Because Of the frequency of marijuana abuse, up-toAate educational infor-

mation about its effectil is not needed .

Surveyi to determine the extent of installation drug usage are needed pripr

to drug education.

.

DRUG EDUCATION FINDINGS

Air Force Social Actions instructors need to be aware of the A. D: Little Study con-

cerning drug 'education program methodology and ita implication on the drug education in the

military in order to avoid the pitfalls that have plagued previous educators kV drug abuse.
e

EDUCATIONAL METHODDLO9Y

Methodology refers to the way that education his been presented in the classroom.

Approaches -

Approaches to education consisted of the following:

1070
--"xf
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STANDARDIZED APPROACH. A standardi7ed iiproach includes using lectures, htern.
ture about drugs, movies, or slide shows.

PARTICIPATORY APPROACHES. , Participatary approachis are such things as discus-
sions or -"rap" setsions, which are also used with some frequency.

Messages I

Messages most frequently presented are concerned with giving basic facts about drugs.
warnings of punishment for drug use, and the facilitation of personal understanding in ortiler

to encourage a decision not to use drugs.

Exemption Policy

Knowledge abouk the exemption policy (Limited Privileged Communication PrograM (LPCP))
and rehabilitation services was often not communicated in, most of the services surveyed.

EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

Findings regarding the effectiveness of education consisTed of the following:

Prevention

Efforts toward prevention of drug abuse consisted of the following:

EXPOSURE. Exposure to drug education is apparently related to the prevention of the
use of at least some drugs.

PREVENTATIVE EFFECTS. The strength of preventive effects does not increase with
increasing amounts of drug education.

POTENTIAL USERS. Drug education may inform potential uers of the dangers of
drugs w1lich were not previously realized and which may,in some aaes, deter them from
use.

Drug Choice

Drug educktiOn's main effect is on ,the choice of drugs, rather than on the more' basic
decision of whether or not to use drugs at all.

Correction of the Drug Problem

dorrection effectiveness consists of the follatving:

RELATIONSHIP. Drug education is generally un1102 ID the correction of drug Use,
once dada&

a

28
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EVFECTIVENESS. Drug education is etfectwe, even though it doeii not influence great

numbers of my, to stop tying drugs.

PERCENTAGES. Approximitely 150 individuals in the sample population of over 12,000

(or about 1.2 percent) reported that drug education had caused them to stop using drugs.

4 EDUCATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

)tecommendations from the findings consist of the following:
-4 4

Catinuation of 'Education

Drug c;ducation can be effective and should be continued on a regular basis to all

service personnit
r,

Mdiences

4

Drug education audiences should be differentiated by characteristics relating to type and

intensity of drg 'use. *

EmPheeis

Special emphasii should be. placed on ed*.stion for new recruits and transferees. *

Evaluatimi .Tschniques

Greater use liould be made of evaluation. techniques (service and installation level) to

diagnose types of drui problems present, and to IdiacoVer which' types of approaches work

best.

Alternatives

Alternatives to drug use is a useful typic and needs to be coupled with information

conceining the utilization of alternatives al each instillation.

Exemptions

Greater emphasis is needed in presenting information on exemption (LPCP) and

rehabilitation.

Senior Members

Education addressed to senior noncommissioned 'officers (NC0s), should be primarily

focused on basic faeta about drugs and generally changing their attitudes toward drug use. *

P... *1 0
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Focus

Education addressed to officers need not focus on attitude change, but should focus

on druig facts and the baiic policies and oervices of the drug program'

Intiructors .

Onlyj individuals who have a desue to instruct should be channeled into the siva of

drug. vs:tuts:Ion..

1
N

InstallatiOn-Level Programs 1

Installation-level programs should concentrate on presenting the facts about dnigs to

audiences of nonusers and transferees. *
..

, . IP.

"' .

.

\ - .

* These recommendations have shaPed the cu 1710 euent-oriented standArdised edutation

packages now used in the field. ,

.

7

EXERCISE VII

Complete the following exercise.
el.

Which' of the following statements regarding drug education are:

True? (T)

False? (F)
,1

1.. The major educational approaches used are standardised or participatory

approaches.

2. Knowledge about the exemption policy (Limited .Privileged Communication

Program (LIMP)) is alw ys communic'alted.

\ ,
3. ExpOsure to dru

..

ucation is related to .the prevention of dal*, use.

4. Drug education main effect is on the choice of drugs 'to abuse.

5. Drug education's main effect is on the correCtion of drug abuse.

6. Drug education should be given only to new recruits and transferees.

7. Information on local alternatiVes to 'drug abuse is a neceisszy topic.
4

,

Drug .oduaitiop "addrused toward ofticers and NCOs should be the same.

1 0 7
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Exercise VJI1 Continued

9. Individuals with an interest only in cirug counseling should also be used to
conduct drug education .classes.

10. Evaluation techniques should be Used to obtain information on installation

drug problems. ,
11. Sufficient emphasis is currently placed on exemption (LPCP) and rehabilita-

tion information.

12. Members oL drug education audiences should be similar regarding type and
intensity of 'drug use.

'vs

V

REPORT TO CONGRESS BY THE COMPTROLLER. GENERAL tl:IF THE
..UNITED STATES

.

This report, submitted to DOD in late 1975, involved a study conducted by the G A0

into three general areas: (1) The relative impact drugs and alcohol hive 'on military per-
formance;-(2) The services' compliance with directives and pOlicies on kleritifying drug and
alcohol abusers; and (3) The *cope of treatment and 'rehabilitation services provided or made
avatlable to individuals with drug- and alcohol problems. The GAO study group visited 36#
military hoses, worldwide, and inteniewed 276 comnianders, 107 m cal luthorities, .357
pitients in drug and alcohol rehabilitation progrims, and signifkant ers involved. The

services' compliance with applicable DOD policies, practices, and ures were examined;
recqrds (including Patient files) relating to the management and administration of drug and

alc9hol progiams were teviewed; and.. pertinent statistics concerning the impact of drugs and
alcohol on the militiry were obtained.

e.
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. .

GAO ,STUDY RESULTS

Findings
t.

Precise measurements as to the actual size of the mthtary's drugand alcohol problems

or the degree of ilinpairment drugs and alcohol have on militad performance were not fully

assessed by the 'Study. However, bA,sed on the information obtained, two major fmdings

were brought forth and supported. by the study.

First, the,study found that alcohol abuae is more prevalent among military personnel

than drug abuse, and that it impairs the efficiency and effectiveness of military performance

more than illegal -drug use. This finding was supported in studies conducted by both the

Army and Naviy. An Artily study completed in December, 1972, showed diet 20 percent

and 30 percent of officers end enlisted, respectively,are heavy or binge drinkers, while an

additional 111 percent and 38 percent, respectively, have drinking problems. A 1972 Navy study

estimatvd it loses about $52 million annually from absenteeism, decreased efficiency, and poor

decision-making, due to drinking. Since this figure excludes certain -costa (e.g., hospitalization),

it is considered to be very Conservative.

-Second, tiespitethe apparent. gres.r impact of alcohol abuse, POD has placed more

emPhasis on its drug control programs than on its aleohol programs. .For fiscal Years 1972

through 1975, funding levels to support the services' drug programs were over 6 times greater

than for its alcohol programs. For fiscal year 1976, the ratio of drug to alcohol funds is Ati-

mated to be four to one. The general trend in the Navy and Air -Force has been to decrease

drug' funding and increase alcohol funding. The Ami9, however,ahas .continued to increase its

drug funding over alcohol.'

Conclusions

Although DOD has made progress in coping with' the drug and alcohol problems of mtli-

tary :personnel( the sttldy concluded that significant problems still persist, which require ad4-

tiOnia actions. Concluaibns reganfing the study indicated 'Ole following deficienies in pob

management of ita drug and aleohol programs:

1. DOD has not sufficiently rec 'zed the severity of its alcohol problem.

DOD's approach to its drug pkoblem is not as effective as possible.

3. DOD needs an information sy tem_ to accurately gage the size of its drug and alcohol

problems and to provide feedback on the effectiveness of its actions in correcting them.

Recommendations

In order to improxe the apparent deficiencies in DOD's drug and alcohol programs, the,

ocfered several roc4mmendatlims. Recommendations were indibetad specifically for Atte

alcohol and drug propsms and the information system.
. 1075'tt
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ALCOHOL. In the alcohol area, the study recomrnendedtie following course of 'action:

Increase Efforts. increase alcohol education efforts to effect greater awareness and change

.attitudes among military personnel.
V.

Alcohol Consumption. Reduce or eliminate practices encouraging alcohol consumptmn,

Alternatives. Provide alternatives to alcohol use by encouraging and supporting activities

not centered about drinking.

Strengthen E$istint Programs. Strengthen programs for identifying, treating and" rehabili-

tating individuals with alcohol problems.

DRUGS. The study's recommendations in the drug area included the following:

ffrinalyi4is. Reevaluate the desirability of the present urinalysis testing Program. *
1.

Exemption _Poliey. Provide more emphasis on the drug user exemption policy, in order

to improve it,* credibility and success.
,

Rehabilitation. I 'Instruct senaces in the levels of rehabilitatiqn siecessary for parteular

drug problems; especially emphasizing the best approaches in dealing with the marijuana\
problem.

, INFORMATION. The study recommended the establiahment of a DOD-wide information

sYstem. This system would provide the necessary information and feedback for DOD to

improve the overall management of its drug and alcohol programs.

* This reitimmendation served to encourage our current revised urinalysis testing program.

Closure

DOD was in general agreement with GAO's ciinclusions ani;I recommendations and shared

concern over tie prevalence of Alcohol and its impact on military personnel. DOD did, how-

ever, question 4hether alcohol abuse was more serious than drug Abuse. In addition, DOD
diiiagreed with GAO's recommendations on the need to increase alcohol education, reevaluate

the urinalysis prograrap and improve' the information system.-
,

GAO, howelrii, feels that the results of its study, as presented, are valid. GAO's view

aeems to be supported by two independent consultant studies performed by,Arthur D. Little,
Inc., and the System Devolopmen4 Corporation relealed May; 1975,. and September, 1976,

'''respectively. .

1076
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EXERCISE VIII

Complete the followiag exercise.

y

1. What 'was the GAO's finding regarding alcohol abuse among military 'personmi?

2. Which program did the GAO feel received more emphasis?

r-

3. What were the three conclusioni the GAO reached concerning DOD's management of

its drug and alcohol proirams? 4

-1411 4. What was GAO's recommendation concerning DOD's peed to gage the 'size of ita drug
-11.7.77 int; and alcohol problems and obtain feedback on the`etfectiveneu of its actions, to correct

them?

kt),iNtri
I
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. VISUAL AIDS
APPROPRIATE USES OF VISUAL AIDS

I.

Research has indicated .that learning occurs 75 percent through sight and only 13 per

cent through hearing. .Research has also shown that visual aids ean add to leaiping retention .
by as much as 80 percent. It is because of these and other reeaons that visual ails are impor-
tant in any educational lesson.

-..... Before Using any visual aid, two things should be considered: Which infonnati n in your
lesson should be supported by a visual aid, and which type ofiT aittwould be rkost
appropriate. ,

,

In determining those areas of information in which a visual aid would be most ben "filial,

consider those areas in which a visual aid would be the most beneficial .in terms Of ation

or understanding.
.

In determining which visual aid is the most appropriate, characteristics of each vi$uI aid

should be considered.

- )? S

A

CHALiBOA4D
,

.

One of thelinost widelpused -visual aids is the chalkboank. "We will be discussing the

misuses and stligelltad Wei of the ohallebo+Fd inr thisasection.,
,

mproper Use

Improper use consists of this billowing:

4LKING TO BOARD. Individual speaking while facing the board: There can be no

ey.a contact while 11%cinlf tb* board and not the audience. Instructors cannot oblerve the
.reactions of the sodienoe 1:o vtheir ooinntents voile talking to the board.

,

1 076
36
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STANDING IN FRONT OF HOARD. lndivIduals explain wha1 is wntten while stamjing

in front of the chalkboard. This is extremely distracting since the audience cannot see w4ttt

is written on the board.

INVALID INFORMATION. Unnecessary and often_confusing information is not. erased.

Information that is no longer needed should be erased.

ILLEGIBLE. Information presented on the chalkbdard is illegible because it is poorly

written. Perhaps, the best, method of writing on the chalkboard is to use the block style of

brinting.

Suggested Chalkboard Use

Being aware of the improper use of the chalkboard alone is not. sufficient. It is also

important to know how to use the chalkboard effectively. Following are Some helpful

suggestions:

ERASING. Erase _e_board horizontally before starting to write in order to- form

writing guidelines.

ADD VARIETY. Add variety by having words, symbols, etc., written on colored paper

and then taped to the chalkboard. Another suggestion would be to use colored chalk, but be

very careful as some of the colors are rather light and difficult to read,

N.,
Another visual aid that you may want to consider using is the 35mm slide projectoi

The use of slides providea more permanent type of visual aid for continuous use.

35mm SLIDES

Use of Projector

Before using the Projector, become familiar with the operation. Nothing is more

embarrassing to an 'instructor than learning how 1.o operate a piece of equipment during

his/her presentation.

POWER CORD. Locate the power cord. Notice that it is concealed in the bottom of

the device.

, ByLB. Be sure that you know how to change the bulb because bulbs frequently

be'come inoperative at the most inopportune times. Follow. these Procedures in changing

the bulb: Insure the projector is unplugged and be careful that the bulb is not hot. Wipe

off areas of the bulb which were touched (removes skin oil that would boil and cause bulb

to burst). .(All these items mentioned in Mil study guide and workbook, regarding the use

gf equipment, ytill be iiiindnstrated by your facilitator.)`

36 1079
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LOADING SLIDES INTO TRAY. Check the -4ottom Plate of the slide tray to make
mire it is in place, or you will drop your slides on the floor. Remove the ring on the top of
the tray; then load slides into position desired and riplace ring on top of tray.4

JAMMED SLIDES. To release a.jammed slide, insert 'Ad twist a coin on top- of _the
screw in the middle of the slide tray, remove the slide trap, then remove the jammed slide.
After you have accomplished the removal of the jammed slide, he sure to'replace the ring on
top of the tray; then turn the tray over and move the bottom plate until it is in place.

PROJECTOR HEIGHT. In adjusting the projector height, notice that the adjustment
knob is located on .the front of the projector., After you have made the proper adjustment,
insure that the projec.tor is properly focused for your slides. Notice that the focus adjustment
knob is located on the top of the projector, Unless you are using the remote control device.

1

PROJECTOR OPERATION. Using the remote control device, you will notice that there
is a focus button in the middle of the control, and a forward and backward position to move
slides forward,or backward. Located near the receptacle for the Temote control deirice is the

on-off switch. Low beam is sufficient for most purposes; high beam will have to be used if
you have rear-screen projection capabilities. Make sure that the switch is left in the fan posi-
tion after use, to allow the projector to cool down. Notice that there is a selector button on
the top side of the projector. This is used to move the tray or remove a slide from the
projector. -

Use of Slides

If you will follow these puidelines for using your slides, you will have a more
meaningful presentation.

READING. Avoid reading from slides. Most people can read, so don't insult them by
reading your slides.

SELECTION. Select slides which do not contain too much information. Slides that

are too wordy. or contain too much information tend to be distracting.

BLANK SLIDES. Use blank slides to separate areas covered, or at the,begrning or end
of a slide selection.

FLIP CHARTS

Flip charts-are perhaps the most frequently used visual itid because of the ease of
designing them.

Improper Use

The same kind of information that was presented for the chalkboard applies alo tO flip
Charts. (You may want to reviowthis area for understanding.)

37 1080
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LETTERING. Use of too small or too large letters constitutes improper use.

INFORMATION.. Too little or too much- information placed on each chart wdl be
unproductive.

Use of Materials

The following are suggested methpqs for using materials in preparing your flip charts.

T-SQUARE.. Use a T-square or ruler to provide straight guidelines for lettering.

MARKING PENS. (Any color except yellow) Grease pencils, food coloring (which can be
remoied with bleach if mistakei are made), .or liquid shoe-polish and cotton swabs can be
used for lettering.

LETTER SIZE. Mien neatly printed, the following-size letters can be easily viewed from

. the indicated distances-.

inch

inch'

2 inches
3 inches

15 feet
30 feetl,

60 feet
100 feet

MOTION PICTURES

U you desire to use motion pictures, be sure to provide an introduction (with specifk
'things for viewers to look for in the film) and a conclusion when cuing a film. When using a

motion picture projector, the instructor should make sure that hot knows how to operate
the projector and that the film in the projector is ready to use when it is needed.

OVERHEAD PROJECTOR'

,
Perhaps the quickest and easiest visual aid to use is the overhead projector transparency.

/ It you will follow the steps discussed in this section, your use of this device will be quite.
, effective.

Us* of4Projector

The following procedures will be helpful in using the overhead nrojeoctor:

ON-OFF SWITCH. Locate the on-off switch (automatic timer for the.lan is included) 61.
the front of the device.

38
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BULB. To change the-bulb, insure that the projector is unplugged, and that it is not hot..
Wipe off areas of the bulb that may have been touched..

FOCUS. Notice that the focusing knob is a large knob.on the stem of the device which
is used for focusing the projeCtor.

TEMPORARILY CUTTING OFF LIGHT. To temporarily cut off light, place a piece of
cardboard over the projection lens (any kind of tape will suffice). CAUTION Do not use
the switch on the .front of the machine as this lever is strictly for changing the lamps, should
one become-inoperative during your presentation.

Use of MOW* (rransparenciiO, Etc.)

The following procedures will be most useful in preparing vur transparencies.

KINDS OF MATERIALS. Materials, such as markera, grease pencils, Sharpies, etc., can be
used. Special teansparency sheets, and document protectors can be used as well.

REE-HAN1D DRAWING. Free-hand drawings and lettering can be used, or lettering and
cartoon kits can be placed behind the.transperency sheet for tracing.

--COLOR. LIFTS. Colors lifts can be made from magazine-pictures. This process will be
demonstrated during the formal qtau presentation.

TYPING. Material for transparencies can b typed, using a Gothic typeWriter and sheets
of typing paper, carbon paper, and transparency material.

'SUMMARY
4

In this unit we took a look at Part I, instructor traits and techniques generally associated
..with educational preeentations: directness, sincerity and enthusiasm, vocal qualities, physical,..
qualities, use of gestures, use of notes.and use .of verbal support. We also discumed advantages
and disadvantage, of the lecture method .of instruction. Advantages were: saves time, man-
power, and supplements other methods Of instruction. Disadvantages were: limited participa-
tion, difficulty of measuring student understanding, difficulty bf maintaining interest, and
difficulty of teaching skills. In Part II, the defmition Of a lesion plan was a' guide for teaching,
and the three purpoees.were: standardisation of presentation, building of instructor confi-
dence, and a logical and comprehensive development. There were four steps to lesson planning.
detennini.the lesson objectives, conduct research, organise material, and select instructional
skis. W. discuesed three major parts of a lesson plan: introduction, bady, ,and conclusion.
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n. .

'Part III was a discussion of requirements and research findings. WA talked about objec-

tives of the drug education program and objectives of the alcohol Tducation program. Further,

we'covered counteeproductive and productive memages for drug education classes. This portion

also took a look at findings of the A. 136. Little Study as well as educational implications of

those findings. We talked .more specifically of findings regaling drug education program

methodology, effectiveness of drug education in the military, and study recommendations for

improvement. Also discussed was the report to Congress by the Comptroller General of the.

United States. This section .concerned itself with the major findings, conclusions, and recom-

mendatiOns Of the GAO report on the drug/alcohol programs of the DOD. There were some

disagreements between DOD and GAO. regarding GAO's recommendations; however, GAO still

reontends- that its results are valid.

Part IV was about visual aids. We discussed appropriate uses for the chalkboard, 36mm

slides, flip charts, motion pictures, and overhead projector.

Remember, in order to have an appropriate, meaningful, and vigorous educational program,

apply this information. It will be most beneficial t9 you as you seek to improve your

drug/alcohol educational endeavors.

6 40
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Following are answers to the exercises.

1. 2. a 3.

9. h 10. i

4. f
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APPENDIX

EXERCISE 1

5. g .6. e

EXERCISE 11

a. Identify three harmfuleffects of marijuana use.
b. Select fouisy,mptoms of barbiturate overdose.
c. Identify two cSuses of alcoholism.

7. d 8. c

EXERCISE III

.-41140
.

.:.efiixt 1. i 2. 'e 3. c 4. g 5. h 6. a . 7. b '' 8. d .

Adijcejt.

"

,

"17:141;1:

9. f

,

-
EXERCISE IV

1. 2. a 3. c 4. b 5. 6. b 7. a 8...a

9., c 10. -a 11. b 12. a

EXERCISE V

1. b 2. b 3.b 4. st,- 5. a 6. b 7b 8: a

9. b 10. a (' 11. a 12. b 13. b 14. b 15. b

164 a
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EXERCISE VI

.

1. T 2. F 3. F. 4. F 5. T 6. T 7. F 8. F

11. F. 1.2. T

EXERCISE VII

1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T

9. F 10. T 11. F 12. F

.....

5. F 6. F

EXERCISE VIII

7. T 8. F

I. Alcohol abuse is more prevalent among military personnel than drug abuse and it impairs

the efficiency and effectiveness of military performance more than illegal drug use.
e

2. Drug abuse control prograni.

3. (1) DOD has not sufficiently recognized the severity of its alcohol problem; (2) DOD's

approach to its drug problem is not effective as possible; and (3) DOD needs an information

system to gage the size of its drug probleni and alcohol problem and provide feedback on the

effectiveness of its actions in correcting them.

4. Establish a DOD-wide information iystem
4.

42
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SUITORT NATERIALS'AND GUIDANCE

Student pietructional Materials

Q Abdio-Visual Aids
35mm Slides, Drug/Alcohol Education Models

Video Tape, .Guided-Dlocussion Method

TraininraMethods
Lecture.

,

Performance
,

Instructional Guidance

-.
.State that the primarY method of Air Force drug and alcohol education programs

Y.TY- ill the guided discussion technique. Introduce the guided-discussion method of

instruction, the'advantages and limitations inherent in it, and the lesson plan

requirements. Stress effective instructor delivery techniques wimp using likilp

method of instruction. Emphasise quititioning techniques in a guided discussion.

H.74.7.:46,
Provide a list of topic, for discussion from /hich.thestudepts can seleci tOeir

,..,:.4:.4,4* presentation sUbjects. Students will personalise a section Of the AF Standirdisedn

EducationApackages as one Performance Test, emphasising the fOrmUlation of good

U 44.1...,.:i , questions. Have students Prepare their guided,discussion, lesson plani foerevieW

and valnAtion prior to presentation. Use CCTV system to strengthen feedback On

k....41,
an availability basis.
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GUIDED DISCUSSION TECHNIQUS

Q

This unit of instructions is,divided into two major parts. Part I covers the guided discus-

sion method .--of instruciion which is identified in AFM 50412 as an effective setting to allow \

students to gain undemtanding of a subject by actively sharing their ideas, knowledge, and

opinions. Part II covers questioning techmques. Effective questioncare probably moat valuable

educational tools an instructor can use. The specific learning (criterion) ohjective(s) associated

withr.each major motion of this study guide and workbook (SW) will lea off applicable section.

GUIDED DISCUSSION METHOD OF INSTRUCTION

'PART I
I.

OBJECTIVE

Identify five advantages and three disadvantages of usina a guided diocussion metl)od elf 1,
., instruction. .,,

INTRODUCTION

The guided discussion method of instruction 1 receiving inCreising emphisis as a Means of

presenting dm and alcohol 'abuse information. As stated in the Alcohol Awareness Seminar

the minimum number of **Aponte should be five. The maximum 20.'. The setting should.

be cOmfastabk and discussion oriented. The major purpose of Alrug and alcohol education

is to provide opportunities for attitude evaluation (and hopefully chanp). The guided

discussion method of Instruction, in apite of certain disadvintages, I. considered the beat

method to accomplish this purpose;

INFORMATION t

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Advantages

PROMOTES PARTICIPATION. Because liming is often considered to he directly ..

..

pigportlostal to the degree of student participation, the more , ways a student can participate'

i, s' bison, the greeter the chalice that learning will occur. filtudents can participate in i

in" min iPtinPreting comments and questions from other students.

Oat* deo Patlielpste Mentally formulating and vetbally pzMenting information, ..'

,. ,:ii Vo, ,,, ;.1.. ..

c.114

'11+1 , «

408.9 _Mk
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STIMULATES EFFECTIVE Eff A.tive thinking ilake#4.4tAce because reflec-

tive hulking takes place. Students are presented %fah situations in winoh information

proviien by other student:, (questions, i.rb1enis, statements, etc.) stimulates a ffientai
,response involving reflective thinking. This reflective thinking can then lead .toor-iew insights

or learning on the part of each student.

PROMOTES GAOUP SPIRIT. Students in a guided (bleu often begin to feel that
they are part of a team which i wOrking toward achieving the lesson's objectives. By

avoiding st,:tements which may offend and anger students (thereby causing cooperation and
participation to decrease), group spirit becomes an important factor in encouraging group
and individual. learning.

CORRECTS MISCONCEPTIONS. Situations arise in which students with various
misconceppons come into contact with infcrmation from within themselves, other students,
or the instructor. BeCause of this new inforinatiOh, students are allowed and often

encouraged to alter their misconceptions.

ALLOWS EXPRESSION. Students are given an opporiUnity in which they gm truely
"share themselves." Guided discussion provides an opportunity for students to share their
knowledge, experiences, attitudes, and ideas.

Disadvantages

TIME-CONSUMING. It takes much more time to cover information using .a guided .

discussion than through the ulie of most other instruction methods.

This time factor is more effettively dealt with when effective questions are used, such
that the guided .discussion is always aimed toward the lesson's objectives.

LIMITED' BY CLASS SIZE. Discussions lose their efffectivenesi when fewer than eight

or more 'than twenty people participate.

LIMITED TO CLASS KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE. If sufficient background is
lacking in students \to discuss a particular subject, the discussion can become a sharing of
ignorance rather than knowledge. One way of. dealing with this problem is to provide
students with background information for discussiow through the use of minilectures.

EXERCISE I

Complete the following exercise.

1. Name the five advantages of the guided discussion method of instruction?

2. What are the three disadvantages of the guided discussion method of instruction?

1090
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OBJECT! V E

Identity characteristics of four inst:uctor techniquei which are effective when using
the guided discussion method of thstruction.

NJ,

_Uo

INTRODUCTION

Althougku many ,of the instructor techniques which apply to the lecture method of
instruction also apply to the. guided discussion method, additional techniques are needed.

The iiistrnctor conducting a 'guided discussion lesson must be a part 'of the discusaion
in order to insure participation, but must be sufficiinitly detached to insure the discussion
is guided toward the Completion of the objectives. Additional techniques are, therefore,
required to perform both of these roWs.

INFORMATION

INSTRUCTOR TECHNIQUES

Participation

CREATE A PERMISSIVE ATMOSPHERE

Encourage student participation (make 'Students feel that their ideas are needed and
wanted) arid develop the idea 'that studenis are responsible for the diocussion. IØfrain
from dominating 'the discussion or lecturing to the group.

Respect and encourage students to respect the idea that students' values concerning'
any area may differ.

Use amnions

TYPES OF QUESTIONS

Overhead Questions. This txpe of question I. directed to all students and may 'be
one of two types: lead-off questions which start the discussion or followup questions
(used to consider an idea more deeply or develop an area more thoroughly) which guide
the discussion.

.Direct Questions. These questions are directed to specific students in order to
sbring silent or inattentive students into the discussion.

They may also be used to encourage' participation from students with particular points
of view.
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QUALITIES OF QUESTIONS. How, what, and why questions stimulate discussion

while yes/no, oversizeil,. one word answer and leading questions tend to hinder discussion.

( Review questionW to avoid in study guide 3M,R7343CPB---11-(3)-5/30LR7361B.)

TECHNIQUES OF QUESTIONING. When asking questions, allow enough time for

students to respond. If therti ii some confusion regarding a ,particular question, repeat the

qoestion or provide additional' clarification.

Interim Summaries

Use interim summaries between major teaching areiis (criterion objectives). Interim

summaries should be used to review information covered (using a logical sequence) while

mentioning individual students' contributions. All information presented in an interim

summary should be clearly tied to the major idea of the teaching area.

Interim summanes are useful when a digression from the discuspion occurs. By

summarizing ideas presented and then asking an appropriate question, the discuuion will

again head in the right direction.

Whenever a "dead-lock" situation arises between students; an interim summary can be

used to summarize ideas presented, and thereby lead to acceptance, agreement, pr sompro-

mise.

Interim summaries can also be used whenever needed to aid in transitioning 'from idea

to idea or contribution to Contribution, etc.

4
...

Positive Discussion Direction

Allow students to develop areas of discussion as long as they seem profitable. and, are

11110110

related to the objective of the lesson. Intervene when neceuary after, rather than during,

''.'.7 .. a student's contribution.
A r

----vi
.

........:...
W. .

When side discussions begin between students, ask then in a positive manner to ,give

the group the benefit of their inforination.
'.`1.`7'

A student's comitribution that deals with a topic to be covered later .can be effectively

dealt with by mentioning the value of the student's contributfon and by mentioning that
the topic will be covered later.

e.A

Encourage clarification of contribut4ons that contain terms that might be unfamiliar to

others or ideas that seem complex and difficult to understand.

Iffiffff.ff

4
4
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FXERCHE II

Complete the following exercise.

Whicn of the following statements concerning guided discussion instructor techniques are:

T True
F False

1. Students parficipating in a discussion shc\uld be inforMed that the responsthility
for discussion, belongs to the instructor. .1

Overhead questions are useful in obtaining responses from particular students.
1

3. Questions rhich stimulate discu.mon usually 'begin with the words how, what, why,
etc.

4. If students fail to respond- to a .particular question you have used, go on to your
next prepared question.

. 5. Interim summaries are only useful between criterion objectives.

wormaftimb

6. If a particular student's contribution contains words that might not be familiar to the
other students, encourage that student to provide additional clarificatiOn.

7. Students should be allowed to continue a discussion in areas which are unrelated to the
lesson's objectives.

8. Whenever a "deadlock" situation occurs between two students, they should be encouraged
ta continue their discussion until one student "gives in" to the other.

-

Discussion can be stimulated when an instructor is asked a question by reversing or
relaying it.

10. In order to iiisure tiaCsiudents have accurate infOrmation, the instructor should lecture
.to students as much as poesible.

1 095
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OBJECTIVE

Identify the three major parti of a gulued discussion lesson plan and a brief description of

the contents of each part.

INTRODUCTION

Although a lecture and guided discussion lesson plan follow the same basic format, there are

a number of specific differences. The three major parts of the guided discussion lesson plan

are the introduction, body, and conclusion.

INFORMATION

GUIDED DISCUSSION -LESSON PLAN

INTRODUCTION

ATTENTION STEP. This step is designed to gain the attention of students and focus

it on the subject for discuision.

MOTIVATION STEP. Not only is this step used to provide students with realistic

benefits concerning the discussion, it is also used to encourage students to participate and

resPect the statements of others within the discuision.

OVERVIEW STEP. This steP is used to cleat( explain the sequence of areas to be

covered in the discussion and the interrelationship between these areas.

TRANSITION STEP. The transition sWp is used to tie information described in introduc-

tion witif the first question to be used ih the body (discussiOn).

Body

LEFT *HAND COLUMN. The left hand column in a guided distiosion lesson plan is

iden4-ical to &lecture lesson plan in that the material to be taught (discussed) is stated. This

is done through the ins of criteria objeCtivet and teaching steps (evaluation questions are

not needed).

RIGHT HAND COLUMN. The right hand column contains not only personalization, but

'also those questions to be used in guiding the discussiOn. One lead off question should be

used for each critaiion objective and at least one followup question for each teaching itep.

'The idea is to have,enough queitions to. achieve the objectiires and Jear4iing steps stated in

the leftehand column. Interim surnmariei arid transitions between Critereon objectives should

also be included in this section. .

1094
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SUMMARY STEP. Review the main ideas covered in the lesson and relate them to the
overall iobjectives of the lesson. (A reverse order of review should be used i.e:, lest objeetwes
to the fruit). In reviewing main ideas covered, individual student "contributioni should be
a,

mentioned.

REMOTIVATION StEP. Once again, realistic benefits of the lesson should be provided.

, CLOSURE STEP. Provide an appropriate definite closure to the discussion through the
Use of one or two sentences.

EXERCISE III

Match each of the following parts. of a guided discussion lesson plapwith 'its appropriate s. .
description.

INTRODUCTION BODY CONCLUSION

a. Attention e. Left-hand column g. Summary
b. Motivation f. Right.hand column . h. Remotivation 4 -
c. Overview _ i. Closure

4. Transition

Information that is required to be taught (criterion objectives; teaching steps).

2._ Information on.areeito be discussed and the viay These areas are interrelated.

3 Statement that provides an appropriate, definite ending.

Realistic benefits of the diecussion; why students should rerfiember what wet

Sentence(s) used to tie two major lesson plan parts together.

6. Leadoff and followup questions used to achieve lesson objectives.

Statement-that lfains stUdent interest and relates it to the content of the lesson.
/

c.

:1A;.

1.1:rsi

'

gealistic.benefita of the discussion; why students should listen to and participate in the

Review Olden discussed and their relation to the overall.Purpose of the lesson (students',
conteibUtiona ar utitised).

1111.
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QUESTIONING TECHNIQUES

PART Il

013.1ECTIVE

Identify five purposes of using questions.

INTRQDucrioN

Effective questions are probably .one of the most valuable educational tools an

instructor can use. As indicated in the ATC Technical Instructor Course Study Guide:

Good questions are essential for proper communication between

instructor and student. Too often an instructor, because he lacks
*le skill to question effectively, uses one-way communication 'with

little or no student participation. The normal; reaction of a 4tudent
caught in this situation will be boredom and a 'disinterest in the

subject matter. Learning must be a two-tvay street. There should

be a substantial amount of time during the learning sitaiation created

by the instructor when the student is actively participating in the

learning process. A meaningful learning activity can be effectively
initiated and controlled through the use of questions.

,

The information you receive concerning questioning techniques will be ektremely

valuable to you not only here at- this school, but also. back at your home base. With

minor modifications,' the same questioning techniques apply to lecture method and guided

discussion method presentations, counseling situations, and small group activities.

- INFORMATION

-PURPOSES OF QUESTIONS

Five- Primary Purposes Or Reasons For Using Questions

GAINING AND MAINTAINING INTEREST. St'udents ome more interested in a

isogon when questions are used because they are actively part ipating in it. Students are

able to respond to questions or participate in two ways. F'irs , by mentally formulating

answers to questions and second, by verbally responding to questions with the answers they

have formulated.

-- In a lecture presentation questions cans be used to guide student thinking by calling

areas of information which support the lesson's objective to the attention of each student.

DETERMINING ATTITUDES. Que:tions provide opportunities for dealing with students'.

attitudes. When quesctiont are-used in a lesson (esPecially in - a guided discussion) students

respond with information that reveals their attitgdg, Ey revealing their attitude, students

'8 1 U96
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are then able to compare their attitudes with those of other students. The imaructor is then given
an opportunity in which he/she can influence students' attitudes such that growth may occur,

OBTAINING INFORMATION. Information supplied by students when answering questions
provides verbal support for lesson object&es. By sharing their ideas, examples, eitperiences, etc.
useful information is obtained.

SUMMARIZING AND EVALUATING INFORMATION. When questions are used to sum-
marize and evaluate infonnation in a lesson, both the students and instructor become involved.
Summaries with questions contain student as well as instructor information and this leads to
greater student attontion toward the summary.

EVALUATION QUESTIONS. When questions are used for evaluation purposes, students
are able to assess their progress while the instructor is able to determine hciw well his/her
objectives have been met.

OBJECTIVE

Identify the characteristics of memory and thought provoking questions and examples of
each.

INTRODUCTION

In order to effectively uie questions and to achieve your purpose for using them, it becomes
important to select the most appropriate type of question.

INFORMATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF MEMORY AND THOUGHT-PROVOKING QUESTIONS

There are two.buic categories Of queations, memory questions and thought-provoking
cpiestions.

Memory Questions
4k.

An instructor Uses memory questions whenever recall of specific information is desired. Under-
.

standing of,the information recalled is mit a factor, only the fact that the information is recalled.
An answer to a memory question usually consists of short, otten one-word answers.' An example
of a memory question and answer would be:

Question: How many proVessive stages of alcoholism
are there?

Answer: Pivel
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Because memory questions obtain specific information, they are useful in emphasizing facts,

or summanzing main points vnthin a lesson. Types of questions which fall within this

category are:

a. Selective recall
b. Statement of relationships
c. Illustration or example

Thought-Provoking Questions

Unlilte memory questions, thought-provoking questions require a great deal of student

knowledge ind understanding I.e., a great deal of stedent *bought. In answering a thougiit;

provoking question, students become involved in such mental activities .A5 judging, analyzing,

organizing, and comparing, etc. These questions require students to do more than merely

recall memorized information. Thought-provoking questions can be any one of the following

tYPes:

a. Comparison
b. Decision for or against
c. Cause and effect
d. ExplanatiOn
41. Case problem

f
Thought-provoking questions are woeful in any educational situation, but especially in those

situations where a discussion of information is deeded.

EXERCISE.IV

The following exercise is desigered for individual review and self-evaluation purposes.

Identify each of the following questions pa a

a. memory question
b. thought-provoking question

1. What are the three major parts of a lesson plan?

2. How do each of three major parts of a lesson plan differ?

3. Why would a thought-provoking question be more usekl in

a guided discussion than a memory question?

4. What ire the five purposes of using questions?

6. Whi shOuld questions be used in any educational presentation?

1098
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Identify sloven types of questions to avoid.

INTRODUCTION

Questions which fail to promote discussion or tend to (irate negative feelings on the
part of students should he avoided in any educational situations. Questions with these
characteristics will also fail to achieve your purpose for using questions. Before using any
question, check to make sure it is not one of the following types of questions.

INFORMATION

Leading Questions
."...

Leading questions are questions which suggest the answer. Students aren't required
to think, all they have to do is agree with the instructor. Example: You al Nays use
effective questions in your lessons, don't you?

Catch Questions

Catch questioni are those questions which tend to tnck or trap students. Example:
Whicti of the following steps found in the introduction ,of a lesson plan is the most impor-
tant: attention step, motivation step, summaky step?

Irrelevant Questions

Those questions which are not pertinent to the objectives of a leuon or those questions
which are based on obscure, elementary, or unimportant details are irrelevant questions. -

Example: On what page of. AFM 50-62 "Principles and Techniqyes of InstruCtion" can the
table of contents be found?

Pumping Questions

Whenever-a student is asked a battery or series of questions, which he/she is unable or
nwilling td answer, the instructor is using pumping questions. Ekample: Pumping questions

are those types of question; which are often used by an attorney to gain information from a
witness. Actually, pumping questions are not really a.particular type of "question, they are a
way of asking a series of any type of questions. A

111

Oversized Questions

Oversized questions sire questions which are not limited to one idea or quektions which
cover so much information that they would be impossiblt, to answer within a reasonable period
of time. Oftan, an oversized question can- be broken clOwn into a number of *smaller questions.
Wimple:, What are the purposes of an attention step, motivation step, and overview step

-within a' lesson plan?
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Ambiguous Questions

Those questdons which seem unclear, indefin,te, or huve more than one possible meamng

are referred to as ambiguous questions. Example: What shout quesponing techniques?

Yes Or No Questions

These are questions which greatly limit discussibn because they can be answered with a

"yes" or "no." If an occasion ever arises where a yes, or no quelion is needed, it should be

followed by a "how" or "why"statement in order to protnote discussion. Example: Do you

know how to prepare a lesson plan?

t**
EXERCISE V

The following exercise is designed for individual review and self-evaluation purposes.

Rewrite each of the following questions so that they no longer are "questions to avoid."

1. There bare five purposes of using questions, aren't there?

2. Why is the material in the left-hand column of a lesson plan 'required for

personalizatIon?

3. On what page of this study guide can the definitionlof a lesson plata be found?

4. How would you define pumping and oversized questions?

5. What about the advantages of the lecture method of instruction?

6. What are the disadvantages of the lecture method of instruction?

OBJECTIVE

Ideritify the considerations irivolved in preparing, asking,Wand answering questions in an

educational setting.

INTRODUCTION

Knowing which types of queetions.am effective does not ilisure,lhat questions are used

effectively. When considering effective use of questions, three categories of techniques need

to be considered: prepering questions, asking questions, and anSwering questions.

12
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CONSIDERATIONS IN USING QUESTIONS

INFORMATION

'Preparing Questions

PLAN QUESTIONS IN ADVANCe. The majority of questions used in any lesson should
be planned in advance. Although hipontaneous qtiestions are needed at times,, by preillaring
questions in advance, you will avoid the possibility of questions being hastily thought out or
poorly Worded.

RELATE QUESTIONS TO OBJECTiVES. When preparing questions, insure that they
are related to subject area defined by your lesson objectives. In this way, your questions'
will be more useful in achieving your objectives. Ohe good way to check your questions is
to answer them yourself and then see how well they fit in with your objectives.

CREATE MEANINGFUL QUESTIONS. Id ordet to create effective, meaningful questions,
the purpose of each question should be considered. Zonsiderifig the purpose of each, question
will help you select the most appropriate category and type of question to use.

EXPERIENCE LEVEL. In order for questions to be meaningful, the ability and experi-.
ence levels of students who will be answering the questions should be considered. If your
questions are too difficult or 'too easy, they will be ineffective. -

IMAGINATIVE. Finally, meaningful questions are original and interesting. If
your questions are prepared in an unimaginative way1 more than likely, the ansWers you
receive from the use of your questions will also be unimaginative.

Asking Questions

iz toTONE OF VOICE. Ask questions in a cl natural ne of voice. Whenever questions
are asked, they should be asked .in a clear, n ral,-conversational style. In this way, the flow
of the lesson is not disrupted.

PHRASING. Phrase questions according to the type of response desired. There are three'
responses that an instructor might want from his/her students. These responses can be deter-
mined by the way questions are phrased.

TYPE OF QUESTIONS, There are thite types of questions you may find,useftil in the
guided discyssion.

Rhetoric& Question (No Respones). This tYpe of question is directed to all students
although no response. is desired. A rhetorical question is used likimsrily at the beginning
of a lesion or subject area within a lesson. It is usei whenever an instrucWr wants his/her
students to think about a particular-Idea or subject area. Example: How many of you
have. , ever thought about why iiititictors uie lesson plans?

,1
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Overnead Question (Response From Any Student). 'line type of question is directed to
all students with the purpose of obtaining a resdonse fron't any student. The Majority of

qt.estions useci in a lecture or guided discussion an phrased in an overhead manner i.e,, are

overhead questii.ms. In a guided discussion, these questions may be used . to start (leadoff) a
discussion or to develop yollowup) an area of chscussion. Example: Why tlo instructors

use ,lesson plans?

Direct Question (Response From A Particular Student), A direct question is directed
the entire class (in onier to maintain interest of all students) and then directed to one

icular individual: Direct questions are useful in getting silent or inattentive students to

res ond or in getting students with particular points of view to respond. (e.g., responses

from two students with opposite points of view will stimulate discussion.) Example: Why

do instructors ure lesson plans, Sgt.-Jones?

DISTRIBUTE QUFS NS AT RANDOM. Avoid using a set pattern when asking

students questions ont-to-back, leftito-right, etc. By using a pattern, students will

soon learnr the pattern and become attenive only when their turn is approaching. Also

.important, is the idea of distributing questions evenly. By replying on a few students to

provide all of the answers, other students will begin to think that their contributions are

not worthwhile.

RESPONSE TIME. Allow a reasonable amount:of time for response. Realize that'

students need time to develop answers to questions. If after a onable period of time

no stiident resporuie is given to a questionl, restate the question o de additional

'.clarification.
`-

Answering Questions

AVOID TOO MANY DIRECT ANSWERS. An instructor can provide direct answers to,

student's 'questions. This should not be done excessively in discussion situations as it tends

to have a negative effect on student discussion.

AVOID INS1CRUCTOR OPINION. When providing a direct answer to a question in

which an qpinion is desired, an instructpr should pfvoid stating his/her point of view. In

'thit way, an instructor objectivity is not lost due to students agreeing or disagreeing with

the instructor's point of view.

s.,.;,.0 -r

I

REVERSE QUESTIONS. Reversing a question back to the student who asked it should

be done whenever it is felt that the student is capable of answering it. In this way, greater
reflective thought on the part of the student will take place. Example:

Student to Instructor: Why do instructors use questions?

. Instructor to Student: Why do you think instructors use questions?

RELAY QUESTIONS. Redirecting or relaying a question asked by one student to
another student for answering is a usietuj instruetorial skill. In this way, participation cin be
obtained from a student who has Wrely partIcipated or a student with a particular point of view.
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EXERCISE VI

Iry

1. Why-is it important to plan questions in advance?

2. Whsn is a rhetorical question most often used?

3. What should an instructor do to insure that is questions or not asked in a set pattern?

4: What is the main point of instzuctors not answering to mink questions directed at
him/her?

1`.
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EXERCISE ANSWERS

EXERCISE 1

1. Advantages

a. Promotes Participation.
b. Stimulates Effective Thinking.
c. Corrects Misconceptions.
d. Allows Expression.

2. Disadvantages

a.
b.

Time-Consuming.
Limited by class size.

1. F 6. T
2. T 7. F
3. T 8. F
4. F 9. T
5. F 10. F

1. E 8.
2. C 7. A
3. I 8. B
4. H 9. G
5. D

1. A
2. B.
3. B
4. A
5. B

EXERCISE II

EXERCISE III

EXERCISE IV

-,
Attachment A1-1 16
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EXERCISE ANSWERS CONTINUED

EXERCISE V

Bettir ways of rewriting the questions are as follows:

1. What are five purposes of using questions?

2. Compare the information contained in the left-hand column to that of the right-hand
column of a liason plan?

3. What page of this study guide contains the definition of a lesson plan?

4. a. What is the definition of a pumping question?

b. Define "Oversized Question?"

5. Explain two advantages of the lecture method of instxuction?

6. Explain three disadvintages of the lecture method of instructions.

EXERCISE VI

1. Planning questions in advance will avoid the pouibility of questions being hastily thought
out or poorly worded.

2. Primarily at the 'beginning of a lesson or subject area where no risioonse is desired.

8. Ask questions of the group at random.

4. Not suisworing questions directly helps maintain the instsuctor's objectivity and encourages
her students to think and porter the questions thempelves.

4
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1 August 1978

Principles and Techniques of Drug/Alcohol Education

GUIDED DISCUSSION METHOD PRACTICUM

The objectives for this practicum include satisfactorily developing
a guided discussion lesson plan and conducting a guided discussion in
accordance with rhe Guided Discussion Progress Checklist.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the guided discussion practicum is to help you develop
or improve your guided discussion teaching skills. This is accomplished
by having you plan for and teach two one-hour guided discussions. Althoughboth lesson plans and discussions will be graded according to the Guided
Discussion Progress Checklist (Attachment 2), the first lesson plan and
discussion are for practice, while the second plan and discussion are forevaluation.

INFORMATION
e-. . . 4. %,,1,4

GENERAL GUIDELINES

Requirements

At the appointed time, before your practice and evaluation discusaions:

TOPIC SWCTION. You will be able to choose two topics; one forpractice, and one for evaluation.

Practice Topic Guidelines. Select a topic for your practice sessionfrom the topics contained in Attachment 4. These toPics come from theAir Force Standardized Substance Abuse Education Packages which you havebeen given. You may choose either a developed or undeveloped topic foryour practice session, but it must be a different. one from other studentsin your group.

Evaluation Topic Guidelines. You may choose either an undevelopedtopic from Attachment 4 or a drug/alcohol-related topiclof your ownchoosing so long as it meets the following criteria: a different topicarea than your,practice session (drugs vs alcohol), appropriate ta thetime limits, based on a reference contained in the Social Actions Trainingor Wilford Hall ,Library, and does not duplicate the topic of another stu-dent.

Supersedes HO IV-4-10, 1 July 1977.

I.
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L SON PLAN GRADING. TIirn in yowl- lesson plans t the appointed time

lot grading. Rememher, your lesson plan should not duplicate that ot

another student. The onbs selected from Attachment 4 should contain all

the pages of the standardized education packages indicated, but no more

than indicated.

, DUPLICATE COPY. Once your lesson plan is graded, make a copy of the

corrected lesson plan to enable your Instructor to keep one while you

conduct your guided discussion.

-- VIZ AIDS: Do not forget to design adequate vizual aids to assist

your group in staying on topic. The overhead projector is particularly

easy to operate while rmaining seated during guided discussions.

Procedures

Practice and Evaluation Session Selected Discussion Topics list is

appended hereto Attachment 4. Practice and evaluation discussions will

be conducted in a small group other than your own. They will, however,

be graded by the same instructor Oho graded Tamlecture-method practicum.

TIME. Discussions will last forty minutes, with the remaining ten

minutes being used for student feedback and instructor grading informa-

tion.

MEETING SMENSES. If, for any reason, you will be unable to submit a.

lesson plan of conduct a guided discussion at the appointed time, Inform

your grading instructor. Failure to present a lesson plan or guided dis-

cussion without a prior acceptable excuse is considered an academic fail-

ure.

COORDINATING AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT. If you desire to use any audio- -

visual equipment for your guided discussion, make prior arrangements with

your grading instructor.

GRADING CRITERIA. Review the attached grading criteria (Atch,3) and

progress checklist (Atch 2) to insure you are thoroughly familiar with

the criteria against which you will Wm graded. This review will assist

you in preparation for your guided diecussion.

REMAKES. If you should not meet the grading criteria satisfactorily

you .normallyrwill be given another chance to improve. Remakes of the

guided discussion will be conducted on a new topis, and you are normally.

given three days to prepare a new one. Your instructor is available to

help you at any time with understanding the principles of the guided.

discussion method.

2
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SAMPLE LESSON PLAN

The following lesson plan segment was adopted from a lesson
plan prepared by lLt Donald Dapcwich, a former student in this
.course. The information for this lesson pil.an waif developed from
Section 6a, page 32, of the Drug/Alcohol Awareness Seminar for
Commanders/Supervisors/First Sergeants.

TOPIC. Diacuss the Wcess of documentation by commanders,
supervisors, and first sergeants as an important means of dealing
with a subordinate's suspected alcohol abuse problem.

OBJECTIVE. DesCribe five documentation steps to use when deal-
ing with a euspected alcohol abuse problem:

INTRODUCTION

ATTENTION

I s

Imagine having someone work for you, a friend, whose work hasn't
been as good as it once was, You've been thinking that an'alcohol
problemilight be involved, but you just aren't sure. You'd like
to talk to the individual, because'you're concermed,because its having
an impact on your job; but, you just don't have.anything definite.
You just don't know what to say.

OVERVIEW

Today, we will be discussing one effective way of deeling with this
'type situation: documentation. We will be taking a complete look-
at each of the five steps involved in the process of documentation.

MOTIVATION

Documentation ifs beneficial, since it can help both you and the
whom you are concerned, by enabling you, at the

amost appropriat timechave the most effective thing to say.
lOur discussion on dletation can be the most beneficial with
the sharing of yekkr-: oughts and informaiion about your ieltyant
supervisory experiences. If there are differences of opinion, I

- would encdurage you'to respect the rights of others to have their
opinions. In this way, we're more likely to have a better,sharing
of ideas and therefore a more rewarding discussion.

11%
1.
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c TRANSITION

Ogmmentation is a step-by-step process, and we first need to look

at the step which provides a framework for documentation.

BODY

PRES,ENTATION

CRITERION OBJECTIVE 1: Describe
five documentation steps to use
when dealing with a suspected
alcohol abuse problem.

Define unacceptable behavior./

performance.

Why dhould you bother with docu-
menting a 'eubordinate's suspected
alcohol abuse 'problem?

What steps should you take?

Why'shou1d you set standards of
acceptable or unacceptable be-
havior and performance?

How can'you accomplish this?

What types of unacceptable be-
havior and performance might be
displayed by an individual?

4..Vx1
a. Substandard dutx4yerform- How might duty performance appear

ance. substandard?

41

.b. Militar law problema.

c. Civil law problems.
%

'How ale& an individual justify
duty performance problems?

What types of problems might be
encountered with military law?

How might an individual react as .

a result of these problems?

What types of Problems with civil'. ,

law might occur?

A .0

NOTE: Continue in this manner for each of the areas in this obiec-

tive.

2
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SUMMARY"

In today's discussion, we'vt taken a complete look at each of the

steps involved in the process of documentation. (Mention student

contributions when reviewing each of the major teaching steps

covered.)

a. Define

b.

unacceptable behavior/performance.

Observe behavior/performance.

Document unacceptable behavior/performance

d. Build case file.

e. Seek consultation.

REMOTIVATION

Dealing with the suspected alcohol abuse problem of a subordinate,,

a friend,,can be an uncomfortable situation. Documentation is an

effective means of dealing with this situation, sinct it enables

you to rave the most appropriate thing to say at the most opportune

time.

CLOSUR§

Documentation -- it can help the individual about whom you are con-

cerned, and it can help you.

3
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INSTRUCTOR
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. GUIDED DISCUSSION METHOD PRACTICUN CHECKLIST

0 Practice 0 Evaluation

.IC09

DATE

GROUP

0 Remake

PREPARATION S NI U

1. Objectives

2.

k'...

a. Appro riate number

b. Behavior to be learned
' s.ecified

c. APPT2P11,11_119.12192.q_______________-.....4.-1-.

I.-.

Lesson organised in logical
sequence

3. Content sufficient to meet
ob ectives

.

Satisfactory Lesson Plan

All areas must be graded satisfactory

compas

Prepare t ion

Grade S NI U

PRESENTATION

Satisfactory 100-70 pts
Unsatisfactory' 69- 0 pts

Needs .,:mprovement 69-60 Pts
(Practite Only)

Presentation
Total points

Student Acknowleddirment

***Automatic PresentatIon. Failure
2. Objectives mpt - three or '

more teaching steps not
presented or developed as
planned

4 s,

4a.,, Lesson TinliAr- Lesson
'duration less than 28 min..

or more than 52 min.

Presentation

Grade S (NI) U

Dislorzti . .* .De tt .

Do VII %Li SI *404

4TTACHMENT 2 A
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GUIDED DISCUSSION PROGRESS CHECKLIST

PRESENTATION
f

1: Introduction

a. Attention joined

b. Motivation
c. Overview

2. Ob ectIves Met

S NI U

*5*

3. ClaLity of Presentation

a. Verbal eupport
1

b. Transition
4

c. Interialmalsksa
4

d. Visual-aids
3

. Pacin the Lesson

Lesson.timin
b. Internal timing

* **
4

0

c. Prwession by student

5. Instructor qpriLities

Ph sical ualities
Vocal qualities

needs 2, 0

c. Instructor attitude

6. Questioniszlechniques

a. Types of 9ue.tions

b. Elicits student participation

and attention

10 2 0

10 2

c. Guided and controlled 0 2,0, 6.

7. Provides Opportunity for-

Discussion

8. Conclusion

a. Summary

. closu

- /

lolocktrs

Presentation .

Total Points - /11

;



GUIDED DISCUSSION PRACTICUM

EVALUATION CRITERIA

SAMICPCIGM.-T-fMgC. 7.=rXIBMINNIMMNIMMeiri.Ir=tnir -22=COS-1.OV.Velfl.,MWM..W

Approprfate number of
'. objectives to develop

lessoh topic
:s.,

Oft-

..:4,Sitt7:

Objective(s) stated is/are Majority of objectives stated Objective(s) stated is/are
-4P10 telated to the approved ,are related to the approved not related io the approved

e:1)

.area area- area

Both amount and area to be
covered are specified

"I.: "Ne.n1":""Tre-.7.

PREPARATION"? LESSON

1. Objectives.

a. Appropriate Number

Inapproprite number of
obiectives (too many, or
too few)

NI

No objectives provided

b. Behavior to be Learned Specified

Either amount or area to be
covered is not specified

NI

c. Appropriate SubIect

Both amount and area to be
covered are not.specified

2. Lesson Organized in Logical Sequence.

. -

Lesson flows; teaching steps
appropriately placed to de-
velop lesson objectives;
objectives and teaching
steps are logically
sequenced

Majority of teaching steps,
and/or objectives appropri-
ately.placed and logically
sequenced

NI

1.tappropriate placement and
illogical sequence of major-
ity of teaching steps and/ol
objectives; lesson 10v
confusing

Adequate-number of teaching
,stapa, information and ques-
tions to fully develop
objectives

3. Content Sufficient to Meet Obiectives-

Additional teaching steps,
information, iluestions
peeded or need to remove
excess material

NI

Little or no attempt to de-
velop objectives

ATTACHM2NT.3
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PRESENTATION

Sttmulatiag; creative; re-
lates directly to subject

1. Introduction.

a. Attention Gained

Difficulty in gaining att n-
tion of students and/or
focusing on subject matte
due to content and/or
method of presentation .

NI

b. Motivation

Stimulating; clearly related, Attempted to provide students

realistic benefits of lesson with information on realis-
tic benefit* of lessOn; less

than effective due to

method of presentation

to students

Clearly e lained sequence
of areas to be covered

itiNgkil

NI

c. Overview

Somewhat disorganized; dif-
ficult to determine,sequence
of areas to be covered

NI

Little or n attempt to gain

attentipi; coiltent inappro.x

priate and/or unrelated to

subject matter; ineffective
method of presentation

U

Lacking or inappropriate con-
tent; little or no attempt

to provide information on ,

lesson benefits; method of

presentation was ineffective.

Little or no attemp,t-io

vide information -A sequence ,

of areas to be covered'

Objectives met; information
in each teaching step pre-

,
seated and developed as
plenned

2. -Obiiictives Met.

Objectives not met; one or
more teaching steps not pre-
sented or developed iS
planned

NI
1.

Objectives not met; two or
more teaching steps not.,
presented or developed as

planned

U.

3. Clarity of Presentation.

Clarified, simplified ideas;
added variety; Immliemphasis
to 'key points

a. Verbal Support (Definit

Less than effective use; in-
appropriate Length of time,
context, content ,

S. NI

01.

ns,Auotes examples, etd%)

Needed' but lacking

4
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b. Transition

Provided smooth relationship Vague, abrupt. relationship
between parts of the lesson, between points; otcasional-
criterion oblectives, teach- ly vague, abrupt; needed in
ing steps, points of discus- additional parts of the
sion, students contributions; lesson
aided flow of material

NI

c. Interim Summary

Used at the end of each Used less often than at the
criterion objective (except end of each CO (except ehe
the last) and also when last) and when needed for
needed for lesson guidance; lesson guidance; reviewed
reviewed main points cover- majority of main points
ed in logical sequence using covered; disorderly 'sequence
student's contributions; used; few student contribu-
clearly related information tions mentioned; information
to criterion objective(s) not clearly Telated to CO(s)

NI

d. Visual Aids

Well4-prepared and effective- Needed to provide support to
ly used; aided in information minor areas of emphasis; less
clarification than effective techniques of

use and' preparation

41.

NI

4. PacinA the Leston.

a. Lesson Timing

40 minute lesson 36 -,44 min. 40 minute lesson 32-48 min.

4111

Ideal distribution of time
between lessOn elements;
areas covered as planned;
(mini-lecture if Used did
not exceed 8.minutes)0

; 3

4

.1

NI

b. Internal Timing

Lacking or needed in many
additional parts of the
lesson

Failed to provide interim'
summaries

/ 1

.

Needed to provide suppoX t

major areas of emphasis;

preparation-and techniques
of use greatly detracted
from lesson effectivenew

....._ -

Imbalance in time distribu-
tion; certain areas yeceived
too little or too much time
'(ani-lecture if used did
not exceed 9 minutes)

NI

Sk!

46.

40 minute lesson 28-52 min.

Extreme imbalance'in time
distribution; (mini-lecture

Lexceeded 9 minutes)



10 4
Appropriate time given to

respond to students sponta-

neous questions and state-

ments; demonstrated concern

for student learning

C.

I

At

".'77!"...tNt"tricr 1"4""/)

Progress4on by audent Needs

Additional time needed to
respond to students' sponta-
neous questions and state-

ments

NI

4

.N.O.

No response given to stu7
dents' s ntaneous questions

or stata nts; demonstrated
lack,o concern for student

i.

g

a. Physical Qualities_

(1) Gestures

Natural, well-timed, sponta- Gestures used lacked effec-

neous, definite; aided the tiveness due to awkwardness,

communication process timing, etc.

!

NI

(2) Eye Contact

Eye contact with students Eye contact with students
77: maintained throughout lesson occasionally lost

,

;21

AWAt
NI

(3) Physical Mannerisms

Purposeful,.moved with ease; Awkward; lacked purpose and

aided transitioning between ease

points
vogell

(4) Posture

Appropriate posture, created Occasional periods where

favorable, professional im- posture was inappropriate

pression throughout lesson

NI

V

NI

Quality and/or amount of
gestures was distracting;
detracted from the com-
munication procesi

et

Minimal or no eye tontact
with students due to focus-

ing of attention on notes,
physical surroundings or
particular group of students

Distracting due to type and/

or amount

4

Inapproikriate posture through-

out majority of lesson; dis-
tracting; failed to create
favorable professional
impression

4.

t44
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(5) PolJc/Dre!tr,

;

Appearance created favorable Appearance created less than

impression; added to lesson favorable impression

effectiveness

NI

b. Vocal Qualities

(1) Vocal Variety

AINVocal qualities added to les- Vocal qualities occasionally

son effectiveness; force, detracted from lesson
rate,,pitch, clarity in tune effectiveness
with meaning, emotional con-
tent emphasis

Absence of distracting ver-
bal mannerisms such as uh,
uhm, etc.

NI

(2) Verbal Mannerisms

Occasional use of distract.-
ing verbal mannerisms

NI

c. Instructor Attitude

(11 Enthusiasm

v rWr.

Appearance created unfavor-
able impression; detracted
from lesson effectiveness

Vocal qualities detracted
from lesson effectiveness;
lack of or excessive varia-
tion in force, rate, pitch,
clarity throughout majority
of lesson

Use of distracting verbal
mannerisms throughout
majority of lesson

.r

Highly motivated, demonstrat- Appeared motivated through- Demonstrated.lack of interes
ed interest and involvement out majority of lesson and involvement
through aajustments in vocal
rate, pitch,.gestures, body,
movement, etc.

NI

(2) Sincerity

Demonstrated acceptance, pre- Demonstrated acceptance,.
sented and discussed belief belief in information
in information; adjustments throughout majority of
in vocal rate, pitch, ges- lesson
tures, body movement adjust-
edNto content of lesson

5

\

NI

ills

No attempt to demonstrate
acceptance, belief in
information through*verbal,
physical expression

1/4
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Vocal qualities, physical

qualities in tune with con-

tent and mood of lesson;

lesson plan used as a guide

and not as a crutch

(3) Confidence

Vocal qualities (occasional

use of verbal distractions,

etc.) Physical qualities
(distracting, body move-

ments, gestures, etc.)

reliance on lesson plan de-

tracted occasionally from

lesson effectiveness

NI

1,410..'.

Vocal qualities (Prequent

use of verbal distractions,

etc.), phTsical qualicie's

(excessive or lack of body.

movement, etc.), excessive

reliance on lesson plan,

greatly detracted from

lesson effectiveness

Types of questions asked

(i.e. overhead, direct) and

the method of asking them

se added to lesson effective-

ness

, tr,lf

6. Questioning Techniques.

Stressed student responsi-
bility for discussion in

motivation ?tep of Intro-
duction to lesson; questions
utilized such that every
student participated more
than once

a. Types of Questions

Types of questions asked

and the method of asking

them occasionally detracted

from lesson effectiveness.

NI

Typei of questions asked and

the method of asking them

greatly detracted from

lesson effectiveness

b. Elicits Student Participation and Attention

Statements regarding student

responsibility for discus-

sion were unclear; questions
utilized such that each

student participated in the

discussion at least once

NI

C. Guided and Controlled
I

Kept discussion guided toward Kept discussion guided to-

objectives; effective use of ward objectives majority of

questions, interim summaries, time; discussion rarely

etc.; encouraged clarifica- strayed frbm stated objec-

tion and depth when needed tives; occaeionally seemed

as though students were con-

trolling iscussion; encour-

;aged cla ification and depth

whenneeded majority of the

6

No Dention\of student respon-

siality for discUssion; not

all students participated in

the discussion

Discussion fre4uently stray-
ed from stated objectives;
frequently seemed as though
students Imre controlling
discession; rarely encourage
clarification and depth
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Mt al"

In motivation step of

introduction of lesson,

clearly encourage students

to respect statements of

others; refrained from dom-

inating the discussion or
lecturing to the group
(except during mini-lecture,

if used); refrained from

.

inappropriately interrupting
students; was not critical

of differing statements

'54.7

7. Provides Opportunity for Discussion.

Encouragement to respect

statements of others was not

clear; ocassionally dominated

the discussion end/or lec-

tured to the group; rarely,

inappropriately interested

students; was rarely critical

of differing statements

NI

JO
No mention of respect for

other's statements; frequent-

ly dominated the discussion

and/or lectured to the group;

often.inappropriately inter-

rupted students; was critical

of differing statements

LI

Restated main ideas using

students' comments; related
main ideas to criterion
objectives; reviewed
criterion objectives in

.=.WY sequence of last.to first

wic-

Stimulating; capitalized on
realistic potential'uses of

information presented

1..
,w.,..eploo

. .. .;
.k :, .., .

.

,.:,..-..: Trovided appropriate, 'def-

-17-/- inite closure to lesson

7

8. Conclusion.

a. Summary

Aeviewed, restated majority

of main ideas in orderly

sequence; unclear relation-

ship between ideas and

criterion objective(s); few

students' comments used

NI

b. Remotivation

Vague, incomplete review of

main ideas; no orderly

sequence used; failted to

establish relationship -of

ideas Web criterion,objec-
tives; falled'to use
students' comments

Information presented on uses Littli or no attempt to.tell

of lecture material lacked students how to use

realism, meaningful applica- informatisp

bility

NI

C. Closure

Indefinite and/or abrupt

NI

1120

Little or no attempt to Oro
vide definite ending; stu-

dents didn't realize lesson

WaS over
1
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PRACTICE AND EVALUATION SESSION SELECTED DISCUSSION TOPICS

Alcohol Awareness/Concerned Drinker Seminar

1. Part II - Film, "Alcohol," and Guided Discussion, pages 7-9.
(Use of this topic depends on film availability.)

DEVELOPED

2. Part IV - Scope/Impact of Alcohol Use in the United States.
iSelect any three of the sixteen specific topics.)

3. Part VI - Effects of Alcohol:
k

la. Short-Term Effects -

LESS DEVELOPED

DEVELOPED

lb(1)(e). Long-Term Effects Malnutrition. (Pages 26-29
(first sentence))

4. Part VI - Effects of Alcohol:
DEVELOPED

lb. Long-Term Effects Entire Section (1) Physiological Effects
and (2) Alcohol Dependence. (Pages 27-29)

5. Part VII - Stages of Alcoholism: (Select any three consecutive
stages.) (pages 32-35)

DEVELOPED '

6. Part VIII -
(Page 43)

7. Part VIII -
(Pages 43-44)

a

Responsible Drinking; Values Clarification, 1-2.

LESS DEVELOPED

Responsible Drinking: Values Clarification, 3.
........

LESS DEVEBOPED

Responsible Drinking: Using Alcohol Wisely (entire
section). (Pages 50-51)

8. Part VIII - Responsible Drinking: Decision-Making Sitdation, 1.
(Pages 53-54)

Drug/Alcohol Awareness Seminar for
Commanders/Supervisors/First Sergeants

, 1. Objective 1 - Entire Objective (Pages 17-19).

2. Objectives 2 and 3 - Entire Objectives (Pages 20-21).

LESS DEVELOPED

LESS DEVELOPED

DEVELOPED

ATTACHMENT 4
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3. Objective 4 Drug Rehabilitation Stages (1)-(3).

24 (first teaching step))

4. Objective 4 - Drug Rehabilitation Stages (4), (5)

26)

5. Objective 4 - Alcohol Rehabilitation Stages (1),

26-29)

6. .

Objective 4 - Alcohol Rehabilitation Stage (3).

7. Objective 5 - Entire Objective. (Pages 30-31)

8. Objective 6 - Entire Objective. (Pages 32-33)

9. Option I - Applied Techniques, Decision Exercise.

(Pages 22-

DEVELOPED

(Pages 24-
DEVELOPED

(2). (Pages
DEVELOPED

(Pages 29-30)
DEVELOPED

DEVELOPED

DEVELOPED

(Pages 38-45)
LESt hEVELOPED

NOTE: Create a situation similar to the one provided in the seminar_

and develop ippropriate guidelines for processipg it, using euided

discussion techniques. Do Not use the same exercise.

USAF SUBSTANCE ABUSE ,,SEMINAR

1. Objective 1 - Air Force Policies

2. Objective 2 - Local Conditions

DEVELOPED

DEVELOPED

3. Objective 3 - Socio-Pharmacology (Effects of Illicit Drugs)
DEVELOPED

4. Objective 4 - Socio-Pharmacology (Therapeutic uses of Prescription

substances)
DEVELOPED

Ati

5. Objective 5 - Socio-Pharmacology (Effecte of over-the-counter

substances)
40/ DEVELOPED

6. Objective 6 - Responsible Actions DEVELOPED

7. Situation 1 - Pressure to Use Grass LESS' DEVELOPED

8. Situation 2 - Choices on Visibility IESS DEVELOPED

9. Situation 3 - Responsible Drinking LESS DEVELOPED

10. Situation 4 - Asprin LESS RIVELOPED

11. Situation 5 - Choices.about Rationing LESS DEVELOPED

2
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SOCIAL ACTIONS TRAINING BRANCV
Lackland APB, Texas 78236

STUDENT

.frrorA.

1

GUIDED DISCUSSION METHOD PERFORMANCE TEST

GROUP

INSTRUCTOR CIPractice

_1700
LP BB-V-i(1)
1 August 1978

DATE

Evaluation DRameke

PREPARATION:. (Grading info on reverse)

I. 0 ectives
..

U N/I S COMMENTS

-

,

.
.

a. Appropriate number.
h. havior t-n be specified. --,

i.-
, ..., -,I.earned

co ropriate subjects.
4..._

Lesson o ised in logical sequence.

..

.ii:
-- 4

3. Content .ufht,t to meet objectives.

A. References

PRESENTATION: (Grading info on reverse) ,

. Introduction'
a. Attention pined
b. Motivation
C. Overview

. Objectives Met * * *

. ClaritY Of Presentation
a. Verbal SU Ort
b. Transition
C. Int in sums

Visual-aids

. Pacing the Lesson
a, Lesson timing A**
b. Internal timing

. Progres.iqn by student needs

Instructor IbUllitieS
a. Ph sical ualities
b. Vocal qualities

Instructor ttitude

. * Questioning Technives
a, Types of 'questions 0 10

N / I

0

13

4

t, 4

1 2

b. Elicits student artici ation
c. Guided and controlled 0 5 10

. Provides 0 ortunit for Discussion

.Conclusion
s. Summary
b. Remotivation

Closure

0
0 4

SOMMEIITS'

TOTAL POINTS

Student Acknowled-gement
40.

DESIGNED FOR ATC COURSE USE. DO NOT USE ON THE JOB;

Attachment 1

A
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GRADI$G.1NFORMATION

PREPARATION: All areas must be graded "Satisfactory" to receive satisfactory

grade.

PRESENTATION: You may be graded "Needs Improvement" for some of the elements

ind receive a satisfactory grade on the Performance'Test as

long as you score at least 70 points and are within the time

requirements.

.***Automatic Primentation Failurf

2. Objectives meet three or more teaching'steps not presented or developed

as planned.

4a. Lesson timing - lesson duration less than 28 minutes or more than 52 minutes.

GRADING IiISTRUCTIONS

U'-: (Unsatisfactory) 69 and below

S , (Satisfactory) 70-90

..ER - (Excesds Requirements) 91-100

NI - Needs Improvement

0

6

..e

,ge

441goat

2
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PL9tQf INSTIUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I ,MLA

Alcohol Abuse Control_

"WillrarMIYWIL1151F-)

) .

1 ebURIIII

krug and
irenTRTMUll

VI

1R.00R TRLE

Grou Facilitation Techni,ues 4

61.11 ISA I :

. Group Facilitation Techniques
.

GROUP FACILITATION TOMNIQUES (Groups and Facilitator Techniques) .

a. Identify essential information concerning groups and group I

facilitator techniques.
-

. .

GROUP FACILITATION TECHNIQUES (Decision-Haking Process)

b. Identify-basic information concerning decision-making processes
,

n small *groups.'
.

c. In the,small group setting,,demonstrate an ability to manage grou.
task functions in accordance with the criteria listed on the Task and
Maintenance Funciions Progriss Test.

4 .. 4
d. In the small group'setting, demonstrate group maintenance

functions in accordance with the criteria listed on the'Task and Maint-
enance Functions Performance Test.

GROUP FACILITATION TE IQUES (Group Counseling)
...

, ,
1

e. Identify basi4 group counseling techniques.

,

f. Given a 40-minute role-played or real group problem, facilitate
grouO counseling so as to resolve the problem in accordAnce with the
criteria listed on the Group Counseling Performance Test. .

, .

g: In the day to day interaction in the school environment, partici-
pate in.a manner which demonstrates characteristics,conducive to con- ,

structive and healthy communication in accordance with the criteria liste
...

.

on the Interpersonal Communications Performance Test.

,
,

.

. .

.

,
,

,
.

.

.

SUP1RVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
410.414TU11 AND DATil . SIGNATURE AND DATE

, 1

.

-

. .-
.

.,, . . .
.

, 11 1) %

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NURSES% ..
5 IATE PAGE NO.

,
PAL11/3430B/L30LR736a430U7364/1 30 Msy 1978 49

ATC TIVi PREVIOUS 101110N III 0111110LETE
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SUPPORT MATERIALS'AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials

SW B-VI-1-1, Group Facilitation Techniques

U.

WS 1-VI-1-8, What to Look for in.Groups

PT B-VI-1-9, Task and Maintesahce Functions Performance Test

1014101
Audio-Visual Aids
35mm Slides, Group Facilitation Techniques

16mm Film, Ipecause That's My Way" (FLC27122, 55 min)

Training_Methods
Lecture
Small Group Facilitation/Performance

- ,

Instructional Guidance
.

. ..,.-..:'=;
Pointout essential facilitator qualities, skills, and-techniques; roases of group.

.;......./....

.

i..-,. process and appropriate phase interventions; how to accomplish task and maintenance

...;,0,:,
functions; and'the roles facilltators must assume in order to facilitate group

:itv.: interaction. Demonstrate group facilitation techniques throngh the 'nil-a of strui=-
...,....

rAlt.i.;r
tured experiences. Demonserate metlmods of opening a group, setting group goals.,

setting personal goals in a group mkting, the importance, methodefff observing

mc-m and validating non-verbal 'behavior. Have students observe and summarize verbal

interactiens and gain practice in giving feedback in effective ways. Have,the
... .

group.give each student feedback on how they are accomplishing task and maintenance-

functions. Explain the HO, "What to Look for in Groups" to studrits. .Have them :

use this'll() in'giving feedback to group memberq,after. Observing groe process,of

sUbgroups withiA the group. Give feedback on both verbal and non-verbal behavior.

.... /
Help,stUdents become sware of group member perceptions of how they are functioning

in the group ehrough the sociogram exercise.

.Explain the 4ecision-making processes and the Consequences which can occur from

the use of these. processes.
Give-students the opportunity te participate in ,

decision-making tasks'to appli the information learned about decision-making. We-

role-played examples of on the job applications of this information.. Demonstrate

methods of group conflict resolution. Observe another group's functioning and

give feedback to the other group's members.

plain basic group.counseling techniques to inClude: Behaviors clients need to

earn while participating in.groups; approptiate facilitator interventions; and

methods of inVitational counseling; methods of starting Anil closing groups. Have

each group member facilitate a 40-minute role-played group of arcoholics or a real

group probleni, and .give them feedback. Use appropriate mettiods for closing out the

small group as graduation approaches.

.

'L3ALR73430B/L30LR7361B/L30ZR7364B

1 2()

30 May 1478
50
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Performance exercises and tests will be conducted in the following manner:

Students will practice good interpersonal communication (which were learned in

4 BlaCk I, Personal Growth and Professional Development) throughout the course.
Their gpal is to iMprove their interpersonal communications with each successive

44107, We* (he* feedback over their performance durini the periods: Day 10-16,

19461 and 17.40. The first, two.periods will be considered performance ezerciies
(practice sessions), and the final period will be considered the performance test.
Use the Interpersonal Communication Performance Test to document this feedback.

Students must learn to identify and use task and maintenance functions to facili-
tate group interaction." Give than practice in observing group process and use of
these functions during the period Day 10-16. The evaluation period for task and ,

meintenanCe funcSons will be the period Day 19-26, with a final grade given on
Day 16.using the Task and Maintenance Function Performance Test.

Students use good interpersonal communication and task and maintenance functions
along with the group counseling techniques.presented in orderto conduct s'proup
counseling. Each group member will assums the responsibility of being. group

. facilitator/counselor for One 40-minute period. The student.will be graded on his/
her performance during that 40-minute session using the Group Counseling Perform-
ance Test.

When conducting group facilitation the facilitator/instructor must constantly keep
both progression by student needs and meeting,the educational objectives in mind.
Emergency needs of the student should be dealt with dUring the group; however,
personel problems uncovered in the group should be postponed, where possible,,
until the objectives are'met and/or until individualized speoial assistance or
referral ,can be scheduled. When there ilpnot sufficient time remaining to meet
the objectives due to individual assistai&e, the group should be scheduled for
remedial training as soon as possible. In no case should initructors skip or
delete covering the group tasks or objectives. Discuss any deviations with the
instructor supervisor so that schedulifig problems may be resolved. If a student

is having a mignificant problem meeting objectives, or if a personal problem is
interfering with the individual's performance, insure that you brief the inspructor
supervisor.

L3ALR7343011/L30LE736lB/L30ZR73646 50 May 1978
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1 Allist 1978

GROUP FACILITATION TECHNIQUES

OBJECTIVES

Identify essentiai information concerning groups and group facilitato\

techniques.

Identify basic information concerning decision-making processes in

small groups.

Identify basic group:Counseling techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Facilitators need to be aware of these qualities, skills, and techniques in order to insure
that the objectives of the group will be accomplished.

INFORMATION

FACILITATOR QUALITIES, SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES

Qualities

Qualities are the personal characteristics necessary to prom te effective group functioning. '
As a model, the facilitator seta the sttge for other group membei to copy in their everyday
group interactions.

EMPATHY. Being able to accurately perceive what another person is experiencing and
communicating to you. Sometimes a facilitator -mew find the use of analogies and metaphbrs
to be most helpful in showing empathy. For example: "You are feeling tired, and that is
like having a heavy load on your back."

ACCEPTANCE. ikocept\ance, means to promote an atmosphere in which there is an abeence
of threat \yr judgment. This atmosphere is often called unconditional positive regard. Each .

person is treated as- an individual of dignity and-integrity; it involves situations charactelized
by warmth, friendliness, and acceptance of members as they are. This atmosphere will allow
members to explore their personal meanings more effectively. Acceptance requires a kind of
self-discipline, understanding, and sensitivity to other people. When others' values differ from
your own, you should recognize the difference and accept their right to be differOnt. In
order for persons to accept someone else, they must first accept themselves. There must be
and attitude of willingness to took at and consider the facts. Acceptance.is understanding
without judging. Acceptance requfres an openness to experience which provides the only
sound basis for growth. It is an attitude of taking people as they are and moving forward
from this point. Acceptance of where a person is does not mean we must be resigned to .

leave them there. Facilitaiion is to help people move, change, and grow at their own pace
and by their own choice. Facilitation is an actin, process encouraged by- the kind of
accepting atmosphere you, the facilitator, cat, oreate. Acceptance is conducive to the explora-
tion of personal' meaning.

!,tvirgrt
"SURRials Nov;76 and HO RJII-Wpo Aug 76.4 00
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CONGRUENCE. The rule of congruence states that you should be real and genuine in

your relations with group members. You should remain in touch with your feelings and act

on, those feelings.

FLEXIBILITY. Flexibility is the art of avoiding being so rigid that you cannot afford

toPlisten to fathers. You should be able to adapt to whatever the situation is.

Skills

Skills are those attributes that a facilitator possesses that will enable the group to accorn-

plbth its objectives. Helpful skills are: .

: LISTENING. Lisiening is reaching out for what anoth person has to say. A facilitator

should learn to pick up all the cues that others throw out ether they be verbal or non-

verbal. Facilitators should be sensitive to messages that are not identified with the verbal

content of the conversation. . .

EXPRESSING ONE'S SELF. Expressing one's self refers to being able to give others

your messages clearly (both overtly and covertly).

RESPONDING. Responding refers to communication with others. It requires a.height-

ened awareness and sensitivity to the members to whOm you are responding so that you are

able to communicate within a system that has meaning forepaw.

OBSERVING. Observing' (behavior) involves watching to see who 'talks and for how long

and how often. The ,facilitator needs to be concerned about: (1) whom do people look at

when they talk, (2) do they single out others Mr potential support, (3) do they scan the

group or look at no one, (4) who talks after whom or Who interrupts whom? Another

important aspect of observing involves the style of communication used. The styles may

fall into these categories: assertions, questions, voice tones (different), gestures or softie otherr-

tignificant style.

INTERVENING. Intervening means to remain objective and suggest neirotiation between

group members.

DESIGNING. Designing involves asking yourself, what might this group need and how

might we give it to them or help them get it themselves.

Techniques

Techniques are the methods that facilitators use to teach group members to apply the

group procedures they, are learning hi wroups.

STRUCTIVED EXPERIENCES. Structured experiences implement an experiential

model that has five revolving steps:

Experienang: Experiencing involves the participants in some activity; they act or behave

4111111

in soine way or do, perform, observe, see, or say something.
1 32 1
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Publi.hln Publishing is sharing reactions and obser- tItrystnENc,..
vations with others who have either experienced or observed 'vo
the same activity. 21 4

0 G
2

.Z r..-
Processing. Processing is the integration of that shar-

ing. The dynamics that- emerged in the activity are explored, a
irdiscussed, and evaluated (processed) with others. 0

Ilk fr
Generahzing. Generaliztfiu calls for developing partici- 0 0

pants' principles of extracting generalizations from the 1, 0t" sb
experience. Stating learning in this way can help partici- -k
pants further define, clarify and elaborate them. ifvG__4-04

Applying. Applying means to plan applications of the principles derived from the
experience. The experiential process is not Complete until a new learning or discovery
is used and tested behaviorally. This is the "experimental" model. Applying, of course,
becomes an experience in itself, and with new experiences, the cycle begins again.

INSTRUMENTS. Instrumentg are vocational interest inventories, and other personality
tests, but jr ou should use these only if you are qualified to do so. You can make arrange-
ments `with the mental health center or base educlition office to work joint programs for
group members to -find .opt more about themselvea.

LECTURETTES. Lecturettes are used to increase students'.awareness of the cognitive
(thinking or comprehending) aspects of the group expyience.

CONFRONTATIONS. Confrontations are'most beneficial when there is a discrepancy
between what one is doing and what one is saying when there is incongruence. .

EXERCISE I

Complete the following exercise.

..1. What are tht; essential facilitator qualities necessary fot efØ3ctive group facilitation?

2. Which skills are essential for effective group facilitation

3. What are the techniques a facilitator can use irigroup facilitation?
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STAGES OF GROUP PROCESS AND APPROPRIATE INTERVENTIONS

Stage One Gatherini Together

Gatherihg together may have a time irriod of 10 or more sessions.

ISSUES. The issues to be concerned with in this stage are: incluSion, what to do and

identity loss.

INTERVENTIONS. Anterventions include: role clargication, trust buil4ing, modeling

and safety.

, Stage Two Standstill

Standstill is usually the most troublesome stage becaus. e Of the issues involved.

t) ISSUES. TIke issues in this stage are: letting gcs, fear, anger, challenge ind resistance.

INTERVENTIONS. The facilitator should intervene to challenge "either/or" options

when these are made instead of both/and options, They can expand these options, use

structured experiences br down play past history. The inovethent concludes when there is

general agreement that change is in fact possible in the group, whether it is changing

behavior, making a decision, or solving a problem.

Stage Three Biting Through
17

Bilihg through involves a heightenid arousal of feeliiig end a greater need for nourish-
A

ISSUES. the issues in this stage are: conflict, experimentation, flux, power, group

identification.

INTEkVENTIONS. Interventions are concerned with reality orientation, confrontation

and "both/ene attitudes which replace either/1,r thinking. _Power and authority are seen as

residing both in the group and in its members. It is the central period in many theories of

4

4 1.35
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group. development. When the smoke clears and new !earnings (insights, solutions) are
apparent, the movement concludes and enters the fourth stage.

Stage Four - The Taming Power of the Great*

This stage is governed by the interaction/silence polarity. The group creatively achieves
a degree of synergistic fusion. The feelings are focused on the new and the now. Reflective,
meditative, incorporative silence coexists with playful and pleasurable interaction with others.

ISSUES. The issues involved in stage iour are: testing out, integration, affection and
contracting.

INTERVENTIONS. Thebest interventions to make in this stage are no interventions
at all. The facilitator begins to let go. Much work is accomplished; previously difficult
issues are simply and easily resolved.

EXERCISE II

Complete the following exercise.

1. What is the mod troublesome group stage?

2. Role classification is most common in which stage?

3. Which stage is thought to be the central period of group development?

4. Where does the facilitator begin to let go?

(
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TASK AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

Task and maintenance fUnctions are essential for effective group facilitation. Task is

the content and maintenance is the process. Both are essential for group functioning.
We will be discussing task functions first then look at maintenance functions.

Task Functiohs

Task functions are thoe skills that facilitate going about doing the group's work. Their

purpose is to facilitate and coordinate group effort in the selection and definition of a

common problem and in the solution of that problem. Task functions include the following:

SETTING GOALS. This is simply suggesting objectives for the group on which to

work. It involves propdaing a task or goal, defining a group problem; suggesting a procedure.

SOLVING PROBLEMS. Suggesting steps for solving problems. The member demon-

strates a capability to analyze problems. They spell out suggestions in terms of examples or

developed meanings, offer a rationale for suggestions previously made, and try to deduce

how an idea' or suggestion would work out if adopted by the woup

MAKING DECISIONS. Deciding between alternative suggestions for group"actions and

offering a decision or conclusion for the group to accept.,

INTEGRATING IDEAS. Pulling together related ideas and restating suggestions after

the group has discussed them. They show or clarify the relationship among various ideas

and suggestions, try to pull ideas and suggestions together, or try to coordinate the activities

of various members or subgroups.'

TESTING ,CONSENSUS.Asking to see if the group is nearing a decision, sending up a
trial balloon to test a possible conclusion.

BEING IN CONTROL. Initiating action and taking own responsibility especially when

the group is dragging.

BEING PRODUCTIVE. Offering a variety of ideas to the group; facts and revelant
information about group concerns. They may offer facts or generalizations which are -

"authoritative" or relates their- own experience pertaining to the group problem.

BEING INVENTIVE. Suggesting or proposing to \the group new ideas or a change4.

way of regarding the group problem or goal.- The novelty 'proposed may take the form of 1

suggestions of a new group goal or a new definition of the problem. It may take the form
of a suggested solution or some way Of handling a difficulty that the group has encountered.

It may,take the form of a proposed new pwcedure for the group, a new way of organizing

the group for tlie task ahead.
1135 rr
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Maintenance Functions

Maintenance functions are those skills that promote the atmosphere and'inducement. They
are the functions that promote participation. Because of these functions thtt group functions
as a group and, therefore, promotes effective task functions. They include:

HELP OTHERS CONTRIBUTE. Helping to keep communication channels open; gate
keej)ing; suggesting procedures that permit sharing remarks. Facilitators accomplish thiFi
function by inviting other group members to participate. The best method is to aSil, them
questions. ("We have not got the ideas of Mr. X yet," or t'Why don't we limit thw length
of our contributions so that everyone will have a chance to contributet") 4a

ACCEPTING OTHERS' FEELINGS. Being nonjudgmental. The most appropriate method
is by verbal expression to let other members know that it is okay to be different. It is
characterized by exhibiting tolerance and not being critical of other members' feelings.
Characteristick of this function-include: praise, agreement, and acceptance of the contributions
of others. The members indicate warmth and solidarity in their attitude toward other group
members, offer commendation and praise, and in various ways indicate understanding and
acceptance of other points of view, ideas, and suggestions.

EXPRESSING GROUP.FEELINGS. Sharing perceptions about the group. That it is
anxious, apathetic, or dependent.

REVIEWING GROUP PROCESS. Reviewing how the group is functioning; i.e., how the
group is making decisions, are all the members participating and who controls the group. They
keep mental records of various aspects of group process and 'feed such data with proposed
interpretations into the group's evaluation of its own procedures.

STIRRING THINGS UP. Being a catalyst who causes an action or reaction between two
or more persons by something they say or do. They may provoke the group into, some kind
of action/reaction by a question or verbal statement. ("It appears to me that the two of
you .have decided to support each other," or "When group me ber B gets into difficulty you
seem to rescue him/her," "What's that all about?") Prods the. to action or decision,'
aktempts to stimulate or arouse "greater" or "gigher quality" activity.

HARMONIING AND COMPROMISING. An attempt to reconcile disagreements; reducing
tensions; getting people to explore differences. These members usually operate from within
a conflict in which their ideas are involved. They may offer compromisds by yielding status,
and admitting error, by disciplining themselves to maintain group harmony, or by a coming
halfway in moving along, with the group. The member may also pour oil on the troubled
waters in a conflict situation.

, ENJOYING THE PROCESS. This is characterized by showing involvement and eagerness.
Facilitators create interest and excitement and invite others-to do so.

113r,
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GIVING INTERPERSONAL FEEDBACK. Providing appropriate feedback to others

about their behavior in the group. The feedback should be descriptive, specift, meet needs

of both receiver and giver, be about behavior receiver can do 'something about. It should

be well timed and checked to insure clear communication. Ali important aspect is to insure.
that the feedback is solicited.

4111111
EXERCISE III

amo

tIlifelklit

;540kli
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wo!"."11111

Complete the following exercise.

1. What are task functions?
4

2. Which task function demonstrates a capability to analyze problems?

4

3. HOw can a group member be inventive?

4. What is meant'by testing consensus?

5. Which 'raintenance function is-accomplished by inviting other members to participate?
*;

6; How does a facilitator let others know that it is okay to be different?

7. How does a facilitator reconcile disagreements?

11 3
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FACILITATOR -RpLES

f

ROLE REitHREDNESS. 4ole requirt;dness implies that different roles are needed at
different times. The facilitator needs- to ask "what is needed now?" "Do .1,need to help
othfrs 'contribute or problem solve?" On other occasions the role called for may ,be that of
integrating idear'or g1vin4 interpersonal feedback. You should be aware bf the fact Wet no
one vfill be exhibiting every role all the titne,'but rather the fact that each situation calls for`
a,perticular and different role. .

ROLE FLEXIBILITr. Role flexibility means -that the facilitators take different 'roles-
as needed. They should be flexibly enough, to take on whatever role is necessary for a
particular situation. If "taking cOntrol" is the only role a facilitator, can assume, then this(
person is very.limitod. .

"

-

EXERCISE Ey.

Complete the following exercise.

What does the term "rol&requiredtiaiirinean

2. Describe sole texibility in terms of. group facilitation.
.

3

.
SOMMAllY,, .

a

4.1

'-r

-
,

s The eilential facilitator isialipes`Were: em.pat4, acceptance, congruence and flexibility..
ThOse skills associated with)efiective facilitation'were: listening, exprlesing one',fi self;

, obeervipg, -intervening end designing. .FinallY, the tevhntques involved: the sun, of. structured
,

Allig) 1.4,

'experiences, instruments, lecturettes and tonfiontitiOns.

'ci 1up eve opnien nclpded the disillusion *flea, stern, theitg,together, stand-.
still, bitMg through and the taming poifer *Tett, ..

- ,4 . 4 .

Task-functions are those skills that faeilitate goink about doing the group's work... These. -
Were: betting goals,.solv,ing prOblems, making decisions, integrating tdef4, testing consensus,

. ,

being in,control, being productive" end being-inventive. . -
1

,. d . . ..

.1
I. I I 4.I . V 't

Maintenancesid* are" thise 'skills( thilt promote participation., -Mir' facilitator tildlls
..

were:- helping' others contribute, accePting rithere feelings,"expressiii group feelingsl
.

.,

. . .

, ,. .
. .,

, ...

,

"
' <1
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rviewinoqp process,ititring.things up, harmonizing and compromiling, enjoying the

process and giving interpersonal feedback.

. Role requiredness means'that different roles are needed at different times, and role

flexibility means that the facilitator takes different roles as needed.

Remember this informatig will increaie your effectiveneas as a group facilitator. By

understanding and applying this information in groups_ here in schOol, you will develop

the skills and techfiiques needed to be a successful facilitator in the field.

-s.EFERENCES

1. Selected Readings &ries One, Group Development, Washington D.C.,..National Training

LaboratOries/National Education.Association. 1961.
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ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

4,

Exerpise I

%,

,

1. Empathy, acceptance, congruence, and flexibility!

2. Listening, expressing one's self, responding, observing, intervening and designing.

3. Structured experiences, ininitiments, lecturettes and confrontations..
dr

Exercise II' di

1. *Standstill,
2. Gathering together.,
3. Biting through.
4. The 'taming poyie.r of the great.

p

ExeIcise III
/

g'

1. Apse skilli that facilitate gohig about Aging the-group's work.

2.SoMngprobletns.
9.. Sugliest or propose new ideas or a changed way Of regarding the 'group problem.

1 A

.

1 I 3 TOP

. I
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4. By asking "are we in agreement."

5. Helping others to contribute.

6. By aCcepting others' feelings.

7. Iy harmonizing and compromising.

Exercise IV
0.
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1. Different roles are required At'different times::

2. Fatilitators take different rolir d needed.

nr-

4.
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Y1N/YANG: A PERSPECTIVE ON THWR1ES OF

.GROUP DEVELOPMENT

Anthony G. Benet, Jr:

All human groups are living auc ver eha
evaporate by the fourth session; excitem

seven. N1oods fluctuate, central concerns wi
characteristic is movement. Groups, like
similar attributes. These observations, mad

tp.

raging. ssnes that were critical in the first session
e,tufrssion three is followed by the ennui of se.ssion

luul wane. The group has a life of its own; its primary
ndividuals, are twilre, but all groups share sdne .

e epeatedly by students of groups, are the bases for

theorie!. of g:-oup.development----statements about the flow ofvoup process over time.

The lit.,..ratwv in. the fields of group psychotherapy, group-dynamics, orgamization develop-

ment, and human relations training yields an abun(lancid of theories of group development.

Tuckman ,1965) reviews sixty-two theories; Hill (1973), tmce a connoisseur of group theories,

states that he ended his hobby wh'en his collection numbered over t8we hundred-kpecimens.

Although theoriestabound and spring from %arious observatiooal data, underlying similarities can

be disceined.
Three different models of group development emerge: the linear model, which i-egards

chaiwe as a progressive, straight-line function over time; the helical (spiral) model, which secs

chapge as .t regressive; whirlpool. movement from suilace to core'isSues; and the *lied model,

which views change as 'an interplay of yin and yang energy forces. Approaches to a potential

integiatio'n of these models arc here suggested.

FUNCTIONS OF aliOUP=DEVELOPMENT TI-1EORIE

Theories of group development serve descriptive and predicdve functions. For the group, prac-

titionerthe theory also provides a framework for interventionx
On a descriptive!' level, developmental theory permits the_obso'ver to.. organize his percep- -

ticos. During a given silice of 'group life, verbal behavior, the intera0on pattern, emotiempl

Climate., or tyPe of content can Ir characteri4ed an,c1 measpred. Wrgatever the ?hservational base, .
0

Aescrii)tions-of group phcnomenzi in a given session cim be compared and contrasted witkthose .

.. . . .
from a past or future session.- ,

0

Used predio9tively, dvvelopmental theay enagles the observer to forecast the gronp sfaure
._

process. The theory describes what,should be hapdpening, at least under idearconditions, so that

objectivesscaa be set. The predictive aspect ofhrs,comfort PI the gromp practitioner-events will P.

not. always_ be as conflicted or sluggish as thee appear to be in.a given seision.
.

A parti6ular theory also.provides the group:It'ader Nvitli cues for specific interventionsx The

leador may want to acetlerat-tk. proceSs,..slow it down, ol' filieze or focus it to insure that 'a group

.does niit avoid orignOrse opportunities for learning. Equipptll with theory, the leader may phial or
,

'design 'interventions intended .to -sU &ice and-clarify procesS issites that-he regarN as important.

- bevelopmental theory is a particularry helpful guide to amplifring issuesAliat groi±ps freqtAltry'
..

ft n d troublesoMmi(dependeney,'atitlio'rityik:Onflich, power, and .intimaq
s ,. . . . , 7 ,. P ;.
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Content, Process, and Structure

In glom) development them% the content. process. and 'tttiuttui 1.i gtolip :11t. Ch)wlv interref

10IN. drieunined thr gioup'% Ltd,.
htcd Conte/11. what be Ing saki. (limn) and non% et

whether it is to.make decisions, ox ome ii'sist.iitii' hi gmwth.- oi expel intent with new be.

hAvita.. Pmeesstelers 10 bow a -gimp beha.yes, ocess elenwnts inelndi%events liapiwning inside

individual members, group-level phenomena snub as nornudevelopment, .and contextual (pi-1st

histor),', hack hom(') variables III the III(' Ord gionp, :Ind process are always happening,

'but the x isibility of the process is a Innoion Of group structure.
a, a valve. ti eont,ol th flow of hi'twem'tt

and content The.

structure of the group, which includes sudi elements as the leader's attitude toward Ilnogrolip anti

the themy he esponses, deterMines the extent to which content and process are ..allowed to

interrelate and to Mflnenee each other...Structure also includt4N the group's objectives, the coniract

between the leader and the group, and the ground rules to which the gnnip subscribes. To a lessRr

extent, structure also refers to the physical environment in whish the group lives. .

Group structure can be tight and rigid. permitting no process e lements to beemne pail of the

group's agenda..crr it Ain be so looso that the process becomes the content, as in a T-group. To

some extent, the profusion of gimp development thew ies is a result of the variety ot group

structures. A loose structure may allow fifteen phases of process to surface; a tight strneture, only

one or two..
The group's structure enables the practitioner to,place a selective valule on specific process

elements and to make decisions regarding.the focus of the group. Each intervention beeomes a

ere'ative decision to VIlliCh the ongoing content with relevant process phenomena. Too lunch or

too little attention to process endangers the gro.tip's task function---its reasOn

At present no,,Single theory of group .development adequiftly ace.virnts 101 elI1 sroup

phononh:1..1, :-,ported by observers. Events that are conimenplace in a Istoek conferenca, for

instance, may never surfaca.M a team-boilding session. Individual -implosi its occur in a Geitalt

workshop. but rarely in a communication-skills laboratory. Solna. groups 'spend half their life

working authority issues; others focus on the issue fin only Minutes before ving, on to long

periods of affection and intimacy .
.

These discrepancies seemkattramtable, to the power of a theoiy of group development -to

make it happen"; 'that is, the _theory, as an observational tool, impacts what is being observed. As .

Butkovich et al. (1975) state in a recent stndy, there is a strong -possibility that th6 woup leader's

theoreticaforientation, as it is reflected in his interpretations and-behavior,is causally,relatcd to

the very'gr-oh behavior being _interpreted (p. 9).

This contamination, by the observer of what ig being observed is prevalent in all applied

behavioral science. Contaminatjon doeS not discredit a theory bnt serves to remind us that -truth":

is alwaks filtered through a human. ohserver *WI built-irrbiases and distortions.. Howtnier, con,

tainination does raise the diffictilt methodolo*al issue that some process elements (tra sference,

for,exaihple),Inay in truth be artifacts of the observational tobl employed. Wha . reported as a

grodP-process uvent ipay exist, instead, only. in,the "minds df the intervener. As LuTlgren (1971)

ha's demonstrated, the pace and pattern of group process, as well as specific group phenomena, are

directly related tdktlle interventioii-Stance Prescribed by the leader's theory of group devehT,

merit. Therefore, a nimary problem in tW stkaly,pf group.devdopMent theories is distingvishing

between the observer and the data:
,

Another factor accounting for a less than-comprebensiVe themey is tie; different devekipmen-

tal theories focus4M different eleinesnis of group procesS. Theories &scribed hero as employing a

,linear nrod -focus ,on roup elements-of process: the interaction system., group. emotion, their

9

nbrmative sy tem, grou culttire, and the exucutive systent'The linear'modet views process as,

-..
progressive... h 1melicz1 iodel focuses-on contextual elements: transferential, past-history aspeets

ef process; Ancluding:frhysical ark( social contacts, o'nt;tional aild contractual Yelations, and the

--,*.

r
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individual's attitudes toward authority' and control.-Tht. helical model views,process as regressh+.

.The cyclical !node!. focuses and amplifies thom: process elements contributed by the indivdual

member belt. vim- style, personal feeling state: intemithaLd.noims, l li lJe..e .'s , and values; and ,the

...1ego of the in vidUal. The cyclical hiodei views prOCeSti as a transeendelwe of polai ities. These ..:.

eliments of process are discussed more fully by Blukt (1974).,

'THE LINEAR MODEL

The group process is viewed by the linear model as an orderly, sequential, progressive niovement

over time, a straight-line kinction that passes through predietable phases or stages of growth;

paralleling individual grolkili from conception to maturity. In the linear mod'el, the group is a

temporaTy, intentional community of workers or learners who have .banded together to reach

some gotil. The community life of the group has a definite beginniv, middle, and end.

The aletual number of phases seen by linear tWorisss varies ,Fonskierably, from two (Bennis &

Shepherd,I9:56) or three phastts (Schutz, 1973; Kaplan WRoman; 1963) to.ten (Cohen & Smith,

1976) to fiftEen (Rogers, 1970). Despite this range of stages, theories emgracing the linear Mbdel

share many similarities. Two representative theoaies- are discussed here: Schutz's theory of intyr-

personal neeck (Schutz,' 1967, 1973) and Tuekman's developmental sibquence, (Tuelunan", 1965).

Schutes Theoty ar
For Schutz, the initial stage of development for the group is the inclusion phase. Major inclusion

issues revolve arotnid boundaries, .building tnrst and commitment, tietermining whcils a member

and,who is not, and inaintaining individuality while simultaneously being a group methber. Croup

members are motivated by fear, curiosity, excitement, and the nee/I to Itclude or to be included.

As inclusion issues bectme resolved, the group moves into acolarol phase,,in which concerns -

of powei-, dominance, authority, anti responsibility are'prominent.- Feelings of anger, helpless-

ness, and intompetenq motivate inembirs to deal with personal poWer; the-authority of the'

jeader, and the influence of. other group inembers. This middlelskase is oritical for all _linear

models--Lit is a period in Which the group either,disintegrates.or
becom'es cohesive. It is a turnhfg

point in the life of the group; if the control phase is avoided, denied, livt- ignored, group-develop-

-ment is retarded.

c

. ,

Following the middle Oar_ is a conckiding Oriod ofagiction, cohesion, and intimacy. rslajor

vs, issues are (1) how close or hots( diStant grouvinembers want to be with each other, (2) giving and

receiving warmth,,and rd) h&*mtich s4aring and disclosure is pioductive and appropiiale. Wiien

.this phase moves toward ponClOsjo the life of the group begins to terminate. For Schutz, ;

termination involves a reversal of i1ag affectional' relatiOns are ended first, Aen coiltrdt
.

relations, and finally incluskm.'
-

Tgclunan'i Sequence . .,, 4 % .

Having Feviewed many theories, Tucknian (1965)1)ostulates that the first stiige of group-life is one

.
or testing .andelependence. The group orients itself to group living, testing which behaviors are

acceptable and which are taboo. Much$,tention is focused on the4group leadeg as group members

grope to defne stildiki ir task and their bouffilaries._._ ,

4
. .

,a

. Stage two i seriod of intragroup conflict: Issues of power ailli cOmpetition dominate group

- life; ihe mood of thelgropp is 'highly' emotional ands)ybellknts. .
,

Whensonflistissues are settleCstage threeg*kcohesion--enterges. ,In the third stage of
4.

grdaplife, oeepness, positive feedback, imd,e pressimrs bi affection arj'cliaracteristic. .

. . Stagb foiir, is described as a period arfun loud role-relatedness. It is'a work sage, charac-

,terized by a 'minimum Of emotional interactio .- The atmosphere of the groupreeurager and
.

, .
..

(u -, .
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sopports task completion; obstackei have been removed in previous sstages, When

compktes its tad,. it ten winates.

Fionp

Tuclon.in cliccinctly (lrmn ibt.s Ins tom 1;hases ,of pimp lily as -forming, slumming, not ming,

and purl-mining.-

Characteristic" of-the Linear Model

The gimp elenwnts.of processthe interpersonal conummieations net1p4 of the commtinity of

learnersare the locils of the linear model. While linear theories recognize that all group mem-

bers may not be in the :tame psychological place at the saiir time, the theories a4sert that certain

critical -barometric. events'. (Beimis & Shepherd, 1956) bring individual members to a similar

awareness; thus, in general, the members of a group Can be regarded as being in a giVen phase at a

given time. The model implies that all groups, regardless of size or task, deal with the same issues

in the slime sequence.
The intervention sfyle derived from the linear niodel emphasizes building awarenes's of the

phases of development, amplifring issues siwcille to a given phase, and pre-venting premature

movement. In fact, a major concern of interventionists using the linear model is (hat members will

tend to deny the existence of the difikult nnddle phase (power, control, conflict) in their eagerness

tei get to. a coh.sive, affectionate state.

4

n
.. .

,

. ,

1, 4
4;-1,.

1"-71;;;...":-;

.
4

or '

.

The linear model elijoys broad usage. Many theories describing task groups, social systems,

and work teams incorporate the linear view; for Schutz, the -plmses are diost visible in the

encounter group (Schutz, 1973). In part, the popularity ofthelinear model is due to its compatibil-

ity with tht: usual way of regarding personality development: in many such theories, the individual

passes through phases until maturity is reached. See, 'for exam'. 1 Erikson (1963) and Kohlberg
).eht

(1964).
Se era! shortcomings of the linear model should he noted. As flare (197) coimnents, the

assvmption thirt a group moves from phase to phase needs further documentation, since linear

theorists 'typically do not diseuss the process of development in any detail; r her, they simply

observe that one phase follows another. The model does not clarify how this sec ilencing happens,

npr does it explain Why one gropp may remain in, a given 0-lase for six months; while another

pasSes that stage in three weeks.
The liniar model reflects A txprld view that is peciiliar to Western eulture4leferring to the

lioear model as a -staircase- model, Kahn et Iler(1974) list some important cogsequences of

viewing development as a progressive,. ever-upward moving line: such an attitude, suggests that

permanence ts the only good, and that the top.of the lineis the only spot worth attaining.' As Kahn

_and his aesociates see it, the lineai model encourages jirdgment and categorization, rathWhan

aeceptance anctexperiencing, and focuses a group on future events, rather than on the presen. In

short, the linear model suggests that the 'destination is more valuable and important than the
.

journey to it.
Theories using the linearincidel receive.a fuller discussion in Bennis and Shepherd (1956),

Charrier (1974), Cohen and Smith (1976), Gibbard, IlLpitman, 'and fvfprin (1474), Hare (1973);

Jones.(1973)(f.rplap and itoman (1963), Rogers (1970), Schlitz (1973), and Tuckman.(1965).

\,
...

..

THEMELICAL-MODEL .. ".

,

ii
The helical mhdel organip devehipment views, the group processos a regressive, spiraling,

.ever-deepening f9ci,1 on a fev promlnent issues peculiar to a given group. The th6mes and issues

Worked in the roil fllq no partiEula'r orOer; one a theme is surfaced, however, it will develop

. in a faiiV iyedic Aeliattrn, from its surface aspect to its deepefrlebel of significance. CfRup-,

u . ,
proctoi'movts In N whirlpool fashiop; it gains momentum cu'id suctional power as it burrows deeper

. .

and dee vr,
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Thu WWII) is pert:rived as a metaphoric tribe hich comes togethc, to achic,\ ,eciiiitk

PI" "Val `al('IV. and "WWII III thneS of %ticss Th("-v.rniip \() prmide InendHrs II1 OPPortnni( k)

gain selfhood and %ignillc,mur 19(is-)

At it% oiteptioo, (he wont) bcg,, a a\ om \ oh\ roils, manifest level, down to

its latent or hidden meaninit The group acquires allegorical amf mythological meaning tor as

members (Dunphy, 1968); it may begiu to reeapitulate the (.1 namics of a primal !nude (E7riel,

1950), a primitive family, or a religious gronp. In other iews, the group is seen as a microcosm

(Slater. 1966). a re-enactment of the Oedipal conflict IGibbard tit I Iartinan, 1973), or the "good

ryas( of a nutoring mother (Sdiehllinger, 197.i). This regression to allegm ical levels is eneonr

aged bs -the structure of the group, especially the posture of the leader, in the belief that by

reliving past events, a "corrective emotional experience- (Alexander, 1956) will occur, enabling

the group and its members to gaio a fresh perspective of sell and to achieve perceptual and

layioral reorganization.
The group dwells in this regressive space for some period of time. Only after core isslies such

as depeadency, autonomy, aggression, and sexnality are resolved does the group emerge from the

d4ths of the whirlpool to work on present problems and sollitims. Duri»g the regressive period,

tlie group.s process is erratic- and disconnected, marked by conflict and motivated by strong,

primitis e eenotionality. The group process re-enacts the turmoil and stress of childhood and

adolescence: the flow is choppy and is frequently interrupted by new issues. In its regression, the

group (let elops a cohesion (usually motivated by antagonism toward the leader) and takes on the

eharacter mities of an organism that is in some ways greater than the sum of its parts.

Bion's Theory

Bioii (195)) is the principal theorist of the helical model. Ills cenkral notion is that in eveiy.group,

two "gronps- are &quay present: the work groop and the basio-assumption, group. The work

group is that aspect of group fbnctioning that has to do with the eeiel task of the group. For

examphe designing a program, passing a resolution, completing a report, or changing helmvior are

real tasks. But groups do not always function sensiNy or productivelytheY do not always fbcus

,on the task. To explain why groups do not always work well, Bion introduced the Nihon of the

basic-assumption group.
Basic assumption is an as irterm. The group behaves as if a certain asstimption is basic to its

maintenaA, growth, and survival. These basic assumptions are covert; they constitute the

group's hidden agenda. The basic assumptions derive from the collective repressed feelings of all

the group members.
From'hjs experiences in groups; lion identifies three distinct tkpes ofbasic assumptions:

,L,Basic-assumption dfpendency. The essentiakahn of this emotional state is-to attain security

and protection from one individual, Usually the leader: The group behaves as if it is stupid,

incompetent or psychotic;, only a powerful, omniscient, pod-like leader can perform the task

functions. When the leti(Ier fails to meet the impossible) demands of the group, it expresses its

disappointment antl hostility in a,vurfe*of ys.

2. Music-assumption fight-fl" he group assumes it can survive only if it flees, from

-the task (by withdrawal, regree5ivior.Volitsing on past history) or if it fights (by aggression,

411..
seapegoating,,ete.). A lead& whois a4ePted is one who is willing to afford.the grow ian opportu-

nity fbr flight or aggression.
3. Basic-assumptiem pairing. Iv this state tre ljasie assliption is that tly group, has come

togethertfor remductive liurposes. -Any bona between two or more group members-is seen as a

...sexual bond that will give birth to a Messiah who will save the group bF providing it,with new life,

., new thoughts,, and a 4reative way to work on the task. Magic is the solution that cs holvd for.

,
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Turquet (197.1) has added a fourth type of basic assumption --basic-assumption oneness, in

whieb the gronp.seeks to join in a powerful union with an Omnipotent force, unobtainably exalted,

to siirrender Own to pmske ii twipatiou and thereby to kel existence,- well being; and

wholgness.
ft

lithe basic-assumption life of the group is oriented inward toward fautasy, not outward towar

reality. The basic assumptions are anonymous; they cannot be attributed to any one membe .

IndiViduals vary in their readiness (which Ilion calls. -valency-) to combine with a given basic

assumptioii of the group,. Some members, as well as tbe leader, may llid it easier to collude with

dependency themes, others with flight reactions, etc.

Tlw work group requires concenti ation, skill, and or ganization of all resources in the gronp,

as well as cooperation from its members. Tlw basic-assiimption group, on the other hand, exi*

4

without effort. A group will stay locked into its basic assumptions uutil some resolution is reached

that permits the group to move on to a work level. The basic-assumption life of the group is never er

exhausted, but it can be dehlwrately bracketed or sappressed.
An excellent introduction to Bion's theory is proVickd by Bioeh (1970); Colman and Bexton

(1975) present extensions And applications of the basic-assumption approach.

r

a

4

0". I

Providing the theoretical basis_for many 'inds of psychotherripy groups, the helical model has as a

major strength its thoroughness in dealing with difficult issues hnd its unwavering belief that -the

child is father to the man.- The model attempts to provide group members with an opportunity to

reorganize their current personality patterns by correcting th a. errors of the past. Like the linear

model, which avoids the present moment by focusing on the future, the helical model avoids the

now, but by foc'using on the past. It stresses tile belief that the past has much to teach us; we can-

'not confidently re!ove on until we have digested its lessons. As Santayana said, -Those who do not

remember tne,mistakes of history arecondemned to repeat fiera.''

Additionally. the model provides the group with an opportunity to confront the uncomforta-

ble realities of life: pain, suffering, tragedy, and death. Through its focus on history, the model

counterbalances the optimism and the iden of progress implicit in the linear model.

The helical model prescribes a central role for the group leader, who functions intt. group-

not as a person. but as a rolea tole that eneourages projection and regressioi The coohiess and

distance of the leader quickly elicit basic-assumption behavior. As the group in ensifies, the leader

interprets, confronts, and weaves connection 5. between present behavior ancr past experience, in

an effort,to make the unconsCious conscious.
The 'intervention stance of helical-model theories focuses on contextual aspects of group

process. Past history, emotional relations outside the group, and the individual member's position

in relation to authority, responsibility, and control provide the primary process data for, the

group's considerations.
The leader's central role is a critical shortcoming of helical-model theories. The leader seems

conslantly to be saying to the group, see sOmething you don't see.- This posture creates

dependeney on the perceptual accuracy of the 'leader and his skill in surfiicing and working with

unconscious material. This dependenCy carries the implication that grOup work is a long-term

investment'for the group member. -

, Personality theories that stress- the iniportance of early childhood exverience-
--psychoanalysis:ego psychology, general psychodynamic theory, and transactional analysio---are.

compatible with the helical model of change.

. Group theories. Using the helicai Model oan be found in Bion (1959), Burrow (1928), Ezriel

(1950), Foulkes and Anthony (1957), Gibbard and Hartman (1973), Saravay (1975), Scheidlinger

-P(1974), Slater (1966), Slavson (1950), Whitaker mid Lieberman (1967). For the most part, the

psychotherapy group has provided the observational base-for these theories.

6'Al -6 1 1
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THE CYCLICAL MODEL

Thu gioil() PIM- iS III "Hi%l'int int""). r 'it I". III (1". ( 5( 1" 6 ftc' In"

continuom and IRA sMela. ph.1 311d fidvs. flU \camiri\. and othci nattnal

pinnomena, the gronp life mitoses thiough t cscle until it 1et11111, with \nktle altci atiom, to it\

starting point.
In the cyclical model, the gmup is a collection of inch..N I I 1aN r gathered togcthcr to

divine the principle of change that governs theii lives and to discovei a way to order their behavior

ill accordance with that principle. The group is les's a community than it is a theater---an energy

field NN here individual giowth and change unfoldsi
Ns> current theory of group developmvut directly dames the cyclical nimhI of change.

Howe% er, the cyclical model is implied in the practice Of those groups that (*yens on personal,

indisidnal change within the group context. The modei provides a basis for understanding the

Gestalt group and other groups that stress intrapersonal learning.

Philosophical Aspects

Beeau,e tlit. cyclical model is not as well known as the linear and helical models, a discussion of its

philosnrhical aspects is provided here. We live in ow world of permanent change, where all

plienor, iena are dynamic and in flux. iii i observation dates back at least to 500 B.C., when

Ileracht;,, in Greece and Confricins in China compared the constant movement of experience to

the CS CrChanging flow of a river.
*Thu d\ nainism of rxperience has met liffereiit responses in Eaktern and Western thought.

Westeni W h ikers have tended to abstract from experience, "freezing" phenomena solhat they can

be subje. cted to scientific investigation. llenee, change tends to be seen in a, linear mode, a static

progreion from phase to pha.ge.
In,comrast, the Eastern mode has been to acknowledge the flow of experience and to search

for the lass it change, itself unchanging. 55'IliChl goveins this flow. The name given.to this tovern-

ing pria;iple is T ao T a o is One; out of Tho comes the energy of yin,' the receptive principle, and

yang, the active principle: Change is viewed as nat mak movement aud development, in accord

with Tao. The opposite of change is regression; as 11. Wilhelm (1960) puts it, "the op'posite of

change in 'Chinese thought -is grb.wth of.what ought to decrease, the downfall of xhiat ought to

rule" (p IS).
Tao &Iles definition, as Chung-yuan (1963) states: "The understanding of Tao is an inner

'expe'rit:nce in which distinction between subject and object vanishes. It is an intuitive, immediate

awareness rather than a mediated, inferential or intellectual process" (p. 19). The Tao is the way,

the ultimate principle, the great interfusion of beilig.and nonbeing. Despite this ineffability,- the

yin/yang-energy flowing from Tao has acquired highly practical embodents in Chipese culture:

acupuncture, rai Chi and othepnartial-arts, centering, calligraphyaLarv manifestations of and

/ approaches to-Tao.
4

The / Ching .--

'Perhaps the most. eloquent description of the interplay of yin/yang e lergy is in the pncienroracle

and cripture, the I Ching. 11lie! I Ching, Or Book of Changes,,ap ies this concept of change to
i.

'human phenomenaindividual lives, groups, and organizations. It proposes a cyclical theory of

ishangc, change as a movement that .retnrns to its start.ing noinl-Change is orderly, .as is the

mos:ement of the tides or the seasons, but its orderliness iS not always perceptible.. In human

itilations, the forpes-of yin .and yang pmduce compkx confignrations:As a book of wisdom, the I

Ching inviks its user to pasne Tao; a state of resonance with tlie Oneness of aituality (Dhiegh,

1934), bx discOvering the proper time' for correct acfion.. -

Al -7
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rhe "ini: AS it% bask tIil. t" 4) 11111(1.1111(111,11 i)I 111( 11' !fill. urd II"'

(.1)11% (I"( 11(. and N% ndwIlicd I thc binkcn (

f' Mid ;ICI( dit(1 III1)(1)1/( (I 1)% all raw - tick Of hi(11,(I1

.111(1 (1111)[(dcii lilies con11)()Ne (.1gla iui kii(i (I 1 ii-.1"10, ,"".1.111'(l "11 11'1101'11 1)111111)111(.1"

iffid basic iiSpcuts of )niman expe ience.
('.onibined ill all possilde NN'aVS1 the. vii;10 kila ill 0( 11Ue(' SI\ t foult. six line kua (hexagrams)

,1111,011,.,.. Val ions cfrineritai v aspects of the human t.onditiole primary needs, such as

nom peimm,ifih dc\-clopment milestones, su('h as 1),,Aihrough. podoo, or

rcticat. %itulatuunS. %itch i15 111.11 I 11-',(.. fOnO\VIllg. (1)Iill111..111(1 individual cliaratici tia0S,

as inodesty, t;laccnui enthusiasm. The lic\ ;IP AIM (.01111)1 iW 1)(91011.

), and h ii/I.(1 .1%

too& of vienh.,,t," hom which immediatcp rr-and-ilmt situations ate composed."
The eight pa kua provide desci iptions of the basic lmlariti.es of life:

I. Cli"ien ( .
..), the creatiN e, heaven. The sign is associated with energy, strength, and

excitement. It lepiesents the pole of (reative 11()Nt cr

2. K'ini t .---- -.-.:), the receptive, earth, is associated with the womb, nourishment, the gi cat

wagon ol. the earth that carries all life. It repieseiA the pole Of N ielding, docile receptivity.

3. (:hen k 77-77.-.1TEI ), the arousing, thunder. It is associated with movement, speed, expansion,

and anger. In terms of hinnati p:.dai Ries,- the sign represents eonfrontation.

4. Snn (-,7=_---:- .----. -.7 ), the gentle, penetr;l:ting wind. It is associated with gentle persuasion, (116(4

decision mal.ing, and problem, solving. Tbe sign rePresents the pole of support.
.......-.°*

5. K'an (--.-: :7-2_ ). the abysmal, water. It is associated;ith toil, hard work, dafiger, pel.sevel-

ancc, and melancholy. It represents the pole of body and feeling.

-6. 1,i the clinging, fire. It is aswciated with dependency, but also wi+h clarity and

peiccdtion. It 1Kepresel ts the pole of ictelkct and thought.
. "

7. Ken (-77.7.-.77.717:. \ . k ee pi ng . till, the numi.41-ain. It is associated with fidelity, meditation, watch-
.

rt`prysents the pole of reflective silence.

8. rui the joyous, lake., The sign is associated with the pleastis of.the month

'1=----,fating, talking, singing. It represents the pole of joyful interaction.

The eight pa kna are arroged in a circle of polar Opposites known as the "primal arrange-

ment," or jlie "ntandala of earlier heaven." (Sec Figure 1.)

Implications for a Theory of Group Process

'he Ailosophy of Tao and the forces of yin and yang as presented in the 1 Ching liave implications

or a theory of group process. .
.. t 4,

/-
The group can be viewed as an'ehergy field deinarcated by the basic polarites, as iit Figure!

1. In each member': and in the gnuip as ii,whole, tliere is tension between the apparent choiees of

ereative-reeeptive, confrontation-support, intellect-feeling, and interaetioiv-silence.

. 2. Initially, group members attempt to deal with their process by adhering to polar positions.

This is all :ittempt to "freeze" movement, deny change, or placv values on the respective polar

Opposites. . ,.

.,

3. kiroup process proceeds as the pimp dOvelops a\%areness of its polarized ,iiitnation. This

aN%areness leads to a struggle to find creative ways i resolve the interplay of yin and yang fOrces.

Paradoxically, .this crptive struggle develops two iew aspects of group life: the appreciation ()row

now, and the potential to kanseelid the polarized field of apparent opposites.
.

4. Ilie group process is analogous to a roller-coaster ride (Kahn et al., 1974). Energy waxes

and wanes: it never stops. The process goes up and down; momputs of group life are diflerent fro!»
. , v

Contnight 1976 Uptversity Aslocinte.s, Inc.
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(Me 011(101(1., !Mt 11(li brIttI (I1 k1 MSC, 1111111atilli 4)1 1111111' iii.it c: Is. .ci III CI al _(.1.)1.1.).N111',"(t. "al

an% },,i% (ll ii iticiit things Me .15 gOl)ti and 11111)(11 !alit Mid ss (II .MC1141110.! (t) a% thick'

4

to be I he mo(hli ns attentl to Ow Ilia, .111,1 11055 alld-IIMV IS

going to be any bettel. Just dtflei cid' (pp, H I I) Foi us on the noll (114)5v eimsci(iiisucss) is the

(1)Iiiih, 197 1)..
dynamic unification of past and halite in the picsclit moment

5. The ,group IlleMbers, fOuthilig on the , begin to test ss shategies to deal

with thr apparent polar opposites ;)% twigs, as 11-fined 1)% flampden-Turner (1970), refers to "a,

StAte of mitual enhaticeliwilt" hetvx eel; hvo (2p(H)5itc5, intellectual synthesis that

is gicatci- than the sum of its pai ts
S net gv allows the pimp and its inembei s to free themselves froui either/or thinking.

Synerg is neither compromise nor striving for a "golden inuall; it is a creative Combination

(conceptiim of a human being from egg and :sperm is the !lightest form of synergy) of opposites to

prodnce something new. Synergy, in the words of i I arris (1972), invol% es grasping a parldox and

holdmo it in creative tension.
6 Ci.nps are unique aid idiosyncratic. Ea('h pont) presents opportunities for growIth.

\% hich at-e critical issues- for sonce gimps 01 some .group ineinber51, IC nonissueslor

otheis synergisti'c comlnliat ions of polarities will vat y from person to person. from

group t') troit1T7
."Fhe cycle Of grbnp process follows .this conrse: (1) a struggle to deny change by clinging to

poIanti,%, resolved I v (2) appreciation of the now and the discovery of the governing principle of

change. allms-ing (3) attempts at synergy to transcend or lingually enhance the iiolar opposites,

followed b% the prinhick, of the s%nergv becoming a ite'w pole, awaiting a »ew stinggle to

frecio- change. thereby completing the cycle. The cycle is a dialectic proce5 s. subtly changing

while remaining nuich (he sante.

Ch'ier4 the Creative

Creativity

T'ui, the Joyous

LIM() Clinging

Intellect

Siff), the Gentle

Interaction Support

Confrontation
Silencef

-;

K'an, the Abysmal

Feeling

Chen, the Arousing Ken, Keeping Still

Responsivily

K`un, the Receptive

Figure 1. The PaKua Arranged as Basic Polarities, the "Primal Arrangement," or the "Mandala of

Earlier Heaven"
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Characteristics of the CyclicM Model

The inter\ ention stanec (lithe l') l IWO! I110dC1 I(W111 Un 111t111:14111.11 1111'110)(1 Ch'Illcilk HIC maim

stiategy is to amplify niiiiiite pii"aai 0, ,(.,),,,i (.,0,, 0,,it

awareness of polai ity can menr. It focuses on the Huh% alnars cyc'Ic ol Thecomule hugettinP..

bcgoiling- (Dhiegh, 1971); as in a theatoi, on one incinliel 01 a small luster of' inembeis

r
-pel form- at a givcn

he model links human events VitII Air, ;1,;ii Ph1.1),1I1la and teadies the lincient

philosophy Of Tan, 10(11 aiins fin pelsonal celitel illness and inter,' itv in a wol Id of tin-atoll and'

conflict. Cent' AIX) the cyclical inoth-1 dm iyed flow I Chbw, is the idea that wail is III thie center of24

eVentS: it r the nall,1duakitik1)onsihility to know the dnection of coNmic change and to move In

the ,dirc,ction of change, not against it (11. Villiclin, J9(i0). 'Mc intervention stance iclleck this.

the group leader pitiyides a Constant focus on-the individual's responsibility to -Own" his change

pLocess
Discus liiii of the cvelie.d ino(hd of change can be,finind in Dhiegh (1973. 1974), Fuller (1975).

Kahn (-I al. (197 1), .an(1 11. \Vilhelm (19)0). Pei sonalit y-development cheol les that imply a cyclical

model of clian:....,c are presented by Allpor( (1).i5), I lampden Tunnel (1)71), and Polctei and Polstel

(1973).
A?

...
,.

TOWARD INTEGRATION

.4

Cardinal aspe,qi of the three models of diairge are sonimarized in Jiltbk -1. The models and
,

theories that contain them are_ attempts to understand what happens in human grolips. The

obseiwational bases of the models differ (The table pnwides an illustration of the old Sufi slot y of

the blind men anol (he elephant. Each man touched a different part of the beast and concluded

that the elepliant.was like a rng, or a hose, or a pillar.) Questions arise: Can there be one theory of

gioup is integriition .possible? How can I Pe groilp practitioner use this abuintmee of

tneoretie::! iormilldtion?
As one option an integrated theory votuLl offel several benefits. Reducing the profusion of

.

term hs would eighn m
te conceptual clarity: a coprehensive view would enable a grimy to capitally

on all or inost-of the data it produces. Shai ing of techniques derived from differwt theories Wmild

broaden anj enrich the practitioiler's intervention repertoire.

Some solid attempts at integration have been made. Schutz, although espousing a linear

moilel, has incorporated some cyclical aspect's in his interiwrsonal-needs
approach:' as a group.

conchnles its movement throne stages 01 inclusion, control, and feetion, it reCycles and begins

yorking the game issues, but on a different level of intensity meaning (Schutz,. 1973). Kaplan

and Roman (1963) postulate,that a helical regression occurs before a group entZn-s its linear phases

of dependeney, power, and intimacy. Beimis a14.1 Shepherd (1956) employ a synergistic union of

polarities in thOr iuuttttl aufhority-whitions phasbt in which dependence aild,counterdependenee,

themes collide., to bc.rcsolved -by the emergence of aniindependence theme.. Butkovich and hikm_

associates (1975) report a combination.of approaches derived from the linear and helical models ("6

understand T-groups and Tavistock groups.

'These partial integrations We proved useful in group work, providing insights for the

understanding of group phenomena. They do not accomit sufficiently for tile influence *of the

indiYidnal on the group process. 1,inear and helical models deal primarily with the group; Hi*

cyclical model, with the individual. That hybrid oreature, the ilayidual-in-the-gnmp, provides

toe ren,tral dilelivna for an integrated model.

Ecl cticism; a time-kmored system in the practical arts, provides anotlwr option. Most Of ,

liye vitJii pastiche of conflicting viewpoints and choose, as the situation dt.mands, al, one

seems most useft.til at the moment. We may belieYe, on an itelIectual level, that i chair is a

rlioving collection
eifinarecules, hut we expect it to be solid when we s-it down. Alas, the theory

that siinultantylisly wet.ts the neeck-of our bond aiid.outr behind is a raritY

r /

111 10 1 1 .6 ('1cop'yrigh1 (r) 19761.1tilversity
Associates. hie.
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Table I. A Summary of the Charactbristics of the Linear, Helical, and Cyclical
Models of Change

GROUP MODEL

Characteristic Linear tielical C);elielbi

Gump Nhisement Plop essi% e Revt esso c Cyclical

Gnwp Metaphor Conimunit ' / tTribe :h theater

Time Focus
.

Future Past . . Now .

( kial Completion
.

Garet:me Emotional .,

Experience
Synergy .

1....`

Tension Source Desire to Improve Desire to .
Understand

Desire to
Transeettcl

InterAennon Focus Gump Elements Contextual Elements Indisjcinal Elements

Obsemathm Base interpelsonal I I istol ical Intrapersonal

Reprewotane Thew y Schut, B . . I Chliig .

PersOnall t I.

Thewy Correlatett
wall Nk.k!f-I

"4
Erickson

-

Freud ,

,

. Hampden-l'untet
..

.
Strenvl' Easy to Understand Comprehensive Natnre-Basecl

Draw b,t,!.. -

,

Static
. l)ependency on

Group Ixadei
. Pnradosical

Usual kp1ii:Uatl(H1 Eiwountel Gioups,
Task Gimps.
Social Sx stems

-,
Nlan%

Pschotherapy .
Groups

Gestalt Croups -
Ptzidual Growth
Groups

.

t.

Eelevtidsm perMits the_oractitioner )o respond to a critical incident in the group by review-
jug the objectives of the group and the heeds of the members and then selecting the intervention
'from a themy base that seeins most productive for le\ixning. The eclectic stance permits the
practitioner t shape L. own theory and allows the lea er to be present both as a person and a
role.

,A possible, I. or-Innate side eflect of tectic approach -is ti choppy, uneven flow in thj
group process. Groups seen through a Tavistock -viepoint in one session, a Gestalt in a sccouel,.
and an. interpersonal-needs theory in the third session can'become'confused and unproductive.

,

Scaffold for an4ntegrated Theory

The following propvitions sketch the elementg f an integrated model and cOnst40e a "first
attempt to cpllate the salient features of several t ,cies. The prapositions have ts a data bits( thP
author's observations -41 phenoinena in psychotlaaby, growth,---altd task groug as well as the
observations and .findings of other investigatorS bi group behavior.

k The injegrated model posits a s'eries of dialectic confamtations, which occur 4tithih group
withip the group as a Whole. The dialgitic .consists of interplay between the con-

structs Or-yin and yang, viewed as energies in pOlar opposition-to the potential for synt-rgistie

Tht 1971 Annul Handbook for Group FacilitLrs
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fusion. The series of polar couliontations occurs within phaws, similar to those (lescrilud

Tuckinan 096.5) as -forming, stoi ming, norming, iwrforniing.- "I'lwse phases repeat themsek es,

in a spiraling fashion, until some degier Of wholeness or integration is 1 cached, or until the gum!)

artificially terminates Or abandons Its task.

The ancient Chinese scripture The Secuet of die Gold(n Honer (it. 19b2) describes

a similar intrapersonal dialectic as an individual moves toward enlightenment. This text and Jung's

commentary detail a circular movement in Which the mini!) of opposites Occurs repeatedly until a

higher state of consciousness is reached. The cyclical movement continues until all disparate body

and human events are integi atcd (hy transcendence or (eath) into the Oneness of Tao. 2

In this integrated model, the confrontation of polaritk's occturing within individnals is seen as

impacting the grOup constellation .as well. The group is not only a theater in which indivkluals

struggle to deal with change; it is also an event in'itsell that develops and attempts to integrate its

energy sources.
The group, as its etymology indicates, is a knot composed of many threadS, stronger and more

complex than it; components.
Appended to the group-process pmPositions are references to 1 Ching kua that illuminate the

dynamics of a particular phase. The 1 Ching serves remarkably well as 'a guidebook for both the

group leader and the group members as they collectively piirsue their task. The richness of the

Ching's wisdom applied to group %yolk can onlybe suggested here, but the text of the eighth kisa,

-liolding Together.- may serve to illustrate the advice it offers for beginning grc;ups.

8. II:: !lolling Together (Union)
Tht. 1(1:1::fle
Holding tut:ether brings good foi tone

!lupine of the oracle Once again
- Whether vim ilossess sublimity

cons'..;n:\ and perseveratICe,
Then there is no blame.
Those who are uneertain giadu(ll) join.
Whoevei ...ones too late
Nleets with olisfintune.

What is required is that we iniite WWI others, in order that all may complement and aid (me anotlu.r thron

holding together. But sueh holding together calls foi- a central figure aroi.md whom other persons may unite.

become a center of influence holding people together is a grave matter and fraught with grave responsibility. t

requires gre.aness of spirit, consistency and strength. Therefore, let him who wkhes to gather othersidront lilii

ask himself w hether he is equal to the undertaking, for anyone attemptMg the task without a real calling for it oi ly

makes cothsion worse than if no union at all had taken place.

But when there is a real rallying point, those who at first are hesitant or mwertain gradually, eome in of thOr
.

own accord. Late.comers must suffer the consequences, for in holding together the question of the right time is

also important. Relationships are formed and firmly established according to definite inner .laws. Common

experiences strengthen these ties, and he who tomes too late to share in these basic .experiences must suffer for it.

(B. Wilhelm, 1950, p. 36)
4

Basic Premises of an Integrated Theory

F.ollowing are the premises on which this integrated theory is based.

1. Change happens natur;ally. Change is the interplay of yin and yang energy and not the

result of frustration, coriffic.t, disequilibrium, or a search for homeostasis; change simply is.

'The term -tuntiapktion,'" which exprewn both die polar opposition and the eapac it) Of the poles to compleinent nr fulfill each

other, can he used to dese die the ) in/yang relationship.

*A Western description of polar opposites that define ec.rtain personality types can he foam; in the poet Yeats's A Vision (144,16).

For a hrilliant distusslen or polar forcus operating in soviet) and 'sto , sot: Thompson's At the Edge of History (1972).

% Y,

.
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2. The group provides a setting for focused and acceloated change. Gnmps exist to facilitate,
intensilY, and enrich the elynge process.

:3. The primmy task of any gimp is to revond creatively to change.
4. The energy of individnal membeis and of the group is distnbuted as yin and yang forces.

a. Fin forces take the form of passi% it% , tvceptivity, and simplicity. The yin pos-
ture of iudividuak and of groups is one of' %%aiting to be acted upon, yielding, and
accepting.

b.iang forces take the form of activity, creativity, excitement, and firmness. The yang
-posture of individuals and gimps is one of acting, confronting, and inviting.

5. Every group presents a unique constellation of yin and yang forces, a composite contri-
buted by all group members, inclnding the leader.

1

I ,

. ;Propositions Regarding Group Process
i

..

The kalekloicope provides an image of group process..As yin/yang forces begin to interface, they
'love subtl and delicately, providing a constant movement through phases. The phases, or move-
ents, ar-- named for appropriate 'hexagrams from the / Ching; each is demarcated by the basic
larities of the mandala of earlier heaven. (See Figure, 1.) The sets of polar opposites "govern" a

g ven.mcnement: that is, a given set epitomizes the polar opposition of a given movement.
..

i

initial Movement: Gathering Together r.

.;Tik\e movement is governed by the creative/receptive -polarity. The group perceives yang forces
.

. .resk"dinsz in the group leader, yin forces resildik within itself. The group acclimates itself to its
t fet ing: feelings invoked are excitement, apprehension, and confusion. The, immediate task for

1 \ihe group is developing an awareness milk appreciation of the collectfve situation. \.

'.. : \ This initial period finds representation in most theories of group development. It involves a
. basie orientation toward the group situation, a settling in. Major issues revolve around defining

elf, defining the task, and defining the function of the group and the leader. The movement
concludes when there is general agreement that change is in fact possible in the group, 'whether it,
is ehaeging behavior, making a decision, of solving a prolilem.

Kim that illmnintite this phase include the following: 1. The Creative; 2. The Receptive; 3.
Difficulty at the Beginning; 8. Holding Together; 10. Conduct; 17. Following; 31. Inflnence; 42.
Increase; 45. Cathering Together; and 48. The Well. 4

Second Movement: Standstill ,

The .movenient is governed by the thinking/feeling polarity. The awareness Of the possibility of,
change, begun in the initial phase, is now met by a denial of the possibility (Sand need for change.
Group"members adhere to one or another polar opposite, dichotomize their options, and develop
an either/or mentality. Splits between thinking and feeling, between body imd midd are fixated.

. The fe01ng level is marked by a clinging dependency on old ways and a resistance to accept the
dangers That work and change inviilve. .

Thii polarizing efket, of 'eTrly group interaCtion is aocumented in the work of Myers and
Lamm ( 0)75). Afler soine initid effort to alter previously hekt positions, group members revert to
their preVious, pre-group stance ark.d fight to maintain it. This phenomenon, variously described as
regression or resistance, s(,:eins to occur when the group is perceived HS an arena wherein bedrock
values, .;beliels, and svorl ...,vs eirn be challenged.r -

In th6 Ntandstill pha . tx:cur many of the regressive phenomena described by Bion as the
"basic-assuip ption" group. The-movement is marked by tension and whrking; it begins to change

, * .
..i .

.
.,

\
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into the following movement when an issue that is of magnitude and moment for most group

members emerges.
kua associated with this phase are the 6. (:onfliet; 12. Standstill, 13. rellow,hip---"

with Men; 19. Approach; 29. The Abysmal, 30. The Clinging, Fire. 35. Progress; 4,4 Coming to)

, Meet; 46. Pushing Upward; and 49i, Revolution.

Third Movement: Biting Through

The kaleidoscope continues. The third movement is governed by the confrontation/support polar-

ity. Group members develop a greater awareness of possibilities for change. There is a heightened

arousal of feeling and a greater need for nourishment. Lettingso.ofpolar positions releases power

and energy, motivating the group to attempt to grasp the paradox 'that mutual enhancement of

apparent opposites can occur. The group struggles to redistribute yin/yang forces: members

impact the leader; the leader impacts the group.
This movement is marked by the emergence of a ."both/and- attitude, which replaces

"either/or" ihinking. Power.and authority are seen as residing both in the group and in its

members. It is the central period in many theories of group development. When the smoke clears

and new learnings (insights, solutions) are apparent, the movement concludes and enters the

fourth period. -. -

Kira that illuminate this phase are the following: 6. Conflict; 16. Enthusiasm; 21. Biting

Through! 23. Splitting Apart; 33. Retreat; 38. Opposition; 84. Obstruction; 41. Decrease; 51. The

Arousing; 57. Tht- Gentle; and 28. Preponderance of the Create

Fourtiz,vement: The Taming Power of the Great

The moven- erg is governed by the interaction/silence polarity. The group creatively achieves

degree' of synergistic fusion. The feelings are focused on enjoyment of the new and the now.

Reflective, -meditative, incorporath;e silence coexists with playful and pleasurable interaction with

others. The task seems completed; needs are fnr closure, repose, quiet.

-This movement is marked by integration and cale6ration. Much work is accomplished; previ-

ously difficult issues are simply and easily resolved. There are attempts ,to "freeze" change; a

group may end its worktere. As it develops awareness that its apparept terminal point also offers

the possibility for a new beginning, he group fades into its fifth movement.

Etta associated with this phase are the following: II. Peace; 20. Contemplation; 26. The

Taming of the Great; 27, Nourishment; 32. Duration; 37. The Family; 40. Deliverance; 50. The

Caldron; 52. Keeping Still; 58. The Joyous; 61. Inner Truth; and 63. After Completion.

4'

Fifth Movement: Return

The circulation isfinished, temporarily;the group is at a new.starting point. The kaleidoscope is

rearranged; ,new polarities, the recently gained synergistic fusions, provide a field for new begin-

nings and greater closeness to Tao. The cycle spirals onward.

Kira associated wish this"phase are the following: 24. Return; 34. The Power of the Great; 43.-

Breakthrough; 49. Dispersion; and 64. Before Completion.

CONCCOSION

This theoryls presented to he studied, tested, and then thrown away. As Kahn and his colleagues

(1974) observe, theory itself is part of the floss; of change: "Even as we grasp it and write it down, it

heroines inadequate, melting away" (p45l).

I. 1154
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money. The first was a'rei slim, who said, "I usc the money to buy Angur. I he second %%as

an A1,11), who said, -No, because I want Inab.- The third was a Tiirk, %vim said. "I do not-want

Imib. I want 1 lzuln:. The fourth Wm a creek. lIc said, "I want Staff: Because these loin had

information but no knowledge, they stinted to fight.

()iue of wiSdffin present
could k

C
U.COUCded thew all h savIng, -I can fulfill the

needs of all of yon, with one and the sanw piece of money. II yon honestly give me your ti tist, youi

one coin will become as font% and four at odds N% ill Iwcome as one united.-

Such a person would know that each in his Own langnage wanted the same thing. grapes.'
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INTRODUCTION TO THE
STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES SECTION

In publishing these structured experiences, .we

assume that fauilitatorN are natural imovators.
They gather ideas or suggestions from many
sources, but they usually adapt, restructure, re-
design, supplemeht, or otherwise vary the mate-

rials they collect. Since-structured experiences

are almost infinite in their possible variations,
they can easily be adapted to suit the needs of a

particular group, the goals of a training design,

or the special capabilities of the facilitator using

them.
The structured_experiences in this volume of

the Annualdesigned to focus on individual be-

havior, constructive feedback, group processing,

and psychological integrationwill, we hope,

trigger other ideas, developments, expansions,
and transformations. The variations listed for ex-

,.
periences are intended to suggest to users some

such creative adaptations.
Cross-references to ,similar and com-

plementary structured experiences and sugges-

tions of appropriate lecturettes and other
materials in the University Aksociates Series in

Human Relations Training are listed at the end of

individual structured experiences.
Since one new structured experience seems in-

evitably to suggest yet another, we announce the

planned Publication in 1975 of Volume V of A

Handbook of Structured Experiences for Hunwn
Relations Thsining. Following the format of Vol-
umes I, II, III, ind IV,Nolume V will offer addi-
tional valuable resources to the group facilitator.

As in previousAnnuals and in our Handbooks,
we have arranged the structured experiences in

the 197.5 Annual in order of the degree of urrder-
standing, skill, and .experience required lw the

facilitator. The expertise of individual facil-
itators'varies, and the first structured experiences
generate less affect and data than do later ones,
thus demanding of the facilitator less back-
groAd to trie them effectively'and responsibly.

The 1975 Annual Handbook for Gimp Facilitators
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The skill of the facilitator becomes especially

crucial in the processing.of the experience. If the
structured experience is to be responsive to the

needs of the participants, it must be adeqUately
processed so that the participants are able tick in-

tegrate their learning. Stress can result from in-
adequate discussion of reactions to the activity.
This processinginust be the responsibility of the
facilitator. Therefore, he should select a payticu-
lar activity on the basis of two criteria: his own
competence and the needs of the participants.
- Sharing is our aim. Thousanch of facilitators

use structured experiences that we have pub-
lished, and we are glad that they agree with our
philosophy that sharing is in the true spirit of hu-

man relations practice.

AN EXPERIENTIAL MODEL.
The structured experiences in this volume are
designed to implement an experiential model.

The model is based on a cyclical learning process

of five sep,arate but ,interlocking procedures. As
implied brthe name of the model, the emphasis

is on the direct experiences of the participant or
learneras opposed to the vicarious expetiences

garnered 'through didactic approaches.
The experiential model is also an inductive

rather than a deductive process: The partieipant
discovers for himself the learnings offered by the
experiential process. His discovery may be facil-
itated by leader, bl?t, in the end, the partici-
pant finds and validates his own experience.

This is the "laboratory7--Lor experimental
approach to learning. It is based on the premise

that experience precedes learning and that the
learning, or meaning, to be derived from any ex-
perience comes from the learner himself. Any in-
dividual's experience is unique to himself; no one

can tell him what he is to learn, or gain, from any

s
activity. Probable !earnings can, of course, be

A1-17
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devised, but it us .up to the participant to vali-

date these for himself.
Five revolving steps are included in the expe-

riential model.
silvan!! neinv
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Exporioncing .
The process usually starts with experiencing.

The participant becomes involved in an activily;

he acts or behaves in some way or he does, 16er-

forms, observes, sees, says something. This initial

experience is the basis for the entire process.,
Publishing
Following the experience itself; it becotnes im-

portant for the participant to share or -publish-

his reactions and observations with others who

have either experienced or observed the same

activity.

Procssing
Sharing one's reactions is only the (list step. An

essentialand often neglectedpart of the cycle

is the necessary integration of this sharing. The

dynamics that emerged in the activity are ex-

plored, discussed, and evaluated (processed)

with other participants.

Generalising
Flowing logically from the processing step is the

need to develop principles or extract general-

,
izations from the experience. Stating !earnings in

this away can help participants furt er define,

clarify, and elaborate them.

Applying
The final step in the cycle is to plan applications

of the principles darived from the experience.

The experieittial process is not complete until a

esSe-tr-rtretr.:,-Tm---

new leArning or discovery is used and tested be-

havioridlv. This is the -experimental- part Of the

experiential model. Applying, Of course, be-

comes an experience in itself, and with new ex-

perience, the cycle begins again.

FAILURE OF STRUCTURED EXPERIENCES

Structured experiences can -fail.- That is, they

may not produce the predicted results, or they

may produce unexpected results.
Usually, such failure occurs when the expe-

riential Model outlined is truncated or abbre-

viated or when it is inadequately implemented.
Each step in the model is an essential part of the

entire sequence; each needs sufficient attention

to effect its full impact. As stated previously, in-

adequate processing is the most common cause

of the failure of the model.
Unfortunately, failure on the part of any facil-

itator only increases the chances that other facil-

itators may encounter difficulty in their attempts

to present a structured experience. If partici-

pants in a learning activity have previously had

ineffective training experiences, it is likely that

they will be more resistant to, and less inclined to

involve themselves in, such experiences in the fu-

ture.
Thu.s, the question of the "failure- of struc-

tured experiences becomes significant. Failure

promotes subsequent failure. For this reasbn, we

are stressing here,the need for facilitators to con-

front ihe demands and requirements of the expe-

riential model so that theyand their colleagues

who follow themmay gather the rewards and

-benefits the model offers.
The implications of the model stress the neces-

sity for adequate planning and sufficient time for

each step. An appropriate structure is especiallY

important for processing, generalizing, and ap-

plying. When handled with care, concern, and

skill, the experiential approach is invaluable for

group facilitators in the human relations training

field.

CATeGORIES OF STRUCTURED
EXPERIENCES

Categorizing simetured experiences becomes

somewhat arbitrary, since, as we have indioatedt
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each experience can Often be adapted for a vari-

ety of training purposes.
All structured experiences published in our

Series in Human Relations Trainingthe An-

nuals and Handbooksare numbered conse6i-
tively. Including the /975 Annual, we have now
published 148 structured experiences. 1

The following chart includes, iri abbreviated
form, the titles of all our published structured ex-

periences. Each activity is classified according to
its most common use. Each item is listed only
once, although any given experience cOuld con-
ceivably be used for several different purposes or
activities. For easy location of a particular struc-

tured experience, its number, volume, and page

number are given.

'

Thir tan Atm*/ Handboo* for Comp Favilitators 't

womb 14.1 0.40

A floteronce Gulch,

-..nr-,.-.74:r;:trA.Vg,21Mtnizrt

In order to offer a 'more complete, convenient
means of reference for users of our experiences.
we have developed a booklet, Structured Expe-
riences for Human Relations 7/wining: A Refer-

ence Guide, that offers categorizatious (if all
structured experiences by number, by category,
and by title. Thus, the experience appropriate
for a particular need can be located quickly and

e4uily. The entry for. each structured experience
includes the number, title, goals, group size,
time required, and volume and page number of
the p,nblished experience. Our readers are in-
vited to write us for a complimentary copy of
this valuable and useful Reference Guide.
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Identify six decisionmaking, processes and the consequences which can occur from the

use of these processes.

INTRODUCTION

A _major concern,, probably one of the more important issues in interpersonal, group,

and organizational functioning'', is: "How are 'decisions made?" 'This question is Sometimes_

overlooked in our various p&p that ,we are involved in, such as the small group that you

are in now, the staff working group back 'at your office, or Your Drug/Alcohol Abuse

Control Committee (DAACC) at your base. Many of us are prone to focus on the big

decision and ignore or not even be observant of the minor decisions which, in effect, have

_4nore immediate impact on our lives.
r

There are many different ways to make decisions in a \group. Whether one decision-

miking piocess ,is better than another is a complex question. It is important that we do

not judge too quickly the appropriateness and effectiveness of our decisionmaking procedure&

One decisionmaking style may not be best for all situations. More important is that we

recognize that goupa make decisions and that there are particular consequences depefiding

-on the particular decisionmaking process.

INFORMATION

DECISIONMAKING PROCESS

Pippropriateness of a Decisionmaking Proceiii

, Before looking ito the varipus decisionmakifig processes, iet us consider some ,of the

factors that. affedt thr appropriateness of any decision:

TIME AVAILABLE. 'The amount of time available in which to make the decision;

e.g., deciding whethee or pot to jump o'ut of a burning aircraft versus deCiding whether -or

not to design a new weapon system.

GROUP IIISTORt. The past history of the group;' e.g., 'What are , the rules for pie

group and .how , do: I get' those rules to work for me?

, 1161 .
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KIND OF TASK. The type of task is jmportant in choosing an appropriate decision-.
making process. Sometimes having a qualified individual make decisions is best if the task
requires precise judgement or hasty action; e.g., battlefield situations, survival procedures, air-
craft malfunctions, fires, etc. Consensus may 1,)e better for determining long-range gods,
deciding meeting times or places, etc.

CLIMATE DESIRED. The kind of climate the group wants to establish, e.g., permissive,
trusting, competitive.

Decisions and Conse4uences-

'LACK OF RESPONSE. The floors of most group meetings are completely covered with
"plops." Plops are suggestions that nO one seconds or "takes up" in agreement. This is the
most ineffective group decisionmaking process. All ideas which have been bypassed (to which
no member has responded) result in a common decision not to support them. This decision-.

making process may result from several fears including the following: fear that others will
disapprove of a group member's support; fear of being "trampled" by group members who are
critical; fear that, if one agrees with the idea, the suggester will dish out so much work that
the group will be overwhelmed with work.

AUTHORITY RULE. All determination of policy is made by the leader. Techniques in
authority rule in activity, steps are dictated by the' authority, one at a time, so that future
steps will always be uncertain to a large degree. The leader usually dictated the particular
worktasks and work companion(s) of each member. The dominating leader tends to be per-.

sonal in his/her praise or criticism of each member's work and aloof from group participation
except when demonstrating. This type of decisionmaking process is highly efficient (fast), but
'sometimes ineffective due to .the minimum amount of group involvement.

MINORITY. decision by minolity is a self-authorized decision (by chairperson or any
other member of the group). The minority decisionmaker may offer suggestions and then
shirt immediately into action before any other alternative can be considered. This kind, of
decision' may' be signified ,b'y a "hand clasp." A "hand clasp" occurs when two members of
the group simultaneously; support an idea, and their enthusiasm overwhelms the group. A coa-
lition occurs when several group members support and push through their suggestions. If no
other viable solutions are offered, or if other members remain silent, then the Coalition's sug-
gestion. dominates.

MAJORITY RULE. Decision by majority rule is usually accomplished by voting and/or
polling. this is the "democratic" method, and everyone is, encouraged to participate. The
Consequences of this type of decisionmaking are that sometimes "win-lose" sitations are
created; this may later affect the implementation of the decision. 'The minority may feel
insufficient time was given for the discussion and decide that, next time, "we'll win!"

1 .f
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CONSENSUS. Decision by consensus is one of the most effective, but:most time-

consuming, decisionmaking processes. Consensus is not i/nanimity, but a situation wherein

everyone in the group feels that he/she has had a fair chance to influence the decision.

Members who do Allot take the majority alternative understand it clearly and are prepared to

support it. A lot of time is needed for all members to state their oppositions and to allow

careful listening by others to understand minority alternatives.

Certainly, this time-consuming procedure will not beapplicable to all group decisions.

UNANIMOUS CONSENT. Decision by unanimous consent Is perfect but rarely achievable.

It is not always necessary and is probably highly inefficient. Groups that want to make deci-

sions in this manner may be setting too high of a standard for themselves.

EXERCISE

Completethe following exercise.

1. What four items must be considered for any decisionmaking process?

2. What is probably the most ineffective decisionmaking procedure.

3. Which decisionmaking procedure has the least amount of group involvement?

Nit A "hand clasp" is indicative of which decisionmaking procedure?

5.. Which decisionmaking procedure is considered to be "democratic"?

r,
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6. What ii the most effective detisionmaking procedure?

7. :Which decisionmaking procedure I. rarely achievable?-*0
. e

.1741

SUMMARY

In this unit we discussed factors to consider when making decisions. These were: time
available, past history of group, task being discussed, and kind of group climate. We also
covered :the six decisionmaking processes and the consegulices of using each of theth; lack
of response ineffective; authority rule minimum involvement; minority rule lack of

total support; majority rule creates win-lose skuation; consensustime consuming; and
unanimous consentrarely achiivable.

4

Understanding the decisionmaki4 process being wad in a group may stimulate involve- ,
ment and a desire for group members to return. Insuring the group decisiohniaking process
is known to all members could be the difference between a successful and an unsuccessful
group. How are the decisions made in your DAACC, Rehabilitation Committee, office, or
staff working committees?

ANSWERS TO EXERCISE

1. Time available, past hiitory of group, kind of task being discussed, and group climat(
desired.

2. Lack of response.

3. Authority.

11- Minority.

5. Majority nile.

6. Consensus.

7. Unanimous consent:

144
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- GROUP FACILITATION GROUP COUNSELING

BEHAVIORS CLIENTS NEED TO LEARN
,/

OBJECTIVE

'identify beide/ group cougee1ing technique*.

INTRODOCTION

sThe most effective way to counsel drug/slaihol clients with few exceptions, is group
.Counsehng.

INORMATION

Research indicates that one reason that clients change is that they learn to be clients.
TheY learn the rules for being 'a "good" client. There is a certain interesting, challenging,
gamelike awe& to couhseling that promotes rapid learning. In behavior modification terms
this is called stimulus generalisation. People reabt in particulir way in certain situations, and
in other similar situations they tend tO react in much the same fashion.' This is especially true
if mesnbera of the group role-play typicataituations that occur outekle the group and work out
a variety of solutions. An example of when stimulus ginsiallution may be effective is en
Al Anon group role-playing' typicsl domestictsitutions, then taking the new methods of solving
problems back home and using them.

SEPARATE THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS

Learning to separate thoughts and feelings I. a skill that can be taught in a relatively brief
amount of-time with long4asting result* Our t ulture.has given *motions almost a magical
power. We speak of "1 (ell in love." or "He made me mad." as if those emotions jumped out
of trees, grabbed us, and Made us powerless before them. The reality is that we can learn to
have as much control or choice Over *motions as otheparess in our lives. The beds, for gaining
'that control is to distinguish thought* from feelings. Examine: "[think that . . ." instead of
"I feel that . . .

Supersede SW IV-8-20 dated SO Nov 16
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GIVE AND .RECEIVE FEEDBACK

-s ,- t'r.Vf

Ah people give feedback they learn to ask for whst they want behaviorally and specific-

ally. This is an important skill for getting what we want in life. Giving and receiving feed-

back appropriate manner can help employer/employee relationships, marriages, and other

ial settings.. Giving and receiving feedback- is a simple concept that clients often have a,

difficult time applying. As the social situatiim becomes more potentially risky, the client will

hesitate and show great reluctance to proceed. Reteaching .will be necessary in order tobreak

partially-effective habits and learn new, more effective ones. One side-benefit of learning

to recetve feedback is that doing so /*quires the client to carefully listen to others. This

listening, without preparing defenses, enables the client to pay more attention to the environ-

ment and read the environment's possibilities correctly. This enables the client to malle better

decisions about living,

. STAY IN THE HERE AND NOW

As clients' stay in the "here and now"itheir needs begin tO emerge.. By being more aware

of their needs, clients are now more capable of fulhlling those needs. Instead of living with

lots of unfulfilled, energy-draining needs, clients work on getting what they-need. It's like

tAlking to someone interesting while needing to go to the bathroom. Trying to stay and listen,

with your legs cros)11 , is not as effective as saying:"I'm having a hard time listening when.l

have to go to the b hroom so badly. Will you excuse me for a minute so I can really focus

on what you're sexing? ..f.
2--

"WhY" questions are gear/illy an invitation to leave the "here and now" and gO into the

past. For example: "Why can't you be close to people?" The client's response is a long

'explanatiOn and possible defense to include the onset of the problem during bad toilet training.

"Now, what can you do about your bad toilet training?" Very little!

Initead of "why" questions, use "what," "how," and "when" questions. For example:

The question '1Why are you in this Marriage that you say is so destructive to you?",could be

rephrased to "How does staying in this marriage serve you in some way?" or "What brings

you to counseling now -.not last year or next year? What is happening now?" These ques-

tions are more immediately focused and conseqyently likely to elicit usable ,information.

OWNINd OR TAKING RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THOUGHTS AND FEEL,INGS

Owning thoUghts and feelings has a number of benefits. First, making "I" statements

iircreases the impact of the statement while- giving it a greater intensity.. Second, when

statemintia are owned, the client begins to have thoughts of' power over those statements in

order to make, them come true or false. For exarnplef "You can't tell people what you

think!' differs in quality from "I can't tell people what I think," when followed by a, coun-

selor question of "You can't or you won't tell people what you think?" The client

responds with "I guess I won't tell people what I think.", This is a whole new ball game from

"You can't tell people what you think."
i 2 1167f
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EXERCISE I

, St,
.

Cumpleto the IbIhming exercise.

1. How can COunselors keep the group members in the "here and now"?

a.

2: When do clients start asking for "'hat they want?
,.

) '
,

174 5 k

3. tit* can clients increase the impact of their statements?

4

le 9

4. How can clients gain control over' their emotions?

.11

Facilitators need to bea
will promote growth.

FACILIWOR INTERVENTIONS

.e

of the following statements in order to make interventions that

Knowing when to.make .interventione is a skill worthy of leinting.., Group members begin to
integrate their Ieernint of concepts. as well as the Practical application of thews Interventions are,
a means of keeping the gmup Member's,thought procemes locited. on "tarot." The basic issue

:



AO.

1
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,- ?Mr,

of short-term rehabilitation is the acceptance of individual responsibility by the client. Who

in the client's life Is going to be responsible for the chent's behavior? Hopefully, the client.

Often, elwnts aire playing "If it weren't for you. I'd be okay." which crunslates to "If it

weren't for me. rd be okay." The real issue is "What do the clients want, and are they willing

to pay tlw price to get it?"

SOMEONE ELSE MUST CHANGE IN Od)ER
TO SOLVE MY PROBLEM

/Facilitators make an intervention when a group Member says or implies, "Someone

else must change in order to solve my problem.." For eumple: "If the Air Force would

just change the rules abgtit marijuana, I'd be okay." Art interveption for this might be:

"Sounds to Me like you're planning on getting kicked out of the Air Force. Since t,he

Force doesn't seem to .be changing the rules, you seem to be making a decision to leave."

Intervene in situations like this by letting the client know he/she is really making a decision

about his/lir life.

STATEMENT DESKINE PERPETUATE, THE PAST

Facilitators will also vant to make an ntervention when a client makes a statement

designed to perpetuate the past. For example: "I've always bten like this." An:inter-

-vention-to make might bie, 1 hear you saying you are helpless." Let the client know that

he/she is being a slave to tra&ition, And that the client .can choose to be di(ferpnt.

EXERCISE II

Complete the following exercise.

1. When do facilitators make interventions in relation to client statements?

2.. What would be an example of a statement designed to perpetuate the past?

B. What would be an example of a statement requiring someone else must change in

:order to solve members' problems?

4

11R r;e
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INVITATIONAL COUNSELING

These principles of counseling will enable clients to he more responsible for their own
growth.

The principle o( invitational counseling states that:
,.

COUNSELORS CAN'T MAKE CLIENTS. DO THIDIOS

What are you going to do, giye clients a direct order to be responsible, ofthreaten
:them, like "If you don't quit grim, Ill write your mother"? It is best for counselors to
remember that counselors can't really make clients do things they don't want to do: fore
can encourage half-hearted trying.

INVITE RESPONSIBILITY
11%

Counselors can invite clients to vaponsibility and taking better care of themselves. -It is
the difference between saying "If. .you Come out, burn tbe house and break down
the door.'" and 'Hey! Can -Bob coine 64 and 'play? It 'cOuld be scarey, but we're going to
have a good time.'

BUILD ON STRENGTHS

Invite responsibility by bailding on strengths. Stroke group Members for what is wanted
and look for their striniths. You can't build On weakness., bid. you -can build on stcengths.
Example: "That was a risky step you t'ook just now telling me to get off your back."

INVITE SELFISHNESS,
1.1

4;
,

This concept is simply the "child to child" contract with 'parental" approval. .The best
method for achieving this is to ask, "What wotild you like to get for you out of being
hewer Mstruct clients to be as selfish. as .they dare. "Would you be willing to not let
others get power dyer your life?" Clifnts should not be expected to give soniething up
unless theY have something better to replace it with. "

.1, 1 7,6
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tomplete, -the following exercise.
\

1. What is the principle of invitational counseling?

2. What does it mear to invite respOnsibility?

3. How can z,ounselors buikl on strengths?

,

4. How can counselors invite clients to be selfish?.

- _ . .." :-

4.

QUESTIMS BEFORE S'TARTING A GROUP,

4

These question, Will InCreeie group effectiveness by encouraging planning. ,

I.

z

What you do.in opening a group sets behaviors that can influence the reit of the
group% interactions; therefore, careful planning I. desired, if nOt mandatory. To plan care-

fully, ask yourself the following questions:"
WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE GROUP?

having kiroup becalm sorabody said tot or do I ha4o chants that can be,tiolpod

by, being in groupc? What, ore nif hopes for this particular groug)--the "why have it"
,

. question? ."

6.. 11.71 .
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HOW fX) I WANT THE GROUP'S PUI4POSE TO HAPPON?

What is my gime plan 1Yansectional Analysis, Gestalt, Rogation, Values Clorification, or
all of tle above? How do" I Want the group to meet its objective? Basically,.this step involves
.making some predictions reguding outcomes.- Where will the group be at any given time?

HOW CAN. I OIVE THAT MESSAGE
BOTH OVERTLY AND COVERTLY?

I must be congruent. If I begin the group by 'kit/king poople to take responsipility,for
thernselves,iand then brg them not to leave the group, these messages aren't congruent. Coun-
selors must make sure Lbey are consistent in what they say and what they do, aid what' they
say and do combined communicates what they want.

HOW. WILL I INVITE CLIENTS TO TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIIMSELVES?

Counselors should ask themselves, "What messages do I give?" and "Whaat messages shall
I be sure not to give?" Then it is real important to assess the impact of what you say
on_ the total group atmosphere. For example, one message I might givit is, "nisi' yout
charfce _to w.ork on you; please, be as genero4.with yourielt as you dare.", . A messege I
may want to be sUre not to give is, "We have .complete confidentiality hem."

N.,;

Complete the following exercise.

EXERCISE IV

1. Mien do) counselors ask themselves the "why have it" question?

at

2. What is the purpose of deciding on a game plan?

3. How do counselors invite clients to take resPonsibility for theinselves?

gt:iq.S1`,0,1e41W ; -
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invite the clients to drop by just to chat or pass time. Let them know that they

. .0: .64 , don't need to have a, problem to talk to you.
t.r.:!
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'CLOSlIRE
(I

Closure is riot magical and doesn't come about at a. certain time. Closure is a process

th.1 occurs throughout the grouP\ instruction.

Vlosvire is ust as iniportant u opening it group. Careful plantling is essential in order to

leave the members in a good place upon closing the group. --Group Closure is not one single

item tnat occurs at ft given time; rather it is an ongoing proceu: There ik a covert message to

-coutmelor/client relationships v:rhfch is "We get to see each other as long as one of us is sick."

Closure, then, is a, subtle invitation to get sick (have problems) so we can keep the relation-

Ship. going. ,Studies show an increase of client problems just before or after termination of

cAminspling for just'this reason. Closure can be facilitated by the following means.

ESTABLISH MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIPS OUTSIDE THE GROUP

If people are taught to establish meaningful ti( lat io nsh ps with others as a function of

the group, there is less chance the clients will be dependent on the counselor. Clients will

then e able to estaolish the personal relationships they heed outside the group. They will

thin move into new' relationships or improve the telationships they, have outside the group.

Wtieh new or improved relationships are established, the client will cease to depend on the

group to meet these needs.

CONDUCT.EXERCISES

gxereisob should be accomplished to reveal and preClude.return situations. This is the

., principle of positive practice having then; ict out in the group those behaviors that will take

better care of them 'upon leaving thp groups For example: Go around the group arid. ask

''
".°L. persons to tell.what they .have learned and ihow they might cop out on that learning.. Then

load a discusifon on how, td prevent eop4a1t. Have the clients role-play situations that pre-

viously Lhey would have had difficuity with. Lift them role-play on* or two good endinp to the,

-;...sittuation., 'a f,...4.ett'''''':')?Clito4t:k*

r
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EXERCISE V

POI

CompleLe th followmg exercise.

1. Why is It important for clienis to establish meaningful relationships outside of groups?

sc.

ftiful

. . _

....?"....'4:+;-

2: Is it important for clients to have a problem in order to see the counselor? If not, why

not?

What is the principle of *positive practice?

SUMMARY

Group counseling is the most effective method for counseling clients, with few exceptions.

It is the best method for working with drug/alcohol clients. ,This study guide has proVidOd

you sufficient knowledge to identify four behaViors that clients need to in groups. -Those

behaviors were: separate thoughts and feelings, give and receive feeckback, y in ,the.here and

now, and own thoughts and feelings.

Equally as important were the two statements requiring intervention: "6otneone else

.must cicange in order to solve member's problem.".and statements designed to. perpetti4e the

past. The principle of invitational counseling states that "Counselors can't make clients.do ,

things," There were three other parts to this principle; invite clients tb 140pqnsibilay and.'

taking better care of themselves', invite responsibilitY tiy building on strengtti4sp0. te
responsibility by -irivitirjg selfishness. ,

Counselors should .prepare themselves prior to starting a group by asking themselves four

questions: "What is the purpode of the group?" "How do I want that purpose to happen?"

"How can I give that Message?". and "How will I invite clients to take responsibility for them-

selves?"

Group closure is just as important as opening a grouP. The three things that counselors
need to teach their clients in order to, bring about good group closure were: establish meaning
ful relationshipa let cliente know' that they can see you Without having a problem, and condUct

exercises,

11 71
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Crpt.1p counseling win be one of your primary modes of rehabilitative counseling. Knowing

your re4ponsibilities and role as a counielor and fapilitator will enhance the effectiveness of

your group counseling sessions.

ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

1. By avoiding "why" questions,

jpj
.0-

9. When they learn to give and receive feedback.
4

3. By pwning their thoughts and feelings.
w

4: By distinguishing thoughts from feelings.

EXERCISE' I

EXERCISE II

1. When clients make statements implying someone else is responsible or statements designed

to perpetuate the.past.

2. -"I've always been like this."
cnt...zot.

3. "If only my wife would stop nagging me."
, -

. n

,!,,
,V41...,,!"

EXERCISE III

1. Counselors can't make clients do things.

2. Ask clients to be responsible for themselves atil to take better care'of themselves.

3. Stroke members for whet is wanted.

4. By asking, "Whai would you like to get for you out of being here?"

EXERCISE IV

1. Prior to 'starting a group. )

2. To decide how the group is going to meet, its objectives.

3. By being consistent in what they say and do.

EXERCISE V

'I. To decrease dependency on the facilitator.

2.. No, they can drop by just to chat.

3. Conduct exercises ythicb act out in group those behaviors that take better care of clients'

selves.

S.

10 1175
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SOCIAL ACTIONS TRAINING BRANCH INTERPERSONAL LP BB-VI-1.2 (9)

Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236 CONMUN/CATION 1 August 1978

STUDEUIEE

INSTRUCTOR

RANK

DATE 0ROLD,

,

CRITER inION OBJECTIVL: lg In the day-to-day teraction in the school env4ronment rt, paicipate in
a manner which demonstrai es characteristics conducive to constructive and healthy communication

in

accordance wl.th the criteria listed on the Interpersolma Communication PerCormance'Test.
,

1. Exhibit a willingness to participate in the learmeng environment.
a. Share thoughts.
b. Share feelings.

2. Domonstrate an attentive, inquiring, and questioning orientation to the
learning process.

a. Wentive.
b. Listens to.others.
c. Attends-to issues at hand.

3. Demonstrate a genuine acceptance of feedback on how his/her behsv1or
affects others, to include verbal and nonverbal expressions of feelings/
attitudes.

a. openness.
b. Non-defensiveness.
c. Staying in the "here-and-now,"

4, Provide appropriate feedback to others.
a. Specific behavior (n n personal attacks).
b. Timeliness (near to event).
c. Behavior that others can change'(have control over).
d. Personal expressions of his/her feelings about observed behaViors.
e.--Vsaidation of behavior as appropriate (check out with others).

S. Takes 'responsibility for histher own behavior (offer statements showing
ownership).

a. I feel.
h. I think - rather than presenting or repeating other peoples' views.

6. Demonstrate an ability to / differentiate between ond become aware of
behavior that: (1) expresses feelings and (2) expresso& thoughts; that is..
the ability to distinguish between cognitive ("idea') processes and emotional
expressions.

".
.

..

.

,

7. Respond to "here-and-now" data-what is happening in the group at the
present time (what is going on in the groop),as opposed to the "there-and-
then" behavior - referring to "back-home" concerns, or behavior shown hy
people not in the immediate groups.

B. Demonstrate a respect for the feelings of others in the group, even when
his/her feelings are not congruentwith those expressed. Criticism or derog-
atory comments about others' feelings are not appropriate; such as "putting*
down' others for their expressions of anger, anxiety, affection, etc.

v. Demonstrate a willingnees to attempt.to understand and retlect empathi4.2
with others'expressions of feelings.

A

"10. Reflect (summarize or clarify) ideas or suggestions offered by 0.1.(u-
iroup members - able to pull together (organize) content information by
r,roup m

.
ehbers. .

Student's 4cknowledgemont

DAY 18 DAY 26 DAY 40

---^-

111.1G".

1101111111

7=8

."116.

Final Date Student Initials

\11 itunH most be satislactorv by Day 41) to receive nn overall satisfactory passing gradelor CO lg.

OKSIGA.D lUK firC COURSE USE. DU NOT USE, ON THE JOd.

4
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,
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1.4"
1.

S Satisfactory

NI . Needs Improvement,

U Unsatisfactory

Not observed

410.4.04.4.41Urherpor1. niArritrwirrmr:r.4,

I.

GROUP PROCEDURES
To receive an ovelleil satisfactory for Task '

Functiona, you must, receive four satisiactory
ratings by Day 26 Task Functions. The same

applies to Maintenance Functions lhere can
be no unsatisfactories by Day 26. YOU hunt'

receive satisfactory ih both Task and Mainte-
nance Functions; Criterion Ob'ectivea re and
1d.

Student a

4°.

II

Fina1 Date

:
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SOCIAL ACTIONS TiAINING BRAHNC
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236

TASK & MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS.PERFORMANCE TEST

STUDENT NAME

INSTRUCTOR .

TASK FUNCTIONS

RANK

GROUP

DATE

1755
LP-BB,VI-1.2(3)

1 August 1978
VIIIAL DO.I.DAT ION

lc. CRITERION OBJECTIE: In.& small group setting demonstrate an ability to manage group.taek
functions in accordance with the criterie tested on the Task and Maintenance Functions' Progress
Test.

SETTING GOALS (Suggests objectives for the group on wffich to work.)

SOLVING PROBLEMS (Suggests steps for resolving problems, demonstrates capability
to analyze problems.)

. JAY j8 DAX 26

\
MAKING DECISIONS (Decides between alternative suggestions for group action.)

INTEGRATING IDEAS (Ties ideas together logically, joins part: to form a whole.)

.,TetING CONSENSUS (Checks out with all members of the group their opinions about
'goal and objectives.),

BEING INVENTIVE (Offers unique sbsgestions far, grouR on which to work.)

lEiNG IN CONTROL4(Wheh group is dragging (apatheti56,.initiates aCtion, takes own
responsibility.)

/
BEINdkPRODUCTIVE (Offers a variety of ideas to stoup.)

MAINTENANCE iuNcnoNs 1 FINAL TASK FUNCTIONS GRADE

, easusimal

1111101111110P

ld.GRITERION OBJECTIVE: In a imall group betting, demonstrate group maintenance function, in
accordance with the criteria listed-on the Tasked Maintenence 1rWnctions'Perforeance Test.

STIRRING THINGS UP (Catalyst, provocative.)

HARMONIZING-AND COMPROMISING (Brings together conflicting ideas; look, for common
group'concerns:)

ENJOYING THE PROCESS (Shows excitement, involvement, and eagerness.)

GIVING INTERPERSONAL FEEDBACK (Provides appropriate feedback io others about theirbehavicir in the group.)

HELPING 0711ERS CARIBUTE (Invites other group member, to participate, "gatekeeping.")
,

ACCEPTING OTA:RSi FEELINGS (Verbal xpression, exhibits tolerance, ie notcritical of other nembers' feelings.)

EXPRESSING GROUP FEELINGS (Shares Perception about the group -- anxious, apathetic,dependent.)

REVIEWING GROUP PROCESS (Haw the group is funCtioning;.i.e., how group is makingdecisians, are all the nembere participating, and who controls the group.)

,FINAL MAINTENANCE FUNCTION GRADE

4.11WMIIIMMINE

6

11111011rit

111111=11111111

Student's Signature Final Date

Desmau FOR ATC COURSE USE. DO NOT USE'ON TEE JOB.

Attacinent 3

1176
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S Satisfactory

u Needs Improvement

U Unsatisfactory

N/0 Not observed

.e6

GAM RSOCIIMIP,
To receive as overall, satisfactory for Task

Function., you must,receive four satisfactory

'ratings by Day 26 Task Functions. :The sans

applies to 'Maintenance Functions. There can

be no unsatisfactories 'by Day .26. You Must

receive satiefactory in both Task and Mint.-

nanc 'unctions. Criterion Objectives lc and

ld.

Student's Signature

2

11 79.
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Social Actions Training Branch
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas 78236

r-

.1757
LP 3ALR734308/30LR736113/

,30ZR736413.-VI-1.1 (5)
1 August 1978

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN GROUPS

This worksheet is designed to assist group members in understanding and being more
perceptive about group process.

I. PARTICIPATION

Who are the high participators?

Who are the low partidpstors?

44

Do you ese any shift in participition: "
a. Highs become quiet; lows become talkative.
b. Do you see any reason for this In the group:s Interactidos?

.4f

f4' 4;i? How are the silent people treated?
HOW Is their Once lntarpseted?

a. aminit. c. Disinterest.
b. Disagionnent. d. Fear.

Who talks to whom?
,..Do you see any 'reason for this in the interaction?

Who keeps the ball rolling?
Why?
Do you we any reason for this in the interaction?

2. INFLUENCE

Which membirs aro high in influence?

Which members are low in influence?

'What shifts of influence do you me

Do you se, any rivalry In the group?

Is theme& struggle for leadership?

What effect does this struggle haveon the group?

11. STYLES OF INFLUENCE

L Autocratic.
--(1) Doss anyone attempt to impose his/her will on other group members or try to push them to

support his/bsr deadens?
tAIIG

e't:10.41,

4

DESIGNED FOR ATd COURSE USE. DO NOT USE -ON THE ,JOB.
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(2) Who evalualm or prime); judgment on other group members?

(9) Do any members block action when it in not moving in the direction they desire?

(4) Who pushes to get the group organized?

'r
b. Peacemaker.

(1) Who eagerly supports other group members decisions?.I.
(2) Dolts anyone consistently try to avoid conflict or unpleasant feelings from being expressed by

pourInioll on the troubled waters?

(3) Is any member typically deferential toward other group members? Gives them power?

(4) Do any members appear to avoid giving negative feedback (who will level only when they

have positive feedback to give)?

e. Laisaez-faire.

(1) Are any group members getting attention by their apparent lack of Involvement in the group?

(2) Does any group member go along with group decisions without seeming to commit himself/

hetself one way or the other?

(3) Who seems to be withdpiwn and uninvolved?

te

(4) Wht; does not initiate activity, participates mechanically, and only In response to another

member's question?

d. Democvatic.

(1) Does anyone try to include erryone in a group decision or discussion?

4

(2) Who expresses his feelings and opinions openly and directly without evaluating or judging

others?

(3) When feelings run high and tension mounts, which members attempt to deal with the conflict

in a problem-solving way?

(4) Who appears to be open.to feedback and criticisms (tom others?

4. DECISIONMAKING PROCEDURES

Does anione make a decisigh and carry it out withriut checking with other group members?

What effect .does this have on other group members?,

c



Does the group drift from topic to topic?

Who topic-jump;?
c.

'44r 1

1.
ek%
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i
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759

:Do you see an}, reason for this In the group's interactions?

Who supports other members' suggestions or decisions?

Does this support result In the two members deciding the topic or activity for the group?

:How does this affect other group members?

Is there any evidence of a majority pushing.a decision through over other members' objections?

Do they call for a vote (majority support)?

Is there any attempt to get all members partidpating in a deelsion? (Consensus)

What effect does this seem to have on the group?

Does anyon make any contributions which do not receive any kind of mpon'iw or recognition (plop)?

What effect does this have on the member?

5. TASK FUNCTIONS
_

Does anyone ask for or make suggestions as to the best way to proceed or to tackle a problem?

Does anyone attempt to summarize what has been covered or what has been going on In the group?

Is there any giving or asking for facts, ideas, opinions, feilings, feedback, or searching f6r alteinlitives?

,Who keeps the group on target?

Who prevents topic-jumping or going off on tangents?

6. MAINTENANCE FUNCIIONS

Who helps others get into Ute discussion (gate openers)?

Whh cuts oft others or interrupts them (gate closers)?

How well an members getting their idea across?

,11,7 1.1,;',;'1;): ,
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Are some Members preoccupied End not listening?

Are there any attempts by group members to help others chnify their ideas?

How are ideas rejected?

How do members react .when their ideas are not accepted?

Do members attempt to support others when they reject their Ideas?

GROUP ATMOSPHERE

Who seems to Prefer a filendly congenial atmosphere?.

Is there any attempt to suppress conflict or unpleasant feelings?

. Who seems to Prefer an atmosphere of conflict and disagreement?

Do any members provoke or annoy others?

Do people seem involved and interested?

Is -the atmosphere one of work-play satisfaction, taking flight, sluggishness, ete.?

8. MEMBERSHIP

Is there any subgrouping? Sometimes two or three members may consistently agree and support each

other or consistently disagree and oppose one another?

Do some people seem to i)e "outside" the gwup?

ILsome members teem to be "in"?

How are those outside treated?

' Do some members move in and out of the group (lean forward or backwsrd in their chairs, or move

their chairs in and out)?
*

Under what conditions do they come in or Move out?

.4. FEELINGS

1'

Whst signs of feelings do you observe in group members? Mger? Irritation? 'Frustration? Warmth?

Affection? Excitement? Boredom? Defensiveness? Competitiveness? Ete.

Si
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Do you sae any attempts by group members to block the expression of feelings, particulariN negativp.
feelings?

How is this done?

Does anyone do this consistently?

10. NORMS

Are certain areas avoided in the group (e.g., sex, religion, talking about present feelings in group, dis-
&using the leader's behavior, etc.)?

Who monis to reinforce this avoidance?

How do they do it?

Are group members overly nice or polite to each other?

AreNgy positive feelings expressed?

Do members agree with each other too readily?
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What happens when 'members disagree?

Do you see norms operating about participation or the kinds of questiOns that are allowed (e.g., "If I
tilk, you must talk"; "If I tell my ploblems, you have to tell your problems.")?

Do members feel free to probe each other about their feelings?

Do questions tend to be restricted to intellectual topics or events tutside of the group?
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